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Excursions to the Eastward. No. 1.

Extractsfrom the Journal ofa Political Mission to the Raja ofLigor

in Siam. By Capt. James Low, M. N. I. and M. A. T. C.

When the Burmese war broke out in 1 824 I had the honor of being-

deputed by the honorable Mr. Phillips, then at the head of the go-

vernment of Prince of Wales' Island as envoy to the raja of Ligor with

the view of obtaining some co-operation of the Siamese with the Ran-

goon expedition, and especially by means of a fleet of boats. It is un-

necessary here to enter into political details ; but it may be briefly

remarked that the Mission returned after a tedious negociation of three

months without being able to effect all the objects contemplated. This

was owing to the suspicious temper of the Siamese court, which could

not for a long while credit that the British arms would finally prevail.

At a subsequent period when aware of the mistake, this haughty and

ambitious, yet politic court discovered that the dilatoriness of its coun-

cils had shut it out from any share in the conquered territories.

The schooner Commerce of 60 tons burden, Capt. Chevers, an

American commander, was taken up for the conveyance of the Mis-

sion. A native officer with a party of sepoys formed the escort, and

camp equipage was provided in case it might be wanted for a march

overland.

We sailed on the 7th May, 1824, and proceeded up the Keddah
coast. On the right, Gunong Jerrei the Keddah peak forms a very

prominent feature of the coast. Its height is about 4000 feet*. It is

* By the Trigonometrical Survey made by Mr. Woore of the navy its height

is 3891 feet.
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584 Excursions to the Eastward. [July,

very steep where it faces the sea ; and here the streams of water which

flow over the smooth dark granite rock, when struck hy the sun's rays,

appear like fleecy clouds wreathing the mountain.

The formation of this mountain is primary. The secondary and

tertiary formations are not easily discoverable until we reach the

small islands called the Buntings, which lie nearly opposite to it.

At its base strata of laterite, and other conglomerates and accumula-

tions of debris prevail. In the deep narrow valleys lying betwixt the

shoulders of the mountain I observed tin ore of an excellent quality

in the form of grains. The Chinese were making what they called a

mine, which was merely a square excavation about thirty feet wide and

from two to three feet deep. The ore was loosely deposited below

quartz and schistose gravel.

Suspended from the ceiling of the smelting house wrere wooden mo-

dels of all sorts of native arms and implements intended to charm

away evil spirits.

Jerrei and Cherrei, by both of which appellatives this mountain is

known to the Malays, are corruptions of the term Srai which was the

ancient name of the Keddah country when entirely peopled by the

Siamese race, about A. D. 1340. A commercial colony from the

westward under a chief named Marrong Mahawangsa which set-

tled near the base of the mountain Srai was the cause of the country

becoming a place of greater resort than before that event for traders-

from India. The above named chief changed the name of the country

to Keddah, but the Siamese continue to call it Srai or Chrai. I shall

have occasion in a subsequent paper to state some further particulars

respecting the condition of this country in former times.

8th. Anchored off the mouth of the Keddah river. The anchor-

age is good in the north-east monsoon ; but in the south-west monsoon

it is a disagreeable if not an unsafe one, the shore being a lee one and

the swell heavy.

The Yokkabat, one of the Siamese government officers, came off to

say that the governor would give me an audience next day. I accord-

ingly waited on him at his sala or thamoneeup or hall of audience.

Phra Phak Dee Bareerap is a young man of about twenty years of

age. He is an illegitimate son of the raja of Ligor ; he entered the

hall immediately on my arrival. He was preceded by two men carry-

ing dap deng or swords of state. These are about five feet long and

have red velvet scabbards. On the right and left were soldiers bear-

ing dap he which are also swords of state having golden hilts. Princes

in Siam have generally twenty sword-bearers on each side of them
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when sitting in durbar. I bowed in the English fashion to the young

chief and then sat down on a chair which had been placed for me six

paces in front of the raised platform, on which he had seated himself

with his legs crossed and supported by cushions. Behind me the native

officer and havildar with their swords on, stood along with several other

attendants, The Siamese interpreter to the Mission placed himself on

the carpet at my feet. Close on the left squatted both the minister of

the chief and also his interpreter. The object of this interview was to

explain to the Siamese the nature and objects of the Burmese war, and

to obtain permission to cross the Peninsula to Ligor. The chief posi-

tively refused to comply with the latter request until he had the sanc-

tion of his father.

The Mission therefore would proceed, I told him, up the coast in

order to open a more speedy communication with ^the Ligoreans. The

young governor smoked segars during the whole audience. The minister

alluded to is a very fat man, and the uneasy, unnatural posture which

etiquette compelled him to keep, gave him the appearance of a huge

baboon, the resemblance being heightened by the manner in which, ac-

cording to the Siamese fashion, his hair was brushed up in front.

The interpreter passed and repassed betwixt the chief and myself on

his knees and elbows, a tedious and disgusting operation, but charac-

teristic of the procrastinating nature of Siamese diplomacy.

The governor was naked from the waist upwards. His hair was

short and his head uncovered.

The lower half of his person was clothed in a dress of silk and gold.

This is the common dress in lower Siam, and the raja of Ligor and

his sons affect simplicity, partly it may be supposed through policy,

and the fear of exciting the cupidity of the minions about the court of

JBankok.

Many however of the inferior officers wear silk vests or tunics em-
broidered with gold or silver, and also long crape scarfs which they
either use like cloaks, or wind round them as sashes. The favorite

color for these last is black.

The town of Keddah stands on the south bank of the river, and
consists of a single street of mean artap houses*. It is protected by a
brick defence, comprising an area of about eighty yards by fifty. With-
in are the houses of the governor and his officers and soldiers. The
wall of this work varies in height from eight to ten feet. Several large

iron guns are mounted on the wall facing the river. There is no

* This term is given to the eastward to houses constructed of light materials

and thatched with artap or nipah leaves.
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ditch on this side and the space betwixt the foot of the wall and the

river's bank is a gentle slope of a dozen yards. This fort, as the na-

tives term it, could not withstand for a quarter of an hour an attack by

a regular force.

Piles had been driven into the river below the town leaving only a

narrow passage. In descending, the tide carried our boat against these,

and it narrowly escaped being wedged in betwixt two of them.

11th. Set sail in the direction of Sittool, a small town on the

bank of a river of the same name. Finding that it would delay us did

we ascend this river we returned to the vessel. The bason into which

it empties itself and which is formed by islands is very shallow. Pro-

ceeding along the coast the general aspect is monotonous. Here and

there an open spot covered with long grass and interspersed with fine

trees seems to give an earnest of cultivation. But a nearer approach

dissolves the spell. In fact the cultivation on the Keddah coast, with

a very few exceptions, does not begin until a distance of a mile or two

from the sea.

I have in a former paper* described the Lancavy Islands and others

adjacent to them, and shall therefore here omit that part of the journal

which relates to them.

16th. Having encountered nothing but contrary winds we ran in for

Trang harbour, but were forced to come to an anchor before reaching

it, after having with great difficulty and hazard weathered two high

limestone rocks which lie off the south end of Pulo Tilibong. There

being no endurable cabin, the tents were got up and spread out so as to

shelter us from the torrents of rain which fell during the night,

17th. Finding that no progress could be made, the boat was got out

and I proceeded to the island to examine it. There was a very heavy

swell and a double surf at the shore of the small bay on the south side

of the island where we landed, and we narrowly escaped being swamped.

The island is uninhabited, and had been deserted since the Burmese

descent on Junkceylon in 1808; several droves of wild buffaloes were

seen on a plain in the middle of the island. At these a few shots were

fired without much effect. On returning to the Bay no boat could be

found. At length the Arab who had been left in charge of it was dis-

covered seated in moody silence below a tree. He significantly point-

ed to the surf, adding " she lies there? As this was our only boat, and

the Commerce was hull down, our case appeared somewhat desperate.

Fortunately the rope attached to the anchor on shore held fast, and by

help of this and the exertions of all hands after two hours hard work

* As. Res. Trans. Phys. class, part I. paper VI,
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the boat was got on shore. It was full of sand and two of the planks

were stove in. The jackets of the men were employed to close these

apertures, and then by dint of constant baling our party reached the

vessel in safety.

19th. Anchored in Trang harbour within bowshot of a small

creek. The channel is narrow, and it deepens towards the anchorage

at this creek which runs up into the east side of the island. This

spot is about three miles distant from the guard house at the mouth

of the Trang river, and about twelve from Khoan Tani the chief village

of the district which also lies on the banks of the river.

Pulo Tilibong was formerly inhabited, but the wars of Salang which

exposed it to Burman ravage scared the people away. On the sandy

beach on the eastern side we found the remains of a stockade which had

been constructed with shinbeans or roughly planed planks, about two or

three inches in thickness, of the wood called by the Siamese mat kheum,

and khayu geam by the Malays. These planks were about ten feet

above the ground in height. This is a very hard and durable wood, and

of a dark color. Although it had been exposed to the weather in this

stockade for upwards of twelve years, it seemed to have only increased

in hardness by age.

In a cave in a high rock which guards the northern entrance to the

harbour, I discovered twelve human sculls placed in a row ; they proba-

bly belonged to some of those men who had fallen in the wars just

alluded to. This cave contains many line stalactitical masses.

There is a channel betwixt the island of Tilibong, and the main shore

which is generally used by the Chinese junks which go up from Penang.

There is no safe channel for vessels from Tilibong harbour to the

river's mouth. The harbour ends in a deep excavation of 9 feet, being

merely the channel which is formed by that portion of the waters of the

river which flow in this direction.

Trang is a thinly peopled district. About three thousand persons of

both sexes may be taken as the utmost extent of the population.

The river and its adjacent shores are chiefly valuable to the Siamese

on account of the facilities which both afford for boat building, and of

some tin mines at the skirts of the hills. Trang river bears properly

only one embouchure although the maps represent it otherwise. Junks

go up it for ten or twelve miles (by the course of the river). About

six hours' rowing up it divides into two branches.

Khoan Tani is the chief village. Poultry and some other refresh-

ments can be obtained. The finest kinds of fish swam at the mouth of

the river and in the harbour.
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The Chinese of Penang export from Trang tin, a little ivory (which

is contraband,) bird's nest, hogs, poultry, and rice. A Chuliah or jaur

Pakan* manages the raja's mercantile transactions. The river is quite

undefended. From Khoan Tani Ligor can be reached in seven stagesf.

Tigers abound on the route. Expresses are generally conveyed by

parties of seven men, who make the best of their way without always

keeping together, the strongest carrying the express last and leaving

the weaker behind.

21st. About midday the Than Palat or superintendent of the dis-

trict with his two colleagues came on board. They appeared under

considerable alarm.

Letters were despatched by their assistance to their master at Ligor,

for it was found that these men had less authority vested in them than

the Governor of Keddah possessed. The apprehensions of an attack by

the Burmese had not yet subsided here, and the news of the British

having gone to war with that people gave evident satisfaction to these

officers. The Than Palat observed, that although the Siamese and

the Burmese had a common origin, and have now one religion in com-

mon, yet their minds never in any manner allied. The English, they

observed, could easily accommodate themselves to Chinese and Siamese

customs, because they eat the same kind of food. These men were

well dressed in white silk crape vests, with short sleeves. The under

dress was composed of checquered silk. They partook freely of wine

and biscuit, and became soon so loquacious that some state secrets escap-

ed them, or which they doubtless considered such, although in reality

as regarded us amounting to nothing.

We left Trang on the 26th, and after encountering rainy and boiste-

rous weather, rendered more annoying from the want of any decent

accommodation on board, we reached Junkceylon on the 29th.

The harbour of this island is too well known to require a description

here. There is neither village or hut on the beach, and at first sight

a stranger might suppose that the island had been deserted. After

searching about for some time in the boat for the Thartia stream or

creek, we observed a boat with natives in it close to the beach. On see-

ing us they took to flight although armed with muskets and other wea-

* The descendant of a Chuliah or Coromandel man and a Malay woman,

f 1 Tha cheen. "}

2 Don thamrna praang. |

3 Kroong mo-an. )• No population.

4 Kassang.
5 Chong khatu J
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pons. They were overtaken, and proved to be a party of Siamese. A
shaven priest of Buddha kept the helm. Recovering from their alarm

they shewed us the creek we were looking for. The opening into it

through the mangrove trees is very narrow, and might be mistaken for

a mere inequality in the general line of jangal. Although we had left

the ship at sunrise, we did not reach Thee Riia town until about sun-

set. This was owing to the narrowness of the stream which prevented

oars being of any use. The heavy ship's boat was towed up by fixing

a rope to trees ahead and hauling on it, and by the boatmen dragging

it against the current ; they being at the same time up to the neck in

water.

Loany Bam Prong the Siamese officer in charge of the island re-

ceived me with much politeness and hospitality in his own house*. His

wife, a stout good-humoured dame, of about thirty, immediately set to

work in the kitchen to prepare me a supper or rather dinner. The

kitchen wras on the same floor with the apartment allotted to me, and I

could perceive the whole process of cookery, which was certainly by

no means of that description which could injure the appetite of any

traveller of moderate expectations. The dinner, consisting of poultry,

eggs and vegetables, was served up in clean China plates and cups,

with spoons of china-ware; custards, confections and fruits formed

the second course. My host declined partaking of the viands. This

was done out of respect, not prejudice ; for after I had dined, the

dishes were removed to the next room, where he and his lady, who

had cooked an additional dinner, dined. By this time the lower

part of the house was full of people. But they behaved with much

decorum. They all smoked cigars. The conversation was kept up

betwixt the chief and me, accompanied by the flare of dammer torches

until past midnight, and during it I could perceive that fealty to the

emperor was a thing which lay very lightly on the heart of my com-

panion. On our arrival the women were but scantily clothed, their

busts being for the most part exposed. Next day, however, they

all appeared, with the addition of the phre, which is a long piece of

cloth, plain or variegated ; one end of it is put partly wound about the

waist, and the remainder is brought over the left shoulder and then car-

ried across the breast : they wTore their hair short. The women bring

water from the river in bamboos of ten or twelve feet long closed at

one end. They carry them slightly inclined on their shoulders and

place them upright against the walls of the houses. This plan is very

* Built in the usual light style of the country and only distinguishable from

the cottages around it by being larger.
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inconvenient, since the bamboo which is heavy must be lowered when

water is required by any of the household. Joints of the bamboo are

in general use for carrying water on a journey, and rice can be suffici-

ently boiled for food in a green one, without the latter splitting. We
returned to the ship on the 31st, after presenting some trifling presents

to the chief and his lady, amongst which was some wine and brandy for

eye-water, as she was pleased to term it.

Salang is the Siamese name for this island. It seems to have been

originally peopled by the Thai or Siamese race, who have not paid that

attention to it which policy should have dictated, seeing that it possesses

valuable tin mines and forms one of the keys to their coast. Its im-

portance as regards British influence has been much exaggerated, and

since the fall of Tenasserim and its occupation by British troops the

island has become of hardly any political importance to us. It could

easily be taken at any time if rendered necessary by war.

Salang or Junkceylon.

The most correct account perhaps extant of this island is that con-

tained in " Forrest's Voyage to the Mergui Archipelago" But since

his time (about 1784) many changes have taken place, not by any

means contributing to its prosperity.

Salang is 27* miles long by 10 at most in breadth, lying about E. S.

E. and N. N. W. It is diversified by hill and dale. The hills are of

moderate elevation, slope gradually, and are clothed with wood to their

tops ; while the levels are covered with grass and forest, excepting where

cultivation has been carried on. Both the east and west coasts may

be closely approached by large vessels, but the west being a lee shore

the chief harbour has been chosen on the east side. A dangerous nar-

row passage only navigable by small prows separates the north point

of the island from the main land, while the most southerly point is bold

and rocky and difficult to clear unless the wind be quite favorablef

.

The island abounds in streams, the principal of which is that which

leads to Thdrooa the residence of the governor.

The harbour is excellent, and it is covered by two islands in front,

while a hill sufficiently high to give it the command of a great part of

the harbour, juts boldly out from the main island.

* 25 miles according to Horsburgh.

f When returning from Mergui in the latter part of 1825, the vessel I was

in was forced by the wind and currents so close on this point, that had the last

tack she made not weathered it she must have been wrecked : we were within a

cable's length of the rocks.
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Junkceylon was long- the field on which the Siamese and Burmans

decided their claims to supremancy. This circumstance is alone suffi-

cient to account for the desolate condition it has been reduced to. But

that the Siamese have yet possession of it up to the period of the war

betwixt the British and Burmese is more than might have been expected

from the relative power of the contending parties, for the Burmans had

long before driven the Siamese out of Mergui and Tavoy*.

The last invasion happened about 1808 headed by a Burman

general. x

The troops were collected in Martaban, Tavoy and Mergui and

amounted about 12,000 men. They were successful at first, but when

they endeavoured to retreat with their booty and prisoners they were

pursued by the Siamese and the Keddah Malays who were auxiliaries

;

numbers were slain, others were shipwrecked, and only about one half

are supposed to have returned to Tenasserim.

The population of Salang is only now about 5,000 souls, which is not

half of that rated by Forrest. Tharooa contained in this time eighty

houses ; there were only 18 in it when visited by me in 1824.

The Siamese are anxious to encourage the settlement of their own

race here. But the genius of their government is better suited to

retard than to facilitate the increase of the species. The Siamese

court is too bigoted to that stumbling-block to nations,—custom, to per-

ceive that artificial means which bear no reference to the first natural

and simple maxims of political science can never be effectually employ-

ed to increase the population of a country.

The kings of Siam have been taught to look on their subjects as

property which may be managed as they like, and they have made them

slaves, because they can then best administer to their own luxury, avarice,

and ambition. The minds of the Siamese are therefore depressed; no

rank is perfectly hereditary, no private property however arduously ac-

quired is safe, every man in the empire is liable to be forced from his

family to serve in the army for years without pay, and life itself is of-

ten taken away for actions which even under many despotisms, and

certainly under no reasonably free condition of society, would be

termed faults.

* The Siamese affirm that they conquered the island from the Burmese in

1916 of Buddha, A. D. 1373. The expedition was commanded by Prince Chau
Nai Tha of Ligor in person.

They had to retake it from the Burmese in 1786, when four thousand of the

latter nation were killed and made prisoners. The Siamese were compelled to

cede Tavoy and Mergui to the Burmese in 1793.

4 E
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To fill up the vacant spaces in their population the Siamese were con-

stantly in the habits of kidnapping their neighbours the Peguers and

Burmans ; frequently translating the population of whole villages at

once. Then having planted them like exotics on a new soil they vain-

ly supposed that strength was added to the state.

They did not leave off this practice on the Tenasserim frontier

until long subsequent to the occupation of Tavoy and Mergui by the

British. They have derived one advantage, yet a dubious one, from

this system. It is the organization of a body of mercenary Peguan

troops. Were not the families of these men strictly retained as hos-

tages they could not for a moment be depended upon.

The population of Salang is almost exclusively Siamese ; the ex-

ceptions being Chinese.

The men are stout, and well enough proportioned ; and the women
although not handsome, have fair complexions.

There are a few priests on the island and a pagoda. These priests

or chctnkoo do not seem to be fed so well as those of their sect general-

ly are in Siam ; for several were observed returning from fishing with

nets, an occupation at variance with the rules of the order.

On the east side of the island at lAm plira chau point, there are

rocks which the Siamese affirm have been hewn into the figures of a

dog and a crow. Some pieces of rocks perhaps do bear distant resem-

blances to such figures*. However it was not in my power to go to

the place.

Opposite to this point they also imagine that they can distinguish

beneath the wave on a rock a Ra-e teen, or impression of the divine

foot of Buddha.

The worship of the dog may be traced to remote antiquity. In

Egypt it was prevalent, and in Bruce' s Travels we find that the

Kowas or watch dog of the skies is venerated in Abyssinia, not only

was he raised by the antients to a conspicuous station in the heavens,

but he was placed as the deep mouthed guardian of the infernal

regions. In Hindu and Siamese mythology a portion of hell is given

over to his power.

This singular species of worship was once openly professed by many

Indo-chinese tribes, but now slight remnants of it alone remain. Thus

amongst the Siamese there are many persons who on undertaking a

journey or upon any unusual occasion invoke the great dog to avert

* But on such vague reports I have frequently been induced to walk many

miles in the hope of finding statues, inscriptions, &c. and have generally been

quite disappointed.
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all evil from them. The people of Salang had statues of this dog, the

last of which was it is said carried off by some Malays. There is little

doubt that the Malays also were once infected by this superstition, and

it is worthy of notice that although so many centuries have elapsed

since they were converted toMuhammadanism,yet it is curious to observe

the large number of their former superstitious observances which they

still retain and cling to, although denounced by Muhammad.
The animals in Junhceylon are buffaloes, hogs, and deer. There are

no wild elephants, but leopards are rather numerous in the wilder parts ;

common poultry was procured, but a large supply must not be expected

here.

The situation of Junhceylon is sufficiently far to the northward of the

line to give it all the advantages which the two regular monsoons afford,

without subjecting it to the greatest violence of either.

Its climate is temperate, and the air is refreshed even in the dry season

by copious showers. From June until November may be deemed the

rainy season. The air is then cooled by the dry northeast monsoon.

From February to June the weather is warmest. The soil of the

island is various—clayey within the mangrove belt on the east side,

sandy along the open beach on the west, and where hilly composed of

the debris of the granite rock and vegetable matter. The extensive

flats and gentle slopes are fitted for most tropical production, and

the lower ranges of hills seem peculiarly adapted to the cultivation of

indigo and coffee.

The island might not perhaps furnish grain for a crowded population,

but its products would probably ensure a supply to it, under such a

state from other quarters.

Many of the hills near the east shore seem to have been once culti-

vated to their tops. The harbour and creeks swarm with excellent fish

and the shores with oysters.

Salang yields a very scanty revenue to its present possessors, but

under good regulations it might be rendered more valuable. The reve-

nue may perhaps be thus computed.

Yearly duties arising on sales of tin, ...... Drs. 3000

Customs and profits arising from the services \ 9000
of the subject, J

Sps. Drs. 5000

Tin is the product which gives to this island its chief value, for how-

ever neglected the mines may now be from deficiency of miners, we

find in Capt. Forrest's account that they yielded in his time about 500

4 e 2
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tons of tin yearly. It may however, be surmised that several of the best

mines have been pretty well exhausted.

This quantity agreeably to a calculation made by me when visiting

the smelting-house, and which will be noticed presently, must have afford-

ed to the king and the contractor of Siam a clear annual profit of

76,224 Spanish dollars, prices being then from 60 to 65 dollars per

bahar. It is however supposed that the above quantity did not form

the maximum of productiveness, and that with the long island of Pulo

Panjang, containing, (even now) unwrought tin veins and beds of

ore, Solang could have been made and perhaps might still be made to

yield a much larger supply. The tin of Junkceylon is now carried to

Phoonga where it is either sold to Penang traders or despatched across

the peninsula for the Siam market.

The following remarks will be found equally applicable to the tin

mining and smelting operations of Salang and Phoonga.

The Chinese are the only people employed by the Siamese in the

smelting of the ore at their various tin mines, and the former general-

ly enter into a contract for a period of a year, at a stipulated rate.

The charges for mining, smelting, &c. stand thus for one bahar*

*

1. Price paid at the smelting house for ore, 19 20

2. Charges for furnace and 6 men at ^ dr. per day, 1 50

Prime cost,. . 20 70

3. The king takes at first, 24

4. Ditto ditto ditto on the sale, 2

26

Total cost to the smelterf , Drs 46 70

The operation of mining is quite speculative, but on this account it

has greater charms for the natives who require excitation of mind to

disturb their indolent habits.

They dig pits from the depth of 10 to 100 feet. The ore is found

either in a gritty form, or imbedded in a quartzose gangue. They

are contented with the produce which the single shaft yields them, and

rarely venture to mine laterally. This ore is then broken and washed.

Although there are few parts of the island which do not contain ore,

* A baliar contains about 466 lbs. avoirdupois, so that 5 tons are equal

to 24 bahars and 16 lbs.

f Now, 1837, the average price of tin in the Straits is about 48 dollars per

bahar. Consequently unless the duty should be greatly reduced the mines

must be abandoned.
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yet the mines at the places noted below* are most productive as I was

informed.

The furnace used by the Chinese is about three feet high and one

foot and a half in diameter at top, and nearly the same below.

Alternate layers of ore and charcoal are put into it, and pump bel-

lows are kept incessantly at work during four days less one night ; after

ten or twelve hours blowing, the tin begins to run off. The coke is

extracted at intervals and is afterwards again subjected to the action of

the furnace.

The produce during the above period is from 5\ to 6 bahars.

They then take a day's respite.

It has been stated that the government charges, on tin, an export

duty of about two dollars per bahar. This, however, is only the case

when return is made in specie. If in goods and provided the quantity

purchased exceeds 20 bahars, the duty is 125 dollars, which is not

increased although the transaction should be carried to a much larger

amount. The contractor, or more properly agent receives one per

cent, on the sales wrhen the king does not direct the governor to make

a specific contract, and the inferior officers of government and the

chief himself must be propitiated by presents.

Eight per cent, is charged on the bartering of goods.

The Siamese possess several small ports northward of Junkceylon,

These are now only visited by petty trading native prowsf

.

Although Junkceylon is under the Phoonga government yet being

a well known island and one where a considerable trade centered before

the British got settlements to the eastward, I have preferred treating

it separately.

Phoonga.

On the 1st June, 1824, our captain at my request weighed and

stood out of Junkceylon harbour.

Many majestic rocks (laid down confusedly in some maps under the

name Tover), were the marks by which we steered, as no one on board

* Pittong Takre-un, Sappam, Ban ke rim, Ban dawn, Ban na nai, Ban

Saphan, Ban nayany, Ban saho, Ban thoongyang, Kamra, Kitoong, Chaloony,

Pakkla, Tillony near Papra, and Phoklar. The tin ore* smelted at Phoonga is

brought from the following plac-s lying on the coast of Tenasserim above

Papra, Ta/coa pa, Powang, and Kra. The ores from these places are consi-

dered inferior to the Salang ore.

1* These places beginning from Junkceylon and at Papra are Naikeemo, Phok-

lawe, Bandaun, Bangkhree on a small river, (the Bangir or Baniyer of the

maps,) Nashooee, Takoa Kong., Bandala, Banyklok, Pre Koosoom, Krad, Pook-

hak Takoapa, Rendong.
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had ever been in this bay. These rocks from their shapes are called

by the Siamese the Yot Phoonga, or pyramids of Phoonga.

Just as we approached the rugged chain alluded to, we were much

surprised to observe a handsome brig lying at anchor ; this harbour

being if not absolutely unknown to European traders is now but very

rarely visited by any. She turned out to be an American merchant-

man, " the Hope of Boston," with a small crew of eight or ten men.

The commander was ashore in his whale boat, and had left his crew

under a mate ; when we met him afterwards he told us that his crew

had taken us for a pirate (although we had English colors up), and

had nearly given us a salute, when passing within half pistol shot,

with all their guns and fire-arms. To this speech our captain made a

suitable reply. He too, although an American himself and one too in

heart, coolly said, that it was most lucky for the Hope of Boston that

she had kept quiet, since she must soon have become a legal prize to

his brig, defended as she was by four six pounders and a party of twenty

sepoys, besides lascars and officers. This American trader had many

muskets for sale on board, but the Siamese did not seem pleased with

their quality. Indeed, they were of a most ordinary description, being

hooped round the barrels and stocks, and not resting at the half cock.

It is not easy to impose any spurious article of trade on the Siamese,

especially fire-arms ; but they will exchange their tin for good ones,

although luckily not so much to the advantage of the European or

American trader as to render it an object of much importance to him

to bring out large supplies.

Our brig having been anchored about a mile off Phoonga river, I

decided to go up at once to the town, being aware that should the

Siamese governor take alarm he might excuse himself from allowing

me to visit the town.

I therefore immediately left the ship with an escort of ten sepoys

and rowed up the river. It was found to flow through a level country

covered with mangroves and other jungle from which we were saluted

by the chatterings of tribes of monkeys.

The tide being partly against us we did not reach the opening to the

cultivated plain until after six hours' rowing, Here some Chinese

junks were observed at anchor*, and we were hailed from the custom

house and told to stop. On pretence, however, of not understanding

them we pushed up to the town. The people were apparently under

considerable alarm, and we were afterwards informed that the gover-

nor's son, who was acting in his father's absence, had ordered the alarm

* From 50 to GO tons burden.
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drum to be beat on learning from the American commander, who had

got up before us, that a boat manned by British sepoys was on its

way to the town. Having reached an open place close to the gover-

nor's house, and supposing from the confusion observable in the crowd

on shore, that our visit might be construed perhaps as a hostile one,

I directed the boat to be moored, and that no one should presume to

quit her without leave.

I then landed and went, accompanied by a native sepoy officer, and

four privates with side-arms only, to pay my respects to the governor's

son.

He received me with much politeness, but under manifest restraint

and uneasiness in a hall, in the midst of which was a raised platform

railed in. On this platform mats, carpets, and cushions were laid.

I accommodated myself there being no chairs as well as might be to

the cross-legged position in which the chief reclined. This young man

entrusted the first part of the conversation to his father's colleague, and

interpreter, who were seated before him. On looking round I was at a

loss to conjecture the cause of the apprehension shewn by him, for there

were about an hundred armed men in the hall, their weapons chiefly

spears and swords. To calm the young chief I explained to him that

my visit was of a friendly kind, and to obtain some supplies of which

we were in need ; and I told him that next day when fewer persons

would be present we might if he chose have a long interview. Confec-

tions were brought in upon brass trays ; and I then returned to the bank

of the river where a house had been prepared by the chief's people for

my reception.

It was in the ordinary style of the country constructed of bamboos

and leaves, and decorated inside with chintz hangings and couches, mats

and carpets.

I had scarcely occupied this apartment when an ample dinner arrived

from the governor's kitchen. It was served up on high metal trays with

three and four shelves each, and consisted of pork variously prepared,

roasted and stewed ducks and fowls, fish, hard-boiled eggs, plain and

seasoned rice and vegetables. The desert was composed of plain and

preserved fruits, custards, and confections.

The seasonings to their dishes were pepper and spices, balachong or

caviare-oil, salt, and limes. Every part, almost, of an animal is eaten.

When a buffalo is killed the common Siamese will prepare the skin

for food by scorching it, and then beating, washing and boiling it : after

these operations it is cut into thin slices and dressed. Game of all

kinds, both birds and beasts, abound in the country, and all of the
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former, excepting vultures, hawks, and owls, and all of the latter, except

beasts of prey, are used as food.

The Siamese, like the Chinese, are great gourmands when they can

afford to be so, but while the latter prefer pork to every other sort of

food, the Siamese prefer venison and ducks. Some Lau fsamchoo of

the Chinese), an ardent spirit, formed part of this entertainment.

Crowds came to gaze at us until it became dark, when the sound of

the bugle helped to scare them away.

The governor's interpreter, a native of Coromandel, remained until

late, no doubt to sift my real intention in entering the place. With

the adroitness of his tribe* he proffered whatever his master's house

could afford, not sparing the inmates of the seraglio ! His people in

the interim were busied in discovering what profit he could make out

of the two stranger vessels.

Phra Phak dee pho thau the young chief received me at his

house next day.

I informed him that I was proceeding on a Siamese mission from

JPenang, and that I was happy of the opportunity chance had given me
of informing him that the British had gone to war with the ancient

enemies of Siam, the Burmans. His countenance instantly brightened,

and with animation he proffered his elephants and attendants to convey

me immediately across the peninsulaf

.

It was with real regret that the terms of my instructions did not au-

thorize my proceeding to the capital, and had even a latitude in this in-

stance been excusable, I was under obligations to enter into conferences

with the raja of Ligor, which might have prevented my availing myself

of it. But the readiness, with which the route across the peninsula was

opened to me contrasted well with the suspicious temper of the wary

chiefs of the more wily Ligorian.

The day after this visit I went to take leave of my hospitable enter-

tainer previous to embarking. Having before expressed a desire to see

a Siamese theatrical exhibition, I was gratified on being told that the

actors and musicians were ready to commence. We proceeded to a

thatched house called the Rong Lakhanor theatre.

The piece under performance was the Ramahean, a free version of

the Hindu heroic poem Rdmdyan. This kind of dramatic exhibition

is termed Len khon.

* Called Chulias to the eastward of the Bay.

f First, Penang where the Ban Don and Chaiya rivers join three stages on

one elephant ; thence down the Chaiya river in boats three stages to the sea.

From Phoonga to I'd Thong a dependency of Ligor on a river famous for the

boats built on it, is a journey of four days.
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Phra Ram (or Sri Rama) and his ape general Houlaman (or Hun-

nuraan) attended by his army of apes appear in their proper shapes on

the stage. On the right was a throne for the king, and on the left an

elevated space for Thotsakan or the " ten-headed" who was the Hindu

jRavan or tyrant of Ceylon. The tyrant appears attended by his

queen and encompassed by his attendants.

As masks are worn in this department of the Siamese drama the actors

do not speak, but merely adapt their gesticulation to what is read by

the prompter, or speaker rather, placed behind screens. The dialogue

is frequently lively, but being in verse has too often a monotonous effect

on the ear. A band of music was ready to supply breaks in the ac-

tion and to accompany certain battle, and other scenes.

This band consisted of drums, trumpets, flutes, the metallic sticcado
s

musical trough, and kettle drums, cymbals and gongs ; when the ac-

tresses, or, as they then happened to be, boys in girl's clothes, danced,

they kept excellent time to the music, and I was particularly struck

with the greater ease and elegance which the Siamese dancers possess

over those of any people in Hindustan. Here sprightly figures rather

prevailed, while in India it requires a dancing girl to have a very great

share of beauty to prevent the spectator from becoming speedily relieved

by sleep from her display of studied gesture and cramped action.

The dresses of the dramatis personse seemed appropriate, but perhaps

rather gaudy.

Phra Ram had a green mask, and Sookkreep (SoogrivaJ his

minister a golden one. The tail of the general Houlaman becomes during

a skirmish the prize of the opposite party, to the infinite diversion of the

audience. The policy of the Siamese government leads it to take ad-

vantage of the good nature of its subjects, and in gratuitously admitting

them to such amusements, makes them willing to forget for awhile in

mirth and song the miseries they endure from the unmitigated tension

of its rule*.

We left the theatre much gratified at the novelty of the whole per-

formance, and on my return home I found that a sumptuous dinner had

been sent by the young chief for myself and party. But perhaps he

had not considered that Mussulmans and Hindus would not dare to

touch the viands he had sent. No doubt they were discussed by his

own people afterwards.

The dinner consisted of the following dishes: a half grown pig roasted

whole, several ducks and fowls stewed, hashed and baited, stews of

various kinds, a large tray of preserved fruits, including dorians, &c. cus-

* Under the bead poetry will be found some further notices on the subject.

4 F
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tards and fresh fruits ; neither coffee, tea, milk or butter seem to enter

into the common fare of these people. Butter they never make ; milk is

seldom used in its plain state ; and tea is a luxury confined to the chiefs

principally. They dress their food with hogs' lard.

The chief positively refused to receive any present from me for his

attentions, but I sent some suitable ones to his father on a subsequent

occasion.

Phoonga river.

The east branch is said to be the largest, but the west branch is that

most frequented. I was prevented from surveying the former by our

accidentally missing our direction in returning, and pursuing the branch

by which we had ascended. The windings and creeks of these rivers

are so intricate that it requires a long acquaintance with them to render

them familiar. The sketches of the valley and the pyramids will shew

better than description can the nature of the country. Phoo?iga lies

in an oblong plain or valley formed by two ranges of rocky hills which

approach each other very closely at the north end, but less so on the

south. The outlet to the north is therefore very narrow,

The river enters through this opening, and then winding prettily

down the valley at length enters a tangled forest of mangroves and

other trees, amongst which it finds its way to the sea.

The influence of the tide extends higher than to Phoonga, but at

low water a ship's boat cannot well ascend beyond the place where we

landed close on the town.

Its breadth, or rather the breadth of its bed opposite the town, varies

considerably but may be stated on an average at thirty yards.

Its banks on the sides opposed to the force of the current, especially

on that towards the town, are steep, and in some places ten feet high,

but at and below the custom house they are low and covered at high

tide.

The valley is about three miles in its extreme length, but the breadth

is not more than two miles at the widest part, and the average may
be given at three quarters of a mile.

The soil is chiefly a clay mixed with a reddish earth, and seems fer-

tile. The greatest part of the valley is occupied by cottages with

gardens attached, the rest by rice fields and pasture ground for buffaloes

and a few oxen.

Fruits are very plentiful, especially the dorian. They were in season

when we were there, and every house having a supply, the air was

most strongly perfumed.

The scenery is peculiar and picturesque, and were the banks of the
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river dressed and improved would be highly so. The towering rocks,

somewhat fined down and softened in their rude features by the shrubs

which cling to them even where overhanging their bases, produce an

agreeable contrast to the mildness of the landscape below. In one

place on the east side a chalky cliff obtrudes itself ; I attribute the

chalky appearance to the agaric mineral, which seems to be abundant

in these rocks, and which oozing from their crevices produces this sin-

gular effect. The river itself washes the base of the limestone preci-

pices lower down which are seen to great advantage while sailing up.

The dip of the strata of the most northerly of this range was to the

south, but behind the town on the west side is a rock the strata of

which are regular and horizontal.

The climate is rather warm during midday, but the mornings and

nights are remarkably cool. The sea breeze reaches the town some-

times, when it blows strongly.

The town does not consist of more than 70 houses, as the population

is found principally in detached cottages : about 30 of the above number

belong to Chinese settlers. Their houses are large and convenient,

and are regularly built so as to form a street. The house of the chief

is a little larger than the rest, but has scarcely any exterior decoration

and is formed of wood and other light materials. The hall is of wood,

carved in some places. These are inclosed by a palisade of planks and

stakes.

On the south of the chief's residence is the Chinese tin smelting-

house where one furnace was employed.

From such information as was collected by me there, it would appear

that the population, independent of Malays, of this place may be estimat-

ed at six or seven thousand souls. There are about six hundred active

Chinese in this number. Two thirds of these are Macao men, who are

considered by the natives both here and at Fencing as the most trou-

blesome class of Chinese emigrants. Several hundreds of Malays are

interspersed in the creeks about the mouth of the river. The Siamese

do not permit many of them to stay near the town.

A great portion of this population is employed during the dry season,

which is half the year, at the tin mines. They return during the other

months to cultivate rice.

The chief sends as many Siamese to the mines as he pleases, or can

dispense with, and while there they receive provisions only. The ore

which they dig is sold to the Chinese contractor, and the profit of it

goes to the chief. The ore is brought down either on elephants or in

canoes, which can find their way two or three days up beyond Phoonga.

4 f 2
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The Chinese miners, however, are not taxed. Indeed the Chinese

always enjoy privileges under the Siamese government, which are

denied to the natural subject. They are exempted from the duty imposed

on every Siamese of serving the state when called on, either in the

capacity of soldiers, artizans, or day labourers, and they are left at more

liberty to enjoy what their industry produces than the native is.

The reason is obvious :—the Chinese, independent of their belonging

to the dominant nation to which the Siamese pay tribute, are a more

intelligent, ingenious and laborious race than the Siamese, to whom also

they have the art to render themselves absolutely necessary, and as

the religious institutions of both people are free from the unsocial re-

strictions of caste, they assimilate easily together. We may likewise

suppose that the Siamese would not like to irritate a class of men who

are so numerous in all their towns, and who have come from a country

the supremacy, as just observed, of which over Indo-Chinese nations

they acknowledge.

Although the chief of Phoonga takes advantage of the power given

him and enriches himself at the expense of his subjects, yet his govern-

ment is not so oppressive as that of the raja of Ligor. His people also

are more attached to him, than those of Ligor to the latter, or in other

words do not hate him so violently as the Ligorians hate their prince.

The difference shewed itself in one instance.- In the raja's country every

article supplied for my table was extorted from his subjects, but at

Phoonga, the chief bought out of the bazar all the provisions. &c, he

sent to me.

The females at Phoonga secluded themselves more than those at

Salang did, which I attributed to their own modesty, for jealousy is

not a characteristic of the men in Siam. Women in this country are

allowed much freedom ; but it may be questioned whether they would

not willingly part with a large portion of it to get rid of the drudgery it

entails. The obligation which the men lie under to serve the state

during a certain number of months in a year according to circumstances,

throws the labor which they ought to perform on the shoulders of the

women. These are therefore driven to the necessity of subsisting

themselves during the absence of their husbands ; they prepare the rice-

fields, plant vegetables, and attend to the loom, or to keeping of small

bazars.

The governor of Phoonga has two associates. His revenue is

derived from the available labor of his own private trade, and perqui-

sites derivable from transactions of foreign traders at his port. He
has three China junks which trade to Penang; these carry to that island
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tin, rice, and small articles of native exportation, and return with cloth,

chintzes, glass ware and other manufactures.

He pays no regular sum to the emperor, but at the expiration of

every three or four years he sends, or takes a valuable present to him.

The emperor of course receives all the profits that accrue from the

sale of tin, the governor making his on the ore sold to the smelter.

Phoonga swarms with priests. They have four monasteries, but no

temple deserving of notice. I visited the principal Wat or monastery

early one morning. The superior, a man of eighty years of age by his

own account, received me very politely. He seemed to think it requi-

site to account for the mean appearance of their sacred edifices, by ob-

serving that the materials had been collected for the constructing of

others, but that the constant dread they were in of Burman invasion

prevented them from carrying their intentions into execution. He then

complained of a disease to which he was subject and asked me for some

medicines. His complaint however being the irremediable one of old

age, consolation was the only relief which could be offered.

The Siamese are very fond of European medicines, and like several

eastern nations fancy that every white man is a physician. This con-

vent seemed to be a hospital for dogs, which from the smallest to the

largest size overspread the court, scarely leaving room to walk. The

Siamese are forbidden to destroy life, which may account for this pre-

posterous kindness. From what I observed it would appear that in

Phoonga there is at least one priest for the cure of every hundred

souls ! But the poor people do not benefit much by their advice. If

they assist in daily filling the brass jar or Baat which the Chaukoo

carries about to receive contributions, and make a few periodical offer-

ings at the shrine of Phra Phoot or Buddha, which are afterwards

transferred to the houses of the priests, they fancy they have amply

fulfilled the duties of their religion ; and leave the priest to repay them-

selves by prayers offered up either for success, or to avert some expect-

ed calamity. The priests here had some Bali books which few of them

comprehended ; most of them can read such with about as much advan-

tage to themselves as the generality of Mussulmans in Hindustan do

the Koran.

Refreshments can be had here on reasonable terms, such as poultry,

hogs and fruits.

They have a few cattle (bovine) but they were unwilling to dispose

of them.

They have many tame elephants. The chief gave me the use of his

while there, and also of a small pony called a horse which he had got

from Penang.
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The exports* and imports at Phoonga may be thus stated.

Exports.—Deebook or tin, 600 bahars, and of which an indefinite

number of bahars are sent to Siam.

2. Kra tau or tortoiseshell, which is brought from the Lancavies

and other islands in small quantity.

3. Rang nok or edible birds' nests.

4. Nga chaang, ivory.

5. Khau san, rice.

Imports.—Fine English long cloth (white) about 80 cubits long and

2 or 2\ broad.

2. Superfine scarlet broad cloth.

3. English chintzes, 7 cubits long, 2 cubits and 8 inches broad.

4. Bengal ditto.

5. Ditto white long cloth 40 cubits long, 2 cubits and 3 inches,

broad.

6. Baftas, 24 cubits long, 2 cubits and \\ inches broad.

7. Madras moreis, 1 8 ditto long, 2 and 8 inches broad.

8. Nagore gaga moreis, 70 cubits long, 2 cubits 2-^ inches broad.

9. Handkerchiefs 8 to a piece.

10. Carpets.

11. Bengal velvets 24 cubits long, or 40 cubits long, 2 cubits broad

with border.

12. Occasionally a box or two of opium can be sold here ; the sale

of this article may be increased by improper means since it is forbidden

to Siamese.

13. Chrystal ware, cutlery, &c.

These exports and imports are applicable to other Siamese ports on

this coast. The common duties on mercantile transactions are here

eight per cent, besides the native agent's fees which are one per cent,

(although he will try to charge two or more) ; besides if bales of goods

are brought separately on shore the chief claims on their being opened

one piece of the goods contained in each. If many bales are opened at

once then the charge is the same as if only one had been opened. This

regulation is perhaps to induce the merchant to bring his goods quickly

on shore. If elephants are sold the agent receives 21 per cent.

In small transactions not exceeding five or six hundred dollars, duties

are not exacted. The chief since I was at Phoonga has shewn a dis-

position to diminish these duties to encourage trade with Penang.

The chief and his associates together with inferior officers expect

* Deeboak, is properly a generic term for metals, but here tin is hardly

known by any other name. Tokoa is the specific appellation.
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presents after the transactions have closed. But it will be to the trader's

advantage to make a handsome present in the first instance.

In all Siamese ports the foreign trader must lay his account with ex-

periencing vexatious delays, and trouble arising perhaps more out of

the complicated nature of the forms and charges than from their being

actually burdensome.

Rice is sold here at the rate of twelve gantangs per Spanish dollar,

but both at Salang and at this port it is of an inferior quality to that at

Keddah. Their mode of preparing it for the market is also calculated

to diminish its value. The grains are seldom whole and for the most

part broken into crumbs. They cultivate all along the coast large

quantities of the Khau Neeau of the Siamese, or Malayen braspooloot

or Oryza glutinosa of Roxb. which is well adapted for the culinary

purposes of the natives, particularly for confections.

We returned to Trang on the 7th June, and having fired a gun, the

signal agreed on betwixt the Siamese chiefs and me, three envoys who

had just arrived from Ligor came on board. The head envoy Khoon
Akson, I had known at Penang. These men after a conversation

which lasted for four hours set off for Ligor. They said they had

travelled in coming day and night, on their elephants, and had accom-

plished the journey from Ligor in three days and one night. The

Siamese compute journeys by nights. Runners can perform it in four

days easily.

18th June. The mission debarked on a high neck of land lying on

the west bank of the river. The tents were pitched close to the tem-

porary house which had been erected for myself by the raja's people.

The schooner was now despatched with letters to Penang. Exercise

was enjoined to the escort and people not only to keep them in health,

but on the alert, as the temper of the Siamese had not been perfectly

ascertained. Indeed the secretary to the government at Penang ac-

quainted me by a secret despatch that people from Ligor had informed

him that it had been debated at Ligor whether the mission should be

cut off either by force or by poison. But I put little faith in this re-

port as I discovered that the principal reason why the Ligorian had

neither allowed the mission to proceed to Ligor', or had come down in

person to receive it, was his having just before been placed in commu-

nication with two colleagues who had arrived from Bankok to watch

his acts. The reported danger appeared to me a fabrication of the

Keddah people ; and small as our escort was, the party of one hun-

dred armed men who had been sent to keep a look out on us, would

have been easily disposed of in case of treachery appearing. These
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men had a few muskets and swords. They practised singly occasion*

ally at a mark, using a rest, and that very fairly. When they saw the

sepoys also practising, but firing balls by sections, the novelty of the

exhibition seemed to have a due effect and deterred them from any

future display of their drill.

24th. Until this date we had boisterous weather, volumes of clouds

rolling in from the sea and partly breaking in showers in their passage

to the hills. About eleven o'clock of this day twenty boats were descried

descending the river. These dropped anchor close to our camp but kept

a perfect silence, and the people in them would not answer our questions.

This proved to be the advance of a fleet escorting the young raja of

Ligor who had been sent to meet me. In about an hour afterwards

the sound of kettle drums announced the young chiefs approach. The

boat of the latter occupied the centre along with eight others, and the

stern was covered by a canopy like a carriage hood. About twenty

more boats were divided on the right and left wings.

The large kettle drum in the centre one, the privileged instrument of

a governor of the first rank, was now struck louder and louder, and at

every pause the crews of all the boats shouted at the full extent of their

voices. The right centre boats were each manned by twenty sailors or

soldiers (for the Siamese make hardly any distinction betwixt these two

classes) dressed in coarse red cloth jackets, and the boats on the flanks

had similar complements of men, but these wore blue cloth jackets. In

general red is the color used by the near attendants on, or guard of the

king and his great officers ; common soldiers, if they do wear any

upper garments, which is not very often the case, have them of dark

colored woollen or cotton cloth. The chief, being a mere child of about

nine years of age, was accompanied by several nursery female atten-

dants to take care of his person and cook his food. This boy was ad-

dressed by his followers by the titles of Boot [putra or king's son]]

and chao nooee, the little lord*. He was carried from the landing-

place to the reception hall in a handsome litter, borne on men's shoul-

ders by means of four poles like the Tellicherry tonjon of India. The

whole of his men who had landed, being 300, then arranged themselves

in three lines, one line within the open verandah of the building and

two without, and in the peculiar attitude of their nation. About one

hundred of these men had muskets without bayonets, the use of this

last weapon being quite disregarded by the Siamese. The rest had

long swords. About one-half of the whole number had triangular

woollen cloth caps, the rest were uncovered. The whole were in fact

* He has since [1837] become a courtier at BanJcoJc the capital of Siam.
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squatted with their legs tucked under them. The musketeers with

their muskets held up in front the butt resting on the ground ; the

others with their swords sloped.

Shortly after the arrival of this youthful diplomatist I proceeded to

visit him. The escort drew up in front of the hall with ordered arms,

and after exchanging my bow with the Bootha I sat down in a chair

which his people had purposely brought. The principal men who had

come with him to negociate for him occupied chairs on my right and

left. Bootha was richly dressed in a fully embroidered satin or silk pha

yok. This article of dress closely resembles the Malayan sarong and

it is worn either with or without trousers underneath it. Upwards

from the waist his body was naked with the exception of several massive

gold chains, which with their pendent jewels, seemed almost to weigh

him down ; he wore handsome golden bracelets and anklets, and he

had many valuable diamond and other kinds of rings on his fingers. The

crown of his shaven head was surmounted by a skull cap of gold fila-

gree of handsome workmanship. This covering is called mongkoot

which is a Bali word signifying a crown, and which is applied in histo-

rical works to denote a diadem.

So impatient was the boy to see the sepoys perform their exercise,

that despite his council of grave men, and before other business

could be begun his curiosity required to be satisfied. The crouching

troops of the Ligorian had thus an opportunity of witnessing, and with

manifest surprise, the precision which discipline bestows. It is doubt-

ful if a Siamese soldier can hold himself erect. A slavish submission

to their rulers has physically affected the whole of the male population,

and a slinking, slouching gait is their most prominent outward charac-

teristic.

After the conference I presented the youth with a few articles of

British manufacture and two globes, (celestrial and terrestrial.) He
was very desirous to learn the use of these last, but there was no time

for this operation. The Siamese are pretty expert according to their

own fashion at map-making, although their geographical ideas do not

wander far to the south or west of Siam. Some of their plans may

be reduced to some degree of consistency and precision by adapting a

scale of time to them, as the Siamese carefully note the time occupied

in travelling from place to place.

After the conference Bootha shook me warmly by the hand, and

took his departure in the same order as he had arrived.

It is needless here to enter into a detail of the conferences which took

place. It was proved that the Ligorian would not adventure on his

own responsibility to side with the British against the Burmese, and as

4 G
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I saw that the time would be gone by, wherein co-operation could be

useful before the fiat of the government of Siam could be obtained

;

and not deeming it prudent to act any further lest that haughty court

should consider a compliance with the proposition which had been

made to it as conferring an obligation, I returned with the mission to

Penang.

Penang, 1824. Revised, 1837.

II.

—

Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky, the Balochky and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies of the Baraky, the Pashi
t the

Laghmani, the Cashgari, the Teerhai, and the Deer Dialects. By

Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

2.

—

Grammar of the Balochky Language.

This language is spoken throughout all those parts of the country

called Balochisthdn, that are either independent or owe such fealty only

to the rulers of the plain, as does not bring them down from their hills

for a long enough time to have their language corrupted into JathM,

by which name they designate the Sindhi.

Alphabet.

The peculiarity consists in the frequent recurrence of the Arabic th&\ £
the English th in the word those, and the Arabic ^ thai the English th in

the word think. The scheme of alphabet adopted is the same as that

employed for the Brahuiky in the last number.

Gender.

There is no gender in Balochky ; for they say,

Thara chiai bachhai astain ? Have you a son ?

Thara jinkai chiai astain ? Have you a daughter?
A % mard aMta. That man has come.
Ai Barochani aMta. This Baroch woman has come.

Number.

Neither is there any number in the substantives even in those that end
in a vowel, which are few in comparison with the whole, for they say,
yak kardyd, one hilt, do kardyd, two hilts.

Case.

Declension of a compound noun.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Juwin mard a good man
Gen. Juwin mardi of a good man The same.
Dat. 6$ Ace. Juwin mardara to a good man
Abl. Juwin marda thai from a good man

Comparison

is made in the following manner;
Ai sharrind This is good
Ai gu i sharrind This is better than that
Ai aj durustan sharrind This is better than all
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1st Personal Pronoun.

Singular. Plural.

Norn. Ma I ma, we
Gen. Mi my mi ours

Dat. S$ Ace. Mana me mara us

Abl. Ajman,imanj fromme
or manwai J

aj or ach ma, or ")

maralAai J
from us

2nd Personal Pronoun.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Thau thou shuma you
Gen. Thi thy shumi yours
Dat. § Ace. Thara thee shumara you
Abl. Aj thau or from thee aj shuma or from you,

tharalAai shuma thai

3rd Personal Pronoun.

Remote.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. A' that

Gen. A'hin of that The same.
Dat. § Ace. A'hinyar that

Abl. A'hiiiya thai from that

Proximate.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ai this

Gen. Aishi of this The same.
Dat. 6$ Ace. Aishiyar this

Abl. Aishiya Mai from this

Reciprocal Pronoun.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Wa/ft self

Gen. Wa*M : of self The same.
Dat. &; Ace. WafAara to self

Abl. Ach wa^iy from self

Cardinal numbers.

One yak Fifteen phanzdah
Two do Sixteen shanzdah
Three shai Seventeen habdahi

Four chyar Eighteen has&dah
Five panoh Nineteen nozd
Six shash Twenty gist

Seven hapt Thirty si

Eight hasht Forty chhil

Nine nuh Fifty panjah
Ten dab Sixty si gist

Eleven yazdah Seventy sattar

Twelve duazdah Eighty chyar ,gist

Thirteen sainzdah Ninety navai
Fourteen chardah Hundred sath

Ordinal Numbers.

Walin first Saiiiwin third

Donwin second Chyarwin fourth i

4 g 2
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Uttar
Dakhan

Points of the Compass.

north Roshasan
south Roshaisht

ATom.

Gen.
Dat. $ Ace.

Abl.

Singular

Ki
Ki
Kivara

Interrogatives.

east

west

Plural.

The same*

who
whose

iviyara whom
Aj ki or kiya thai from whom

Chi,ai what ?

Verbs.

The verbs will be found dispersed through the early part of the dia-

logues, or in a future Appendix, as it will require considerable time and
labor to collect tenses from men who have never heard of words spoken
except in sentences, and who would be confused if asked how to express
" thou understandest" in their language. This tense can only be elicited

by asking the expression answering to a whole sentence in which that

tense is contained, as " thou understandest not what I say"—and as it

would be time lost, after having ascertained the verb to reject the rest at

the sentence, I have left them to be extracted from the dialogues.

Vocabulary of Nouns.

Naryan horse Shakhal sugar Barochani a woman
Mhthm mare Bhyan a colt Ambra

J-

companion
Napftan bread Kurti" a gown Ambal
Aph water Galaim a carpet Anisha^ eyebrow
Rosh day JOard rug Laph belly

Shaf night Darman powder Khond knee
Laidou

> a camel
Darman wine Sharosh elbow

Hushtar Kariga a bullock Cham eye

Bachi J a female

\ camel
Gokh a cow Nazik near
Raim grass Dir far

Fhashin a he^goat Lo^wara wife Khiswa language
Buz a she-goat IMwa a maid Safaitffc white
Juwin good Molid a slave girl Siyan black
Gandag bad Pith father Sohar red
Za

^

abuse Mkth mother Zard yellow
Gwatfft wind Bachh son Khatola bedstead
A's fire Jannik daughter Phut hair
Dar wood Gwar sister Ksan small
Dard pain Bv&th brother Draj" large
Zaham sword Kharch knife Dal stout
Dhal shield

Gul J an ornament Jo do

( on the shieldGiro/cA

thunder
Thir bullet lightning
Vhav sleep Asm iron Srumbai hoof
Shir milk Pital brass Maiza^ft urine
Naiwa<7& butter Post leather R\ysgh excrement
Moshiri ghee Nukhra silver Washi molasses
Grandim wheat Thangon gold Pat silk

Jav barley Hit thin Kardya hill

Phindo/<7jy beggar Gwand short Zhxxkht scabbard
La#/*ar poor Gudh cloth Kupas cotton
Shu^a gone*" Phall turban Phim wool
AMta come Bing dog Mid goat's hair
Whad salt Baz much Zahar angry
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Lagh
Daiuv
Daf
Jod
Dathan
Zawan
Shalwar
Baroth
Rish
PhonZ
Granz
Gold
Yhth
NaZc/iun

Murda na#ft

Rastai
Chappai
Kammai
Zahar
Zaptai
Sdnd
Garam
Khargushk
To\agh
Gurk
Gurpat
Rich
mick
Mazar
Bhola
Gwar
Sirin

Gut'
Adth
Dan
Hash
Dr&zh
Gwand
Jahal
Mazai aph
Thir

Zaiha

Jogh

Laihaiph
Phat
Maish
Toto

Nafcfto •!

Nafcfio

Bhan

fish

donkey
face

mouth
up
tooth
tongue
trousers

mustaches
beard
nose
nostril

flesh

foot

nail

finger

right

left

little

salt

sour

ginger
hot

hare
jackal
wolf
gurnal
bear
hog
tiger

monkey
nipple

waist

throat

flour

grain
jaw tooth

long
broad
deep
deep water
arrow

bow-string

bow

blanket
wound
ewe
parrot

J
father's bro-

( ther

/ mother's

I brother

cow-house

Khophagh
Gardan
Gosh
Pahnad
Khash
Khunnai
Ran
Phad
Piny
Randh
Darashk
Gaz
Khan gaz
Mkttim gaz
Digar
Gap
Phoph
Nokh
Haur
Nodh
Musht
Chum&gk
Anas
Jathar
Lagath
Sinagfc

Rast

Droffh
Guragh
Murg
Raiz
Sing
Shanha
Dumb
Littar

Shudh
hogh

shoulder
neck
ear

side

armpit
hip

thigh

leg

calf

footstep

tree

tamarisk

Shanain
mirch

Thum
Wasal
Haldra

Dhanya

[ black pepper

leek

onion
saffron

f coriander

\ seed

the male do. Chi
female do. Phota
earth

Sohraimirch redpepper
Bandi/cft

Shishin

Kinchi
IstaragrA

Lawang
Wash
Hanwagai
Ask
Mushk
Chhith

Bhul

I

mud
dust

moon
rain

cloud

fist i-ll^lN

kiss
Chahal-1

tear Koh
grindstone Whan
kick Khada
breast Roth
true Lhiph
false Granch
crow Tubi
bird Gawaish
rope Hunhaii
stone Gindhar
horn Khor
tail Khar
shoes Gunga
hunger Lang
house
a ring in the Trizatk

nose sep-

tum

Nath
Mudh wha-
da

Nawarsh

do. in nostril

pearl

stew

Nano

JanwatfA

Masi

Kavav

Phakki
Gurkgh
Puppi

trih

Nkkho
zahht

Was!

roast meat

roasted

Wad
Rodh

{father's sis-
Khim

J
11

'

j, **
. Dadi

( father s bro-

( ther's son Xhan
f husband's mo-
\ ther-in-law Amal

Wa^ah sir

thread
needle

scissors

razor

article

cardamum
cloves

sweet
raw
a deer
a mouse
well

f water-

\ melon
mountain
plate

saucer

entrails

a cloth

knot
a dive

buffalo

male do.

naked
blind

deaf
dumb
lame

f father's sis-

\ ter's son

/mother's fa-

t ther

son-in-law

(mother's sis-

\ ter

sheep-fold

a calf

ram
partridge

J father's mo-
| ther

stable

(any intoxi-

X eating drug
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Vocabulary of Verbs.

Bya come Nindbi sit down Pat dig

Gwauk kani call PadaMdo stand Byar bring

Bil da,i let go War eat Birau go
Giri or dar seize Thingdai drink Pha^a bi stand
Akhisti asleep Whaph "VVhaphs recline

Airki place shu^a he is asleej> Giri take
Gir biya bring Gir biruy take away Gindh look

Shir gwash sing Jhan beat Drush grind

Phirni fill Rumba gin run Phirai sprinkle

Z'mdagh live Shodh wash Kaji cover
Murtosh )

shutf/aa (
he's dead

Phivni pour out Par bury
Bo#/a unloose Phash boil

Grai weep Dosh sew Sirbi marry
Cha^ftal da throw away Shafshk sell Thudo fear

Klmlagh cough Zir gir buy Nangara bri plough
Chhhagh sneeze Charr walk about Phaja bya examine
hihhwakh write Thash gallop Kalatha assault the
Khand laugh Juz amble mil fort

Khar scratch Jir gir lift up Bhoraith flee

Malagh rub Naiwad stoop Dar stop

Chad mount Gwanth fall Mill embrace
Irkav dismount Chaka 1

phirni J

Laitai open
Bast tie

cover Dhak shut

Vocabulary of Adverbs, Conjunctions, §c. &;c.

Maroshi to-day Zi yesterday Pangwa to-morrow
Nazik near Dir far Aida here
Burza there Ni now Guda after

Dara out Yama in Inna nadai, no

Baiga in the eve-

ning
K Nishty ai in front

or nah
Ai and

Di also Demashta formerly Nir mash midday
K pahnada on that side Ai pahnadat on this side Jhala below
Burza above Navaida always Buku where

Phrases and Dialogues*.

Greetings.

Khush dura jod hir kul hir

Maihar bachha h'mth chuk
Chudari dairo daima thimidai

Hirain sangta sajohina shal hir ba

Are you well and happy ?

Quite well ! sons and brothers
Children, house, and all

Well ; friends and acquaintance all

well

Greeting in Return.

Hir lothi thara ditho khush httho

Thi halk buku
A istiya biya
Airkab biya

Bazai gwakh
Halka rawan
Thi nam chain

Thi sardar kidam ai

IMtar sala chifc/itar dan pida bi^a

Wala juwan afAaii

Quite well thank you, I am delighted
to see you

Where is your village ?

Come slowly

Dismount
Is your city far (literally, a long call)

Go to the town
What is your name ?

Who is your sirdar

How much grain has been produced
this year?

I was well formerly
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Wala thau juwan athai

Wala a juwan atha

Na salim bi^
Ma wala juwan athun
Ni hino bi^a
Wala shuma Hydarawadh a<Mn
Wala Pathan Baloch yar athau

Man Sipaithan

Thau Sepaithai

Mara dafja^osht warthi

A noukar ath

Ma tevga noukar athan
Shuma durust noukar athan
Hame durust noukar athan

Thou mani sipahi bi

Shuma, durust mi noukar biyai

Ai halka juwin guthai bigain

Mi nitha barya hamaifAa jangai bi

thaga

A is hi ghwara gan
Khiwara bachha
Ma shaid biya

Hydrabad ma ranvgan hi wa/f/tti

Thau buku marawgai
A buku maravgai
Ma durust Hidrawad rarvun
Shuma go ma juzzai

A gulkhantharau

A gulk ^osht
Drath koshu^a
Naphtha hakalaksa
Thau kadhin thari kha
Mi bia^ janga khushtha
Sakhai duz ai

Khalatha bhorni

Thi bachhar ch\khta sal hithaga

Maroshi sakhai haur gwadth
Mi jar r mithaga
Ai shiyar sama naiha^
Si mirosh pa^/ta sinvkhi

Hamai khiswa maka aishyar

jwan na khanath
Sama khani nawan man! baidi

ma digara

Jalbani jangokhi
Jalbani phirai mand ki^Mm ai

Darya khana, chiMtarai inam
Mulk inam daihgo digara

Akhisma
Maroshi rosh khamin sad thai
Zi rosh baza
Marosha chiMtar mahal warth
Marosha makoha volth baz pida

biyagai

Thou wert well before

He was well before

He has become unwell
We were well before

He has now become a coward
We were formerly in Hyderabad
Formerly the Pathans and Balochis
were friends

I will become a soldier

Will you become a soldier ?

I am afraid the dog will bite me
He will become a servant

We will all become servants

Will you all be servants ?

They will all be servants
Be my sipahy

Be all my sipahis

Good cloth is produced in this village

In my father's time there was a bat-

tle here
I will visit his sister

Thou son of a slave

I shall become a martyr
I will go to Hyderabad this moment
Where art thou going?
Where is he going?
We are all going to Hyderabad
Will you go with me ?

He will run away
He has run away
He has gone out

He has fired a musket
When will you come back ?

My brother died in battle

He is a great thief

He destroys forts

How old is your son ?

To-day much rain has fallen

My clothes have got wet
He is not conscious

In three days the boundary will reach

(literal) us

Don't mention such a thing, he will

not be pleased with it

Take care in front the boat will

strike

Who are the Jalbani's enemies ?

Who is the head man of the Jalbanis ?

What jagire has Darya khan ?

The whole of this city and land is in

fief

Don't delay

The heat is less to-day, it is cool

Yesterday there was much
How many times do you eat a day ?

How much wool is produced in the

mountains in a day ?
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Mathara inamadhyai) thaumana
chi/rAtar ghodou diyi majanga

Mi patfA khisgafAa ma kapthawa
Ai mardoij makoha miri aishi ya

chaitara purun
A halk naziMai
Maroshi sakhai pandai&AMon ma.

thaga
Whava kiptha

Rumbazir juz

Darman sakhyai tikhin

Nasha wadthi ni khapthiyain

Ai naryanani baha baz ai

Mi dast masarra dashtish

Katola sarra mi sirandhi i airkain

Baloch go zahama, koniMa midi

Gandim baha chiftAtar chotadwa
rupiya

Manja chotadwa baz sir an adthi

Havaida marda mith khaptiyain
Tani hxxkhto khapt
Gudhar wala^A bu&Ato khapt

Pagar kkht

Zaham mana mafcAto bura^Aa
Ai madi ranga gindh
A rah anjo ain

Ai mulaka hakamani sakhai

zurnth

BrafAani midagjuwan nin

Hanwa marda khiswa aph na da-

th& hawa mard baikar ai

A mard gwasto shu^Aa hawa mar-
da kikar

Rindhan Chandyan moun thkn sang
na dkthntha.

Hamai ki/Aa rastar ain

Hamai ktthk chi ain

KatfAi hawe mulka man aftAta hawai
marduna mana phajaha nykdth

Tufaki thiv mana mana/cAta

Mi mard soudagaria shu^Aa

Thau mana sath rupiyai dai i ma-
gothau niyaii

Mana sikh mkkhta phaloga
Mathi daihar domb bazan

Ma Balochiya maniyar chai asha

Wali zal zindagai dohami khanag
hukam astai

Phad chai, nai

If I give you a fief, what force will

you give me in time of war ?

My foot slipped and I fell

How can we bury those who die in

the mountains?
Thitt village is near

I have travelled far to-day, I am
tired

I feel sleepy

Make haste and run
The spirits are very strong

He is intoxicated with drink and is

lying down
Is the price of this horse high ?

My hand is burnt by the fire

Put the pillow of the bed under my
head

The Balochis fight with swords
How many chotadas of wheat for a

rupee ?

How many seers in a chotada of flour ?

There is a man's corpse lying here

The surtout string is loose

The plaits of the clothes have come
undone

The perspiration has come
I have got a sword-wound
Look what the man is doing
That road is difficult

The oppression of the rulers is great

in this country
It is not right for brothers to quarrel

A man is not worth any thing that

does not (water his words) keep
his promise

The man has started, overtake him

The Rindhs and Chandyas don't in-

termarry
What animal is that ?

What insect is that ?

When I came into this country the
people did not know me

I have been wounded by a musket-
ball

My husband has gone on a mercan-
tile trip

I would not accompany you were you
to give me a hundred rupees

I have become home-sick
Are there many minstrels in your

country ?

What is "many" (bread) called in
Balochky ?

Is it lawful to marry a second wife
when the first is alive ?

Why not ?
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Balochani chitarai gu^ian khanath
Sara sari gath gardana phashkma
paMa shalwar

Ai handa zifanra sono hinnai

Adai chho biya

Thau go washai aph warai ki na-

horgai aph warai

Manya pa rupiya chi^tar phanji

kaphantha
Maun^ana midMaga
Nimaz mali rawan

Thau wathi daihma ahriya gindh
Thau chih mandai i

Guthk wathi jan sara phirai

A chhai,ra a sarbara

Sahaib baidi an phalawa maravya

Sahu zora. mad i khokho dor bi

Havai jwain mandai ki wah wah
H awaii/fAtar ki sahaib da hawanM-

tar ma giran

Hamai sanduk giran ai

Giran ai ta zarra thi

HawenMtar mana galimiya

Ai bar sawakk ai

Hathin ma thara ditha mana. sama
khapht kithau juwain Baloch, aii

Go ma chathara ma kan
Mi bra^a go ma radi kitha

Ai mard rav khoha sardar salama
ai madara rah bith

Zi mana whava gipthaga maroshi
nah

Hamai digara drashk zithai ruthi

Ni Shah wahi ma mokalanuun
Ma hamai hitab durusta laitaini

Gwath baz makhtha
Ai halk sunya bitha

Rosh airkaphto navashaii ai

Adtha drush na^Aana zithai pash di

Mi^a chi/c^tar zat bitha ma khoha
hala di

Yakai savaith, dohmi sohar, simi

shank, charmi, savz

Chhid khaya bastaga
Ambala bastoda^agapa zaMraYM

khi bandi

Thau phadchai girai i thau ganda-
gai karai kutha thara kushan

A mada wa^i butar jatha
Thau haivai tharai Applatun

4 H

How do the Baloch women dress ?

A sari on the head, a phashk on the
neck, and shalwars on the legs

There is no beauty in the women of
this country

Holla ! come here
Do you drink water with sugar or

water alone ?

How many phanjis are there in one
rupee ?

They quarrel among themselves
I will go in the morning—lit. time of
prayers

Look at your face in the glass

What man are you ?

Put the clothes on
He is below, he is above
The gentleman's boat is going to the

other shore

Sahu don't be rough, my ribs ache
Oh, oh, he is such a fine fellow !

I will take as much as the gentleman
will give

The box is heavy
It is heavy, and must have money in it

I don't require so much
This load is light

When I saw you I conjectured that
you were a good Baloch

Don't joke with me
My brother practised deception to-

wards me
If a man were to go into the moun-

tain to visit a chief, would a pas-
sage be granted him

Yesterday I felt sleepy, but not to-

day
Trees grow quickly in this soil

God be with you, you have your leave
I have looked over the whole book
The wind has become strong
This town is desolate

The sun has set, it is dark.

Grind some flour and make some
bread quickly

Are there many kinds of wool pro-
duced in the mountains, tell me ?

The first kind is white, the 2nd is

red, the 3rd is black, and the fourth
green

Who has tied those cories (shells) on ?

My lover has tied them on in fond-
ness, who else would do so ?

Why are you weeping, you have done
something wrong, 1 will beat you

That man committed suicide

Are you a kind of Plato ?
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Ai thigo ma gozana di

Zi thau mana kisso gwashthaga
thara hawan kisso gir am

Hawai mung KilAan boli akha nag
ain

KhuMa zath hawai Kisawa
Gada hitha.

Aph garam hitha ni garal&agl

Mard giraigh jwan nai zal girai^ft

kar ain

Zurthkni jwin avo anth
Balochani hidthi hidthi doshaii

Panj hi ai hawai Khunar baz anth

Raiz maludaga
Balochan aph tar&gh sama nai

Balochan ma wathl mulaka mahi na
waran

Maroshi ma tamashai diitha Kacho
ain gandagai gojd hadsaina wad-
tha darya bharra mudtho khap-
thaga

Lays in Balochky
1st.

Kidd Gabol Gadhi Pachalo

Don't be so arrogant
Do you remember the story you told

me yesterday ?

What birds are those making that

noise ?

God knows such a thing

A boil has appeared
The water is warm and effervesces

It is not proper for a man to weep, it

is the practice of a woman
Juwari is very good roasted

The Baloch women do fine needle
work

How many " her" berries for a pan-
j hi (pais)?

The rope is shaking
The Balochis don't know how to swim
The Balochis don't eat fish in their

own country
I saw a sight to day, three Kachos

lying dead on the river bank who
had eaten rotten flesh.

Talbur Baiwakai mari
Durust ghulam i chakari
Banadi bashka thaga,

Dnth nazurth Hadhaiya

Translation.

Kidds, Gabols, Gadhais, Pachalos Tal-
poors

and lawless maris
all were slaves of Chakar, (Rindh),

And he gave them with (his sister,)

Banadi
as a dowry to Hadheyo, (Rindh his

son-in-law) who refused to take

them.

No$a ki guzi^ savzaina
Bilaizaryan bazaina
Chamma ni sari gwazaina
Man phathau tajsar

Baid cham chiragh paraiwar

Syama chotho drashkabar

Kison chhobi^a
Drashka I'sai aMtaga chhar ana
Mulko Kichahan golana

Bari dithni mabiwana
Chuchu zindagai baidana
Askko wari i mana
Baria jawav tharaintha

Isai daadamanai nisht

Rab Kuristhan dith'd

Drashk shair digara rusta

Gafshai bangwai sarzurMa
Nair moshai baraibur bi^Aa

Drashk dabai^Aa lal bi^a

2nd.

Ye clouds that make green,

don't rain too much ;

or mine eyes won't close all night

;

I am thine oh crowned head ;

the eye light and preserver of the

world,

with snake locks like a branching
tree.

The story of the tree is this :

I'sa came as he was travelling

in the quarters of the surrounding

country.

He saw Bari in the desert

—

tell how do live without grain,

whence do you eat truly ?

Bari answered him :

I'sa sat there for a moment ;

He saw the power of God.
A tree grew out of the ground :

At morning prayers it grew up;
At midday berries grew on it ;

In the afternoon they became red

ripe.
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Drashk barkuno dubifAi
Juwan ai mardamaiw had//*bitha

Chhoka gonawayan bitha,

Hisi chhotwa hamchoba

Barkat Ali juwan mania
Singo koh aphbi^a
Kailai zahir darbaisha.

Divanbyari Kalamowa

Yad kana pir nou bahara

Hardamai malak sachara
Shaha mardan kiddagara
Panchtan pak char yara

Pakhar sher potra wara
Bai Masid Rostamara
Saringi dawa garara
Jumlai shair potrawara
Sa Bahram nar mazara
Kaj nishta ba karara
Ghodai vai zudta Mazara
Kadri gulaMai zwara
Sinjku thant tazi bishara

Rahzani nam thawara
Rauth Kachi digara

Ruthai baggai bai shumara

Adtha shaharan ba karara
Barkutha thir dara

Gul Mammad Brahui sunwara
Kkht sathi gwar Mazara
Di manai bagg katara

Gwasht daraihan dawaidara
Phok di sari jamara
Gosh Gul Mammad pai^awara

Chandyan honi bishara

Bhorai towartha Mazara
Gwasht Gul Mammada sachari

Gashda Bahram Mazari
Hinbara baggai Guzari
Haisarai burr Mazari
Jath baggada salama
Daha giUha shair kasava

Dairvi hhkn navava
Manawa palk ghndiyh,

Tabal waj shaMiya
Mir chad^/Va wathariya
Gothuman bra^aiiya
^or Sultan Arafiya

4 H 2

On one branch two were produced
fit for men of rank to eat.

As it happened to him,
by my head and locks may it be so

with me.
Ali, you are a hero,

in rocks you get water :

The wanderings of the Darvish are
these.

Gentles my story is finished.

3rd.

Let me call to mind the Pir of the
new spring

always the true master
the king of men; the producer
Ye five pure-hearted and ye four

friends,

Be behind the lion's son
Be both ye Marids and Rostamaris
Ye Saringis takers of revenge
Be all behind the lion's son
The noble Bahram the male lion

In his kingdom sitting at ease

The Muzaris mounted their mares
Kadu with a few horsemen
They all saddled their mares
His fame for theft was great
He went to the Kachi country
And brought away the camels with-

out number
And came harmless to his city

They divided lots by arrows and
straws

The noble Gul Mammad Brahui
Came with many to the Muzara
Saying give me back my strings of
camels

Daraihan the revenger said

I will not give them while I live

In your ears I tell you Gul Mammad
plainly

Many enemies many
We Muzaris have bound and ate

Gul Mammad the true said

Bahram Muzaii shall hear
I will either take camels in return
Or the Muzaris shall have my head
By the Jaths he sent a challenge

Who petitioned to the assembled
lions

The Khans and Navavs of cities

Quickly in a moment of an hour
The drums beat joyfully

The Mir mounts himself

With all his brothers

By the power of Sultan Arefiga
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Bagg nila gonbatAiya

Darshanai shir pharaganai
Masara bat hamalani
Sa ha vai Mir mansawanai
Basth hatyar kimatanai
Zin git shihanani

Nazaha bor narahanai
Sanj thasa dorawani
Bithai nal gwank ukahanai

Wanjan dil pijani

Ziu git pahalwani
Laikhai si giz Mazarai
Zudtwai tajai tara

Mir Masaraiba subkara

Jathro kau ra diwara

Adt gondaM mazara
Nashk bishair potrawan
Bijalo khan wadhwani
Shair shihi bahazurani
Hajiyan sun sathkni

Mohari \nth suriyani

Jangmashkul durghyani
Jiwan bor dadhwani
Kadhu wada nai badanai
Zaham al mas tai durani
Bingwa gwasht zawani
Ghodo paishimidanai

Gon zafar khan Jabani

Hakim kinn daihani

Sangti Shair potrawan!
Sujalu Path Maghsi
Gonath zahma himati
Chandya Gubzar Razi
Zaham wakti li khubazi
Si gist jang i Mazari
Do sa^ Brahui Jamali
Watti zahma bawali

Trada napta bu&Atalari

Dhal dashta but jadi

Hazhda Pandrani
Mir Brahui ulkukani

Nam nazana ganani

Gadtai shair i turana
Hakul ha gandayana
Nam Durhyana girana

Ishty nashkai majhyanai

Bith samho gothumana
Math bithgo Fauj liya

Droku^a tai^Aa thiya

I will not give the camels to mine
enemies

Start ye citizens and villagers

In front with Hamal
That great man Mir and hero
Bind on your valuable swords
Take hold of your saddle bows
The bays dance and neigh
Saddles, stirrups and worked stirrups

The noise of the shoes of the feet

was great

Our lord with a glad heart
On the saddle of his mare
Sixty Mazaris were counted
They pushed their mares to speed
The Mir is in front, victory will be

theirs

At the stream of the Jathro moun-
tain

The Muzaris arrive

The fame of the lion's son is great
Go on ye great Khans
Braver than lions

Haji the pilot of a hundred
Get in front thou hero
Fight Mashkul thou supremely brave
Jiwan on his fine mare
Kadu hammer of thy enemies
Thou sword of the fierce duranis

Bingwa uttered this speech

I will take my mare before all

In company was Jaffer Khan Jal-

bani

Governor of the Kinn district

Were with the lion's son

Sujalo and Path Maghsi
Were in company brave swordsmen
Gulzar and Razi Chandyas
The players at the battle of swords
The Muzaris force was sixty

Two hundred Brahuis and Jamalis

They turned and fled from the swords
The guns and swords were used
On the faces and jaws of those with

shields

Eighteen Pandranis
The Mir of the Brahui country
His name is unknown that it could

be mentioned
Those of the lion's locks return
He came calling aloud

He takes the name of Darjan
He quitted this world and kept his

VOW
They advanced all together

He had closed with Fauj liya

His sword was false for it broke
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Lutbi yaikghadiya
Hajaiyan dawa giriya

Go midoka bashkaliya

Husain khkn mardi raliya

Jang mailjo bith sardar

Suraiha Gul shair Dildar

Jan Mahammad Jiwan Khana
Gul Makh Tajd Jamali

Aj phatffta gwank si yall

Daimai khandati jamali

Kushta Gul Mammad Gist chara,

Pa fatteha kidd gara

Mishkada sari jamara
Diwan byari kalamova

They were killed in an hour
Haji entered into a dispute

And quarrelled with Baskkaliyst,

Husain Khan was among men
In the battle were these sardars
The brave Gul shair Dildar
Jan Mammad Jewan Khan
Gul Makh and Tajti Jamali
Called them retreating enemies
Hereafter the Jamalis will laugh
Gul Mammad and 24> were killed

God gave the victory

He became musk in the world
Gentles my lay is finished

Sohwan yadkana Sehwana

Bashk lal mana imana
Kahni kahev murgani
Hal mahram dostani

Gaishtar birsan hothani

Lodi zaihmaran kkhtk

Dast dast nishani adtha

Monj darin dil bothakhth

Kadzi baraigain singarlAa

Paishi mullawao banga
Phulai sarmaharai shiptha

Yakpati shalana kanyun
Ganja bailo nurwaha

Jathanai binindai jahain

Kulan gorgina gath

Dost amsaro phalchhat

Jaidi amsaro lhiwi

Shasht mardamai papudsai

Rindhi baidagai sa^/ibandan

Kul banzara laitaina

Bhounri wazgir lalinya

Shi mahi zaihir thalambi

Ruzi bahmani bala^a

Barkat Aly juwan marda
Railai zaharai darbaisha

Diwan biyari kalamowa

Rindhai kachari ai kutha
Gwasht mirain chakara

Dushi givokhsaj chumbara

Kasa gwahi na da^
Gala murid daiwangai

A Balocliky Love Song.

In the morning Sehwan comes before
me

Endue me O Lal with truth

She's a pigeon a peahen in walk
The state of my love is a secret

That very modest and beautiful

creature

The minstrel has,come with his lyre

And brought a token on his hand
from my love

My heart that was dry as wood be-
came glad

My bay mare was got ready
Before the evening call to prayers
I put ornaments on the head stall

Without halting at speed I will come
To the flourishing Beilo on the Nur-
waha

Where my Jathani is residing

The huts of reeds are crowded
My love is fairest of all

Among her companions and
mates the fairest

I sent a man secretly

My Rindh dress arranged
I opened the curtain of the house
As the tree smells the flower

The pain of six months is removed
May you be pleased with no one but
me

Aly is a great hero
Such are the wanderings of the bard
Gentles my lav is finished

5th.

The Rinds were all assembled
Mir Chalcar spoke
" To night how many times has it

lightened"
No one had witnessed it

The fascinated Murid spoke

play-
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Agai jan mard Koshinabai

Rastai nishana raz dyan
Dushi giroMan sibara

Da dubara shamal ku^a
Gal Amirai chakara
Bhalo Mubarak pusaga
Hikhai i zUh rawan
Dir banai mulkai kawan
Gali murid daiwangai
O Sharra bawa mani
Sharrai na di^ai dost mani
Kitai sarra barai kula
Macharragan garku^an
Man dan kuran danwa^a
Man nailagati yaniyan
Lohar pa basa phadan
Gudfikhan gwkth dhawan

Pachomanai daiwanaga
Phama byarai /Mwadan
Mulla bazai khaga dan
Malamai haufainai

Mulla Miinshi ai naban
Mak nimaza na padan
Dast bastago sirai buMtaga
Gud Amir mojga

Kaulai trashan chothwa
Mirai salaihain irkana
Jan kada kohh gudhan
Phadkalav pabaliya

Dast khama pa I'siya

Bilaph Mira Chakara
Bora ila bastga

Kul dhwa a haizaga
Makh malang wagadha
Tahki o ra hijja rawan
Hijja dara zarat khana
Hani mar/fMnai murid
Ma kutwaiya thaka^a
Mast murid cho laidhawa
Clihakai janai banala
Narmaga do rakhanai
Hanai khwanka phaphada
Ch&kar Amidi banda
Log athi a askhawa
Bara thiya duz bara
Diwan biyari kalamowa

" Formerly lover and mistress were
not killed

Mark well and consider it as true
To night it has lightened thrice

No twice it has become light"

Mir Chakar spoke
" Very well Mubarak's son
At this instant begone
Remain in the far Ban country"
The fascinated Murid spoke
" Oh my own father

Tis well you did not see my mistress

With bare head in the wide desert

I will wander and make my grave
With only a Qur6n with me
Don't put manacles on me
At work is the cruel ironsmith

With the breeze of the south in his

bellows

They are for me who am mad
Bring for me a potion

The Mulla may give me many charms
He doesn't know my disease

I am not a Mulla or Munshi
I will not repeat prayers

I will now stoop my back is broken
And to be struck with the Amir's

shoes

I vow to cut off my locks"

The Mir took off his weapons
Took off his starched clothes

Left his carpet with Aliya

His bow with Psa
" Mir Chakar may take all

My mare her picket pegs and ropes

She will stand starving at her stall

I will go begging with beggars

I will certainly go on the pilgrimage
And offer at the door of the temple"
Hani and the noble Murid
Were shut up in a room
Murid like a wild camel
Bites Hani's cheek
And her soft lips

Hani is called from behind
From Mir Chakar's house
May his house take fire

And his mare be stolen away
Gentles my lay is finished
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III.

—

Native account ofwashingfor gold in Assam. By Moneeram,
Revenue Sheristadar, Bur Bundaree.

[Communicated by Capt. F.Jenkins to the Coal and Mineral Committee.]

There are no old papers of the Assam time relative to the above

subject, but the following is compiled from the hearing of respectable

people and shews the present state of gold washing on this country.

Before the British took possession of this country, the Assam rajas

used to take from the sonwal's of Upper Assam a yearly tribute of

4000 tolahs of gold, and in the time of the Boora Gohynes 2000

tolahs used to be taken : when the Government had possession of Upper

Assam, a tax was levied on the north bank of the river from 400 son-

wal pykes, and at present there are about 1 50 or 1 60 gotes of pykes

in all Upper Assam, from whom the raja collects a tax. Besides

these there are about 250 or 300 of these pykes (old and new) in the

Bur Senaputtee's country. There are also about 10 or 15 gotes* of

these sonwals in Bishnath, and Sonaree Chopree ; and some in Lithure,

Gorokhia, Kaloneecholee, and Morung, and there are 50 or 60 houses

of them in Sadiya and Soeekhoivn. In the raja's country the great-

est number of his sonwal pykes reside on the north bank of the Bur-

rumpootur : there are only about 26 houses of them on the south bank.

During the Living nowl Runaway
Assamese sonwal pykes during the present raja's and on which sonwal pykes

time of Governmeut. time. bank of river. where living.

Gotes.

Bur Burooah's Bhag, 1 tt ,, Muttuck
Seering Phookun's Bhag, .. 29 16§ South bank >»

Tupomeea Phokuns Bhag, . . 62 »» »» Muttuck

In Seesee Tangonee, 26 »> >> Ditto

In Lokimpoor, Soolpanee,

Nome] and Charengeea Buroo-
ah's Bhag 69 44

7

3

North bank
Ditto

Ditio

,

In Bunscotta, 12i

Cackaree sonwals, in Seesee, tt

Lokimpoor and Majalee, 250 90 Ditto

Cackaree sonwals on the Muttuck, &c.

south bank, 11 4

15

South bank
DittoNear the Dehing river ,, »»

Beheea sonwals, 44 5 North bank Muttuck

4b7$ 184f

The kheldars object to the 184^ gotes of pykes at present put down

by the raja, but admitting all their objections, there are not less than

150 gotes of these sonwal pykes in the raja's country.

* A gote of sonwals consists of four pykes or individuals.
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Gold washing is the occupation of the sonwal pykes, but other pykes

sometimes join with them and receive their share. The tax is levied on

the sonwals only at the following rates. At the time of the washing, the

Burahs, and Sykeas with their sonwal pykes go in a body to the place

selected by them, and at the close of the year each pyke gives
-J

a

tolah of gold for his share of tax ; but there is an extra cess levied for

melting, &c. according to the quality of the gold ; for the best kind (or

votom) they give 3 rattees more than the 1 tolah, for second best (or

modom) 4 rattees, for third sort (or norrom) 6 rattees or 1 anna ; be-

sides this there is a commission of one rupee's weight in every 20 taken

by the Phookuns and Burrooahs, half tolah in 20 by the Teklahs and

Burrahs, £ tolah by the Bhundar Kagotee, and when the tax in gold

is presented to the raja, the Chung Kagotee, the Bhundaree Leekeerah,

the Pachonee, and the Kookoorah chowah Burrah, take altogether
1

J

tolahs of silver for each tolah of gold.

In the time of raja Rajeswur Sing, the sonwals of Upper Assam

alone used to give 6 or 7000 tolahs of gold in addition to the moheea

or tax that was levied on them, and in raja Goureenath Sing's time

the sonwals of Upper Assam used to give 4000 tolahs of gold every

year ; besides this there was gold received from the following places of

Lower Assam, Chingah> Sondhonee, Chooteea, and Chatgarree, and

it was also brought from the Bhooteahs by a sunzattee sent by the raja.

The best kind of gold is that found by the jongol sonwals, and the

Kacharee sonwal's gold is the worst.

The hill streams produce the best gold, and the stronger the current

of the stream the better the gold ; very slow running streams do not pro-

duce good gold. The gold found in the Burrumpootur is not good, it

is washed by the Kacharee sonwals, and this is the reason why the Ka-

charee sonwals have no good gold.

List of rivers in Assam which produce gold.

1 Lohit *1 Kakoee I Sonsiri I Doka Jooree
1 Dihing *1 Kuddum *1 Jongloong In the east 2 Jooree, if

1 Tengapanee *1 Somdiri *1 Jajee the gold is washed with the

1 Paroorah *1 Doosra Deejoo *1 Desoee consent of the Dufla,

1 Dehong and 1 Dikrung Under the Dufla each party can collect £ of
Dibong bills in Chardoar a tolah daily.

1 Deegaree 1 Kharaee
1 Dhol 1 Boorooee 1 Doobeea I Pomaha

*1 Seedang 1 Bor Gang 1 Pormaee 1 Garroah
1 Dibooroo 1 Bor Deekoree 1 Roydeng Besides the above there

1 Soobun siri *1 Bhoirobbee 1 Bechumae are several other small
1 Deejoo 1 Mansiri 1 Kallee Jooree streams.

The names of rivers marked thus * produce the best gold.
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There are other rivers falling into these which produce gold, but the

best gold is found in the most winding streams with the strongest

currents.

Not having any old papers on this subject there ma)' be some trifling

errors in the above estimates, but it is a positive fact that 4000 tolahs

of gold at the very least were received annually by the Assam raja.

There are four methods of collecting gold as follows :

—

1. The Kacharees wait until the river rises and when it falls again

suddenly they scrape up the sand and wash for gold.

2. All other sonwals collect and wash for gold during the dry sea-

son.

3. The sonwal of the Rydegeea Phookun's Bhag go up into the

hills and collect the copat, which they burn to produce gold.

4. The gold-washers in the Seedang river get the gold by washing

the moss and slime which they scrape off the rocks in the bed of the

river.

These are the four methods by which geld is collected, but the gold-

washers generally collect the gold during the dry season.

Method of washing and collecting goldfrom sand.

Wherever the current is strong with a falling bank above it ending

in a sharp turn of the river, the sonwals examine the opposite shore

where the sand from the falling bank is
l

thrown, and if this should

contain gravel mixed with the sand it is accounted a good place to find

gold in.

Each party consists of a patoee and 4 pallees, who wash in one

trough (or dorongee No. 5) ; when they find a proper place to commence

operations they begin by working about in the sand with a sharp pointed

bamboo (No. 1, or sokalee) to find the depth at which the gravelly sand

is, they then take it up in a piece of split bamboo, (No. 2, bans chola)

and examine whether there is any gold dust in it ; if they see 12 or 14

bits they immediately build their houses and comme.ice operations.

They first bund up the deep part of the stream, if it be a small one with

sand, and if large with stakes and grass : the stream then takes a differ-

ent direction over the sand ; they allow it to wash away the upper sur-

face of sand so as to expose the gold sand, when the bund is re-opened

and the stream returns to its original bed. The upper sand is then scrap-

ed off and the good sand collected with a kind of wooden spade (No. 3,

kater dohtal) ; this shovel is 1^- cubits long by 1 cubit in breadth, with

a handle 4 cubits long ; the blade is of the form of a crescent with holes

at each corner through which a string is passed and two men lay hold

of and pull this string, while a third person keeps pressing the spade

4 i
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down in a perpendicular position ; the sand is then taken up in small

baskets with handles (No, 4 called cookees) and thrown on a bamboo

lattice work or strainer (No. 6 ban) which is laid over the trough by a

(dorongee No. 5.) This trough is made of wood and 3 cubits long,

1 cubit broad and 1 span high all round, with a slit 3 fingers wide at one

end. Water is now thrown over the sand with a calabash having a large

piece scooped out at the bottom, beside a very small hole on one side (No.

7, lao) ; the water is thrown on with one hand while the other hand is

employed in moving the sand about and sweeping off the larger particles

of gravel from the surface of the strainer ; in this way the sand is spread

on and water poured over it ; and as the trough fills the water and dirty

sand run off through the slit in it, while the clean sand and gold remain

at the bottom of the trough. I forgot to say that the trough is placed

at a small angle to assist the water and dirt to run off quickly. When
40 or 50 baskets of sand have been thus washed into the trough the

sonwals call it a sheea, and if a ruttee of gold is produced from one

sheea they think themselves very fortunate indeed, for during the long

days they get about 30 sheeas or washings producing one ruttee each,

and during the short days about 25 sheeas, each party thus making on

an average about J of a tolah of gold daily. When they happen to fall

on a good old stream that has not been disturbed for 5 or 6 years they

get 2 ruttees of gold from every sheea or washing, and then each party

makes about \ a tolah daily.

The gold and sand of the last washing is collected into pottles (or

chongas) by spreading a leaf of copat or some other plant at the end

of the trough, and dropping water very gently on the sand through

the small hole in the calabash, which causes a parting of sands and gold

to be thrown on the leaf ; when the whole is collected in this way it is

put into the pottle and tied up and the next washing is commenced on.

As soon as they have collected enough in the pottles they give up wash-

ing the common sand, but pour out the gold and sand from pottles into

the trough again, and putting in about an anna's weight of quicksilver

for each tolah of gold dust, they pour water over the sand to keep it in

motion while the quicksilver remains below with the gold dust and

forms it into a lump ; this lump is then put into a shell and on a fire of

nahar wood charcoal ; when the quicksilver evaporates and the shell be-

comes lime ; it is then carefully taken up in a spoon and thrown into water

when the gold falls to the bottom ; if it be of a brass color it is wrapped

in a paste made of clay from the cooking choolas mixed with a little salt

and burnt in a fire, which gives it a proper color*.

* This process causes an absolute refinement of the surface of the gold :—
it is the same used in gold refining by the natives, but in the latter case the
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The gold is washed for in all streams during the months of Maug,

Falgoon, and Choit, and also in a few streams in the month of Assin

and Cartick, but during 4 days in each the sonwals do no work, viz. at

the new and full of the moon, on the first of the month and on a gene-

ral holiday all natives have once a month called ekadosee, (the 11th.)

The Kacharee sonwals use the same instruments as above.

The Rydengeea Phookun's sonwals burn the copat leaf and thus

produce gold from the ashes as written above.

The gold-washers in the Seedang dry the moss and slime and then

wash it in the usual manner.

This is the way in which gold is washed, which is so uncertain that

an unfortunate set of men sometimes get only about a tolah after a whole

months labor.

IV.

—

Further information on the gold washings ofAssam, extracted

from Capt. Hannay's communications to Capt. Jenkins, Agent

to the Governor General in Assam.

It is the general belief of the inhabitants of the surrounding coun-

tries, that the rivers of the valley of Assam abound in gold, and this is in

a manner corroborated by the numbers of the inhabitants of Assam, who

are gold-washers by profession ; and judging from this fact, and the

compacts which existed between the gold-washers, and the state in

regard to revenue payments, the quantity of gold received into the public

treasury must have been considerable.

The gold-washers of Assam are designated sonewahls, but as they

were distributed in different parts of the country and placed under the

authority of Phokans, Boorooahs, and other chiefs, they were generally

known only by the names of the " Khel" or tribe of chief, under whom

they resided. They were of all the classes and castes found in Assam,

the Beheeahs (a tribe of A horns), and the Cassarees, being however the

most numerous. The sonewahl Cassarees, who formerly occupied

Sydiah and its vicinity, were a distinct class from those residing, as

before mentioned, under the orders and authority of different chiefs

;

they were entirely under the orders of the raja himself, and they supplied

him with gold when called upon to do so.

The whole of the rivers* in Assam contain (as formerly noticed)

metal has to be reduced in the first instance to very thin leaves to allow the

muriatic acid fumes to penetrate and unite with the alloy.

—

Ed.

* A list has been given in the foregoing paper; but many names differ:

Capt. II. states that in fact it comprehends all the rivers and torrent streams

in Assam.—Ed.

4 i 2
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more or less gold in their sands, and the soil of which their banks

are composed ; the most noted however are the Bor-oli, Subon-

shiri, Desue, and Joglo, the two latter containing the purest and best

gold, and in the Joglo it is said that this precious metal is found in

large grains, about the size of a grain of rice. The color of the

gold also in both the last named rivers is of a deep yellow, and it was

so much prized, that the jewels of the raja's family of Assam were inva-

riably made up from what was collected in them.

The gold of the Buramputer is considered the Worst, and it seems to

be a general opinion, that the gold is best, and in greatest quantities,

when the bed of the rivers is composed of a mixture of sand and small

pebbles. I cannot however speak with confidence on this point, further

than to observe, that the whole of the rivers I have enumerated have

their sources in the mountains, and they have naturally for a consi-

derable portion of their course a pebbly and stony bed.

The Desue is a small river, and has sometimes little or no water in

it ; it has a short course from the mountains south of Jorehaut (where

it rises) to the Buramputer, and a heavy shower of rain near its

source causes it to rise suddenly. The gold-washers carry on their ope~

ration one and a half days' journey above Jorehaut, where the bed is

stony.

The Joglo rises in a range of small hills, which stretch across from

Jaiporc towards Sudiya, and after a very short course of a few miles

falls into the Eooree Diking ; it has throughout a pebbly bed, and towards

its mouth the banks are high, and composed of yellow-colored clay,

similar to the soil of the hills and the tract of country through which

the Joglo passes. At the mouth of the last named river the bed of the

Diking is conglomerate rock, rich in iron, and the hills in which the

Joglo has its rise, abound in iron and coal.

The sonewahls endeavour to keep their art as secret as possible,

and wish to make people believe that they have particular methods of

washing for gold, and that they alone know the most favorable spots

for carrying on their operations. A few of these peculiarities however

have been pointed out to me\

The best time to wash for gold is after a rise of the waters in the

rivers, and the most favorable spots are where beds of the rivers are

composed of small rounded pebbles of quartz and sandstone, with a

mixture of sand, and also in spots, where from natural causes, there is

an extensive deposit of this. In the Joglo however the soil is scraped

from the banks, and washed, and I am told that the soil and sand which

has collected about the roots of trees on the banks, is considered rich
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in gold, but particularly when it has collected in considerable quantities

round the fibrous roots of the gigantic fern.

Hollows and cavities in the loose ferruginous sandstone (which

abounds in many of the rivers) are likewise cleared of all sand and gra-

vel, the outer coating of the sandstone scraped off, and all is carefully

v/ashed. This last is said to be sometimes a prolific source of the pre-

cious metal.

I have only twice witnessed the process of gold washing, once in the

Erawaddiey and once in the Booree Diking, and although the method

by the gold-washers differed, the soil washed was the same. The resi-

due left, after the sand was washed out, was in both cases, a black

metallic looking sand, which contained the gold, and this blackish sand

is invariably met with, excepting in washing the outer coating of the

ferruginous sandstone above mentioned*,

3rd April, 1838. Experiments.—In the Buramputer or Lohit which

it is called above Debong Moukh, and in the vicinity of Tengapannee

Moukh a party of Cassarees 60 in number, washed for five days, and

realized 25 rupees weight of gold. Also twenty men for one month

who collected half a tola, or eight rupees worth of gold each. And
fifteen men for one month, collected each eight rupees worth of gold.

The above operations have been performed within the last few years.

In the Noa Diking both above and below the present village of

Beesa, a party of twenty Cassarees, washed during three months in the

Utter end of 1837, for gold, and realized eight annas weight each, in all

ten tolas, which was sold at Sydiah, for twelve rupees per tola of gold dust.

In the Booree Diking a party of Cassaree traders in salt, 24 in

number, washed for gold during their stay at Jaipore for one month*

and realized in all twelve annas weight of gold.

In the cases above mentioned there is a considerable difference in

the quantities of gold collected. The last named however, being realized

when the party were on a trading visit to Jaipore for salt, can hardly

be considered as a fair specimen, as the washing for gold was looked

upon more as a pastime and the labour by no means constant. But the

first mentioned instance may be taken as a very fair specimen of what

can be earned by gold washing in the Lokit, when the numbers of the

gold- washers are considerable, and when the object is to procure as

* Capt. H.'s account of the process and implements is omitted, as a tolerable

description has already been given in the preceding paper. Might not the gal-

vanic magnet be advantageously employed in freeing the washed sand of its fer-

ruginous particles ? We have frequently employed the common magnet in the

examination of small specimens of these sands with advantage. The use of mer-

cury might thus be avoided.

—

Ed.
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much gold as they possibly can within a short period, which was the

case in the instance above alluded to.

The only peculiarity I can find worthy of notice, in regard to the

foregoing information is, that in washing the sands of_the Noa Diking,

a quantity of beautiful and minute crystals of quartz are left after the

dirty portion and larger pieces of gravel have been thrown aside, and this

description of residue is not observed in any other rivers of the upper

portion of Assam.

I have also to remark that it is the custom with the sonewahl Cassa~

rees of Sudiya to reckon four men to a gote, their method of washing

for gold requiring for each durrunee, or trough, four men to keep the

operation constantly going on, the distribution of them, being, one man

to wash, two to bring the soil, and the fourth to dig—and all relieving

each other at intervals.

5th May.—The information which is herein given may be depended

upon as correct ; it was taken from the head of a party of sonewahl

Cassarees now residing at Burgohain Pokni, on the south bank of the

Booree Diking who make a yearly visit to the known sources of the

precious metal. The dates are not specified, but the washing for gold

took place at different periods.

1. In the Lohit or Buramputer above Sudiya, a party of gold-wash-

ers consisting of 12 men washed for 20 days, and realized 7 tolas of

gold.

2. In the Dholjan or A. B. Buramputer, a party of 20 men washed

for 16 days and realized 1 tola.

3. In the Jungi, 15 men washed for 20 days and realized 1\ tolas.

4. In the Desue or Jorehaut river, 15 men washed for 12 days and

realized 1\ tolas.

5. In the Dhunseree river, 15 men washed for 12 or 15 days and

realized 1\ tolas.

With reference to the above I have been told that the quantity of

gold obtained in the three last mentioned rivers or rather hill streams,

may be taken as a good average of what can be procured from them ;

they are considered rich with reference to other streams in this province

which are washed for gold, and the quantity which could be obtained

must depend upon the number of people employed. In my inquiries

regarding particular localities, soil, &c. washed, I can obtain nothing

additional to what I have already laid before you, a sudden turn in the

river where there is a deposit of loam sand and small round stones or

pebbles, and a situation where the level of the country commences to

ascend towards the hills, seem to be considered the most favorable loca-

lities with reference to the small streams which I have noticed here.
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V.

—

Lithographs and translations of Inscriptions talcen in ectype by

Captain T. S. Burt, Engineers : and of one,from Ghosi taken by

Captain A. Cunningham, of the same corps.

Delhi Iron pillar.

In last month's Journal I commenced the agreeable task of laying-

before my readers that portion of Captain Burt's budget of in-

scriptions (gleaned in the short interval since his return to India),

which was couched in the old Pdli character. I now take up the second

division, containing those in what has been designated by himself

the < No. 2 character of the Allahabad pillar :' to which series belongs

three very interesting inscriptions, two entirely new from central India
;

and one, known far and wide certainly, as far as its existence and its sup-

posed illegibility are concerned, but hitherto never placed before the

learned in its true condition, so as to allow a fair trial at its decipher-

ment. I allude to the short inscription on the celebrated iron pillar at

Delhi, of which I published in 1 834, an attempted copy taken by the

late Lieut. Wm. Elliot at the express request of the Rev. Dr. Mill
;

but it was so ingeniously mismanaged, that not a single word could be

made out ! and there can be no wonder at this, if the reader will take

the trouble to compare Lieut. Elliot's plate (PI. XXX. Vol. IV.) with

the accompanying reduced lithograph of Capt. Burt's facsimile ! I

should perhaps remark that I lithographed the present plate before

transcribing it for the pandit, so that there could be no partial bias to-

wards a desired construction of any doubtful letter. Nothing of the

kind however was necessary : the letters are well formed and well

preserved notwithstanding the hard knocks which the iron shaft has

encountered from the ruthless invaders of successive centuries. I have

been promised by Capt. Burt an account of this and the other mo-

numental remains visited in his journey across India ; I need not there-

fore enter upon the history of the Delhi iron pillar, but shall confine

myself to the restoration and explanation of the record it contains.

The language is Sanskrit ; the character is of that form of Nagari

which I have assigned to the third or fourth century after Christ, the

curves of the letters being merely squared ofif : perhaps on account of

their having been punched upon the surface of the iron shaft with a

short cheni of steel, and a hammer, as the absolute engraving of them

would have been a work of considerable labour ; but this point 1 have

not the means of determining.

The composition is poetical, consisting of six lines, or three slokas, in

the sardula vikridita measure :—it is observable that the first line is

written in a much smaller hand than the remainder.

The purport of the record is just what we might have calculated to
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find, but by no means what was fondly anticipated, or what will satisfy

the curiosity so long directed to this unusual and curious remnant of

antiquity. It merely tells us that a prince, whom nobody ever heard of

before, of the name of Dhava, erected it in commemoration of his victo-

rious prowess. He was of the Vaishnavi faith, and he occupied the throne

he had acquired (at Hastinapura ?) for many years ; but he seems to

have died before the monument was completed. As there is no men-

tion of royal ancestry we may conclude that he was an usurper.

The only interesting piece of information it contains, is that Dhava's

arms were employed against the Vdhlikas of Sindhu, who were com-

bining their forces to invade his territories.

The Bdhlikas are generally admitted by the learned to be the Bactri-

ans, or people of JBalkh :—but here the expression sindhorjitd vdh-

likd, the ' conquered Vdhlikas of the Sindhii proves, that at the time of

Dhava the Bactrian principalities extended into the valley of the

Indus,—and it further proves what we have been led to suspect from

the numerous coins with unknown Greek names in the Patijdb, that

instead of being totally annihilated by the Scythians 120 years before

Christ, the descendants of the Greeks continued to rule perhaps for

a century or two after Christ, in the regions south of the Paropamisan

range. If the authority of a graven monument of high antiquity be

received as preferable to the variable readings of books, we should cor-

rect the ^T^ffafT and "^^t^fT of the Ramayana and of Hemachandra's

lexicon, to «ilf5f?3fT.

As in the Allahabad inscriptions, the pillar is called ' his arm of fame,'

and the letters engraved thereon are the typical cuts and wounds inflicted

on his enemies by his sword writing his immortal fame ! Raja Dhava
has left behind him at any rate, a monument of his skill in forging iron,

for the pillar is a well wrought circular shaft of iron, longer and nearly

as large as the shaft of the Berenice steamer !

Here follows the text as corrected by Kamalakanta, in a few

letters, which will be seen on comparing it with the plate ; the trans-

lation I have kept as nearly literal as it can be rendered, which makes

it difficult to follow.

Transcript of the Delhi Iron pillar Inscription,
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^rf^chcn w\^x fulcra f^ti I ^

A

f^TWt^tlf^B£Tj|^i lifter: II ^ || ^
Translation.

" 1 . By him, who learning the warlike preparations and entrenchments

of his enemies with their good soldiers and allies, a monument (or arm)

of fame engraved by his sword on their limbs,—who, a master of the

seven advantages*, crossing over (the Indus ?) so subdued the Vdhlikds

of Sindhu so that even at this day his disciplined forcef and defences

on the south (of the river) are sacredly respected by them.

2. Who, as a lion seizes one animal on quitting hold of another,

secured possession of the next world when he abandoned this,—whose

personal existence still remains on the earth through the fame of his

(former) deeds, the might of whose arm, even though (he be) now at

rest (deceased), and some portion too of the energy of him who was

the destroyer of his foes,—still cleave to the earth.

3. By him, who obtained with his own arm an undivided sovereignty

on the earth for a long period, who (united in himself the qualities of) the

sun and moon, who had beauty of countenance like the full moon : by
this same raja Dhava, having bowed his head to the feet of Vishnu
and fixed his mind on him, was this very lofty arm of the adored Vish-

nu (the pillar) caused to be erected."

Inscription from a temple of Vurdha and a Dhwajastambha in the

vicinity ofErun or Airan in BhopdL

Lieutenat Conolly and Captain Burt started from Mhow, on an
exploring journey. They continued in company as far as Sehore, where
some copper-plates in Mr. Wilkinson's possession occupied the atten-

* The Sapta sukhani are the same as the sapt&ngani or seven limbs of govern-
ment, explained in the last inscription.

f Janavidhi, the pandit thinks to be 'a military post.'—-I prefer simply dis-

ciplined body of men, or discipline.

4 K
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tion of the former, while the latter hearing- of a pillar at Airan hastened

off by dak to visit it, and was rewarded with the two inscriptions which

follow, and a few insulated names in various styles from the Airan pil-

lar and temple. Of the monuments he has kindly promised a full de-

scription ; the history of their origin as derived from the inscriptions

themselves however may be succinctly told :

—

The temple was built by Dhanya Vishnu the confidential minister

of raja Ma'tri Vishnu the son of Hari Vishnu, grandson of Varu'-

na Vishnu and great grandson of Indra Vishnu ; in the first year of

the reign of raja Tar a pa ni of Surdshtra (?J : and

The pillar was erected by Vaidala Vishnu the son of Hasti

Vishnu, also grandson of Varuna Vishnu, and at the cost of

Dhanya Vishnu on the 14th of Asarh in the year 165, in the reign

of Budhagupta in Surdshtra, comprehending the country between

a river whose name, though partially erased, may be easily made out as

the Kalinda or Jumna and the Narmada, or Nerbudda.

Here is a new scion of the Gupta race of kings to be added to our

lists, and a well defined date, if we could but determine by what era it

should be interpreted. As yet however we must leave this point un-

settled, until, by comparison with other records, we may be able to

arrive at the solution of the problem.

Transcript of the inscription on the Vardha image.
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Translation.

u He is victorious ! the boar-shaped god, who at the time of deliver-

ing the earth whirled round the mountains by thej erk of his tushes

;

from the increase of whose body have proceeded the three regions.

When the great raja TarApan I, the very famous and beautiful, the

king of kings, governed the earth ; in the first year of his reign, on the

tenth day of Phdlguna

:

—before his time the well known Dhanya
Vishnu the doer of many virtuous deeds, follower of the injunctions

of the vedas, obedient to his brother the late great raja Matri Vishnu

(since departed to heaven) and favored by him—who obtained the good

fortune of the regency by public election, and through the grace ofGod ;—
famous as far as the four oceans, ever respectable, and victorious in many

battles with his enemies, the devoted worshipper of fihagavdn,—who

was the son of Hari Vishnu, resembling his father,—the grandson of

Varuna Vishnu, possessor of his father's qualities,—great grandson of

Indra Vishnu of the Maitrdyandyakripabha race, the illustrious and

distinguished, observant of his religious duties and sacrifices with Sukta

(a hymn of the Rigveda)—a regular sacrificer, well read in the vedas,

and a rishi among the brahmans.—By him (Dhanya Vishnu) was

caused to be erected this new temple of Jagan-Ndvdyana% JVdrdyana,

in the form of Vara'ha (the boar incarnation) at his own village of

Nerikona, in the reign, year, month, and day aforesaid.

Glory to the mistress of Brahmanapura and the king to whom all

the people belong ! (?)"

Inscription on a pillar near the same.

^rraroRrS ^i^tf- ^K%fi?Mr ^fi^cr ^rf%^*nw

^^^fiTT^njf^ itraxn^riM^fa TwNTrifcmrcfir|: ^if^
xi^ xt *ro sN?^ *rref^rcr rare ^wftrcw s^if^rex

^*ffa^rcarre^j§ f3^^re^WTO#^Pw: w^m fxr^^f

* Or Nar&rayan who is himself the water of the universe.

f The word is written corruptly tryordasydn in the original.

X In the original it appears, ^^T^[^"1W oa whomis the splendour of Vamund-

§ In the original corrupted to ^[VJSgfagf.

4 K 2
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^ftfew g^BTsprair wnr^fw^T fsrargfr^T *$Rhrc§rc

[creT^c. .

.

.] ifa TBfgftBwfir^r ^icnftir: ipmfaniffln

vmrvrvrora *r*fo*re [V] Tfa i

Translation.

" He is victorious ! (Vishnu) the four-armed, omnipresent, the crea-

tor and preserver of the world, whose bed is the immense water of the

four oceans and whose ratha-ketu (chariot standard) is Garuda.

On Thursday the thirteenth lunar day of the month of A'shadha of

the year 165 when the king Bu'dha Gu'pta who was the moon of good

administration, and resplendent in fortune and fame, governed the beau-

tiful country situated between the Kdlindi (Jumna) and the Narmada,

by his good qualities (derived) from the Lokapdlas*. In the afore-

said year of his dynasty, in the very month and day aforesaid : one

named Vaidala Vishnu who was famous as far as the four oceans,

ever respectable, who by public election and through the favor of God
obtained the good fortune of the regency, who was devoted to Bhaga-

vdn—the son of the father-resembling Hari Vishnu ;
grandson of

the father's-talent-possessing Varuna Vishnu,—the great grandson of

Indra Vishnu, of the Maitt ayanayakripahha race, a strict observer

of his religious duties, regular in sacrifices, reader of the veda, a very

rishi among brahmansf. By him (Vaidala Vishnu) this banner-

pillar was erected at the expense of Dhanya Vishnu,—for the pros-

perity of his race, in honor of JanardanaJ the distresser of the

Punyajanas ( RakshasJ

.

Glory ! to him who is a patriotic (prince) and to whom belong all

the people !"

Besides the principal inscription on the Eran pillar, there are as usual

several names scratched in different hands and at different times ; four

of which I have selected as specimens, being the only ones in the more
ancient form of Nagari. They are inserted at the foot of Plate XXXI.

A, the first, wants something at the end : supplying a <r conjectural-

ly it will run

—

* Upholders of the universe.

f These several epithets are almost literatim the same in both inscriptions.

X Vishnu".
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" Well executed in sculpture, by Kalabhuja Shambhu the Shanka or

stone-cutter."

The second, marked B, is hardly legible in the middle, but I think it

may be read

:

"Written by Samanta pautra (the grandson of the general)—the

captain."

The third, C, is very plain and distinct Wi*prf <£t*TO m% " the name
of Samanta Dosha :" but I should be inclined to think the \ intended

for a ^", and the name Samanta deva, as dosha, (a fault) would hard-

ly be applied as a name.

The fourth, D, is insignificant ; the letters are all plain, but the sense

incomplete *a^«I "^^\% («f f^lf^cf) ' written by Khata the son of the

unfortunate.'

Inscription from Ghosi near Jaunpur.

Captain Cunningham has furnished no further particulars of this

fragment than are contained in the heading of the facsimile, a long slip

of paper taken from a detached stone stated to be broken off at either end.

After an invocation to Hari Vishnu, it commences the usual eulogy

on the glorious exploits of a raja named Dharani Varaha, and from

the style there must evidently have been a long sequel, which if it could

be recovered might give us some new information on a period not long

anterior to the Muhammadan invasion.

Being in verse, the pandit who assisted me in deciphering it has been

easily able to supply the hiatus in the first line. I have blundered in

copying the facsimile, but by the letter references the order of the lines

may be traced.

^r*fw u \ 11

?$"
II ^ II
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**
II * II

faitf fWT# %
Translation.

" Adoration ! (May he) who, when on all sides all earthly things were

destroyed (by the deluge) floated under the semblance of a sleeping

yogi to the insulated fig-tree which alone remained for the redress

of the calamity;—who with ever increasing strength subdueth the

sun-scorched earth at the end of every kalpa ;—may he, girding up his

loins, remove from you the fear of the world,

—

Hari the god of gods !

There was a raja named Dharana Varaha illuminating the hori-

zon with the fame of his appropriating the prosperity of his enemies ;

—

satisfactory in qualities ; without blemish ; and renowned for subduing

other kings.

By his army whose elephants, well trained and of moistened temples,

darkened the horizon, as they rushed to the battle-field miry with the

blood, marrow and serum of mangled limbs,—whence the sparks of the

concussing battle-axes (peti) flashed like lightning on all sides—by
this army has he brought back the royal Lakshmi with the respect due

to the wives of his enemies !"

(The rest mutilated and unintelligible).

VI.

—

Additions to Bactrian Numismatics, and discovery of the Bac-

trian Alphabet. By James Phinsep, Sec. As. Soc. fyc.

It is not an easy matter to gratify my numismatological readers with a

plate of entirely new Bactrian coins so frequently as they would wish
;

for, independently of the time and labour requisite for engraving them,

the subject, as to new names at least, may be looked upon now as near-

ly exhausted. Opportunities however still occur of verifying doubtful

readings, of supplying names where they were erased or wanting in

former specimens, and of presenting slight varieties in costume, atti-

tude, and other particulars, which tend to complete the pictorial history

of the Bactrian coinage.

For these several objects I enjoyed a most favorable opportunity

during the visit of General Ventura to Calcutta last winter; his second
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collection, though possessing few types or names absolutely new, boast-

ed of many very well preserved specimens of the small silver coinage

of Menander, Apollodotus, Lysias, Antimachus, Philoxenes,

&c. The General most liberally conceded to me, from his abundant

store, several that were wanting to my own cabinet both of silver and

copper, and he placed the rest also at my disposal, to draw, examine and

describe as I might feel inclined: Unfortunately I refused to take

charge of the Indo-Scythic gold series for examination, finding nothing

particularly new among them, the consequence of which was that the

whole were stolen by some sharper at the hotel where the General was

residing, and none have been since recovered ! I am now speaking of

last January!—Since then I have received a coin and drawings of seve-

ral others from Genl. Court ;— also two or three fromGenl. Allard;

and latterly the whole produce of Capt. Burnes' search in the neigh-

bourhood of Cabul has been entrusted to my care. It is the very latest

arrival from him, (or rather from a valuable member of his expedition,

Dr. Lord,) consisting of two beautiful coins of Eucratides, that

stimulates me at once to give forth all that have accumulated in my
Bactrian drawer since I last wrote on the subject. I must give Dr.

Lord's coins the first place because one of them is perhaps the most

curious and important that has yet fallen into our hands.

Plate XXVII. contains etchings of both of these coins to which I

would thus draw prominent attention :—they are copied from sketches

faithfully executed by M. Masson, aided by sealing-wax impressions

enclosed in Capt. Burnes' letter tome, which were however partially

injured by their long journey. Dr. Lord thus describes the place and

circumstances of their discovery.

" I do myself the pleasure to forward drawings, of two coins which

(with many others of less value) I have been so fortunate as to find

during my late visit to Turkistan. The drawings have been made by

Mr. Masson but should they not prove sufficient I shall be happy to

forward you not only these but all my stock for examination. The

double-headed coin I found at Task Korghdn, the other at Kunduz."

Having been kindly promised a sight of the coins themselves, I have

purposely reserved space in the plate for the insertion of facsimiles to

be hereafter executed by my medal-ruling machine.

Figure *2. I need not particularly describe as, though new to us, it

has been published from other specimens in France. The reverse has

a naked figure of Apollo in lieu of the Dioscuri.

Fig. I. Is an unique medallion (that is, a tetradrachma) of Eucra-

tides.
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Obverse. A fine youthful head and bust of the king wearing a plain

steel helmet, with the bands of the diadem protruding behind. On the

area above and below

—

bA^Iaeys MErA2 etkpatiahs in the nomina-

tive case.

Reverse. Busts of a man and a woman looking to the right : hair sim-

ple and without diadem ; legend above haioKaeoys, below KANAOAIKH5.

Supplying the word vios, we have here the parentage of Eucratides
developed in a most unexpected way :

' The great king Eucratides, son

of Heliocles and Kanlodice.' The former is a well known Greek
name, but it is evident from the absence of title and diadem that he was

a private person, and yet that his son having found his own way to the

throne, was not ashamed of his unregal origin. The name of his mother,

Kanlodike however, is unknown and is decidedly not Greek. From the

sound I have little hesitation in hazarding that it is the Sanskrit name

3f*T^ufwT Kamalddhikd,—meaning * superior to Kamald, or Venus,

(alias < fairer than the lily.') This name in the vernacular of the present

day would be pronounced exactly as the Greek legend has it, kaunla

a lity, Jcaunladhiki, and I think, bearing in mind our other evidence of

the state of the vernacular dialects in the date of Asoka, there can

be little doubt of such being the correct derivation of the anomalous

name thus adopted into the Greek.

Eucratides then was the son of a Greek officer married to a lady

of the country, whom we may set down as of Hindu parentage and

language ; and we may thence argue that a dialect mainly derived

from the Sanskrit was then used in Bactria, or at least in the Panjab,

as in the present day, though now diluted to a large extent with Persian

and Arabic introduced along with the Muhammadan religion.

In further proof of this position, we can now also adduce a Pali in-

scription in the old character procured by Captain Burnes from the

northern side of the great chain of mountains, near Badakshiin ; (which

will be published in Plate XXXV. of the next number,) to say nothing

of the Pali reverses of the Agathocles and Pantaleon coins from the

same region,

The natural inference is that we should seek the explanation of the

legends on the reverses of the Bactrian coins rather through the medi-

um of Pali or Zend, as I attempted in 1835, than as has been preferred

by M. Jacquet of Paris, through the medium of Syriac and Chaldaic,

with what success I have not the means of judging*.

* It will be proper here to notice that in 1836, M. Jacquet, obligingly for-

warded to me a lithographed page of his readings of the Bactrian alphabet and



Note.—Since the accompanying page was printed off, I have

received a letter from Captain Cunningham who, having Dr. Lord's

coin under his eye, is convinced that the reading Kanlodice is erroneous.

He was first struck with the slanting stroke of the letter n being

placed in a wrong direction. (N. B. This is not the case in Mr.
Masson's drawing of the coin, whence the engraving was exactly

copied. There was nothing therefore to raise suspicion of its correct-

ness in my mind, as the sealing-wax impression had been flattened by the

journey, over half of this very name.) On minuter examination the first

stroke of the supposed n appeared to Captain Cunningham to be

detached from the rest. He therefore read it as the i of kai and the

remainder then became very clearly AAOAIKH2 the genitive of a genuine

Greek female name.

I have not the smallest doubt that Captain Cunningham is right,

although in the sealing-wax impression before me, the 1A are actually

joined below, and there is no cross stroke to the A of AAOAIKH2.

My speculations therefore of the Indian origin of Eucra tides'

mother fall to the ground ; and the reader is requested to pass over

them. The unregal station of his parents still remains a matter of

probability, on the grounds urged in the text.
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I have long been pledged to my readers (and to the critics of the

Meerut magazine in particular) to give them a new alphabet for these

Bactrian legends, and I think the time has now arrived when I may-

venture to do so ; or at least to make known the modifications which

have been elicited by the abundance of fresh names and finely preserved

specimens which have passed under my eye since that epoch. It must

be remembered that the only incontestable authority for the determina-

tion of a vowel or consonant is, its constant employment as the equiva-

lent of the same Greek letter in the proper names of the Bactrian kings.

Beyond this we have only analogies and resemblances to other al-

phabets to help us, and the conjectural assumption of such values for

the letters that occur in the titles and epithets of royalty as may furnish

an admissible translate of the Greek in each and every case.

It will be my object presently to shew that this can be done, as far as

the coins are concerned, by means of the Sanskrit or rather the Pali

language ; but in the first place it will be more convenient to bring

forward my revised scheme of the alphabet as far as it is yet matured.

Unfortunately the exceeding looseness of orthography and kalligra-

phy which could not but prevail when one foreign language, (for such

it was to the Greek die-cutters), was attempted to be rendered by the

ear in another character, equally foreign to the language and to the

scribes, that with abundance of examples before me it is impossible to

select the true model of some letters for the type-founder !

I begin with the initial vowels :

9, a. This symbol continues to occupy the place of the vowel a in

all the new names, lately added to our list, beginning with the Greek

A, of which we have now no less than seven examples. The other

short initials appear to be formed by modifications of the alif as in the

Arabic : thus.

f, 1 e, is constantly employed for the e of Greek names.

a w, is found following it in the word Eucratides, as though put for

the Greek r, but other evidence is wanting.

9-, i ? though seldom met with on the coins is common in the in-

scriptions, and by analogy may be set down as i.

.9 and % a, an, is employed in words beginning with an.
The medials seem to be formed in all cases by a peculiar system of

names. In tbe modifications I now propose, however, I do not borrow one letter

from his list, because in fact he has followed quite another track. His reading of

'PiTTlU is, myrvd, a Syriac word I believe for prince or noble. It was this
which led to the expression of doubt of my own former alphabet, and to the just
satire thereon in the Meerut Magazine.

4 L
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diacritical marks ; of these the i is the best determined, being found

applied to almost all the consonants in the form of a small stroke cross-

ing the letter. The a is uncertain ; it may be a prolongation below in

the r,—a foot stroke or mdtra. The e> I judge from the Manihyala

inscription, to be a detached stroke behind and above ; in a few cases

only joined. The u may be the loop so often seen at the foot of the

written letters. Thus we have >i ha, -n kd
9 +H hi, "K he9

~h ho ? ^ ku
9

&c. I feel it to be a little premature thus to assign sounds without any

positive authority : but it was from a similar assumption of the value of

its vowel marks, that I was led to the discovery of the Indian pillar

alphabet.

"With regard to the consonants, I ought perhaps to follow the order

of the Hebrew alphabet, but as the language to be expressed is allied

to the Sanskrit, it may be more convenient to analyze them in the order

of the latter.

w
n, ha. This letter on further scrutiny I find invariably to represent

k ; and its place is never taken on the coins by 1 as I formerly sup-

posed. It occurs also with the vowel affix i as *h hi ; also, but seldom^

with the u 9 as 3"> hu ; and with the subjoined r as "Hi hra. In the

compounds, hla 9 hli, a form is adopted more like the Hebrew q p*

(quere • ) "T?, H : there are two or three examples in support of it.

S, hh9 is limited as such to the name of Autimachou—but I find it

also representing the g in Abngasou. In the written tablets we have 9

and 9 and P seemingly identical with it, yet the latter with the vowel i9 f,

is used in some places for dhi (intended for the inflected t. ?)—There

is no small affinity between P, 5, and fj, Q, the kh of the old Sanskrit

written invertedly.

"~^> ~^»
In » & G*gh ?—I place these forms here because they occur se-

veral times in the tablets and they bear some resemblance to the g of

the Pehlevi.

Of the Sanskrit palatials neither the Greek nor the Cbaldaic alphabets

contain any proper examples—the ch and j are modified to z and te—

.

which letters we must expect to find substituted for the Sanskrit clasa

T, Y
9 cha; l> 9 chha. The first of these forms is found at the close

of a series of words terminating each in the same vowel inflection, ', e ;

which makes me suppose it to be the Sanskrit conjunction cha 9 uniting a

string of epithets in the locative case. As yet I have no stronger argu-

ment for its adoption.

J., or N,/a (tsa?J. The form of the Chaldaic ts 2?, agrees well with

the first ; indeed in many coins of Azes the Baetrian form is identical with
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the Chaldaic ; I find that in every case this letter may be best represented

by the Sanskrit 5rf j, and indeed in the early coins of Apollodotus,

&c. its form 3 seems to be copied from the ancient Sanskrit P, reversed

in conformity with the direction of the writing. The only inflection I

have met with of this letter is ^ ju.

I can make no discrimination between cerebrals and dentals ; because

the Greek names translated have of course no such distinctions, but

from the variety of symbols to which the force of d and t must be

ascribed, I incline to think the alphabet is provided with a full comple-

ment, though it is in the first place indeed almost a matter of option

which letter to call d, t, r, or n, they are all so much alike—thus for

t we have 1, *1, ""l, and *i, and with the vowel i, \ % f

.

As the equivalent of d again we have the same % *l, % and also

i, £, f> : and for dhi \, and ^, the former evidently *1 with 1 subjoined

;

the latter quasi tti or ddi ; sometimes it is nearer S> ri.

I do not attribute this ambiguity to the letters themselves so much as

to the carelessness and ignorance of the writers, who might pronounce

the foreign name Apollodotus, indifferently Apaldtada, Apaladata,

and even Apalanata, Being obliged to make a choice, I assume as in

my former paper ;

—

H, ^\, for ta, whence *1 td, *\ ti, j or 7 te, and 7\ tra f

J, tta, tha, ^ thi, J, or ^, the, but in fact these forms are as com-

monly used for dh, and its inflections.

t
5 *1, i, for da, nda; \^, di ; *] de, 2 du ; *?, dh, \ dhi.

"L, i, na. I 4o not perceive any indications of the other nasals, and

indeed they seem to be omitted when joined to another consonant : but

I find some thing corresponding to the anuswara attached below the

vowel a, and before consonants it seems represented by m, as t mcha f

H, mri, %> mba ?

J
1 pa. The first of the labials is one of the best established letters. It

has been discovered also inflected as h pi, P pe ; J
1 pu ; and united

with either h or s in Oi pha or spa; also with li in *b,pli, and in other

combinations which will be noticed as they are brought forward. I

suspect further that in vh, -J1
, we have pa, and in t;, pra : but the data

are uncertain.

¥ , If, pha orfa ? I have no stronger reasons than before for continuing

this value to If
:—it seems in some few cases to usurp the place of v ;

it is inflected also, as ty fe, f fu, ^tfra.

9. or ex, ba ? is still undetermined ; in the doubtful name above

quoted ABArA20T> it seems to be replaced by *1 or %—the aspirate is

also unknown.

4 L 2
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u ma X. This letter admits of no doubt whatever ; but in the Menander

form, u>, I now recognise the inflection me, corresponding with the Greek

name more closely.

—

Mi is written f ; md, V or V ; and y may be mu.

The second or what may be called the printed form of m has a consi-

derable affinity in form with the old Sanskrit y or H, whence it may be

almost as readily derived as the Burmese form of Pali, Q.

A ya. This letter is unchanged : it invariably replaces z, and y, and

sometimes j where the latter would be expressed by the Sanskrit ^? or

Jj. It may perchance have been modified from the letter, for in some

examples it is turned up on the sides thus, ou ; the inflected form A yi

is of common occurrence :
fy

yu, less common.

v/->, h, S, ra t It is necessary to preserve these three representatives of r ;

I incline to think that the prolongation below may be the mdtra or

the long d inflection, rd; for the first form is used in Ermaiou where

there is no intervening vowel. It is only distinguishable from d by

the foot-mark of the latter, which seems to be often omitted notwith-

standing: its inflections are fi, 1, ^, ri, re, ru.

<i, la. Further acquaintance has taught me that this is the only

representative of a in Greek names : the instances wherein the I before

appeared to be replaced by 1 have been disproved by duplicate coins.

The inflected form f+i, li, has numerous examples among our new ac-

quisitions. H le, also occurs in inscriptions.

1 va, and ^ vi, rest on strong but not undisputable authority, as will

be seen below.

ru, 1, ha, has been removed from its former position as / on ample

grounds ; and the value now assigned has I think equally strong support

—though as far as Greek names are concerned it rests solely on the

initial syllable of Heliocles, X, he. There is, again a similarity worthy

of remark between ru inverted, and the old Sanskrit ha, [p, fa.

*P, sa. To this letter I gave the sound of o on the former occasion

because I found it the general termination of nominatives masculine

in Zend and Pali—replacing the Sanskrit visarga, ah or as. Since

then I have found the same letter (affected with the vowel i) in two

Greek names as the equivalent of si, p, and I am too happy on other

considerations to adopt this as its constant value ; whether the dental s

of the Sanskrit will best represent it remains to be seen, but the nearest

approximation in form oecurs in the Hebrew d s : there are certainly

two other characters, *T, or T, and 71, having the force of* or sh. The

former I should presume to be the Sanskrit sha H. from its likeness

to the old form fl\. The latter, T1,may be a variation of A for which it is

sometimes used, but rather by change of the Greek z to 2, than as

being the same letter, for elsewhere it takes the place of the Greek 2
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as in AZIAI20Y, while A occurs for Z in the same word. In form it

seems to be the Chaldaic n > or th soft. The inflections of these letters

yet observed are, £ siy'pse, P su ; ft shi, Q s/jw ; and their combinations

with consonants are numerous,—^ sta, "g sM ; ^ sma ? ; Tj sto, g sm ?

It will be naturally expected that the alterations I have been compelled

to adopt in the value of many of the above letters must produce consi-

derable modifications in my former interpretation of the Bactrian legends.

Indeed when I look back at my attempt of 1835, I must confess that

it was very unsatisfactory even to myself. I was misled by the Nak-

shi-rustam trilingual inscription, wherein the title of king of kings has

been uniformly read as mala/can malakd, though I balanced between

this and the term mahardo, having found pao on the Indo-Scythic

series. But, once perceiving that the final letter might be rendered as

sa, which is the regular Pali termination of the genitive case, I threw

off the fetters of an interpretation through the Semitic languages, and

at once found an easy solution of all the names and the epithets through

the pliant, the wonder-working Pali, which seems really to have held an

universal sway during the prevalence of the Buddhist faith in India.

The best test of the superiority ofa Pali interpretation will be found in

its application to the several royal titles of the Greek kings, which were

previously quite unintelligible. The first of these is simply BASlAEflS

which is constantly rendered by "PiL^lu mahardjasa, the Pali form

of trorCTVRg- It is true that there is some doubt whether the long

vowel a, is here applied to the h and r ; but we have long since been

accustomed to the omission of this and even other vowels in the Satrap

coins of Surdshtra. The word is often written TH^.Iu, whence I

have supposed the dot or dash below to stand for a.

The next title is BASIAEH2 BA2IAEHN, which we find replaced by

T^iT") TiCllu mahdrajasa rdjar&jasa, a perfectly sound and pro-

per expression according to the idiom of the Sanskrit. But in one class

of coins, that of Azes, there are some very well preserved specimens

in which the second part of the title is
,

Pit
K

T*lJi
v
l which is evidently

rdjdtirdjasa (or adhi for the letter has a turn at foot and may be meant

for \ dhi), the regular ?:i3TTf^TT3T^ of the paramount sovereigns of

India. The syllable dhi is often written *\ ti, Hn ri or even f ti or gi (?)

but the vowel i shews what is meant.

To the title of king of kings is generally added on the Greek side

the epithet MErAAOr, for which we have an addition in Bactrian of the

word TTlu mahatasa, one of the forms of the Pali genitive of mahdn
(or mahatj great, which makes only mahatah *?^<T : in Sanskrit. The

full title then is thus found to be mahdrajasa rdjadhirdjasa mahatasa,
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which is far preferable to the clumsy and unsatisfactory vnalakao kqk-

kao nialako of my former paper, now rectified by the rejection of *1 as ka.

The next title in the list is snTHPOS, for which we have rather a dubious

word of four letters either *P*lP? dadatasa, or T*1t\£ nandatasa, the for-

mer equivalent to '^rf' thebestower of dana, a word comprehending

protection as well as charity ;—the latter to «r*^?r *• * of the giver of

pleasure.'

The epithet of next frequency is ANIKHTOT the unconquered, which

is translated by ^PTlHiP-9 apavihatasa (Sans. ^nf^cr^j) the unbeaten,

or invincible. It is this word principally which leads me to make Y va,

and to distinguish it from **1 ti and f+i It, with the latter of which I

before confounded it.

Next in order comes the somewhat similar expression nikh*OPOT;

but the correct definition of this epithet is preserved in T^Ail Ja-

yadharasa, the bearer of victory. In one instance the dh is written

separately T^lAN; in others (like the dh of adhi)it is T^A^,/aya-

darasa, but there can be little doubt of the sense ; and this word is a

strong confirmation of the value of the letter M, or &ja.

There is a second epithet of nearly the same signification which is

common enough on the Seleucidan coins, but comparatively rare in

those of Bactria, NIKATOP02- This epithet was found on the unique

coin of Amyntas of which Col. Stacy was unfortunately robbed, and

on one or two others. In the Bactrian translation the same word is used

in every case as for NIKH*OPOy> namely, y*\^\)ljayadharasa, the pos-

sessor of victory, or the victorious.

There remains but one epithet to be accounted for (for *iAOnATOP02

of the Apollodotus unique coin does not seem to be translated) :—it

occurs on the coins of Heliocles, Spalurmes, and Archelies; I mean

AIKAlOr 'the just'—a rare epithet in any but the Arsacidan line

of kings.—This is everywhere rendered by "P'Vf *j> dhamikasa (Sans.

"«lf??«IT^j) the exact expression required, and one constantly applied to

Indian kings.

I am wrong in saying that the epithets are here exhausted, for on the

unique coin of Agathocleia in Dr. Swiney's possession, there is a singular

epithet ©EOTPOnor * heavenly dispositioned,' yet unaccounted for : of

this the two or three first letters are lost, and the last two "P*1 tasa may

terminate devamatasa or some such simple translation. It is a curious

fact that the name of the queen does not appear to be feminine in the

Bactrian legend ; and the title mahdrdjasa is also in the masculine.

There is another expression on a coin of Spalurmes, viz. " king's

brother," 2nAATM02 AIKAIOT AAEA*Or TOY BA2IAEX12, the Bactrian
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translation of which at first seemed inexplicable, butby means of another

coin I think I have solved the enigma, as will be presently explained.

Another expression for the ' great king- of kings' is met with in one

example only, as far as my information goes ; namely, in the rude square

coin of Spalirises, of which four specimens have passed through my
hands :—here the expression runs 'P^b'Tlu'PiLhlU maharajasa mahata-

kasa (quasi iT^TW^fW) ; but no great stress can be laid on such rude

specimens.

Having thus satisfactorily disposed of the regal titles, we may place

once more under review the whole of the Greek names with their Bac-

trian transcripts collated from a multitude of specimens.

Greek name. Bactrian. Bactrian in Roman charade}'.

AZOY ?A9 Ayasa, (pronounced Ajasa.J

AZIAI20Y *rirHA9 Ayilishasa.

AIIOAAOAOTOY muno Apaladatasa.

ArA0OKAEfl2 (found only in the old Sanskrit) H A +CC £
ArA0OKAEIA2 TnE *p>iH> Fakasaqlitasa, (or yasa.)
ANTIMAXOY teC/Hi Anti-makhasa.
ANTIAAKIAOY TI^Wl Anti-alikidasa.

AMTNTOT TPW9 Amitasa.

apxeaiot (unique, Bactrian name erased)

ABArASOT Tnso.9 Abakhashasa.

EYKPATIAOT Wttyf Eukratidasa,

EPMAIOy iPAU^t Ermayasa.
HAI0KAEH2 V/^MX Helayaqlayasa*
AIOMHAOT 'P'lUlAl Tayamidasa.

ATS Ior T9^fH or Vh>pi*i Lisiasa, or Lisikasa.
MAYOY >1M Ma~asa. (or T> A, v mdyusa.j
MENANAPOT ^liw or "Ptnu Medanasa or Menanasa.
IAOEENOT VifyHfrovtyPpSfr Pilasinasa or Plijasinasa.

Then follow a class of coins in which the names are either quite dif-

ferent on either side, or the Greek is intended for a transcript or trans-

lation of the native appellation.

ONHNOY (of Vonones) Th.HOi Spalahdrasa (or BalaUrasa fj
SHAAYPIOY (or 3HAAYM02) *pufWh Spalqfarmasa.
2IUAIPI20Y fcnM'h Spalirishasa.

Then the group of the Ferres, or Phraates dynasty, if we may so

call it, of which some new specimens will be introduced presently

YNAO*EPPOY >ni£ WiUi Farahetasa nandatasa.

rONAO*APOY T>h*1"T T>TU* Farahetasa gandadharasa.
HPONA2*EPPOY *p^ T^V^ Fharateklisanadharasa ?
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but it may be doubted whether all these are not in reality the same

name *PTE^S> Farahetasa coupled with the title corresponding to

snTHPOS written in a loose manner.

On the reverse of the coins of the second HERMiEus (or perhaps the

third) having a Hercules for reverse, commences another series of native

names,forming what we have designated theKadphises or Kadaphes group.

After the change fromEPMAIOr on the obverse, to KAASIZOY, we have

still precisely the same reverse as before, and it is preserved through a

numerous series ;—the title of maharajais not to be found, nor is it easy

to see where to commence either the Greek reading KnsnVAD Kaa*i-

ZDV XDPapov or the Bactrian W'lV'rXP ^^ JH S •B'U* which

may be transcribed dhama 4^ rata Kujulakasa sabashakha (?) Kada-

phasa

:

—in this reading if we can make out nothing else there are at

least the two names Kosoula (also written Kozulo and Kozola) and

Kadphizes (also written Kadaphse and KadphisesJ accounted for. The

distinctions on the small coin of KOPANOY zaoot KAA*EC I am una-

ble as yet to make out for want of further samples.

Connected with the same family we then come to the long inscription

on the Mokadphises coins which may be read by comparison of a great

many examples :

—

Mahdrajasa rajadhirajasa sabatracha ihacha mahiharasa dhi ma-
kadphi§asa nandata.

1 Of the great sovereign, the king of kings both here and every

where seizing the earth, &c. Mokadphises, the saviour ?'

I do not insist upon any of these epithets sabatra mahidharasa, for

in fact they vary in every specimen. The dhi also looks in many coins

more like dha, quasi dhama Kadphisasa. On some the reading is ra-
ther sabalasa saviratasa mahichhitasa (*T^1f%7r sovereign ?) On some
gold coins again the name more resembles M^u^r' vavahima Kad-
phisasa, agreeing with the Greek OOHMO KAA*iCHC.

It remains only to apply my theory of the Bactrian alphabet to the
inscriptions on the cylinders and stone slabs extracted from the topes at
Manikydla, &c but this is a task of much more serious difficulty and
one not to be done off hand as all the rest has been !—I must therefore
postpone the attempt until I am better prepared with my lesson ; and
meantime I will proceed to describe briefly the contents of

Plate XXVIII.
Fig. 1. is a small silver Euthydemus in Captain Burnes' collec-

tion
: it resembles exactly the medallions already published of the same

prince. Weight, 62 grs. See PI. XXV. Vol. IV. fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. is a hemidrachma of Demetrius also belonging to Captain

Burnes. See one figured from General Ventura's collection, Vol,

IV. PL XXV. fig. 2.

Fig. 3, a silver coin of Antialcidas, presented to me by General

Ventura. Execution very good. Weight 10J grains.

Obverse. BA2IAEH2 NIKH*OPOT ANTIAAKIAOT. Head of the king

with a flat helmet shaped like a cocked hat :—chlamys on the shoul-

ders, and diadem seen under the hat.

Reverse. Bactrian legend 1>*l*h4-9-
%

*l9 T^£ ^1 "PU'l.lu mahd-

rajasajayadharasa Antialikidasa. Jupiter seated holding a small figure

of victory :—at his feet to the right, the forepart of a small elephant

with trunk elevated. Monogram on the left composed of P and <J *.

Fig. 4. a similar drachma of Lysias, belonging to General Ven-
tura : unique.

Obverse. BA2IAEG2 ANIKHTOr AT2IOT. Head of the king, with

the Demetrius helmet, shaped like an elephant's head.

Reverse. Bactrian legend, T9 7M "P^lVHJ1 ? MMu mahdrajasa

apavihatasa Lisiasa. (The copper square pieces have LisikasaJ.

Hercules naked standing, with club and lionskin, as on the coins of

Demetrius.

Figs. 5, 6. Two varieties of Menander, not yet depicted in the

journal, given to me by General Ventura, who has many of a similar

nature. In one the prince wears a handsome helmet, in the other he

has the simple diadem. The reverse of both agrees with the one

engraved in PI. XXVI. Vol. IV. except that Minerva looks in the

contrary direction.

Heliocles, king of Bactria.

Fig. 7. The first coin of Heliocles which I have yet seen in India.

It belongs to General Ventura : a square copper or bronze piece in

excellent preservation.

Obverse. BA2IAEH2 AIKAIOT HAIOKAEOT2. Diadem'd head of the

1 just king, Heliocles,' somewhat similar in features to Eucratides.

Reverse. Bactrian legend, VA^ArHtf T>VP£ Tl^lu mahdrajasa

dhamikasa Heliyaklayasaf : an elephant equipped with howdah and

trappings walking to the right, monogram 3.

Fig. 8. A less perfect coin of the same king presented by the Gene-

ral to myself.

* N. B. The etching of this coin is a total failure : the plate was laid by for

several months and the acid would then barely touch it. In retracing it the native

engraver has quite wandered from my original, and I perceive it too late for

alteration on more than half the edition of the plate.

f The letter *"£ might be better read Sra,- J£ Sri : which would give a San-

skrit version of the name,

—

helyasriyasya, l having a sun-like prosperity.'

4 M
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In lieu of the head of Heliocles, the obverse bears an elephant,

naked, walking to the left, Greek legend as above. The reverse is

irrecoverably lost.

It is perhaps unnecessary here to retract my former doubts of the

existence of a Heliocles in the Bactrian dynasty, since they have

long been removed by the account of silver medals in France. We
have as yet seen none but these two copper specimens in India, but the

probability is that both silver and copper might be found in Bactria

proper, to the north of the Hindu Rush or Imaus.

An opinion has been started by Mionnet in opposition to many

European numismatists that Heliocles was no other than Eucra ti-

des the second, the parricide. The surname of AIKAI02 so unsuitable

to such a character he supposes given through fear or adulation ; which

I agree with M. R. de Rochette in thinking too great an anomaly to

be allowable : but without seeking to account for this staggering cir-

cumstance, we can now help M. Mionnet to a very powerful argument

in his favor from the unique coin of Dr. Lord described in a former

part of this paper, which proves that Eucratides' father was a Helio-

cles ; and we know that it was common to call an eldest son by his

grandfather's name, as is indeed universally the custom to the present

day both in eastern and western countries.

Fig. 9. I have introduced this duplicate of the single mutilated

^oin depicted in fig. 8. PI. XXI. Vol. IV. among the then doubtful

group, because General Ventura's present specimen exhibits the

name in the Bactrian, "PA9, ayasa, and thus proves it to belong to

the abundant series of AZES' coins.

Fig. 10. is a square copper coin of Lysias kindly added to my cabi-

net by General Ventura.

It is in better preservation than any before published.

Obverse. BASlAEns anikhtOt AT2IOT. Head of Lysias, with dia-

dem. Mionnet says of a similar coin ' represents en Hercule, la

massue sur l'epaule gauche'—but I do not perceive these characteristics

very distinctly.

Reverse. Bactrian legend *PVM ^^4^9 "PiJMu maharajasa

opavihatasa lisikasa, ' of the unconquered king Lisika'

I perceive that both Mionnet and M Raoul de Rochette give

to Lysias the square coins of Spalyries or Spalurmes ; though there

is no resemblance whatever between them. M. Raoul de Rochette
writes in the Journal des Savants : Mars 1836, p. 136 :

" Cette autre medaille de Lysias differe sous tous les rapports de

celles que nous possesions deja du m&me prince : elle est restee incon-
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nue* a tous les savants et voyageurs Anglais qui, depuis plusieurs

ann£es se sont appliques avec un zele si louable a recueillir ces pre-

cieux monuments de la civilization Grecque enfouis dans le sol de

llnde : et l'exemplaire que nous devons d, M. le general Allabd, et que

je publie, est encore unique. La fabrique, qui ressemble a celle de la

m^daille du roi anonyme, que fax fait connaitre\ , accuse sensible-

ment une epoque de decadence, d'accord avec la forme carree du r_ et

de V Q qui commencent a paraitre sur la monnaie des Arsacides, a

partir de Phraate III. a une epoque qui doit s'eloigner bien peu de 1' age

de notre Lysias. On pourrait voir un autre rapport entre cette monnaie

Bactrienne et les medailles du raeme prince Arsacide, dans le titre de

Juste, AlKAIOT) qui se lit habituellement sur les medailles de Phraate

III mais ce qui constitue ici la particularite la plus remarquable

et la plus neuve, e'est la qualification d' Adelphe, AAEA$Or, affectee par

Lysias, &c."

When the mistake of attributing this coin to the wrong person is

corrected, it is curious how perfectly the observations of the learned

antiquarian of Paris confirm the conjecture to which I have been led by

the deciphering of the Bactrian legend :—the coin is that of the f son of

a king Spalahara or Balahara /' in bearing the effigy of Hercules it

agrees with the corrupted coins of Herm^eus II. and others of the

Pherres or Phrahetasa (Phraates ?) type, which appear to belong to

one family. M. R. de R. agrees with our discoverer Masson in locat-

ing them in an Indo-Greek dynasty at Nysa,—or near Jeldldbdd, where

their coins are found in the greatest abundance.

I have purposely introduced an engraving of a very perfect speci-

men of this coin given to me by Mr. Trevelyan who got it from

Mohan Lal, as figure 3 of Plate XXVII. It it ruled by the medal-

ruling machine and is of course perfectly accurate, though indistinct.

It may be remembered that the name of Vonones is not found on the

Bactrian side of his coins, but a totally different word, T^HQi Baluha-

rasa as I read it, or perhaps Baldharasa (?1KW) the patron of

* The drawing of the very coin described by M. R. de R. was published by

myself in June, 1835, but I did not deem the name legible, nor has it proved

so at Paris, by their making Lysiou out of Spalurmou. 1 stated my reason for

not publishing earlier to be, that I might not forestal the As. Soc. of Paris in

describing General Ventura's splendid collection.

t It is not obvious in what this great resemblance consists?—one coin is

square, the other round :—one has a Greek legend only ; the other a bilingual

one—the equestrian figure is the obverse in one, the reverse in the other. The

anonymous coin was first published in the Asiatic Researches in 1831, and in

the Journal for 1833 and 1834,

4 m 2
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champions, a term nearly equivalent to * Satrap.' Now on all the coins

of Spalyries (or SpalurmesJ hitherto found, the initial letter has been

unfortunately cut off; but the three next are \\*i ... lahdrat\\Q same as

above, wanting only the final genitive inflection : the next letters may

be read *P*1 ^ putasa for (gTO) ' of the son.' Putting the whole together

we have 'PuftpdOi T*Wj> TMj^.H fh Ba) Uharaputasa dhamikasa

JBalafaramasa 'of Balafarama (either for Balaparama, or ^RlT
whose strength is his armour) the just, the son of Balahara.' There-

fore as he was brother of the cotemporary of Vonones, < the then

kino-' niust also have been a son of the same person : and we should

expect to find another coin of a somewhat similar type struck by him.

These conditions are satisfactorily combined in the rude square coin of

Spalirises, depicted in Plate XXI. vol. IV. and PI. XXXV. of vol. V.

fig. 7. He has the same flowing mantle from the shoulders, the sceptre

of royalty, and his native name appears to be 'pnM'h Balirishasa :

thus the father's native name is Balahdra ; the eldest son's Balirisha,

and the second son's, Balavarma, and the copper money of the whole

triad is distinguished for its exceeding rudeness no less than its confor-

mability of type I The silver money of Spalurmes and Spalirises has

not yet been found, or we might probably find that it maintained the

name of Vonones the Parthian king, or his successor, on the obverse.

The style of these three names commencing with Bala,—and the

title in particular of the first, Balahdra,—call to mind the Balhdra

dynasty of north-western India, of which the epoch cannot be said to be

yet well defined. One of the earliest foreign authorities the historian

Masoudi, who wrote in 947 A. D. says :
—" The dynasty of Phoor

who was overcome by Alexander (had) lasted 140 years : then came

that of Dabschelim, which lasted 120 : that of Yalith was next and

lasted 80 years, some say 130. The next dynasty was that of Couros,

it lasted 120 years. Then the Indians divided and formed several

kingdoms ; there was a king in the country of Sind ; one at Canouj

;

another in Cashmir ; and a fourth in the city of Munich* (Minnagara ?)

called also the great Houza, and the prince who reigned there had the

title of Balhara*."

120 -f 80 -f* 120 — 320 years estimated from Alexander's time

brings us to B. C. 3, or allowing a few more years to Porus say 10 or

20 A. D. Now the reign of Vonones I. as king of Parthia is dated by

Vaillant, from A. D. 6 to A. D. 20, so that the accordance of time

is here perfect, and we need seek no other explanation of the paramount

Persian sovereign's name and effigy on one side, while the other mo-

destly bore that of his tributary, because we have witnessed the same

* Wilford's Essay, Asiatic Researches, IX. 181.
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in the Satrap coins of Surdshtra. The native kings were apparently

allowed to have the copper coin to themselves. The religion here how-

ever is polytheistic, the effigy that of Hercules or Baladeva.

Without insisting upon their being the same person, I cannot help

mentioning that the name of Balarishi is found as one of four brothers

by different mothers who cut a conspicuous figure in Indian fable.

Balarishi, Vicramarka, Bali, and Bhartrihari ; the second of these is

the celebrated Vicramdditya, whose reign falls 56 years before Christ,

and he was the son of one Glindha-rupa or, as the fable has it, of a

gandharva in the mortal disguise of an ass : Wilford interprets the

tale by making Vicramdditya the son of Bahram Gor of Persia by

an Indian princess, and, to account for the anachronism of 400 years,

is forced to imagine there were several kings of the same name,—

•

which would be likely enough if he admitted (as seems certain from

our coins) that Vicramdditya is a mere title. We shall presently

allude again to this circumstance.

Fig. 11. From General Ventura's collection. A more perfect

specimen of a hitherto illegible coin. It is now seen to belong to Mayes.

Obverse. BA2IAEH2 BASlAEflN MErAAOT MATOY. Front figure

of the king seated on a chair or throne, a shawl (?) on his should-

ers, and a club or knotted sceptre in his right hand like that given

to Mokadphises.

Reverse. Much worn and indistinct, a female holding some object

like a scarf with both hands, and having a flowing robe behind, like that

of the Vonones group. Bactrian legend T9-^ *P"11u "PH^iTl rdjadhi

rajasa mahatasa maasa, and on the field uA used numerically (?).

The discovery of this rare specimen, only the third known of the

prince whose name it bears*, will be highly gratifying to the numisma-

tists of Paris. It will in the first place remove the doubt entertained

by M. Raoul De Rochette himself whether the un-Greek appellation

Mayes might not be used for Mao, the moon, as a divinity and not

as a king ; or whether united to the title BA2IAET2 the compound

may not be equivalent to the name of Apollodotus ; " ce n'est la, du

reste, qu'une conjecture que je soumets avec beaucoup de defiance aux

lumieres de nos philologues indianistes, desquels seuls il est permis d'es-

perer la solution de ce curieux probleme."

The problem is now solved so far that we find him an earthly sove-

reign with similar titles to those of Azes,—and that he is not Apollo-

dotus ! The native name composed of three letters, I should have for-

* I have just received another Mayes of different type from Capt. Burnes, too

late for insertion here.—J. P.
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merly read mao, but on the new, and I think correct, system now
adopted, it must be read 3fd-asa, or Mayusa, as near an approach to the

Greek, or by the Greek to it, as the relative alphabets would allow. Of
the name itself, I am inclined to identify it neither with Maia the mo-
ther of Mercury (though the caduceus favors this idea, and the Indian

Mdyd is also the mother of Buddha) nor with Mao as lunus, though
Chandra is a common name enough ;—but rather with Mayu (sTr^w)
the son of Kuvera, the god of riches, (whose name also is frequently

adopted by princes*) and it may have been borne by a contemporary or

successor of Apollodotus who swayed the sceptre but a short period in

some part of the Panjab,if it is necessary to suppose them of the same age.

Philoxenes.

Fig. 12. A square copper coin in most respects agreeing with the

former one, also of General Ventura's collection, but having apparently

a difference in the orthography of the Bactrian name. On comparing

the drawing of the silver Philoxenes in the Journal des Savans

with the rapid sketch I had taken of the same coin while in Calcutta^

I perceive that I read the name and title wrong ; which is my reason

for inserting this better preserved coin :—the legend is clearly "PE^iH1

TTlHiPQ 'P&'TW maharajasa apavihatasa plijasinasa (or Phildsi-

nasaj. On the silver coin the epithet is apavihasasa (quasi ^f^f%^^^7)

—not to be laughed at ! but I think the s must be a blunder.

M. Raoul de Rochette judges from the military aspect of

Philoxenes that he was a satrap placed with a regal title on the north

frontier of the Bactrian kingdom when threatened by the Scythians,

but the circumstance of none of his coins having been found by Masson
in the upper field, while several have come to light in the Panjab,

would tend to contradict this hypothesis, as much as the * Ceres Carpo-

phore, or Abundance personified, and humped bull of his copper coin.

This learned critic does not allow that the brahmany bull has any

reference to India, because it is seen on the Seleucidan coins ; but in

the only specimen I have in my cabinet of a Seleucus with a bull

reverse, the animal is altogether of the European breed.

Coins oj the Azes group.

A great deal remains to be done ere we shall be able to clear the

history of this numerous and interesting series of coins. Every day

new types and varieties spring up, generally of tinned copper or bronze.

* See notes on the Allahahid inscription November 1837, page 972— PdlaJca

Ugrasena, devarbshtraka Kuvera. As the Parthian kings were styled devajanita,

this country of the devas may have been in the north, as was indeed the fabulous

country of Kuvera the god-king.
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Fig. 13, is a specimen in good relief lately sent down to me by-

General Allard ; there was another in the collection sent home by

General Court under care of M. Meifredy, of which I was favored

with a siuht of the drawing. On this the name on the Greek side was

entire, and thence I am enabled to complete my description.

Obverse. BACIA6WC BACIA€UN M€rAAOV Vnao*€PpOV,—raja in a

brahmanical dress, upper part of the body naked—on the head a

turban (?) with flowing fillets. The small figure of victory holding a

chaplet over him forms the peculiarity of the device of which there are

yet but three samples. The monogram which was before so unintelligible

to us, I now recognise as a combination of two letters of the old Sanskrit

alphabet y and J_ m and w*.

Reverse. Whether the figure in a brahmanical costume holding a

trident in the right hand and a palm branch in the left is Neptune, Siva,

the river Indus, or the king, I am not sufficiently initiated in the art

to determine. No two reverses seem to be exactly alike though formed

of the same materials ; the legend on the present in Bactrian is

Maharajasa rajarajasa nandatasa jayadharasa (?) Farhetasa.

1 do not pretend to be satisfied with the last epithet, nor with the

name, which however I collate with M. Court's. I have conceived it

possible on a former occasion that it referred to Phrahates the

predecessor of Vonones, or another of the same name : but there are

too many uncertain letters in it to build theories safely upon. At

any rate the same name of five letters here seen below the figure of

Siva, is found on all the rude coins ascribed formerly to Unad (now

corrected to) Undo -pherres, with exception of the penultimate letter

which is there always formed like any. *pf*\^% fara-etisa, (?) to

which T^iS nandatasa (soteros) is invariably added—on M. Court's

coin this epithet may be preferably read *P~l*lu great !

On the area are two Bactrian letters G f , which might be profanely

taken for < six shillings' by an uninitiated handler !

Fig, 14. A variety of the same group, in General Ventura's recent

collection. In this the horseman looks in the opposite direction, and

the beginning of the name TNAO^eppo is visible. The monogram is

composed of y and
Jj,
— y mya.

On the reverse, a well clad female holding still the trident (though

it looks more like the cross) walks to the left—a Greek and a Bac-

trian monogram on either side, of complex form : legend as before, the

name below, 'PTtff^.

* I may here note that fig. 14, PI. XLVI. of vol. V. is also a coin of Ttf J^
Farheta, with the letters y as a central symbol.
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Fig. 15. Another novelty from General Ventura's store, of which

a duplicate has been sent to France by M. Court.

In all respects but the name the obverse corresponds with the fore-

going. The name in the two coins yet brought to light of this species is

quite distinctly rCNAC*APCY, which is either another member of the

family or a corruption of the last.

The erect front-faced figure on the reverse is dressed in the Hindu

dhoti—and extends his hands over a new symbol of gridiron fashion

—

in his left hand is the trident. This figure has been conventionally styl-

ed * Siva when he appears with his bull on the Indo-Scythic coins. The

native name is as before TTtfS3 Farahetasa with the addition ofV^I^'
netadharasa i the bearer' of something not very intelligible unless we

make the first syllable A3, jay a, victory.

Referring to the observations in a preceding page about the brothers

of Vicramaditya, I cannot forbear mentioning that in Gondophares

we might almost recognize the father of Vikramaditya himself; for in

the word Gondo-phares we have a signification not very remote from

Gandha-rupa ; <papos being pallium, vestis exterior,—the compound may

mean ' having a cloak made of the skin of the gandha, gonda, gor, or

wild ass.' Whence may have originated the fable of the Parthian king

doomed to assume the guise of an ass during the day.

These are speculations certainly much in the Wilford strain, but the

curious coincidence in so many names is enough to lead even a matter

of fact man aside from the justifiable deductions of sober reason.

Fig. 16, like the last adds a new name to the Bactrian list. The

coin, a thick copper piece in tolerable preservation was sent down to me

by General Allard a short time ago : it is as yet I believe unique.

Obverse. (Qcuritew fraviAwv fxeyaAov) ABArASD V— ' of the great king

of kings Abagases :' there may perhaps be another letter before the A.

The king, known by the flowing fillets of his diadem, seems dressed in a

petticoat, raja fashion—and he sits sideways on a richly caparisoned

horse, looking to the right. Monogram y as before, but with the

Bactrian letter 9 beneath it.

Reverse. The same royal personage (by the fillets) as if performing

the functions of high priest. The dress is so precisely Indian that I

feel disappointed in not finding a regular Sanskrit name below; nor

can I produce much of accordance between the Bactrian and Greek

names—the letters are 'PTl^l 1

! or TPWSV) abakkafasa. On the

field are various insulated alphabetic symbols,—Bactrian and Greek,

and under the latter, one which looks like a modern Nagari n, ?T, but

is more probably the Bactrian 71.
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The last figure in the plate (from General Ventura's store) is a

duplicate of the Azes coin published as fig. 22 of PI. XXIII. vol. IV.

(1835). Between the two one important fact is established, namely

that at this period of the Azes dynasty the use of the Greek was entirely

lost, while the native character was written with greater correctness in

the same or rather the inverse ratio. The Greek legend is a mere jumble

of letters, but the Bactrian reads continuously

TA9 TH^an *Vr7 Thau *?^\yj

Maharajasa mahatasa dhamikasa rdjatirajasa Ayasa.

* Of the great king, the mighty, the just, the king of kings, Azes.'

The figure of Abundance with her cornucopia has a compound symbol

on the left which might be read Sri, her Indian name; and on the

right the two letters £ 3 kha and dha, used numerically ?

The perfect Greek medals of Bactria proper, however beautiful as

works of art, ought not to turn away our attention from these corrupted

and ' barbarous' specimens which mark the decadence of Greek dominion

and Greek skill. These are the most precious to the student of Indian

history :—through their native legend he may yet hope to throw light

on the obscure age of Vikramaditta,—and the Scythian successors of

the Greeks on the north of India. Hitherto these classes of rude

coins, though very numerous, have been much disregarded, and on that

account I now invite attention to them, and promise to return to the task

myself when I have fresh materials collected and arranged ; my text

being ' those coins on which the native and Greek legends differ, or

record different names.'

P. S. My readers will perceive that two coins in the foregoing

plates are engraved with a ruling machine, and will judge therefrom

that my long cherished expectation of having such an instrument from

England has at length been realized.

Such is indeed the case—the medal ruler promised by Bate and

Co. to be even superior to their own is come after two years' delay:—

but instead of being their patent instrument, warranted to correct aH

distortion in the engraving of the object ruled, it is precisely the origi-

nal defective instrument which has long been discarded as unfit for use.

It is hardly possible to believe that a respectable optician so nigh in

his profession as Mr. Bate would wish to impose on the credulity of

an Indian customer, albeit we ' Nabobs' are frequently looked upon as

fair game for inferior articles and extravagant charges* :—yet there

* Of this I have myself had several examples. Some Wollaston's Baro-

metric Thermometers were sent out by a first-rate house to a Civilian, war-

4 n
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are many strong points of internal evidence which would bear me out

in asserting that the instrument now before me has been made a long

time—has been patched up for experimental trials by its maker—has

been thrown aside in favor of his new invention, and has been now

been finally brushed up for exportation to India

!

After bringing so serious a charge forward, it becomes my duty to

support it with proof:—and this I can do from Mr. Bate's own written

instructions, which bid me " where the coin is in high relief, to lessen

the angle of axis B. to diminish the effects of distortion ;" whereas in

the following description of his patent, he prides himself on his son's

having obviated all distortion*. He begins with a description of the

original or American instrument illustrated by a diagram, which I have

introduced as fig. 1 . into the accompanying Plate XXIX.
" a, being the medal; b, the copper plate covered with an etching-ground;

C, the tracer; and d, the etching-point at right angles to it.

" The arm c d having a ruling motion horizontally across the surfaces of a and
b, and likewise moving freely in the direction c d. Also vertical motion being
given to a and horizontal to b by the same screw : a series of lines traced over

the medal were described upon the plate in the following manner: so long as

the tracer moved over the plane surface or ground of the medal, the point d de-

scribed equidistant straight lines upon the plate ; but so soon as the tracer

touched a part of the raised surface or relief of the medal, it was raised above
its plane a quantity equal to the height of such relief, and the line described

by the etching-point was no longer equidistant, but deviated an equal quantity

upon the horizontal plater in the succeeding line, the tracer being raised off

still further by the increased height of the relief, the etching-point deviated still

further from the former line described upon the plate: the continuation of this

process produced a succession of deviating lines upon the plate, which opening
as the tracer rose above the plane of the medal, and closing again as it approach-
ed that plane gave the effect of light and shade in the printed impression of the

plate. But however pleasing the effect of these impressions, they were all

distorted representations of the original, just so much as the lines producing the

representation deviated from the straight line upon the medal—and I found that

this distortion had suspended the use of the process which had been described

14 years before in the Manuel de Tonrneur. The most valuable subjects, those

having the highest relief, being most distorted."

Here let me pause—the defects above condemned, are possessed in

the fullest degree by the ruler sent to me :—the tracer describes

straight lines only across the medal, while the diamond engraving? point

traces curves deviating in proportion to the relief of each part :—so

that if the relief of the central point of the medal be one-tenth of an

inch raised, and the angle of axis b be fixed at 45°-j- , the same point will be

ranted not to break!—the bulbs were so thick that when heated even to 300°

Farh., there was no chance of the mercury making its appearance in the tube J

It was doubtless calculated by the makers that they would never even be tried,

much less used!

* See Philosophical Magazine 1833, vol. 2, page 288.

f Without a drawing of the instrument it is almost impossible to explain

what is meant by axis A and axis B. The first is the axis upon which the rod

holding the tracing point turns in rising over the raised parts of the medal, and
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misplaced one-tenth of an inch out of the centre of the picture. As an

example I have engraved two ruled images of a medal of Homer, be-

longing to Mr. Lang, C. S. with the deviation or distortion thrown in

opposite directions. Few will believe that they represent the same

object ! In running down the relief (as in the cavity of the ear, and

the front of the forehead,) it will be seen that the engraved lines return

and cover a part of the plate already engraved ! There is to be sure

an attempt to diminish the fault by lessening the deviation of the en-

graved lines :—thus, the one-tenth altitude may be made to give a devia-

tion of only one-twentieth or one-thirtieth in the engraving (by lessening

the angle of axis B—but the light and shade will be thus equally dimi-

nished, and the whole effect destroyed.

The mode in which Mr. Bate junior got rid of this difficulty in his

patent instrument is then described—and it was its ingenuity which

alone led me to send for one of the instruments to rule my Bactrian

coins, rather than attempt to make one for myself, which I shall now

be compelled to do.

" My son, observing, that the thing to be desired was, a means of bringing

the tracer down upon the medal, a quantity equal to the deviation of the etching-

point from the straight line upon the plate; observing also that the process he
was employing, transferred vertical sections of the medal to the plate,—pro-

posed taking inclined sections of the medal. A little consideration determined
the selection of 45°, as being equidistant from the vertical and horizontal posi-

tions employed and this inclination completely fulfilled the purposes required t

removing the distortion altogether, and so far from impoverishing the effect of

light and shade, improving that effect, inasmuch as without diminishing its

quantity it threw the light upon the representation of the medal at an angle of

45° to its plane, instead of as before in the direction of the plane of the medal*.

The arrangement finally adopted is represented in fig. 2.

" The tracer c being now attached to the right-angled triangle efg and a

friction roller substituted for it at h, the triangle (the motion of which was strictly

confined to the plane of the diagonal e g,) moved d a quantity always equal to the

distance of the tracer c from the perpendicular p, so that the etching-point

described precisely the same line upon the plate b as the tracer described upon
the surface of the medal a."

Nothing could be more simple, efficient and correct than this im-

provement, and though the merit of it has been contested by the French

and by the Americans, I thought Mr. Bate justly entitled to his patent

(of which by the way I have seen no specification yet in the Repertory)

and willingly acceded to the terms he enjoined to my friends in Eng-

land on consenting to make me one,—namely, that I should not make

B i3 a second axis fixed on A at any convenient angle, carrying the arm which

holds the diamond point or graver.

* This is not so comprehensible —the effect of light and shade depends

merely upon the amount and direction of the deviation : and the smaller the

relief of a medal, the more horizontally the light is required to fall on it in order

to exhibit parallel effects to those of more angular light on a high relief.
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use of it in England. It is so far fortunate that I am now driven to

my own resources, and compelled to invent and to make an instru-

ment which, though quite on a different plan from that depicted in

Batk's diagram, will I hope produce the same correct effects, with the

additional advantage of being adjustable as to angle of the guiding

plane e g, so as to regulate the force of light and shade ad libitum

;

while I shall moreover be at liberty to use it wherever I please.

I find that impressions in hard sealing wax answer perfectly for

ruling, in cases where parties are afraid of trusting original gems

or coins under the tracing point. But it should be remembered that

the casts must be in relief like the coins, or their image will be revers-

ed in the engraved representation.

VII.

—

Note on afossil Ruminant genus allied to Giraffidce in the Si-

walik hills. By Captain P. T. Cautley.

When we look at the number of species of Proboscidan Pachyder-

mata which swarmed in the primeval forests ; when we see that in the

present day nature appears to have left but solitary species to attest the

gigantic form of primitive existence, the imagination naturally places

before our eyes forms of corresponding magnitude in other genera ; we

picture to ourselves gigantic ruminants and gigantic carnivora only to

be revealed by the remains which nature has placed in its own keeping

to exhibit to inquiring man the wisdom of design and the systematic

chain of organization established throughout the whole of the animal

kingdom.

Amongst the Ruminants the discovery of the Sivatherium gigan-

teum has most amply tended to prove the truth of this induction, exhi-

biting a ruminating animal bearing the same proportion to the rest of

its genus, as the Mastodon and Elephant do to that of the Pachydermata.

Amongst the Carnivora we have the Ursus Sivalensis, an animal far ex-

ceeding in dimensions its congener of the present period, or the Ursus

Spelaeus and bears of the German caves ; with a species of hysena at

least one-third larger than that now existing. The reptiles also have

their gigantic representative in an entirely new genus of the tortoise,

for which we propose the generic name of Megalochelys, from the

enormous proportions of its remains as yet discovered, and the size of

its femoral and humeral extremities equalling those of the largest

rhinoceros. The question however does not appear to be whether

the animals of former periods were larger than those now existing, but
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whether the genera of larger animals were not more numerous ? We
appear to be gradually losing all the larger forms of the creation. The

Elephant and Giraffe of the present period will in all probability share

the same fate as the Mastodon and Sivatherium of former eras, and be

only recognised in the proofs exhibited by the researches of the geolo-

gists.

Having discovered the type of a gigantic Ruminant amongst the fos-

sils of the Shvaliks in company with the remains of the larger Pachy-

dermia, and having at the same time proved the existence of the

Camel, with other numerous species of the Cervine and Caprine families

of Ruminants, it was not by any means improbable that the present

tribe of Giraffidae should have its representative, so that the connection

of the chain of existing and fossil ruminants might be still more per-

fect. The discovery of the Sivatherium and Camel in conjunction led

to the probability of the existence of the Giraffe, giving this genus the

first position amongst the family of Cervidse. The fossil now to be

described appears to throw some light on the subject, and should further

research tend to corroborate the contents of this paper, it will be inter-

esting to remark on the co-existence of the Sivatherium, Camel and

Giraffe, with Quadrumana, Anoplotheria, Mastodons, and reptiles so

closely resembling those of the present rivers, that it is not possible to

discover in their osteological pictures at least, any remarkable deviation

from the type which has been left to us.

The remain which I wish to describe is the third cervical vertebra

:

it was cleared out of a block of sandstone, and as is usual in similar

cases, is very perfect in all its parts and proportions, and sufficiently

armed with processes for the purpose of recognition and comparison.

The dimensions are as follows.

Length in the barrel, Inch. 7.8

Breadth in centre ditto, 1.7

Depth ditto ditto, 2.2

There are marked differences between this fossil and the correspond-

ing vertebra of the existing camel, and in comparing them together the

following appear to be the most worthy of notice.

In the fossil the oblique processes are much shorter, and stouter

than those of the camel, with articulating surfaces at a greater angle :

the barrel of the vertebra is much longer : the hollows or depressions

which appear directly under the anterior oblique processes, and the

ridges radiating from the extremity of the spinous process towards the

expanded surface of the posterior oblique processes so well marked

in the camel, are altogether wanting in the fossil : the upper surface
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with the exception of the spinous process "being altogether flat and

unmarked.

On the inferior or lower side of the vertebra, there is also a consi-

derable difference, that of the camel being much curved and hollow, unin-

terrupted by ridge excepting in the vicinity of the posterior extremity,

where there is a knob or round process : in the fossil this knob is want-

ing, but in its place there exists a well defined sharp ridge from one

extremity to the other. The transverse processes of the fossil are im-

perfect, but the form and angle of departure from the barrel of the

vertebra differs from those of the camel.

The foramina for the transmission of the vertebral artery are well

defined in the fossil, the space between the entrance and exit occupy-

ing the central third portion of the whole length ; a prominent well

defined ridge runs obliquely across the plane of the side connecting

the upper anterior oblique process, with the lower and posterior extre-

mity of the transverse process, a very marked peculiarity, which with

the position of the foramina, separates the fossil from the camel.

It would be a great assistance to us were the Curator of the museum
to draw up a monagraph on the Giraffe, including measurements in de-

tail of the skeleton, a specimen of which exists in the room of the Asia-

tic Society. The dimensions given in English and French measure

would enable us, under the impossibility of obtaining the skeleton itself,

of forming accurate conclusions as to the existence or not in the fossil

state of the true Giraffe*.

Northern Doab, July 15th, 1838.

VIII.

—

Sketch of the sculptured images, on the temple of Grdmeswara}

near Rdtrapur ; extracted from Lieut. KnTOKS-Jouimal.

Thursday the 8th December we marched at
-J
past 4 a, m. and reach-

ed our ground a little before eight o'clock, having travelled over 9 miles

of road, though the actual distance from camp to camp at Rdtrapur
must be but 6 miles ; the distance measured in tolerably direct lines (as

in yesterday's march) was 8m. Of. 183y. The road winds a great deal,

partly to avoid nullahs and uneven ground, and most of all, cultivated

lands and villages ; we passed under mango topes for nearly the whole

way, some entire plantations, others the remnants of what had formerly

been such : most of them are choked with underwood and rank vegeta-

* The Society's museum does not possess the skeleton of a Giraffe, or we should

have readily complied with our correspondent's request. The remains of the

animal which died some years since at Calcutta came,we believe, into Dr. Pear-
son's possession, but were not included among the collection presented to our

museum b* Haji Kerbalai Muhammad.—Ed.
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tion ; the " bent" or ratan plant is the most conspicuous ; the country in

this respect resembles the terai of the Himalayas. It would appear from

the numerous topes and mounds of earth strewed with pottery, hewn
stones and bricks, which mounds rise above the surrounding- low lands,

that the country had been thickly inhabited in former years, as was

likewise the terai in Upper India. When and why, all these valleys have

been forsaken, is a matter which it would be difficult to attribute a cause

to ; there are however less bricks and stones on the mounds or " Tan-

ghees" (as they are here called) than on those of the Upper Provinces

;

from this I should infer that the huts of former times were just the same
as those now constructed ; namely, of a timber framework to support

what is known in Europe by the name of " wattle and dab," which, from

the swarms of white ants that (I may say) infest these regions, cannot

be very durable : some however are more substantial, being built with

mud and unhewn stones.

But to return to our route : for near a mile at the commencement of

the march, the road winds through the narrow lanes of the villages men-
tioned yesterday, beyond the furthermost of which and on the banks of

the river running 100 yards from the road, stand the ruins of a small

and once highly elegant temple dedicated to Maha'deo by name Gram-
eswar ; it is of white sandstone of a very fine grain ; what remains of the

sculpture is truly elegant, the figures and idols are very graceful ; they

are in the style of the temple of Anrung Vdsudeba and others of the same
era at the famous Bhuvaneswar*. It is said to have been built by raja

Parsuttem Deo who reigned from A. D. 1478 to 1503 A. D., and that

it was destroyed by the apostate and spoiler, Kala Pahar, who invaded

Orissa from Gaur in A. D. 1609. This person waged a war of de-

struction against all the temples that came in his way; the natives believe

him to have been a " rakshas" or demon, that he possessed a magic
kettle drum at the sound of which the noses and arms of all the idols

dropped off, as well as the tops of the temples ; it was in vain I attempt-

ed to persuade the ignorant brahmans of the different temples I visited,

that Kala Pahar was but a man like themselves.

The superstition and timidity of the people of these provinces exceeds

any thing I have ever witnessed in any part of our presidency from
Ludiana downwards.

A quarter of a mile above the villagef , is an island separated from the

rocks on the main land by a broad and exceedingly deep channel of the

river flowing between. On this island (which is well wooded) are the

remains of a very ancient temple dedicated to Mahadeo by the name of
" Pachameswar" also " Manji thakur\ or the Steersman Lord.
The style of the temple is that of those in the Carnatic (if I mistake not),

and like a few of the more ancient temples of Bhuvaneswar ; it has
evidently never been completed, the stones are laid without mortar and
are fixed with iron clamps, which have aided in no small degree to destroy

the edifice. It is much to be regretted that the Indian architects of olden

* Vide PI. XXXII. f The Village of KAandhurptr

.
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times had recourse to such an indurable method of fastening their ma-

sonry, many of the most elegant buildings at Agra, Dehli and elsewhere

have been destroyed by this ill judged practice ; the iron after the lapse

of a few years expands from corrosion and splits off large masses of the

masonry.

The Taj has suffered greatly from this cause, which was discovered

even before the work was half finished ; copper and brass fastenings were

then substituted, these have saved the dome from injury : brass clamps

have however been used in other public works of antiquity in India, for

several have been found in the masonry of the fort of CuttacJc during its

demolition for the use of the False Point lighthouse.

It appears that it was formerly the practice to build the temples with

the material rough wrought, and to sculpture them afterwards : this tem-

ple is one of the many instances of such a custom.

Towards the top of the conical tower are several words cut on the

unfinished surfaces of two of the compartments ; the character is Gaur
Sanskrit : the letters are clearly cut, and very large*.

The temple has evidently been consecrated in former years to

DeVi' or Durga, Fig. 1, p. 2, xxxvii. There is a legend connected with

this curious place which was told me by the attendant priest or Sevaka.

The story is as follows. Many years ago when the Hindu deities

performed their miracles and deigned to appear unto a favored few, a

rich merchant was coming from the western provinces in a large

vessel (for in those days the Mahanadi flowed narrow and deep) laden

with goods of great value. The vessel on approaching the rock was about

to be dashed against it, but being drawn into a whirlpool was being

equally threatened with destruction : the merchant who had an only

offspring with him, invoked the goddess Devi^ that if she would save

their lives and property he would offer up his child as a sacrifice to her

bounty. The boat remained fixed and unhurt, when the merchant
lamenting, fulfilled his vow by throwing the child into the river ; it sunk,,

but instantly Devi >
in the form of a mermaid rose from the water with

the child unhurt (standing on the palms of her hands) which she restored

to its father, demanding as an acknowledgment that he should build and
endow a temple to Siva and present it with a golden bell. This he ac-

cordingly did ; however many years after a thief was tempted to swim
to the sacred island and to steal the golden bell, which he was deprived

of by the deity, who, as he was descending the rock, annihilated the

sacrilegious mortal, and converted the bell into stone. I proceeded in a
boat to see this spot where the credulous Ooriyas fancy they can dis-

cern the bell and clapper ; it is a hollow place in the rock, just above the

watermark of the dry season, with a nodule of quartz (of which there

is a great quantity imbedded in the coarse sandstone) projecting down-
wards from the upper surface of the cavity ; this they call the clapper

;

the whole surface is besmeared with red lead and oil, and offerings are

constantly made there, for which purpose it is necessary to go in a boat*

* The reading in Nagree fe thus, ^t faN^ ^T^r:, ^1 faf^ WW> vide

Journal As. Soc. No. 60 of December 1826. "The divine Lord of beauteous

variety." " The variegated ornament."
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IX.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 1st August, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Mr. William Edwards, C. S. and Major William Gregory, Bengal
Army, proposed at the last meeting- were elected members of the Society.

Sir Graves Haughton wrote to thank the Society for the Sanskrit
works presented to him.
" It was my good fortune, he writes, to be in London at the time the council ap-

pealed to the home authorities against the sweeping and extraordinary decision of
the Bengal Government regarding the publication of native works by the Committee
of Education ; I made a point of collecting all the documents I could, and of laying

them before our President. I have reason to think that my efforts were of some use
in preparing the way for the success of the deputation which afterwards waited on
the President of the Board of Control."

Read the following report of the special Committee appointed for con-
sidering the expediency of printing the Sarira Vidya.

Report.
The Committee appointed in your letter of the 20th instant, beg leave to state

that they have duly investigated the several questions you have proposed and that
they consider,

1st. That the translation of Hooper's Anatomist's VadeMecum having been al-

ready made and paid for, that work should be adopted as the basis of the proposed
volume for the use of the native medical pandits of India.

2nd. That several additions, alterations and explanations are indispensable to

render the volume accurate or instructive.

3rd. That a few lithographic drawings on the scale of the wood cuts in Paxton's
work would materially add to the value of the publication.

4th. The Committee have had the advantage of the advice and opinion of Dr.
Goodeve on the subject, and Dr. Goodeve has kindly offered to examine the cor-

rections proposed by Modhusodun Goopta and to give his general superintend-

ence in the progress of the work. This liberal offer the committee consider should
be at once thankfully accepted.

For the labor of correction and supervision the Committee think Modhusodun
Goopta should receive a moderate remuneration, the amount of which the Commit-
tee scarcely think it their province to suggest.
Medical College, Calcutta, l W. B. O'SHAUGHNESSY,

3lst July, 1838. J Secretary to Committee.

,

The President thought that the report omitted to touch upon one point of consi-

derable importance, viz. the estimated expense of the publication. The Committee
seemed to concur in recommending the Sarira Vidya, because the translation had been
paid for, and because Mr. Muir's bonus of 1000 rupees would cover the printing :

—

hut he perceived from the Secretary's notice at the last meeting, that 2000 rupees
more might still be required to complete it, including the plates and additions it was
proposed to supply. Under these circumstances the aspect of the question was ma-
terially changed ; and he would put it to the meeting whether it would be justifiable

for the Society to expend so much upon a Sanskrit translation which but a very
limited class could read, when the money might be so much better employed in im-
parting the same or other knowledge to the great body of the people in their own
vernacular tongue. He therefore moved, seconded by Mr. Hare,
That a fresh reference be made to the special Committee begging their

opinion, whether it be expedient for the Society to expend any portion

of its funds on publishing a Sanskrit translation of the Fade Mecum, rather

than to devote the amount to the imparting of instruction to the mass of
the people in the Hindustani language, even though in so doing it forfeit the
advantage of Mr. Muir's bonus, and of the translation already made.
The Secretary explained that the Sarira Vidya had become the Society's pro-

perty by transfer from the Committee, on condition of its being printed. He had
merely reserved it until the more important Sanskrit works should be completed.
He could not have anticipated any objection on the score of inutility. It was in-

tended to convey to the medical pandits throughout India, who are an exclusive
caste of hereditary monopolists in their profession, and all study their art in San-
skrit, a more correct notion of human Anatomy. Originally the Sarira Vidya had
been also destined to become a class-book in the medical branch of the Sanskrit
College, but that class had since been abolished, and the teaching of the medical
art limited exclusively to English.

4 o
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What stronger argument of the utility of the book could be adduced than the ten.

der of a bonus of 1000 rupees to effect its publication by a gentleman who had for

two years in vain held out the same premium for an essay in English and the ver-

nacular, on the advantages of science ! Once placed in a Sanskrit dress, the Euro-

pean system of anatomy would be accessible all over India for subsequent transfer

into the Hindi dialects of every province if requisite, and it was no trivial argument
that the same work had been already printed in Arabic, and thus made available for

the Musalman practitioners and for translation into Urdu when called for. If doubt
existed as to the propriety of publishing in the learned languages, he submitted that

the special Committee of medical men consulted on a purely professional point, were
hardly competent judges, and he moved, as an amendment,

That the question of the propriety of publication, be referred to the

Committee of Papers in the ordinary course.

The President objected to the Committee of Papers because he thought they were
more likely to have a leaning in favor of Sanskrit*.

On taking the votes on the question by shew of hands the amendment
was lost and the original motion carried by a majority, the name of Babu
Ram Comul Sena being added to the committee on the motion of Mr.
Hare.

Rend, the following reply from Government to the reference made in

virtue of the resolution of last meeting on the subject of the Oriental
publication grant.

No. 844, General Department.
To James Prinsep, Esq.

Sir, Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

I am directed by the Honorable the Deputy Governor of Bengal to ac-

knowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 12th instant with its enclo-

sure, and in reply to state that under the circumstances represented his

honor the Deputy Governor is led to believe that he shall only conform to

the wishes of the honorable the Court of Directors by giving to their or-

ders on the subject of Oriental Publications so much retrospective effect

as shall relieve the Society from the debt it has incurred in completing the
publication of the works made over to it by Government. A Treasury-

order will accordingly be issued in favor of the Sub-Treasurer to enable
him to pay to your receipt, on a bill to be drawn in the name of the Asiatic
Society,the sum of 2,500 Company's rupees, which appears to be the amount
advanced by the Society as stated in Para. 3 of your letter under reply.

2. The completion of the remaining volume of the Mahabharata will

fall within the natural appropriation of the monthly allowance prospective-

ly assigned.

I remain, &c.
H. T. Prinsep,

Secretary to tha Government of Bengal.
Fort William, the ISth July, 1838.

The Secretary to Government in reply to the Alif Leila reference, wished
to learn the cost of the translation, and the number of volumes, previous
to determining on the amount of patronage to be bestowed.

Library.

The following books were presented :

The Bulletin de la SocieHe" de Geographie, 2nd series, vol. 8— by the Geograph.
Society of Paris.

Result of astronomical observations made at the H. E. I. C. observatory at Ma-
dras, by Thomas Glanville Taylor, Esq. H. C. Astronomer, vol. IV, J836,
1837—% the Government.
Defence of Colebrooke's exposition of the Vedanta philosophy—by Sir Graves

C- Haughton.
Recollections of the Deccan

—

by the Author.

* We must apologize for the imperfection of this report as we kept no note. Mr. E. Stirling
and others spoke on their experience of the Hindi Vaidyas up the country receiving their instruc*
ton in Sanskrit, whatever it might be in Bengal,—(where every one knows Sanskrit is more read
and better understood than elsewhere, because it is more closely dependent on the Sanskrit for
all abstract terms.)—Ed.
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The Quarterly Journal of the Calcutta Medical and Physical Society, No. VI.

—

by the Editors, Prof. Goodeve and O'Shaughnessy.
Rapport annuel sur les travaux de la Societe d' Historie naturelle de V ile Maurice,

2837— by M. Julien Desjardins.
Meteorological observations for Dec 1837 and 3 months of 1838, at Maurice— by

the same.
Ditto at Calcutta, for June

—

by the Surveyor General.
Observations meteorologiques faites a Mattepolliam, et a Kotigherry aux Neilgher-

rtes, en Mars, Avril, May et Juin 1838,— fa/ M. Adolphe Delessert.
The following purchased at the suggestion of the Museum Committee.
Jardine and G. Vejlby's Illustrations of Ornithology, 1st fasc. N. S.
Lardner's Cyclopedia—Russia vol. I. from W. Allen and Co.

A letter from Government forwarded for deposit in the Society's library,

an account book and map belonging to the late travellers Moorcroft and
Trebeck, which were lately recovered with 50 other volumes from the
chief of Kunduz, Meer Moorad Beg by Dr. Lord.
The following information respecting the fate of these unfortunate tra-

vellers is extracted from Captain Burnes' report on the subject to the
Governor General, dated 1st May, 1838.

Memorandum regarding books and papers of the late Mr. Moorcroft,
by Mr. Lord.

1. I have the honor to present you a list of books and papers belonging to the
late Mr. Moorcroft which 1 have been so fortunate as to recover during my recent
journey to Toorkistan.

2. For the greater part of them I am indebted to Meer Mahomed Moorad Beg
who, immediately on my arrival at Koondooz, wrote to the khan of Moozar desir-
ing that all such relics of the European traveller should forthwith be sent. In re-
ply to this, 50 volumes all of printed works were immediately forwarded, the re-
mainder including the maps, Mr. Moorcroft's passports in English and Persian
from the Marquis of Hastings, and a MS. volume with several loose MS. sheets,
chiefly of accounts, I was enabled to recover when by the Meer's permission, I my-
»elf, made a visit to Khooloom and Moozar.

3. I think the evidence 1 have received proves, as strongly as the nature of ne-
gative evidence will admit, that no MS. papers of any value belonging to that ill-

fated expedition remain to be recovered. I paid every person who brought books,
and always explained that I would give double reward for any thing that was writ-
ten, and tbough in consequence of this, several sheets of MS. were brought me, they
never appeared on examination to contain any thing beyond accounts and such,
routine matters. Now as the natives must be unable to make the distinction, the
chances evidently are that if any papers of importance existed, one or two of them at
least would have found their way to me amongst the numbers presented.

4. I append a letter from Mirza Humee ood deen, the principal Secretary to
the Khan of Muzar and a man who attended Mr. Trebeck in his last moments,
saying that two printed and one MS. volume are in existence at Shuhr Subz, and
that he had sent a man to recover them for me. As I have since been obliged to
leave the country, and all communication is by the present state of affairs at Cabool
rendered impossible, I mention this fact as one worthy the attention of some future
traveller.

5. The map is in itself a document of much interest as containing Mr. Moor-
croft's route traced, evidently with his own hand, and continued as far as Akcha
within one stage of Audkhoee, where he is known to have fallen a victim, not more,
I believe, to the baneful effects of the climate than to the web of treachery and in-
trigue by which he found himself surrounded and his return cut off. On the back
of the map is a MS. sketch of the route through Adkhoee to Meinuma and back
through Sireepoor to Bulkh, as though he had planned a tour through these little

independent states, partly perhaps to see the horses for which they are famed, and
partly to wile away the weariness of expectation till a safe conduct should be grant-
ed him through the territories of the ruler of Koondooz.. We can thus almost trace
the last object that engaged his mind and in the prosecution of which he laid down
his life.

6. Connected with this I beg to subjoin a slip of paper which I found amongst
a pile of loose accounts and which bears in Mr. Trebeck's writing, the following
entry.

" Date September 6th 1825. Arrived at Bulkh August 25th, Mr. M. died August
27th," placing the date of Mr. Moorcroft's death beyond a doubt, and also I thiuk
affording negative evidence against the supposition of its having been caused by
any unfair means.

4 O 2
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6. But the same paper is further interesting from an accidental coincidence.

The Meerza I have before mentioned accompanied me from Tash Koorghau to

Muzar, and in the course of conversation, which naturally turned in a great mea-
sure on the melancholy fate of Moorcroft's party, he said that about a month be-
fore the death of Trebeck he had one day gone to him, by desire of the Khan, to

purchase some pearls which he heard he had. Trebeck produced the pearls but
when questioned about the price said in a desponding tone, Take them for what
you please, my heart is broken, what care I for price now 1 The entry is this : " Total
on the strings, 280 grs. Oct. 15th. Taken by Meerza, 131 grs. or 4 miskals. 16th.

Taken by Dewan Bkghee 33 grs. or 1 miskal." It will be observed no price is

affixed ;—probably none was received. A stranger in a foreign land far from the sooth-

ing voice of countrymen or kinsfolk, surrounded by rude hordes who looked on him
as the only obstacle to possessing themselves of the countless treasures which they
believed to be in his charge, his youthful spirit pined and sunk. The bright visions

with which he had commenced his career had long since vanished :—where he had
looked for pleasures he had found toils, where for rest, he had to guard against

dangers : sickness had carried off many of the companions with whom he had set out
and when at last it struck his guide, his own familiar friend to whom he had looked

for support under every adversity, and for rescue from every difficulty, and when
in addition he found that all hopes of return to his native land seemed if not cut off

at least indefinitely deferred, his heart as he too truly said was broken, and in a few
short weeks he sunk into an untimely grave. I should apologize for a digression

unsuited I confess to the character of an official paper, but it is impossible to hear
the warm terms in which poor Trebeck is still mentioned by the rude natives

amongst whom he died without feeling the deepest sympathy in the fate of one who
fell " so young and yet so full of promise."

7. It is only necessary I should add one or two more observations. The account
book, which I now forward, is a valuable document in more respects than one. It

contains an accurate list of the stock originally purchased by Mr. Moorcroft when
starting for his journey, and will serve to modify considerably the extravagant ideas

that have been entertained of the quantities of goods which he carried. Taken in

conuexion with the loose MS, accounts it will serve also to evince that the greater

part of this stock was sold off previous to his leaving Bokhara, and as far as my in-

formation goes I am inclined to believe the proceeds were chiefly expended in the
purchase of horses, of which I understand he had when he died somewhat under a
hundred, including specimens of all the best Uzbek and Turkooman breeds.

8. The account book is further interesting as containing in Mr. Moorcroft's
own handwriting a list of the articles which he offered on his presentation to the

king of Bokhara, and a note at the end to the effect that the king had, in return
ordered him a remission of the duties of his merchandize rather more than equalling

the estimated value of the goods. It is further satisfactory to be able to add, on
the authority of several Bokhara merchants who were on terms of intimacy with
him during his stay in that city, that his character was highly appreciated by the

king, who frequently sent for him to enjoy the pleasure of his conversation, and
couferred on him the high privilege, never before granted to a Christian, of riding

through the city and even to the gate of the king's palace on horseback.
9. In addition to the list of his merchandize this account book contains also a

list of his private property, which it appears Mr. Moorcroft was obliged by order
of the Koosh Begee to make out on entering Bokhara: from this list we learn
that he possessed 90 volumes of books. The number I have recovered and which
1 have now the honor to place at your disposal is 57 ; amongst them are several odd
volumes of which the sets if complete, would give an addition of about 30-^
total 87, so that there are probably not more than two or three volumes of which
we may not consider ourselves to have ascertained the fate. As to MSS. I have
already shewn the high improbability that any of consequence have eluded my re-

searches.

10. Scattered through the printed volumes numerous notes and corrections in

Mr. Moorcroft's own handwriting will be found. Of these some referring inci-

dentally to the dangers of his journey, or laying down plans as to the route by which
he meant to return, cannot be read without emotion.

11. In conclusion it is but justice to add that the impression every where left by
this enterprizing but ill-fated party has been in a high degree favorable to our
national character.

Peshawvr, 26th May 1838. (Signed) P. B. Lord.
Translation of a letterfrom Mirza Humee ood Deen to P. B. Lord, Esq.
" A. C. Two books and one manuscript are in the city of Shuhr Subz. I have

sent a person to bring them and when they reach me I shall send them to you. In
all things I will never forget your good offices. Let me always hear of your wel-
fare. Believe what the man says and that I am your well-wisher. Dated Mohurrum
1254 A. H."
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[The list of books, principally medical, it is unnecessary to insert.

—

Ed.]
Literary and Antiquities .

The revised copy of the Girnar inscription made with the utmost care

hy hand, was received from Lieut. Postans, who had since been deputed

to Baroda on duty.
This copy satisfactorily clears up almost all the passages at all dubious in.

Captain Lang's original,—it will be necessary to publish a revised translation in,

consequence.

Captain Burnes forwarded copy of, 1st a short Buddhist Pali inscription,

from the country of Shah Kuttore, or Chitral south of Badukhshnn, on the

river Kooner (the Kaure of Elphinstone, a principal feeder of the Indus) ;

2, facsimiles and ectypes of a Bactrian inscription from Kapurdiyheri, the
same of which a sketch was formerly taken hy M. Court ; and 3, a small

inscription, in a modification of the same character, under the other.

[We shall publish these immediately, but we fear without interpretation.]

Mr. H. T. Prinsep, Secretary to Government, forwarded copy of a voca-

bulary of the language of the Moghel Aimeks, by Lieut. Leech, for such
notice as the Society might deem it to merit.

This is the eighth language or dialect of which Lieut. Leech has made himself
master in the course of his present journey.

Captain Burnes also forwarded for inspection 5 gold coins dug out of

the tope of Khaiber.
They were found a few feet below the surface by a party of Afghans who were dig-

ging a trench on the mound to protect themselves irom the attack of another party.
One coin was of Mokadphises ; the others were varieties of the Kanerkes group.
With reference to the legend of the Mokadphises coin, the Secretary announced

that he had been fortunate enough to discover a scheme of the Bactrian alphabet,
which enabled him to read the whole of the Ractrian legends with much greater
facility, and semblance of truth than he had before been able to obtain. The lan-
guage he now perceived to be Pdli, although somewhat disguised by being written
in an alphabetical system as foreign to its structure as the Persian would be to the
modern Bengali.

[The paper is published in the present number.]
Mr. Maddock proposed that the Society should take steps to procure

some fragments of the richly carved sculpture of the Kandrah temple, now
thrown on the ground and in danger of destruction.

It seems that permission having been given by Mr. Wilkinson to the Kurda
raja to supply himself with stones (meaning probably the loose detached stones)

from the black pagoda, the raja had commenced deliberately dismantling the temple
and carrying off all the images to ornament his own house !—in moving one large
figure he had been obliged to take down the beautifully carved door depicted by
Stirling, and unless stopped there would soon cease to exist this venerable monu-
ment so long the principal landmrrk on the coast.

Resolved, to address Government to suspend if possible the further
demolition of the Kandrah temple, or otherwise at least to secure some of
its sculpture for preservation in the museum.

Mr. J. P. Grant, presented for the museum in the name of Mr. Church
of Fenang, two bows and a bundle of arrows from that island.

Col. Stacy presented on the part of Major Yule an ornamental Litho-
graph of a gold medal of Shah Jehan, weighing 70 oz, dated 1064 Hej.

Statistical.

Dr. Spry laid on the table various tabular statements which had been
prepared under his predecessor and himself,— but, at the request of the
President, he withdrew them in order to embody them in a formal report
by next Meeting.

Physical Department.
The following extract of a letter from Lieutenant Hutton, on his return

from deputation to the Spiti valley, was read.
Soongnum, 5th July, 1838.

I am now again at Soongnum in Kunawur, having recrossed the Hungrung Pass
yesterday, on my return from Speetee, and bid adieu to the Tartars. The Passes
to Ludak from Speetee were quite impassable from the great depth of snow which
had fallen full two months later this year than usual, throughout the hills. Every
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thing is very backward in consequence,—and in the higher parts of the Speelee
valley, there is great distress from the loss of last year's crops, which were beaten
down and buried beneath an early fall of snow. I experienced the greatest difficulty

in reaching the fossil ground owing to the want of supplies and the unwillingness
of the Kiladar at Dunkur to allow me to proceed. On my arrival beneath the fort,

he sent me orders to return, as he had received instructions from Ludak to oppose
my advance. In this emergency, finding myself within a few miles of the desired
object, and unwilling that the wishes of the Society should be frustrated, particularly

after the fatigues and discomforts 1 had experienced on my way ; I bethought me
that it is sometimes expedient when "at Rome, to do as the Romans do ;" conse-
quently finding that I had about as many men, and better arms than my opponent,
I sent him back threat for threat, and told him that it was my intention to proceed
by force if necessary, and that if he offered to oppose me, I would burn his castle

about his ears. The threat had the desired effect, and I received answer that his

highness would pay me a visit, which he did, and having thus dismounted him from
his high horse, I made him furnish me with six days' provisions for my people, by
whicii means alone I have been able to visit the fossil ground and determine the
geological formation of those dreary and melancholy looking regions. The fossils

themselves as specimens are certainly not worth one quarter of the trouble they have
occasioned me, and partake of the same decomposing nature as the shales in which
they occur. Such as they are, however, I have collected them, and they will be
interesting when taken in connection with the geological specimens of the whole
country travelled over. In natural History this is the most barren country I have
ever seen; of birds there are scarcely any, and of beasts none but the wild sheep.
If the season be not against me, however, I may yet procure good specimens in the
lower hills. Here there is no covert for living creatures, but lower down in Kuna-
wur where the forests are thick, I shall be able to make up a collection. The geolo-

gy is however, I think very interesting and may perhaps cover the imperfections of
other branches of my work. I have the " Bhair or gigantic partridge ;" the com-
mon chough, and another of the genus, which I am inclined to think is new

;

pigeons and college pheasants also. The tragopan and monal are not found up
here, but occur from Wangtoo downwards. Of the wild sheep I have been able to
procure only one specimen, which the heat has spoiled in spite of lbs. of arsenical
soap ; the thermometer at 110o was almostenough to have spoiled me too. At Nako
in Hungrung at sunrise on the 3rd July 37o,—at Leeo at noon, 110° in sun, 100° in

my teut ; and sunset 70°.— I am worn to the bones with fatigue, and anxiety lest the
Society should feel disappointed with the results of my journey but I feel conscious
of having done my. utmost and must therefore wait patiently the decision of my
judges. I shall halt here for a day or two to rest, as there are some things worth
seeing in the neighbourhood, such as copper mines, &c. Poor Gerard's ac-
count of " excellent limestone in this neighbourhood," was premature ; he failed

in his attempts to burn it, so say the people, and so says the stone, for it is a
secondary limestone containing clay and sand and burns to a slag in consequence.

Three more specimens of Indus jet coal were received, through Govern-
ment, from Captain Bubnes.

Mr. H. B. Hodgson, addressed to the Society's care through the Honor-
able Col. Morison, a further roll of drawings illustrative of the zoology
of Nipal,

The Secretary noticed as an omission on his part in the steps taken to pro-
mote the success of Mr. Hodgson's undertaking by the Society, that it had not
yet solicited the usual patronage of the Government to his elaborate and costly

publication. Having recommended the Royal Asiatic Society to solicit the patronage
of the Court at home, he had deemed it superfluous to do so here, but as nothing
had apparently been done there he thought it was now incumbent on the Society
to do it at once.

Resolved, that the present roll of zoological drawings be submitted to

the Hon. the President in Council with a solicitation for such degree of
public patronage, as the national character of the publication may seem
to entitle it from the Government of British India.

Lieutenant E. Conolly, 6th Cavalry, communicated the following parti-

culars of the recent fall of an aerolite in Central India.

Three aerolites fell during a heavy storm and after a vivid flash of lightning, on the
ame day, i. e. about the 23rd June.—One at Burnuggur (also called Nolai) the other
two near Oujein. The three are said to weigh two maunds (together) and to be
of three colors, green, yellowish red, and French grey, but on such points native

authority is questionable. There seems no cause to doubt their having really
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fallen, the fact having heen officially reported to the Resident of Indore by the Oujein

akhbar navis. I also heard of it from private letters.

Mr. Bax has ordered them to be sent to him, and has promised to forward them
on to me when he shall have satisfied his curiosity by the sight of them.

Should they not be required by superstition for gods, which is more than pro-

bable, specimens shall be sent to the Asiatic Society and to yourself.

A note on the geology of the desert and the navigability of the Loni
river was communicated by Captain Burnes, in consequence of a remark
in the Report of the Coal Committee, on the want of such information.

Natural History.

The following presentations to the museum, were noticed by the Cu-
rator.

Skeleton of the Bengal Bustard, Otis Bengalensis.

Skeleton of the Negro Money, Semnopitkecus Maurus.
This monkey preserved in spirits, was on a former occasion presented by Dr.

Pearson, but falling into a state of decay, it was thought advisable to prepare and
articulate the bones for a skeleton rather than allow the specimen to be lost to

the Society's museum.

Crania of the Red, or Asiatic Orang Otang. ( Pithecus Satyrus, Geoff.)
one from Borneo, the other from Sumatra*.

These valuable relics of what appear to have been most extraordinary gigantic
monkeys were presented by Major Gregory. They are those of adult males each
exceeding in size even that of the large one killed on the N. W. coast of Sumatra,
figured and so admirably described by Dr. Abel in the Society's Transactions and
which is stated to have measured 8 feet when suspended for the purpose of being
skinned, parts of the spoils of which are now deposited in the museum. As no very
marked differences are perceptible in the general conformation of the skulls of these
two animals, and they exactly correspond with each other in their dental systems, it

is evident that the individuals to which they belonged must have been of the same
species. The one from Sumatra is the larger of the two and must have been a most
formidable and stupendous animal in the living state. The skulls may be considered
a valuable enrichment to the Society's collection, for they probably surpass any
thing of the kind yet seen.

Inflated and dried stomach and ccecum of the Semnopithecus Entellus, or
Hanuman monkey.
This is intended to show the sacculated and complex form of the first named viscus,

in this group of monkeys, which in this particular respect differs most essentially
from the Orangs and most of the other Simise where the organ is of the usual
simple construction, as may be seen by comparing it with the stomach of the Pithe-
cus Satyrus placed with it in the museum.

Distended and dried stomach of a wild cat, Felis Catus.
Exemplifying the simple form of the organ in this genus of Carnivora.
Specimens of the head, wings and legs of the Flamingo ( Phcenicopteru%

ruberJ, Cranium and imperfect skin of the Crested Porcupine (Histrix
cristatus), and a dried skin of a large Armadillo, Dasypus ? pre-
sented by Mr. Kittoe on behalf of Mr. Colquhoun.
A Centipede, ( Scolopendra morsitans), of large size, captured at the

mint and presented by the Secretary.
Skull and skin of a Civet Cat, Viverra Zibeta, or Indian variety of that

animal, presented by Colonel Stacy.
A fine and perfect specimen of the Silhet mole (a variety of the Talpa

Europasa), preserved in spirits, presented by Mr. J. Taylor.
The existence in India of this little obscure animal having been doubted by some

and denied by others, it affords pleasure in being able to set the matter beyond the
power of contradiction by the exhibit of a fine specimen, and the mutilated skin of
one of former receipt, one from Silhet, the other from Assam and which may lead
to the belief of their habitat in our move immediate possessions.
From the circumstance of its so completely resembling the European mole in

almost every particular it may reasonably be considered a variety of that animal.
G. E.

* The latter is reserved by Majot Gregory, as the Society possesses one jaw
of the same species.
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I.—-A short account of the Moa Mcrah sect, and of the country at

present occupied by the Bor Senaputtee. By S. O. Hannay, QapU

40th Regt. N. I. Asst. to the Commissioner in Assam.

Origin and Religious tenets.—Moa Mureeah or Morah, is the desig-

nation of a particular sect of the Assamese population, who are noted

in the latter days of Assam history. They are scattered over the whole

valley, being found as far west as Goalparah, but the greatest numbers

seem to be located in that tract of country, known in the present day,

as the Muttuck territory.

About the period that the numerous tribes in the valley of Assam

were converted to Hinduism, a division took place amongst them, num-

bers of the population following the religious tenets of a certain " Goo-

roo," or spiritual adviser, who did not admit the supremacy of the Brah-

mins, and professing to worship only the incarnation of the deity, known

to heathens, as " Vishnu."

The residence of the first priest of this sect, is said to have been on

the Majoillee*, on the banks of a small lake, which is now carried away

by the Burhumpooter . The name of this lake, from the circumstance

of its abounding in a description of small fish, called Moa, was named

in the usual style of Assamese phraseology " M6a Morah ," from whence

arose the name of the sect, but which has been turned, by those of the

Brahminical faith through a spirit of contempt, to Moa Mureeah,

After the rise of the sect of Moa Mureeah the seat of the head

priest, called the Moa Mureeah Gossain, was removed to a place called

Kuteeah Putha, a short distance to the west of Jorehdt, and the spot on

which he resided was elevated from the plain, several hundred feet, by

* Large island of the Burhumpooter.
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artificial means. The name of the first gossain was Onee Rood, and

disciples seem to have flocked in to him from all the different tribes,

such as, Cassarees, Ahoms, Dhooms, Kuleetas, Kaysts, Harees, and

others of the lowest classes. And from the upper part of the valley,

may be added Sooteahs, Morans, &c. &c. &c.

Nothing particular is recorded of this sect, until the reign of raja

Luckmee Sing, when having joined in the rebellion of this raja's bro-

ther, a general massacre was ordered, which was carried into effect, and

the gossain, with all his family killed. It is related of Luckmee Sing
that his feelings were so vindictive against the gossain, that although

he was positively informed not only of his death but that his body had
been cut in pieces, still he had the river dragged, for the remains of his

enemy, in order to satisfy himself that he had really been killed.

This general massacre fell very severely on the Morans, and other in-

habitants of the Upper Booree Diking, who formed a large portion of

the army, which for a time overthrew the rule of Luckmee Sing ; and
to this indiscriminate massacre may be attributed the subsequent civil

wars of Assam, which in the end have brought it to its present degene-

rate and comparatively impoverished state.

Luckmee Sing seems however to have relented shortly after the

massacre above mentioned, and, on a representation beino- made to him
by the priests of the opposite sect, he appointed another Gooroo, or
spiritual head, over the Moa Mureeahs, in the person of a man named
Pitumber, who was said to have been a nephew of the former gossain.

As might have been expected this priest and his party retained all the

vindictive feeling of their relatives towards the sovereigns of Assam and
a second rebellion broke out, in the following weak reign of Goureenath
Sing, who fled from his seat of Government for seven years, during
which time the Moa Mureeahs set up several rajas of their own.
Their names were as follows, Duffla Bohoteea*, Boora Phokan, his

son Ugnee Kumwar, and lastly Baroteea, who got rid of his prede-

cessor by a trick of rather a ludicrous nature. Having had much influ-

ence over Ugnee, he persuaded him that the north bank of the Burhum-
pooter was the proper place for his raj, and when he had seen him and
his party safely off, he returned, and quietly set himself up in his stead

at Rangpore. During this confusion the setting up of rajas seems to

have been quite common in Upper Assam, as even the Dhooms of the
Moa Mureeah sect set up a raja for themselves, first at Sudiya, and
afterwards at Douka khana, on the north bank of the Burhumpooter .

This raj was overthrown by the Khamtis.

* A Duffla slave.
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The Moran portion of the Moa Mureeahs set up for themselves, on the

Debroo, the father of the present Senaputtee, who took possession of

the present Bengmorah, the former name of which was Sungmae

patkar.

During the time that Baroteea had established himself at Rungpore,

Goureenath Sing, received the assistance of the British Government,

and the Moa Mureeahs were dispersed. The chief of Bengmorah was

overthrown by the inhabitants of Sudiya, assisted by the Khamtis, and

the six Singpho Gams, residing on the east bank of the Noa Dihi?ig
i

and a persecution seems to have been kept up against the sect, who were

driven to seek shelter amongst the Singphos, and a great number of the

Moran portion of the sect were cut off by these people at a spot near

the confluence of the Noa and Booree Diking.

Under the firm government of Poor-na-nund, Bor Gohain, or chief

minister of the raja, the Moa Mureeahs received severe chastisement,

and those who escaped towards the Upper Diking, do not seem to have

been able to establish themselves again, as independent of their rightful

sovereign ; either during the remainder of raja Goureenath's reign

or in that of his still weaker successors Comaleswur, and Chunder-

canth, but they made several efforts to do so, and Ba roteea, (who was

formerly mentioned,) whilst living for shelter in the Beesa Gam's village,

(the grandfather of the present Beesa,) sent a person called Ramnath
Bor Boorooah to treat with the Burman monarch for assistance ; though,

at that time, without effect. Messages were however repeatedly sent

to Burmah, and parties of Burmese were twice brought into Assam ;

once by the Beesa Gam, and once by a Khamti chief called Hocass

Gohain, and it was with him, that the father of the person known as

the Kaminee Phokan, first came from Burmah. These Burmans how-

ever, were always bribed, or bought over, through the influence and

wealth of the prime minister, who in the end relaxed his severity to-

wards the Moa Mureeahs, and subsequently gave the present chief of

Muttuck, his title of Bor Senaputtee ; who appears to have remained

obedient to his lawful sovereign, paying the revenue required from the

portion of the sect, over whom he was supposed to have authority.

Poor-na-nund Gohain may be said to have been the protector, and

regenerator of his country for a period of twe nty years, before which

time it had been a scene of anarchy and bloodshed. He was not

destined however to remain longer in his prominent situation, for his

sovereign the weak Chundercanth, and a few of his nobles, jealous of

the Bor Gohain's power and influence, but unable to displace him them-

selves, secretly entered into a league with the Burmans for that purpose,

4 p 2
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and the Bor Phokan, who went to Burmoh, vi& Calcutta, on the part

of Chundkrcanth returned to Assam with the Khyee Woongye, and

8 or 10 thousand Burmans, and the latter being always ready for con-

quest, were by no means loath to make their way into a country, which

had been represented to them, as overflowing with riches ; but the

Bor Gohain only lived to hear of their arrival across the frontier.

What followed in this country is already well known, and there are

few, who are not aware, that the oppressive rule of the Burmans brought

Assam into a more degraded state than it had ever been.

The Senaputtee taking advantage of the confusion of those times,

established himself, in his father's position at Bengmorah, and secured

himself from the immediate control of the Burman government by

keeping at his residence, and in his pay, a vakeel, who was a native

Burman* and remained with the Senaputtee, on the part of tho

Burmans.

The Bor Senaputtee having established himself as the head of the

Moa Mureeahs on the line of the Debroo, he soon set himself up, on a

firmer footing, than any of the former chiefs of the sect, and as he

pleaded poverty, besides, the outskirts of his country, being so jungly as

to present a forbidding aspect to the Burmans, they allowed him to

remain comparatively unmolested.

At the time of the arrival of the first Burmese army in Assam, the

Morans occupied, as they now do, their proper localities on the upper

portion of the Debroo ; and lower down that river, and scattered over

different parts of the surrounding country, there was a tolerable popu-

lation of Moa Mureeah's and other Assamese, but not near so extensive,

as was found, on the British taking possession of this country.

Upper Assam had been long subject to the inroads of the Singphos

;

and their slave-taking excursions were carried on with renewed success,

during the Burman rule in Assam. The Bor Senaputtee seems how-

ever to have prevented any successful attack on his portion of the coun-

try. And it is reported that the present Beesa Gam, made, at one time,

an attempt on a large scale, to carry off some of the people, but was

driven back with great loss. The inhabitants of the surrounding coun-

try therefore, feeling that they would be more secure from Singphos,

and Burman oppression, naturally chose to put themselves under the

protection of a man like the Senaputtee. And thus on the arrival of

the British in Assam,, he was found with all the semblance of an inde-

pendent prince, and the head of a country containing upwards of 50,000

inhabitants.

* The Kaminee Phokan before mentioned.
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It does not appear that any particular boundary was laid down for-

merly to the Senaputtee, or that any particular parts of the province

were considered as his hereditary lands. But subsequent arrangements

with British authorities in Assam, have given to him a territory, having

the Burhumpooter as its western and northern boundary, the Booree Di~

king as its southern, and a line drawn south from Sudiya to the Booree

Diking is the eastern boundary. And the Bor Senaputtee is the ac-

knowledged chief of a tract of country, bearing a fair proportion in ex-

tent, to that which has been made over to Por under Sing.

The Morans are quite a distinct class of the Moa Mureeah sect, and

occupy the same section of the country, as they did in former days. This

tract is situated between the Dangooree, and Debroo rivers ; they also

inhabit a portion of the south bank of the Debroo, but they do not ap-

pear to have extended to the westward of the junction of the Dangoree

and Debroo, at which place a chokey was situated, called panee cho-

key. The following are the names of some of their localities : Dor
Choohree, Huru Chookree, Casso-Jan, Hoolunga-gooree, Goee-Jhdn,

Dkea-muli, Bhotho-Jhdn, Jegooniguyd, Majoilee goyah, Beesa Kh6pa
y

and others. In the days of the Assam rajas, the Morans paid no re-

venue, but as people living in a jungle, (which it would seem their

name denotes,) they were called upon to supply the raja's household

with different articles in accordance to the designation of their tribes ;

for instance, the Hathi Soongis supplied him with elephants, the Rom
Jogooyahs, with the coloring vegetable matter known in Assam, as

rom, Dharee booahs, with mats, and the Mo-Jogoozahs with honey,

and so forth.

Further down the Debroo, there are many villages inhabitated by

the Moa Mureeah sect, but they are generally found with a greater pro-

portion of those who profess the Brahminical faith ; but in the wes-

tern portion of the country, many of the first classes of the Ahom po-

pulation reside, who are followers of the Moa Mureeah gohains.

The jungles on the north bank of the Dooree Diking have been, for

several years, considered as a place of refuge for the disaffected, and

such has been the emigration (from well known causes), to the coun-

try between the Burhumpooter and the ^Booree Diking, that it is said,

there cannot be less than a hundred and twenty thousand inhabitants

there. This statement will be more readily credited, when it is known

that the whole of the extensive khats, or farms, containing the finest

grain pathars in Upper Assam, and situated between the Debroo, and

the Booree Diking, are occupied within these few years by the runaway

ryots of Porunder Sing. The whole of the Beheeah population of the
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districts of Seesee, and Dumajee, three fourths of the Cassaree popula-

tion, originally belonging to Sudiya, and three fourths of the Dho-

ania population released from Singpho slavery, amounting to 8, or

9000, are .all located within the boundary lately assigned to the Sena-

puttee.

The Bor Senaputtee pays to the British Government an annual sum

of 1800 rupees, and the surplus of the revenue of this country remains

in his own hands. What the amount of that revenue may be, is, I

presume, not known. My information, which I have obtained from vari-

ous sources is as follows. All new comers into the Muttuck country,

are taxed after one and a half years' residence there. A poll tax is

acknowledged to be in force, and the different classes pay according to

the following scale.

Morans, 3 rupees per head.

Cassarees, (Sonewahls,) 3 rupees ditto.

Behees, (Sonewahls,) 21 rupees ditto.

Assamese, (of all classes,) 2 to 1 rupee ditto.

But with such a mixed population, a portion of which are no doubt>

people of idle and dissolute habits, the probability is that many of the

inhabitants escape taxation. And besides it can hardly be expected,

that any regular system of administration could be carried on, when

the head of the country, and his whole family, are so illiterate and ig-

norant. The Senaputtee has seven sons, and he, himself, is the only one

of the family, who knows any thing even of the common Assamese cha-

racter. Increasing prosperity however, has rendered it necessary for

them to employ native writers, who are placed in the different districts

over which different members of the Senaputtee's family have control.

He, and his sons, have also taken large farms into their own hands ;

which are worked by the Assamese, who have last gone into Muttuck,

so that although they escape taxation, they are thus made a source

of immediate profit to the chief, and his sons.

In a letter, published in the Government Gazette, dated June, 1825,

the Bor Senaputtee is said to be the head of the Moa Mureeah tribe.

I however wish to explain, that the Moa Mureeahs are not a distinct

tribe, but a religious sect of the Assamese population, composed of in-

dividuals, from most of the known tribes of Assam, and who have risen

into notice within the memory of men now living. The Bor Senaputtee

has been generally considered as the head of a distinct tribe, tributary

to the Assam rajas ; but this is not the case. He is neither the chief of

the Moa Mureeah sect, nor of the Moran tribe, as these classes are by

no means confined to his territory.
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The head priest of the Moa Mureeahs, is a son of the man formerly

mentioned, called " Pitumber ;" until lately he resided at Kooteah

Pottah, but he is now living in the Senaputtee's country : his name is

Bucktanund. His antipathy to those who profess the Brahminical

faith is well known, and the strong suspicions that exist, regarding his

late conduct at Jorehdt, having been a cloak for mischievous purposes,

has forced him to leave that part of the country.

The Moa Mureeahs seem to have a good deal of republican feeling,

with regard to equality, and free will ; and it is said that there are

great dissentions amongst those in the Senaputtee's country.

Bucktanund dislikes the chief, because he will not enter into his

bigoted views, on secular, as well as religous matters. The Morans

also, on the Upper Debroo, have set up for themselves a separate Goo-

roo, or spiritual head, and as they considered themselves on an equality

with the Senaputtee, they are not at all satisfied with the high station he

has lately assumed, and particularly with their having been money tax-

ed, and also with regard to other unusual exactions made on them by

him. I have understood that these disaffections have been carried so

far, as to be made the subject of a formal complaint to the British

authorities in the beginning of 1837.

The Bor Senaputtee is a " Boorook Sooteah ;" his ancestors* were

natives of the district of Sudii/a, but he was born on the Upper Debroo,

He must have been a man of some energy of character, and is spoken

of as having been much liked in his younger days ; but love of money,

and of power, have lately assumed such an influence over him, as to be

seen in all his actions. He is also said to be completely ruled by his

wife in these matters, against whom the Morans entertain very bitter

feelings.

The Senaputtee is now an old man, and having had one severe pa-

ralytic stroke, he may not live long ; none of his sons are equal to him

in intellect, but the second son, called the " Madjo Gohain," is said

to be the most intelligent, and he is strongly in the interests of Buck-
tanund the priest. Taking into consideration therefore the character

of this priest, it is to be feared, that, when released from the control of

the Senaputtee, some disturbances may arise, and urged by bigotry,

some acts of violence may take place, unless prevented by timely in-

terference on the part of the British Government.

Although the Senaputtee's country is interspersed with juno-le, it

abounds in extensive grain pathers, and is a rich depot of grain. A
great portion of the inhabitants being of those classes who are consider-

* Father and grandfather.
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ed the best farmers in Assam, the cultivation is good, and crops of the

same description are raised as in the other parts of Assam ; with ex-

ception of the mustard plant, which is scarce. Sugar-cane, of a supe-

rior quality is cultivated to some extent, and manufactured into goor.

And in the upper section of the country, inhabited by Morans, cot-

ton of an excellent quality is produced, and forms a considerable export

to lower Assam,

Rice and cotton are the staple commodities, and with goor, and ele-

phants' teeth, form the only exports.

The country, however, like the other sections of Upper Assam fur-

nishes mooga ; and the southeast portion is the locality of numer-

ous tea tracts, many of which are in an advanced state, and produce

tea of an excellent quality.

The universal resources of the Senaputtee's country must be supposed

to be of the same nature as those which are known to exist in that por-

tion of Upper Assam, with which it is connected. It may however be

observed, that on the eastern side of the country towards the Naga

hills, there are iron, salt, and coal found, within the limits of the boun-

dary lately alloted to the Muttuck chief ; neither of these minerals are

worked.

The imports into the Senaputtee's country, which find a ready sale

are salt, tobacco, betel-nut, cossyah mattocks, flints and steel, knives of

Assamese manufacture, brass pots, copper pots, earthen pots.

High ridges of ground run across the country from southwest, to

northeast, particularly towards the eastern boundary. But the gene-

ral level of the country is low, and the lower portion of the Debroo,

and the whole line of the Booree Diking, with a few exceptions*, is

flooded, during the height of the rains. It is intersected by numer-

ous streams, and water-courses, and those on the north bank of the

Debroo, which fall into that river, coming from the Burkumpooter ; a

portion of the country therefore, from Sudiya to the mouth of the

Debroo, may be considered only as a succession of islands, belonging

to the large river.

The principal streams on the northern side, are the Sasa and Tingri,

both of which fall into the Booree Diking. They are navigable for the

common canoes of the country throughout the greatest part of the

year, and are consequently extremely useful to the inhabitants, as out-

lets for the produce of the country.

The Muttuck-f country is not considered unhealthy by the natives,

* la many places the remains of a water bund are visible on the Diking.

t A name given to the Morans by the Khamtis.
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but there seems to be a want of good water, and this may be attributed

to the circumstance of most of the running streams having their source

in jheels, passing over low alluvial soil, and through thick jungle. The

inhabitants, however, who live at a distance from the main streams,

use the water from wells, which is considered good.

I know little else worthy of remark regarding the country of Mut-

tuck or its inhabitants, and the latter no doubt resemble those of the

same classes in other parts of Assam. The Morans, however, have some

peculiarities which are not met with in other Assamese. They are rude

and rough in their manners, and much more robust in their persons

than most Assamese, and they are not as yet, addicted to the use of

opium. Their only peculiarities in dress are that they wear black

turbans, and very long amber ear-rings.

In these people, we might perhaps trace a remnant of what the in-

habitants of Upper Assam were a century ago.

II.

—

Mr. Kit-toe's Journal of his Tour in the Province of Orissa,

Having been deputed by the Coal and Mineral Committee to explore

the supposed coal fields of Orissa, reported by me in 1837, I left

Calcutta by dawk on the 23rd of February 1838, with a determination

to make the most of my time and journey, also of the small pecuniary

allowance made for the purpose, in antiquarian and other research

beyond the mere exploring of the coal localities.

I reached Mednipur on the morning of the 24th ; left again at 9

p. m. and arrived at Jalesiuara f Anglice JellasoreJ, the following

morning, the 25th ; I carefully examined the bed of the Subanrika,

but could not discover any trace of coal.

I was shewn an old musjid on the bank of the river close to the

village ; over its centre arch is an Arabic inscription in the Toghra

character of which I took a facsimile ; it is a quotation from the Koran

and apparently the name of one of the Pathdn emperors of Gaur

;

the musjid is very small and built in the rudest style with blocks of

laterite taken from some demolished temple ; there has been a small

oblong area to it enclosed by a stone wall, having four small flanking

towers at the corners and a gateway in the centre of the eastern face,

the whole is now nearly demolished.

About four miles hence to the northward on the right (or south)

bank of the river, are the remains of a very extensive fortification the

history of which is buried in oblivion ; I had intended to have visited

this place on my return, but was prevented by sickness.

4 Q
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I left Jaleswar at 10 p. m. and reached Ealeswar (Anglicc

Balasore), the next morning (the 26th) at sunrise, having stopped

for half an hour at the Burabalang river to search for fragments of

coal. I was unsuccessful. In the night I left again on a trip to the

Neilgiri hills at Neilgarh, distant about 12 miles, which place I

reached at daybreak. Neilgarh is the capital of the petty state of that

name and is the residence of the rajas ; it is an insignificant place with

a few pukka buildings belonging to the raja, also some small temples.

I had been told that there were caves in this hill, but upon inquiry

on my arrival I was assured that I had been misinformed, and that the

only curiosities were two huge blocks of stone frds of the way up the

hill which are venerated and known by the names of Domurra and

Domurrani. I accordingly climbed up the hill, and being much fatigued

rested on the rock : I had a noble view of the sea and the surrounding

country which in some measure repaid me for my trouble. My guide

assured me with the gravest face possible that these two shapeless

stones were deities in that disguise awaiting the time when the sea

will rise above the low lands and wash the foot of the hills, when they

(the Thakurs) will sit and enjoy themselves, fishing with a rod and

line ; there is no accounting for such an absurd tradition.

The rock of this lofty hill is a fine close-grained grey granite with

large veins of quartz.

Having taken a cup of tea I retraced my steps to Baleswar where I

arrived at 3 p.m. I left the following evening for Jujipur, which place

I reached at noon on the 1st. I had expected to meet a native friend of

mine, Moonsif Abdulah ed, with whom I intended to pass a couple

of days exploring the antiquities of Jajipur, but to my regret he had

left two days' previous for a place twenty miles off. I made every

possible inquiry, but was assured that there were no inscriptions or other

objects worthy of notice beyond what I had seen in November 1836,

already described in my journal, vide page 53 Journal As. Soc.

No. 73 for January 1838 ; I examined the huge idols near the shrine :

it would upon more mature consideration be an useless expense remov-

ing them, as they are much mutilated.

1 went to the temple where the eight idols are placed, which are said

to have been dug out of the bed of the river and drew five of them.

There are very faithful representations of the whole (nine idols) in the

Mackenzie collection of plates ; also of the three colossal figures above

mentioned. Towards the evening I was informed that there was a stone

with writing and sculpture upon it situated in the centre of an extensive

plain about six miles to the south-westward. I procured bearers and
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(started at sunset, having made previous arrangements for proceeding on

to Cuttack after examining the stone ; I reached the spot after an in-

finite deal of trouble and annoyance, for I could not get a single villager

to tell me where it was ; all denied there being any at all, such is the

provoking insolence and knavery of most Ooreyahs. At 8 P. «. my
bearers having got hold (by good luck) of the head-man of the village,

he led me to the spot which was such as described ; the stone is about

three feet above the ground and of semicircular shape, having one face

flat about one foot wide on which are the remains of a short inscription

and a piece of rude sculpture (vide plate XXXVIII. fig. 1). I was

assured that the stone was sunk very deep in the ground, in fact that

it reached " patal" (the regions below). Having sketched the stone I

proceeded on my journey to Cuttack, where I arrived at noon the

following day.

I remained two days at Cuttack and then proceeded to Kandrak to

see the famous temple known by the name of "the- black pagoda."

Owing to the bad bearers I had had for the two last stages, I did not

reach Kandrak till one o'clock the following day, instead of at sunrise

as I had expected, added to which I had such a bad headache when I

arrived, from exposure to the sun and want of food, that I was quite

unable to do any thing further than examine the noble ruin.

The temple has been originally very similar in general design to

that of Jaganndth at Pooree ; the great tower fell to the ground many

centuries ago ; but one corner is still standing to the height of 80

or 100 feet and has (at a distance) the appearance of a crooked

column. Such is the extent and minuteness of the sculpture on the

pyramidal building (the anti-chamber) now remaining, that it would

require a sheet of paper almost of the size of the original to give all

the minutiae of sculpture. The largest figures (which are mostly

highly obscene) are about four feet high : there is one row of them

however round the dome (if it may be so termed) which are neatly

executed and well worth removing to the museum : they represent

musicians in dancing attitudes, playing on drums, trumpets, &c. &c. &c.

The whole edifice is of a reddish stone found in the neighbourhood,

which appears to be a kind of mottled breccia with a great proportion

of quartz and lithomarge. The only black stones in the building, are

those with which the three doorways to the north, east and south

are lined : they are huge slabs of chlorite richly carved.

The Kurda raja has demolished all three entrances and is removing

the stones to Pooree ; the masons pick out the figures and throw them

down to take their chance of being broken to pieces, (which most q£
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them are ;) such they leave on the spot, those that escape uninjured are

taken away.

The elegant doorway called the Nawagriha, a drawing of which is

to bft found in the 15th Vol. of the Asiatic Researches, has been

completely destroyed.

I remarked three or four niches in the different doorways in which

slabs of chlorite with inscriptions had existed ; they were removed about

1815 or later by some European officer, but what has become of them

I cannot ascertain : it is probable they were sent to Europe. It would

be worth while to institute some inquiry after these valuable records

of antiquity which might throw some light on the origin of this wonder-

ful specimen of human ingenuity and labor, and would also add to the

knowledge already obtained from such records regarding the early his-

tory of Kalinga.

Before the northern doorway, are two colossal elephants nearly

buried in the sand and ruins, with drivers seated on them and foot

soldiers beside them ; the elephants are supposed to be covered with

jewels and armour ; before the southern entrance are two horses and

attendants to each, equally elegantly caparisoned ; before the eastern

doorway, are two huge lions rampant with an elephant crouching

beneath each ; one of these is still erect, of which I took a drawing^

see fig. 2, PI. XXXVIII. The doorways are severally called after the

animals which guard them ; viz. the Sinha, Aswa, and Hasti darwdza.

Having procured sixteen bearers I proceeded on to Pooree after dark

and reached the bungalows on the beach at 3 a. m. I had my palkee

placed by the sea side and enjoyed the breeze and the roaring of the

surf.

I remained during the day (the 6th March), and walked for a mile

or more on the beach at low water, picked up many shells but very

few perfect. I could only obtain two coins at the shroffs, although I

had anticipated better success, having been promised many.

I made every possible inquiry about antiquities and inscriptions, but

could learn of none except those in the great temple of Jaganndth and

in the Gondichagarh .- it would be desirable to get facsimiles of these

taken by some intelligent Hindu.

At four p. m. left for Kurda, at which place I arrived at sunrise:

there are no ruins of any interest such as might have been expected,

when it is considered that it was for many years the capital of Orissa ;

the rude walls of the old noor or palace are still standing, also some of

the city gateways.

The laterite and breccia are the materials in common use for build-

ings of all kinds.
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There is a fine spring- of water issuing- from the northern face

of the great hill ; near the summit, there is a small temple with an image

of Siva from the navel of which the water is made to run ; a short way

beyond this spot, over the top of the hill, and on the southern face, is a

large cleft in the rock forming a kind of cavern, it is called " Pandeb

Garha" or " Pancha Pandava" it has for centuries been the abode of

ascetics who have at different ages scratched their names and short

sentences on the " sthans" or hewn seats within the cavern. I did not

deem them worthy of being copied : they were mostly in Kutila charac-

ter, Telingana, Canara, &c. &c.

At two p. m. I proceeded (dawk) to Atteiri, distant eight miles

to visit the hot spring, the temperature of which was 115° only, owing

to the body of cold water surrounding it being penned in to form

a tank for the purpose of irrigation ; the spot where the spring rises is

indicated by a number of small models of royal umbrellas made both

of black and of white thread wove over twigs, placed there as offerings

in honor (the white) of Siva and the black of Vishnu.

Close to the village of Atteiri is a small tank hewn out of the

laterite rock in which I found a kind of fresh water sponge adhering

to the stones, it was perfectly white and had a very delicate and

beautiful appearance. I brought away a piece but in the course of a few

hours, the insect dying, it became putrid and decomposed, so that I

was obliged to throw it away.

I returned immediately to Kiirda, (as it was past sunset) and reached

that place at eight p. m. I left again at five a. m. for Khandgiri and

owing to the insolence and perverseness of the bearers, who wanted to

take me in spite of every remonstrance to Bhuvaneswar, I did not get

there till one p. m. I had only ten miles to travel, yet as late as eleven

a. m. (six hours), they only took me eight miles, when they set me down

and went away to cook their meals. I was then obliged to lock up my
palkee, and taking my drawing materials and pittarahs on coolies, I

walked the rest of the way in the heat of the sun : the bearers brought

the palkee up a few hours afterwards. In the meantime having got some

milk and a few plantains to refresh me, I set to work to draw all that

was most worthy of notice ; I commenced work at one p. m. and

continued till long after dark, using a torch : I regret that I lost so much

time owing to the conduct of the bearers, and that I could not remain

another day. Plates XXXIX. XL. XLI. and XLII.

At ten p. m. I started again for Bhuvaneswar, and reached that

place at two a; m. I arose at daybreak and set to work to copy an

inscription in the temple of Kedareswar and tried to take off impres-
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sions several times, but not succeeding, I copied it accurately in pencil*.

1 found that in spite of all my measures and efforts that the brahmans

would not allow me to enter the great temple to copy the numerous

inscriptions there ; therefore I set to work to draw the sculpture of some

of the elegant temples around me, but it coming on to rain hard I was

obliged to give it up, not however, till, with the shelter of a chatta

and a sheet, I completed a sketch of Ling Raj temple with the Bindsd*

gur tank and buildings.

The rain still continuing, I left at four p. m. for Cuttack where I

arrived at ten a. m. the following morning, after passing a very stormy

and wet night and being thrown down in my palkee frequently ; on my
arrival I received a letter from my friend, the Secretary^ informing

me of his discovery of the name of Antiochus in the Girnar and

Dhauli inscriptions, and requesting me to recompare my transcript

and correct any errors. I instantly laid my dawk and left at six p. m.

for Dhauli which curious place I reached before daybreak and had to

wait till it was light ; for the two bear cubs which escaped me there

last year, when I killed the old bear, were now full grown and

disputed the ground. At day break I climbed to the Aswastuma and

cutting two large forked boughs of a tree near the spot, placed them

against the rock: on these I stood to effect my object. I had taken the

precaution to make a bearer hold the wood steady, but being intent on

my interesting task I forgot my ticklish footing ; the bearer had also

fallen asleep and let go his hold, so that having overbalanced myself the

wood slipped and I was pitched head foremost down the rock, but fortu-

nately fell on my hands and received no injury beyond a few bruises

and a severe shock : I took a little rest and completed the work.

I then climbed to the cavern and attempted to penetrate it, but the

stench of the bats and the dung of those animals and cockroaches pre-

vented my going more than 20 or 30 yards. I procured a few specimens

of the curious kind of bats occurring here, then returned towards Cut-

tack, and arrived at six p. m. much satisfied at having been able to effect

so desirable an object.

I took one day's rest and the second day at five p. m. left again on

my march to Tdlchir in search of coal. I had sent on my tent and

servants to Kakhar the first march ; I passed the night there and

marched to Gcvindpur in Dhenlcunnal before daybreak the next morn-

* We have unfortunately mislaid this inscription, or rather have placed it

carefully by, where we cannot put ouv hands on it. When found, an account of

it shall be given in our series of inscriptions, which daily multiplies, and en-

grosses more and more of our time and attention.

—

Ed.
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ing in company with my friend Mr. R. Beetson of Cuttack : there

was dense jangal the whole way ; the soil is stiff red marl with much la-

terite ; there are numerous small hills on either side of the path ; the

rock is a coarse sandstone, a continuation of that formation alluded to

in my report on the volcanic rock of Neuraje in No, 74 for February

1838, of the Asiatic Journal. Shingle occurs occasionally : I am of

opinion that coal could be found at some depth below the surface.

There is a great deal of cultivation about Govindpur : there is a nulla

the water of which is penned in after the rains for the purposes of irri-

gation. A short distance north of the village are the remains of a dam
of masonry close to the extensive ruins of some former city called Ton-

lagarh.

The natives have a tradition that this is one of the forts of a race

of people called Dehdllid, who formerly had possession of these hill

provinces.

On the 15th I marched to Deogaon, a large village with several tem-

ples, tanks, and wells at the foot of the famous hill of Kapildss ; in

the evening we climbed this lofty hill by a narrow but even path wind-

ing round the southern face : the ascent is very steep and in many pla-

ces steps are hewn out of the rock. I should think it must be about one

and half miles to the glen near the summit where there is a beautiful

spring of fresh water issuing from a part of the rock which, different

from the other parts of the hill, is stratified. There are several small but

ancient temples dedicated to Mahadeva under the name of Kapildss

Mahadeo ; they were built by the Gajapati raja Pra tap Rudra Deva.

The brahmans relate that the raja having incurred the guilt of killing

a bull, had a curse pronounced on him ; he went to Pooree and asked

of Joganndth what he should do to obtain forgiveness ; the deity replied

" Go to Mount Kapildss and there remain doing penance until your

black raiments turn white." Having after a time obtained the favor of

Siva he built the temples and endowed them out of gratitude for his

absolution, since which time the spot has become a place of constant

worship, a large fair is held annually, when pilgrims flock to it from all

parts of Orissa,

It was quite dark before we reached the foot of the hill, we were met

by several paiks who had been sent to light us home to our tent, they

had torches made of slips of Sissoo wood, tied into long narrow bun-

dles which once lighted burn to the last morsel, emitting a very

strong light with a powerful and delicious aromatic smell, they are in

common use throughout the Girijat (hill states).
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III.

—

An examination of the Pdli Buddhistical Annals, No. 3. By

the Hon hie George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service,

[Continued from Vol. VI. p. 737.]

In the two preceding articles, an attempt has been made to give a

connected account of three great Buddhistical convocations held in

India ; as well as to establish the authenticity, and to define the age

in which those Pali Annals were compiled from which that account

was taken. In due course, in an inquiry chiefly entered into for the

illustration of the historical data contained in these records, the next

subject for examination would have been the genealogy of the kings

of India, had the chronology of the Buddhists anterior to the age of

Sakya, exhibited the same degree of authenticity, that the portion

subsequent to that era has been found to possess.

In this respect, however, the Buddhistical writings are unfortunately

as defective as the Brahminical. Both the chronology and the

historical narrative prior to the advent of Go'tomo' Buddho, are

involved in intentional perversion and mystification ; a perversion

evidently had recourse to for the purpose of working out the scheme

on which he based that wonderful dispensation, which was promulgated

over Central India, during his pretended divine mission on earth of

forty-five years, between 588 and 543 before the birth of Christ ; and

was subsequently recognized, almost throughout the whole of Asia,

within two and half centuries from that period.

Your invaluable discovery of the alphabet in which the inscriptions,

undeciphered for ages, which are scattered over India, are written,

having proved that those inscriptions are, for the most part, Buddhis-

tical, and composed in the Pali language, will in themselves have

afforded a powerful incentive to the oriental scholar to devote his best

attention to the examination of the ancient annals of that creed

still extant in that language. And when, on the one hand, by an

extraordinary and fortunate coincidence, the events recorded in those

inscriptions are found to be commemorative, chiefly, of the edicts of

the identical ruler of India, of whom the most detailed information is

given in the only Pali historical work yet brought to the notice of the

European literary world ; and on the other, by the preposterous

pretensions of the Buddhists, their mystified legends of antiquity are

solemnly put forth as an equally authentic and continuous history

from the commencement of the creation, unless timely precaution be

taken to avert the delusion, an exaggerated amount of expectation

may be created, which must unavoidably end in a proportionate measure
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of ultimate disappointment, involving, perhaps in that reaction the

authentic portion also of these annals, for a time, under one general

and sweeping disparagement.

It is very desirable, therefore, that, if possible, the nature, the

extent, as well as the motive, for this mystification should be explained,

before I advert to those portions of the Pali Annals which treat of events

of greater antiquity than twenty-four centuries. I profess not to be

able to show, either the age in which the first systematic perversion of

the Buddhistical records took place, or how often that mystification was

repeated ; but self-condemnatory evidence more convincing than that

which the Pitakattaya ' and the Jtthakathd themselves contain, that

such a mystification was adopted at the advent of Sakya cannot, I

conceive, be reasonably expected to exist. In those authorities, (both

which are still held by the Buddhists to be inspired writings,) you are,

as one of their cardinal points of faith, required to believe, moreover,

that a revolution of human affairs, in all respects similar to the one

that took place at the advent of Sakya, occurred at the manifestation

of every preceding Buddho. The question, therefore, as to whether

Sakya was or was not the first disturber of Buddhistical chronology, is

dependent on the establishment of the still more important historical

fact of whether the preceding Buddha had any existence but in his

pretended revelation. For impartial evidence on this interesting

question, we must not, of course, search Buddhistical writings ; and it

is not my design to enter into any speculative discussion at present.

It is, however, not unworthy of general remark that, as far as

the surviving records of antiquity will admit of a judgment being

formed, the learned consider it to be established that the Egyptians

and the Hindus, the two nations who earliest attained an advanced

condition of civilization, both preserved their chronology underanged,

till about the age in which Buddhism acquired its greatest spread over

the civilized regions of Asia*; and that it was only then that the

propounders of religious mysteries in Egypt and in those regions

attempted to remodel their historical data, attributing to their respective

nations a greater antiquity than that previously claimed by them.

Herodotus is considered to have visited Egypt about the middle of

the fifth century before Christ. A comparison of the information

collected by that historian, with that obtained by Diodorus four

hundred years later, shows that the Egyptian priests had in that

interval altered their traditions considerably, so as to throw the com-

mencement of their history much further back. It appears to be

equally proved, by the evidence still extant of the information collected

4 R
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by Megasthenes, during his embassy to India, in the fourth century

before Christ, that the chronology of the Hindus, had not been

mystified (to the extent, at least, it is now found to be) up to that

period; for that Megasthenes is represented to bear testimony that

the Hindus had not carried back their antiquities much beyond six

thousand years, and that the Hindus and the Jews were the only

people who had a true idea of the creation of the world. Although

Sakya closed his career in B. C. 543, his creed had not spread over

Asia till after the conversion of Aso'ko, and the dispersion of the

missionaries to propagate Buddhism in the year after the third convo-

cation, which was held in B. C. 309 ; and the general adoption of the

Buddhistical derangement of historical data beyond Central India,

could only have gained ground with the extension of the creed by

which it was promulgated. Thus much then may safely be inferred

from these authorities, that the chronology of the Egyptians, the Hin-

dus and the Buddhists (the last two perhaps ought not to be separated

till after Go'tomo' Buddhchs assumption of Buddhohood) remained,

underanged, till about the age of his advent ; and that the alteration

of the chronology of the Egyptian and Buddhists had been completely

effected between that epoch, and the date at which Buddhism attained

its most extended ascendancy. In regard to the Hindu chronology,

within my limited means of information, I am only able to learn, that

Megasthenes found it of the degree of authenticity already mentioned,

in the fourth century before Christ, and that, as far as we can gather

from the Raja Taringini, the only continuous Hindu history yet

discovered, its mystifications extend to so recent a date as the seventh

century of our era. The absence, however, of more precise evidence

as to the exact date at which the original derangement of the Hindu

chronology actually took place, by no means justifies the conclusion

that it was notjtrst disturbed at the same time as that of the Egyptians

and Buddhists.

The temptation to prosecute these analogies further is almost

irresistible, under the fresh interest given to the inquiry by your

discovery, in the ancient Buddhistical inscriptions, of the names of

rulers of Bactriana and of Egypt in the edicts of AsO'Ko, the identical

monarch in India, in whose reign the alteration of the Buddhistical

chronology must have been generally recognized. The data, however

connected with this question are not yet fully prepared for examination
;

and even if they were, I should not presume to use them till the public

had the benefit of your learned digest of these materials, the fruits of

jour own successful researches. My attempt to give a translation of
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the Ldt inscriptions, before the result of your own labors reached me,

was made exclusively at your request.

The task I have assigned for myself on the present occasion is free

from every embarrassment but the embarras de richesse, arising out of

the necessity of selecting from, and condensing, my superabundant

materials, to adapt them for your Journal. In accordance with the

plan hitherto pursued by me, I limit myself to furnishing literal

translations, unaccompanied by any further observations from myself

than are indispensably necessary for the due comprehension of the

passages quoted either from the Pkakattayan or the Atthakathd.

Buddhists, as I have already stated, maintain that all they possess of

historical data to the date of the third convocation are either the con-

temporaneous history of Sakya and his disciples, or the revelations of

anterior events disclosed by the power of inspiration with which they

were endowed. My first extracts, therefore, will be explanatory of this

power, which is designated the Pubbcniwdsandnan.

As it is also a tenet of their faith, not only that the world is destroy-

ed and reproduced after the lapse of certain, to us, undefinable periods,

but ^that even during the existence of each creation, or kappo, the con-

dition of man undergoes such changes as to reduce the term of human

life, from the incalculable asanhheyyan to ten years, accompanied like-

wise by a proportionate deterioration of the mental faculties ; and as

such a deterioration invariably intervenes between the advents of any

two Buddha, though manifested in the same kappo, expressly in order

that revelation, and revelation alone, may connect the histories of the

preceding with each subsequent Buddho—my second series of ex-

tracts will consist of those passages of these revelations which are de-

scriptive of the destruction and reproduction of the universe and of man-

kind, both generally, and, in somewhat greater detail, as regards the

last creation of the world.

Thirdly and lastly, the extracts will contain an abridged notice of

the three Buddha of this kappo who preceded Sakya, and a fuller

account of Sakya himself to the period of his delivering the discourses

contained in the section called the Buddhawanso, the commentary

on which chiefly furnishes my extracts.

When these points have been placed before those who take an inter-

est in this inquiry, in the light in which they are regarded by Buddhists

themselves, the scope and design of the parties who compiled the annals

from which all our data are derived, are less likely to be misunderstood.

Wherever an isolated passage of the Pitakattayah is found to contain

the information sought in an integral form, the preference has always

4 r 2
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been given to it over the Mhahathd. On subjects necessarily involv-

ing continuous narrative, the information could in general only have

been obtained by reference to several parts of the Pitakattayah (as the

narrative portion of that compilation consists principally of unconnected

parables) ; and by forming a connected statement from those references.

In those cases, I have preferred at once availing myself of the continu-

ous statement frequently furnished by Buddhaghoso in his AMakatha

or commentaries on the text of the Pitakattayah. My object being to

select for consideration, in every instance, those points which are con-

sidered of the greatest importance, not by the European inquirer but

by the Buddhist commentator ; and to present them also, as far as pos-

sible, in the language used by Buddho, his disciples, and the last great

commentator on his doctrines, Buddhaghoso.

Concerning the PubbSniwdsandnan, Extract from the Patisamblidan, the twelfth

book in the Khudakanikdyo in the Suttapitako.

"He (who has attained the arahat, sanctification) is endowed with the power,

called Pubbeniwdsan&nan, of revealing his various former existences. Thus I am

acquainted with one existence, two existences, three existences, four existences,

five existences, ten existences, twenty existences, thirty existences, forty existences,

fifty existences, a hundred existences, a thousand existences, and a hundred

thousand existences; innumerable Sanwatta-kappe ; innumerable Wiwatta-kappi

;

innumerable Sanwaitaiviwatla-kappe.

" I know that I was born in such a place, bearing such a name, descended of such

a race, endowed with such a complexion : that I subsisted on such an aliment,

and was subjected to such and such joys and griefs, and was gifted with such a

term of existence : who after death (in each of those existences) was reproduced

in such a place, bearing such a name, descended of such a family, endowed with

such a complexion, nourished by such aliment, subjected to such and such pains

and pleasures, gifted with such a term of existence : and who, after death in that

existence, was regenerated here. Thus it is that he who is endowed with the

Pubbeniwasananan is acquainted both with his origin and external appearance

(in his form existence).''

The Atthakathd called the Saddhammappakasini, on the Patisambhi-

dan affords the following explanation of this passage.

" This power of Pubbeniwasananan six descriptions of beings exercise ; viz. the

Titthiyd (the ministers of other religions), the Pakatisawakd (disciples ordinary of

Buddho), the AsitimaMsdwakd (his eighty principal disciples), the Dwe-aggasdwakd

(the two chief disciples), the Pache he"kd Buddhd (inferior Buddhos), and the Buddhd
(supreme Buddhos).

** Among these, the Titthiya have the power of revelation over forty kappe, and

not beyond, on accouut of their limited intelligence ; and their intelligence is limit-

ed as they recognize a limitation to corporeal and individual regeneration.

" The ordinary disciples (of Buddho) have the power of revelation over a hun-
dred and a thousand kappe being endowed with greater intelligence.

"The eighty principal disciples have the power of revelation over a hundred thou-
sand kappe. The two chief disciples over one asankheyyan and a hundred thousand
kappe". The inferior Buddhd over two asankheyydne and a hundred thousand kappS
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Their destiny being fulfilled at the termination of these respective periods (being

the term that has elapsed from the epoch of their respectively forming their vow to

realize sanctification, to their accomplishment of the same). To the intelligence of

the supreme Buddhd alone there is no limitation."

Concerning the creation of the world. Extractsfrom the same Atihakathd.

" ' Bhikkhus! there are to each mahd-kappo, four asankheyydne
1

(the duration of

•which) do not admit of computation. These are those four. In due course of time,

Bhikkhus the kappo perishes ; but the duration of the term (during which it is in pro-

cess of destruction) does not admit of computation. There is also, Bhikkhus ! a term

during which the kappo remains perished, which likewise does not admit of compu-

tation. In due course, again, Bhikkhus 1 the kappo is regenerated ; and for a certain

period the kappo maintains its regenerated state. The duration of each of which

terms is, in like manner, incalculable.'

" The four asankheyydne thus explained by Buddho in the Chatussankhakappasut-

tan (in the fourth chapter of Anguttoranikdyo) , have been made the subject of this

Atihakathd.

" There are three modes of destruction; destruction by fire ; destruction by water ;

destruction by the wind ; and there are these limitations to the spread of those de-

structions, prescribed by the position of either the Abhassaro, the Subhakinno, or the

Wehapphalo Brahmalokd worlds.

" Whenever the kappo is destroyed by fire, it is only consumed from Abhassaro down-
ward. Whenever the kappo is destroyed by water, it perishes by the water below
the Subhakinno ; and whenever it perishes by the wind, it is destroyed by the wind
prevalent below the Wehapphalo.

" On each occasion on which a. kappo is destroyed one Buddhakkhettan always pe

rishes : of which there are three descriptions, viz. the Jdtikkhettan, Andkkhettan ant

Wisayyakkhettan. The ten thousand Chakkaioaldni (or the regions to which birth

right extends), which are bounded by the Jdtikkhettan belong to the Jdtikkhettan

which is subject to do homage in this world to Tathagato (Buddho), on all oc

casions from the day of his being conceived in the womb of his mother. The hun
dred thousand koiiyo of Chakkaioaldni bounded by the Anakkhettan (or regions to

which his authority extends) appertain to the Anakkhettan. The sanctifications or
influences of the Ratanaparittan, the Dhajaggaparittan, the Atdndtaparittan and
the Mdraparittdn extend thereto. All the other endless and innumerable Chakka-
waldni compose the Wisayyakkhettan. In regard to it also, whatever Tathagato
may vouchsafe, that he can accomplish. From amongst these three Buddhakkhet-
tdni, whenever the Andkkhettan is destroyed, in that identical destruction, the
destruction of the Jdtikkhettdn is also comprehended ; in as much as in that

destruction they are simultaneously involved; and at their reproduction they are

simultaneously reproduced. Be it understood, that such is the progression of its

(the kappo's) destruction and reproduction.

"At any time when a kappo is to be destroyed by fire, in the first place, the mighty
cloud, the precursor of the destruction of the kappo, rising aloft, discharges
itself simultaneously over the hundred thousand kdtiyo of Chakkaioaldni. Their
inhabitants, rejoicing thereat, and providing themselves with every description of
seed, sow them. When the crops attain an age at which cattle delight to feed
thereon, although thunders growl like the braying of an ass, not a drop of rain falls.

The rain lost on that occasion is lost (to that world) for ever. All living creatures
dependent on rain for their existence (perishing) are reproduced in the Brahmuloko
world. So do also the creatures which subsist on flowers and fruits, as well as
the Detoatd.

" When such a visitation has endured a certain period, water in every part of the
world is dried up. Thereafter, in due course, fishes and turtles also, perishing, are
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regenerated in the BrahmaUko. Even creatures expiating their sins (in this world)

while yet in health, expire, as soon as the seven suns (which ultimately manifest

themselves) shine on the creation. As they are not endowed with Jh&nan they

are not (at once) reproduced in the BrahmaUko. How then are these to be

reproduced (ultimately there) haviug died of the misery they were enduring, without

yet being able to attain Jh&nan ? By the gift of Jh&nan to be acquired by their

(intermediate) reproduction in the Diwaluko (which is inferior to the BrahmaUko)."

Here follows a specification of the means by which those, who do

not possess the jhdnan requisite for immediate regeneration in the

BrahmaUko, acquire it intermediately in the Dewaloko, to which they

are admissible without that sanctification. The Atthakathd proceeds.

" At a certain period after rain has ceased (to fall) a second sun appears. After

the appearance of the second sun, there is no longer any limitation to, or

distinction of, night and day. When one sun sets the other sua rises, keeping up a

constant sun shine. Nor is that sun like the ordinary one, in ordinary times. There

is neither cloud nor mist, to intercept its rays, but it is as clear as a looking glass.

The five great rivers (of the world) together with all the small streams are then

dried up.

'• From the second to the fifth sun, the lakes and inland seas and the great ocean

dry up progressively. At the appearance of the sixth sun, the whole Chakkaioal&ni are

involved in one mass of smoke. After the lapse of a considerable period, the

seventh sun appears. By its manifestation the whole of the Chakkawal&ni,

together with the hundred thousand kotiyo of worlds, become involved in one

column of fire."

Here follows an account of the extension of the flames to the six

DJwaldkd, and from thence to the lower Brahmalokd, till they reach

the Apassaro Brahmaloko. The fire then subsides, without leaving

even the ashes unconsumed of the worlds that had been destroyed,

leaving the universe, above and below the consumed regions, involved

in total darkness.

" After the lapse of a long period, a mighty cloud rising, sprinkles a slight shower

in drift, which by degrees increasing to streams of the size of the lotus stalk, a

beam, the pestle of a rice pounder, and the trunk of a palmira tree, pours down on

all the Chakkawaldni, and submerges the whole of them that had been destroyed by

fire. The power of the wind below and around, prevents the escape of the waters,

which are concentrated resembling a drop of water on the leaf of a lotus flower.

** By what means is it that so great a body of water (ultimately) acquires the

properties of solidity ? By making apertures in various places, access to that

body (of water) is afforded (to the wind). Thus by the effect of the wind, it (the

water) becomes further concentrated, and acquires further consistency. It then

begins to evaporate, and gradually subsides.

** When the flood has subsided to the point where Brahmaloko had stood, six

D&waUk& are reproduced. On its subsiding to the point where this world had

stood, furious storms prevail, and confine it (the subsiding flood) as the water in

a basin covered with a lid is confined.
11 On this fresh water gradually drying up, on the surface (of the human world) a

delicious coating of earth is formed, like unto the curds on the surface of rice

boiled exclusively in milk, without any water, excellent in color, in fragrance and
taste.
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" At the same time, the living creatures who were the first reproduced in the Abhas-

saro-brahrnal6ko,hMing completed the allotted term of their existence, and dying there,

are from thence regenerated here, in the manner described in the Aggannasuttan."

For the elucidation of this interesting subject, I shall here introduce

a translation of the Agganna-suttdn, which is one of the discourses

in the Pdtlwaggo section of the Dighanikdyo, of the Suttapitako,

as delivered by Buddho himself ; instead of restricting myself to the

abridged account of the regeneration of the world, which is given in the

above Att'hakathd.

This Suttdn was addressed by Sakya, to Wa'settho and Bharad-

dwajo, the descendants of an illustrious brahman named Wasettho,

who had become converts to Buddhism, and entered into the first or

Sdman^ro order of Buddhistical priesthood. It was delivered at the

city of Sdwatthipura, at the Pubbdrdmo wihdro, in the edifice called

the Migdrdmdtu pdsddo, which the Atthakathd explains was built by

a female of that name.

The discourse ope.is with Sakya's inquiry from these two converted

brahmans whether they had incurred the displeasure or reproach of

the elder and the other influential brahmans by their apostacy ; and

they explain the nature of the reproach cast on, and of the disgrace

imputed to, them. The principal degradation alleged to the converts is,

" That the brahmans are the sons of Bra'hma sprung from his mouth,

pure and fair ; while the other castes and sects are sprung from his-

feet, and are black and impure."

I must however, to save space, confine myself to the passages of

the Suttdn which describe the regeneration of the world, and of the

human race. Sakya thus explains himself* :

II My friends, descendants of Wa'settho ! the progress of time is thus regulated.

After the lapse of a long period of time, this world is destroyed. On the

destruction of this world, living creatures for the most part will be regenerated in

the Abhdssdro-brahmaloko.

" They will appear there by an apparitional birth, subsisting on the aliment of

felicity, illumined by their own effulgence, moving through the air, delightfully

located, and will exist there uninterruptedly for ages.
M My friends, descendants of Wa'settho ! in due course, the lapse of time will

produce this result. At the expiration of a long period of time, this world will be

reproduced again. On the reproduction of the world, for the most part, those

living creatures, dying in the Abhassara-brahmaloko, return to this world. They
appear here also by an apparitional birth, subsisting on the aliment of felicity,

illumined by their own effulgence, moving through the air, delightfully located,

and exist here also uninterruptedly for ages, in unity and concord, similar to (the

cohesiveness of) a drop of water.

" Descendants of Wa'settho 1 at that period there is neither obscurity nor utter

darkness. The sun and moon are unknown : night and day are undiscernible.

* In M. Csoma's account of the origin of the Sakya race, vol. II. p. 387, the
exposition of this history is put into the mouth of Mongalyana, a favourite disci-

ple.—Ed.
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Neither month nor the moiety of the month is computed : neither seasons nor the

year is perceptible ; nor female and male distinguishable, all creatures being classed

under one head (without distinction of sex).

«' Descendants of Wa'settho ! thereafter, ultimately, at the termination of a long

period of time, a savory substance is developed for living creatures, on land and

in water. In the same manner that a curd is formed on the surface of boiled milk,

in that manner is it developed. It (that savory substance) is fully endowed with

the properties of color, fragrance and flavor, in the way in which butter colors

cream, such is its coloring property , in the manner in which the honeycomb

formed by the small bee is free from impurity, such is its purity of flavor.

"Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho, a certain greedy man, making this

observation, ' My friends ! What is this that has been brought about,' licks

this savory substance from the surface of the earth, scraping it up with his finger.

By his having licked the earth, using his finger, the flavor with which it was imbu-

ed, takes entire possession of him ; and the influence of the passions alight on him.

'* O descendants of Wa'settho 1 the rest of mankind, also each adopting the same

proceeding from his example, lick from his finger the flavor of the earth, and the

influence of the said flavor, from having been imbibed by licking the finger, takes

possession of them likewise ; and the passions alight on them also.

V Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho ! these men gathering up the savory

substance on the earth with their hands, begin to devour it by the handful ; and

in consequence, descendants of Wa'settho ! of these men devouring this flavour of

the earth, taking it up by the handful, the aforesaid effulgence of these men

vanishes.

"On the extinction of that personal halo, the sun and the moon, the planetary

system, and night and day become distinguishable. On night and day being

distinguished, the half month and the month are descernible. On the half month

and the month becoming descernible, the seasons and the year become regulated.

'• Descendants of Wa'settho ! thus much only was this world (then) degenerated.

Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho ! these men having tasted of the flavor of

the earth, subsisting thereon, and having no other aliment, lived for ages, to an

advanced period of life. According as these men, who had tasted the flavor of the

earth, feasting and subsisting thereon, survived for ages, to an advanced stage of

life, in that exact proportion, a coarse skin developed itself on their body ; and the

possession of a good and bad complexion began to be distinguished. Some of these

beings had a good, and other a bad one. In consequence thereof, those gifted with

a fine complexion, reproached those who had a bad one ; saying, ' We have a better

color than they have.' 'They have a worse complexion than we have.' On
account of this pride of complexion, to those in whom the pride of color had been

engendered, (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth vanished.

" On the extinction of (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth, they

assembled; and having assembled, they cried one to another, 'Ah! taste. Ah I

taste, (it is lost'). That (ejaculation) even the people of the present day are in

the habit of using, on finding any thing of a delicious flavor, ' Ah 1 taste. Ah I

taste.' This expression used by the first tribe of mankind they continue to repeat

;

but of the origin of this expression they are entirely ignorant.

"Descendants of Wa'settho! on (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth

being lost to mankind, a substance manifested itself on the surface of the earth,

like unto mushroom. It thus came to pass. It was endowed with color, fragrance

and flavor. Its color was like that of cream rich with butter. Its purity was like

that of the honey deposited by the small bee.

"Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho ! these persons commenced to devour

this excrescence on the earth. They who had partaken thereof, feasting and
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subsisting thereon, lived for ages, to an advanced period of life. Descendants of

Wa'setthoI, in the proportion in which they partook of this excrescence, feasting

and subsisting thereon, in that proportion unto those persons did a coarse skin

appear on their body ; and beauty and unsightliness of complexion became

discernible. Some people were of a good complexion, and some were of a bad

complexion."

Then followed the same reproaches as in the former case ; and this

substance also on the surface of the earth, vanished.

On the disappearance of this crust, the creeper (bearing a delicious

fruit) called the Baddalatd appears " like unto the stock of the lotus ;"

which also is lost under similar circumstances, and leads to similar

lamentations. The Suttan proceeds :

" On the disappearance of the Baddalatd, the sili {hill rice) manifested itself on

a loose soil. It was free from pellicle and husk, of great fragrance, and possessing

the properties of rice ; which rice they were in the habit of bringing away every

evening, for their evening meal : and in the morning, being again renewed in full

bearing, they brought it away for their early meal ; but by the evening it was

again renewed, in full bearing indicating no diminution."

Then follow the same excesses, the same reproaches and the same

consequences, as in the three preceding instances. After noticing that

they again became sensible of the difference of complexion, Buddho
proceeds in his revelation as follows :

" To the portion of mankind who had been females (before the destruction of the

world) the attribute of the female sex was manifested, and to the male the

male attribute. For a while the female gazed longingly at the male, and the male

at the female. Unto them, from thus gazing at each other, for a while, sexual

desire was produced ; and in their body the flame of passion arose. Under the

impulse of that burning passion, they indulged in sexual intercourse.

'* Descendants of Wa'settho ! these persons, certain individuals (still free

from vice) noticed ; and calling out ' Oh the impurity of impure persons !' • What
is this ?' ' Can one person act so towards another ?' some of them pelted them
with earth, and others with ashes and cattle dung.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! that which was considered an improper proceeding

(adhammasammatan) is now reognized to be a proper proceeding (dhammasammatan) .

At that period persons who indulged in sexual intercourse were not permitted for

one or two months thereafter, to intermix in a small or great community.
44 Descendants of Wa'settho ! when those who had been addicted to that

improper proceeding, had indulged for a while thereon ; thereafter they began to

build houses, in order that they might conceal that improper proceeding.

"Thereafter, descendants of Wa'setthoI unto a certain indolent person this

thought occurred. ' Why should I give myself the pains of bringing the sdli rice,

in the evening for the evening meal, and in the morning for the morning meal :

most assuredly when I bring it once it would do for the morning also.' Thereupon,

descendants of Wa'settho 1 this individual brought away the sdli at once, for

both the morning and the evening.

"Another individual then going to him said, ' My good fellow, come, let us

fetch our sali.' ' Begone (said the other) , I have brought sdli enough for both the

morning and the evening.' From his having seen the proceeding of this individual,

bringing his sdli at once for the morning and the evening, relinquishing the

practice of bringing each meal, he suid, « Friend ! that ii most excellent,' "

4 S
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In nearly the same words, other individuals " influenced by each

preceding example, proceeded to collect salt for four days and eight

days."

"In this manner, descendants of Wa'settho! men laying up stores of s&li,

began to meet together, for the purpose of feasting thereon. Thereupon the inner

pellicle formed on the grain of rice, and the outer husk also formed on the grain of

rice : and it (the rice stalk) no longer grew at the point at which it was cut down.

The loss sustained became obvious ; and the s&li were only found in clumps (at the

places where they had not been cut down yet).

11 Descendants of Wa'settho ! these individuals then assembled, and said one to

another, ' Friend 1 wickedness has descended among men : we were originally pro-

duced by an act of our own volition (mandnayd, an apparitional birth) and lived for

a long time, feeding on the aliment of felicity, illumined by the light of our

effulgence, and moving through the air, &c.' "

The lamentation then proceeds to specify how these blessings were

lost ; at the termination of which, the revelation is thus continued.
41 ' Should we now divide off these s&li clumps, and set boundaries, it will be most

proper:' and thereupon, descendants of Wa'settho! these individuals divided

off, and set boundaries to the sali accordingly.

" Then, O descendants of Wa'settho ! a certain individual, impelled by covetous-

ness, reserving his own share, fed on a share not assigned to him, robbing the

same. They seized that person, and having seized him, thus admonished him.

* Friend! most assuredly thou hast been guilty of a crime: doth any one, any

where, hoarding up his own share, appropriate, unbestowed, the portion of another

person? Friend! man, commit not again such an act.' Descendants of

Wa'settho! this individual answered those persons saying ;
* so be it, friends!' "

In precisely the same terms, Buddho proceeds to narrate that

the same individual committed the same offence again, and was
admonished in the same manner. After the third offence, the revelation

proceeds :

'* Descendants of Wa'settho!, some beat him with their hands, some pelted
him with (hard) substances, others struck him with clubs. From that period,
descendants of Wa'settho! the appropriation of things unbestowed (thefts)
degradation, fraud and the (consequent) punishments ensued.

"Thereupon, descendants of Wa'settho! these men assembled, and having
assembled thus deliberated. ' Friends! most assuredly wicked actions have become
prevalent among mankind : every where, theft, degradation, fraud and punishment
will prevail. It will be most proper that we should elect some one individual, who
would be able to eradicate most fully that which should be eradicated, to degrade
that whichs hould be degraded, to expel those who should be expelled; and we will

assign to him (the person elected) a share of our sAli*.'

" Thereupon, descendants of Wa'settho! these persons having selected an indivi-

dual, in person more beautiful, in personal appearance more pleasing, and (in all

respects) more calculated to conciliate than any one of tL.cn selves was ; ap-
proaching that individual, they thus invoked him. « Man! come hither: that
which should be destroyed, nnuihilate most fully.; that which should be degraded,
degrade most fully; that which should be rejected, reject: we will assigu to thee
a portion of our sali.'

* The Atihakathd explains that each individual was to pay one ammunam.
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" Descendants of Wa/settho ! the said individual having replied to those persons,

* Friends ! be it so!' he most fully annihilated that which should be annihilated ;

degraded most fully that which should be degraded ; and rejected that which should

be expelled ; and they conferred on him a portion of their s&li.

11 Thus the great body of mankind having (sammato) resolved or elected ; and

the party elected being thence called ' Maha-sammato,' the first name conferred was
* Maha-sammato* ,' (the great elect;) and being also the lord of (' KhettdnV

)

* cultivated lands ;' he secondly acquired the appellation of ' Khattiyo'f and as by

his righteous administration it is considered that he (' rangttV) ' rendered (mankind)

happy,' thence, descendants of Wa'settho ! the appellation of ' raja' was thirdly

acquired.

" Thus it was, descendants of Wa'settho! that on this race of ' Khattiyo? that

illustrious appellation was bestowed, as its ancient original designation. They are

descendants of the same, not of a different (stock) of mankind ; and of a perfect

(original) equality, not of inequality
;

(exalted) by a righteous, not an unrighteous,

act. Descendants of Wa'settho, whether among people in this world, or the other

world, righteousness (dhanmoj is supreme.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! to a portion of the same people, this thought

occurred. 'Friends! among mankind wickedness has descended ; theft, degrada-

tion, fraud, punishment and expulsion have appeared. It will be most proper that

we should (' bh&hSyana) ' suppress' wicked and impious acts ; and they accordingly

did (' bhdhenh'J ' suppress' wicked and impious acts.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! those ' brdhman&' (' suppressors or eradicators')

hence derived their first name ' brdhmantiS "

The revelation proceeds to explain how the brdhmand acquired

secondly the appellation ' Jhdyaka from their (* Jhdyenti) * exulting'

in the wild life they were leading", in leaf huts built in the wilderness ;

and thirdly, the appellation * Ajjh&yaJcd' from their ' ceasing to exult'

in that life ; and to explain also that, as in the Khdttiyo caste they are

no other than a division of the same tribe, who were in all respects on

a footing of original equality.

11 Descendants of Wa'settho ! the portion of mankind who had formed domestic

connections, (and built houses for themselves) became^' Wissutakammante') 'distin-

guished as skilful workmen or artificers,' and in consequence of their becoming

distinguished from their domestic ties and skilfulness, the appellation of ' Wessa*

was obtained."

Buddho then, in the same manner, explains that the Wessd also

are a portion of the original stock, and repeats the circumstances

under which they successively lost the advantages originally enjoyed

by mankind.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! among those very individuals there were some

persons who were addicted to hunting (luddd). Descendants of Wa'settho ! from

being called ' luddd' ' luddd 1 the appellation ' suddd' was formed. It was thus that

to this elass or caste of suddd that name was originally given.''

* This individual was Sa'kya in one of his former incarnations.

t " Ksettriya" according to the Hindus is the military, or warrior caste which

with them is the second class, the ' Brahman' being the first.

4 s 2
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The revelation again repeats that the suddd caste also was originally

no inferior class, but a part of the original stock, and proceeds to

explain that from each of these castes certain individuals, despising

and reviling their own castes respectively, each abandoned his habita-

tion, and led an habitationless life (agdriyan pubbajitd) saying, * I will

become (sumano) an ascetic or priest.' Hence Buddho exemplifies

that the ascetic or sacerdotal order was formed, from each of the four

castes, and does not appertain to any particular caste ; and with

reference to the persecution that the converted brahmans, whom he was

addressing, were undergoing from those, from whose faith they were

apostates, he says to them

:

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! even a Khattiyo, who has sinned, in deed, word

or thought, and become a heretic ; on account of that heresy, on the dismember-

ment of his frame after his death, he is born in the tormenting, everlasting and

unindurable hell. Such is also the fate of the Brdhmo, the Wesso and the Suddo,

as well as of the Sumano or ascetic. But if a Khattiyolead a righteous life, in deed,

word and thought ; and be of the true or supreme faith, by the merit of that faith,

on the dismemberment of his body after death, he is reproduced in the felicitous

suggaloka heavens.

" Again, descendants of Wa'settho ! a Khattiyo, who indeed, word and thought,

has lived a life, partaking of both characters, and professed a mixed faith of both

creeds, on account of the profession of the mixed faith, on the dismemberment of

his body after death, he partakes both of happiness and misery. Such is also the

case in respect of the Brdhmo, Wesso, Suddo and Sumano castes.

"Again, descendants of Wa'settho ! if the Khattiyo, subduing the influence

of the sinful passions, in deed, word and thought, acquire the seven Bodhipakkhi-

yaddhamma, he attains the parinibbdnan which is the result of the acquisition of the

arahai sanctification. Such is also the case with the Brdhmo, Wesso, Suddo and

Sumano classes.

" Descendants of Wa'settho I if there be any Bhikkhu among (any one of) these

four castes, who has subdued the dominion of sin, performed that which ought to

have been performed, laid aside (the load of sin), fulfilled his destiny, overcome

the desire of regeneration (by transmigration), and extinguished covetous desires,

he will become an arahat, and will be esteemed the most worthy among them, by

righteousness, not by unrighteousness.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! among mankind, whether in this world or in the

next world (dhammo) righteousness is supreme.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! the following has been sung even by the brahman
Sanankuma'ro.

Khattiyo seitho jane tasmin yd gattapatisdrino.

*Wijjdcharana-sampanno, so settho dewamdnusSf.

* I am not satisfied that I have caught the meaning of this quotation correctly.

The Wijjdcharani are only attainable by a supreme Buddho. They consist of

fifteen attributes, all appertaining to pilgrimage j and as pilgrimage is performed on

foot, hence the " being sprung from the foot of Brdhmd" is considered to he no

degradation.

f There is some ambiguity in the above extract, the nominatives singular having

no apparent connection with patisdrino a genitive :—in Sanskrit this maybe re-

medied by putting the whole first line in th* plural, according to my pandit :

—
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11 Among mankind, whoever would be an illustrious Khaltiyo he must be

scrupulous in regard to the purity of his lineage ; and he who is endowed with

the attributes requisite for the pilgrimage of holiness, is supreme among dewi

and men."

"Descendants of Wa'settho ! by the brahman Sanankuma'ro, this very

gathd has been most unquestionably sang, it has been advisedly rehearsed, fully

intending what it expressed, not undesignedly. This is known to myself.

" Descendants of Wa'settho ! I also assert the same thing.

"Thus spoke Bhagawa'. The delighted Wa'settho and BharaudwA'Jo were

exceedingly gratified at the discourse of Bhagawa'.
" The conclusion of the Aggannasuttan being the fourth (of the Pdtikawaggo.)"

I now revert to the Dhammappakdsani Atyhakathd, on the

PaHsambhidan.
" From the gathering of the mighty cloud which precedes the destruction of the

kappo to the extinction of the flame, forms one Asankheyyan, called the Sanwatto

(destruction.)

" From the extinction of the fire that destroyed the kappo to the deluge that

submerged the hundred thousand kdtiyo of Chakkawaldni, is the second Asankheyyan,

called the Sanwattatthdhi (continuance of destruction).

" From the great deluge to the appearance of the sun and moon is the third

Asankheyyan, called the Wiwatto (creation).

" From the appearance of the sun and moon until the gathering of the mighty

cloud that is to destroy the kappo again is the fourth Asankheyyan, called the

Wiwat aithdhi, (the continuance of the creation.)

" These Asankheyyani constitute one mahd-kappo, and be it understood that such

is the destruction by fire, and reproduction.

" At any period when the kappo perishes by water, it is said, as explained in the

former instance in detail, ' that a mighty destroying cloud having gathered, &c.'

this much however is different.

"In lieu of the two suns (that appear) in that (destruction) a mighty torrent

descends, producing a merciless deluge, destructive of the kappo. Commencing
with a slight drift, by degrees the deluge descends in large streams, submerging a

hundred thousand kotiyo of Chakkawaldni. The earth, together with its mountains

&c. melt away, wherever it is rained upon by this fierce deluge.

" That body of water is pent up on all sides, by the power of the wind (and

prevented spreading to the other Chakkawaldni) . From the earth to the regions of

the second jhdnan the flood extends. Thereby three BrahmaUkd being destroyed,

it ceases to rise, on reaching the Subhahinno-brahmaldko. As long as the most tri-

fling perishable thing is left, so long is there no intermission to the rise of the flood.

But when every perishable thing destined to be overwhelmed in water has been

destroyed, instantly (the flood) subsides, and is entirely dissipated. The vacuum
below meeting the vacuum above (by the intermediate Chakkawaldni, having been

dissipated by the flood) one universal darkness is produced. All the rest has been

described (in the destruction by fire). In this place, therefore, it need only be, in

general terms, mentioned, that the world is recreated, commencing with the

Abhassaro-brahmaloko ; and that after death in the Subhakinno-brahmaloko, living

creatures are born again in the Abhassaro-brahmaloko, and other regions.

"Among such people, those are superior kshatris, who follow (the conduct of)

their ancestry : but he, who is perfected in wisdom's path, is most excellent among

gods and men.

—

Ed.
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" From the gathering of the destroying cloud to the termination of the fierce

deluge that destroyed the kappo constitutes one Asankheyyan.

" From the termination of the deluge to the rains that reproduced the world, is

the second Asankheyyan.
ft From the great rains that reproduced the earth to the appearance of the

sun and moon is the third Asankheyyan.

" From the reappearance of the sun and moon to the gathering again of the cloud

of destruction is the fourth Asankheyyan.
" These four Asankheyyani constitute a mahd-kappo, and be it understood, such

is the destruction by water, and the reproduction.

" Whenever the kappo is destroyed by the wind, be it known, that, as already

explained in the other cases in detail, the mighty destroying cloud gathers. The

difference in this instance also occurs at the stage in which the two suns appear, as

in those instances, thus here the storm destined to destroy the kappo then rises.

"In the first place, it raises a dust; then it drives before it by degrees a still

heavier dust ; then light sand, heavy sand, pebbles, and so on, till it hurls on rocks

as large as houses. In the same manner it tears up great trees. All these once

raised from the earth never descend again, being converted into impalpable atoms,

they are completely absorbed.

" Then, in due course, the wind under the earth rising and spinning the world

topsy turvy, hurls it into the air. Portions of the world being one hundred ydjand,

two, three, four and five hundred yojand in extent, are rent asunder, and tossed

about by the power of the wind, till reduced to the minutest particles, they also

become absorbed. The tempest then raising also aloft the Chakkawalun and

Mahdmeru mountain, tosses them likewise into the air. They, hurled against each

other, and battered to minute atoms, also vanish. By this means destroying, as

well the habitations of the earth and the habitations (of the dewos) of the skies, as

the six Kannawdchara-dewalokd ; the tempest annihilates the hundred thousand

hotiyo of Chakkawaldni also. One ChakkawAlan being dashed against another

Chakkowdlan, one Himawanto (snowy region) against another, and one Mem
mountain against another ; and being involved in a general chaos, and reduced to

minute atoms, all perish,

" The storm extends from the earth to the regions of the third jhdnan and three

Brdhmaloko having been involved in that destruction, the tempest is arrested on

reaching the Wehapphalo -brdhmaloko.

" Thus every perishable thing having perished (the tempest) itself perishes also.

As described (in the other accounts of the destructions of the world) every circum-

stance takes place in this also, commencing with, by the vacuum below (the world

being destroyed) meeting the vacuum above ; and one universal darkness prevails.

" Subsequently the world is reproduced, commencing with the Subhakinno-

brdhmaloko, and living creatures dying (in due course) in Wehapphalo-brdhmaloko,

are reproduced in the Subhakinno and other regions.

"In this instance, the period from the gathering of the cloud of destruction,

to the rising of the tempest that destroys the kappo, is one Asankheyyan.

" From the period of the tempest, to the mighty deluge of reproduction, is the

second Asankhcyydn, and so forth, in the same subdivisions, the other two Asan-

kheyydni. These four Asankheyyani constitute a mahd-kappo. Be it understood, that

such is the nature of the destruction by storm.

" Why is it that the world is destroyed? On account of the original impiety

committed. The world is destroyed on account of the commission of the following

sins, viz : on the ascendancy of the passions, it (the world) is destroyed by water :

some authorities, however, declare that on the prevalence of crimes, the destruction

is by fire, and on the ascendancy of the passions by water. And when ignorance

prevails, it perishes by the wind.
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" It is elsewhere explained that after the world has heen destroyed by fire seven

times, it is once destroyed by water, and after eight destructions by water (seven

conflagrations having intervened between each of the deluges making sixty-four

destructions) it is once destroyed by wind. From this explanation, when sixty-

three kappa have been destroyed, the rotation should arrive for one destruction

by water, but the storm-destruction superceding it (the water destruction), in

the age of the sixty-fourth kappo, destroys the worlds including- the Subhakinno-

brahmaldko." [To be continued.]

IV.

—

Report on the Coal discovered in the Tenasserim provinces, by

Dr. Helfer, dated Mergui, 23rd May, 1838.

1. Five localities of coal have hitherto been discovered in the

Tenasserim provinces all situated in the province of Mergui.

A. On the large Tenasserim river, nine days up from the village

of Tenasserim near the creek Nan-their-Khiaung, one and a quarter

mile inland; species friable, brown coal intermixed with iron pyrites.

Three veins in different localities, tertiary sandstone below, compact

sandstone conglomerate interpersed with large silicious fragments

above..

—

Discovered 17th March, 1838.

B. On the large Tenasserim eight days distant from the village

of Tenasserim along the banks of the river. Species lignite, light slaty

brown coal in veins 3 to 4 inches thick in general, sometimes not more

than 2 or 3 lines ; formation tertiary sandstone above and below ; belong-

ing to the same system as No. 1.

—

Discovered 19th March, 1838.

C. On the Tenasserim above the Tarouk Khiaung, on the right

or eastern side of the river five days distant from the village of

Tenasserim. Species bituminous shale in large masses protruding

above the surface, apparently a distinct system from A or B.

—

Disco-

vered 24th March, 1838.

D. On the coal river a branch of the little Tenasserim, five days

above the village of Tenasserim in a south-east direction ; slaty coal sp.

gr. 1.26. A vein 6 feet thick, 240 long with an angle of 20 degrees

upwards. A section on the banks of the river. Formation above

grey, below black clay slate ; the lowest stratum to judge from the

geological features of the country, apparently resting upon blue limestone.

E. One hour distant from No. 4 or (D) and a continuation of

it ; an immense coal field of either slaty or conchoidal pitch coal,

highly bituminous without a concomitant of iron pyrites. A succession

of fourteen localities where the coal lies bare on clay on both sides of

the river, which has evidently forced its way through it ; running at an

angle of 25 degrees upwards ; in all places 6 feet or more thick, resting

•upon a stratum of slate.

—

D and E discovered 24th April, 1838.

2. This last locality being by far the most preferable respecting-
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quantity, quality and locality, I refrain from entering into details of

A, B and C, which probably will never be worked, and are only

interesting in a scientific point of view.

3. This extensive coal held distant from A, B, C more than 300

miles belongs to quite a different system. It is situated on a high level

table-land, only diversified by an isolated range of mountains, from which

the river issues which passes through the coal fields, and which ridge

may be considered as the eastern boundary of the British possessions

towards Siam. The gulf of Siam in a direct line seems only to be

45 miles distant. The Lazchin islands lie almost opposite.

4. The river originating in the neighbouring mountains is at the

coal field only 15-25 yards broad, part of the year nearly dry, but

during five months from June to November (both inclusive) according

to native reports it is uninterruptedly navigable for rafts. I ascended

it in the month of April on rafts, before the commencement of the

monsoon, as far as within three hours distance from the coal fields.

5. The river after having passed through the last table-land enters

a hilly country, winding through the mountains chiefly in a northwest

direction until it reaches another river coming from the south. Here

the influence of the tides begins to be perceptible ; it runs in the same

direction about 40 miles having attained a breadth of from 50 to 80

yards at low water and enters at the village of Tenasserim. The large

Tenasserim river is accessible there to vessels of 100 tons burthen, from

whence the final distance to Mergui is about 50 miles*.

6. The coal itself is of superior quality being that species known in

England under the name of pitch coal, much higher in price than

common coal, and, on account of the greater quantity of bitumen which

it contains, used for the generation of gas.

7. The quantity seems to be unlimited, taking into consideration

only the upper stratum of six feet thickness as far as I was able to

trace it on the surface. Allowing annually to be required 30,000 tons,

this upper stratum alone would supply that large quantity for the

period of 120 years with good coal.

8. But it is certain that other strata lie below, and that probably

the quantity still improves in the ratio as the depth increases, according

to analogyf

.

* N. B. The natives from Mergui and different parts of Siam, go annually into

the mountains above the coal fields to cut an aromatic wood called callame which

is an article of commerce for the markets of Rangoon and Bankok.

f N. B. The specimens which accompany this memorandum must, though very

good coal, not be considered the best in quality ; they are taken from the surface and

had been exposed for a lapse of ages to the constant action of water and incessant

influence of the atmosphere.
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8. The discovery of this coal field seems to be very important at

the present moment when steam communication begins to spread over

the whole of the eastern seas, and when the demand for coal annually

increases.

9. It is not certain if the locality can compete with the coal market in

Calcutta, but Mergui seems to be destined in future to supply this

coast, the Straits, the Chinese seas, Madras, Ceylon, and perhaps Bom-
bay and the Red Sea, with coal.

10. If Ceylon become the central point in the comprehensive sys-

tem of steam communication, the locality of Mergui seems particularly

adapted to supply the depots at Point de Galle, the distance being

in the favorable season only eight or ten days' sail.

11. A great advantage in the locality is the total absence of land

transport. The coal fields are divided quasi on purpose by nature by

the river, and the pits can be opened twenty yards from the banks of

the river.

12. The distance by the river is albout 120 miles from Mergui

;

sixty miles of this are accessible to vessels of 100 tons burthen

throughout the year, and 40 miles more are under the influence of the

tides. The difficulty of the navigation concentrates in the last 20

miles. The passage is obstructed by hundreds of uprooted trees lying

across, impeding the navigation and giving constant occasion to the

formation of sand banks.

The clearing of this part of the river from these impediments will be

expensive, but a great deal can be done without any particular expense,

if Government convicts are employed.

13. The last thirty miles are navigable only during five months of

the year : it is therefore necessary to have a depot of coal near the river

banks, ready to be shipped, when the water begins to rise.

14. Bamboo rafts, each holding one ton of coal, are the best means

of transport in the first instance ; tall bamboos fit for the purpose are on

the spot in the greatest abundance.

15. Bamboos fetch always the price of one rupee eight annas, to

two rupees per hundred at Mergui. The rafts can therefore be sold

with advantage. Should vessels arrive from distant parts, then the

bamboos would rise in price, the superior quality of those growing

in these provinces being appreciated on the other side of India, the

vessels will be glad to find another article to take along with the

coal.

16. If however annually, a very large quantity say, 10 to 20,000

tons are required, bamboos will not be sufficient, and it will be necessary

4 T
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to establish saw-mills in the place, to construct wooden boxes of planks?

to float the fuel down in them.

17. If wood of a superior quality is selected (and there is no want

of excellent timber throughout the province), the expense of the saw-

mills driven by water will be covered by selling the planks at a

moderate price in Mergui, even with profit.

18 A depot should be established at Mergui, in a commodious

place ; so that vessels can easily approach the shore.

1 9. If large quantities of coal are exported from Mergui ; particular

coal transports ought to be constructed, able to contain 5 to 800

tons each.

20. The stratum above the coal is no where more than 25 feet thick,

and consists of a, bad slaty coal, 6 inches ; fc, grey slate, 8 inches ; c, debris

of slate with coarse gravel, 2 feet ; d, gravel, and the rest alluvium.

2 1 . Consequently no complicated . mining operation is required.

The upper strata being removed, the coal may be extracted without any

farther difficulty.

22. Being an open day work no casualties are to be feared from

the generation of the fatal bihydroguret of carbon (firedamp).

23. The great expenses accompanying the removal of the accumu-

lated waters in deep coal mines are avoided.

24. Nothing is required but a shed above and a rampart round

the coal pits to prevent the intrusion of the rain during the monsoon.

25. In the subsequent calculation it will be seen, that the greatest

expense is incurred by the floating down of the rafts ; being of the

opinion that only Burmese are able to manage the rafts upon the river,

the convicts being incumbered with irons and inexperienced on the water.

It is the enormous price of labour, ten rupees at least per month, which

renders the transport so expensive ; suppose the price of labour to be

five rupees instead often, then according to the calculation which follows

—the price would immediately fall from four and a quarter annas per

maund to two and a half annas per maund.

26. Labourers from India could be advantageously employed in

working this coal field.

27. Being occupied only during the monsoon with the floating

down of the coal, they could be employed during the rest of the time,

part of them constructing new rafts for the next season, part of them

with the cultivation of the paddy, for themselves and for the consump-

tion of the convicts in the coal.

29. The benefits in working the coal mines of these provinces are

too obvious to merit a particular panegyric ; they are in short as follows :
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1. The discovery of a superior quality of coal in an unlimited

quantity, in an accessible locality will remove every obstacle to steam

communication along the whole of the eastern coast of Bengal.

2. It will render the inexhaustible supply of superior iron ore a

treasure to the provinces, and will lead to the supply of iron for the

whole of India from this coast.

3. It will be an inducement to work the fin mines.

4. It will give employment to several hundred convicts in a profita-

ble way to government.

5. The circulation of a capital of 60,000 rupees ad minimum per

annum which remains in the country will render the inhabitants the

more rich, the provinces the more prosperous.

6. In consequence of this, foreign capital will be drawn into the

country ;—the increase of capital will increase the population ;—the

increase of population will increase the cultivation ;—the increase of

population and cultivation will augment the public revenue.

Report on the Mergui Cottl.

The first supply of coal from Dr. Helfer, upon which I reported

unfavorably I now perceive to have consisted merely of A, B, and

C, of the forgoing report, the precursors only of the Doctor's real

discovery, and as he himself expresses it, only valuable in a scientific

point of view.

The four baskets now received are indeed of a far different quality

and fully justify the enthusiastic anticipations their discovery has raised.

Not being distinguished by any mark I presume they are all from the

localities D and E, which may be regarded as connected together,

though differing somewhat in quality.

This deposit seems to consist entirely of that species of coal called

pitch coal, or cannel coal. It resembles in many respects the most

resinous of the coals of the Assam field, but the ligneous structure is

generally less evident, and the fracture more conchoidal. In many
fragments however the laminary texture is observable, and the usual

variations in the quality of the layers of carbonized matter mark the

mode of deposit, some layers having more earthy matter, some more
carbonaceous, and some more bituminous ; and occasionally a thin film

of ferruginous or earthy matter intervening.

The Mergui coal is however in general very homogeneous, as the

annexed analysis of four specimens taken from different bags will

show. It should be remarked that these specimens are each averages,
part being taken from the best and part from the worst looking of
each parcel.

4 t 2
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The very large proportion of volatile matter, near 50 per cent, shews

this coal to be a superior blazing material, which is the main point in

getting up steam, so much so that I understand one of the Company's

steamers is unable to get up steam with the Burdwan coal without a

large admixture of English cannel coal. It also makes it an admirable

coal for generating gas.

To try this latter experimentally I distilled over the gas from 18

tolas of the Mergui coal, and in a few minutes obtained two gasometers

full, or by weight nearly three and a quarter tolas of gas, besides 4. 3

tolas* of thick brown naphtha and water, a third part of which would

have been converted into gas had it passed through a heated tube.

When used in the forge the clear copious blaze is rather objection-

able ; it wastes the heat, and more coal is consequently expended ; but

a very good weld was effected with it in presence of Captain Forbes.

In the same manner the great loss of volatile matter makes it

unprofitable for coking (yielding only one half instead of three fourths

its weight), but the coke itself is very close and good, being as free from

earthy impurity as much of the English coal.

All other particulars may be learnt by comparing the analysis with

that of other coals in my printed table : (see p. 197 of the present vol.

(Signed) J. Prinsep,

22nd June, 1838. Assay Master.

Analysis of the threefirst specimens of Lignite sent by Dr. Helfer,

from Mergui.

No. 1. A. No. 2. B. No. 3. C.

Burned with small Burned with fewer Burned with a few
flame and copious scintillations and scintillations and
scintillations. poor flame. poor flame.

Specific gravity, 1.256 1.376 1.391

Water 10.0 9.3 7.3

Volatile matter, , 56.7 1 ©
Carbon, 36

6.7-1

6.0 )

7.3)
o

53.9 o 38.6
37.3 © 43.8

8.8 •"• 17.6Ferruginous, & earthy matter,

Second despatch D. and E.

—

Pitch coal from Mergui.

All four burned with copious rich flame \ coke close-grained and of highly metallic

lustre.

Water,
Specific gravity,

No. 1

.

9-7

1.273

No. 2.

8.2

1.280

No. 3.

7.4

1.245

No. 4.

7.6
1.251

Volatile matter, 45.01
50.3 \%

*,J2

48.91 a
46.7 §

4.4J2

45.1 1 d
6.6

J
2

J.

48.21
48.7 1

Earthy matter, slightly "1

ferruginous, J 3..J

Prinsep.
Calcutta, the 22nd June, 1838.

* It consisted of one tola of Naphtha 3.3 of aqueous liquid containing sulphate and

farbonate of ammonia, and pyrolignous acid.
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V.

—

Comparison of Asiatic Languages,

We are indebted to the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer

for the following columns of Chinese and Japanese words corresponding

to those contained in the tabular view of the comparison of Eastern

languages in our No. for December last, and present it writh satisfaction

to our readers.

There were two other columns in Mr. W.'s communication, contain-

ing the sixty words in the several characters ; viz. the Katakana and

Hirakana, which the want of type for their exhibition has obliged us to

exclude. We are however through Mr. Csoma's kindness enabled to

insert the column of Tibetan equivalents.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sirs,

Having been favoured with the perusal of the number of the J. A. S. for

December 1837, I have looked over the article on a comparison of various

Asiatic Languages with much interest. The plan if carried out, will be

likely to afford data from which important and interesting inferences can

be legitimately drawn.

In the column for Japanese, however, I think you will be a little misled

by your authority not attending very strictly to the rules of pronuncia-

tion and spelling which you have laid down, and I have ventured to send a

column of the words, in order that a comparison may be made from the

true sounds of the Japanese, accompanied by two modes of writing most in

use. The vowel sounds to the letters of their alphabet are quite uniform ;

but by elision for the sake of euphony, the number of vowel sounds is

greatly increased. I should think that few Asiatic languages could be

more perfectly reduced to the Romanizing system than the Japanese, and

that there were few people in Asia who would be less inclined to adopt

that system than that people.

When Mr. G. says, " that the Chinese character is universally read

among the natives with a different sound and accent, more full and

euphonical," he perhaps wishes to express that the Chinese character is

used among the Japanese to a considerable extent, but that the people do

so universally there are not sufficient grounds for believing. There are

in the alphabet, 73 distinct sounds, 25 of which are made by diacritical

marks upon some of the 48 letters. In the Hirakana, there are several

ways of writing the same character or letter, making consequently, their

number much greater, perhaps above a hundred. In the I'mattokana (not

Imatskana) the contractions are carried to a greater extent, making it

one of the most difficult writings in existence to read freely.
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It may be true that the Japanese language is spoken by about 20 mil-

lions of people with very little variation, but while the country is so her-

metically sealed, such an opinion can only he treated as a clever sur-

mise.

I have changed a few words in the list, giving the word which appears

to be more indigenous. Sakana is a preparation of fish ; kuchinawa and

hebi are nearly synonimous, but hebi is the most common ; inoshishi is

wild boar, buta the common word for swine.

These few remarks are given only to explain the list, which is sent for

the single purpose of making your list more perfect, and thus aiding in

your comparisons.

Concerning the Chinese sounds, they must be considered as hardly

settled yet, and no great stress can therefore be laid upon the sounds as I

have written them.

Yours with respect,

S. W. Williams.

Macao, April 1, 1838.

English. Tibetan.

Air, r,lung ma, yr*r

Ant, grog ma, %*\ rx
Arrow, m,dah,

*PSQ

Bird, bya,
S

Blood, khrag,
R*l

Boat, gru,
1

Bone, ruspa, ^N'*4

Buffalo, mahe, *T$

Cat, byila, IN
Cow, ba,

*J

Crow, kha ta, rt^

Day, nyin mo,

Dog, khyi,

Ear, sa,
<v

Earth, r,na,
1

Japanese . Chinese Characters.

yoki, k<i
> it

#1

ari, h
Wi

*

ya, tsien, >£fe 3

tori, niu, j=3 4>

chi, fatal., jj^ 5

tern ma, ting,
jgg

*6

honi, k'uli, M, 7M
suigiu, g}#+ 8

neko, miau, YjjA 9

ushi, siu> £h 10

karas u, u, U 11

hi, yih,
J=J

*12

Snu, kou, ^ 13

minu, 'rh, ^ U

chi, ti,

Jg *rf
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English,

Egg,

Elephant,

Eye,

Father,

Fire,

Fish,

Flower,

Foot,

Goat,

Hair,

Hand,

Head,

Hog,

Horn,

Horse,

House,

Iron,

Leaf,

Light,

Man,

Monkey,

Moon,

Mother,

Mountain,

Mouth,

Musquito,

Name,
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Tibetan. Japanese. Chinese Characters,

s.gonga, *j .5

g,langchhen, g^j^
mig,

pha, apha,

m£,

nya,

metog,

r,kang pa,

ra ma,

s,kra ; s,pu,

lagpa,

mgo,

phag,

ra,

r,ta,

mj,

s,prehu,

z,lava (da),

ma, ama,

rh

kha,

*T*1

khyimkhang, jga^p^

l,chags,

loma,

hod,

3*1V
v

S3

tamago, lwan,

zou, sianar,

me,

chichi,

hi,

uwo,

hana,

ashi,

yen,

fa,

fau,

u,

hwa,

kiah,

m

hitsuzhi, shan ) 1 1 1 ^h%
yang, J _-.

kamige, mau

te,

atama,

but a,

tsdno,

muma,

iye,

tetsu,

ha,

shau, —hF-*

tan, jfjf

cchd,

koh,

ma, ^
tieh, Tgft

yieh,

||
hikari, kwang, ~yf\

shto, yin, ^^
-. #g

-ff:

saru,

tski,

haha,

yama,

kuchi,

st

h«ri48?
ch" fc'g,«r«-fcw k*>

ming, W na,

mu,

shan,

hau,

wan,

ming,

Of

P

£

16

17

18

19

20

SI

22

23

24,

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42
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English. Tibetan. Japanese. Chinese Characters.

Night, m,tshan mo, af&W yoru, yey, fe
*43

Oil, h.bru mar, Qy »(X abura, j** yfi
44

Plantain , k61a, Hind, *r$t bashiyo, tsiau, ^||F *45

River, g,tsang po, e\£^% kawa, idang, %£ 46

Road, lam, Q]*( michi, M. S§ 47

Salt, tssha, * shiwo, yen, ^ 48

Skin, pa^s pa, q*i*r^ kiwi, Pi, ]£ 49

Sky, nam m,khah. WWPQ sora, t sing >f|rv—fr* 50

tien, ^ /^
Snake, s,brul, hebi, she, ^ 51

Star, skar ma, hoshi, sing,
J|^

52

Stone, r,do, X ishi, sheh, ^ZT * 53

Sun, nyi ma, nichirin, yih, g 54

Tiger, s,tag, |*i tora, * J*
55

Tooth, 60, ha, * 1^ * 56

Tree, l,jon shing,

shing,

Id, siu
" if

57

Village, yul tsho, !ST<I mura, hiang, #£» 58

Water, chhu,

V
midzu, shui, -^ 59

Yam, dova, V1* tskuneimc>, ta shu, —JUl[r£ 60

The sounds of the Chinese are written in accordance with the system

published in the Chinese Repository, for February, 1838, and the Japanese

after the list of sounds on pages 83, and 101 of the select papers on Ro-

manizing published at Serampore. The last i is short in the Japanese

words, like y in beauty. The difference between the two kinds of writing

is shewn by the two columns of Katakana and Hirakana; the Imattokana

is much like the Hirakana. The Japanese employ Chinese characters to

express the same ideas as the Chinese, but often call them by a different

name. Those marked * were probably derived from a common source, and

perhaps there are more. The Chinese sound is often known among the

Japanese, but does not seem to be the one most commonly used.
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VI.

—

Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky, the Balochhj and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies of the Baraky, the Pashi, the

Laghmani, the Cashgari, the Teerhai, and the Deer Dialects. By

Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

Grammar of the Panjabi Language.

This language, as spoken in large towns, is a dialect of the Urdu or

Hindustani, and differs from it chiefly in having those vowels short that

the latter has long, and in having the Sanskrit (:) visarg in the middle

of words otherwise Hindustani ; for example the number eighteen they

call attahran and not athara. In the villages the zemindars (farmers)

speak a language called Jathky, the original language of the country.

On the Sikh frontiers Panjabi slightly mixes with the neighbouring

dialects, in Shawalpoor it partakes of Sindhy. There are two charac-

ters in which the language is written ; Gurmukhi the character of the

Granth, (gospels of 10 holy men,) and Lande used by the merchants in

their accounts. The character used in the mountains of Jammu and

Nadoun differs from the Lande of the capital, and the merchants even

of different cities and districts, as Sedlkot and Guzerat for instance

differ slightly in their manner of writing this character.

The Sikhs under their preceptor Guru Govind Singh carried their

hatred of the Muhammadans to such an extent as to substitute a voca-

bulary for their native Punjabi, because the latter was spoken by the

Musalmans, The vocabulary is composed of ridiculous and disrespect-

ful epithets of every thing relating to Islamism : it is not however used

by Maharajah Runjeet Singh the ruler of the Sikh nation.

Declension of a Noun Masculine.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ghoda a horse Ghode horses

Gen. Ghodeda of a horse Ghodyanda of horses

Ace. 8$ Dat. Ghodenu a horse Ghodyanu horses

Abl. Ghodeton from a horse Ghodyanton from horses

Declension ofa Noun Feminine.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ghodi a mare Ghodiyaii mares
Gen. Ghodida of a mare Ghoniyanda of mares
Ace. S$ Dat. Ghodinu a mare Ghodiyanu to mares
Abl. Gho(tfton from a mare Ghodiyanton from mares

Declension of a Compound Noun.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Hacha ghoda a good horse Hache ghode good horses

Gen. Hache ghodeda of a good horse Hachyan of good hordes

ghodyanda
4 u
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Ace. 8$ Dat. Hache ghodenu a good horse Hachyan good horsea
ghodyanu

All. Hache ghodeton from a good Hachyan gho- from good
horse dyanton horses

This termination is changed into di to agree with a feminine noun.

Declension of the 1st Personal Pronoun.

Singular. Plural.

Main or man I Asi we (Jathki.)
Medaormenda my Asada sada our
Menu or mainku me Asanu sanu us

Nom.
Gen.

Ace. S$ Bat
AbL Medekulon

Medethon
Mede pason

Ion ^

& \ison J

( maithon Asathon sathon) -

or< maithin from me sathi nasathin J

( mendekulon

Declension of the 2nd Personal Pronoun.

Nom.
Gen.

Ace. S$ Dat.

AbL

Singular.

Tun thou
Teda, tenda thy

or tonda
Tenuortunnu thee

Tethon or

tuthon
from thee

Plural.

Tusi ortusan
Tuhada or

tusada
Tuhannu or

tusannu
Tuhathon or

tusathon

you
your

you

from you

Declension of the 3rd Personal Pronoun, (proximate.)

Nom.
Gen.
Ace. &; Dat.

Abl.

Singular.

E this

Isda of this

Isnu this

Iskulon, isthon from this

Plural.

E these

Inhanda of these

Inhanu these

Inha kulon ) c .* *.

T , n v > from these
Inha pason J

Declension of the 3rd Personal Pronoun, (remote.)

P om. O
Gen. Usda
Ace. &; Dat. Usnu

All. Usthon

that

of that

that

from that

O
Onhanda
Onhanu or

onhanu
Onakulon
Onhathon
Onha pason

those

of those

those

Vom those

Declension of the Reflective Pronoun.

Nom. A'pe self

Gen. A'pna of self

Ace. &; Dat. A'pnu to self

AbL A'pthon from self

Declension of the Interrogative Pronoun, (animate.)

Nom. Kouna who
Gen. Kisda whose
Ace. 6$ Dat. Kisnu or kanu from whom
Abl. Kisthon

Declension of the Interrogative Pronoun, (inanimate.)

Nom. Kya or ki what
Gen. Kisda or kada of what
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Ace. 6$ Dat.
Abl.

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen

Sixteen

Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Twenty-one
Twenty-two
Twenty-three
Twenty-four
Twenty-five
Twenty-six
Twenty-seven
Twenty-eight
Twenty-nine
Thirty
Thirty-one
Thirty-two
Thirty-three
Thirty-four
Thirty-five

Thirty-six

Thirty-seven
Thirty-eight
Thirty-nine
Forty
Forty-one
Forty-two
Forty-three
Forty-four
Forty-five

Forty-six

Forty-seven
Forty-eight

Forty-nine
Fifty

Fifty-one

Fifty-two

4

Kisnu or kanu
Kisthoy or kaithon

Cardinal

hik
do
tin

char
panj

chhih
sat

ath
noun
das

nyanran
bahran
tehran
chaudan
pundhran
sohlan

sattahran

attahran
unnin
wih
ikki

bai

te,i

chavi

panji

chhabi
satai

attai

unnatti

tih or trih

ekati

batti

teti

chauti

painti

chatti

sainti

attaintl

untali

chahli

ektali

baitali

tirtali

chautali

paintali

chatali

sentali

att,tali

unwanja
panjah
ekwanja
bawanja

Numbers.

F^ftv-three

Fifty-four

Fifty-five

Fifty-six

Fifty-seven

Fifty-eight

Fifty-nine

Sixty

Sixty-one
Sixty-two
Sixty-three

Sixty-four

Sixty-five

Sixty-six

Sixty-seven
Sixty-eight

Sixty-nine

Seventy
Seventy-one
Seventy-two
Seventy-three
Seventy-four

Seventy-five

Seventy-six
Seventy-seven
Seventy-eight
Seventy-nine
Eighty
Eighty-one
Eighty-two
Eighty-three
Eighty-four
Eighty-five

Eighty-six

Eighty-seven
Eighty-eight
Eighty-nine
Ninety
Ninety-one
Ninetj'-two

Ninety-three
Ninety-four
Ninety-five

Ninety-six
Ninety-seven
Ninety-eight
Ninety-nine
Hundred
Thousand
Hundred thou-

sand
Million

what
from what

tirwanja

chauranja.

pachwanja
chawanja
satwanja
atwanja
unhat
sat

ekhat
bahat
tehat

chaut
pepant
chahat
satat

attat

unhattar
satar

ekhatar
bahatar
tehatar

chauhattar
panjhattar

chahattar

sathattar

athattar

unasi
asi

ekasi

beasi

treasi

chaurasi

pachasi

cha,asi

satasi

attasi

unanawe
nave
ekanave
banave
teanave
chauranave
pachanave
chaanave
satanave
atanave
nadinave
sou senkda
hazar
lakh

karod

u 2
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Ordinal Numbers.
First pahla Sixth chaiiwag

Second dnjja, dusra Seventh satwan
Third tisra, trija Eighth atwan
Fourth chautha Ninth nawan
Fifth panjwan Tenth

Conjugation of the Auxiliary Verb,

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

daswan

Main han or an I am A si han or an We are

Tun hen or en Thou art Tusi ho or o You are

O lien or en He is O ham or ain

Perfect Past Tense.

Th'ey are

Main haisan or I was Asi haisan or ahe We were
?an

Tun haisen or Thou wert Tusihaisao or ahe You were
saen

O haisi si or aha He was haisin or sin

Imperfect Past Tense.

They were

Main hunda san I was being Asi hunde san We were being
Tun hunda saen Thou wert being Tusi hunde sa,o You were being

O hunda ti He was being O hunde sail

Pluperfect Past Tense.

They were being

Main hoya san I had been Asi hoye san We had been
Tun hoya saen Thou hadst been Tusi hoye sa,o You had been
O hoya hi He had been O hoye san

Future Tense.

They had been

Main hovvanga I shall be Asi howange We shall be
Tun howenga Thou shalt be Tusi hovoge You shall be
O hevega He shall be O ho ange

Imperative Mood.

They shall be

Tun ho or o Be thou Tusi hovo or vo Be you
The negative imperative is formed by prefixing na.

Subjunctive Mood.
The relative conjunction (barf i shart of the Arabians) is expressed by

je (if) and the correlative conjunction (harf i jaza) by tan then.

Present Tense.
Main howan I may be Asi hoviye We may be
Tun hoven Thou mayst be Tusi hovo You may be

O hove He may be O howan They may be

Perfect Past Tense.

I had been Asi hunde
Thou hadst been Tusi hunde

We had been
You had been

Main hundan
Tun hundon 01

hunda
O hunda He had been O hunde They had been

Past Participle. (Ism i mabful) hoya been
Verbal Noun. (Ism i fail) honewala be,er

Infinitive Mood. (Masdar) bona to be

Conjugation of the verb A'khntf, To speak.

(Masculine.)

Present Tense.

Main akhna I speak Asi a&7*nyan We speak
Tun akhnain Thou speakest Tusa hkhdep You speak
O aMdai He speaks O aMden They speak
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Perfect Past Tense.

Main akhya I spoke Asan akhya
Tun akhyai Thou spokest Tusan akhya
Us akhya He spoke Ina akhya

Imperfect Past Tense.

Main kkhdk san 1 was speaking Asi kkhde san

Tun klchdk saen Thou wast speak- Tusi kkhde sk,o

ing

O kkhdk si He was speaking O kkhde sin

Pluperfect Past Tense.

Main akhya si I had spoken Asan akhya si

Tun akhya si Thou hadst Tusan akhya si

spoken
Us akhya si He had spoken Ina akhya si

Future Tense.

Maiy akhanga. I will speak Asi akhange
Tun akhenga Thou wilt Tusi akhoge

speak

O akhega He will speak O akhange

Imperative Mood.
Tun akh or akh Speak thou Tusi akho

Subjunctive Mood. Present Tense.

Main akhan I may speak Asi akhiye
Tunakhen Thou mayst speak Tusi akho
O akhe

' He may speak O akhan

Perfect Past Tense.

I might speak Asi kkhde

We spoke

You spoke
They spoke

We were speak-
ing

You were speak-
ing

They were speak-
ing

We had spoken
You had spoken

They had spoken

We will speak
You will speak

They will speak

Speak you

We may speak
You may speak
They may speak

Main kkhdk or

akhda
Tun kkhdo

O kkhdk

We might speak

Tusi kkhde

O kkhde

Conjugation of the verb Kehna, To tell.

Thou mightest
speak

He might speak

You might speak
They might

speak

Main kehni an.

Tun kehni en
O kehndi

e

Main ke,ai

Tun keai

Usne keai

Main kehndi san
Tun kehndi saen

You are telling

They are telling

O kehndi si

(Feminine.)

Present Tense.

I am telling Asi kehni an or We are telling

kehndiyan
Thou art telling Tusi kehndiyano
She is telling O kehndiya en or

kehndiyan

Perfect Past Tense.

I told Asan keai We told

Thou toldst Tusan ke,ai You told

She told Una keai They told

Imperfect Past Tense.

I was telling Asi kehndiyan san We were telling

Thouwast telling Tusi kehndiyan You were telling

sa,o

She was telling O kehndiyan sin They were tell-

ing
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Pluperfect Past Tense.

Main keha si I li ad told Asan keha si We had told

Tun keha si Thou hadst told Tusan keha si You had told

Us keha si She had told Una keha si They had told

Future Tense.

Main kahangi 1 will tell Asi kahanginyai] i We will tell

Tun kahengi Thou wilt tell Tusi kahogiyo You will tell

O kahegi She will tell O kahanginyan They will tell

Imperative Mood.
Tun koh Tell thou Tusi koho Tell you

Subjunctive 3IoooI. Present Tense.

Main kahan I may tell Asi kahyye We may tell

Tun kahen Thou mayest tell Tusi kaho You may tell

O kahe She may tell O kehan They may tell

Perfect Past Tense.

Main kehandi I might tell Asi kehndiyan We might tell

Tun kehandi Thou mightest
tell

Tusi kehndiyo You might tell

O kehndi She might tell O kehndiyan They might tell

Vocabulary of Adverbs, Past and Prepositions, Conjunctions, S$c. fyc, called

in Sanskrit ('AvyayJ.

Uppurr
\ above

Attarsun 3 days hence
Uthe Chauth 4 days hence
Heth below Panjauth 5 days hence
Wich in Uchha above, high
Bahar out Ninwan below, low
Idhir here Todi

/-up to, 'till
Udhur there Lag
Is wal

Us passe

on this side

on that side

Tain
Talak

Agge before Par but
Pichhe after Har wele names.- always, at all

Sajje to the right han times
Khabbe to the left K adon when
Jhabde quickly Jad

J-

when
Hauli slowly Jadon
Therhrki slowly Tad

"

| then
Dadhi fast Tadon
Halka light Dihade dihade daily

Bhara heavy Pher again
Mada bad Agle wele formerly
Dadha good Huna now
Lissa thin Than instead of
Motha fat Par

"
across

Takda strong Orar on this side

Wall well Uchhan on the top
Nawal ill Niwan at the bottom
Wadda large Uttad a little high
Chota small Niwan a little below
Lamma. long Azpas round
Chauda broad Samhe in front

Aj to-day Bas enough
Kal yesterday Bhi also

Kal to-morrow Alio, haji yes, bhala
Parsun day after to-mor- Nah no

row Je if
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Jiwenke (chunanchy) Jeda as large as

Aiwenke (chimin) Eda so large

Jadh whenever 0,e holla

Tadh then E miyan the same in re-
Barabbar )

Wangar
J

like U
spect

| oh! for a woman
Mech like in size Ve j to call

Kikar why 0,1 oh ! (pain)

Waste )

La,i ]
Wadhik, bohun,

^

for
Hai, hai

Haloe
Pahrya

alas

Y calling for help

bahut
J
-much O, e, o, e oh for a slight pain

Wadh, bota j Nal
I in company with

Thora little Kol
Ghat less Te and
Ainwen gratis Bina without

Kulon than Bhaven or

Vocabulary of Nouns.

Din day Kotha house or cottage
Rat night Jhuga hut
Hath hand Darakht

J-

treeMunda *" Rukh
Nikda Buta shrub
Chokra Buti plant

Nikka r-ooy Ghoda horse
Kaka Tairr a tattoo mare
Ningar
Lauhda

Ghodi
Madi > mare

Kudj
' Haran 1

Mundi Miry on >deer
Chokd Mirg

~

J
Kaki ^girl Gaddon i
Nikki Gaddan

V-ass
Nikdi Gadha
Lauhdi Kotha J
Putur Jifaachhar mule
Beta ^son Behan a colt

dm 1

i i.*
Wachera foal

Kaki j

k daughter Sand a barren female
Peo
Baba

J

> father
Sunank
Tattu

a fruitful female
a pony

Ma
y mother

Kukud a cock
Amma Kukudi a hen
Bha

3i

Bhira
I brother

Kabutur
Kuggi

a pigeon
a ring dove

Bhen
Pani

sister

water

Baghla
Ba^/ila

> stork m
Agg fire Titur partridge
Roti

|

Badhitar a kind of ditto

Gogi > bread Bateda quail
Tikkl

J
Tiliyarr a bird

Sheher city, royal seat Gidad jackal
Pind

j- village
Lumbud fox

Thata Bagyhad wolf
Mohda a few huts Sher tiger
Giran a town [pital Babbar royal tiger
Nagari a large city or ca- Chita leopard
Gharr house Shagosh panther
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Tarkh hyena Muli radish

Bijju an animal that Gajar carrot

opens graves Kulfa purslain

Kutta d.'g Chaulai beet

Bill!" cat Lai sag red beet root

Chuha rat Bohud ficus indicus

Snp snake Ambh mango
Neval weazei Anar pomegranate
Mor peacock Sanda phal a fruit

Snggo
Go j- lizard

Sangtara
Kimb

ditto

ditto

Sana a species of ditto Chakotra pampelnose
Kachu tortoise Kela }>lantain

Kumma turtle Qulab rose

Sensar alligator Lun salt

Bhulan the water hog Tel oil

Ludhur otter Shakar sugar

Uth,
Unth

r camel
Ral)

Khand
sirup

sugar, soft

Rich bear Gud molasses

Bandar monkey Mishri sugar-candy
Langur long-tailed ape Patasa preparation of

Bakra, bakri \ he-goat and she-

/ goat

sugar
Chhela chheli Mirch pepper
Bheda bhed sheep, ewe Lakad wood
Bhedu ram Ghe,o, ghi clarified butter

Dhagi
Gan > cow

Ma khan
Anda

butter

egg
Bald, dand, dhaga bullock Andde eggs
Manj she-buffalo Dudh milk
Sanda he-butfalo DaMn

V curds
Sand bull Chakka
Battak duck La ssi

J- buttermilkKanak wheat Kassa
Chanwal rice Panhak J
Chofa pulse Handi i
Cabuli chola white ditto Kunni >a cooking pot

Masar lentil Tabli S
Mung phaseolus mungo Chapni cover

Manha phaseolus maxi- Do.i wooden spoon
mus Chulla cooking place

Rawanh a particular bean Kadchi iron spoon
Juar the common grain Kadai frying pan

holcus soryum Tava do. for bread
Makai Indian corn Ukli mortar
Janv barley xMola pestle

Matar** a pea Hardar saffron

Bajra the common grain Manji bedstead
holcus spicatus Ptdi small cot

Kangd millet Kadtad cot of leather

Pyaz
)

thongs
Ganda > onion Loha iron

Wassal 1 Kalai tin, (? tinning)

Thomh leak Sikka lead

Gonglun turnip Tamba copper
Karam cabbage Pittul brass

Methri thyme Sona gold

Palak spinnage Chandi silver, pur«
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Rupa
Jist

Para
Jiwa
B urtal

Patharr
Pattar
Anguta
Chichi ungul
Pabb
Adi
Gita
Pini

Goda
Chapni
S.thal
Pat
Chutud
Niv
Dhuni
Tang
Pet
Ojri

Andray
Phiphada
Hath
Jibh
Tali

Vini

Kohni
Doula
Mohda
Pith
Gal
Gala
Sangi
Hoth
Dand
Alasha dahna
Khadi
Khodi
Kala
Galh
Nakh
Kothi
Ghodi
Akh
Pipili

Anna
Chhappar
Bharwata
Matha
Putputi
Talu
Kopad
Ghandi

4x

silver DllOUMl nape of the neck
pewter Kan

~

ear

> quicksilver
Papdi
Kanune

soft part of ear
lobe

yellow orpiment Suthaii trowsers
stone

leaf

Nala
Nada J

breeches string

nail Pag turban
little toe Mittha sweet
sole Khatta sour
heel Kouda bitter

ancle Kasaila pungent
calf Sahuna salt

knee Bakbaka nauseous
knee-cap Phika insipid

| thigh
Tatta
Thanda

hot

cold

buttocks

> navel

Narm
Kula
Sakhat

jsoft

hard
leg Kharwa rough
stomach Kula smooth
tripe Dhila liquid

entrails Thinda greasy
lungs Uchha high
hand Ninwa low.

tongue Mehnga dear
palm Sasta cheap
below the elbow Gilla wet
arm Sukka dry

elbow Sukha bhang
arm above elbow Wal hair

shoulder Pate locks of hair

back Muchha mustachoes

| neck
Dadi
Juda

beard
top knot of hair

wind-pipe Mendi ringlets

up
tooth

Kachh
Bagal

? armpit

jaw tooth Kuth" cue of hair

1 chin

Palka

Tplaited hair by
) which virgins

jawbone ) are distinguish-

cheek V ed
nose Kimari virgin

I grisel of the nose
Randi
Gabru

widow
bridegroom

eye
eyelash

Gharwala
^T/iawand j husband

eyeball Wouti bride

eyelid Gharwali wife

eyebrow Daru gunpowder
forehead Barud ditto

temple Gha grass

scalp Daua grain

crown
palate

Chitta

Bagga J-

white
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Lai red Jhala mad
Kala blaek PhanwanS pleasure

Nila blue Kawad angry
Pila^ yellow Manda ill

Sawa green Changa well

Machhi fish Pid pain
Mah parshad flesh Kagadb paper
Suiaj sun Dawad inkstand
Chan moon Lekhan pen
Pin is palanqueen Khuh well
Tara star Rah road
Ubbhurda
Chadda J-

east
Ponda
Nao

journey
name

Sehanda west Wadhyai fame
Parbat north Kathi saddle
Dakhan south Rakab stirrup
Wah wind Dumchi crupper
Hanera darkness Tahru saddle-clotla
Haneii dust storm MuftAta head stall

Chhanan light FarAkhi surcingle
Dakh" grapes Hall plough
Duhnga deep Panjali yoke
Kaeha raw Suaga pat drag
Pakka cooked Kalii pickaxe
Singh horn Ramba spade
Sumb hoof Datri sickle
Khur divided ditto Paili field

Unn wool Pahad hill

Run cotton Tibbt" hillock
Runi
Boli

do.

language
Chhil
Sakk J

bark

Bhukb hunger Jad root
Treh thirst Tehnf branch
Jhuti shoes Kotdj room
Anna blind Dahlan verandah
Gunga dumb Itha brick
Dora deaf Veda #

Taya
terrace

Sujaka having sight father's elder
Luhla lame with both brother

legs Dada father's father
Kana blind of one eye Nana mother's father
Bhenga double sighted Par nana nana's father
Langa lame of one leg Shakarnana father of latter
Sidha straight Potra grandson
Dinga crooked Padotra great grandson
Apatha upset Bharjai sister-in-law

Vocabulary of Verbs.

Avna ., to come Pivna to drink
Javna to go Satna to throw
Leavna, to bring Devna to give
Le javna to carry away Lena to take
Rakhna to put Nachna to dance
Uthaviia

Uthna
to raise

to rise

Kudana
Hasna

to leap

to laugh
Baithna to sit Rona to weep
Khavna to eat Sadna to call
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Marna to beat

Wicharna to think

To! ill to weigh
Medina to measure
P;ikavua to cook

Ubalua to boil

Bhunna to roast

Kholtia to open

Tapna to bound
Banna to bind

Warihna to cut

Phadna to break
Doudna
Drukna

> to run

Likhna to write

Padna to rend

Phirna. to scroll

Chikna
Kichna J-

to pull

Punjna to wipe
Chhilna to scrape

Digna
Dhaina } to fall

Digavna to make fall

Dig pavna to fall

Janna to bring forth

Gaii kadhni to abuse

Karz lena to borrow
Hatavna to remove
Turna to walk
YVajavna to play on an in-

strument
Ghulni to wrestle

Kambna to tremble
Akhna" to speak
Anwavna to make bring

A short Sikh

Musla a Musalman
Kona singh bald-headed

s.m. disrespect

to Musalmans
Sukha the intoxicating

plant bhang
Sunera the vessel in

which bhang is

bruised
Chakhna to eat or drink
P,«r>had eatable

Mahau parshad meat
Cltita bajavna to make water
Rave phirna to ease one's self

Sucheta karna to make ablution
Niwaj prayer
Mast jad

J-

a mosqueThat!
Gadhi a hooka

Khalona
Khadona
Gavavna
Khulavna
Dhakavna

Khoturni
Bijna
Rahwna
Patna
Mangna
Tuthna
Bhajna
Khurukna
Chatna
Dabna
Vitbna
Phukna
Khedna
Kukna
Khiskana
Uturna
Khalwavna
Kharchna
Chudavna
Chadna
Dhikna
Sivna
Wadhna
Tilakna

Darrna
Nasna
Bharna
Tukna
Thakorna

Vocabulary.

Chungna
Dosa
Ranga
Pahul le,ona

Kacha singh
Anga
Kesa
Dbari
Datan
Granth saheb

Agan
Wachna
Ramjanga
Bati
Kadchi
Waltoi

J-
to stand up

to lose

to loosen

to cause to be
pushed

to dig

> to sow

to pluck
to ask

> to break

to scratch
to lick

to press

to pour
to blow
to play games
to call

to sneak away
to descend
to make stand*

to spend
to release

to ascend
to push
to sew
to grow
to slip

to fear

to retire

to fill

to chop
to care of,to mind

to smoke
Dost Muhammad
Aurangzeb
to become a con-

vert

breeches

coat

}hair weavers, an
epithet of Sikhs

tooth brush
the Sikh scrip-

ture (Granth)
lire

to read

a matchlock
a pot

a spoon

a vessel for cook-

4x2
ing pulse
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Kaj marriage Langri butler

Sultana Sultan Muham- Langar cookroom
mad Khan Dalle pieces of flesh

Pima Pir Muhammad Las soup
Khkn Karna to cook (not pa-

Phatta Wazir Fatteh kavna)
Khkn Warjna to stop one's own

Tambura Timaur Shah dinner, i e. to

Pendhya Penda Kh&n accept an invi-

(Tanauli) tation

Gadwai cup-bearer

Maharaj Ranjit Singh has the following peculiar Vocabulary of his own.
Band hast, opening of the bowels, Dast in Persian.

Thirmili, a check or curtain, cheeM in Panjabi.

Khismati, a ewer, chilamchi in Persian, because chilams (pipes are not
lawful in the Granth.)
Sugda (clever) a stool, instead of Moda because this word means a fool.

Kanga Sagar, a goglet, Aftaba in Persian.

Sentences.

War ji (properly Wa Guruji) ka The Sikh salutation.

hhatek

Tuhada nan ki,e

Tusi kiddar jande,o
Tun kiddar janna en
Is pindda nan M,e
Tuhanu thand lagi,e

Oh pind kinna dur,e

Tuhadi umur kitni e

Tusi sadde bhiranu jande o
Isda mul ki loge

Tuhadiyan trimatan kitniyan
Tusi ghodyanu ki dende,o
Tuhade ghodyandi ki khurak e

Tusi kis waste mere utte ghusse o
Tuhada peo juvnda e

Nah tre vare huen jo pura hogaya e

or (margaya e)

Tusi kadin Turkisthannu ga,e,o

Din vich kitni veil khande,o
Ki, ki. khande,o
Nazar aonda e jo aj min wasega
Ki kar nazar aonde
Asade kul hek paredi kikmat,e

Ek man bi wichon kitna hasal hun-
da,e

Aj kal thon (nalon) bahut thand,e

Je tuhanu vel nehinta apne gumash-
tenu ghal dena

Aj bazar wich hundida ki bha,e

Hundi mathi
Plundi chaddi,e

Koi sathtan nehin lagi

Tusi odaretan nehin

What is your name ?

Where are you going ?

Ditto, ditto, ditto, to an inferior.

What is the name of this village?

You have caught a cold.

How far is that village ?

What is your age ?

Do you know my brother?

What will you take for this ?

How many wives have you ?

What do you feed horses on ?

What is your horses' food ?

Why are you angry with me ?

Is your father alive ?

No, these three years since he died.

Have you ever been to Turkistan ?

How many meals do you make a day?
What do you eat ?

It seems as if it would rain to-day.

How do you know ?

I have an instrument containing

quicksilver.

What is the produce of a maund of

seed ?

To-day is much colder than yester-

day.

If you have not leisure send your
agent.

What is the exchange of a bill to-

day in the bazar ?

The rate has fallen..

The rate has risen.

You are not hurt are you ?

You are not uncomfortable are you ?
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Tusi odarna nehin jedi gal mango
sohi hazar, e eh tuhadaapna ghar,e

dusra nehin janna

Asi apne kam kaj wich rudde renne-

yan ne tan dam dam wich tuhade
kul ponchiye

Is hauzte tuhada ki March aya,e

Hazar ek rupaya laga howega asade

sabkar nu pakki Mabe,e uskolon
puchke das devvange je tuhanu
bahut lod e tan

Don't make yourself uneasy, what-
ever you want shall be forthcom-
ing ; this is your own house and
not a strange one.

I am busy about my own affairs or

I would be with you every mo-
ment.

What have you spent on this cistern ?

It might have cost me a thousand
rupees or so, but my steward
knows the exact sum and will tell

you if you particularly require

and will ask him.

Dialogues.

Illustrative of the private character of the Ruler of Lahore.

Maharaj ji, Kabul da ikbar ayi e

Hijar karo
Maharaj ji hajar e

Fakir horanu bulao

Fakir ji hajar ho,o

Sardar Dost Mamada,e ya kisse hor
da,e

Maharaj ji, Sardar Sahabda,e
Hacha pado ki likhya e

A^pdi umur daraz hove vih bhai'

dalide do ghode ek talwar hazui*

mu allade waste hazar en hazur
kabul farmaun

Nikka Mishar hazar hove
Maharaj ji ershad

Mishar ji, tusi Beliram horan kol

jao ek hathi hauda chandi da ek
banduk Sindhy, Gujrathi talwar

das jode dushalyande rang birangi

hache mahin howan Dost Mamad
waste bhej do fakir ji tusi hi likho

teda sadda rah hek cjiahi da agge
istbon hoi bandobast pakka ban
jiswich tun saukha rahen, nehin
tan Sarkar Dassera karke chadan
wali, e na kahin jo mainu kha.br

nehin kiti ne

Jo Haziirne ershad farmaen Hkhe
gai en

Wakil nal tor deo
Raja saheb horanu bulao
Mabaraj ji, hajar an
I^AJa ji, panj ardaliapne bhej deo ate

ja ba ja likh bhejo jo ek saheb
Attock wale rahon awnden sau sau
rupeya majal ba majal, ata, wih

News from Cabul has arrived your
highness.

Bring the man in.

He is here your highness.

Call the faqueer.

Will you please to come in faqueer?

Is the letter from Sardar Dost Mu-
hammad, or from any one else ?

It is from the Sardar your highness.

Well read what is in it.

May your age be great : twenty loads

of fruit, two horses and a sword,

are here for your supreme high-

ness ; will your highness deign to

accept them ?

Here, Nikka Mishar.

Your highness, what orders ?

Mishar, do you go to Beliram and
send for Dost Muhammad an ele-

phant with a silver houda, a Sin-

dhian matchlock, a Guzerati sword,

ten pairs of shawls; let them be

fine and of different colors: and,

faqueer, do you write and say his

and my road is one, and that he
must make some good arrange-

ment, by which he may live com-
fortable ; or else the Sarkar in-

tends to march on him after the

Dussera ; and tell him not to say

he was not forewarned.

What your highness ordered, is writ-

ten.

Send it by the Vakil.

Call the Rajah ? (Dhyan Singh).

I am here your highness.

Raja, send five of your own orderlies

and write to every place that a

gentleman is coming by the At-
tock road

;
give him one hundred
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man, do man chanwl, man ghi,o

panjah kukud, das gbade dudhde
hor dabiij kesay pawanu, panj son

andda manjian, lakhriyan, bhande
mittide hor jo lod howe ne sab

khatar karni chauki paihra majal

ba majal da rakhna jimma tuha-

da e

Maharaj ji, sat bachan
Mishar ji, Fattu Bbayyenu ghal de,o

Jamadar sab horanu bula lyawe
Jamadar ji, jistarah raje sabnu er-

shad hoya,e tusi bi apni muluk
wich likh bhejo jo saheb kisi gale

khafa na howan; manjil bamanjil
di rasid sabandi hajar hove

Miyan Ilai Baksh Kumidan ta

Myan Sultan Mahmud, te Mirja
Mandar A\y, nyahran nyahran
kartus jinsi tophande ta ikki ikki

ghodnalande peher din rende jo

saheb daMal hovvanje hukm,e

Misbar, Sukhrajnu hukm de ghalo
do kampaniyan Jahangir de mak-
bare lains rehan ate pa rikab
sabande hajar reban

Jedi Sing, anwali Paltan e tansali

de bar lains rehe jis wele saheb
da/c/ial howan addall wich ave

Misbar ji, Kutbenu hukm deo jo
biviyanu bula leave panjah panjah
rupeya toshe/Mane wichon le de,o
eh hukm de de,o jo ban tan ke
awan

Mishar ji, Khmr Aly JOan Gubar-
chynu nanch sau rupeya lekhwa
deo aten eh hukm deo jo ghari
ratthon agge agge dip mala saman
wich hajar hove

Satar Bap/zwan hajar hove
Maharaj ji hukm
Kal Shala hkgh wich pehr diuthon
agge agge maifal saban waste
nazal1 hove

Mishar ji, Mishar Beliramnu akho,
hek kantha mot yanda jodi kady-
andi hiriyandi jadav dushala bhara
hek than kinkhabda panch sau
rupeya sabanda. Khismatqaran
waste hek hek khes ucha hor jede
sabande admi onha waste wade
wele kul shala bagh wich hazar
howan

rupees at every stage, flour twen-
ty maunds, two maundsof rice, a
maund of ghee, fifty fowls, ten
pots of milk and curds to wash
his hair, five hundred eggs, cots,

firewood, earthen pots, and what-
ever he may want; let him have a

guard at every stage. This is

your trust.

Truly spoken your highness.

Mishar, send Fattu Bhayya to call

Jemadar Kushal Singh.

Jemadar, do you also as I have or-

dered the rajah and write to your
district that the gentleman may
not be uncomfortable, and get al-

so his receipts at each stage.

Tell Miyan Ilai Baksh Kumedan,
Myan Sultan Mahmud, and Mir-
za Mandar Aly (to fire) eleven
rounds from the garrison guns,
and twenty-one from the field

pieces a pahar before sunset when
the gentleman arrives.

Mishar, send to Sukhraj and tell him
to keep two companies in readi-

ness at Jehangir's tomb as the
gentleman's escort.

Let the Singh regiment be in readi-

ness outside the Tanksali gate to

accompany the gentleman as an
escort.

Mishar, tell Kutba to call the ladies

(dancers), give them fifty rupees
each out of the treasury, and order
them to come dressed out.

Mishar, let Kka'w AlylTAan Gubar-
cby receive five hundred rupees,

and tell him to have lamps ready
in the Saman bastion a ghari be-

fore night.

Let Satar gardener be called.

What order your highness ?

To-morrow before nine o'clock, let

an entertainment be prepared for

the gentleman in the Shala gar-

den
Mishar, tell Mishar Beliram to have
to-morrow morning ready at the

Shala garden, a pearl necklace, a

pair of gold bracelets set with

diamonds, an expensive pair of

shawls, a piece of khinkab, five

hundred rupees for the gentle-

man's servants, and a valuable

khes each for his other men.
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Nika Diwan ji, Munslii Sarabdhyal
hajar karo

Parwana lekho Raje Suchet Singh
haranu, hazar swar do hazar pya-
daPeshawaron kuch karke Barmu-
da bandbast karan, hek Panwaua
Futteh Singh Man horanu lekho
Raja Sabdi Raman manni tasan

hor inhande hukm wichon adul

nehin karna
Ershad likho Diwan Dannunii, Gu-

zerat da muluk Sarkar dendi,e
Kabul kar lai rupeya panj hazar
nazarana sarkarda leave jis wele
lyave us wele khilat pehan, ja.e

Nika Diwan, call Munshi Sarab-
dhyal.

Write an order to Raja Suchet
Singh with one thousand cavalry

and two thousand infantry to

march from Peshawar and settle

Banuu, and write an order also to

Futteh Singh Man to put himself

under the Raja's orders and not
to disobey any of his commands.

Write an order to Diwan Dunnu
that the Sarkar has given him the

country of Guzerat, order him to

accept it, and to give five thou-
sand rupees nazarana for it ; at

the time of presenting which he
will receive a khilat.

Your highness, the Diwan refuses to

accept it.

Just like the rascal, he does not

accept it on account of the naza-

rana ; take off two thousand and
he will obey.

Your highness, the Diwan has agreed.

Do you see Jamadar, the play of the

rascal? two thousand rupees have
been remitted, why has he accept-

ed it now ?

The Maharaja ill with a pain in his knee.
Maharaj ji, hek wada Your highness, there is a great Sayad

who cured a bad leg of mine by
the touch of his hand.

Mishar, bring that Sayad ; ask
Ruldu Farash where he lives, get
ready an elephant and bring him
on it with respect.

The Sayad arrives,

sukh hove Brother, may you be well and carry
on your government ; may you
continue to bluster in the world.

Mishar, bring five bags of a hundred
rupees each.

Your highness will, I hope, give me
a sight of yourself to-morrow.

Your highness, there is a holy man
who has one of Guru Nanak's
shoes.

What, has he preserved it since that

time; bring here that Sadh and
take my own Masa, Mishar, for

him to come in.

The

Maharaj ji, Diwan hori kabul nehin
karde

Aiweii bhadu,a e nazarana waste
kabul nehin karda do hazar chad
deo ape man lega

Maharaj ji, Diwan horane man liya e

Dittha Jamadar ji, bhadweda tama-
sha do hazar rupeya chadya tan
kinkar man liyas

CA FarashJ.
Sayad e medi tang duMdi si hath
lavnde in khaiv ho gai^i

(The MaharajJ. Mishar ji, oh Say-
adnu lea Ruldu Farash thon jaga
puchh leni hathi kaswa le,o wich
chadakar leavna adab rial

(Saynd). Bha,i tenu
padshai peya kar gajda raho

(Mahdraj&J. Mishar ji, panch pot-
Ivan sau sau diyan leao

(To the SayadJ. Maharaj ji, kal bi

darshan devna
(Another Farash). Maharaj ji, hek
sadh aya Guru Nanak sabdi juthi
hai on hakul

(The Maharaja). Uswaktdi rakhi
huis hajar karo onha Sadhanii
Mishar ji, asada Masabejao udde-
wich ona sabanu chadakar le ao

The Sadh arrives, unfolds the shoe from a hundred wrappers.
Maharaja salutes it and applies it to his eyes, head and breast.

(The Maharaja). Mishar ji, hazar Mishar ji, order a perpetual grant
rupeya da pind dharmarth Wazir- to be written of a thousand-rupee
abad de talake wichon likhwa de,o village in the province of Wazir-
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aten juthi sabanu toshaftAane wich
rakhwa de,o

(Another Servant). Maharaj ji, hek
wada pandit Kashi on aya wada
padya hua ounapas hek ling e

Madewjida o farmaunden paven
jeha dukh dard Sarkarnu hove
lavnde nale sukh hojave. Tad
jano jo ling sacha,e

(The Maharaja). Mishar ji, hathi

haswa lo chandide haudewala pan-
dit onaru wich bahake sitabe hajar

k aro

(The Servant). Maharaj ji, pandit

hori wada sakht mizaj hain awan
ki mehin awan

(The Maharaja.) Jis tara jano
unhanu leao hek panch sau rupeya
bilejao tosheMane wichon

(Servant). Maharaj ji, sat bachan

abad and put the reverend shoe
in the treasury.

Your highness, thereisa greatpandit
arrived from Benar.es deeply read,

and has a lingurn of Mahadeo with
him ; he says whatever pain the
Sarkar may have will be cured by-

applying it. It must therefore
be a real one.

Mishar, saddle an elephant with a
silver houda and bring the pandit

in it quickly.

Your highness, the pandit is a man
of a queer temper ; he will not
thus be brought.

Bring him by all means, and take

with you five hundred rupees from
the treasury.

Very well, your highness.

The pandit arrives, takes out the stone, the Maharaja rises and rubs it

over his body.
(Maharaj). Mishar ji, hek hazar
rupeya hor leakar matha teko
pandit horanu das rupeya roz
lawa deo

(Pandit). Haman u kuch nehin
bakar Mahadevji ka hukm hai jab
ek Raja hachha hovega to yahan
se uthana isse hukm muafik ham
kasM se ture hain

Tusi tin char roz darbar maukuf
karo

Mishar, bring 1,000 rupees more and
put it at his feet, and give the

pandit an allowance of 10 rupees

a day.

I don't want any of it; I haveMaha-
dev's orders to return when you
are well, and I have brought this

order with me from Benares.

Don't hold your court for two or

three days.

After some days, the Maharaj hears that the holy pandit has fallen in

love with a dancing girl, and is accordingly an imposter ; his only remark is,

Sadh log en unko eh bat ban avti e These are holy men, they can do

these things if they like.

Specimen of Punjabi verse.

Simin badan yarafshan chehra lab Silver body, bespangled (freckled)
surMi misl anare phul hazare je
un galzare

Aten mirg akhinti mirg hairani
vekh Muni main tumhare maran
byanv si hare

Mar bimar hazar pae teri zulf kun-
dul vval mare wal wal sade mo,e
wichare

Par bhuj bhuj de,an Kalandar ashik
maran mate karan kakare baith
kinare

face, red lips like the pomegra-
nate, or poppy, or rather like a

bed of flowers.

And lascivious eyes shaming the

deers ; beholdihose blood-shot orbs,

murderous stealers of the heart.

Thousands have fallen sick and died;

thy locks are ringlets in which

you catch and burn us, and we die

hopeless.

But Kalandar, as he burns with love,

sings, sighing, and bewailing in

retirement.

2nd.
Chale nir akhinti behadd jadh yar Tears without measure started from

vida kar chale mine eyes, when my lover started

at our separation.
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Jhale log nasihat dende koun sang

wicho dedi jhale

Bhale aid jehe clihad jande jithe

ishk marenda bhale

Palle akl na raM Kalandar jay ishk

ave ith palle.

Chasm bandu/M ten surma ranjak

tode zulf pa/f/*a,e

Goli hhh\ disse mukh upparjanoh
shest kara,e

Oli mare dilnu mul na kusse jan oh

kas chalae

Par Kalandar matlab tayyen pae

jahan apna ap koha,e

Dukhandi main punchi pai mere
pair sughlan nal tarode

Alnn nal parotyan hanjun vekh
ishkede zore

Har singar kita sab ghnm da jadh

main thon yar wichode kuk Ka-
landar rab dadhe agge mat pawan
hotana mode

Jhalke nakin tab ishkda main kahil

kit j jhalke

Chalke bir hun de munh ai huna
jawan kith wal chalke

Ralke dukhan sulan kuthi sukh gae

asathon ralke

Kalke jamme haran maja/^an pai

jan Kalandar kalke

Bearish people reprehend me, but
who can bear the spear of absence ?

Standard wits are lost where love

plants his standard.

Kalandar possesses no wisdom when
love possesses him.

Eye for gun, antimony for priming
and ringlets for a match which is

lighted.

That mole appearing on thy check
is a bullet when you present it to

the mark.
She is aiming at my heart but can-

not strike it though she loads

and fires.

But know, Kalandar, you will then
gain your ends when you strike

yourself.

I have arrived at the summit of
pain ; my feet have anclets of
thorns.

By sighs my tears have been forced
out, behold the force of love !

I decked myself in mourning weeds
when my love parted from me

!

entreat Kalandar before all-pow-

erful God that your " hot*" may
return.

The fire of love does not kindle, I

am kindled after long patience.

I threw myself into the fire, now
how shall I get through.

Thorns and grief have left me pros-

trate, and pleasure has quite left

me.
The child of yesterday is roasting

me. The soul of Kalandar is

roasting.

A Vocabulary of the Baraky Language.

Introduction.

The Barakis are included in the general term of Pars!wan, or Tajakf

;

they are original inhabitants of Yemen whence they were brought by

Sultan Mahmu'd of Ghazni ; they accompanied him in his invasion

of India, and were pre-eminently instrumental in the abstraction of

the gates of the temple of Somnath. There are two divisions of the

tribe. The Barakis of Rajan in the province of Lohgad, who speak

* Proper name.

T The popular derivation of the word Tajak is that the ancestors of that tribe

were the keepers of the Taj (crown) of the Arabian prophet, Taj besides meaning a

kingly crown is applied to the distinguishing cap of a Muhammadan fakir (hermit).

4 Y
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Persian, and the Barakis of Barak, a city near the former, who speak

the language called Baraki; Sultan Mahmu'd, pleased with their

services in India, was determined to recompense them by giving them

in perpetual grant any part of the country they chose ; they fixed upon

the district of Kdriiguram in the country of the Wa&irts where they

settled. There are 2000 families of the Rajan Barakis under Raso'l

Khan who receives 2000 rupees a year from Dost Muhammad
Khan. The contingents of both these chiefs, amount to 50 horsemen

who are enrolled in the Ghuldm Khdna division of the Cabul army.

There are also 2000 families of Barakis at Kmixguram under Shah

Malak who are independent. The Barakis of this place and of

Barak alone speak the Baraki language.

We receive a warning from the study of this Vocabulary, not to be

hasty in referring the origin of a people merely from the construction

of their language ; for it is well known that the one now instanced was

invented by Mir Yu'zu'f who led the first Barakis from Yemen into

Afghanisthan : his design was to conceal and separate his few follow-

ers from the mass of Afghans (called by them Kash) who would no

doubt at first look upon the Barakis with jealousy as intruders. The

muleteers of Cabul, being led by their profession to traverse wild

countries and unsafe roads, have also invented a vocabulary of pass-

words.

Vocabulary*.

Kaftar, pigeon March, pepper
Kouk, Greek partridge Run, clarified butter

Ouylt, camel
Kh'ivs, bear

Shadi, monkey
Bakri, goat

Nargoi, bull

Madgoi, cow
Ganum, wheat
Rizza, rice

Pyaz, onion
Tambaku, tobacco

Shal^/iam, turnip

Karam, cabbage
Turabj radish

Kajar, carrot

Anar, pomegranate
Gulab, rose

Nimek, salt

Tel, oil

Shakar, sugar
Khand, refined sugar
Gud, molasses

Nabat, sugar- candy

Rosh, day
Ghn, night

Kalanak, boy
Dadai, father

Zarigag, girl

Maw, mother
Khwkr, sister

Marza, brother
Wokh, water
Aron, fire

Tikhun, bread
Kshkr, city

Gram, village

Ner, house
DaraMt, tree

Buta, shrub
Yasp, horse
Gon, wood
Yasp, mare
A,u, deer
Khar, ass

Khatir, mule
Kurra, foal

KirJVfowl

Maska, butter

Wolkh, egg
Pikakh, milk
Gh\\>, curds
Topi, butter-milk
Khat, bedstead
Lyaf, coverlid

A^hin, iron

Kalai, tin

Surb, lead

Mis, copper
Brinj, brass

Til la, gold

Nukhra, silver

Gap, stone

Balk, leaf

Pusht, back
Sina, breast

Nas, stomach
Lab, lip

Gishy, tooth

MM, cheek

sh represents if, in distinction from sh which stands for ^.
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Neni, nose Gaka, meat Baba, grandfather
Tsimi, eye Toavi, sun Nawasai, grandson
Sar, head Mavwokh, moon JKMshna, sister-in-law
Goi, ear Stura, star Pabega, above
Partuk, trousers Mashrik, east Podzema, below
Khw&sh, sweet Maghrib, west Wavera, in
Turush, sour Shammal, north Vaneght, out
Tegh, bitter Junub, south Inda, here
Shor, salt Bad, wind Yuwal, there
Tokha, hot Varogh, light Makh, before
Tsaka, cold Ta.vi.kh, darkness Papets, after

Narm, soft Angur, grapes Razai, quick
Kilakha, hard Pukuk, ripe Karar, slow
Pabega, high Nakpukuk, raw Subuk, light

Zariya, low Shakh, horn Wazmin, heavy
Kemat, dear Sumb, hoof Khvkb, bad
Arzan, cheap Palla, divided hoof Shirra, good
1) iri, hair Kaush, shoes Narrai, thin

Wadai, wool Kor, blind Ghota, fat

Pamba, cotton Gung, dumb Sturra, large

Wvosht> bread Karr, deaf Zari, little

Brut, mustachoes Rast, straight Shon, to-day

Mali, husband Kaj, crooked Sar, to-morrow
Nak, wife Stud, tired Pann, yesterday
Daru, gunpowder Dimy, pain Kan, when
Ghwash, grass Jiaghaz, paper Peri, now
Speg, barley Mushwani, inkstand Bas, enough
Ispeuq, white Kalam, pen Sher, yes

Supfta, red Chha, well Na, no
CrAarasa, black Rah, road Key, why
Nil, blue Nam, name Zut, much
Zed, yellow Zin, saddle Dxxkh, little

Shin, green Giri, mountain Tar, and
Mahi, fish JOisht, brick

Numbers, Cardinal and Ordinal.

1 she 1 1 shandas 30 shist

2 do 12 duas 40 tsasht

3 ghe 13 shes 50 panzast

4 tsar 1 4 tsares 60 khoshty

5 penz
6 ksha

15 panzes 70 hawai

1 6 shales 80 ha^tai

7 wo 17 haves 90 nuvi

8 knsht 18 ashtes 100 sad

9 noh 19 nes 1000 hazstr

10 das 20 jist

Auwal, first Panjam, fifth Nauwam, ninth

Duyam, second Shasham, sixth Dasum, tenth

Seyam, third Haftam, seventh

Charam, fourth Hashtum, eighth

Verbs.

Razai, come Gon, place Khuron, eat

Tso, go U'ra, take up Sheva, give

Rawarra, bring Neh, sit Nassa, take

Aglona, take away llust, rise Dzana, beat

4 y2
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Sentences.

Az sipai yum
Tu gudaptso
Vvekhy oghok

Tostar mkkh marza ye
Azr tu dagad pitsen

Tar tuna rupe da a

Tar tu muwajib tsuna
Nimaz digar shuk
Ta tsun umuron
Tsun kalan daron
Baran rasak

Tar boskshar tsum petsa

Tsun biima daron
Yaspaki tsa shai

Pa tsuna shai ka
Tafor dadai guda
She chan busak ka muluk
Yaspdi to sarrang argho s/itakai

Pera tsa kun
Ta shujal Mulki jangine tarmakh
marza zahhmi shuk

Kurra kariner bhus/i tsara na kun

Rahiner kuman gha\ luchh da kum
Ta hash khalk zud /Jmranakai

Kurra graminer tsun khavwar ga-

num a ida

Tar mhkhanas bademl
Te Herat rahiner baladon

Ma/tti amarokh ka Kamran zud za-

lim a

Tsar penz sadaiki she yaspashok

Kurra hauzjar tar tos tsun March
shuka

Indadi batsen sauda aglon

Tarra than kemat ba tsun sa

Tarra than kemat tar maMa nazari-

ner padas tuman
Kurra mulkaner khimkab kewun

gran a

Tar tosi Giriner hinj paida sa

Ha shai ba patsa kar raza

Shou Mulla hera she jae tol shka

Zar tos zabananer badala daha ki

nagadaha
Nah kok ka ba badala ghok pa Parsi

bi\ghok

Ta hash i menziner tsen zai sham-
shiri a

1' Kashiner Popalzai sher shams-
hiri a

I am a soldier.

Where are you going?
He spoke false.

You are my brother.

We will go together.

Have you a rupee with you?
What is your pay ?

It is the time of afternoon prayers.

W7 hat is your age ?

How many children have you?
The rain has come.
How far is your town ?

How much ground have you ?

What do you give your horse ?

What is his price ?

Where is your father ?

It is a year since he died.

How did you fall from the horse ?

What shall I do now.
My brother was wounded in the

"battle of Shujawal Mulk.
Why don't you take care (what you

do) in this affair?

A robber stripped me on the road.

The Afyftan is a starving nation.

What quantity of wheat is produced
in that village ?

I have a pain in my stomach.
Do you know the road to Herat ?

I hear that Kamran is a great
tyrant.

He gave four or five men for a sin-

gle horse.

WT
hat expense have you incurred on
that tank ?

What merchandise do you take
from here ?

What may be the price of this piece ?

The price of this piece in my opi-

nion is 10 tumans.
Why is khimkab so dear in this

country ?

Is asafcetida produced in your
mountains ?

What is the use of this thing ?

The Mullas have all assembled in

one place to-day.

Are verses written in your language
or not ?

No; any one who rehearses verses,

rehearses them in Persian.

What tribe of Kash (Afghans) are

the best swordsmen ?

Among these Afghans the Popal-

zais are the best swordsmen.
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Sher malta^a pa tamam Candahar
ki sher maltap/magda

Tsun rosh bad kafila raza

Tarmakh utarak ta charsukh kara-

wansarainer shuk me bayad she

war kamaM tamaner razai

This is a good gun such as is not
procurable in all Candahar.

In how many days will the caravan
arrive ?

I have put up in the caravansera of
the charsukh (four bazars) ;

you
must come and see me some day.

A Vocabulary of the Pashai Language.

Introduction.

The language is spoken by the people called Pashais who inhabit the

districts of Manddl, Chitela, Parena> Kiind\ Seva and Kulman.

Vocabulary.

Dawas, day
Vyal, night

A'st, hand
Balakul, boy
Lavni, girl

Panjai, man
Zaif, woman

1 I'

2 do
3 te

4 char

5 panj

Gul, river

So,ata, he-goat
Baratik, ewe
Lawga, pain
Dar, wood
Daru, powder
Phajadik, she-goat
Barata, ram
Gal, abuse
Wagan, wind
Parontik, bullet

Mo, wine
Chan, vinegar
Gom, wheat
Lon, salt

Ga, cow
Ghas, grass

Panj, husband
Waya, daughter
Chummar, iron

Shlekzarra, silver

Anch, eye
Kh&d, ear

Dan, tooth

Dadi, beard
Chagrim, chin

Man da, neck
Makadik, monkey

Tati, father Lam, fort

Ai, mother Goshin, house
Laya, brother Kadi, tree

Say a, sister Ghoda, horse
Wark, water Ghodi, mare
Angar, fire Bai,i, good
Au, bread Batar, bad

6 she 11 jae 16 shod

7 sat 12 duae 17 sattii

8 asht 13 tloe 18 Hshtu

9 no 14 chadde 19 nau
10 de 15 panjo 20 vist

Pa, foot Sina, breast

Nawad, back Chuehadik, paps
Kuch, belly Kadii, armpit
Gorecha, embrace Dur, face

Sir, head Dud a, far

Khwkgam, near Samek, black

<S7*lek, white Pela, yellow
Sunek, red Aliua, green
Kacha, blue Chal, hair

Khkt, bedstead Chonta, small

Nuni, butter Bakuta, fat

Ave, flour Chila, cloth

Golang, drove of bul- Sutan, trousers

locks <S7mnim, dog
Ada, bull U'ndarik, cat

Zaib, wife Pe, flesh

Pultem, son Kharti, female ass

Selt" knife Dashna, right

Sonezarra, gold Suraldash, sunrise
Wad, stone Taj, star

Nast, nose Sang, earth

Dur, lip Wagh, rain

Jib, tongue Sidal, ice

Brut, mustachoes Rast, true

Kalavi, cheek, Bo, much
Ling, leg Sila, mud
Jeshtn, ruler Abali, cloud

Ang, arm Khunn, hoof
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Liinta, bow
Pachh, cotton

Yul, wool
Sai, thing1

Tish, bitter

Sadal, cold

Gand, large

Lagar, thin

Perana, coat

Kimanik, cloak
Shuwatik, bitch

Machh, fish

IHiarta, ass

Lawich, jackal

Chappa, left

Nirgirch, sunset

Mae, raoon
Tal, heavens
I'm, snow
Asal, hail

Lad, false

Kam, little

Lau lau jhala

To, dust
Bhojil, earthquake
Kan, arrow
Kh&b, scabbard
Siichak, needle
Kumar, deep
Lasarra sweet
Garm, hot
Pinja, flower

Dashik, grapes
Ashh&i, apricot

Manai, apple
Oba, upon
Ebat, now
Pachaleva, cooked

Minai, come
Nepa, sit

A'ya, eat

Amlaja, run
Virambu, walnut
Baho, quince
Amirik, pomegranate
Akhud, below
Pachada, after

Khkm, raw
Tada, deer
Saro, mule
Avta, hunger
KosAada, shoes
Bolla, deaf
iThota, lame

Tena nami kuss}

Kina pagi

Tu chude ai

Sabak mare
A'u pachale
Wary acha
hikhan kega
Ema sardar kyas

Shing, horn
Ledhi, female deer (roe) Chiya, well
Kadaga, language Witai, go
Tena, thirst Ura, stand
Anda, blind Pe, drink
Gonga, dumb
Beda, mad

Go slowly,

What is your name ?

Where are you going ?

Where is your residence ?

Learn your lesson ?

Cook bread.

Bring water.

Write.
Who is your ruler ?

Note. The above vocabularies seem to have been all thrown out of arrange-

ment in the copying, but we have not time to attempt their rearrangement.

—

Ed.

VII.

—

Note on a species of Arctonix from Arracan. By Dr. G.

Evans, Curator As. Soc. Museum.

The singular and rare little animal presented this evening by Captain

Paterson of H. C. brig Krishna, I have reason to believe is the

Bali Souar or sand hog of the Hindus, the type of a new genus of

Mammalia to which M. F. Cuvier has assigned the name of Arctonix.

The description given of A. Collaris by M. M. Geoffroy, Saint

Hilaire and F. Cuvier, Livraison 51 erne Histoire Naturelle des

Mammiferes will most probably apply to this our living specimen. It

is as follows. " In habit this animal may be compared to a bear

furnished with the snout, eyes and tail of a hog. Of its dentary system

nothing is known, except that it possesses six small incisors of equal

length, and its canine teeth are long, and that these are immediately

succeeded by flat molar teeth which appear to be larger as they are

more advanced in the mouth. Its movement is plantigrade, and its
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five toes, united by a narrow membrane throughout their whole extent,

are armed with powerful clavss an inch in length.

" The hairs are rough, thickly set, and long upon the body, while

those of the head are short and depressed. The snout which is flesh-

colored, has only a few bristles on its sides ; and the belly is almost

naked. The ears are short, covered with short hairs, and bordered

with white. The hair, which is yellowish white with its apex black,

gives to the fur a slightly blackish cast, which varies in an undulated

manner when the animal moves. The throat is yellow and the sides of

the head are marked with two black bands, which unite towards the

snout. The lower band which is very narrow, borders the upper lip
;

the other which is much broader covers the eye, embraces the ear,

descends on the sides of the neck, and unites itself at the bottom

of the shoulder with the black that covers entirely the anterior

members : hence the part in front bounded by these black bands al-

though nearly resembling in color the remainder of the body, seems to

form a distinct portion of the fur. The hinder members are black like

the anterior ones, and the hair which covers them is very rough. The

yellowish white predominates towards the posterior part of the back,

and the tail is furnished with large rough scattered bristles."

This description was founded entirely on the notes of the late M.
Duvaucel, who sent from India the drawing employed by M. R
Cuvier. Mention is made that no specimen had then reached France,

but that there was one in the museum of the East India Company, and

that another, apparently a distinct species, is in the collection of the

Linnean Society :—it continues :

' From the number and form of the toes and the disposition of the

teeth the genus Arctonix evidently belongs to the carnivora, to the

extreme of which and in close connection with the bears, it is referred

by its plantigrade motion, its strong and curved claws, and its little

inclination for flesh. Like the bears moreover, when much irritated it

supports itself on its hind feet, and exhibits in its arms and claws

weapons equally to be dreaded with its teeth ; in its flat and tubercular

molar tooth, its preference for vegetables and fruits, and its snout

apparently destined for digging, it deviates considerably from the bears,

and may therefore be perhaps regarded as the extreme of the carnivora,

forming the connecting link in the series of affinities between these and

the omnivorous pachydermata ; which M. F. Cuvier remarks are

separated from the elephants and horses, by such numerous and im-

portant characters as almost to tempt us to consider them as forming a

distinct order, more closely allied to the carnivora than they are gene-

rally assumed to be by systematic writers.
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Should the above detail of specific characters not exactly accord

with those of the specimen now exhibited, it may be owing to its being

a young animal in which the adult characters have not yet become

sufficiently developed.

On looking over a file of unpublished papers transferred to the Phy-

sical Committee on its first formation I have found a manuscript

description dated February 1821, of two animals in the menagerie

at Barrackpoor, by the late M. Duvaucel, the first of which is

evidently the animal above described by Dr. Evans, Mr. Kittoe

has also discovered a drawing of the same animal in one of our port-

folios, whence I have had the accompanying lithograph executed. It is

called Ursus by Duvaucel.—J. P.

Notice, sur deux animaux du genre Ursus (Lin.) vivans a la

menagerie de Barrackpoor, 1821.

La menagerie de Barrackpoor s'est enrichie nouvellement de deux

mammiferes qui me paraissent n avoir par encore ete decrits, et qui sont

d'autant plus interessans que l'un presente dans la disposition de ses

dents une anomalie caracteristique, et l'autre, un caractere impor-

tant qu'on n'a reconnue jusqu'ici que dans des animaux originaires

d'Am^rique.

Le plus grand des deux porte a chaque machoire deux longues

canines et six incisives. Les incisives superieures sont une fois aussi

longues que les inferieures et, parmi celles-ci, les deux moyennes

se trouvent notablement plus avancees que les autres,

Les molaires, au nombre de cinq en haut et six en bas, paraissent

avoir une forme et une disposition semblables a celles de Y Ursus gulo,

(Lin).

Sa hauteur est d'environ 19 pouces : il a le port des ours, avec le

museau, les yeux, et la queue, des cochons. Ses oreilles sont courtes

et toutes velues ; ses pieds indiquent une marche plantigrade et ses cinq

doigts, unis dams toute leur longueur, sont armes d'ongles vigoureux,

surtout aux pieds de devant ou ils ont plus d'un pouce de longueur.

Le poil du corps, rude, long et tres fourri augmente considerablement

son volume. Celui de la tete est court et serre. Le museau, couleur

de chair, est seulement garni de quelques soies sur les cotes, et le

ventre est presque nil.

Ce poil, d'un blanc jaunatre, avec le bout noir, donne au pelage entier

un reflet noiratre qui varie quand l'animal se meut. La gorge est

jaune ; et, sur les cotes de la tete, sont deux bandes noires qui
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s'unissent vers le musean. L'inferieure tres etroite borde la levre

superieure ; l'autre beaucoup plus large couvre l'oeil et va se perdre

derriere Toreille largement bordee de blanc.

Le poil qui couvre les raembres est d'un noir pur et d'une nature

plus rude que celui des autres parties ; le blanc domine vers la partie

posterieure du dos ; et la queue, longue d'envivon 9 pouces, est garnie

de longues soies blanches semblables a celles des cochons ordinaires.

La conformation exterieure de cet animal ne laisse aucun doute sur

le genre auquel ii appartient ; mais ses dents auraient besoin d'etre

soumises a un examen plus severe que le mien pour fixer sa veritable

place dans les subdivisions rigoureuses etablies par l'anatomie.

(Storr. Prodromus methodi Mammalium, 1780).

L'espece avec la quelle il a le plus de ressemblance exterieure est le

glouton du nord, Rossomak des Russes ou ursus gulo de Linnaeus ; et,

si je ne me suis point trompe dans l'inspection de ses machoires, on doit

d'autant mieux reunir ces deux animaux, que celui de Barrackpoor

porte aussi sous la queue, comme 1' ursus gulo, une sorte de poche

formee par un large pli de la peau interfemorale.

Les moeurs de cet ursus paraissent ne differer en rien de celles de la

plupart des autres du meme genre : il passe une partie du jour dans

une somnolence profonde et prefere l'obscurite a la lumiere. Sa de-

marche est lourde, lente et penible ; mais il se dresse avec facilite

sur ses pieds de derriere, se sert avec adresse de ceux de devant, et

trouve dans ses bras et ses ongles des armes non moius dangeureuses

que ses dents.

Ses dents peu tranchantes ngcessitent un regime frugivore, et en

effet il prefere les vegetaux a la chair.

Quoique farouche et mechant, l'individu femelle vivant a Barrack-

poor fait croire, par son analogie avec Tours ordinaire, que son esp&ce

est susceptible d'education et peut-etre serait-elle depuis longtems au

nombre des animaux domestiques, si sa grande ressemblance avec le

cochon, ne la faisait considerer ici comme une espece immonde ?

La longueur et la mobilite de son museau indiquent l'habitude

de fouir et ses ongles vigoureux lui servent sans doute a creuser la

terre. Cette hypothese est d'autant mieux fondee que l'animal, dans les

contrSes ou il vit, est connu des natifs sous le nom de cochon de sable

(bali-souar).

4 z
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VIII.

—

Translation of an Inscription on a Tdmba Patrafound in the

Village of Piplidnagar, in the Shujalpur Pergana, and presented

to the Political Agent, Bhopal, hy the Jagirddr. By L. Wil-
kinson, Esq. Pol. Agent.

[Id a letter to the Editor.]

I owe you many apologies for the delay which has transpired in for-

warding to you copies and translations of the three remaining Tamba
patras found at Piplidnagar in 1836. I have now the pleasure to

forward a copy and translation of the oldest dated in Samvat 1235.

It seems to throw some doubt on the coarse of succession that

appeared to you to have been rendered plain and clear, for eight gene-

rations, by the inscription dated Samvat 1267 before submitted to you.

That inscription states that Jayavarma was succeeded on the gaddi

of Mandap (or Mandu) by his son Vindhyavarma, and he by

his son Amushyayana and he again by Subhasavarma, and this

last raja by his son Arjuna ; whilst this states that Harischandra

succeeded raja Jayavarma, and adds moreover in the last verse that

he was the son of Lacshmivarma.

This discrepancy may be reconciled by supposing that raja Haris-

chandra was only a prince of the royal family and as such became

possessed of an appanage and not of the whole kingdom : and the faot

that Nilagiri and not Mandap was his capital seems to confirm this

supposition, supported as it also is by the title of Mahd Kumdra or

prince given to him.

I was about to add translations also of the other two inscriptions

:

but finding that they both correspond word for word with that formerly

sent to you in all respects but the dates—(which are later—the one

only by three and the other only by five years—than that of the former

inscription)—and that they both record grants by the same raja Ar-

juna, translations of them would be but an idle repetition. I enclose

however copies of both, which you may place on record, if you can afford

to spare a space for them in your journal.

Sehore, 27th Augusts 1838.

« ^V- II

li
^tirSTO^Ti?i ii

II ^rf% ^ift^"^
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d s» c\

f^f^^^r^-sftf^cf xT || ^^Tfa^^rf cT ^ ?^T *rf* xr^t: tc

^*5T?W:*JRf*TO*nWRT*RW || ^W H

II fm^n Km^rffT ii

Translation.

[Glory be unto Sri Ganesa.]

1. Happiness, victory and prosperity. Glory be to Siva, who
wears on his head the crescent moon as the seed whence this world

has sprouted forth.

2. May the tresses of Ka'madeva's enemy (Siva) ever afford to

us happiness and salvation ; as they shine forth in splendour like the

lightning at the grand deluge.

3. The mighty king Maharaja Adhiraja Sri Uddyaditya was

succeeded by the mighty Maharaja Adhiraja Sri Nara varma
Deva, he by Sri Yasovarma Deva, and he again by Sri Jaya-

varma Deva ; by the favor of this last mentioned raja, the learned

and accomplished Prince Sri Harischandra Deva, received

dominion. He hereby from his capital of Nilagiri notifies to the

Government officers, the inhabitants, the Patels, brahmans and others

of the villages of Mamati, and Sawdrd (or Palasawdrd) of the

Maddpadrd pergunna, and be it accordingly known to you, that on the

occasion of the eclipse of the sun which has occurred in the new moon
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of Paushavadya of the Samvat year 1235 of Vikramaditya, he

after bathing in the sacred waters of the holy Narmadd, near the

temple of the four-faced Markandesvar, and after duly robing

himself in white garments and making oblations of water to the gods

and to his progenitors, and after offering due worship to the lord and

ruler of all animate and inanimate objects, and after sacrificing to the

sacred fire with the holy wood, kusha grass, sesamum seed, rice, &c.

as prescribed, walking thrice round the sacred cow, and performing

other purificatory ceremonies, has given away in gift 1000 cows.

Seeing moreover that there is no stability in the affairs of this world,

that they are more inconsistent than the water-drop trembling on the

lotus leaf, and that youth and wealth are of uncertain duration, as it

has been well observed, " the kingdoms of this world are as inconstant

as the clouds agitated by the changeful winds, and all sensual pleasures

last but for the instant of enjoyment ; the life of man is like the rain

drop depending from the point of a tremulous blade of grass ; piety

alone will befriend a man in the life to come,"—I, duly reflecting on

these matters, have, with a view of adding to the merits and glory of

my mother and father and of myself, given to the learned brahman

Dasaratha, son of the learned Sindhu of the Katydyana gotra

and of three Pravars, two shares of the registered rents of the

village of Sawdrd, To the learned brahman Malvinu the son of the

learned Delu of the Pardsara gotra, and of three Pravars. I

moreover gave on the full moon of Vaisakha of the above mentioned

Samvat year 1235, the remaining share of the village, adding

to the shares of both customary dues from the bazar below the

Fort of Gunapura ; the village of Suwdrd thus divided into three

shares and calculated at 40 manis of seed grain as measured by the

kura of the Nilagiri Mandala, together with all the trees grow-

ing therein ^and a right to all trove treasure that may be found, with

its clear defined boundary, and with all the Baolees> wells, and tanks

in the same, has by this deed been duly granted with ablutions of water.

Therefore let all the inhabitants of this village, the patel and others as

also the cultivators, submitting themselves to the orders of these two

pandits, pay unto them the whole produce of every due, rent, revenue

and money payment.

Let this my religious grant be duly observed and maintained by all

my descendants and also by all other future princes who may inherit

the land, reflecting that the merits of the gift will thus be duly shared

in by them whilst following this course.

1. The earth has been enjoyed in succession by many kings, by raja
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Sagara and others. The reward of religious merit attaching to grants

of land is participated by all maintaining those grants inviolate.

2. He, who receives a grant of land and he who gives the same,

are alike meritorious and are certainly inheritors of the kingdom

of heaven.

3. O, Indra ! A gift of land is held to be complete in all its parts,

when accompanied by a conch shell, a seat of honor, a chhatra, a good

horse and a good carriage. They are the signs of a perfect gift which

is enjoyed when accompanied by these.

4. The fool, who yielding to the instigations of his evil passions,

resumes a grant of land or causes a grant to be resumed, will be bound

in the chains of Varuna, and in a future birth will be born a bird

or quadruped.

5. He who resumes land given either by himself or others will

become a vile worm creeping in ordure for sixty thousand years.

6. He who seizes a single gold coin, or a single cow or even a

finger's breadth of land, goes assuredly to hell there to abide so long as

this creation shall last.

7. Gifts of cows, of land and of knowledge are called grand gifts
;

these purify to the seventh generation, by the milk, fruit, and informa-

tion they impart.

8. What man of virtue can be found so base as to resume the

grants of former rajas, who acquired thereby as well religious merit,

as their worldly desires and glory. Such resumption is as the return-

ing to a vomit, or the claiming of what has been once offered to a

deity.

9. Ramachandra thus again and again calls upon all future rajas,

" Bear steadfastly in mind, that the merit of maintaining, is equal to

that of making grants, that it will prove your eternal salvation ;" that

grants should therefore be, from generation to generation and at all

times preserved inviolate.

10. To all princes whether descended from me or from other

kings, who free from all sin, maintain the grants of land made by me,

inviolate, I humbly bow my head, and kiss their lotus feet.

Such are the sacred texts of Rishis rehearsed in order.

Let all men reflecting that prosperity and life are as uncertain as the

trembling waterdrop on the lotus leaf, bear the?e examples and warn-

ings in mind and forbear to impair the good names of others.

Given under the signature of the Prince Sri Habischandra
Deva (son of the great Sri Lacshmivarma Deva), who befriends

the Paramar (Ponwar) tribe as the sun befriends the lotus.
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IX.--Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 5th September, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Sir Graves C. Haughton, proposed by the Secretary in the Committee
of Papers was, upon their concurrent recommendation, elected an honorary
member of the Society.

Lieut. J. Duncan, Hoshangabad, was proposed as an ordinary member
by the Secretary, seconded by the President.

Mr. John Blackburn, assistant Editor of the Englishman, proposed by
Mr. Stocqueler, seconded by Babu Prosonocomar Thakur.

Dr. Helfer, M. D. was proposed by Mr. J. W. Grant, seconded by the
Secretary.

The Secretary reported that Mr. DeVinne, Financial Secretary, S. B. S.

had paid over Mr. Muir's donation of 1000 Sicca rupees, Co/s Us.

1,066 10 8.

A letter from Major Troyer forwarded through the Secretary at the
India house, the gold medal awarded to Mr. Hodgson by the French
Asiatic Society.

Resolved to dispatch it with permission under Government frank to

Nepal.

Library.

The following books were presented :

The Muhaioanso, in Roman characters, with a translation, and an Introducto-
ry Essay on Pali Buddhist ical Literature, Ceylon, 1837, vol. the 1st—by the Honor-
able George Turn our, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

Rise and Progress of British Power in India. By Peter Auber, M. R. A. S.
London, 1837, vol. the 2nd—from the Honorable Court of Directors.
Debate in the House of Commons on the motion for ' a select Committee to in-

quire into the allegations contained in the petition from Madras and Calcutta on
the subject of Act XI. of 1836.'—by ditto.

Illustrations of the History and Practices of the Thugs. London, 1837

—

fromditto.
The George N&mah of Mulla Feruz Bin Kawas, chief priest of the Parsi kud-

mis of Bombay ; (in Persian;, Bombay, 1837, 3 xols.—-by Mulla Rustam bin Kai-
kobad, nephew of the author and editor of the work.

Rules of the Bombay Geographical Society, instituted April, 1831. Bombay 1836.

The Proceedings of ditto, 1836-7—from the G. Society.

Kittoe's Illustrations of Indian Architecture, 1st Number

—

presented by the

Author.
Astronomical observations at Madras (second copy) from Government through

Gen. Sir W. Casement, Secretary in the Military Department.
Meteorological Register for July —from the Surveyor General.

Oriental Publications.

A letter from the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, dated 15th

August, intimated that the Honorable the Deputy Governor had sanc-

tioned a subscription for 40 copies of volume I. of Mr. Torrens' translation

of the Alif Leila, at 8 rupees per copy.

With regard to Mr. Hodgson's Nipal Zoology, the Deputy Governor
of Bengal was of opinion that as the work was to be published in England,

the application for patronage should be addressed to the Honorable Court

of Directors ; which was accordingly resolved to be done through Sir A.

Johnston, V. P. Roy. Asiatic Society.

The Secretary read the report of the special Committee on the expedi-

ency of publishing the Sarira Vidya, or rather the separate minutes of its

members in support of their former report.

Minute by Dewan Ram Comul Sen.
There are two questions before the Committee, the first is whether the Hooper's

Anatomist's Vade Mecum should be printed in the Sanskrit or the vernacular Ian-
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guage ? and the second whether publications of similar works would be more useful

and would contribute more to the instruction of the people in a vernacular tongue
than in the Sanskrit.

With regard to the first my opinion is that the Vade Mecum should be published
in Sanskrit for the following reasons.

1st. The work has already been translated into Sanskrit, and prepared for the
press, paid for by the Education Committee, and 32 pages have already been printed.

2ndly. This is one of the works transferred to the Asiatic Society, which has
engaged to complete it.

3rdly. When the Asiatic Society applied for aid from Government to finish the
work, it never had it in contemplation to publish it in the vernacular language.

4thly. The Sankrit is read in several parts of India, where there, are many thou-
sand Vaidyas practising: in medicine, a considerable portion of whom are versed in

Sanskrit, and who will find the work useful and read it to help themselves in becom-
ing acquainted with the European system of Anatomy.

5thly. Until the natives are put in possession of the means of learning this sys-

tem through the language they are familiar with, it will never be successfully

cultivated among them, and it is believed that this work with plates and illustrations

if rendered into Sanskrit will be a preparatory step towards the accomplishment of
that object.

6thly. The learned and scientific class of the people of India has a prejudice

against the vernacular tongue, through the medium of which they cannot be easily

induced to learn a foreign science, however beneficial and instructive it may be.

7thly. Mr. Muir, has made an offer of one thousand rupees for the work, on con-
dition that it should be published in Sanskrit : from this it appears that he must have
ascertained the feeling and opinion of the people for whom the work is intended.

8thly. The work will be useful to the cause of education and read with success
by the Sanskrit classes in the public Colleges of Calcutta, Benares, Agra and Delhi,

where there are still several hundred young men, studying Sanskrit. To these students
it will be a valuable acquisition, as it will greatly help them in learning the system
of Anatomy.

9thly. Modoosoodon Goopta, who has translated the work appears to be very
anxious that his labor should not be lost to his countrymen. This is I believe the
first medical work that has ever been translated from English into Sanskrit, and if

the wish of the translator is not realized, it will in future deter others from similar

attempts, and at the same time damp the spirits of enterprizing men desirous of
undertaking works of a similar nature.

]0thly. The Missionaries of Serampore published some time ago a complete
system of Anatomy called Vidya Haivbuli in the Bengali language, but for the
reasons stated in Para 6th, it has met with a very indifferent reception. The
work did not sell even to so much as to exonerate the publishers from the printing;

charges.
With regard to the 2nd question, I think the fund at the disposal of the Asiatic

Society should not be confined to the publication of works of one particular lan-
guage or subject, but its benefit ought to be held out for the encouragement of
the learned natives, and the preservation and cultivation of the languages of Asia of
which Sanskrit and Arabic are the two most learned in Hindustan, and translations
from European science in these languages would be desirable.

Books calculated for school purposes printed in the vernacular tongues, used in
different parts of the country no doubt will prove more useful than Sanskrit or Arabic,
and conduce more to the instruction and improvement of the natives. If they are in a
form and of a nature suitable to their taste, and capacity and state of reading amongst
them and the state of society.

As for the term vernacular language, I do not understand what is meant by it.

If it is meant to be Bengali it is understood by the people inhabiting the coun-
try which comprehends Rajmehal, Orissa, Chittagong, Assam and Mithila. But a
considerable portion of the language is intermixed with Sanskrit, and when a work
written in that language is of a scientific character, it must require a pandit to ex-
plain its meaning. If it is meant to be Hindi a term by which languages spoken
in Behar, Lucknow, and Agra is called ; it must come under the head of Urdu,
Hindi, or Hindui.
The Hindi which is a degeneration of words derived principally from the ver-

nacular language*, is very poor and incapable of interpreting any difficult and scieu-

* By Hindi is meant the vernacular written in Nagari, which differs 30 far from
the Persian-written TJ'rdu that its reading is confined nearly to Hindus; and abstract
terms borrowed from Sanskrit or rather Prdkrit will in it take the place of the Arabic

5 A
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tiiic subject, without borrowing: a considerable portion of words from Urdu, two.

thirds of wliich consists of Arabic and Persian words.

The state of literature in those parts of the country where these languages are

spoken is not yet such, as to be expected that the people would derive much benefit

from books similar to the medical vade mecurn. The great mass of the people can-

not read works like these with proportionate benefit without a previous acquirement
or knowledge in the Sanskrit, Persian or Arabic language. But a vernacular version

from such works may be useful and prove advantageous only in colleges where
medical science is taught ; but it will be necessary for the aid of the munshi or a

pandit to learn it.

Ram Comul Sen.
IZth August, 1838.

Minute by Dr. N. Wallich.
1 am clearly of opinion that there ought to be correct versions in the two classi-

cal languages of the East, of at least the elementary works in sciences ; were it only

for the purpose of fixing the nomenclature on some sort of sound basis. Speaking
of Sanskrita, I believe I am right in asserting, that the language is understood

to be fully capable of expressing or rendering every possible term of science, that

has any meaning at all. I therefore adhere to the opinion already expressed by our

Committee that Madhusudan's translation should be published in the manner
we have recommended.
With regard to versions of works of this nature into the vernacular languages, I

cannot help considering the matter as bein^ of such obvious importance as scarcely to

admit of a question or a doubt. But still I would say let us have accurate Sanskrita

translations in the first instance ; it will then be safe— I had almost said possible

to have accurate versions in Bengali,—for I presume that is the vernacular language
to which Mr. Prinsep alludes.
With every deference to Dewan Ram Comul Sen's opinion, coming as it does

from a first-rate Sanskrita scholar (the only Sanskrit scholar among us) and author
of one of the best English and Bengali Dictionaries extant, I must suppose, that the

reason alleged for the Vidya-hara-buli not being much used is not the only, per-

haps not the chief one.
N. Wallich.

Minute by Dr. H. H. Spry.
Dewan Ram Comul Sen's reasons are I think all cogent ; and being at this mo-

ment engaged in a statistical investigation into the state of education in Hindustan
I can show by the aid of figures that there are only two languages known in Hindus-
tan through the instrumentality of which the translation of any work of European
science can hope for success. Learning, as all must know, is in this country, limited

by the peculiar grade in which the individual happens to be born, and there is in

consequence, no mutual connection between the vernacular and learned schools. Boys
in this country do not go first to the preparatory school or academy and afterwards
to the college, but these institutions are two separate schools, each existing for a

perfectly distinct class of Society—the one for the trading and agricultural commu-
nity, and the other for the religious and learned classes. ^Indeed so carefully is this

distinction observed by the Hindu population that the children of the latter class are

seldom, if ever, permitted to attend the village vernacular school, but such prepara-
tory instruction as is requisite, before sitting down to Sanskrita, is given under the

parent's own roof. Again, the Hindu vernacular schools never profess to afford in-

struction beyond the mere knowledge of keeping accounts accurately, while the

masters themselves are more than half (|||) of the inferior (Kayastha) or writer

caste ; and what is still more to the point there are in Lower Hindustan alone no
fewer than five distinct vernacular dialects—viz. Bengali, Hindi, Uriya, Trihutiya,
and Persian with Urdu. In Behar and Shahabad the second of these tongues is

in general use, but it differs very much from the Hindi of Patna, while the Maro-
•wars speak a dialect of the Hindi language not less different from that of Patna
than the dialect of Bhojpur is, and with the Musalmans, Persian instruction is the

only substitute for vernacular instruction except in cases in which Mussalmans
resort to Bengali and Hindi schools ; and although the Hindustani or Urdu is the
current spoken language of the educated Musalmans of Hindustan, it is a remark-
able feature in the constitution of Muhammadan Society in Behar and Bengal that

it is only known colloquially ;— it is never employed in their schools but to give oral

instruction in Arabic. In a total of 1459 vernacular schools in Lower Hindustan,

or Persian terms so abundantly introduced in the other by its Musulrnan penmen or
by Hindu writers bred up in the atmosphere of a Muhammadan court, or of the courts
ol justice hitherto conducted in Persian.—Ed.
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968 are without any written books of instruction of any kind,—the ultimate object

of this species of instruction being to teach accounts. To render a scientific book
such as Hooper's Vade Mecum into one or all (and if vernacular be adopted all will

claim alike) of these vernacular dialects would therefore be a waste of time and
money.
On the other hand, although it be true that Sanskrita is open to a certain extent

to all classes of native society, yet in reality it is exclusively confined to the brah-
mins, and is essentially the language of Hindu learning ; for it was found, that, in

the whole extent of the country visited by the late survey, as well as that made
known to us by Dr. Hamilton, that with the exception of five physicians the San-
skrit teaching was a brahminical monopoly ; while out of a class of 15.3 students in
the Moorshedabad District, one only was a Kayastha,—of 393 in Beerbhoom only nine
were of the Vaidya or medical caste ;—three of the Vaishnava or followers of the
Chaitanya and one a Daivagna or outcast Brahmin ; in Burdwan out of 1358 students
45 were Vaidyas, 11 Daivagnas, six Vaishuavas, making a total of 76 while all the
rest were brahmins. My opinion therefore is that until English Normal Schools of
learning can be sufficiently established whereby the young men of this country can
study the science and literature of England in its original form, all works partaking
of the character of the one now under discussion should be rendered into the two
learned oriental languages, viz. Sanskrita and Perso- Arabic, and that translations
for the use of the vernacular schools should be confined to books fitted to the wants
of the class of boys who frequent these seminaries,

Henry H. Spry, M. D.

Minute by Professor O'Shaughnessy.

1 think a small portion of the funds of the Asiatic Society may be advantageously
devoted to the publication of the Sanskrita version by Madhusudana Gupta of

Hooper's Vade Mecum, improved and amended, as formerly suggested. The trans-

lation is ready and only requires illustrations and a few additions,— it is paid for

—

Mr. Muir's munificent donation applies only to a Sanskrita volume—there exists

a large class of individuals learned in that tongue who are represented by the Dewan
Kam Comul Sen as ready to read the proposed work. These facts appear to me
sufficient to warrant our applying the funds of the Society in the proposed manner.
Had not a version of Hooker's work been already made and paid for I would

much prefer one of Dr. Southwood Smith's " Philosophy of health" the most
interesting, intelligible and instructive popular work on physiology, which has
ever been published. Its illustrations are admirable, its size duodecimo. The
work was published in 1837 in order to communicate to the educated classes in
England, as much knowledge of the Science of medicine as would enable them to see
through the impostures of the Morisons and St. John Longs. I have no doubt
but that it would be studied with avidity by the Sanskrita scholars of India

; and
that the powerful though simple reasoning which pervades its pages, would force
true knowledge on many a mind.
A work on pure anatomy cannot be so useful, especially to the hereditary physi-

cians of the Sanskrit a School, inasmuch as they will not have recourse to the
practical anatomical studies, which alone can render the volume instructive to any
material degree. The proposed illustrations will lend, however, a little intelligibility

to the work, and for this little I am willing that the proposed expenditure be made.
As a complete work on anatomy already exists in Bengali, the question of

publishing Hooper's "Vade Mecum" in that language instead of Sanskrita is of
course set aside. And I do not agree with the Dewan Ram Comul Sen as to the
causes of the Vidya Hara boli having proved unsaleable. I think it was simply
because no medical school taught in the Bengali language, was in existence. When
secondary classes spring up, as please God they soon will, in which our normal
pupils will spread the instruction we are now imparting to them, through the Eng-
lish language, then the Vidya Hara boli will be of inestimable advantage. I would
respectfully suggest to the Society, as a measure worthy of their attention that they
secure the preservation of the remaining copies of this work in anticipation of the
rapidly approaching period when they will be rendered available.
With reference to a version of this or any similar work in Urdu, I do not think

it at present required, because there is no class of students prepared to profit by
it. A class, 1 trust, will soon be formed, and then the advantages of such a version
will assume a practical shape, intelligible even to my good friends on the sub-com-
mittee, who affect to doubt the existence of the Hindustani language. They ought
on precisely equivalent reasons to deny the entity of the English tongue, and pro-

5 a 2
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pose that all our schoolboys should receive the rudiments of knowledge from the

unadulterated sources of the Celtic or the Norse.

As to the aid derivable from Sanskrita in the versions of technical terms there is

much more unanimity among all parties than they are themselves aware of. Our
friend Ram Comul, if called on to translate the "membrane" of "Jacob" or

the " Eustachian" " tube," would leave the proper names as they stand and adopt

the equivalent term to be found in every language for the thing denoted. If speak-

ing of " Oxygen11 which was baptized before its properties were investigated, and
the meaning of the name of which is now known to give an erroneous notion of its

nature, in such a case instead of multiplying error by translating the name I pre-

sume Ram Comul Sen would transfer the word as a conventional term. Look at
" Narcotine" so called because its discoverer fancied it was the narcotine principle

of opium. "We now find that it possesses no such properties, but is a powerful

febrifuge, like' quinine ; what will Ram Comul Sen propose in such a case ?—of

course not to translate the name but to transfer it as it stands.

The illustrations of whatever work may be decided on may be obtained very cheap,

ly and quickly by application to Professor Quain, Mr. Paxton or Dr. Smith.
These gentlemen of course preserve the blocks, and I am convinced will gladly permit

the required copies of the plates to be struck therefrom, for publication in the

oriental languages, on being requested to do so by this Society.

W. B. O'Shaughnessy.
30th August, 1838.

Minute by G. Evans, Esq.
The very limited acquaintance with the languages and literature of India which I

possess, renders it a matter of some difficulty for me to offer an opinion upon a

question on which I am far from being qualified to decide, and regarding which there

also appears to be some diversity of sentiment.
The advancement and diffusion of medical and other European knowledge amongst

all grades and conditions of the natives of India, are unquestionably objects of para-

mount importance, such indeed as merit the serious consideration of every enlighten-

ed and well disposed mind : it becomes therefore a matter of great moment to deter-

mine on the means best calculated to ensure their most extensive and permanent suc-

cess, not only in medicine, but in every branch of scieuce, and it is to these consi-

derations that our endeavours, unbiassed by favorite pursuits, should be mainly
directed.

Sanskrit is the fundamental, and one of the classic languages of the east, and as

such its study should be scrupulously upheld and warmly advocated by all who take
an interest in the affairs and polity of the vast empire over which we rule and preside.

The question the Committee is called on to express its unqualified sentiments
upon, is whether the medical work, selected for publication in one of the native

languages, should be translated into the Sanskrit, or into the vernacular tongue.
The arguments advanced against the latter by Dewan Ram Comul Sen, coming as
they do from a learned Sanskrit scholar, demand every consideration ; many of his

objections do not admit of denial, but I think they ought at the same time to be
received with certain limitations. The fittest medium for the diffusion of medical
instruction, in my humble opinion, appears to be the Urdu, a language compound-
ed of Sanskrit, Bengali, Persian, Arabic, Hindi and into which English itself has
now been introduced,—printed in this language, the instruction intended to be con-
veyed, would at once become accessible to all classes of natives, which I opine is

the grand object in view, whereas, if alone confined to the Sanskrit, the work would
be useful only to Sanskrit scholars and the knowledge that it must impart, would in

reality be merely a monopoly in the hands of a few pandits to the total exclusion of
the less learned though not less indifferent inquirers after knowledge. With this
impression I would therefore suggest the propriety of selecting in the first instance,
the Urdu, and as time, talent and money have already been spent on a translation
into Sanskrit, and there is a further provision in the liberal gift of Mr. Muir, for
the specific purpose of publication in the Sanskrit, I would further recommend that
the original desigu be implicitly acted up to by having a translation also into that
language.

August sist. Geo. Evans.

[Dr. Egerton had not recorded his opinion.]

The President explained to those of the numerous members, who' had not
attended at the last meeting how the question had come to be referred back to the
Committee. Their present minutes unanimously confirmed their first report recom-
uending the publication, and it appeared only necessary to put it to the Socie*"
\heiher the report should be adopted and carried into effect, or otherwise.
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Babu Prosonno Comar Tagore adverted to the condition on which the hooks
had been transferred to the Society, and proposed, seconded by Mr. Cracroft:

" That, as it appears that by the letter of Government the Society are

bound to publish all works handed to them for publication, no discretion

is left to us in the matter, and the publication of the work should therefore

be proceeded with."

The Secretary explained that although the general object of the transfer of the

books was their publication, yet no obligation was implied, inasmuch as some of

them (Dr. Tytler's translations for instance) could not now be completed.

Mr. G. A. PniNSEP, proposed an amendment, seconded by Col. McLeod, which
was carried by a large majority :

—

"That this Society approve the report of the Select Committee, dated

Slst July, 1838, confirmed by the minutes just read, and proceed to act

thereon,"

The following letter was read from Mr. J. C. C. Sutherland, Secretary

to the Committee of Public Instruction, announcing a prize of 100 rupees
offered by Mr. J. Mum, for a Sanskrit metrical essay, ' On the divine power,

wisdom and goodness as exhibited in the creation.'

To J. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
Mr. Muir has sent to the General Committee one hundred rupees (Co.'s Rs. 100)

as a prize for the best metrical essay " On the divine power, wisdom and goodness,

as exhibited in the creation." It is subject to these conditions.

1st. Competitors are to be the Professors and pandits of the Calcutta Sanskrit
College, Benares Sanskrit College, Agra College, Delhi College, Bishop's College
and Asiatic Society.

2nd. The number of slokas is to be about 100.

3rd. The measure is to be one of the following metres, Indravajra and Upajati.

4th. The illustrations are to be derived from European systems of science, many
hints of which are contained in the Padartha Vidyasara of which copy is enclosed.

I am, &c.
Fort William, August 4, 1838. J. C. C Sutherland,

Secretary to G. C. P. I.

The Secretary reported that he had had the letter translated into Sanskrit and
placed (along with Mr. Yates' ' Paddrtha Vidyas6.ra J

) in the hands of the three
pandits connected with the society who were eager to compete for the prize*

Extract of a letter (received overland) from the Baron Von Hammer
Purgstall forwarded a translation of the first chapter of the Mohit, of
which other chapters have been published in the Society's Journal.

[This communication will appear in the ensuing number.]

Mr. Secretary McNaghten, forwarded from Simla the official copy of
the Girnar inscription communicated by Lieut. Postans to the Bombay
Government.
A second parcel of Sanskrit and Arabic inscriptions were received from

Capt. T. S. Burt, with a manuscript journal of his overland trip to India.
Capt. Alex. Burnes forwarded from Simla a drawing, by a lady, of the

bronze relievo discovered by Dr. Lord, at Badakshdn, representing ' the
triumph of Bacchus.'

The original is on its way to Calcutta in charge of Dr. Macleod, eventually
destined along with Dr. Lord's coins to be deposited in the British Museum ;

otherwise we should have hastened to present a lithograph of the beautiful drawing,
which we doubt not is a most faithful representation of the original. Bacchus
and one of his attendants have lost their hea<»« but all that remains is decidedly
of Grecian workmanship.
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PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT.
Tides,

Mr. P. Anstruther, Col. Secretary in Ceylon, transmitted a further
series of tidal observations at Matura, Belligaun, Dcvendra, and Gandurah
for April, May, and June, 1838.

Observations from Singapore were also received from Capt. Scott, who
had incurred an expense of Rs. 65.

Mr. Blundell had expended at Mergui, Tavoy and Amherst Rs. 258.

The Secretary proposed mentioning this expenditure to Government in sending
up the registers, having no doubt that the sums would be at once paid.

Natural History.

Dr. McClelland presented a paper on Indian Cyprinida, with proofs of

13 (out of 15) plates already lithographed in illustration of his synopsis,

which would be available for the Researches, should the Society think fit

to honor the paper by publication.

Resolved, after thanks to Dr. McClelland, that the paper should be
immediately submitted to the Committee of Papers.
Read a letter from M.Stefano Moruicand, Secretary, Academy's Muse-

um Geneva, proposing- exchanges of shells, insects, mammalia, and dried

plants with theSociety or.with individual collectors ; his own exchanges may
include all the above objects from Brasil or Bahia, as well as from Europe.
A specimen of the rock from the summit of Peterbot (a volcanic breccia)

and a plant which grows thereon, were presented by Capt. J. A. Cromme-
lin, Engineers, who lately performed the feat of ascending it, in company
with a friend, and a Madagascar apprentice.

An animal of the Arctonix genus obtained from a hill chief in the interior

of the Arracan province, was presented by Capt. Paterson, commanding
the Krishna. A note by the Curator on the same was read.

[Printed in the present number, with M. Duvaucel's original notice on a similar

animal formerly at Barrackpoor.]

A note on the New Zealand caterpillar lately presented by Major
Gregory.

[This will be printed in the ensuing number.]

The following articles were presented for the museum.
Stuffed and mounted specimen of a variety of the Hylobates Lar or Less-

er Gibbon, presented by Lieut. Muirson Blake and differing in some re-

spects from the //. Lar or Black Gibbon in the Society's museum, with

which it is contrasted.

Stomach of the same animal ; simple in its structure, lengthened in form,

and very muscular at its pylonic extremity.

Ccecum of the same ; differing slightly from that of the human subject,

the Simia Satyrus, and Semriopithecus Entellus in having the vermiform
appendix attached to the centre of the round end of the viscus ; whereas
in all the above named it has a lateral situation.

Uterus from the same subject ; in an undeveloped state consequent on
the non-age of the animal.

Digestive apparatus of several different descriptions and orders of birds

preserved in spirits of wine with a view to determine by their internal

anatomy in conjunction with their external characters, their natural affi-

nities, and relations with each other—the only sure road to a true and
correct systematic arrangement.
The name of each bird is labelled on the bottle and the peculiarities

observable in the structure and disposition of the digestive organs are

noted down in the descriptive catalogue of the museum.
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Specimens of two species of land shells, the " Bulimus" ? No. 5, and

Pupa No. 8, described by Lieut. Hutton in his paper on the land shells

of India. (See 3rd Vol. Society's Journal).

They are found living in company with each other precisely as stated by Lieut.

II. though in very unequal proportions, the Pupa beh»2 about 1 to 50 or even 100

of the other; from which they are easily distinguished by their beautiful scarlet

color, each individual looking like a single head of long seed coral. It is an
elegant little auimal, and with its shell is a fine ohject for microscopic examination.

They are common in the gardens and moist grounds of Calcutta during the rainy

season, living generally under rotten vegetation where they feed secure from the

sun's scorching rays. They are evidently oviparous, as the eges can be distinctly

seen through the diaphonous shell and are also found scattered upon the surface

of the earth.

The following letter from Capt. Pemberton was read, and the collection

alluded to was spread out on the table for the inspection of members.

To J. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
Under instructions from Government I have the honor to present to the Asiatic

Society a selection consisting of 145 prepared specimens of birds from the ornitholo-

gical collections of the Bootan Mission.
I have, &c.

Calcutta, R. Boileau Pemberton, Capt.

Sept. 5th, 183S. Envoy to Bootan.

Dr. Helper, employed by Government to explore the natural produc-

tions of the Tenasserim provinces, had arranged around the hall and stair-

case a part of the very extensive ornithological collection he had brought
up from Maulmain, concerning the disposal of which he awaited the orders

of Government.

He had prepared a note on the animal productions of the Tenasserim provinces,

but on account of the lateness of the hour the President requested him to postpone
the reading until next meeting.

Statistical Committee.

Dr. Spry, submitted his report, embodying the various tables he had
produced at the last meeting.

The report commenced by quoting the instructions of Government to Dr. Bucha-
nan, (printed in the Statistics of Dinajpur, Appendix I. to J. A. S.) in illustration

of the Committee's objects. The results hitherto obtained are summed up in the
closing paragraph.

*' One of the first attempts of your Committee has been to obtain possession of
some of the numerous recorded documents and reports : and your Committee have
now the satisfaction of stating that they have collected and arranged for immediate
publication, partly from these sources, Tables hearing on the vital statistics of Cal-
cutta ; the education of the people of Lower Hindustan ; and the commerce and in-

dustry of the country ; making a total of forty tables. These your Committee con-
sider will he sufficient to supply materials for a first number of a series of proceed-
ings, and they hope thus to bring 'forward from time to time a series of numbers,
that shall contain a mass of useful and practical knowledge. Your Committee desire
however to he guarded in their professions at the outset of their undertaking, and
not to be understood as attempting more than is feasible, or presuming to grapple
with more than may be considered fairly within their power. In conclusion your
Committee trust that the language of the French Government, when addressing its

diplomatic and consular agents, quoted by M. Hemso in his Theorie de la Statistique,
page 78, may always be borne in mind when application is made to their labors,
namely 4 that a result of two lines will sometimes cost a month of toil, but that
these two lines are a truth, and every truth is an everlasting contribution to hu-
manity.' "

Henry Harpur Spry,
13th August, 1838. Hon, Sec. Statistical Committee.

Resolved, that the report and tables be immediately made over to the
Committee of Papers to decide on the propriety and on the manner of
their publication.
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—

Botanico-Agricultural account of the protected Sikh States. By
M. P. Edgeworth, Esq., C. S. Masuri.

The extensive territory under the Ambala political agency comprises

the hill states of Sirmur, Kahlur, and a portion of the plains princi-

pally possessed by Sikh chiefs, bounded by the above states to the

north-east, the Sutlej to the north and north-west, the Jumna to the

east, and the Delhi territory and JBhatiana to the south.

It is not my intention to treat of the hill Rajpoot principalities, as I

am only very partially acquainted with but one of them (SirmurJ ; but

solely of the "protected Sikh states" in the plains.

This tract of country may be divided into three great divisions,

besides the narrow strip of Jchddir land adjoining the Jumna and

Sutlej according to their most abundant natural products, viz., the dakh

the babul and the phalahi.

I. The first of these, or dakh tract, extends from the high bank

above the Jumna) which in most places adjoins the Shah Nahr to the

Linda river, a small stream not noted in the exceedingly inaccurate

maps* of this part of the country, which runs nearly parallel with the

Markhanda at a distance of two to five miles from it, and ultimately

unites with the Sarasvati a little below Thanesar. This tract of coun-

try is generally high and called hangar, which term however is more

universally applied to the southern extremity, and not commonly to the

* 1 allude to the large maps published uuder the style of ' Trigonome-

trical survey,' though this part of the country has never been surveyed trigono-

metrically or otherwise ; to give an instance, Kotaha or Syyed ka garhi, is divided

into three places, viz. Kotaha or Syyed, and ka garhi II I at a considerable distance

one from the other.

5 B
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more northern and narrow part except in contra-distinction to the khd-

dir in the immediate neighbourhood, to which my present observations

more particularly apply, as I have never visited the more southern

region. The most abundant natural product is the dakh, ( Butea fron-

dosaj which springs up wherever the land is not cultivated, and in many

places (especially towards Kaithal and Jind) covers vast tracts of coun-

try which might be rendered most productive.

The flora of these jangals presents several features in common with

that of the Dhun, such as species of Vitis, Dioscorea, Gloriosa,

Asparagus, Costus and Zingiber.

This tract is intersected by the rivers Sarasvati, Chitang, and Rak-

shasi a branch of the latter ; from these canals in all directions former-

ly existed and in a few instances have been lately re-opened, but they

are generally overgrown with jangal. These three streams as well as a

smaller one which joins the Jumna near Buria, all rise near one

another in the high ridge above the khddir which skirts the Sewdliks,

in the neighbourhood of Chichrauli and Bildspur, and are partially

supplied in the upper part of their course from springs, but the water

from that source is quickly expended in irrigation and they are mainly

dependent on rain. They are all characterised by excessive tortuous-

ness of course, and owing to the great perpendicular depth of their

banks, are exceedingly dangerous from sudden floods after heavy rain.

The soil is, generally speaking, tolerably rich ; and in favorable sea-

sons produces very fine crops, but, in parts of it, is exceedingly poor

and scarcely worth the trouble of cultivating.

The usual crops in the Kharifare rice, which is pretty extensively

cultivated in lands liable to be overflowed, and on higher ground cotton,

maize, joar, and a very small quantity of bajra, mandiya*, kodon and

chini. San. Hibiscus cannabinus is generally sown round cotton or

pulse fields, while the beautiful sunt ( Crotalaria junceaj is sown in ex-

tensive fields by itself. The oil seeds turia (Sinapis glauca) and til

(sesamumj, both the white and purple-flowered varieties are sown, the

former more sparingly and in richer soils is cut late in November or early

in December ; the latter is extensively cultivated both by itself and

mixed with various phaseoli, such as urud, rnotth, lubia, &c, on higher

* It is as well here to remark a mistake I observed in Lieut. Hutton's

account of his tour to the Borenda pass in your journal ; he mentions the fields

of kodon in the hills, but erroneously gives it the name of Paspalum scrobicu-

latum, which plant though called kodon in the plains is not cultivated in the

hills : what the hill men term kodon is the mandeea of the plains or Eleusine

corocana.
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and drier soils. All these crops suffer severely from the depredations

of a hairy caterpillar called kamli of the genus Sericaria.

In the rabi, wheat and barley form the principal crops, gram not

extensively and generally mixed with either of the above, and masur

(Ervum lensJ very little cultivated ; sarson (Sinapis dichotomaj is

sown to a considerable extent, generally mixed with barley. The poppy

is a valuable but very precariouscrop, it is extensively cultivated in

rich irrigable lands, and when not destroyed by hail, which is too often

the case, amply repays the labor expended on it. The land is plough-

ed three times, being plentifully watered between each ploughing, before

sowing ; and subsequently the plant is kept continually irrigated till the

fruit is formed. The opium is collected in the usual way, by women

and children, an incision being made in the head by a three-pronged

instrument. The heads are kept and sold, the seeds for oil as well as

an agreeable food, remarkably refreshing during fatigue and abstinence ;

with the exception of what is sold in the neighbourhood the opium is

sent to the westward where the poppy is not cultivated for it, for the use

of the Sikhs who are immoderately fond of it and consume immense

quantities. Tobacco is not much cultivated.

II. The Babul country. This tract extends from the Markhanda

(the narrow slip between that river and the Linda being intermediate

in its character), to the high ground between the river called in the

map " Khanpur ki naddi" and the most western branch of the

Ghaghar. It is intersected with numerous streams rising either in the

outer range of hills as the Ghaghar, Markhanda, Begana, Baliala,

Tangrie and Rhone, or in the high ridge which separates the tract from

the Sabcolline Khadir as the Ombla, Charmari and other nameless

streams enjoying the generic name of chhoa when depending on rain, or

ogal when fed by small springs. The soil is generally sandy and salt,

which latter characteristic is shown by the abundance offras ( Tamarix

faras) which will flourish only in such a soil. The babul or kikar

(Acacia arabica) is the natural product, every where springing up and

often forming extensive groves. The general appearance of this tract is

pretty, the level of the plains being frequently diversified by gentle

slopes towards the numerous rivers and their tributary ravines.

The horizon is generally bounded by groves of babul trees, which are

also abundantly scattered through the fields. But what gives a pecu-

liar feature to a considerable portion of the country, especially between

Ambald and Patidla, are the numerous hedge-rows ofj'ras, which near

the villages often form beautiful shady lanes, reminding one of English

srcenery. This very useful tree is planted from cuttings about a foot

5 b 2
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long ; they are covered at the top with cowdung to prevent the moisture

from rotting the wood, and are planted in little banks raised along the

edges of the field or road, at the first commencement of the rainy sea-

son ; in a week or two they begin to sprout and by the following year

are frequently six or seven feet high, and in seven or eight years form

middling-sized trees. From each cutting there are usually several

stems, and as soon as any of these have attained a sufficient size to

render them available for small rafters, ploughs or other agricultural

implements, they are felled, the smaller ones, if any, being left, if not

the root soon throws out a new crop for a future supply.

They rejoice especially in sandy and somewhat saline soil and it is

remarkable that in dry weather the outside of the leaves is always

covered with a saline efflorescence invisible to the eye but very percep-

tible to the taste, but this is not observable in the leaf itself, which is

tasteless. Probably in consequence of the quantity of salt in the wood,

it cannot be used as fuel in a room from the intolerable fumes it

gives out.

A great portion of this tract is very low, especially that part between

the numerous branches of the Ghaghar, and is cultivated with rice in

the Tcharif and gram in the rabi. Joar is even less cultivated than in

the first tract, and bajra scarcely ever seen, both being sown principally

for the sake of the fodder.

The rest of the Jcharif crops are the same as those in the first tract,

except that mandua, and til are not so much cultivated, and I have not

observed kodon in it at all. In the rabi, wheat and barley are the

principal crops, but gram and masur are abundant in the lower lands

of stiffer soil. Surson is very abundant either alone or mixed with

grain, as is flax like it cultivated for the sake of its oil. The Raphanus

raphanistrum, called tdrdmira, is also cultivated generally among the

stubble of the cotton for a coarse oil yielded by it : it is exceedingly

hardy and never suffers from the frost which frequently destroys the

surson crop.

Mehndi (Lawsonia inermis) is cultivated in a few villages by a

peculiar caste called *maghs in the following manner.

* This is the only caste who cultivate this crop, and they give the following

strange account of their origin : Once upon a time there was a Sarsut brahmin,

king of Mecca (who was maternal grand-father of Muhammad I) his name was

Raja Muehtasur.
From him sprung Sahariya who with his son Sal was turned out of Arabia

by Hossan and Hossyn. Thence they migrated to Pundri an island, and

thence to Mahmudmr in the Barara mulk W. of Bhatinda, where they colonized
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The seed is soaked in water for three days, then strained and again

soaked till the radicle begins to sprout. The seed beds are about three

feet wide and twelve or fourteen long, from north to south, so that they

may be sheltered by hurdles from the prevailing winds (west or east).

In each bed about half seer pukka, of seed prepared as above, is sown,

and is sufficient to sow from half to two bigas kucha according to

the growth.

After sowing the germinating seed they are daily watered in the even-

ing till they sprout above ground which is generally the third or fourth

day. Sown in Chyt, it is transplanted as soon as there has been a good

fall of rain in Asarh or Srawan into fields, and watered as soon as planted,

and subsequently every ten or twelve days as may be found necessary.

It is ready for cutting the following Jeth, and again in Mangsir, again in

Bysakh and then in A'san, and so on. After the first annual cutting

it is well manured and watered, but after the autumnal one it is left alone

till the Hull when it is again manured to be ready for cutting the follow-

ing month. Thus treated it will continue to be productive for ten or

twelve years.

When cut, the leaves are beaten off the twigs, and about a pukka mun
is produced from a kucha biga, and is sold at the rate of six to fifteen

seers a rupee.

Towards the foot of the hills, Jculti ( Dolichos unifiorusj, and the

s&wank ( Panicumfrumentaceum

)

', are moderately cultivated*.

In both these tracts the sugar-cane is cultivated extensively, but in a

very careless way. It is sown in March or the end of February as soon

as the frosts have ceased, in large fields, not in lines or with any

regularity, and is generally surrounded with a hedge of ticar, ( Cajanus

bicolorj, which is sown when the canes are set. The only care taken

is to prepare the ground by frequent ploughing s and a quantity of

manure depending on the supply from the village sweepings and the

laziness or activity of the cultivators. On the first fall of rain after the

young plants begin to sprout (in the end of March or April) the caked

surface of the ground is broken either by means of a wooden mallet or

a small hoe. The cane is seldom irrigated, never unless when a small

canal (khdl) from one of the torrents, or ogals passes near them and

consequently the crop is almost entirely dependent on the rains. It is

17 villages. Thence they were driven forth, and after sundry migrations are

now settled in the following places :

—

1 Chaurira; 2 Iragarh, near Patiala ; 3 Yara, near Shah£bad; 4 Indri ;

5 Thanesar ; 6 Deorana, near Ambala ; 7 Mustafabad ; 8 Sadhoura ; in the

Sikh states. And Lakhnauti in the Mozaffarnagar district.

* Both of these are extensively cultivated in the hills.
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seldom fit for cutting before the end of December by which time the

frost sets in and materially deteriorates the quality of the juice, often

even entirely destroying the cane and rendering it useless for any

thing but indifferent fodder for the cattle and bad seed for the ensuing

year. The cane is even in the best years very poor, and seldom is more

than six or seven feet long and three fingers thick ; but as the very worst

is always kept for seed it is not wonderful that it should have deteri-

orated. The only wonder is, that it should be considered worth the

trouble of cultivating at all in such a way. The cane is cut from the

field by sickles and carried entire to the kolu or sugar- mill, which is

generally situated in the gohar or space surrounding the village. I

have here never observed it at a distance from the village (as is usual

in some parts of the country), except when a river intervene ; then it is

chopped into little bits and pressed in the kolu, the mash from which

the juice has been expressed, with the leaves, being used as fuel to heat the

sugar boilers. The village cattle are allowed however to help them-

selves ad libitum from the heap. The tall column of dark smoke from

the holds with the delicious fragrance of the boiling juice, greet one

from almost every village from the end of December to the middle of

February, by which time the work is generally quite over, though some-

times it is continued till late in March, when the crop is unusually

abundant.

In garden fields near town, species of the cucurbitacece and arums,

with the sweet-potatoe and baigan, capsicum, methi {Trigonella foe-

num groecumj and radish (both as a vegetable made of the young pods

and for oil) are generally cultivated.

The best grasses in this region are, after the dhub grass, which is

abundant, the dhaman (cenchri and penniseti
t spp.) the palwdn

(Andropogon pertusum, bladhii and scandens) from the jangals, and

from the fields in the rains the annual species called jangli chini and

sawank, Panicum colonum, brizoides, hirsutum, &c. are cut in

quantities for the cattle. The large birs or preserves for hay kept by

the Sikh chiefs consist chiefly of the spear grass (Andropogon contor-

tamjwith thepalivan and dohamans, and the coarser kinds Poa cristata,

Andropogon muricaium (dhabri and senth) with the coarser sacchara,

cover considerable tracts in the dhak region and are useful for thatch-

ing. The small Perotis latifolia and Imperata cylindrica form the first

coating to the sandy channels of torrents deserted by the stream which

are not unfrequent, but they are of little value and only used when no

other grass is procurable. The bavu} a species of andropogon, is

considered poisonous.
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The population of these two tracts is mostly Hindu, but among the

zemindars and lower castes there is a considerable sprinkling of Mu-
salmans, Rajputs, both Hindu and Musalman, but principally the latter,

and Jats are the commonest classes among the zemindars ; but Rors, a

caste I believe peculiar to this part of India, are not uncommon among

the cultivators. Musalman mdlis are the best. The Sikh persuasion

is not common among the Jat zemindars, but confined to the invading

chiefs from the other side of the Sutlej, but it is not unusual for

sweepers and chamars to adopt that faith under the name of Rangrethas

and Ramdasias. About one-third of the kahars are Musalmans, which

proportion becomes larger as we advance westward towards Lodihana

and the Panjdb. A Musalman tribe Gagra replace the sweeper caste

in the charge of leeches.

III. The Phalahi tract. This extending westward from my second

division, is bounded on the north by the Sutlej low land or Bhet ; to the

south by Bhatiana, while towards the west I am not acquainted with its

limits or the nature of the countries that succeed it (if different) towards

Firozpur. It may be divided into two great subdivisions, the Phalahi

proper and the Jhand.

In the first of these water is found tolerably near the surface (30 to

80 feet), so that wells for irrigation are abundant; in drawing water the

lao or bag pulley and inclined plane is in almost exclusive use, the Per-

sian wheel or harat being very seldom seen, and the depth of the water

from the surface entirely precluding the use of the dhenki which is

not rare in the preceding tracts.

The phalahi) Acacia modesta—Wall., from which I have distin-

guished this tract, is a small tree about the same size as the babul but

very different in appearance, being very scraggy and armed all over with

sharp hooked prickles. It is deciduous and when the leaves first ap-

pear in March remarkably beautiful, the delicate foliage being of the

most brilliant light green and set off by the bunches of long cylindric

spikes of white flowers diffusing a delightful perfume through the air ;

but its beauty is very transitory, the flowers soon fade and the leaves

assume a dreary glaucous hue and fall early in winter, leaving the tree

covered with the compressed yellowish pods. The wood is very hard

and heavy, of a dark brown color, and is much used for a variety of eco-

nomical purposes. It grows abundantly in all waste places. In this

tract the Chamror, Ehretia Icevis, again appears, being abundant at the

foot of the Sewaliks but very rare in the babul tract : it also is much
valued for the hardness of its wood.

Sugar-cane is only cultivated in the most northern part of this tract,
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but where grown is eminently successful, being cultivated with much

more care than in those parts that I have previously mentioned, and

kept constantly irrigated. The juice is expressed in the kulhari or

roller sugar-mill, of which I formerly sent a description to the Agricul-

tural Society.

Cotton is also extensively grown in two ways, either as a rain crop,

as in the before mentioned tracts, or is sown in April and receives mo-

derate irrigation during the hot weather ; under this treatment it grows

to a much larger size than is common under the former method.

The irrigated wheat and barley are particularly luxuriant, and in

good seasons the grain particularly fine ; it is frequently sown as early

as August or September so as to be in flower by December, but the

fruit then formed is generally destroyed by the hard frosts, and in sea-

sons of drought the white ants commit great devastation, laying waste

whole fields by devouring the roots of the plants ; rats also do great in-

jury to this crop, burrowing in the sandy hillocks so plentifully inter-

spersed among them and denuding the margin of the fields.

Mustard is also cultivated a good deal, and poppy sparingly and only

for its oil not for opium. Masur I have never seen in this tract.

Rice is only grown in that part of this tract bordering on the babul

region, and if ripe sufficiently early, is succeeded by a crop of gram in

the same ground.

The usual kharif crops are bajra and joar and maize, all of which

grow most luxuriantly and to an immense height.

The southern portion of this division which I have designated the

Jhand tract, is termed by the natives Malwa, whence that appellation to

the Sikh chiefs of families from the south of the Sutlej in contra-dis-

tinction to the Mdnjha and Doab Sikhs or invaders from the other side.

It is also named Chowhdra as distinguished from the Tihdra, or lower

part of the upper division just described, in consequence of only J of

the gross produce being demandable as the government share, while £
is claimable in the former and § in the remaining portion of this and

the two preceding tracts, therefore termed Pachdie.

What I have just remarked regarding the luxuriance of the gram

and kharif crops holds good also with regard to this division when the

rains are tolerably plentiful. But the wheat is generally poor, owing to

the very sandy nature of the soil. Here irrigation is impracticable

owing to the very great distance of the water from the surface, vary-

ing from 100 to 800 feet. In many villages there is only one, in

some not even a single well, therefore not only the cattle but even the

inhabitants very much depend on ponds (tobas) for their support. In
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dry seasons villages are often temporarily abandoned in consequence

of the failure of water. Therefore it is a custom that those who take

water out of a pond pay for it by digging and carrying out a basket full

of earth for every pot they fill with water, so that the cavity is gradu-

ally enlarged and deepened.

The appearance of this part of the country is very peculiar. The

fields are as it were basins surrounded by long low rolling hillocks of

dry sand, either quite bare or clothed with a peculiar vegetation, and

are almost universally surrounded by high thick hedges to protect them

from the deer i these fences are made of dry thorns heaped loosely to-

gether, generally running along the summits of the sandhills, and be-

tween them lie the narrow roads barely wide enough for a hackery to

pass.

The vegetation on these sandhills consists principally of a species

of Artemisia of a most delicious fragrance, and an aromatic species of

Andropogon resembling A. twarancusa. (Is either of these, or which

©f them is the Nardus of Arrian ?)

This Andropogon is much liked by cattle and is said to communicate

its peculiar flavor to the milk. Besides it are species of Cenchrus and

Pe7inisetum, one of which is a most disagreeable torment to walkers, the

sharp recurved hooks of its involucre fastening to one's clothes and

even to one's skin ; its seed however sometimes is used as food in times

of great scarcity. The leaves both of this species and of two or three

others which are indifferently termed dhamun are excellent fodder and

are the principal grass for horses instead of the dhub which is very

rare*. The madar y Calotropis Hamiltonii, with Cucumis- pseudo-colo-

cynthis and a species of Momordica also luxuriant on those barren heaps,

with a species of Clerodendrum the wood of which is used for obtain-

ing fire by friction, and two species of Zizyphus, Z.jujubu, and another,

peculiar I believe to this tract of country, with smooth glossy leaves and

globular purple fruit.

The most abundant thorn however is the Jhand, Prosopis spicigeraf,

which covers barren spots as the Zizyphus does in other parts of India

* This is remarkable for bearing on its roots a curious parasitical species of

Orobanche, with very thick stalks from one to four inches in diameter, full of

almost pure water, which it must have elaborated from the milky juice of the

madar, and derived from sandhills so dry that it is difficult to believe that so

much liquid could have been procured from them ; and what is more remarkable

is, that this parasite is only produced where the madar grows in the very driest

sandhills and only in this portion of the country.

t When I first met this as a shrub I was unwilling to consider it as the Pro-

sopis on account of its large ovate stipules, that tree being described as exsti-

5 c
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as a low shrub, but it is also met with as a small tree mixed with the

phalahi and rerul (I believe Acacia leucophlceaj, which last as well as

the Jhand are utterly useless except as fuel.

The dhak ( Butea frondosa) and the hins (Capparis sepiaria) are

almost unknown, while Capp. andaphylla grows to the size of a small tree,

and in the month of April its scarlet flowers have a showy appearance

mixed with the white blossoms of the phalahi. The rahere ( Bignonia

undulataj is found not uncommonly and is very brilliant when in flower
:

this with a small liliacious plant is a curious instance of plants from the

Sewalik hills reappearing in so very dissimilar an habitat.

Of large trees the peepul is the only one of usual occurrence : some-

times the Tamarix Fras or Pharmi, as it is named in this part of the

country, is found of a considerable size. The sissu extends even to the

borders of the desert. Sirris is seldom to be seen ; mangoe, or jamun
never. The Nim is very rarely to be met with only near some Mu-
salman saint's tomb.

In the most south-westerly part of this tract bordering the desert, a

considerable quantity of alkali is manufactured from a species of

salsola* and forms a considerable article of commerce under the name

of sajji.

The population of the third tract differs very much from that of the

former ones. In the more northern parts the zemindars are mostl^

Musalman Rajputs, with few Jats among them ; but as we come south-

ward the proportion gradually changes till in the Tihara a Musalman

is scarcely to be found and the zemindars are almost universally Jats and

of the Sikh persuasion ; in that part of the country also the Kahar or

bearer caste disappears, and among the lower people the sweepers,

assuming the title of Rangrethas, are the most numerous.

Lastly, a few words on the two strips of land bordering the Jumnc

and the Sutlej.

The Khadir of the former may be considered as upper and lower,

the upper contained within the branches of the Jumna meeting near

Rajghat, is almost entirely populated by Goojurs. The soil is cold,

pulate, but I have subsequently found stipules on the young branches of the

full-sized tree, though they are smaller in proportion to the leaf than in the

shrub ; besides the prickles are much more numerous on the shrub than on the

tree.

* It is a curious circumstance that I found a species of salsola near Ambala.

growing in a single salt-pan, and not another to be found, anywhere in the

neighbourhood for miles, though I searched every salt-pan for it.
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moist and sandy, as may easily be imagined, possession is most precari-

ous as these upper branches of the river are constantly changing their

course. An old tree is therefore seldom to be seen, or a pukka house,

generally grass sheds form the only habitations, because the sandy soil

will not bind to form mud walls but i3 washed to pieces by the first

rain, therefore fires are very frequent in the hot weather.

The crops are the same as in my first division, exclusive of those which

I mentioned as peculiar to the higher grounds, and they only succeed

in years when elsewhere there is a failure; with moderate rain the whole

country reticulated as it is with channels of the Jumna is overflowed,

and it is only in very dry seasons that the crops succeed as in 1837

when they were most luxuriant.

The lower part of the Khadlr is only intersected by a few channels

of old streams now used as escapes from the Delhi canal, this portion

is less liable to flooding and consequently in general bears middling

crops. Gram is seldom or never sown in it, and masur replaces it.

The * Bhet
1

of the Sutlej differs from the Khadir of the Jumna by,

being yet more barren. (The upper part of this Bhet I have not seen,

and the lower part is nearly entirely covered with thick grass jangal

the haunt of wild beasts, similar to that in the Gangetic Khadir).

The sand of the Sutlej is much darker in color and with much

larger flakes of mica than that brought down by the Jumna, and these

larger micaceous particles are observable throughout the whole of the

phalahi tract as well, while the babul and dhdk regions partake of

the Jumnatic character.

Throughout the whole of this territory I have never seen the matar

of Bengal (Lathyrus sativus) cultivated, but it is constantly to be found

as a weed mixed with pulse or corn.

The arhar (Cajanus flavus) is never cultivated by itself, but the

variety C. bicolor or tuar is sown round sugar-cane fields as before

mentioned, and is cultivated in the hills under the name of Jcui which

leads me to favor the considering them as two distinct species and not

merely varieties.

I had hoped to have been able to give a more complete account, but

being removed rather suddenly I have been unable to complete some

inquiries I was previously making and therefore send this imperfect

as it is.

5 c 2
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1835
January, .. 52.15
February,.. 59.82

March,.... 64.

April, .... 77.07
May, 87.9
June, 90.

July, 83.1

August 84.73
September,. 81.

October,... 73.36
November, . 62.2

December, . 5591
Mean, 72.57
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Appendix I.

Abstract of Thermometer kept at Ambala.

Means.
Of temperature.

1836 1837 1838

[Sept.

Of diurnal'variation.

51.4

57.7

69.77
76.43
88.41

88.07
83.31

83.9

79.47
71.1

63.7
54.

72.27

53.5
56.3
68.19

79.85
84.55
90.04
86.92
86.38
82.63
75.43
64.37
56.1

73.7

55.07
62.3
71.06

79.17
86.

Means.
53.03
59-08
68.25
78.38
86.66

89.37
84.41

85.

81.11

73.31

63.42

55.33
72.85

1835

22.3

23.

21.2

20.7

20.

15.

8.2

9.8

12.

21.82
22.87
19.53
18.6

1836
19-6

18.5

20.7

19.8

21.92
17.10

13.

10.6
14.4

24.

24.8

22.

18.45

1837
22.4
18.4

20.84

23.5
23.9
21.48

13.58
1 ..'.97

15.46

19.48

23.3
22.6
20.6

1838
27-5
22.5

19.5

20.85

19.76

Means.
24 29
20.6
20.56
21.21

21.34

17.89
11.59
11.12
14.92

21.76
23.65
21.37
19.19

Of Minimum.
Extremes.

Of Maximum. Of diurnal variation.

1835 1836 1837 1838 1835 1836 1837 1838 1835 1836 1837 1838

Jan.
|

Feb.
{

Mar.
{

April,
{

May,
{

June,
{

July,
{

Aug.
{

Sept.
|

Oct.
{

Nov.
{

Dec. j

Whole r

year, \

Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,
Highest,
Lowest,

53. 54
34. 31

60. 54
40. 42
68. 67.

48. 50
74. 76
59. 60
86. 87
68. 66
92.5 85

74. 69
83.5 83

72. 75
85. 81

74. 73
81. 81

66, 59
70. 70
57. 53
57. 56
45. 42
58.5 52

39. 37
92.5 87

34. 31

50.

5 37.

561.
40.

68. 67.

48. 52.

75.

60.

85.

. 59. 65.

. 87. 94.
• 5 68.

. 89.5

. 75.5

. 87.

. 72.

. 78.

. 7l.

. 72.

. 58.

. 60.

. 44.

. 51.

. 40.

. 89.5 94.

.5 37. 33.

70.

55.

75.
65.

82.

68.

9b.

79.

105.

85.

109.

81.

93.

78.

95.

78.

91.5
81.

87.

82.

85.

66.

75.

58.

109.

55.

67.5
54.

76.5

53.

85.

76.

95.

76.

106.

90.

107.

79.

93.

81.

93.

75.

93.

73.

88.

78.

82.

68.

69.

60.

107.

53.

70.

63.

72.

56.

92.

68.

74.

65.

81.

61.

87.

70.

102. 99.

75. 73.

109. 107.

80. 72.

105.5 112.

95.

105.5
85.

99.5
81.

93.

86.

90.

79.

82.

69.
72.

62.

109. 112.

56. 61.

29.5 27.5
12. 7.

28. 24.

13. 1.

30. 26.

8. 10.

28. 27.
14. 4.

28. 28.
14. 14.5

28.5 29.

3. 1,

17. 15.

2. 4.

15. 15.

4. 2.

22. 23.

5. 5.

27. 31.

15. 19.

32. 27.

13. 21.

28. 21.

7. 9.

32. 31.

2. 1.

28.

10.

32.

5.

30.

12.

35.

23.

30.

2.

27.

3.

34. 30.5
9. .0

34. 27.5
7. .6

29.5
12.

25.5
5.

19.

8.

20.

10.

23.

14.

28.

13.

26.

19.

32. 35.

5. 0.

Appendix II.

Abstract of Herbarium collected in the Sikh States, exclusive of plants found

only in the immediate neighbourhood of or on the Sewalik range.

Polypetala.
Total Cult.

Ranunculacese, .3 1

Papaveracese, 3 2

Nymphseaceee, 2

Nelumbonacese, 1

Apiacise (Urnbelliferee,) 9 6

Vitacese 3 1

Onagrariacese, 5

Combretaceee, 1 1

Myrtacese, ,....,,. 2 2

Loranthacese, , 1

Cucurbitacese, 17
Ficoidacese, 1

Ouciacese, 11

Capparidacese, 6

Resedacse, 1

Violacese, 1

Samydacese, 2

Moringacese, 1

Flacourtiacese, 1

Sapindacese, 1
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Polygalaceae, 2

Elatinaceae, 2

Linacese, 1 1

Sterculiaceae, 2

Malvaceae, , 15 4

Tiliaceae, 10 1

Lythraceae, 8 1

Meliaceae, .... 3 3

Cedrelaceae, 1 1

Aurantiaceae, 4 3

Rhamnaceae, 3 1

Euphorbiaceae, 23 3
Celastraceae, 1

Portulacaceae, 5

Silenaceae, 3 1

Alsinaceae,, 2

Tamaricaceae, 2 1

Illecebraceae, , 3

Rutaceae, 1

Zygopbyllaceae, 2

Balsamiuaceae, <• 1 1

Oxalidaceae, 2 1

Rosaceae, 10 8

viz. Pomeae, 3

Amygdalineae, 3

Potentilleae, 2

Roseae, 2

Fabaceae,(Leguminosae,) 88 26
viz. Genisteae, 8 (1.)

Trifoliese, 9 (3.)

Clitoriese, 9 (2.)

Galegeae, 3 1.

Astragaleae, 2

Hedysareae, 14

Vicieae, 8 2.

Pbaseoleae, 1 7.

Dalbergieae, 3 2.

Mimoseae, 9 2.

Cassieae, 12 6.

Anacardiaceae, 2 2

Total, Polypetalae, 270 88
Incompletes.

Urticaceae, 10 3
Ceratopbyllaceae, 1

Myricaceae, 1 1

Salicaceae, 3 2

Platanaceae, 1 1

Amarantbaceae, 14 5

Chenopodiaceae, 9 4

Phytolaccaceae, , 1

Polygonaceae 9

Nyctaginaceae, 3 1

Menispermaceae, 2

Total, 54 17
Monopetales.

Primulaceae, 2

Sapotaceae, 3 3
Ebenaceae, 1

Cuscutaceae, 1 1

Convolvulaceae, 15 2

Hydroleaceae, 1

Campanulaceae, 1

Spbenocleaceae,. 1

Cinchouacese, ,.. 10 1

Galiaceae, 1

Cicboraceae, 9 2

Asteraceae, 33 4

viz. Vernoniaceae, 4

Asteroideae, 15

Senecionidae, 14 (4.)

Cynaraceae, 9 3

Plantaginaceae, 2 1

Salvadoraceae, «.. 1

Plumbaginaceae, 1

Cordiaceae • 2 2

Ehretiaceae, 6

Boraginaceae, 4

Lamiaceae, (Labiatae) 12 3

Verbenaceae, 8 1

Bignoniaceae, *... 1

Acaatbaceae, 22 4

Lentibulariaceae, 3

Orobancbaceae, 2

Scrophulariaceae, 15

Solanaceae, 12 6

Gentianaceae, 4

Apocynaceae, 7 2

Asclepiadiaceae 4

Jasmiaaceae, 5 3

Total, 198 25

Gymnospermce.
Gnetaceae, 1

Equisetaceae, 1

Total, 2

Endogence.
Zingiberacese, 2

Marantaceae, 2 2

Musaceae, 1 1

Amaryllidaoeae, 4 4

Iridaceae, 2 2

Hydrocbaridaceae, 1

Orchidaceae, ; 2

Palmaceae, 1

Liliaceae, 9 4

viz. Tulipeae, 2

Hemerocallideae, 2 (2.)

Scilleae, 2 (2.)

Anthericeae, 1

Asparageae, 1

Aloinae, 1

Commelinaceae 4

Butomaceae, 1

Alismaceae, 5

Juncaceae, 1

Dioscoreaceae, 1

Araceae, 3 2

Typbaceae, 2

Naiadaceae, 4
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Eriocaulonaceae 1 Aerogens.

Cyperacese, 35 Ophioglossaceae, 1

viz. Cypereae, 17 Polypodiaceae, 3
Scirpeae, 17 Characeae, . ... 1

Cariceae, 1 Marsiliaceae, 1

Graminaceae, 112
viz. Total, 6

Phalaridese, 1

Paniceae, 42 4

Saccharineae, 19 3

Rotbollieae, 3 ; : ]

Olyreie 4 1 2 3 3
Phlseoidea, 10 % g £
Agrostidese, 7 Polypetalse, 182 88 270
Stipeae. 3 Incompletse, 37 17 54
Oryzeae 2 1 Monopetalse 173 25 198
Chlorideae, 8 1 Gymuospermse, 2 2
Avenaceae, 2 1 Endogense, 163 30 193
Arundinaceae, 2 Acrogenaj, 6 6
Triticeae, 4 2 ,

Festuceee, 12 Total, 563 160 743
Bambuseae, 2 2

Total, Endogenae, 193 30

Out of these the following are peculiar to the Phalahi and Jhand tract.

Farsetia Hamiltonii. Plantago, sp.

Reseda oligandra, (mihi.) Euphorbia, sp.

Bergia odorata, (mihi.) Ephedra, sp.

Malva Malvensis, (mihi.) Boraginearum, sp. 1.

Fagonia Mysorensis ? Heliotropiearum, sp. 2.

Zizyphus, sp. Acanthacearuua, sp. 1.

Crotolaria arida, (Royle) ? Astragali, sp. 2.

Lotearum, sp. Orobanche calatropidis.

And peculiar to the Khadir and Bket are the following remarkable European

forms. Erythraea, sp.

Viola Patrinii, (?) Ajuga deeumbens.
Viciearum ? sp. Butomus umbellatus.

Lotus comiculatus. Alisma, sp.

Rubus distans. Ophioglossum, sp.

I subjoin a description of such species as I believe to be new.

Reseda oligandra, mihi. c.

Herba glauca ramosa foliis liniaribus acutis papillosis, ramilis axillaribua,

stipulis 2 parvulis dentiformibus adnatis ad basin foliorum ; spicis longissimis

terminalibus rachi striata floribus sub-distantibus solitariis sessilibus, bracteis

parvis solitariis calyculatis sepalis, conformibus, calyce tetra-sepalo, sepalis

lanceolatis, papilloso-marginatis, petala subaequantibus, ovario brevioribus. Petalia

duobus oblique lanceolatis, margine interiori subrecto exteriori v. obliquo v.

1-lobato, vel duobus in unum trilobum coalitis inter duobus sepalis superioribus

sitis concoloribus (albis) vel ad apicem sub-glandulosis ; staminibus saepius 3,

basi coalitis antepetala sitis, vel 5 (v. 4 uno v. altero absenti) quorum 3

coalitis 2 lateralibus liberis sepalis superioribus opponuntur ; antheris geminis.

Disco nullo nisi basin staminum sub-dilatatorum iutelligis.

Pistillo ad latus inferius floris sito ovario 4-lobo, lobis tumidis vesiculosis

carinis 2 papillosis instructis, stigmatibus 4 ad apicem loborum. inferiore ma-

j ore, superiore minimo capsula 1-loculari ante anthesin ore aperto marginibus
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valvularum intus reflexis ; seminibus numerosis reniformibus placentis 4 parie-

talibus suturas subtendentibus affixis.

Bergia odorata, (mihi.)

Ramis decumbentibus ramosis teretibus pubescentibus. Foliis oppositis bistipu-

latis oblongo-ellipticis sessilibus serratis pubescentibus, stipulis subulatis, ra-

mulis axillaribus ; floribus axillaribus 1-3 utraque axilla, pedunculatis pedunculis

1-floris, calyce 5 sepalo, sepalis ovatis pubesceutibus, petalis 5 obovatis integris ;

staminibus alternis brevioribus, stylis 5-ovario 5-loculo.

Odor aromaticus Anthemidis.

Habitat in inundatis proper Balawali.

Malva Malvensis, (mihi.)

Prostrata hirsutissima, ramis teretibus foliis petiolatis quinquefidis, segmentis

2-lobis obtusiuseulis ; floribus axillaribus subsolitariis in apice ramorum sub-

racemosis foliis floralibus minimis sub-nullis petiolatis. Bracteolis 6 subulatis
j

Calyce ventricoso hirsutissimo. Corolla pallida calyce vix longiore. Carpella 7, 8

plerumque 9, lateribus planis rugosis dorso costato. Odor aromaticus Pelargonii,

Crescit cum praecedente.

Astragalus sesameus, D. C IT. p. 288.

Ramis decumbentibus humi adpressis longis simplicibus teretibus hirsutius

culis foliis alternis 5-7-foliolatis foliolis ovalibus hirsutiuseulis, stipulis liberis

cuneatis ; racemis axillaribus, pedunculis in anthesi folio brevioiibus in fructu

elongatis, floribus sub-capitulatis brevissime pedicellatis, bracteis subulatis

ciliatis ; calyce hirsuto 5 dentato, dentibus acutis supra fisso, vexillo obovato,

emargiuato recto, alis oblique ovatis unguiculatis carina obtusa, stam. 1-9-fila-

mentis brevibus antheris hirsutis, stylo brevi curvato stigmate capitato glabro

legumine ovato, dorso sulcato cum stylo persistente apiculato villoso seminibus

oblique reniformibus.

Flores minuti pallide purpureis. Lodihana.

Astragalus incurvus, D. C. II. p. 304.

Perennis hirsutus, caulibus radiatim prostratis, foliis alternis petiolatis alter-

natim pinna tis foliolis oblique ovatis apice acutis hirsutis, stipulis subulatis

petiolo adnatis, floribus capitulatis pedunculis axillaribus brevibus 4-5-floris

bracteis subulatis hirsutis ; calycibus 5 partitis segmentis subulatis, corolla

purpurascente, vexillo longo obliquo valde emarginato carina duplo longiore, alis

vexillo brevioribus 1-dentatis leguminibus stellatim dispositis margine inferiore

introflexo falcatis gibbis hirsutis, utroque loculo 4-spermo seminibus rhomboideis.

Malva et Pentepotamia. These two species are remarkable as being identical

with or very strongly resembling the two African species to which I have referred

them.

Heliotropium.

Perenne ramosissimum omnino pilis sub-spinosis asperrimum, foliis sessilibus

lanceolatis valde rugosis asperrimisque, corymbis subterminalibus dichotomis

floribus sessilibus, calycis segmentis obtusis marginatis pilosis corollae tubo
ventricoso viridi calyce dimidio longiore inferius piloso, margine brevi undulat
albo 5-fido segmentis rotundis capsula laevi rugosiuscula vix 4-partabili. In
Arenosis Malwae et Lodihana; abundantissimum.

Boraginearum species—
Annua erecta ramosa hirsutissima pilis mollibus spinulosisque mixtis, foliis

lanceolatis diitantev crenatis, ad crenas costasque spinulosis aliter villosis

;
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floribus racemosis pedicellatis, racemis foliolosis ; calycibus ventricosis, 10-costa-

tis, 5-partitis, corolla tubulosa limbo 5-partito segmentis rotundis, fauce breviter

5-fomicata intus pilosa at non clausa, sfaminum filamentis brevibus antberis

ovatis cserulescentibus, pistillo recto libero stigmate clavato, nucibus basi affixis

oblique ovatis subrugosis apice acutiusculis, basi perforatis fauce perforations

plicata.

HerbababituHyoscyami, calyce Physalin vel Lychnidem vespertinam semulans,

Corolla alba.—Malwa, Pentepotamia.

Orobanche Calatropidis.

Spica cuufertiflora, caule (vel racbi) glabra spongiosa succi (aquse similis)

plena bracteis ternis 1-floris, una inferiore majore ovata apice acuminata demum

marcescente calycem superante carnosa, purpurascente supra fulva, duabus

lateralibus ellipticis caniculatis lateribus versus basin pilis carnosis ciliatis, aliter

glabris, calyce brevioribus ; calyce 5-fido segmentis obtusis glabris corolla

ringente tubo calyce subduplo longiore curvato, limbo biiabiato labio superiore

2-fido minore suberecto segmentis rotundis emarginatis purpureis, inferiore

patulo 3-fido segmentis rotundis emarginatis ad marginem purpurascente, intus

flavo, fauce valleculis 2 luteis instructa, staminibus 4 didynarais inferioribus

longioribus, glaberrimis, junioribus in autherium lineare autheram superans pro-

ductis quod postea marscescens ad antheram affingitur, antberis 2-lobis cordatis

pilis albis presertim ad basin marginesque saccarum birtis, junioribus hisce

pilis arete coalitis post impregnatione discedentibus, polline ovali» Pistillo

glaberrimo ad basin ovarii disco luteo circumdato ovario conico 1-loculari placentis

4. Stylo staminibus longiore medio angustato, curvato, stigmate in apice clavato

styli glanduloso.

Crescit in rsedicibus Calatropidis Hamiltonii in arenosissimis Malvse Scapo 1-3

pedali crassissimo, bracteis inferioribus saepius efloratis.

Plantago baupMda, (mihi.J—indice ?

Caulibus decumbentibus ramosis subhirsutis foliis alterois ample canlibus,

liaeari-lanceolatis distanter denticulatis, sub-carinatis, pilis raris apice articulatis

hirsutiusculis pedunculis axillaribus foliis longioribus minute hirsutis vel sub-

glabris viridibus vel purpurascentibus, spicis confertifloris ovatis, bracteis uni-

floris costis viridibus marginibus latis scariosis inferioribus carinatis apiculatis

majoribus (at non foliaceis) sepalis 4. rotundato-ovatis, 2 exterioribus inferi-

oribusque bracteiformibus costa viridi, 2, interioribus omnino membranaceis.

Corollse limbo 4 fido, segmentis ovatis acuminatis scariosis, staminibus in

fauce insertis, filamentis filiformibus purpureis segmentis corollse sequalibus,

antheris ovatis versatilibus luteis, stylo exserto apice hirsutiusculo ; capsula

membranacea ovata versus fundum circumscissa, rosea, seminibus 2 naviculi

—

formibus, albumine concavo ovato embryone centrali immerso radicula inferiore,

cotyledonibus linearibus placenta centtali ovata crassiuscula in medio laterum in

valle lineari excavata propter receptionem embryonis, posteriuis in fructu mem-
branacea. Malwa et Pentepotamia.

Sa Isola land, (mihi,) nomine Indorum ?

Frutescens ranoosissiina, foliis breviter petiolatis cylindraceis vel ovatis, rectis

vel falcatis, acutiusculis vel obtusis, floribus 3-4 glomerulars axillaribus sessili-

bus, sepalis 5 concavis rubris, stamina iis opposita tegentibus filam 5 : brevibus

antberis viridibus stylis 2-3-4. brevibus rectis exsertis ovario unico.

Fructum maturam non vidi.

—

Malwa et Pentapotamia,
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II.

—

Extracts from the Mohit (the Ocean J, a Turkish work on Na-

vigation in the Indian Seas. Translated and Communicated by

Joseph Von Hammer, Baron Purgstall, Aulic Counsellor, and

Prof. Orient. Lang, at Vienna, Hon. Memb. As. Soc. fyc. §c.

First Chapter.

OF THE NAMES OF THE SKIES, AND THE STARS ; OF THE ELE-
MENTS, AND WHAT BELONGS TO THEM.

First Section. Of the skies, stars, and elements.

Be it known that all the skies are perfectly round in convexity and

concavity each between two parallel surfaces ; their centre is that of

the world ; they are nine in number, are called the ' universal skies,'

and are comprehended one within the other. The four elements are

within the concavity of the lunar sky, and have fixed themselves in the

middle of the terrestrial globe because gravitating like all bodies to-

wards the centre of the world, they found their repose there. According

to the expression of philosophers the earth is surrounded by the water,

but the surrounding is an imperfect one, because, according to the

opinion of old sages, the fourth part of the northern side of the earth

is shining forth ; the modern philosophers say more, and in fact, the

Portuguese have found on the west of the Canarian islands a new conti-

nent which they call the New World, and which is drawn up in the

maps of our time ; we will mention it, please God, with more detail, in

the chapter of the Indian islands.

The water and the earth form together one globe ; the cause that

the earth came forth of the water, is only God's grace, who raised

towering mountains, and sunk flat valleys to make them the abode of

animals and plants. The earth shone forth by the natural inclination

of the water to descend to the deeper grounds, the effect of which was,

that the higher places remained uncovered with water. Some say that

there are six hundred species of animals on the continent, and eight

hundred in the sea. The Sheikh, author of the Shefa has said of the

animals : that all those who have ears propagate by birth ; and those

which have only auricular holes, by eggs. The eggs are of two species

—those the shell of which is hard, have two colors ; one, that of the

interior part and the other of the exterior covering ; but those, the

shell of which is tender, are but of one color and have no exterior hide

;

as the eggs of the fishes. After the terrestrial globe comes the aerial,

after it that of fire ; then the skies of the moon, mercury, venus, sun,

mars, jupiter, saturnus, that of the fixed stars, and the greatest sky

which is called Attas. The reason that the universal skies are in the

5 D
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number of seven, lies in their different motions. The proof of it is that

the before-said planets cover one the other. The covering sky is the

inferior and the covered one the superior.

The stars are divided in three classes. The first : the seven planets

every one of which is moving in its proper sky. The second class are

the fixed stars, which are real stars like the planets, and which are all

fixed in the eighth sky. The third class are only imaginary and not

real ones ; these are the two points which are called the poles. The

two poles of the greatest sky, make the difference between east and

west. In the same manner there are in the ninth sky two insensible

points ; all the* stars are fastened in the globe of the skies like the stone

in a ring. Their rising and going down is fixed by returning cycles.

The line which passes through the two poles is called the axis )yS* m

In order to go on in the operations of this science it is necessary to name

the four great circles which are the meridian, the equator, the'hori-

zon and the circle of height*.

Second Section, Of the divisions of the circle of the shy.

The learned in nautical science agree that the circle of the sky, that

is to say, the horizon, is divided into thirty-two parts, called khan\ ;

because the ship can go in thirty-two directions, which applied to the

horizon make these thirty-two divisions, every one of which is named

after a particular constellation to which seafaring men have given a

particular name. So they call in Turkey the north, Yildiz, which the

masters of the Indian seas call Kutb Jdh sW^_Jaj #
So the two calves

(j8. and 7. in ursa minor) are true north, the rising point of them is N.

by E., the setting point of them N. by W. The rising point of the bier

(the square of ursa majorJ N. N. E. ; the setting point of the bier N.

N. W. The rising point of the camel (0. in Cassiopeia :) N. E. by

N. The setting point of the camel, N. W. by N. ; the rising point of

Capella N. E. ; the setting point of it N. W.—The rising point of the

falling eagle (a in the lyra :) N. E, by E., the setting point of it N. W.
by W.—The rising point of Spica E. N. E. ; the setting point W. N.

W. The rising point of the Pleias E. by N. ; their setting point W. by
N. The rising point of the eagle true east, the setting point of it, true

£UUjl tjijA This we presume is any circle passing through the Zenith

of a place, on which altitudes above the horizon are measured.

—

Ed.

"^

fj&-
Perhaps the Persian word khdneh, place, house, division, or khand

from the Sanskrit ?p$ part, division.--Ed.
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west. The south is in Asia minor and Roomeli generally called the

Kibla. The master of the Indian seas calls it Kutb-i-Soheil, that is

to say, the pole of Canopus. The rising of Solbar or Solibdr* (which

seems to be al-Phard) S. by E. ; the setting point of it S. by W. The

rising point of the two asses (7 and 8 in Cancer :) S, E. by S., the setting

point of it S. W. by S. The rising point of the scorpion S. E.; the setting

point of it S. W. The rising point of the crown S. E. by E ; the setting

point S. W. by W. The rising of Arcitenens E. S. E.; the setting

point of it W. S. W. The rising point of the twins E. by S.; the setting

point of it W. by S. These are the names of the thirty-two khans

(points of the compass). The middle point of two khans is called the

half of a khan, and the middle point of this is called the quarter of a

khan. The word karta t3S is but a corruption of the word ^j \jj

quarto which in the language of the Francs signifies the fourth part.

The denominations of the khans after the rising and setting of the

above named stars, belongs to the Indian seas and the denomination

is only approximative and metaphorical, and not real. The division

is taken from the compass, which in Turkey is known by the name

of Pussolaf . The above mentioned names are not used in the

white and black sea, where Ursa major and minor are continually

in sight, but where Canopus, Salibdr and the Aselli are not seen rising

and setting ; the names used in the Turkish seas agree with the points

of the horizon, independent of the rising and setting of stars ; this way

is by far the more easy, because there are only eight names of winds,

the middle and quarters of them, which makes ten words fifteen rising

points (the setting points not counted :) the northern pole and the

south pole, altogether seventeen names which it is easy to retain. It

is by far more easy to say east by north or west by north, than to

retain in memory the rising and setting points of the pleiades.

The Third Section explains the Isbd, £*<wl > and the middle of
the Khans.

The circumference of the circle (globe) is of 360 degrees, each degree

. 66f miles, the whole circumference 24,000 miles ; each degree has 22§

* Solbdr not Salibdr is the true vocalisation. [The navigators call it Sa-

libdr.—-Ed.]

t From the Italian or Portuguese Bussola, which the late 3V([. Klaproth does

not allow to be derived either from Bossola, a box, or the old English Boxel, but

rather from the Arabic &!Luy* pronounced Moussala, the point, or pointer.

The present example however in which the word is written with a p rather

proves that both the Arabic terms Pussola and Moussala are corruptions of

Bussola.—Ed.
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farsangs; the whole 8000 farsangs. An £^*1 is formed by 1? de-

grees*. Eight flj zams make one isbd, and again 4| #ams

one degree; 114? miles are one isbd, 14f miles are one zdm

;

one degree contains seven parts of the twelfth of the isbd; so

the whole circumference contains 210 isbd or 1680 zdms, the mid-

dle of two khans is 6
T | isbd; counting by degrees, 111 degrees; the

whole circle 210 isbd at our time, but in ancient times the middle

measure of each khan was 7 isbd, therefore the circle contained 224

isbd ; the first is the better computation which is proved by the

difference of the greatest and lowest height of lSj^j*^ which is but of

four isbds. Astronomers know that from the rising of Judda, that

is the polar star, to its setting, 6 degrees and 6 isbds are counted,

each isbd being 1 f degrees ; but the rising and setting of Judda is

not always the same because its motion follows that of the sky of the

fixed stars, by which, in the course of time, the distance of it from the

meridian becomes greater and sometimes smaller, according to the pole

of the world ; in our time it is so trifling that it makes no difference.

Be it also known that the isbd is of two species ; the one, that used

by the masters of the seas ; this is the fourth part of the distance be-

tween Capella and ^^ (the two Ursce) ; the masters measuring with

their instruments reckon this distance to be four isbd. If the mea-

surement is taken in **\=*- ( f 7 *i Leo) and that the measure is neither

too large nor too narrow. The distance between Capella and the two

Ursce is four isbd. The second species of isbd is not the nautical

but geometrical one, which is the breadth of six moderate grains of

barley ; according to the systems of the moderns, 24 isbd or inches

make one yard (P'jA) and 4000 yards one mile, and three miles one

farsang.

The Fourth Section, explains the distance of the stars, which

are used to measure the khanfrom the meridians andfrom the pole.

The distance of the polar-star is 861 degrees ; the distance of the

two calves (P 7) 77 degrees, th« distance of the first star of the square

of Ursa minor jJo >j£* 66 degrees; the distance of &ftL.*i* 52

degrees ; of Capella 45 degrees ; of Lyra 381 degrees ; of Arcturus

231 degrees; of the Pleias MJ degrees; of Aquila 7 degrees. All

these distances are northern. The southern ones are the following

:

Solbar called also Mohannis, that is to 'say, the perjurer 61 degrees.

The reason of this denomination is because an Arabic tribe, having

taken its rising for that of Canopus, swore that it was Canopus ; which

* Should be 1° 36' 25" since 224 assaba = 360 degrees.
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was a perjury. The distance of Canopus is 52 degrees. Ast his is

a most renowned star, the southern pole has taken its name from it

;

the distance of +x{)o which is the first of the two Aselli, 49 degrees ;

the heart of the Scorpion, (Antares) 24± degrees ; the Crown 17

degrees ; the Arrow, else called Shaurani Yamani, that is to say,

Sirius, 16 degrees ; Djoza, (the girdle of Orion,) 1 degree. This

last one though a northern one has been mentioned. with the southern

ones.

The distance between the north-pole and the polar-star (Djah) is

two isbd, some say that the difference is less. The distance between

the pole and the star of the nail ^.yc^^S^ is 8J isbd, the distance

between the polar-star and the star of the nail 6^ isbd ; that between,

the polar-star and the greater of the two calves 7^ isbd. Those dis-

tances were taken by the former masters, with the instruments made by

themselves by which the elevation of the stars was at variance, which is

not the case with the present instruments. The distance from the stars

to the meridian and the pole of the world is not always the same,

because the stars move with the eighth sky, so that by its motion

some northern stars become southern ones and vice versa, so that the

stars which in the zodiac are now seen in the beginning of Capricornus,

may fall into the beginning of Cancer, the distance of which is nearly

48 degrees. The rest may be guessed by this, but in our times the

operations are sure.

The Fifth Section explains the instruments of measurement.

The first instrument which the ancients used, consists of nine tablets,

or boards, y, the first of which, of the size of man's little finger is

divided in four foldsf ( t£u*>\, each of which is called one isbd, that

is to say, that the first tablet is reckoned to be four isbd. Be it known

that each pilot takes the tablet according to his hand, so that if he is a

tall man the divisions happen to be great, and if he be a short man they

are small ; therefore a difference must necessarily occur and the opera-

tion is not surej. The distance between Capella and Dobban ( . AjJ)

which in the lunar stations fall in SLs^f (i"7i« of leo) is just four

isb&§ ; which agrees with the above measurement taken by the hand.

* This may be y cephei of our globes by its relative distance from polaris and

the pole.

—

Ed.

T Shikan may here be translated rather a groove or furrow.

—

Ed.

X i. e. If the instrument of one man be used by another.

—

Ed.

§ The star here called Dobban must be understood, not as Dabbe, {$ aurigae which

is 7° 45' distant from Capella, making the isbd=l° 55',
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The second tablet or plate is one isbd more than the first and so on,

until the ninth. Through the middle of this tablet passes a thread so

that it increases from the first to the second table half an isbd, and so

on to the ninth ; by this the elevation of the stars is taken*. Be it

known that the measurement of the ninth table is according with the

first plan. Capricornus having the smallest elevationf, it will be found
there to be 12 isbd. In the 8th table, 1 1 isbd, and so farther on

till the first, where its elevation is four isbd. In the same way the

calves, the four stars of the square of Ursa minor and the elevations of

the other stars are calculated. The method of taking the measure is

as follows :—You take the table with the left hand and the thread that

passes through their middle in the right
; you stretch your left hand firm

and take the elevation which gives four isbd for that of Juddi (^J^).
The moderns use to the same purpose a bar J, three or four

spans long, which they divide in five parts ; one part forms a tablet J

the breadth of which is the half of its length, that is to say, the fifth part

of the half ; a thread passes through the middle. The bar is divided in

twelve parts and where it cuts off six parts a knot (or division) is made.

The pilots begin their measurement from this knot, Juddi having the

smallest elevation. The distance between the circle of the horizon is twelve

isbd and at this time the stations Isarfa, (# in the lion,) Awwa, (Pvy^

in the virgin,) and Semak Spica ; are near, that is to say, in the

zenith ; at this time Juddi is two isbds below the pole of the world
;

the measure of an isbd is If degrees (1° 43') ; at that place the ele-

vation of the pole of the world is 14 isbd or 24 degrees which is the

greatest milej. The greatest elevation of Juddi, is that in the lunar

stations fira el-mokaddam, (a £ in Pegasus, J and moakhkhar, (y in

Pegasus and a in Andromeda ; ) and Resha, ( # in Andromeda : J there

are according to this calculation six isbd : they call this measure, the

original or fundamental measure ; that is to say, two isbd above the

pole of the world. You divide then this bar in eleven parts, throw five

of them away and make a knot at the sixth, then remain 1 1 isbd for

the elevation of Juddi. You divide again the bar in ten parts, throw

away four and make a knot at the sixth which gives the elevation of

ten isbd. Then you divide it in nine parts, throw away three and

make a knot at the sixth so that nine isbd remain for the elevation.

Again you divide it in eight parts, throw away two, make a knot at the

* See the subjoined note.

—

Ed.

f For ' smallest' I should here desire to read • greatest'—the meaning being, tha^

according to the estimated elevation is the loh to be selected.

—

Ed.

J Perhaps the extremity of the scale should be understood by this expression.
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sixth, so that eight isbd remain for the elevation. You divide it then

in seven parts, throw away one making a knot at the sixth, in which

case the elevation of Juddi remains seven isbd. You divide it again

in seven (six ?) parts, but you throw none away and make the knot at

the end of the yard, in which case there remain six isbd for the

elevation. Here the operation ceases ; but all this is calculated on the

lowest elevation of Juddi which is the original measure. The way of

measuring with the above said thread and table J, is the following:

first you take the tablet in your left hand, take hold of the first knot

with your teeth, stretch forth your hand, don't twinkle with the left

eye, and take the elevation so that Juddi is above and the horizon be-

low, no more and no less. At this time the arc of elevation between

the horizon and Juddi is 12 isbd ; each time that a knot in added an

isbd is lessened till at last there remain six isbd, and here ends the

operation with the length of the table or bar. If you wish to operate

with its breadth it is as follows : at the knot made for the elevation

of twelve isbd, that is to say, at the half of the yard the elevation of

Juddi according to the measure of the breadth of the table, is again six

isbd. Be it known that if you are operating with the breadth and

a knot is added, the elevation loses half an isbd, so that it comes

at last to three isbd, in which place the northern pole is five isbd.

From this place the equator is distant 40 zdm, which makes nearly

570 miles and the original measure (.JloJ, *A<V») ls nere at an ena",

because Juddi being in the original measure near the horizon its mea-

surement is not just. They call this the original or fundamental mea-

sure because Juddi is beneath the pole of the world in the lowest ele-

vation opposite to the pole. Besides this they take the measure by the

Farkadain, the Naash, and other stars.

The Sixth Section explains the calculation ofthegreatest elevation

' of the stars.

The way is this : you add the distance of the star in the northern

quarter to the latitude if it has a northern distance, and you subtract

it if it has a southern distance, and the result of the addition or subtrac-

tion is the elevation of the star; if it exceeds 90 degrees you throw it

away from the half circle and what remains is the greatest elevation ;

in the southern quarter the operation is quite the reverse. If you

wish to change the degrees into isbd, you know by what has been said

that one isbd is 1 « degree, so that it is easy to make out the isbd

;

but in order to calculate just the elevation of the stars it is necessary to

know to a certainty the distances. Be it known that as the stars move
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with their skies their distances are sometimes different which must be

known for the purpose of operating.

Note on the above chapter. By James Prinsep, Sec, As. Soc. fyc.

The first chapter of the Mohit, as I anticipated, explains all the allu-

sions to the stars, the points of the compass, and the methods of mea-

suring the latitude, which were so difficult to understand in the chap-

ters of voyages first translated ; while the examination of the Arab and

Maldive quadrants (if they may be so called) to which I was led in

order to understand the nature of the ' celestial inch' or isbd, &c.

has prepared me to comprehend at once the descriptions in the present

chapter which, as the Baron states, " are quite incomprehensible without

the knowledge or sight of the instrument itself, which no doubt must be

actually known by Indian or Arabic masters*."

The first question to be solved is what are the actual stars corre-

sponding with the designations adopted in Sidi's work, as well as on the

Arabic compass ? The fourth section furnishes the data for the solu-

tion of this point, for it contains, not the azimuthal positions of their

rising and setting, but their absolute declination north or south of the

equator. But to compare these declinations with our present tables al-

lowance must be made for the annual variation in declination for the

time elapsed since Sidi's tables were framed. To find this epoch we may

take the declination of Polaris, i!*^, which is given in the text as N.

86° 80', whereas on the 1st January 1839f it is by the nautical alma-

nac, N. 88° 27'. The difference, 1° 53' = 6780 seconds, divided by

-f-l9".3 the annual variation of this star, gives 353 years prior to 1839

as the epoch, or A. D. 1486. Sidi's book was written in 1554, but

it was compiled from ten works of preceding authors, five of them

ancient, and five modern. The tables he consulted were probably

much anterior, perhaps those of Ulugh Beg (A. D. 1437), or of

Nasir uddi'n Tu'si', astronomer to the Mongol Halagu Khan at

Tabriz in A. D. 1264. It is impossible to expect much accuracy where

the text does not pretend to come nearer than the half of a degree, but

still as we have sixteen stars we may apply the Bentley method of mi-

nimum errors to find the date :

* On board the Futtle Barry, (Falih-ul bad) I could find none of these in-

struments—nor were the points of the ancient compass known—all is now
English in Arabic navigation.

f I make use of this epoch because I happen to have on my table a Green-

wich Ephemeris for 183 (J, and none for the current year.
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The average epoch of the Arabic tables is then A. D. 1282 or al-

most precisely that of Nasir ul di'n Tu'si' before mentioned. The

greatest discrepancies are naturally found in the stars of least annual

variation ; because half a degree, the limit of accuracy in the Arabic

column, is in such cases equal to several centuries -.—thus for Rigel, with

annual variation of three seconds we cannot expect to come nearer than

1800" -r-
3" sa 600 years, nor in Canopus than 1800" -f- 2" = 900

years

!

It will be remarked that I have in some instances been obliged to

abandon the usually received equivalents of Arabic stars, and to select

others that were more conformable to the conditions. Of the farqa-

5 R
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dein, (P and y Urs. Min.) only the former would answer. No. 3 is

translated * the firststar of the square of Ursa minor,' hut no star of

that constellation has the necessary declination ; as the square of Ursa

major has the same name in Arabic {j**y>U I have inserted « Urs.

Maj. the principal star of the square, to shew that it will answer perfectly,

but if I have read the Arabic name right (for in the manuscript it has

no points to the letters), it should be the leading star of tinin,' the

dragon, to which I have accordingly given the preference, though it

does not furnish so good an epoch. M^iji^ ' the bright star' of the

she-camel I can identify with no other than the extreme star of the tail

of the great bear, the last of the three ' daughters of the bier,' and itself

named bindt-ndsh on our globe. I formerly thought it was <j^Xc the

second star, but this is 5 degrees too far north. The Arabic globes

and tables write tXASJJ < the leader' in lieu of &uJI. ^ Cassiopeia

the star suggested by M. Von Hammer is 8 degrees too far northward.

Of Capella, Vega, and Arcturus there can be no doubt : but the next

of the series, translated Pleias by the Baron with a north declination 11*

15' cannot certainly represent the Pleiades which are in 23° north. I

have, as on the former occasion, prefered Aldebaran (the bright star of

the Hyades) whose name;^) the bull, does not much differ from

UJtlj the pleiades: but for this interpretation it is advisable (though

not necessary) to read 15° 11' instead of 11° 15', for the declination.

To Jozeh, if it were to be taken in the usual acceptance of a con-

traction of Rijal uljozeh (our Rigel) we should be constrained to allow

a correction, from 1° to 10° south declination which would bring it to

the compass azimuth of E. by S. : but the text mentions its being out

of position and rather a northern star or one close upon the equator,

so that we may safely assume it to be g Orionis as in the above table

without altering the text. The southern crown on our globes is far

too south for the cJi^J of Sidi, or of the compass, which is evidently

o/^'W' or £ Scorpionis. Antares is not liable to mistake : but

there is some misapprehension in regard to ZaUm +d&. The Baron

translates it ' the first of the two Aselli' (^i)^^) : now the Aselli are two

small stars in Cancer, in 19° and 22° north declination, whereas ZaUm
is in 49° south. Again Dr. Dorn* states Fomalhaut of the Piscis

Australis to be denominated {**& on the Arabic globe, but this again is

still 18 degrees too northerly. My own opinion was before given in

favor of a and £ Gruis for the Hamdrein, and the declination, now fur-

nished by Sidi, corroborates my selection, which is further confirmed

* Transactions Royal Asiatic Society, vol. II, page 392.
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by the Arabic appellation zalim, which signifies * a male ostrich,' not

much differing from grus ' a crane.'

Canopus is too notorious a star to admit of any doubt, except to the

perjured Arab tribe ! but its annual variation is too small to yield fair

data for calculating the epoch of the tables.

For the last of the list, Salibdr, I before wavered between <* Eridani

and v Argus, and I should be able to propound a plausible excuse for the

Arab tribe's mistake, (were the latter to be found correct,) in the disco-

very lately made by Sir John Herschell at the Cape, of the variable

brilliancy of this star ' which in a few months had come to surpass all the

stars of the first magnitude except Sirius, Canopus, and « Centauri*:'

but when tried by the test of the minimum errors it is found wanting.

In 1839 it has S. Declin. 58° 50', with annual increase of 18.8 seconds,

so that in the 14th century it would be 5 degrees too far north, ; whereas

-yAJLak.) or Achernar precisely corresponded with the ^Arabic declina-

tion in 1288 A. D. The Baron's suggestion of Alphard (£ Hydra?)

is quite untenable, that star having only 7° 57' south declination.

The present section in addition to the above valuable information,

tells us why the south pole has been called Soheilf . It is a contrac-

tion of qutb isoheil, or pole of Canopus, to distinguish it from kutb ijdh,

the north pole.

There is no latitude in which the several stars, as now determined can

be made to rise and fall in their assigned positions on the horizon : the

names were purely conventional, yet in the latitude of 15° north a good

many of them find their proper places,—as if the system had been first

framed at Loheia in the Red Sea, Saiban of the ancients, which is the

starting point of all Sim's voyages to India, and we have seen many of

the terms quoted as " used by the Indian masters."

I should here correct a serious mistake made in my former notice, in

supposing that the ancient Arabs like the modern navigators, or the

Hindus, considered the polar star to be immovable. The chapter before

us proves that its polar distance was known and measured, as well as its

secular variation and the precession of the equinoxes. Their accuracy

only was deficient for the want of good instruments: thus in the tables

ofMuhammad Tizini published in Sfiarpe's SyntagmaDissertationum,

T. Hyde, we find the polar distance of Judda in A. H. 940 or A. D.
1533 registered as 26'further from the pole than in Sidi's work, instead

of nearer. In general however Mah. Tizini's places of the stars lie

between Sidi's and the modern tables. Thus, fi Ursae minoris is

* See Proceedings of the Asiatic Society, page 463 of this volume,

t See note on Maldive compass, vol. V. p. 764.

5e2
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respectively 77°, 76°, and 74° 49' in the three :

—

a Lyra, (vega,) is 38°

30', 38° 37' and 38° 38' ;—Aldebaran is 11° 15' (? 15° 11'), 15° 43', and

16° 11' ;—and a Aquilae 7° 0', 7° 24', and 8° 27 in the Mohit, Mah.
Tizini's tables, and the Naut. Aim. for 1839, severally.

I now proceed to make a few remarks on the fifth section which

affords some curious though brief information on the nautical instru-

ments of primitive use. I certainly imagined that nothing could be

more primitive than my Maldive friend's kamdl—a bit of horn with

a knotted string passing through its centre, depicted in fig. 1, PI.

XLVIII. of vol. V. when lo ! here is something even less advanced in in-

genuity ! Instead of dividing the string and making one board or tablet

(loh, ~y) answer for all, it seems to have been an anterior plan to

have nine boards differing in diameter one finger (isbdj each ; the low-

est having four isbds in breadth; the largest, twelve. These were

all strung on one string, as long as the stretch of a man's arm ; and that

board was selected in applying the instrument to use, which just covered

the space between the star and the horizon. From the passage in the

text it is evident that this series of boards was in fact but a substitute

for the more primitive employment of the fingers in the measurement

of celestial altitude. The fingers had however one advantage,—that

stretched at the length of the arm, as radius, they could be placed in a

curve, so as to represent equal portions of an arc ; whereas when fingers'

breadths were transferred to flat wooden boards they became either

sines, tangents or, at the best, chords of the angle measured. It was

to correct this (as I imagine) that the string was shortened by the

thickness of the board (half an isbd ?) for each successive loh, as

they decreased in breadth ; and I have taken the trouble to calculate

the effect on data furnished by my own arm and fingers, whence I set

down—radius = 27 inches ; and isbd = J inch. The data therefore

for each board or loh will be as follow :

Radius in- No. of Breadth Equal tc» Angle Difference

creasing by- the loh of the loh natural deduced. or value of
half an isba or in inches. sine. one isba.

in inches. board.
o / o /

24.04 1 3.00 .1247 7 10 — 4 = 1 47§
24.41 2 3.75 .1536 8 50 1 40
24.78 3 4.5 .181i> 10 27 1 37
25.15 4 5.25 .2087 12 3 1 35
25.52 5 6.0 .2350 13 36 1 33
25.89 6 6.75 .2607 15 7 1 31
26.26 7 7.50 .2856 16 36 1 29
26.63 8 8.25 .3098 18 3 1 27
27.00 9 9.00 .3333 19 28 1 23

Average of 12 isba 1° 37' 20"
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It is evident that half an isbd is a great deal too much for the thick-

ness of the plates or shortening of the string—I have calculated what

it ought to be so as to afford the proper correction for the diminution of

the sines, and find it only a twentieth, instead of half, of an inch ; thus,

making the isbd = 1° 36' ^ we should obtain the following lengths of

the arm or radius ; the isbd being assumed as before at Jths of an

inch :

—

No. of Angle Sine of Depth of Radius deduced — Thickness
plate or subtend- ditto. the loh in D-r sin. %/ alt. of plate.

loh. ed. inches. inches. inch.

1 6
a26' .1120 3.00 26.78 .08

2 8 2 .1397 3.75 26.86 .07

3 9 37 .1670 4.50 26.93 .06

4 11 13 .1945 5.25 26.99 .06
5 12 49 .2218 6.00 27.05 .06
6 14 25 .2489 6.75 27.11 .06

7 16 2 .2761 7.50 27.17 .06

8 17 38 .3029 8.25 27.23 .06

9 19 15 .3296 9.00 27.29 .06

The next instrument described in the fifth section, does not require

much notice since, it is precisely the bilisty, or square rod with a slide,

depicted in PI. XLVIII., fig. 2. p. 786, and the mode of laying off the

divisions agrees with the plan detailed by my Maldive informant. There

seems however to be some unaccountable jumble of the divided rod

(gaj) and the knotted string, unless the word translated knot may also

signify (as is probable) a division cut on the wooden bar. The applica-

tion of the breadth of the tablet for measuring lower altitudes with the

same knotted string is of course only an approximation, but quite near

enough for practice. The zero point (6 isbdsj is explained to be the

lowest altitude of Polaris = 10° 30' -f 3o 30' = 14° ; once more

nearly conformable with the latitude of Loheia.

It is possible that the greater magnitude of the ancient isbd may

have proceeded from the practice of taking the polar distance of Polaris

as a constant oftwo isbd : thus in 1394 it would be 3° 52' -r- 2= 1° 56'

:

in 1550, 1°33', &c. Even in the chapter before us hardly any two

estimates of the isbd agree; in one place 210, in another 224, make 360

degrees ; in the division of the gaj and string, the measure will be

1° 52' : in other places it is reckoned 1
f
degree or 1° 43'.

The fifth section enlightens us further on the zero point of the isbd

scale, which on the former occasion I deduced, from the isbd latitudes

of places in the Red Sea*, to be 5° 30' nearly. It says that in taking

the altitude of Polaris (always, as I guessed, at the inferior passage)

when it comes at last to three isbd (the pole being then five isbd)

* Vide vol. V. page 444.
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the scale ceases, because the star is too near the horizon to give accurate

results. Now 3 ishd at 1° 43' = 5° 9' to which adding 3° 26> = 8° 35'

latitude ; and 570 miles, the distance from the equator corresponding,

gives a latitude also of about 8° 30'. In the table I constructed from

the voyage latitudes I should have added a constant of 3° 26' to the

absolute latitude of each place as the altitudes of Polaris were supposed

to be taken at its inferior elevation.

The sixth section merely gives directions for calculating the meridi-

onal altitude of stars, in order doubtless to obtain the latitude, at sea.

Here instead of north and south declination, the term distance, quas1

north polar distance is alone employed ; the rule being for stars north

o? the zenith ; Altitude= N P D + Latitude ; and for those south

of the zenith, Alt. sap Latitude— N P D (— 90J which is unintelligi-

ble ; it should be Altitude = 180° — NP D + Lai. ; or latitude =
180 — Alt. -f- N P D. Perhaps by southern distance is meant south

polar distance, when the rule becomes S P D — Alt. == latitude.

The isbd is here again quoted at 1°43' and the importance of having

good tables of the stars is insisted on.

I have got through my comment without consulting any native

navigator, for the season of Arab and Maldive monsooners is hardly

yet arrived.-1—But as I have already remarked, the present chapter

exhibits far less difficulties than the others did in the absence of this>

which contains the very particulars we there wanted.

III.

—

Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky, the Balochky and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies oftheBaraky, the Pashi, the

Laghmani, the Cashgari, the Teerhai, and the Deer Dialects. By
Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

A Vocabulary of the Laghmaxni Dialect.

Introduction.

Lawman is a province (mahdl) of the principality of Cabul, situated

opposite to Jalalabad ; it is sometimes written Lam^Aan. It yields a

revenue of 1,13,000 rupees, and is included in the government of

Muhammad Akbar Khan, the favorite son of Amir Dost Muham-
mad. The inhabitants of Lawman are Tajaks or Farsiwans.

Vocabulary.

Lae, day Lam, fort Laya, brother

AUk, hand Kati, tree Warg, water

Kitalik, girl Bakar, good A,u, bread

Ae, mother Veil, night Gung, horse

Saya, sister Balakul, boy Ghora, horse

Angar, fire Baba or tatiya, father Nakar, bad
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Nandt, river

Shotik, she-goat
Lawega, pain

Lodi, wood
Nuni, butter

Ave, flour

Golang bull

Gas, grass

Adam, man
Panj, husband
Shelt, knife

Swran, gold
Pachadak, he-goat

Gal, abuse
Wagan, wind
Guli, bullet

Gom, wheat
Lon, salt

Ga, cow
Mashi, woman
Tik, wife

Pultem, son

Chummar, iron

Mukhra, silver

Wad, stone

Ma^t, nose

Whht, lip

Jub, tongue
Brut, mustachoes
Ast, arm
Kuchh, belly

Dur, far

Shamek, black

TAard, yellow

Nil, blue

Chhal.hair
Gand, large

Sanna, thin

Liga, tall

Peranik, coat

Khada, turban
Pishundik, cat

Pe, meat
Karatik, female ass

Shir, head
Norikh, nail

1 I

2 do
3 te

4 char

5 panj

Chap, left

Drogh, false

Kam, little

Manda, neck
Batjftal, armpit
Pindi, calf

Aneh, eye
Kad, ear

Dan, tooth

Dad, beard

Pa e, leg

Chan, back
Poda, near
Khek, white

Shunek, red

Alina, green
Kat, bedstead

Chantala, small

Chkgh, fat

Muta, short

Kala, cloth

Sutan, trousers

Khudink, dog
Machh, fish

Kar, donkey
Dur, face

Dur, mouth
Rast, right

Rast, true

Bo, much
Shana, shoulder

All'dkh, side

Ran, thigh
Sang, earth

Shila, mud
T/mr, sun
Dum, smoke
Zalzala, earthquake
Gilaph, scabbard
Pasham, wool
Gamba, deep
Pyaz, onion
Paki, razor

Sunchik, needle

Garm, hot
iT/*argosh, hare

6 khe
7 Mat
8 ak/it

9 no
10 de

11 ya e
12 dua,e
13 senzda
14 chadde
15 panju

Bar, fruit

Akude, below
Dura, out

Pam, broad
Kaman, bow
Khkm, raw
Janawar, beast

Limbe, tail

PeMar, shoes
Tuna, thirst

Kana, deaf
Kuta, lame
Patik, gone
Ma e, moon
Wkkh, rain

Abli, cloud
Sum, hoof
Pachh, cotton

Sona, thread
Shamek murch, black

pepper
Aruhh, leek

Ko, thing

Shirin, sweet
Shidal, cold

Gul, flower

Ude, upon
Kuchai, in

Liga, long

Tir, arrow
Pachik, cooked
Paranaga, bird

Sha/eA, horn
Kalacha, speech
Avta, hunger
Anda, blind

Gunga, dumb
Chha, well

Aik, come
Pakam, I go
Paga, he goes
Paka^a, ye go
Pakai, dost thou go
PakaM, we go
Pakan, they go

16 shanza
17 abdlt

18 hash da
19 nozda
20 vist
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A Vocabulary of the Cashgari (properly Kashkabi*) Lan-

GUAGE.

Vocabulary.

Dak, a boy Bughk, be gone Sur, head
Moashi, a man Rupa, get up Kad, ear
Lesun, a cow Pea, drink Ghach, eye
Astor, a horse Dassa, take Rikish, beard
Ashpai, a sheep V'gh, water Dond, tooth
Unth, a camel Gomb, wheat Ege, come here
Chhani, hair Gumod, a girl Hishik, sit down
Pusha, cat Kumedi, a woman Ejube, eat
Inch, forehead Deshawa, a bull Math, with, give me
Naskar, nose Ghod dou, an ass Mashr ba, goglet of
Barup, eyebrow Pai, a goat water
Shoii, lip Postam, wool Shapika, bread
Legin, tongue Rain, dog Karinj, rice

Siri, barley Gharib, poor Mah, waist

To kini, who are you Jil, veil Paz, breast
Chadur, turban Obista, dead Bum, earth
Phadwal, trousers Zum, mountain Jind, bedstead
Chhan, take off (im-• Ingar, fire Satare, stars

perative) Chohistam, I am hun- Paghid, curds
Bizwa, thin gry Paniya, night

Pong, foot Ishgum, shall I eat Dashmanira, read

Shurak, thigh Masam ludath, speak Metal, a great man
JKTiwanu, belly with me Mawlat, country
Gaul, neck Kisht, waistband Kosh, shoes
Trishty, thirst Perahan, coat Jinwa,i, born
Asman, heaven Anjam, put on (impe- Ult, round
Shid, milk rative) Him, snow
Chho,i, day Chale but, a fat man Jin, wood
Dashmani, reading Husht, hand
Ange, come Mujastl, calf of leg

1 I' 4 chod 7 sut 10 ja9h

2 ju 5 punj 8 ansht 20 jishi

3 tru,t 6 chu,i 9 nenhan 100 do shum

A Vocabulary of the Ti'rhai Dialect.

Introduction.

The Tirhai language is at present confined to 3000 families, who

abandoned their own country the district of Ttra on a feud breaking

out between the Orakzais and Afridis, and settled in the province of

Ninganhdr. They figured in the religious revolution I am now about

to mention.

In the reign of Akber, when Mirza Hasn was Governor of Cabul,

a holy man by name Hisamodi'n an Ansari by caste came from Hin-

dustan, where his forefathers had been left by Timurlang, to A^anis-

tan in which country he travelled and preached, and had succeeded in

making many converts to the creed of the Shiahs, to which sect he be-

longed ; when Akhun Darvbza whose shrine is now at Peshawar, arose
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as his opponent, and as the defender of the orthodox faith of the Sun-

nis: Hisamodi'n had obtained the title of Pi'r Roshan (father light)

among his own sect, and that of Pi'R Tari'k (father darkness)

among the Sunnis. Akhun Darveza petitioned the king who gave

orders to the governor of Cabal to co-operate with him in exterminat-

ing the infidel Shiahs. These two laid many snares to entrap their

opponent, who evaded their pursuit, accompanied by a body of 200

cavalry, by reversing the shoes of their horses. He escaped and his

fate is not known ; but his three sons were secured and put to death.

The labors of Pi/r Roshan were particularly successful in the district

of lira, where he had 60,000 disciples ; who on the disappearance of

their preceptor, returned to their former belief.

Kuzra, horse

Bhadai, mare
Pali, bread
Wa, water
Sinth, river

Das, day
Rat, night

Bir ulch, he-camel
Strizy iikh, she-camel

Bira tsinda, he-goat

Strizy tsali, she-goat

GTiwar, good
Nakar, bad
Ghodi, abuse
Bali, wind
Nar, fire

Lada, wood
BreA/j, pain

Tarwali, sword
Dal, shield

Golai, bullet

Dudh, milk
Kuchh, butter

Gadh, clarified butter

Ghom, wheat
Dadi, beard
Zav, barley

Lon, salt

Go, bullock

Dhen, cow
Ghas, grass

Strizy, wife

Mhala, father

Ma, mother
Putur, son
Kumar, daughter
Spaz, sister

Bhra, brother

Katari, knife

5f

Vocabulary.

Tsimbar, iron

Zyad, brass

Postakai, leather

Parannazar, silver

Luhizar, gold
Bat, stone
Achha, eye
Nasth, nose
Kan, ear

iS^unda, lip

Danda, tooth
Zhibba, tongue
Bret, mustachoes
Hast, hand
Pa, leg

Tsat, back
Damma, belly

Boga, near
Dur, far

Paranna, white

Luhi, red

Zyad, yellow

Kangana, black

Sen, bedstead

Bal, hair

Suda, little

Ghana, large

Plan, fat

Sum, thin

Kathan, short

Driga, tall

Tsabar, cloth

Piran, coat

Sathan, trousers

Phagdai, turban

Sana, dog
BUolec, cat

Mahai, fish

Khar, donkey

Mun, face

Azi, mouth
Mas, meat
Nukh, nail

Khw?a, right

Chap, left

Tsuk, little

Brokh, much
Oga, shoulder
Mare, neck
AUakh, side

Kharg, armpit
Run, thigh

Pondi, calf of leg

Brich, tree

Bhum, earth

Gad, mud
Duda, dust

Spagmai, moon
Suri, sun
Barsat, rain

Dhung, smoke
U ryaz, cloud

Zabzala, earthquake
Ghwav kand, thunder
Tandr, thunderbolt
Padakahar, lightning

Nukh, hoof
Kavza, hut
Tekai, scabbard
Maluch, cotton

Pam, wool
U'zh guni, goat's hair

Zmarrai, tiger

Gugh, deep
Kangana mirch, black

pepper
Sum, leek

Pyaz, onion
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Kurkumand, saffron Bizo, monkey Udhast, hunger
Spans!, thread Ath, flour Gushthani, house
Biyatai, scissors Gul, flower Tandrai, mouse
K atari, razor Bar, fruit Hindwana,water-melon
Shai, thing Phalla, grain Rtgha, plain

Dhung, needle Drig, long Kanj/m, crow
MriMt, sweet Plan, broad Morghn, bird

Tre, salt GAasha, arrow Khka, horn
TriMt, bitter Ghurr, kaman, bow Phanai, shoes

Tatta, hot Rast, true Piratha, thirst

Shhal, cold Drist, false Osai, deer

Sawe, hare Pakka, cooked Ku,ai, well

Burod, wolf Ama, raw Ghar, mountain
Gidad, jackal Rassai, rope Bhana, plate

Yaya, bear Lakai, tail

1 ik 7 sath 13 tro 19 kunnai
2 du 8 aMt 14 tsouda 20 bhya
3 tra 9 nab 15 panzi 30 bhyouda
4 tsor 10 dah 16 khod 40 du bhya
5 pants 11 iko 17 sato

6 hho 12 bo 18 ahhto

A Vocabulary of the Language, spoken in the Highlands
of Deer.

Pand pisha, show the road
Puch de, give a kiss

Maga, don't

Shilcha oth, I am thirsty

Bal, hair

Ghat ag, whence have you come ?

Andefhtag, 1 came thence

Jib, tongue
Masht, throat

STmlit, will you sell ?

Maya, curds
Chot, cheese
Bat, rice

Mulland, dead
Pedah, ill

Kichu, take away
Pachha, cook (imp era.

tive)

Go il, bread
Mish, man
Kha, eat

Shaya, come
Beh, sit

Jola, speak
Ga, cow
Angyiir, finger

Mulkanth, buying

Vocabulary.

Chii ain pand, go this road
Buchhakot, 1 am hungry
Dat, full

Paneth, money
Jath, wool
Andeshkl chon, I will go there

Gomb, wheat

Mas, meatSIM, milk
Gad, clarified butter
Ma,il, buttermilk
Chond, writing

Chantu, alive

An, bring
Jal, light (imperative)
Pisht, flour

Wahe, water
I's, woman
Po, drink
Chau, begone
Uthi, get up
God, horse

Gau, bull

Tikod, girl

Mekide, give me
Ra,it, might
Chail, goat

Birbur, tiger

No,il, cap
Shah, put on (impera-

tive)

Yar, friend

Jar, fight

Mar, kill

Taran, forehead
Dudh, lip

Da,ir, chin

JTAasha, cheek
Thoho, hand
Jang, calf of leg

Gabit, anus
Jola, speech
Pu, son
Ghin, take
Dus, day
Rouns, musk deer

Sliirmukh., hyena
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Yu, barley

Gujur, clothes

Shirbal, trousers

Si, sew
Ghidim, enemy

1 Yak
2 do
3 shta,

4 chor
5 panch

Migar, joy Slash, head
Achhi, eye Khor, foot

Nistur, nose Erkas, breast

Kan, ear Us, strike

Band, tooth Ting, back

6 sho 11 ika 16 shohud
7 shat 12 biy&ha 17 sataha

8 hasht 13 Meltaha 18 hastaha
9 nob 14 choha 19 unbist

10 dash 15 panchi 20 bis

A Vocabulary of the Language op the Moghal Aimaks.

Introduction.

The Morals are one of the four Aimaks ; they inhabit the country

of Baghrcm and Mai igdn, the former is subject to Candahar the

latter to Herat.

A story is told that one of the kings of Persia sent for a Moghal

Aimak, to inquire the structure of his language, and was so disgusted

with the discordancy of its sounds that he ordered the man to be killed.

While the executioners were preparing to strike off his head, the

king, to give the culprit a last chance, inquired the Mog-^ali for

i( face." The man answered " niir" which in Persian signifies " light
:"

this lucky answer it is said saved the credit of the Mo^al language

and the head of its propounder or lecturer.

Vocabulary.

Ahin, iron

Bizu, monkey
Odur, day
Soni, night

Naran, warmth
Ghar, hand
Koun, boy
Wok in, girl

Baba, father

Turuksan, brother
Khwkr, sister

Ussun, water
Ghkr, fire

Ukpang, bread
Shahar, city

Deh, village

Darakht, tree

Morin, horse
Morin, mare
Nakchir, deer
Eljigan, ass

Murgh, fowl

Teman, camel
Wataga, bear

Sunu, milk
Unda, butter-milk

5 f 2

China, wolf

Nokai, dog
Buz, goat
Saghalt beard
Saghli^, sheep

Ukarr, a bull

Wina, cow
Su#/ml, a calf

Bu^Adai, wheat
Arpa, barley

Ghurul, flour

Chighan, rice

Anar. pomegranate
Angur, grapes
Pyaz onion
Sir, leek

Zardak, carrot

Dapsuny, salt

Tosun, clarified butter
Vagina, egg
Tarakh, curds

Kagar, earth

Surab, lead

Brinj, brass

Tilla, gold
Nukhra, silver

Kul, food

Gesal, belly

Kabr, nose

Nuddun, eye
Kelan, tongue
Kala, chin

Undun, trousers

Kih/ftasun, wool
Naka, shoes

Girr, house
Kongan, light

Ulan, red
Koka, green
Shira, yellow
Burghaja, cooked
Ould, blind

Ukuba, dead
Nira, name
Yamal, saddle

Quia, hill
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Khisht, brick Chaghan, white Uchkodar, yesterday
Oda, above Kara, black Kuri, stone

Dunda, in Mor, road Keja. when
Indar, here Kham, raw Enakai, now
Javla, before Lang, lame Han, yes
Ghimsu, nail Ebat, pain Yema, whv
Ekin, head Chah, well Be, I

Chakin, ear Kulba, plough Te, he
Nur, face GfiHJar, plain Inodar, to-day
Shuddun, tooth Kh'nja, hut Nuntar, sleep

Kela, speech Shewa, below Modun, wood
Kujunn, neck Ghauana, out Khana, where
Gesu, hair 1 indar, there Bas, enough
Malghai, cap Koina, after Ogai, no
JsTAatun, woman Khub, good La, not
Kor, breeches tie Watar, quick Chi, thou
Saman, grass Bad, bad Ekada, many

1 nikka 5 tabun
2 koyar 6 jolan

3 #/iorban 7 jurgf/ian,

4 dorban ike. &c.

Verbs.

Ira, come Ap, take up Hala, kill

Ida, eat Umaz, put on Guilya, run
Buz, rise Orchi, go Tali, put
Barre, catch Sou, sit Unnu, mount
Bi niwla, don't cry Hug, heat

Sentences.

Nam chi yama bi What is your name ?

Kedu turuksan betar How many brothers have you ?

Kaun indai ira Come here, boy.

Bazar tu horchi sun hachara bi- Go to the bazar and bring me some
dandu milk.

Mal^Aai non
;

pemagaja Ion masu- Why don't you wear a new cap ?

ninchi

Kanaur chi nantar

Ga buz
Ghar mence ebatunna
Umur tamkedu sal be

Indasa ta Cabul kedur mor be

Orda mani koyar rupe kocharpa
Katai mani niraini Halim Jan be
Morini tani kimatni kedu be
Indasa ta farrah morni kiraini kedu
be

Baba tani amdun be
Amdun ogai be ena ghorban sal beki

okuja
Turuksan mani tani nantar
Cha^/ian bulja sagha\ mani
Bidanasai yam gaji kashuda janta

Nazar tumi niran ki modr barish

Ikina

Agarchi khtes ugai bechi turuksan
raiki

Where are you going ?

Rise early.

My hand pains me.
How old are you ?

How far is Cabul from this?

I have two rupees left.

Halim Jan is the name of my chief.

What is the price of your horse ?

What is the hire of a horse from
this to Tarrah ?

Is your father alive ?

He is not alive, he died 3 years ago.

Do you know my brother?

Your beard has turned grey.

Why are you angry with me ?

It looks as if it would rain to-day.

If you are employed send your bro-

ther.
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Walka satani ^am into barina How are you taxed in your country ?
Nikka odurton ketlumororchi nanta How far can you go a day ?

Morni yamal ke ki unusunna Saddle the horse that 1 may take a
ride.

Odur bega burja boz ki warchi ena The day is far spent rise and let

us go.
Bida ira labda /rftismat tortani enaka I came to wait on you, now give me

ru/f/jsat kftunf ki warchya girtuna leave to go home.
Dundadii mani kudal beyagaga Let there be no deceit between you

and me.
t?ndut dundan ;

ji a«aza bila ka There was a report in the camp
Muhammad Shah ukujanna that Muhammad Shah was dead.

EJjiganm maniuchkan soni kula^ai Yesternight a thief stole an ass of
achichanna ; daisunni katkair yat- mine by cutting his tether; the
trajanne nikka mehman bila teni thief also stole an ass of a guest
eljiganin kulaghai achichanna of mine.

IV.

—

Note on the New Zealand Caterpillar. By G. Evans, Esq,

Curator of the As. Soc. Museum.

After a careful scrutiny of the New Zealand caterpillar entrusted to

my charge at a former meeting and on which I was requested to report

as to the precise, or most probable nature of the remarkable and appa-

rently anomalous connection existing between the animal and the

vegetable fibril projecting from its head (an extraordinary feature in

the economy of this curious insect that has led to the fanciful belief

that we have here an unequivocal instance before us of animal and

vegetable life linked together in one continuous existence) I am led to

the following conclusions.

That the caterpillar, the subject of our speculations and present in-

quiry, is the larva of a lepidopterous insect, that contrary to the general

law of its own order, it neither fabricates a cocoon, nor constructs any

kind of defence to protect itself from injury for the time it has to con-

tinue in the aurelia or chrysalis state, but as some provision is doubt-

less necessary for its future preservation, to enable it to fulfil its desti-

ny as intended by nature, it resorts to another expedient equally

efficacious and tending to the same wise and benificent ends, and this

is by artfully suspending itself by the head from some part of the tree

or plant on which it feeds, in which pendulous state it continues

stationary and undergoes its natural metamorphosis.

The manner by which it contrives to attach itself to the slender

tendril, (or vegetable fungus as some have considered it,) and which is

truly pure vegetable matter, and a continuous part of the same tree it

derives its support from, appears to be simple and easy of explanation,
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and, if I am right in my solution of the mystery, it is effected in the

following way.

A twig or tendril of the tree, or more probably a climbing plant, on

which it subsists in the larva state, having been selected for its pur-

pose, the caterpillar smooths off the end with its sharp mandibles and

thus forms a clean and even surface to proceed upon. It then splits the

bark and vegetable fibres for a short distance up the stem, separates

the divided portions and insinuates its head between the intervals so

formed, leaving the divided ends to close over and by their compressing

force to retain the head in a fixed position, when by the aid of a kind

of gluten plentifully supplied from all parts of the body, and apparently

possessing the properties of caoutchouc, the two dissimilar bodies are

firmly glued as it were into one ; in this vertical posture I conclude

the transformations from one stage to another pass on, till the imago or

winged form is assumed. Beyond the idea of mechanical support on

the one hand and self-preservation on the other inherent throughout

all animated nature, it is difficult to assign to this curious appendage

any other more suitable office, and what would seem to give some sup-

port for this conclusion is my having detected what has every appear-

ance of being the divided and radiating fibres of the stem, extending

over the head of the caterpillar as before explained, but the specimens

are in such a dried and unfit state for an investigation of this nature

that I can only offer what I have here stated as a provisional exposition

to be confirmed or invalidated by more competent persons, whose

advantages may afford a fuller scope for their investigations : to sup-

pose that animal and vegetable matter, each possessed as we know they

are of different and distinct properties, (though both composed of the

elements of common matter,) can ever become continuous and co-exis-

tent is irrational and contrary to the common laws of nature, for the

changes and operations that take place within themselves separately

and individually, are too widely diversified ever to admit of such a rela-

tion as the one here erroneously conceived.

Sept. Zrd, 1838.

Note.—Edwards, in his Gleanings of Natural History, a work published above

70 years ago, mentions an insect that was brought from Dominica and of many

more found at the same place, having a fungus shooting from the head, but he gives

bo solution of the extraordinary phenomenon.
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V.

—

An examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 3, By

the Honble George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

[Continued from page 701.]

Concerning the four Buddha of this kappo.

Extracts from the Atthahathd called the Maduratthawildsini on the

BuddhawansOy which is thefourteenth booh in the Khudahanikdyo

of the Suttapitako.

The Buddhdwanso purports to be the narrative of the history of the

last twenty-four Buddha who have appeared during the last twelve

regenerations of the world ; and, as will be shown by the ensuing

quotations, it was delivered by Sakya himself in the first year of his

Buddhohood, for the purpose of convincing his royal kinsmen, that the

mendicant life he was leading ought not to be regarded by them in the

light of a degradation*

In this instance also, for the reasons explained, I give the preference

to the Atthahathd. The following are the names of the twenty-four

Buddha exclusive of Sakya, and the age in which each appeared, of

whom the text and the commentary treat.

In the 12th kappo from the present one, four Buddha appeared, the

last of whom was Di pankaro, the 1st of the twenty-four alluded to

above.

In the 11th ditto ; 2nd, Kondanno.
In the 10th ditto ; 3rd, Mangalo ; 4th, Sumano ; 5th Rewato;

6th, Sobhito.

In the 9th ditto ; 7th, Anomadassi ; 8th, Padumo ; 9th, Na'rado.

In the 8th ditto ; 10th, Padumuttaro.
In the 7th ditto; 11th, Sumedo ; 12th, Sujato.

In the 6th ditto ; 13th, Piyadassi ; 14th, Atthadassi ; 15th,

Dhammadassi.

In the 5th ditto ; 16th, Sidattho.

In the 4th ditto ; 17th, Tisso ; 18th, Phusso.

In the 3rd ditto; 19th, Wipassi.

In the last ditto ; 20th, Sikhi ; 21st, Wessabhu.

In the present ditto; 22nd, Kakosandho ; 23rd, Konagamano ;

24th, Kassapo ; Gotamo, Metteyyo, who is yet to appear.

As however, this article is only designed to advert to events connect-

ed with the present creation, I shall commence with the history of the

Kakusandho, after giving a few of the introductory observations far-
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nished by Buddhoghoso at the commencement of his commentary on

the Buddhawanso. He thus expresses himself.

" By whom was this (Buddhawanso) propounded? Where, on whose or what
account, and when was it delivered ? Whose discourse is it, and how has it been

perpetuated ?

" In the first instance, concisely explaining all these points, I shall then enter

upon a detailed commentary on the Buddhawanso.

" By whom was this Buddhaivanso propounded ? It was propounded by the supreme

Buddho, who had acquired an infallible knowledge of all the dhanmd, who was

gifted with the ten powers, who had achieved the four wesarajjdni, was the raja

of dhanmd, the lord of dhanmd, the omniscient Tatha'gato.
" Where did he propound it ? He propounded it at the great city Kapilawatthu at the

great Negrddho wih&ro, in the act of perambulating on the Ratanachunkamo, which

attracted the gaze of dewa and of men by its pre-eminent and exquisite beauty.

" On whose account ? He propounded it for the benefit of twenty-two thousand

kinsmen, and of innumerable kdtiyo of dewo and men.
" On what account

1

? He propounded it that he might rescue them from the four

Oghd (torrents of the passions).

" Where did he propound it ? Bhagawa, during the first twenty years of his Bud-

dhohood led a houseless life (of a pilgrim), sojourning at such places as he found

most convenient to dwell in ; viz. out of regard for Bdrdnasi he tarried the first

year at the Isipatanan, an edifice (in that city) near which no living creature could

be deprived of life,—establishing the supremacy of his faith, and administering to

eighteen kdtiyo of brahmans the heavenly draught (nibdnan). The second year, he

dwelt at the Weluwano mahd wihdro in Rdjagahan for the spiritual welfare of that

city. The third and fourth years he continued at the same place. The fifth year,

out of consideration for Wesali he dwelt in the Kutdgdra. hail in the Mahdwano

wihdro near that city. The sixth at the Makulo mountain. The seventh at Tawa-

tensa Bhawano (one of the Dewaldka). The eighth year, for the welfare of the San-

sumdra* mountain near Bhuggo, he dwelt in the wilderness of Bhesakala. The ninth

year, at Kdsambia. The tenth year, in the Paraleyyako wilderness. The eleventh

year, in the brahman village NdU. The twelfth at Weranja. The thirteenth at the

Chali mountain. The fourteenth at the Jetawano Maha ivihdro in Sdwatthipura.

The fifteenth at the great city Kapilaivatthu . The sixteenth at Alawi subduing Ala-

wako (an evil spirit) ; and administering the heavenly draught to eighty-four thou-

sand living creatures. The seventeenth at Rajagahan. The eighteenth at the Chali

mountain. The nineteenth at the same place, and he resided the twentieth at Raja-

gahan. From that period he exclusively dwelt either at the Jetawano maha ivihdro

for the spiritual welfare of Sdwatthipura, or at Pubbdrdmo for the welfare of Sdketa-

pura, deriving his subsistencef by alms (from those cities).

* Sunsumdro is synonimous with Kapilo, in Singhalese Ki?nbulwatpura, the birth-

place of Gotomo Buddho.

T In those days, Buddhistical religious institutions possessed no endowments, and

the priesthood entirely subsisted on alms. It is stated to be mentioned elsewhere,

though the passage has not been shown to me yet, that the period of Sa'kya's sojourn

at Sdwatthipura was nine, and at Sdketupura sixteen years. By residence however,
at any place is not to be understood an uninterrupted residence of the whole year,

The year is divided into the hemanto (snowy or cold), gemhdno (hot) and wassano

(raiuy). During the two former the Buddhist priesthood were required to devote

themselves exclusively to a life of pilgrimage, and in the last, to have a fixed abode
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" On Sattha (the divine teacher Sakya) hecoming Buddho, he held his first wasso

at the Isipatanan an edifice situated at Bdr&nasi at a place so secluded that no wild

animal was disturhed ; and having completed his wasso there, repaired to Uruwdla

where he tarried three months. Having there converted the three Jatilians who
were brothers, attended by his fraternity of a thousand bhikkhus, he proceeded to

Rdjagahan, on the full moon day of the month of Maga*, (January-February ;) and

there sojourned two months. Five months had then elapsed, since his departure

from Bdrdnasi. The hemanto was also over ; and it was also seven or eight days

after the arrival of the emissaryf Uda'yi. That individual in the month of Phag-

guno, (February-March,) thus thought ' the hemanto is past, and the wasanto (first

half of the hot season) is arrived ; and it is the time Tathagato promised to repair

to Kapilawatthu. 7 Having thus reflected, he set forth the gratifications of a visit to

his native city in a poem of sixty verses (to Buddho) .

" Thereupon Sattha', on his hearing this appeal, disposed to gratify the wishes of

his relatives, attended by ten thousand (bhikkhus) of various tribes, from Anga and

Magadha, and by ten thousand from Kapilawatthu, being altogether twenty thousand

sanctified arahanta, set out from Rdjagahan. By only travelling daily at the rate of

one yojanaX, he reached the city of Kapilawatthu, which is distant from Rdjagahan

sixty yo'jandt,, in two months : and in order that he might command the reverence of

his relations, he performed a miracle of two opposite results. It was upon this

occasion, that he propounded the Buddhawanso.
" Whose discourse is it? It is the discourse of the Supreme Buddho, who is not

to be compared with the priesthood, and the Pachchi Buddha.
" By whom has it been perpetuated ? It has been perpetuated by the generation, or

unbroken succession, of the Therd (elders of the priesthood). This is that succes-

sion : Sariputto thero, Bhaddaji, Tissokosyaputto, Siggawo, Moggali-

putto§, Sudatto, Dhammiko, Dasako, Sonako, Rewato. By these it was

brought to the period when the third convocation was held.

*'* If it be asked, how has it subsequently (to the third convocation) been perpe-

tuated by their disciples ? Be it understood, that in the same manner, it has been

brought down to the present day, by the transmission from preceptor to disciple.

" By thus much explanation alone, it will be understood, by whom, where, for

whose edification, on whose account, and when it was propounded ; whose discourse

it was, and by whom it has been perpetuated. It now behoves unto the expounder

of this commentary, to enter upon his general explanation (of his work).

" This Atthawannand is the (niddncm) repository of the history in part of a remote

antiquity ; in part of comparatively modern, and in part of contemporaneous

charging themselves with certain stationary religious duties. Though the Buddhist

priests have lost in Ceylon much of their mendicant character, from the age in which

their temples became endowed with lands, the observance of wasso is so far pre-

served still, that every priest of any repute is in general invited by some wealthy

individual, or by a community, to take up his residence at some selected place for

the wassdno, where he is provided with an habitation and his subsistence, and is

treated with great respect.

* The text gives Russamaso (December-January), which is considered to be a cle-

ric al error.

f An emissary from Kapilawatthu sent by Suddhodano, the father of Buddho,
to entreat of him to be respectably maintained by his family, instead of leading the

life of a religious mendicant.
* About 16 miles.

§ Not Moggaliputtatisso by whom the third convocation was regulated.

5 G
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events. The illustration of these three portions of the history, in a manner to he

readily comprehended, would be an important work. Those who attend thereto and

acquire a knowledge thereof from the commencement would lay up a store of valuable

knowledge. I shall therefore enter upon the exposition of these niddndni. rendering

(their imports) mauifest. Therein (in the study of this exposition) due notice

should be taken of the division of the three niddndni.

"The nature (of the three niddndni) may be thus briefly explained : the history

extending from the age in which the sacred assurance was vouchsafed to the Maha-

satto* at the feet of Di'pankaro Buddhof, until by his death in the charac-

ter of Wessantaro, he was regenerated in the Tdwatinsa ddwaloko, is called the

Dure niddndn or the history of remote antiquity. The history extending from the

translation by death from Tdwatinsa to the attainment of omniscience at the foot of

the Bodhi, is called the awidure-niddndn or comparatively modern history. The

contemporaneous history contains records such as this, * at such a period Bhagawa'

dwells at Sdioatthi, at the Jkaioanno wiharo, an edifice belonging to Anatho, a

dispenser of charity :' ' he dwells at Rdjagahan at the Weluwano wiharo (the wiharo

in a bamboo grove) at which the squirrels are regularly fed,' ' he dwells at Wtsdli in

the Ktitdgdra hall in the great wilderness.' In this manner whatever intervenes

^rom the attainment of omniscience at the foot of the Bodhi tree, until his deathbed

(scene) in obtaining mahd parinibbdnan, whatever takes place in the interval, be it

understood that wherever he may have tarried, is included under the santike-niddndn,

resident or contemporaneous history. In these few words an explanation exclu-

sively of three niddndni, viz. dure, awidure and santike has been afforded."

I now proceed to quote from the AtthakatJid on the Dw4wisati-bud-

dhawanso or the genealogy of the twenty-second Buddha.
" From the kappo in which the Syambhu, Wessabhu, attained parinibbdnan during

twenty-nine kappe, no luminaries J like suns, the vanquishers of darkness, appeared.

In this present Bhadda kappo§ four Buddha have already appeared ; viz. Kakus-
andho, Kona'gamo, Kassapo and our own Buddho (Go'tamo). The Bhagawd
Metteyyo will be born hereafter. As this kappo is destined to cpmprize the manifes-

tation of five Buddhd, it has been designated a Buddha kappo by Bhagawa'.
" Of these, Kakusandho having fulfilled his probationary destinies, and been

regenerated in the Tusitapura (Dewdldkd), after death there, he was conceived in the

womb of Wisakha the principal wife of Aggidatto, the Prohito brahman, who was
the instructor in the tenets and doctrines of his faith, of the raja Khe'mo in the

Khimanagara.
'* Whenever rajas uphold, reverence, make offerings and render homages to, the

brahmans, the B6dhisattd\\ are born in the brahman tribe ; and whenever the brah-

mans uphold, reverence, make offerings and render homage to the rajas, then they
are born in the raja tribe.

" At this period the brahmans were receiving the services and homage of the rajas,

and on that account the illustrious personage, who was the true Kakusandho
was manifested in a pure brahman tribe, endowed with prosperity and greatness,

causing the hundred Chakkawaldni, of which the perishable universe is composed,

* The name of Buddho prior to his attaining Buddhohood, literally " the great
mortal."

•f*
Vide Mahawanso, p. xxxii.

X Supreme Buddha.

§ From the root Bhaddi excellence,

||
Individuals destined to be supreme Buddha,
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to glorify him, and to quake (with joy) ; and, in the manner before described, mira-

cles were performed.

" At the termination of ten months, he issued from his mother's womb, like a flame

of fire from a golden furnace, and lived the life of a layman, maintaining domestic

relations for four thousand years. He had three palaces called Ruchi, Suruchi and

Wadhand ; and an establishment of thirty thousand females, of whom the brahman

R6chini was his principal consort.

M Having (already) been visited with the four prescribed warnings, at the birth of

his illustrious son Uttaro by the brahman R6chini, he took his final departure, in

his state car drawn by six high bred horses, and entered into the priesthood :—in

pursuance of whose example forty thousand persons also entered into the priest-

hood.
" Attended by them, having for eight months undergone the probationary ordeals,

on the full moon day of the month of Wesako, having partaken of the sweet rice

boiled in milk for him by the daughter of the brahman Wajarudo, in the brahman

village Sucharindo ; and having taken his noon rest in the Khadira wilderness, in

the afternoon, accepting from one Subhaddho, a corn-grower, eight handsful of

grass, and approaching the Sirisa (the sirisa acacia) his sacred tree, which was

exhaling a heavenly fragrance similar to that of the pdtali before described, and

spreading out a sward carpet thirty-four cubits in breadth, seating himself on that

throne he achieved supreme Buddhohood.
11 Having chaunted forth the uddnan (hymn of joy) and passed there seven time?

seven days, satisfying himself that the forty thousand bhikkhus who had been ordained

with himself were qualified to comprehend the sachapatiwede (the four sublime truths

of Buddhism), he repaired in a single day to Isipatanan, an edifice nea» which no

living creature could be deprived of life, situated in the neighbourhood of Malehilana-

gara (Benares), and in the midst of those disciples he proclaimed the supremacy of

his faith."

After detailing' some further particulars of the early acts of Kaku-

sandho the commentary proceeds thus

:

" At that period our Bodhisatto (Sakya) existed in the person of the (reigning)

monarch named Khemo ; and presented alms, dishes, robes and (other) established

alms-offerings to the priesthood of whom the Buddho (Kakusandho) was the

chief; and provided sandal-wood and medical drugs, bestowing also sacerdotal gifts.

Attending to his doctrinal discourses he became a convert (to Buddhism) and was

ordained a priest in the fraternity of that Bhagawa. The divine teacher (Kaku-
sandho) predicted to him that he would hereafter, within this kappo, himself be-

come a Buddho.
" The native city of this enlightened Kakusandho Bhagawa was Khemana-

garan : his father was the brahman Aggidatto and his mother the brahman

Wisakha. His chief disciples were Widhuro and Sanjino : his Upatthdyako

(assistant disciple) was Buddhiyo ; his two chief priestesses were Saina and

Champacha ; his sacred tree the Mahasirisa : his stature forty cubits, the effulgence

of his glory extended ten ydjand around ; the term of his existence was forty thousand

years ; his consort (while he was a layman) was the brahman Rochini ; his son

Uttaro, and he departed (on severing himself from lay connections) , in his car drawn

by horses of the ajanna breed."

Then follows a metrical repetition of the foregoing; particulars quot-

ed from the Buddhawanso itself, and other details connected with

Kakusandho to the end of that chapter, which it is unnecessary to

adduce in this place.

5 g 2
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The genealogy of the twenty-third Buddha.
" Subsequent to Kakusandho Bhagawi and to the extinction of his religion,

when the term of human existence extended to thirty thousand years, the divine sage

Kona'gamano, whose heart was always benevolently inclined to others, was mani-

fested.

" U might appear from this statement that the term of human existence was gra-

dually curtailed; but such was not the case. Be it understood, that it had been

curtailed, and having been augmented was again reduced. For example in this kappo

the Bhagawa Kakusandho was born, whose allotted term of existence was for-

ty thousand years. That term of existence gradually decreasing was reduced to a

term of ten years ; and subsequently increasing again to an Asankheyyan, and from

that point again diminishing, had arrived at the term of thirty thousand years. Be
it understood, that it was at that conjuncture that the Bhagawa Ko'na'gamano
was born. That personage having fulfilled his probationary courses, and been?

regenerated in the Tusitapura Dewaloko, and having demised there, was conceived ia

the womb of Uttara', a lovely and youthful brahmani, the consort of the brahmaa

Annadatto of the city Sobhawatte ; and at the termination of ten months issued

forth from the womb of his mother, in the Sobhawatte pleasure garden.

" At the instant of his birth, throughout Jambudipo, a golden shower (kanakawas~

sin) descended ; and from that circumstance he acquired the appellation of Kana-
ka'gamano, which name of his, by process of change, became Ko'na'gamano.
" He lived in the domestic relations of a layman for three thousand years, and he

had three palaces, Tusitd, Santasita and Santuttho, and sixteen thousand women, of

whom the brahman Ruchiganttha' was his principal consort. Having been visit-

ed by the four prescribed warnings, on the birth of his son Sattawa'ho by Ru-
chiganttha', mounting his superb state elephant, and taking his final departure

(from wordly grandeur) he entered into priesthood ; and his thirty thousand follow-

ers following his example, also entered into the sacerdotal order.

" Having for four months (singly) undergone the probationary ordeals, and having

on the full moon day of the month of wesako, partaken of the rice sweetened by being

boiled in milk, which was offered to him by the daughter of the brahman Aggise'no,

and enjoyed his noonday rest on the Khadira forest, in the afternoon, accepting

the eight bundles of grass which were presented to him by Tinduko, a cultivator,

—

approaching (unattended) from the southward his sacred tree, the udumbaro, (Ficus

glomerata)—which was adorned with fruit as described in the instance of the

pundarika tree,—and spreading out a* sward carpet twenty cubits in breadth,

seated on that throne, he annihilated the power of death, by attaining the wisdom

of the ten powers (Buddhohood) and he chaunted forth the Udanan.

11 Passing there seven times seven days, and having by his inspiration seen the

proficiency of the thirty thousand bhikkhus who were ordained at the same time as

himself,—rising aloft into the air he descended at the Isipatancin near the city

Sudassano*

.

'* Alighting in the midst of them, he proclaimed the supremacy of his faith ; and on

that occasion he procured for a thousand kotiyo of living beings the first stage of

sanctification. Subsequently performing a miracle, productive of two conflicting

results, at the foot of the great salo tree, at the gate of Sundaranagaran he admi-

nistered dhammo, the draught of heaven, to twenty thousand" kotiyo of living

beings ; and procured for them the second stasre of sanctification j and on the occa-

sion of this Bhagawa expounding the Abhidhanmopitako to his mother Uttara'
and the dhoata of the hundred thousand Chakkawalttni, who had assembled for thst

purpose, ten thousand kotiyo of living beings attained the third stage of sancti-

fication."

* The name of Benares at that time.
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Here again the above particulars are repeated, being- quotation,

from the text of the Buddhawanso. This quotation is also in verse,

but is less detailed, though substantially the same as the preceding.

The commentary then proceeds, as in the instance of the Buddho Ka-

kusandho, first to give in prose the remaining particulars connected

with the Buddhohood of Konagamano, and then to quote the passages

from the text of the Buddhawanso as propounded by Sakya. I avail

myself in this instance of a short quotation from the text of the Bud'

dhawanso as the revelation it contains is both concise and comprehen-

sive.

" I was at that period the monarch Pabbato, powerful by my allies and minis-

ters, as well as by my numerous armies. Having waited upon Buddho, (K6na'ga-
mano) and attended to his supreme dhammo, and after obtaining the permission of

that vanquisher and his priesthood, having presented them every offeriug'wished

for, for refreshment, I presented also the shawls with rough surfaces, China silks,

shawls made of the silk of silk-worms, blankets, and slippers embroidered with gold,

to the divine sage and his disciples. The said Muni seated in the midst of his

priesthood thus predicted of me. ' Within this Bhaddakappo this individual will

become Buddho/ "

Here the commentator, Buddhaghoso, notes that he has omitted some

portions of the revelations which were probably not strictly applicable

to the subject under illustration, and resumes Sa'kya's discourse as

follows

:

"On hearing this prediction of his (K6na'gamano's) I (Sa'kya) exceedingly

rejoiced, instantly resolved to fulfil, thereafter, the ten probationary courses. Seek,

ing, therefore, the gift of omniscience, presenting alms to the chief of men (Kona'-

gamano) I entered into priesthood in the fraternity of that vanquisher, abdicating

my empire.''

After again omitting an interesting portion of the revelation, not

connected with the subject under consideration, the commentary pro-

ceeds as follows with the quotation from the text of the Buddhawanso.
" Sobhito was his city—and S6bh6 the name of the ruling monarch : that Bud-

dho's father's family dwelt in that city. The father of that Buddho, the divine sage

K6na'gamano was the brahman Yonnadatto, and his mother Uttara'. His

chief disciples were Bih6so and Uttaro; and his assistant disciple Sotthijo ; his

chief priestesses Samudda and Uttara /
, and the sacred tree of that Bhagawa

was the udumbaro. In his stature, the Buddho was thirty cuhits, and he was

invested with a golden glory like the flames issuing from a blacksmith's forge. The

term of existence of the Buddho was thirty thousand years. During that period, he

rescued great multitudes (from the misery of transmigration). Having established

dhammo, as (firmly as) a cJietiyo which is decorated with the embellishments of

dhammo, and with garlands of the flowers of dhammo—he, together with his disciples,

attained nibbanan. His miraculous essence, as well a3 his disciples, and his pro-

mulgated dhammo, all vanished in as much as all that is transitory is perishable."

The genealogy of the twenty-fourth Buddho Kassapo.
" Subsequent to K6na'gamano, the Buddho Kassapo, the chief of bipeds

the raja of dhammo and the author of light—having bestowed largely in alms, and

having conferred charity extensively and consoled the destitute, relinquishing (the
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worldly riches which were) the rewai'ds of his piety, and (escapiog from his domes-

tic ties) like unto a bull rushing from the restraints of his pen, achieved supreme Bud-

dhohood ; and this chief of the universe, Kassapo, proclaiming his faith, vouchsafed

to twenty thousand kotiyo of living creatures, the first stage of sanctification."

After a few explanatory remarks on the foregoing passage, the com-

mentator again quotes from the text, setting forth the pilgrimages and

discourses of Kassapo, by means of which he acquired, as his prede-

cessors had done, the three states of sanctification for the living crea-

tures then in existence. The commentary then gives the following

extract from the Buddhaivanso.
'* I (Sa'kya) at that period, was one Jottpa'lo, excelling in the mantra, and

perfect master of the three wedd, which I used to rehearse by note. I had achiev-

ed the knowledge of signs of the itihdso and of divination. I could reveal what was

in the earth below, and the heavens above, and was in the exercise of these powers,

free from all corporeal ailments. Kassapo Bhagawa had then a certain assis-

tant disciple named Ghattka'ro who was treated with great honor, possessed a

well regulated mind, and had subdued the dominion of sin, by the virtue of the third

state of sanctification. The said Ghatika'ro conducted me to the vanquisher Kas-
sapo, and having listened to his dhammo, I entered into the order of priesthood in

his fraternity. Pursuing (my sacred calling) with zealous devotion, and performing

all my religious obligations without the slightest omission, I fulfilled the ordinances

of the vanquisher ; and having thoroughly acquired a knowledge of the whole scope

of the Buddhistical doctrines composing the nine ang&ni, as propounded by the van-

quisher, I glorified that dispensation of the vanquisher. That Buddho also having

witnessed my miraculous attainments thus predicted. This individual will become a

Buddho in this Buddhakappo. On hearing this prediction, astonished and delight-

ed, I at once formed the resolution to fulfil thenceforth the four probationary courses;

and consequently I led the life of a pilgrim, renouncing all domestic affections,

and in exclusive devotion to the attainment of my Buddhohood, I consigned myself

to that arduous task."

The commentary then affords the following particulars regarding the

personal history of Kassapo.
" The native city of that Buddho was called B&r&nasi, and the reigning monarch

was Kiki/, and Kassapo' s family was resident there. His father was the brahman

Brahmadatto, and his mother Dhanawati : his chief disciples were Tisso and

Bha'ra'ddwajo ; his assistant disciple Subbhamitto ; his chief female disciples

were Amila' and Uruwe'la', and the sacred tree of that Bhagawa was the m-

grodho. In his stature he was twenty cubits, dazzling like the lightning in the

skies, and refulgent as the full moon ; and the term of his existence was twenty

thousand years. He who had existed the whole of that period, redeeming multi-

tudes of living creatures (from the misery of eternal transmigration), rendering dham-

mo refreshing as a pool, and sila like unto fragrant ointment, investing (living crea-

tures) with dhammo as it were their vestments ; sprinkling dhammo as it were the

flowers of a garland, and placing dhammo before those individuals, who were about

to attain the beatitude of nibb&nan as it were a mirror, he vouchsafed to say, behold

the perfection (of my dispensation). And converting sila into a cloak and jhdnan

into a breastplate, he covered (mankind) with the armour of dhammo, and provided

them with the most perfect panoply. Bestowing on them sate as a shield, and tik-

hinminan as a sceptre, he conferred dhammo on them as the sword that vanquishes

all that is incompatible with sila, investing them with tewijja as an ornament, and
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the four phaU as a tiara. He also bestowed on them the six abhin&n as a decoration

such as flowers to be worn ; assigning the supreme dhammo to them as the white

canopy of dominion which subdues the sins (of heresy) ; and procuring for them

the consolation (of redemption from transmigration) which resembles a full-blown

flower, he and his disciples attained nibbdnan. As well this incomparahle Buddho

who had overcome the dominion of sin, as his perfectly propounded dispensation,

worthy of the invitation ' come hither and examine it,' and his priesthood, illustrious

aDd strictly observant of sacerdotal discipline, the whole perished. If it be asked,

why ? ' Because all transitory things are doomed to perish.'

" The Bhagawa Kassapo expired in the Kdsi country in the Setawydno garden
in Sttawybnagaran. His corporeal relics did not separate (his bones remaining

jointed after the cremation). The whole of the population of Jambudipo assembled

and constructed a thupo one Yojanan in height, each brick for its outer work was of

gold, worth a koti and set with jewels ; and they filled in the inner part with bricks

each worth half a hdti ,• its cement was composed of red lead, using the oil of the

Ula seed, in the place of water.

u The said Bhagawa Kassapo, fulfilling the object of his mission for the wel-

fare of mankind, was a sojourner (chiefly) in the city Migaddyo (a part of Bdrdnusi)
in the kingdom of Kdsi rejoicing the universe.

" The rest of the Gdthayo are well known in all their bearings. The account of the

genealogy of the Buddho Kassapo is thus closed in the Atthakatha called the Ma-
dhuraatthawil&sanl, to the Buddhawanso. In this extent of detail ; the history of the

genealogy of the twenty -four Buddha is comprehensively concluded. Now in due
course the history of the genealogy of our Buddho presents itself (for relation).

This is his history.

*' Our Bodhisatto (Buddho elect) existed through four Asankheyy&ni and one
hundred thousand kappe. His advent has been recognized and predicted by the (last)

twenty-four Buddha, commencing with Di/pankaro of whose fraternity he was
a member. It has been thus announced by the revelation of those twenty-four Bud-
dha ' there will be no other supreme Buddho subsequent to Kassapo, than this

individual.'

" These are the particulars (of his history) . It has been thus explained by Buddho
himself: • the (abhinchdra) final sanction (for attaining Buddhohood) is only obtain-
ed while in the collective possession of these eight attributes, viz. being of the hu-
man nature ; possessing perfect manhood and a propitious destiny ; being gifted
with the privilege to approach a Buddho ; being admitted into sacerdotal ordination •

being endowed with pious impulses ; being full of holy aspirations and zealously
devoted to his destiny.' By him who had by the accumulated possession of these
eight attributes, obtained the final sanction of Di/pankaro to attain Buddhohood—
it has also been said ' while I was acquiring by all manner of means the qualifica-

tions for Buddhohood, having succeeded in my search, I came in sight of the first

d&nap&rami sanctification.*

" He who had been thus blessed with a sight of the first of the (ten) ddnapdramitd
which lead to Buddhohood, continuing to fulfil his prescribed duties, reached at
length his aivatar in the person Wessantara (his last existence before attaining
Buddhohood). Whatever those duties might be, they have been described in speak-
ing of the rewards of piety earned by the (other) Buddha elect, who had ensured
their election.

" (Buddho has also said) Thus individuals of perfect manhood who have been
selected to become Buddha perform their pilgrimage through a hundred kdtiyo of
kappe, a. long period : they are not subject to be born in the Awichi hell, nor in the
lokantera hells, nor do they become inhabitants of the Nigghdmatanhb hell, suffering
from thirst and hunger—nor, tenants of the Kalakanjanhb hell. Though they may be
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reproduced in Duggati (a minor hell) in which men are reproduced in the form of
animals, they are not born there a diminutive creature (smaller than a snipe) ; nor
when produced among the human race, are they ever born blind, nor do they lose

*heir hearing or become dumb. These selected Buddha moreover are neither pro-
duced in the form of women, of ordinary hermaphrodites, or of hermaphrodites who
periodically alternate their sex. Exempt from all misfortunes they are pure in their

mode of subsistence— avoid heretics and are observant of pious conduct : though they
may be born among the Suivaggd, they are never reproduced in the Brahmaloko asa-
nasatto (as the term of existence there would be too long) ; and they do not possess
the qualification (of the arahat sanctification) which would involve their reproduction

in the Suddhdwdsa brahmaloko (from whence they would never return to the human
world). These righteous individuals, forsaking all worldly advantages, and released

from the bonds of eternity, perform their pilgrimage for the welfare of the world,

fulfilling their probationary courses.'

" He who was thus proceeding in the prescribed course of his destiny, having at-

tained these (eighteen) attributes, and having thus reached his penultimate awatdr in

the person of Wessantaro (thex'aja of Jetutaranagaran one of the twenty- five great

cities of Jambudipo) thus spoke. * This earth devoid of the power of discrimination

and unconscious of its blessings and its curses, has been made to quake seven times

by the merit of my charities.'

«* Having thus performed those great acts of charity which caused the earth to quake

at the close of his prescribed term of existence, from hence he was translated, by

death, into the realms of Tusitapura. While the Buddho elect was sojourning in

Tnsitapura the haldhalan (tumult) that precedes the advent of every Buddh© came
to pass.

" In each creation there are three such turaults^-they are these : the Kappa -haldha-

lan, the Buddha-haldhalan and the Chakkawatti-haldhalan. It is a proclamation, that

at the termination of one hundred thousand years, the kappo perishes. The d£wa

called Kdmawachard, with loosened topknot, and dishevelled hair, and with bewail-

ing countenances—wiping their tears with their hands— clad in red vestments, and

assuming the most revolting form*, wandering through the human world, thus pro-

mulgate their warnings :
' Blessed ! at the termination of one hundred thousand

years from this date, the kappo is
1

to perish : this world will then be destroyed :

the great ocean will be completely dried up. This great earth and sirSnu (sum£ru), the

monarch of mountains, will be consumed by fire and utterly destroyed ; and the world

will be annihilated as far as the brahmaloko : blessed I embue thyselves with benevo-

lence: blessed! impress thyselves with compassion, universal love and strict justice
;

comfort thy father and mother, and reverence the elders of your tribes.' This is

called the kappa-haldhalan.

n Again it is proclaimed that at the terminatiouof one thousand years an omniscient

Buddho will be born in the world. The DSwatd who protect the world, wander

through it, proclaiming, ' blessed 1 Buddho will be manifested in the world a

thousand years from this period.' This is called the Buddha-haldhalan.

" Lastly it is proclaimed that, at the termination of a hundred years, a Chakdwatti

raja will be born. The Dewatd, who are the tutelars of the world, wander through

it proclaiming ' blessed! at the termination of a hundred years a Chakkawatti raja

will be born.' This is called the Chakkawatti-haldhalan.

" Among these, when the proclamation of the Buddha-haldhalan is heard, all the

Dewatd of the ten thousand Chakkawalane assemble at one place, and having ascer-

tained who the human being is who will become Buddho—repairing to him they

invoke him. These invokers, however, only address their petition to him on his

manifesting the pubbanimitte (indications of approaching death in the Dewaldko),
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¥ At the conjuncture (in question), the aforesaid assemblage, consisting of the four

great kings (of the dewos) Sakko (IndraJ Suga'mo, Santusito and Wasawatti,

together with the great brdhmas in each Chakkawalan, assembled together in one

Chakkawalan (of the ten thousand) ; and repairing to the Buddho elect on whom

the pubbanimitte had been manifested; thus addressed him. 'Blessed! by thee,

the ten probationary courses have been fulfilled, not for the purpose of realizing

the beatitude of a sakko, a brdhma or other deity : the state of omniscience has

been sought for by thee, for the purpose of redeeming the world, by attaining

Buddhohood.' They then thus invoked him: ' Mahdwiro f thy time is arrived;

be conceived in the womb of thy mother. Rescuing dewd and mankind (from the

miseries of sin) vouchsafe (to them) the condition of immortality.'

*' Thereupon the great elect, who was thus entreated by the dewd, without giving

any indication of his having acceded to the prayer of the deiod— reflected succes-

sively on these five principal points ; viz. as to the time (of his advent) ; the quarter

of the world ; the country and the tribe in which he should appear ; and who his

mother, and what the term of his existence should be.

" On examining, in the first place, whether it is or is not the proper time (for the

advent of a Buddho) if it be found, that the term of human existence is then a

hundred thousand years and upwards, it is not a proper period ; because under so

protracted an existence, the human race have no adequate perceptions of birth,

decav or death. The tenets of the dispensation of (all) the Buddha are insepara-

ble from the recognition of those three points, characteristic of the Buddhist faith.

To those (Buddha) who may expiate on those points, viz. perishability, misery (of

transmigration) and anattd—those (who are gifted with this longevity) would reply
;

* what is it they are talking about : it should neither be listened to nor believed.'

The state of sanctification (abhisamayo) is, under those circumstances, unattainable.

While that condition (of longevity) prevails, religion itself is divested of its sancti-

fying influence. Consequently that age is not a proper one (for an advent). Nor
is the age in which the term of human existence is less than one hundred years a

proper one ; because from vices being then predominent among mankind, the admo-

nition that is imparted to them is not allowed time to produce a lasting affect

—

vanishing like the streak drawn on the surface of the water. That also is not a

proper age (for the advent). The proper age is that in which the term of human
existence is less than one hundred thousand and more than one hundred. At the

particular period uow in question, the term of human existence was one hundred

years ; and therefore it appeared to be the proper age in which the advent of the

elect should take place.

" Then he reflected as to the quarter of the world, contemplating the four quarters

together with their satellites groups ; and as in three of them the Buddha do not

manifest themselves, he saw that Jarnbudipo was the quarter in which he should be

born. And on reflecting as to the country in that great Jarnbudipo, which is in ex-

tent ten thousand yojana, in which Budtlha are born, he saw that the Majjhima-

disa was the proper one, and he also distinctly foresaw, that there, in Majjhimadesa

Kapilawattha was the city which was destined to be the place of his birth.

" Thereupon, on pondering on the tribe, he found that the Buddha are not born

in the Wessd or Suddd caste, but either in the Khattiya or Brahma caste, whichever

might at the time be predominent in the world ; and he said, ' now the Khattiya

is the superior. I shall be born therein, and the raja Suddhodano will be my
father.' And then on considering as to who his mother should be, he said * She

who is destined to be the mother of a Buddho is chaste and sober, and has fulfilled

her probationary career through a hundred thousand kappe, and preserved uninter-

ruptedly, from her birth, the observance of the five sitdni ; such appears to be the

5 H
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princess Ma'ya': she is destined to be my mother.' And on inquiring how long

she had yet to live, he found that was only ten months nnd seven days.

" Having thus meditated on the five principal points, he signified his acquiescence

in the prayer of the dewatd in those words. ' Blessed ! the time has arrived for my
assuming Buddhohood ;' adding ' do ye depart,' he sent away those dewatd ; and

attended by the dewatd of Tusitapum, he entered the Nandana grove in Tusitapura.

" In all the Deivaloka, there is, most certainly, a Nandana grove (in each) wherein

dewatd, hover about, thus invoking (such of the dewatd as are about to die) :
' by

meditating on the reward of thy former acts of piety, when translated from hence

by death, may ye attain a happy destiny.' He (the Buddho elect) in like manner

surrounded by the dfaoatd who were calling his former acts of piety to his recollec-

tion, while wandering there, expired ; and was conceived in the womb of the great

Ma'ya', under the asterism of Uttrdsalhd. At the instant of this great personage

being conceived in the womb of his mother, the whole of the ten thousand Chakka-

waldni simultaneously quaked, and thirty -two miraculous indications were manifest-

ed. For the protection as well of the Buddho elect, who had been thus conceived,

as of his mother, four dewatds with sword in hand, mounted guard.

" Unto the mother of the elect carnal passion was extinguished : she became ex-

alted by the gift vouchsafed to her. Enjoying the most perfect health, and free

from fainting fits, (usual in pregnancy) she was endowed with the power of seeing

the elect in her womb, as it were a thread which is past through a transparent

gem.
•' A womb in which a Buddho elect has reposed is as the sanctuary (in which the

relic is enshrined) in a chetiyo. No human beiug can again occupy it, or use it. On
that account the mother of a Buddho elect, dying on the seventh day after the birth

of the elect, is regenerated in Tusitapura. Other women give birth to their offspring,

some before the completion of ten months, and some after their completion, seated

or lying down. With the mother of a Buddho elect, it is not so. She is delivered,

after having cherished the elect in her womb for precisely ten months. Such is the

peculiarity of the mother of a Buddho elect.

" The great princess Ma'ya' having cherished the elect ten months in her womb,
in her pregnant state, longing to repair to the city of her own family, thus applied to

the raja Suddhodano' (her husband) ' Lord ! I long to repair to the city of Dewa-
dahd.' The raja signifying his consent by saying ' sadhu,' and ordering the road to

be smoothened from Kapilapura to Dewadahanagardn, and to be decorated with

arches of plantain trees and areca flowers, and with foot cloths, &c. ; and placing

the queen in a newly gilt palanquin, with great splendour and prestige, dispatch-

ed her.

" Between those two cities there is a hall of recreation situated in the Subini wil-

derness, resorted to by the inhabitants of both cities. At this time, the whole of

the forest trees, from the stem to the top of the branches, were covered with blos-

som. On beholding this blooming forest, resembling the Nandana grove of the

dewatd, ringing with the melody of the sweet-toned Kdkila, which enchant the

senses, from amidst the branches and clustering fruit of the forest, like unto the

chants of the celestial songstresses, the queen became desirous of besporting in that

wilderness. The officers of state having reported (this wish) to the raja, (by his

command) escorting the queen, they entered the wilderness. She, repairing to the

foot of the sal tree, at which sports are usually held, was seized with the desire to

lay hold of a branch of that tree, which was straight, smooth, round, and garnished

with blossom, fruit and young sprouts. That branch, as if powerless, yet gifted

with compassion, bending down of its own accord, placed itself near the palm of her

baud. She then laid hold of that branch with her beauteous hand, which was re
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splendent with her red well rounded nails, on fingers rosy and round like flower pods,

her aims at the same time glittering with newly burnished arm-rings. Thus

holding that branch, and pausing awhile, she shone forth, casting a halo round her

like that emitted by white fleecy clouds passing over the disk of the moon. She re-

sembled the glimmering lightning, she looked the queen of the celestial Nandana.

Immediately her travails came on ; and the multitude having drawn a curtain round

her, retired. While still holding the branch, parturition took place.

" At that instant the four great Brahm&no presented themselves bringing with

them a golden net work. Receiving the elect in that net, and presenting him to

the mother, they said to her, ' princess! rejoice, unto thee a son is born.'

" Other mortals on their issuing from their mothers' womb, come forth involved

in defilement. Not so, a Buddho elect. A Buddho elect, with extended arms and

legs, and erect in posture, comes forth from his mother's womb, undefiled by the

impurities of the womb, clean and unsoiled, refulgent as a gem deposited in a Kasmir

shawl. Though such be (the purity of his birth) equally for the accommodation of

the Buddho elect, and of his mother, two streams descending from the skies on

the body of each, refreshed them exquisitely.

*' Thereupon the four great kings (of the DewaUka) receiving him out of the golden

net from the hands of the attendant brahmano, placed him in an ajinappaweni (anti-

lope's hide) fitted for state purposes, and delightful to the feel ; from their hands,

men received him in a dukulachumba-takdn. Extricating himself from the hands of

the men, and placing himself on the earth, he looked towards the east. The many
thousand Chahkawaldni appeared to him as but a court-yard. Then the dewd and

men of those realms, making offering of garlands of fragrant flowers, &c. made this

exclamation :
' O ! great man : the equal to thee exists not here ; where will a supe-

rior be found.' Having in the same manner looked at the ten points of the compass,

without finding his equal ; facing the north, he advanced seven paces. He, who
thus advanced, trod on the earth—not on air ; was unclad—not clad ; was an infant—

not a person of sixteen years of age (an adult) ; and yet to the multitude he appeared

to advance on air— superbly clad and to be full sixteen years of age.

" Thereupon stopping at the seventh step, and proclaiming this important an-

nouncement, he shouted forth with the voice of a lion :
' I am the most exalted in

the world : I am the most excellent in the world: I am the supreme in the world :

this is my last existence : henceforth there is no regeneration forme.' "

After mentioning certain circumstances connected with the former

birth of Buddho, and specifying that on the same day with himself,

there also came into existence—the princess Yasodara (his wife)
;

Chhanno and Kaludayi, his ministers ; his charger Kanthako ; his

sacred tree, the bodhi ; and the four mines of wealth ;—the Atthakathd

proceeds :

"The inhabitants of both -cities (Dewadaho and Kapilawatthu) taking charge of

this great personage conveyed him to Kapilawatthu.

" At that period, a certain t&paso, named Kalade'walo, who was a confidant of

the maha raja Suddhodano, and who had acquired the eight samdpatti, having

taken his meal,—for the purpose of enjoying his noon-day rest,—repaired to the

Tawatinsd realms. He there found the host of deivata, in the Tawatinsd realms,

revelling in joy, and in the exuberance of their felicity, waving cloths over their heads

and asked, • Why is it that ye thus rejoice, in the fulness of heart's delight ? Tell me
the cause thereof ?' The dewatd thus replied, ' Blessed ! unto the raja a son is born,

who seated at the foot of the bo tree, having become Buddho, will establish the

5 h 2
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supremacy of dhammo : and we shall be blessed with the sight of the many attributes

of his Buddhohood, and with the hearing of his dhammo. It is from this cause that

we rejoice.'

" Thereupon the said dewata, the tdpaso, on hearing this announcement of theirs,

descending from the supreme Dewaloko, enchanting with its golden glitter; and

entering the palace of the monarch Suddhodano, seated himself on the pre-eminent

throne erected therein. He then thus addressed the raja who had accorded to him

a gracious reception. ' Kaja ! to thee a son is born: him I will see.' The raja

caused the infant, richly clad, to be brought, in order that he (the infant) might do

homage to the tapaso, Dewalo. The feet of the great elect, at that instant, perform-

ing an evolution, planted themselves on the jdtd (topknot of Ddwalo) which glit-

tered, from its hoariness, like unto the fleecy white cloud impregnated with rain.

There being no one greater to whom reverence is due than to a Buddho elect, who

bad attained the last stage of existence,—instantly rising from the throne on which

he was seated {Dewalo), bowed down with his clasped hands raised over his head, to

the Buddho elect ; and the raja also, on witnessing this miraculous result, likewise

bowed down to his own son.

" The tdpaso having perceived the perfection of the immortal attributes of the

elect, was meditating whether he would or would not become the supreme Buddho
;

and while thus meditating, he ascertained by his power of perception into futurity,

be would certainly become so; and smiling said, 'This is the wonderful mortal.'

He again thus meditated : 'am I, or am I not destined to behold his achievement of

Buddhohood ?' and said, ' No I am not destined: dying in the interval, though a

thousand Buddha be henceforth manifested, it will not be vouchsafed to me to par-

ticipate in such a blessing : 1 shall be regenerated in realms inhabited by incorporeal

spirits : never shall I behold the wonderful mortal : a mighty calamity is impending

over me.' Having thus divined, he wept.

*' The bystanders remarking, * Our ayyo (revered teacher) having this moment

smiled, has now commenced to weep,' inquired, ' Is there any misfortune impend-

ing over the infant of our ruler ?' The tapaso replied, ' Unto him there is no im-

pending calamity : beyond all doubt he is destined to become Buddho.' ' Why dost

thou then weep ?' ' I am not destined to see so wonderful a mortal as this, on his

attaining Buddhohood : m8st assuredly unto me this is an awful calamity. I weep

in the bitterness of my own disappointment.'

" Thereafter on the fifth day after the birth of the elect, having bathed his head

and nursed him, ' let us (said the officers of the court) decide on his name.' Per-

fuming the palace with the four regal incenses, decorating it with the four prescribed

descriptions of flowers, and causing rice to be dressed in pure milk ; and then

assembling eight hundred* brahmans who had achieved the knowledge of three

weda,—seating them—feasting them on the milk-rice, and paying them due honor

—

they required of them to examine the indications (about the person of the elect),

saying ' what is he to become ?' Among them there were eight named Rdma, &c. who
were the interpreters of signs. Of these, seven raising two fingers up, declared*

4 He who is endowed with these signs, if he lead the life of a layman, is destined to be

a Chakkawatti raja ; and if he enter into the sacerdotal order, a Buddho.' The young-

est among these, a brahman whose patronimic was Kondanno, seeing by the su-

preme attributes which attached to the signs of the Buddho elect, that he was not

destined for a lay life ;—raising up one finger only declared : ' Most assuredly

exempted as he is from the dominion of sin, he is destined to be Buddho.' Then

those who were conferrers of a name, as he was destined to be the (sabbaloka-siddhi-

karanatti) ' establisher (of the faith) throughout the world,' gave him the name
of Siddha'tto' (the establisher).

* From other passages it would appear that this numeral was 108.
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" Thereupon the brahmans, returning to their homes and assembling their s<5ns,

thus addressed them. ' We are advanced in years : it is doubtful whether we shall,

or shall not, witness the attainment of the state of Buddhohood of the son of maha

raja Suddho'dano. Do ye, however, when he attains the state of omniscience,

having previously entered the sacerdotal order, also become members of his frater-

nity.' Thereafter seven of them, in due course of nature, were disposed of accord-

ing to their deserts (by death). The youth Kondanno alone (survived) free from

all maladies.

" On hearing however, the aforesaid prediction, the said raja thus interrogated

them: ' By what manifestation is it, that ye will be able to ascertain when my son

will become a minister of religion ?' ' On his beholding the four predictive signs,'

(ptibbanimitfdni.) 'What! what are they ?' (asked the king impatiently). 'The

decaying,' * the diseased,' ' the dead' and ' the ordained person.'

" Among the eighty thousand allied tribes who assembled on the day (of conferring

the name) each undertook to devote a son (to the prince) saying :
' Whether he be-

comes a Buddho or a king, we will each assign him a youth. Should he become a

Buddho, attended by a retinue of royal disciples, he will perform his pilgrimage ;

and should he become a monarch, still surrounded by a suite of princes, he will

fulfil his destiny.'

" Thereafter the raja assigned to this great personage wet nurses of surpassing

personal beauty, and free from all bodily infirmity ; and the great elect grew up in

the midst of sumptuous splendour, attended by a great suite
;
(but secluded from all

other worldly intercourse in order that he might not meet the aforesaid predictive

signs )

" Subsequently, on a certain occasion, the raja had to celebrate the sowing festi-

val. On that day, the raja departed for this sowing festival, clad in splendour and

attended by a magnificent cortege. He took into his own hand the golden plough

of the illustrious festival. The officers of state and others used silver and other de-

scriptions of ploughs. On such a day, a thousand ploughs are prepared. The wet

nurses attendant on the Buddho elect (who formed with their charge a part of this

suite), saying among themselves ' let us also witness the magnificence of our sove-

reign'—came out from within the curtain that screened them. The elect then looking

in all directions, and not perceiving any one, quickly rising and seating himself

upright in his canopy, indulged in the dnap&nasati meditation ; and acquired the

patamajjhinan. The wet-nurses delayed a short while and partook of food and

beverage, and the shadows cast by the other trees past off in another direction :

but the shadow of the tree (under which the elect was) remained stedfast in a cir-

cular form. His wet-nurses, exclaiming: ' is not our lord's son quite alone ?' rushed

in abruptly ; and on raising the curtain, and beholding the miracle of witnessing

him seated in his royal canopy, they reported the circumstance to the raja. The
king, quickly approaching, bowed down to him, saying, ' Beloved ! this is my second

act of reverence to thee.'

"Thereafter, in due course, this great personage, acquired the age of sixteen,

and the raja built for him three palaces adapted for the three seasons. The Rammd,
Surammd and Subhd, one of nine, another of seven, and the other of five stories.

The edifices nevertheless were of the same height, but the stories were constructed

on different plans.

" The raja then thus thought, ' my son is come of age ; raising him to the sove-

reignty, let me behold his regal prosperity,' and dispatched leaves (dispatches) to

the Sakya princes, announcing 'my son is of age : I am causing him to be installed

in the sovereignty. Let them all send, from their own homes, their grown-up

daughters to this house.' Those princes on hearing that message, replied ' Although
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the prince is in every respect endowed with personal beauty, be is untaught in a single

martial accomplishment, and is incapable of controling women : we cannot there-

fore give our daughters.' The raja on having heard the reproach, repairing to the

son, communicated the same to him. The Buddho elect replied, ' What accom-

plishment is it requisite for me to exhibit?' ' It is requisite, beloved, that you

string the bow, requiring a thousand persons to bind.' ' Well then have it

brought.' The raja causing it to be brought, presented it to him. It was a bow which

required a thousand persons to string and unstring it. This great personage, receiv-

ing that bow, while yet seated on his canopy, twisted the bow-string round his great

toe, and drawing it with his toe, strung the bow ; and taking the bow in his left

hand and si-awing the string with his right, let it (the cord) fly. The whole town

started, and to the inquiry, ' what noise is this ?' the answer was ' the clouds are

rolling with thunder ;' some others observed, ' ye know nothing about it, it is not

the rolling of thunder : it is the ringing of the bow which requires the strength of a

thousand persons which the great archer, the prince endowed with halo around his

person, has rung.' The Sdkya princes on hearing of this, from that circumstance

alone, commencing to rejoice, were highly gratified.

" The great mortal then inquired, ' what more should be done.' They replied,
1 It is requisite that an iron target eight inches thick, should be pierced with an

arrow. Having pierced it, he said, ' what else.' ' It is requisite, that a plant of

the asand tree, four inches thick, should be pierced.' ' Having transfixed that

what else should be done ?' ' Then carts filled with sand and with straw.' The great

elect then transpiercing the straw cart drove the arrow one usabhan deep into the

water, and eight vsabdni into the earth. They then said, it will be requisite to

pierce a horse hair, guided by the mark afforded by the suspended fruit of the wa-

tingdno (which is attached to the hair). Replying ' hang it up at the distance of one

yojanarC he shot his arrow in a direction which was as dark, under the obscurity

of dense clouds, as if it were night ; and pierced the horse hair, which at the distance

of one ydjanan was indicated only by the watingdno which was suspended from it,

and it entered the earth. If fully related, these were not all that the great mortal

exhibited on that day to the world, in proof of his accomplishments in martial deeds.

Thereupon the Sdkya tribes sent their daughters superbly decorated. There were

forty thousand dancing and singing girls. The princess (who was afterwards) the

mother of Ra'hulo, became the head queen.

" The great mortal, like unto a celestial prince, surrounded by his heavenly host of

damsels, and attended by his female band of musicians, dwelt in his three palaces

adapted to the three seasons, enjoying his great prosperity. Thereafter, on a cer-

tain day, wishing to inspect his grounds in his pleasure garden, he ordered his cha-

rioteer to prepare his state conveyance. He replying ' sddhu,' and fully decorating

the carriage, and harnessiug to it four white horses, swift as the wind and the swal-

low, and of the sindha breed, reported it to the Buddho elect ; who entering the cha-

riot, which was like unto a heavenly mansion, proceeded in the direction of the plea-

sure garden.

" The dewatd, saying to themselves, ' the time is at hand for prince Siddhatto
to attaiu omniscience, let us present to him the predictive signs,' exhibited to him

a certain dewatd transformed into the character of a decrepid object, wasted in ap-

pearance, with decayed teeth, grey hairs, and bent posture, tremulously leaning on

his staff. Him the Buddho elect and charioteer alone saw. The Buddho elect then

thus inquired: ' Charioteer 1 who is this person? His hair also is not like that

of others,' and having also made the other inquiries, as recorded in due order in

the Mahapaddna suttan, and listened to his answers, he observed (to the charioteer),

«My friend, let this be received as a type of the degradation of this existence, as it
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is a proof that wheresoever an individual may be born, he is subject to decay.'

Deeply afflicted in mind, giving up his excursion, he re-ascended his palace. The
raja inquired : * why has my son returned ?' ' Lord ! because he saw a person in a

decrepid state.' The indulgent monarch then ordered guards to be stationed at the

distance of half a y6janan.

" Again on a subsequent day, the Buddho elect having visited the pleasure garden

and having beheld a diseased person, represented by the dewatd aforesaid; and hav-

ing made inquiries in the manner already explained, afflicted in mind, he then also

gave up his excursion, and reascended the palace. The raja, on hearing this, sent

a band of musicians (to amuse him) saying ' they will divert his mind from his de-

sire, to enter into priesthood ;' and giving up the former guard he established

others all round, at the distance of three gdwutdni. In the same manner having

beheld a corpse, on a subsequent occasion, the raja established guards at the dis-

tance of four gdwutdni.

" And again on a certain day, the Buddho elect, while on an excursion to the

pleasure garden, noticed a well clad, and completely enveloped form, exhibited by

the same dewatd, and said, • My friend, charioteer, what is the name of this person?'

The chai-ioteer, from that period not being a boddhotp&do (an age in which the Bud-
dhistical creed prevails), was incapable of explaining either the nature of the sacer-

dotal state, or the merits appertaining to that sacerdotal state, excepting by the mi-

raculous agency of the dewatd ; replying therefore by their inspiration, he said»

4 that the person is a priest,' and explained the merits of the priestly state.

"The Buddho elect, impelled by his desire to become a priest, repaired on that day

to the pleasure garden. Those Buddha elect, who are manifested in ages when the

term of human existence is protracted, beheld these predictive signs at intervals Of

one hundred years each, but our Buddho elect, having been manifested in a short-

lived age, visited the pleasure garden at intervals of four months. The Dighabhdna-

ka fraternity, however, assert that he witnessed all the four predictive signs on the

same day.
44 There, having enjoyed the sports of the pleasure garden, during the day, and

having bathed in the reservoir appropriate to occasions of festivity, at the setting of

the sun, he seated himself on the rock of festivity, in order that he might redecorate

himself (after his bath). The dewd Wissakammo, ordered by Sakko, the king

of dewd, who knew his inmost wishes, repairing thither in the character of a barber

decorated him with the vestments of the dewd.
44 While some from among his female bauds were playing airs on musical instru-

ments, and the beauties of the Sdkya tribes were yet hymning forth the canticles of

triumph and gratulations, peculiar to the brahminical observances then prevalent, unto

the Buddho elect, who was thus adorned with all his insignia of celestial majesty,

mounting his chariot, he departed. At that instant, (Yaso'dara') the mother of

Ba'hulo had given birth to a son ; and the maha raja Suddhodano, on hearing

this news, desirous of gladdening his son, sent him a message (to announce the

event). The Buddho elect, on receiving this announcement exclaimed, 4 Rahulo
being born creates (another) tie (in domestic affections).' The raja inquired (of

his messenger,) ' what did my son say ;' and learning what his exclamation was
;

said, ' let my grandson be henceforth called prince Ra'hulo.'

"The Buddho elect mounting his superb chariot, re-entered the town, attended

by his retinue in great pomp and magnificence. At that moment, a virgin of royal

extraction named Kisa'gotami, who was in the bloom of personal beauty, and

endowed with graceful fascinations, was standing in the upper story of his superb

palace, and beheld the personal magnificence of the Buddho elect, who was in the act

of entering the mansion : and under the impulse of the fervour of her admiration,

she chanted forth this hymn of adulation.
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4 Nibbutdnu sd mdtd, nibbutdmt sS pitd

Nibbutdnu sd ndri yassdyan idisogati. 1

" ' Whosoever's destiny has been such as his, most assuredly his mother must be

blessed ; most assuredly his father must be blessed, and most assuredly his consort

also must be blessed.'

" The Buddho elect listened to this hymn, and thus thought :
' the gratulation

she has uttered is worthy of being heard by me. It is requisite that I, who

am performing my pilgrimage in search of nibbdnan, should this very day, abandon-

ing my lay connections, and departing (hence) and entering into the priesthood, pro-

secute my pursuit of nibbdnan ; and adding ' let this be a gift to serve as a preceptor

(of piety) to her ; he detached from his neck a pearl necklace worth a lakh, and

sent it to Kisagotami. She, in excess of her exultation, exclaimed, ' prince Sid-

Dhatto, captivated by me, sends me a present.'

" The Buddho elect, with the utmost pomp, ascended the superb and enchanting

palace, and laid himself down on his state bed. Thereupon women in the bloom of

youth, resembling the celestial beauties of the Tdwatinsa heavens, with visages re-

splendent as the silvery full moon, with lips in color like the bimbothala* fruit, with

beauteous teeth, white, pure, even, smooth and without interstice, with jet black

eyes, and jet clustering locks, graceful in their movements like the voluptuous swan,

with arched dark eyebrows, and breasts fully developed, globular, equal in size and

exquisitely placed, covered only with the mekhald (the medallion of the zone) which

was set with gems in newly burnished gold and silver, with **** plump, and circular

as a wheel, and with thighs round and smooth as an elephant trunk, excelling in dance

and song, taking with them musical instruments of melodious tones, and crowding

around the great mortal, with the intent of diverting him from bis purpose, by their

voluptuous fascination, began to sing and to dance. The Buddho elect, however,

being entirely exempt from the influence of carnal passions, took no delight in the

dance and song ; and in a short interval fell asleep. They seeing this (indifference),

and saying if the individual for whom we have commenced our song and dance is gone

to sleep, why should we fatigue ourselves?' and dropping each the instrument she

had taken, on the spot on which she was standing, they all laid themselves down-

The lamps of scented oil continued burning.

" The Buddho elect, on awaking, still seated cross-legged on the bed on which he

had been sleeping, surveyed these sleeping females, who had laid aside their musi-

cal instruments, some with their cheeks wet with the saliva that had flowed from

them ; some gnashing their teeth ; some muttering ; some with round mouths (gap-

ing), some denuded by their covering being displaced ; some in ungraceful postures,

and some with dishevelled hair representing so many objects fit for a sepulchre.

"The great mortal, on beholding this spectacle, became the more strongly con-

firmed in his abhorrence of sinful courses. Unto him, the splendid and charming

palace, which was like unto the mansion of the thousand-eyed deity (Indra), be-

came (as it were) a disgusting object, filled with loathsome corpses, like unto an

Amakasusdnanf (a catacomb) ; and the three realms (of the universe) appeared to him

as if they were a single habitation involved in flames. Then resolving ' most assur-

edly the crisis is at hand ; my mind is fully made up to enter into priesthood ; it

is proper that this very day my final separation should take place ; and rising from

his bed and approaching the door of his chamber he called out 'who is here?'

Chhanno (who was born on the same day with Buddho) was sleeping at the

door, making the threshold his pillow, and replied ' prince, it is I, Chhanno.*
* This very day am 1 resolved to effect my great final deliverance. Without utter-

* A creeper, Tryonea grandis.

f Literally "raw cemetery" in which bodies were left unburnt or uninterred.
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ing a word, bring me a swift sindhawa steed.' He, replying ' sadhu Lord V and

taking the trappings of the horse, repaired to the stable ; and seeing there the

superb charger Kanthako, who was capable of overcoming all his foes, standing in

his delightful stall, under a canopy decorated with jessamine flowers, and lighted

up with lamps of fragrant oil, he said ' it is proper that he should be capari-

soned as a state charger, to be used to-day for the final deliverance of the prince ;'

and he caparisoned Kanthako. The said charger in the act of being accoutred knew
(what was to happen) ; and exulting in his master's approaching assumption of

priesthood, neighed loudly, as if he had said ' this caparisoning is unusually tight ;

not like the saddling of other occasions, for an excursion to the pleasure garden :

most assuredly, this very day the prince takes his great final departure.' That

neigh resounded through Kapilawatthu. The diwata however suppressing the sound

prevented its being heard by any one.

" The Buddho elect, saying ' let me see my son once more,' and proceeding from

his own to the chamber of the mother of Ra'hulo, gently opened the door. At
that moment a silver lamp, lit with fragrant oil, was shedding its light on the in-

terior of the chamber ; and the mother of Ra'hulo was slumbering with her hand

resting on the head of her infant who was reposing under a superb canopy, on a

bedding formed of one ammanan of the common and the Arabian jessamine. The

elect, his foot still resting on the threshold, and intently gazing—thus meditated.

' If I remove the hand of the princess, to take up my child (and embrace him),

she will be awakened ; and thus an impediment will be produced to my departure.

Let me then, after 1 have attained Buddhohood, return and see my son.' Descend-

ing from the upper apartment of the palace, and approaching his steed, he thus ad-

dressed him : ' Do thou, my cherished Kanthako, in one night translate me ; and,

as the consequence of that translation, achieving Buddhohood, I shall translate this

world together with those of the dciod.' Then springing aloft, he seated himself on

Kanthako. The said Kanthako, was eighteen cubits long from his neck—his height

was in proportion—well formed, swift and in good condition, and in color like a

bleeched shell.

" The Buddho elect, who had mounted this charger, having desired Chhanno to

hang on by the tail, in the middle of the night approached the principal gate of the

town. At that time, the guards, whom the raja had stationed to prevent the escape

of the Buddho elect, were still watching, being in number one thousand to each door-

way in the gate. The elect, however, had the power of one hundred thousand

kotiyo of men, or the strength of a thousand kotiyo of elephants. There he thus

resolved. ' Should the gate not be opened, this very day, mounted on Kanthako, to-

gether with Chhanno clinging to his tail, holding the steed fast between my thighs,

and springing over the rampart eighteen cubits in height, let me quickly escape.'

Chhanno and Kanthako concurred in that resolution.

" The tutelar diwatd, however opened the gate.

** Instantly Ma'ro (death), the agent of sin, saying, 'let me stop the great mortal,

and rising aloft into the air, thus addressed him : ' Mahdwtro depart not : on the

seventh day from hence, the heavenly Chakkaratanan will most certainly come to

pass. Then thou shalt exercise sovereignty over the four great quarters (of the

earth), together with their two thousand isles : blessed ! wait.' The great mortal

asked, ' Who art thou ?' ' I am Wassawatto.' ' I am aware that both empire

and universal dominion are proffered to me : I am not however destined for royalty :

depart Ma'ro! approach not this. I shall become Buddho, making the ten thou-

sand realms of the universe quake, in acknowledgment of there being no one greater

than myself.' He thus spoke ; and Ma'ro vanished.
M The great mortal in his twenty-ninth year, relinquishing the attractions of his

5 I
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imperial greatness, with the indifference that he would cast spittle from him, de-

parted from his mansion the scat of that regal splendour ; and in quitting the city,

on the full moon day of the month Asalhi, during the ascendancy of Uttdrasalhd lunar

mansion, he was seized with a desire to gaze on the city. At the instant of being

seized with this wish, that portion of the grouud on which (the city stood) spun

round, like the potter's wheel. By this means the Buddho elect (without turning

round) surveyed Kapiluwalthu from the spot on which he stood, and having noted

the spot on which Kanfhako had stood, as the destined site of a chetiyo, he turned

Kanthako 1
s head to the direction in which he ought to go.

" While the elect was proceeding in his journey, with great pomp and pageantry,

sixty lakhs of dewatd were preceding him, bearing torches. In the same manner on

the right hand side of the pilgrim there were sixty lakhs of torches; and the same

on the left. Other dewatd doiDg homage with fragrant flowers and garlands with

sandal-wood dust and chambards and flags and pennons, attended him in procession,

and kept up the symphony of heavenly song and music.
11 The elect who was making his progress in pomp such as this, having in the

course of the night traversed three kingdoms, and performed a march of thirty

yojana, reached the bank of the Anomd river. The elect stopping on the bank of the

river thus inquired of Chhanno. What is the name of this river? ' Lord 1 its

name is Anomd. 1 Replying ' nor will there be any *Anomd (inferiority) in my
ordination,' he pressed his heel to the horse, and gave him the signal to leap. The
animal, springing aloft, alighted on the opposite bank of a river ' eight usabha in

breadth.'

" The Euddho elect descending from his steed on a bank of sand, which was like

unto a heap of pearls, thus addressed Chhanno ; 'Chhanno, my friend, taking
with thee my regal ornaments and my charger Kanthako, depart. I am going to euttr
into priesthood.' Chhanno replied, ' Lord ! I will also be ordained.' » It will

not be permitted unto thee to enter the priesthood : depart.' Having, in this manner,
three times refused his solicitation ; and made over the jewels and Kanthako to him,
the elect thus meditated :

' These locks of mine are unsuited to the sacerdotal
state ;' and, taking up his superb sharp-edged sword in his right hand, and seizing
his tresses together with the diadem on them, chopped them off. The hair was then
only two inches long ; and it arranged itself (on his head) curling to the right hand

;

and during the rest of his life, his hair remained of the same length. His beard
also was proportionate, nor had he occasion to shave any more.
" The elect then taking up his locks with the tiara attached, threw them up into

the air, saying ' If I am to become Buddho let them remain poised in the air ; and
if not let them descend.' The tiara knot, rising into the air one yojano in height

remained poised there. Thereupon Sakko, the king of the dewd, beholding it with

his supernatural eyes, and receiving it into a receptacle in height one yojano, trans-

ferred it to the Tdvmtinsa realms, and deposited it in a chetiyo (thence called) tLe

Chuldmani.

" 'Ihe elect then thus meditated :
' these raiments, the fabric of Kdsi, are costly,

and unsuited to my sacerdotal condition.' Thereupon Gatika'ro, the great brahman

who had formerly, in the time of the Buddho Kassapo, befriended him, out of the

friendship that had subsisted during the whole Buddhdntaro, thus resolved : * My
friend, on this very day, is about to sever himself finally from lay connections : let

me repair to him, taking with me the (indispensiblef portions of the) prescribed

* This remark involves a pun :—a pun however is by no means a matter of levity

in Buddhistical literature,

t These articles are indispensible, there are others permissible.
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sacerdotal equipments,—respecting which Buddho himself has (subsequently) said,

4 These are the eight requisites allowable to an orthodox bhikku. Three robes, a

dish, razor, sewing-needle, waist-hand and bathing-cloth.' Bringing these eight

requisite sacerdotal equipments, he (by dtikdro) presented them.

" The great mortal then assuming the character of the Arahantd, by putting on the

garb of the pre-eminent priesthood, commanded Chhanno to depart ; saying to him :

* Chhanno, inform my wife and father of my happiness as a message sent by my-

self.' Thereupon Chhanno, having bowed down to the great mortal, and walked*

round him, departed. The charger Kanfhako, who had been listening to the conver-

sation of the Buddho elect with Chhanno, thus bewailed :
' Henceforth my master

will not be seen again;' and when he had proceeded a certain distance, and the

(Buddho) was no longer visible, unable to endure his grief, bursting her heart

(Hadayephalite) Kanthako expired; and was reproduced in the form of a dtwo iu

the Tdwatinso heavens, where the Swdrupt (the Asurd) have no dominion. His

regeneration (there) may be learned in the Wimalatthuwildsine, the At hakaihd on the

Wimdnawatihu.

" Unto Chhanno, in the first instance, there was but one engrossing object of

grief (the loss of his master, prince Siddhatto). The second cause of his grief was

the death of Kanthako : deeply afflicted, bewailing and weeping, he departed.
11 In the land in which the Buddho electassutned his sacerdotal character, there wa3

a mango grove called Anupiyd. There, having passed seven days, in the enjoyment of

sacerdotal happiness, thereafter dazzling iu his yellow raiment, like uuto the full

disk of the sun glowing under the blazing clouds of a glaring sun-set, and though

alone, imposing in appearance as if attended by multitudes, and administering to

beasts and birds a measure of happiness as if heaven was presented to their sight

;

roaming like the solitary lion, and pacing like the tusked stately elephant; and

treading as if to steady the earth, this lion of the human race, in a single day, per-

forming a journey of thirty yojand and crossing the Gangi (Ganges), a river with

high breaking waves and unobstructed course, entered the city called Rdjagahdn,

celebrated for the pre-eminent and superb palace resplendent with the rays of the

gems with which it was embellished; and having made his entry, without distinc-

tion (of houses) he begged for alms.

" By the appearance of the Buddho elect, the whole city was thrown into commo-
tion as if Dhanap&lo (a furious tusk elephant) had entered the town;—as if the chief

of the Asurd had invaded the city of the dewd. While the great mortal was in

the act of begging alms, the inhabitants of the capital confounded by the joy pro-

duced by the charm of the appearance of that great being, became incapable of

resisting the desire of gazing at the great elect. Among themselves, these people

kept saying one to another. * Friend ! who is this 1 can it be the full moon descend-

ed among us out of dread of Ra'hu, concealing the rays with which he is endowed ?

Such a one was never seen before.' Smiling at his suggestion, another said, ' This

is the god of love with his florial banner : disguised in person, he has come to revel

among us; having observed the great personal beauty of our monarch and of our
fellow-citizens.' Laughing at him another said, * Friend ! art thou mad: the god
of love has half of his body destroyed by the fire kindled by the jealousy of Isso'

(Iswara), it is not he: it is the chief of the dewi, the thousand-eyed deity (Indra)
who has come here, imagining that it is the celestial city.' Another again playfully

ridiculing him, said, ' Friend 1 what nonsense art thou talking. Where are his

thousand eyes ? where is his thunderbolt and where is his (elephant) erjwano ?

Assuredly he isBra'hma, who, having witnessed the indolence of the brahmans, has
come hither to teach the wcda and their accompaniments.' Another ridiculing the

* This proceeding is a mark of respect frequently mentioned.

o i 2
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whole of them, said, ' He is neither the moon, the god of love, nor the thousand-

eyed deity, nor yet Brahma'. He is the wonderful personage, the supreme, and the

teacher of the world.'

44 While the inhabitants of the town -were thus discussing the matter, the officers

of state, repairing to the raja Bimbisa'ro said :
* Lord ! either a dtwa, a gan-

dhabbo, or el*e a raja ndga, or a yakkho, is wandering about our town, begging

alms.' The raja on hearing this, still remaining in the upper apartment of the

palace, but having obtained a sight of the great mortal, impressed with feelings of

•wonder previously unknown, thus instructed his officers: ' My men, retire, and

compose yourselves. Should he be an inhuman being (yakkho), on his departing

from the city, he will render himself invisible. Should he be a dewata, he will

depart through the air. Should he be a n4ga raja he will escape diving into the

earth ; and should he be a human being, he will partake of whatever alms he may
obtain.'

" The great mortal, who exercised the most perfect self-possession and control

over his own senses (yet attracted the gaze of the multitude by the splendour of his

personal appearance), did not permit himself to look at any object mote distant from

him than the length of a yoke-pole. Having collected as much food as he could eat,

being the mixed scraps (which had been thrown into his alms-dish by many), departed

out of the gate by which he had entered the city ; and seating himself facing the

east, under the shadow cast by the Pandawo mountain, although disgusted at the

repast, repressing his disgust, he ate it*.

V Immediately the persons sent by the raja returning, reported this circumstance*

On hearing this account from his messengers, the ruler of Magadha, the raja Bim-

BISARo, who despised the pursuit of frivolous objects, and aimed at results as sted-

fast as the mountains Mtru and Mandaro, impelled by the desire to see the Buddho

elect, which was produced by the account given of his pious bearing—departing from

the town and repairing to the Pandawo mountain, and there descending from his

conveyance and approaching the Buddho elect, with his permission seated himself

(near him) on the ground, which (intercourse) was as refreshing as the affections of

relations. Charmed with the deportment of the Buddho elect he offered to him the

provision of every luxury. " Maha raja (replied the elect), to me there is no longer

need either of the enjoyment of wealth, or the gratification of the passions : severed

from the domestic and lay ties, my aspirations are directed to the attainment of su-

preme omniscience.' The raja, after having, in various ways, renewed his entreaties

finding that he would not gain his assent, said, • Most assuredly thou wilt become

Buddho : my dominion should be visited the first by thee in thy Buddhohood,' and

returned to his capital.

° Thereafter the Bodhisatto, in due course, pursuing his alms pilgrimages, became
acquainted with Alaraka 'lamo-j* and Uddakkaramo ; and acquired from them the

Samdpatti. Finding that the said Samdpatti was not the road that leads to Buddho-

hood, relinquishing the same, he resolved to devote himself to the padh&nan, and

repaired to UruweM. Finding that a delightful place, sojourning there he devoted

himself to the Mahdpad&nan.
" Four persons, the sons of the brahmans who had been consulted (on the day that

a name was selected for the B6dhisatto), as well as Kondanno (the youngest of

* This must have occurred in the forenoon, as no substantial food can be taken by

Buddhist priests after mid-day.

f This interview is described in greater detail elsewhere, during which Bimbisa'-

rO ascertained the elect to be the son of Suddh6dano, the ally and friend of hie

own father Bha'tiyo, the late raja of Magadha.
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the eight brahmans consulted) these five, having entered into the sacerdotal order,

in the course of their pilgrimage in search of alms, through villages, towns and

kingdoms, came to that place where the B6dhisatto was. For a period of six vears

these persons continued his personal attendants, sweeping his cell and performing

other menial offices, unto him who was devoted to the Mahdpaddnan ; and they con-

stantly indulged in this expectation. ' Now he will become Buddho ! Now he will

become Buddho!'

"The Bodhisatto resolving, ' Let me submit myself to the ultimate extremity of

penance ;' brought himself to siibsist on a single grain of tUa (sesamum) or of rice,

and even passed his day entirely without nourishment. The dcicatd however pre-

served him by infusing (by their supernatural means) juices of food (gravy) into those

pores of the skin through which the hairs of the body grow. Thereafter from his

continued starvation, he reduced himself to the state of a perfect skeleton ; and his

person which had been of a golden hue turned black, and the thirty-two attributes of

manhood (peculiar to Buddha and Chakkawatti raja) disappeared.

" The B6dhisatto having been brought to this last extremity by adherence to his

penance, deciding again, ' This is not the proper road to Buddhohood ;' and for the

purpose of procuring full supplies of food, he made alms pilgrimages through towns

and villages, and provided himself with provisions.

" Thereupon his thirty-two special attributes of manhood were again restored, and

his person regained its golden hue ; and thence his (aforesaid) confraternity, com-

posed of the abovementioned five bhikkhus, saying to themselves : ' Although for

a period of six years, he has consigned himself to penance, and has fasted to attain

the state of omniscience, he is now making his pilgrimage through towns and vil-

lages begging alms offerings in his desire to provide himself amply with food. (By
such weakness) what can be effected? He has certainly made a great effort: from

it, what have we benefitted ?' and then forsaking the great mortal, they repaired to

the Isipatanan in Bdrdnasi.

11 At Uruweli in the town Sendni at the house of the proprietor Kutimbiko of Se-

ndni, there was a maid named Siga'ta'. On the full moon day of the mouth We-

safcho, having partaken of a dish of rice prepared in sweet milk by her, who presented

to him with delight—taking up the golden dish (in which it was served) the Bodhi-

satto threw it from the bank of the Neranjard river, up the stream ; and thereby

awoke Ka'lo the ndga raja. The Bodhisatto having taken his noon-day rest in the

delightful deep green forest of sal trees, which is garnished with fragrant flowers, on

the bank of the Neranjara river, in the evening, he repaired to the foot of the Bodhi

tree by the path that had been decorated for him by the dewatd.

" Dewatd, ndga,yakkhd and siddhd made offerings to him of celestial fragrant flowers

and odoriferous ointments. At that instant, a certain brahman grass-carrier named

Sotthiyo, who was carrying some (cusha) grass,—in his way, presented himself

before the great mortal; and recognizing who he was, bestowed eight bundles of

grass on him. The B6dhisatto accepting that grass, and three times walking round

the Assathd-bodhi, the monarch of trees and pride of the forest, which was as verdant

as the Anjanagiri mountain ; and, intercepting the rays of the sun, was as refresh-

ing as his own benevolence, and which attracted flocks of melodious birds—and was

embellished with branches which quivered under the gentle breeze as if dancing with

joy—stationed himself in the north-eastern side of the tree ; and sprinkled that grass

on the ground holding it by the ends. Instantly that grass was transformed into a

throne fourteen cubits in height—the blades appearing like ornamental lines drawn

by a painter, and as soon as the B6dhisatto seated himself on the grassy carpet, on

the throne fourteen cubits broad, young leaves from the tree, resembling coral rest-

ing on plates of gold, fell on him.
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" On the B6dhisatto seating himself there,Ma'ro (death) in the person of Wasawatti

dtico, saying ' Prince Siddhatto is endeavouring to overthrow my dominion over

him: let me not yield to that desire;' and explaining this resolution to his own
legions with the armies of Ma'ro in his train, he set out. The said army of Ma'ro
extended twelve yojand in front and the same on the right and on the left, and in the

rear it extended to the confines of the Chakkaw&lan ; and nine yojand up into the air.

The sound of its uproar, as if burstiug the earth, was heard from the distance of a

thousand yojano.

At the same time Sakko, the king of the dewd stationed himself near him, sound-

ing his Wijayuttara chank, which chank (shell) is one hundred and twenty cubits

long: PancJiasikho, the Gandhabha dtwo, brio ging with him his Biluioapdndu, lyre,

three gdwvtdni in length, stationed himself also there, playing and singing appropri-

ate hymns of joy. The dewa rdja Suya'mo, bringing with him his heavenly chdmard t

in length three gawutdni and resembling the brilliancy of the rays of the planet (the

mocn) which presides over the night, likewise stationed himself there gently fanning

him. And the Brahmd Sahanpati, holding over the head of Bhagawa' his white

chhatta (parasol of dominion) three yojand in width, as if it were a second disc of

the sun, also stationed himself there. The king of the Ndgd Mahdkdlo, presented

himself attended by his eighty thousand choristers, singing hymns of joy, and bow-

ing down to the great mortal. The dtwatd in the ten thousand Chakkawaldni attend-

ed, presented offerings of fragrant garlands, frankincense and pulverized scent.

"The dewo, Ma'ro, then mounted his Girimikhalo tusk elephant, which was one

hundred and fifty yojand high, like unto the Girisileaharo mountain, very superb to

the sight, and capable of overcoming his enemies ; and raising up his many thoxisand

arms, provided himself with weapons of every description, by not taking up any two

weapons of the same kind. His army also equipped with swords, axes, javelins, bows
bent by great strength, arrows, Idhala, spikes, the broad spikes, the tomara, clubs,

(sharp-edged missile in the form of) rings, the kanaya, kappana, hoppana and

(missile) wheels, and assuming the faces of the ruru (a description of deer), of lions,

of the kagha (unicorn), of the sa7'abha, of bears, of the viyagghd (a description of

tiger), of monkies, serpents, cats, owls, buffaloes, the pasadd, horses, elephants;

and with terrific unnatural forms of men, demons and spirits, continued rushing

towards the spot on which the Bodhisatto was seated at the foot of the Bodhi tree
;

and surrounding him, halted waiting for the order of Ma'ro.
" On this army of Ma'ro congregating around the terrace of the Bodhi tree, it

was impossible for Sakko and the other dtwd (before mentioned) to retain their

stations ; and wherever they met (the dtwd) gave way and fled. Sakko, the king

of dewd, slinging his wijayutta chank across his shoulders, and departing, stationed

himself on the edge of the orifice of the Chakkawdldn. Maha' Brahma' depositing

his white chhatta on the confines of the Chakkawdldn, fled to Bruhmaloko itself.

Ka'lo, the king of the Ndga. abandoning his whole train of dancers and singers,

and diving into the earth, and repairing to the Mangirika Ndga realms, five hundred

yojand in extent, laid himself down, concealing his face with his hands. Not a single

dewo could retain his position there (at the Bodhi tree).

" The great mortal, as if he were Maha/ Brahma' himself, alone retained his

station, in that deserted position. Thereupon, in the first place, apparitions of ill

omen in various forms descended, yelling, ' now Ma'ro will come.' At the

instant of the conflict of the patron of the three worlds, (Bodhisatto) with the patron

of procrastinators (Ma'ro) a thousand appalling meteors descended ; and clouds and

darkness prevailed. Even this unconscious (earth) together with the oceans and

mountains, it contains, quaked, as if it were conscious—like unto a fondly loving girl

who is forcibly separated from her mate—like unto the festooned vine quivering under
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the action of a breeze. The ocean rose under the vibration of this earthquake :

rivers flowed back towards their sources : peaks of lofty mountains, against which

countless trees had beat (for ages), crumbling rolled to the earth: a fierce storm

howled all around and the crashing concussion became terrific. The sun enveloped

itself in awful darkness, and a host of Kdwandd (headless spirits) filled the air. In

this mnnner was Ma'ro at the moment of his onset, attended by a host of the

apparirional spirits of ill omens who haunt the earth and the air, in various forms

—

a frightful and dismaying exhibition.

" The host of diwd on perceiving that he (Ma'ro) was designing to destroy the

dewo of dewd (hotlhisatto), surrounded by all the celestial beauties, shouted out

in tribulation ha ! ha ! The illustrious (Bodhisatto) indefatigable and fearless,

retained his position in the midst of the host of Ma'ro, as if he were a gurulo amidst

birds, and (he dauntless lion amidst animals.

" Thereafter Ma'ro saying to himself, i terrifying Siddhatto, let me chase him

away,' and yet failing in his endeavours to repulse him with the nine descriptions of

rains, viz., with the rain "of storms, the rain of weapons, the rain of stones, and

subsequently with the rain of fire, of burning ashes, of sand, of mud and of darkness

and with the ordinary rains, furious with rage, he thus addressed his host :
* Fel-

lows ! why are ye standing still ; make this Siddha'tto an Asiddhdtto : seize

him, kill him, cut him up, bind him, release him not, drive him hence.' Having

given this order to this army, Ma'ro himself, mounting his charger, Girimikhalo

,

and hurling his javelin approached the Bodhisatto and said, ' Siddha'tto, rise

from thy seat.' The retinue also of Ma'ro (attempted to) injure the great mortal.

The great mortal however, by the power of the merits of his Pdramitd, resulting

from his forbearance, his benevolence, his perseverance, and his wisdom, over-

coming the efforts of Ma'ro, as well as of his host ; and during the first ydma*,

in due course, attaining the Pubbenewasandnan gift (the gift of knowing the past),

during the middle ydma acquiring the Dibbachakhhun (divination), and at the dawn

of day arriving at the Pachchagdkdren&nan which are the attributes of all the

Buddha ; and realizing the (fourth or) Chatutthajjhanan, by means of the Andpdnan

(meditation or respiration), duly meditating on each part thereof, separately. And

glorifying the Wipassanan sanctificatiou (he had realized) he overcame the porter of

every evil passion, by pursuing in due course the Maggo which leads to the fourth

Maggo; and having thus attained in perfection the virtues (inherent in) all the

Buddha, he chanted forth the hymn, which is the established thanksgiving of all

the Buddha (on the achievement of Buddhohood).

Anekajdti sansdra'i sandhdwissah anibbisah,

Gahakdrakan gawisanto dukkhdjdti punappunan.

Gahakdraka I ditthosi ; punagehan nd kdhasi

:

Sabba te pJidsakd bhaggd gahaktitan wisankhitan

Wisankhdra-gatan chittan tanhdnan khayamajjagd.

" ' Performing my pilgrimage through the (sansdro) eternity of countless existences,

in sorrow have I unremittingly sought in vain, the artificer of the abode (of the

passions), i. e. the human frame. Now, O artificer ! thou art found. Henceforth no

receptacle of sin shalt thou form, thy frames (literally ribs) broken, thy ridge pole

shattered. The soul (or mind) emancipated from liability to regeneration (by

transmigration), has annihilated the dominion of the passions.'

" Unto the Bhagawawho was still seated, after chanting this hymn of joy, this

reflection occurred. ' It is on account of (the accession to) this throne of glory

* The night is divided into three ydma often hours each, each hour being equal

to 24 European minutes, a ydma is equal to four European hours.
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that I devoted myself to a pilgrimage of four asankheyydni and a hundred thousand
kappe. Let this be to me the throne of exertion as well as of joy. Unto me who
am seated here, all my aspirations have not yet been accomplished : let me not
therefore yet rise from hence.' He continued therefore seated there for seven days
realizing innumerable lakhs of kotiyo of samdpattiyo.

" Thereupon certain of the ddwatd began to entertain a doubt (regarding him) ; and
said ' even unto this day most assuredly there is still something more to be accom-
plished by Siddha'tto : his passion for the throne appears insuperable.'

" The satthd on perceiving this doubt of the dewatd ; for the purpose of dispelling

their scepticism, rising aloft into the air manifested a miracle of two opposite results.

Having by this manifestation dispelled the incredulity of the dewatd, descending a

little to the eastward of the north of the throne, he passed seven days more gazing

on the throne with (animisa) unclosed eyes ;—repeating, ' it was on this throne that

omniscience was achieved : it was on this spot that the fruits of the pilgrimages per-

formed through four asankheyydni and one lakh of years have been realized.' That
spot became known by the name of the Animisa-chetiyo. Then between the throne

and the spot where he stood, having caused a chankaman (a walk) to be produced, he

passed seven days more walking (to and fro) on that long Ratana-chankaman and that

spot became known as the Ratana chttiyo. During the fourth week the dewatd mi-

raculously called into existence a Ratanagharan (golden habitation) on a spot to the

north-west of the Bodhi tree. There seated on a throne he passed seven days, medi-

tating on the Abhidhammopiiako ; and that spot acquired the name of Ratanagharan

chttiyo.

" In this manner having passed four weeks at the foot of the Bodhi tree in the fifth

week (departing) from the Bodhi tree he repaired to the shepherd's Nigrodho tree

(Ficus Indica). There also meditating on dhammo, he stationed himself enjoying

heavenly beatitude. Having tarried there for seven days, he repaired to the Macha-

lindo tree (stravadia). There for the purpose of being protected from a thunder-

storm, having been encircled seven times by Muchalindo the raja of serpents, as if

he were reposing in a dormitory remote from all disturbance, he enjoyed heavenly

beatitude. Having passed a week there, he repaired to the Rajayatand tree (Buchan-

ania latifolia). There also he tarried enjoying heavenly beatitude. Seven weeks

were thus passed. During that period Bhagawa' neither washed his face, per-

formed any corporeal function, nor partook of any food : he supported himself entirely

by his miraculous attributes.

" Thereafter, after the termination of the seventh week, on the forty-ninth day,

having washed his face, and cleansed his teeth with the teeth cleansers made of the

ndgalatd creeper, and with the water brought from the Anotalto lake (in the Himd-

layan country) by Sakko, the king of diwd—the satthd continued to tarry there at

the foot of the Rajayatand tree.

" During that interval, two traders, named Tapasso and Bhalliko, having been

impelled thereto by a dtwatd, to whom they were related, exerted themselves to

make a meal offering to the satthd; and taking with them some parched rice

and honey, and approaching the satthd, said ' Bhagawa' 1 out of compassion,

vouchsafe to accept this repast ;' and stood by him. As the refection dish which

had formerly been presented to him by the dtwd had vauished on the day in which

he first accepted the milk-rice which had been ofl'ered to him (by Sjya'ta' on the

day he attained Buddhohood) Bhagawa' thus meditated :
' The Tathdgatd are not

permitted to receive any thing with their hands ; into what vessel can I receive this

offering ?'

" Thereupon on discovering that wish of the Bhagawa', from the four quarters,

the four kings (of the dewd) brought four refection dishes made of sapphires. Bha-
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gawa' rejected them. Subsequently they brought four dishes made of a stone of the

color of the muggo seed. Bhagawa', out of compassion for the four dewd, accepting

the same, and converting- them into one dish, received the repast into that precious

stone-dish; and partaking thereof conferred his blessing on them. Those two
traders who were brothers, accepting Buddho, dhammo and saranan (Buddho, his

doctrines and his salvation) became two updsakd.

" Thereafter the satthd repairing to the shepherd's Nigrodho tree tarried there. To
him who had that instant taken his seat there, and who was fully impressed with

the deep importance of the dhammo which he was destined to establish—a misgiving,

common to all the Buddha, arose—producing this exclamation ' alas ! that this

dhammo should devolve on me to be established, &c.' Influenced by that reluctance

he formed the resolution not to be instrumental in propounding the dhammo to others.

Thereupon, the great Brahmd Sahanpati, assembling from the ten thousand Chakka-

waUni, the Sakkd, the Suydmd, Santusitd, Nimmanaratino, Paranimmitd, Wasawattino

and the great Brahmdno said to them— ' Beloved ! most assuredly the world is about

to perish'—and repairing to the satthd supplicated of him to propound the dhammo—
saying, as given in the text ' Lord ! Bhagawa, vouchsafe to propound the dhammo. 1

" The satthd acceding to his prayer thus meditated :
' To whom shall I first pro-

pound the dhammo.' Being aware, that Ala'rakala'mo and Udaka'ra Mo(before

mentioned) were both dead ; and, in reference to the aid afforded to him by the five

bhikkhus formerly, saying, ' the five bhikhhus afforded to me the greatest assistance

—

where do they reside now ?' and finding that they dwelt at Migaddyo* in Bdrdnasi,

he added— ' repairing thither let me there proclaim the supremacy of dhammo.'

" Having continued a few days longer in the neighbourhood of the Bodhi tree,

receiving alms as a pilgrim ;—on the full moon day of the month of A'salhi

(April, May, B. C. 588) saying: ' Let me repair to Bdrdnasi; and taking his dish

and his robes, he performed a journey of eighteen yojand. On the road, meeting

an (ajiwako) individual named Upako, travelling on his own affairs, he imparted

to him his having attained Buddhohood ; and on the evening of the same day he

reached the Isipatananf Bdrdnasi.

11 The five bhikkhus recognizing Tathdgato, who was approaching, from a distance,

said, (one to another,) ' friend ! this is Go'tomo, the sumano (the priest) : having

indulged largely in good things, and recovered his stoutness of person, acuteuess of

his senses, as well as brilliancy of complexion, he is coming (hither) ;' and they came

to this resolution : ' We will not bow down, nor render any other mark of respect

to him—we will only prepare a seat for him.' Bhagawa' divining their design, re-

straining the expansion of thatuniversal benevolence which without distinction would

have been extended over all mankind, manifested his benevolence exclusively (towards

these five bhikkhus). They feeling themselves, under the influence of his benign

spirit, became incapable, on the approach of Tathdgato of carrying their resolve into

effect ; and bowing down rendered him every mark of reverence.

''Thereupon, announcing to them his own attainment of Buddhohood, and taking

his seat on the pre-eminent throne prepared for Buddho, and while the asterism of

Uttrasalhi still predominated, surrounded by the eighteen kotiyo of (celestial) Brah-

mano, Bhagawa assembled the five therd (above mentioned) ; and expounded to them

the DhammachakkapawattananX (a discourse on the supremacy of dhammo}. Of these

Kondanno (subsequently designated Anndkondanno Kondanno, the instructed) acquir-

* Migaddyo, a place set aside for deer.

•f* Isipatanan, an edifice for the accommodation of the Isi (saints or devotees) situ-

ated near Bdrdnasi in the midst of the above mentioned deer haunt.

X Discourse in the Sanyuttanikdyo.

5 K
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ing a perfect knowledge of the same in the sense set forth in the sermon, attained

together with the eighteen kotiyo of Brahmano the sotapatti* sanctification.

" In resrard to this circumstance, it has been said (by Buddho himself) :

—

"'I, Go'tomo, of the Sakya dynaety, who had attained omniscience, having accom-

plished my destiny, have achieved supreme Buddhohood, and at the prayer of Brahmd-

I have proclaimed the supremacy of dhammo ; and unto eighteen kotiyo (of beings)

the first stage of sanctification has been vouchsafed.'

" Upon a subsequent occasion on his propounding the Buddhawanso at Kapila-

watthu, having discoursed on things passed, in describing the subsequent sanctifica-

tion, Bhagawa' has said: ' Subsequently, while I was preaching in an assembly

of men and deiod, a number of beings exceeding computation, attained the second

sanctification.'

" In this instance instead of speaking in the future tense, as the second sanctifica-

tion had not yet been obtained, he spoke in the passed tense, and was enabled to

substitute the past for the future (by his power of inspiration). In future instances

we also must place the same construction on his discourses.

•' And again on the occasion of his propounding the Rdhulawdda suttan, he adminis-

tered unto human beings whose number exceeded all computation, the sanctification

of the beverage of heaven, which was the third sanctification.

" In regard to which Buddho himself has said in propounding the Buddhawanso.

'In this very place I will offer admonition to my son whereby innumerable living

creatures may obtain the third sanctification.'

" Bhagawa' (during his own ministry) had but one general convocation of his disci-

ples ; that convocation consisted of the three Kdssapo, of whom Urewelo was the

chieff, and of (their fraternity of) a thousand Jatild, of the two AggasawakaX (chief

disciples of Buddho), and of their paternity of two hundred and fifty. Thus it was a

congregation of twelve hundred and fifty. Buddho himself has said (in the Buddha-

wanso, 'There has been but one convocation of my sanctificed disciples ; that con-

gregation consisted of twelve hundred and fifty.'

" Bhagawa' taking his place in the midst of this assembly (held in the Weluwano
edifice at Rajagahan in the first year of his Buddhohood) and at the hour rendered

appropriate by the four requisite conjunctions, propounded the Patimokkhan. There-

after he explained his own designs in these words. ' I who have become exalted

and purified from sins in the midst of this congregation of bhikkhas, bestow upon
thee, the whole of the fruits resulting from the realization of my vows, which is

like unto the jewel§ which realizes every wish. Let me also, out' of compassion to

those who both seek the reward (of nibbanan) and eschew the vices inherent in bhawo
(the eternity of transmigratory existence) demonstrate the chatusachchan (four

sublime truths)."

After some verbal commentary the Atthakatha proceeds to make
the following- quotations from the Buddhawanso of Sakya's own words.

'

'
Kapilawatthu is my native city. The raja Suddhodano is my father ; and the

mother who bore me is called Ma'ya'. Until my twenty-ninth year, I led the life

Of a layman, having three palaces called Rammo, Surammo and Sabho. I hac> an es-
tablishment of forty thousand accomplished women. Buddhakachana (Yosodora)
was my consort, and Ra'hulo was my son. On witnessing the four predictive indi-
cations, I departed on horseback. During the six years, I was undergoing my

11 Sota" is a rushing torrent, " and patti" " arrival at the first stage of sanctifi-
cation," the attainment of which inevitably leads to nibbdnan.

f The others were Gaya' Ka'ssapo and Nadi Ka'ssapo.
X Sa'riputto and Moggala'no.

§ Analogous to the infatuation regarding the philospher's stone.
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probation, I endured severe trials. I am Gotomo' Buddho the saviour of living

beings. By me the supremacy of dhammo was proclaimed at hipalanau (in Bdrdnasi

the capital) q{ the king Brahmadatto. Ka/lito* and UPATissof are my two chief

disciples ; and A'nando is my (Upatako) confidential disciple who always lived with

me. Khe'ma and Uppalalawanna were my two chief priestesses. Chitto and

Hatta'lawako) were my principal attendants among male lay ascetics. Nandama'-
TA'and Uttara' were my principal attendants among female lay ascetics. I attained

supreme Buddhohood at the foot of the Assattha tree. The glory (around my head) casts

its effulgence sixteen cubits high, and the term of my existence is designed to be one

hundred}: years. In the course of that existence I am destined to save multitudes;

and for the guidance of posterity having established dhdmmo as a beacon, I shall also,

at no distant period, together with my sacerdotal fraternity in this very world, attain

nibbdnan, like fire extinguished by the exhaustion of fuel.'

" Having in this manner expounded the whole of the Buddhawanso, explanatory of

the Kappd, of the names (of persons and places), of the genealogies and other parti-

culars, perambulating on the Ratanachankamo, which he had created at Kapilawat-

thu ; and having received the reverential obeisance of his relations, descending from

the air (on which the Ratanachankamo was poised), Bhagawa' took his seat on the

pre-eminent Buddho's throne which had been prepared for him.

'•' On Bha'ga'wa', the saviour, having thus seated himself, his assembled relations

relieved from their (previous) distress§, with perfect unanimity seated themselves

also around him. Thereupon a Pokkhara shower descended, which was instantly

absorbed through the fissures of the earth. Those who wished to get wet, did get

wet. Those who did not wish to get wet, did not receive a drop of rain. On beholding

this, surprised by the miracle and wonder, they exclaimed ' Lo ! what miracle, what

wonder!' On hearing this exclamation, Tath a 'gato observed, ' It is not only now,

on the occasion of my relations being assembled that a Pokkhara shower has fallen

;

it has so rained in aforetime also.' Making that subject his text, he preached the

Wessuntarajdtako\\ ; and it produced its effect. Bhaga'wa then rising from his

pulpit retired to his Wihdro.

"Be it understood, that the eighteen gatd commencing with the words ' apari-

meyye ito kappe, chaturo dsinsu ndyakd,' (at a period incalculably remote from this

kappo, there were four Buddha) are gathd composed by those who held the convoca-

tion^. All the information contained in the rest of the gdthd (of the Buddhawanso)

needs no commentary.

" Thus is closed the Madhura atthawildsiniyd Buddhawansatthakathd being a com-

mentary on the Gotomo Buddhawanso, the history of the twenty-fifth Buddho."

N. B. The distance from which I communicate with you deprives me of the pri-

vilege of correcting the press. It is not my intention to trouble you with a list of

errata, but there is one error, produced by my own carelessness in giving to my
clerk an inaccurate genealogical table to extract from, which I must be permitted to

rectify, as it materially affects the question under investigation, page 715, vol. 6,

for "paternal grandson" read " son.'' In page 51, of the Introduction to the Maha-

wanso, it is explained how this error was committed.

* Subsequently called Moggalano. f Sariputto.

$ All Buddha are released from existence before the period of extreme old age in

their respective terms of existence.

§ Being of a royal and reigning family they had remonstrated as already explained,

with Buddho, on his leading the life of a mendicant pilgrim, instead of being respec-

tably maintained by them.

]| A discourse in the Jdtakan, a section of the Suttapitako narrative of Buddho's
incarnation in the character of Wessantaro raja.

Tf This occurred at the first convocation held after Sa'kya's death

.
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VI.

—

Table of Mortalityfor ages from birth to twenty years, framed

from the Registers of the Lower Orphan School, Calcutta. By H.
T. Prinsep, Esq.

In the article published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society

for the month of May 1837, I pointed out the facility with which the

principle of computation applied therein to the casualties of the Bengal

Civil Service, might be extended to any fixed and continuous body,

provided only there was a register kept of the age at which each

individual came to belong to it, and of the casualties with the date of

the occurrence of each, or if the life was lost to the registers, through

retirement, discharge, or other similar contingency, of the date of such

removal from the books.

I advised the formation of books, arranged for each age of life, for

registering the casualties amongst considerable numbers of each grade

of the population of India, in order that tables might be framed there-

from for the valuation of native life, so as eventually to extend to

this class the benefits of life assurance in all its branches.

I beg through the pages of the Journal again to point attention to

this object, and as a first fruit of the wide field of statistical inquiry

which lies open in this direction, requiring only a little labour to yield a

rich crop of useful results, I now present to the public a table of

mortality for children and young persons, from birth to twenty year9

of age, framed from the registers of the Lower Orphan School of Cal-

cutta, upon the principle before explained and inculcated.

I am indebted to Dr. Stewart, late Secretary of the Statistical Com-

mittee of the Asiatic Society, for the materials from which the table has

been prepared. This gentleman, being connected with the Military

Orphan School, found that a series of registers had been kept, and

were forthcoming from 1798, of every boy and girl who had been

admitted to that institution. The books were made up annually, and

the boys or girls' names being entered alphabetically at the beginning

of the year, twelve columns were ruled down the page, and any casualty

by death was entered with its date in the column of the proper month.

In like manner at the foot of the list of boys and girls in the institution

on the 1st January, the fresh entries in the course of the year were

recorded, with notice of the age of each new comer, and the date of his

admission appeared in the column for the month when it took place.

Upon the first view of these registers, I at once perceived that they

afforded the materials for a computation of the mortality amongst the

inmates of the Orphan School, upon the principle applied to the Civil
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Service of Bengal, and needed only to be re-cast and added up to yield

equally valuable results for the ages of life they comprehended. The

re-casting of thirty-eight years' registers containing many thousand

names, has however proved a work of labour that has occupied several

months. The Statistical Committee has furnished a writer, who has

been employed on the work for this period without intermission, and

the product of his labour in the volumes which show the name of

every child, the date of his admission, and the manner of his having

been disposed of, are deposited in the library of the Asiatic Society,

as well for the verification of the table now submitted to the public,

as that the detailed registers may be available for the ascertainment of

other results which also may be gathered from them*.

My present purpose, as above stated, is confined to the exhibition in a

tabular form of the ratio of mortality for each year of existence as

deduced from these registers.

It will be satisfactory to explain in the first instance the process

followed in the construction of the table ; for there are several circum-

stances requiring to be noted, as guides to those who may apply the

same principle of computation to other classes of persons, or may

undertake the recasting of other similar registers.

Firstly. The Orphan School books did not show in every in-

stance the actual date of birth, nor, if they had done so, would it

have been advisable to attempt to follow each child from birth-day to

birth-day, and so frame a general register, true to the exact age of

each individual. For example, a child admitted is simply entered as

aged not one complete year ; in the re-cast of the registers this child

stands as entered of the age 0, and he is considered as remaining of

that age until the 1st January next following, though his birth-day,

that is tbe date on which he completed one year, may happen to have

been in November, or in February, or in any other of the twelve months

following the date of his admission. All subsequent years of life are

in like manner computed by the calendar year, from 1st January to

31st December, without reference to birth-days, which, as the error

will be equal both ways, and so balance itself, affords a complete result

for our present purpose.

Secondly. It is the object in the construction of this table, to

deduce correctly in the first instance the annual percentage mortality.

The admissions in the course of a year do not give the risk of those

lives for the whole year. If for instance all admitted at year of age

* Note.— Amongst other purposes to which these registers may be applied is the

ascertainment of the relative mortality in different periods of years, and in different

months and seasons.
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had entered on the 1 st December, there would have been the risk of

only one month in their case, and the number of casualties upon the

number admitted would have been one-twelfth only of the annual ratio.

To provide accurately for this I furnished the writer, employed in re-

casting the registers, with a table giving a decimal value for every day

of the year, and thence, according to the date of admission, I made

him enter the risk, as of the fraction for the period of the year remain-

ing to 31st December. Thus, in the re-cast of the registers, each

admission will be seen indicated by a fraction to three places of deci-

mals : and the number of risks is by addition of the whole brought to

the true annual sum for computation of the ratio of mortality from the

actual casualties.

Thirdly. When a life lapsed, its risk was lost for the remainder of

the year. To provide for this, I made a reversed decimal table show-

ing the fraction of the year to the date of the casualty, and by entering

the lapsed life not as an entire year's risk, but according to the fraction

to the date of occurrence, effectually removed this source of error.

But those who follow this plan must be careful, when a life lapses in

the very year of admission, to take both fractions from the same table

for computation of the value of the risk : otherwise a child admitted on

the 2nd January and dying on the 30th December, would have the

same fraction to represent both dates, and would stand as 0, though

the risk of his life was an entire year, less only two days. The writer

employed in re-casting the Orphan School registers made this mistake

in the first instance, which is the reason of my noticing the point.

Fourthly. Having thus settled the mode of entering admissions

and casualties, I caused books to be prepared for each year of life.

In that for age 0, I caused to be entered successively, all who were

admitted at an age less than one year, taking their names in succession

from the register of each year from 1798 to the present time. The

number of names thus entered in this book for age 0, is 5930, but

each being reduced to its fraction of the year of admission, and the

death cases being doubly reduced, the number of annual risks, for this

age is diminished to less than half, being 2646, which is what might

have been expected. The names of the whole being thus looked out

in the successive books, and entered in a fresh register for age 0, the

page was ruled for forty years of life from 0, and each name was

marked as a year of life in the columns following 0, as it was found in

the successive registers, until the date of decease, or of removal from

the institution.

Fifthly. The book of those who entered at an age less than one

year being completed, and the individuals followed out, a similar book
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was made up for those who entered at an age between one and two,

and so for each year in succession. The pages of all were then sepa-

rately summed up, and the aggregate of the books for age being

placed at the top of the page of a general abstract, the aggregates of

the books of other ages were arranged in order so that the columns for

age should correspond, and the whole be added up for the general

result. This general abstract is amongst the papers deposited in the

library of the Asiatic Society.

Sixthly. It will be evident that tables framed on this principle

must be quite perfect, if only the registers on which they are framed

be complete ; but I am compelled to acknowledge that this is not

the case with those with which I have had to deal. In the first place

the registers of three years 1802, 1804 and 1805, are altogether

wanting. The deaths of these years are therefore not all counted.

I have traced in the casualty book, thirteen deaths for 1802, nine for

1 804, and four for 1 805, which have been duly entered, but this cannot

be all. On the other hand if the children's names were found in the

register of 1801, and again in 1803, and afterwards in 1806, they have

been entered as giving the risk of their life for the whole consecu-

tive period. The effect therefore is to increase the number of risks

and diminish the ratio of mortality. This error has no influence on

the ratio for year 0, and less of course on that for age one year, than

for the advanced ages, because the risks of column 0, are all fresh ad-

missions, which are likewise lost for these three years, and a large

proportion of the risks of age one are of and the same description.

The number of names lost to the tables, in the years of these missing

registers, that is, which appear in the book of 1801 but not in 1803,

or in 1803 but not again in 1806 is 238, of which a large proportion

will probably have been deaths, and the rest removals from the institu-

tion during the period. I might have provided for the error occasioned

by the want of these registers by excluding all the risks of the three

missing years, but have preferred to leave them ;
partly because of the

deaths found in the casualty register which have been entered, and

partly because of another source of error, which as it operated the

other way required something to counterbalance it.

In re-casting the registers, which as I have mentioned were framed

originally by the year, I have not found that all the names of each

register can be accurately traced. On the contrary in the 35 years'

books, there are no less than 830 names lost, without notice of the

cause of their being omitted in subsequent registers. This certainly is a

large number. A considerable proportion of them may be ascribable to

the children changing their names, and many to their being taken
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away from the institution without formal order, when the removal not

being settled and recorded at the time, the date and particulars have

slipped from notice. Out of the 830, however, there will assuredly

f
have been some errors from carelessness, occasioning omissions of at

least fractional risks of life : on the other hand every death being a for-

mal thing, attended with ceremonies and expenses, it is not likely that

such a casualty should have escaped entry. The omissions therefore

will have operated to reduce the proportion of risks to the deaths, and

so to balance the effect of the want of the three years' books. I might

have been less inclined to adopt the conclusion that these omissions had

operated to diminish the risks, if I had not found that the rates of

mortality produced by the computation, as made excluding them, were

extremely high for all the ages comprehended in the table, so high in

comparison with the most approved tables of Europe, as to prevent

suspicion that there is error from understating the deaths. I am obliged

however to confess, that in consequence of the want of the means of

tracing these 830 names, my table framed from the results of the Orphan

School of Calcutta, is only an approximation, instead of being based on

perfect data.

Seventhly. When preparing the first general abstract of the results

of these registers, it occurred to me rather as an object of curiosity

than with any hope of finding matter of separate interest, to direct the

boys and girls to be stated separately for every fifth year. But on

obtaining the first rough abstract so drawn out, I found so great a

difference in the ratio of mortality amongst the boys for the years

beyond the sixth, that I determined to sift the matter through the

results of each year. The consequence is, that my present general

abstract is on a roll six feet long, much too large to be printed in the

Journal. It must therefore lie for inspection, with the books in detail

upon the table of the Asiatic Society's library. The table computed

from it will be exhibited in a much more compendious form.

Eighthly. It is necessary to observe that for the purpose of show-

ing the mortality separately amongst the boys and girls, and the num-

ber of each upon which the casualties occurred, the number living on

the 3 1 st December of the year for each age is stated in the column,

and the deaths are those that occurred in the year ending on that date,

that is, not in any given 12 months, but amongst the children who

gave the year of life then brought to a close. To compute from these

data the ratio of mortality on the boys and girls respectively, the fol-

lowing calculation has been adopted. For age 0, the boys that reached

the 31st December, following the date of their admission, were 2713,

and 243 died before that date. As all these were births or admissions,
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none being brought on from the preceding year ; each may be. assumed

therefore, on the average, to have given half a year's risk of life, when he

lived to the end of the year, and half that period, or a quarter of a year,

when he died before the 3 1st December. This assumption for the pro-

portion is borne out and confirmed by the general number of admissions

reduced to years, which, as above observed, is somewhat less than half

the total of boys and girls. Strictly perhaps, instead of half, the frac-

tion \%\% , ought to be the ratio of reduction applied to the lives, or the

reverse fraction -|||f to the casualties by death, to bring the calculation

to the results of a complete year ; but for our present purpose it is

quite unnecessary to be so minutely accurate. It will be convenient

therefore to adhere to the broad and simple ratio of the half and

quarter. The percentage ratio per annum of the boys who were admit-

ted at an age less than one, will then be obtained thus :

Year's risks. Half year Deaths
deaths, per annum.

2834 (2713 -f-
2
|

3
) : (243 * 2) 486 : : 100 : 17,148

In the following years the risks being mostly of the entire year the

calculation is more simple.

2430 + 4|» — 2679 : 498 : : 100 : 18,589.

The above explanation will make the following table quite intelli-

gible.

Ratio of mortality deduced from the Registers of the Lower Orphan

School of Calcutta.
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It will be seen from this table, that the percentage of mortality is

almost universally worse amongst the boys than the general average,

and amongst the girls better. The only ages which are exceptions

are 4 years, 6 years and 13. The last may be susceptible of some

explanation, as it might be expected that the girls at that age should

be more liable to disease than the boys, but not so the other two,

in which the difference indeed is not very wide from equality, and may
therefore be accidental.

The consecutive increased mortality amongst the boys will, however,

require more careful notice.

In the first three years of life when both sexes receive equal care,

the per centage difference is only as follows :

Boys.
Lives. Deaths. Per ct. per aim.

7775 1120 14.404

Girls.

Lives. Deaths. Per ct. per aon.

7842 1082 13.798

equal to a difference between the sexes of one in 24. In the second

three years it increases, being

Boys.
Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

5656 237 4.190

Girls.
Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

5712 209 3.659

equal to a difference of nearly one in seven. In the next five years

it becomes

Boys.
Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

6576 167 2.538

Girls.

Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

7284 146 2.004

or more than one quarter in exc ess for the boys ; and from the age

of 11 to 15 it is as high as

Boys.
Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

1791 38 2.121

Girls.

Lives. Deaths. Per cent.

4613 54 1.170

or nearly double.

The number of boys becomes so small after the age of fifteen, that

it is needless to pursue the comparison, but the deaths amongst 70

and 38 boys of the ages of 15 and 16 respectively being so high as

8.219, and 7.692 per cent., there is reason to believe that in respect

to the youths of this sex after the age of 14, the institution is merely

a hospital, the healthy boys being all apprenticed out, or otherwise

disposed of, while the sickly remain, because they are unfit to enter

the army as musicians, or to undertake any trade or profession.

But this circumstance, though it accounts for the large mortality

amongst the remnant of boys after 14 and 15 years of age, will not

account for the consecutive increased mortality on the large numbers

5 l 2
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of the previous ages. I fancy the circumstance must be attributed in

part to the greater exposure the boys suffer, and the harder living they

are inured to, and in a great measure perhaps to the mortality known

to have prevailed amongst the boys, when they were at the other

school-house over the river, which was given up in consequence of

its insalubrity.

For practical purposes, therefore, the ratio of mortality calculated

from the deaths amongst the boys of the Orphan School institution,

must be set aside as too unfavourable for an average. The girls'

deaths for the same reason afford a better average than the general

table, which includes both sexes ; and, being more favourable, the results

on the girls' lives correspond better with the results of the European

tables, which I have collected for comparison.

I have not been able to lay hand upon any explanation in detail of

the precise manner in which the Northampton and Carlisle tables were

framed. I have great doubt, however, if, for the early ages especially,

the results have been deduced from data, which can lay equal claim to

accuracy, with those used for the table I now present to the public.

The means may readily be forthcoming of ascertaining the number of

deaths, which occur in a town or in any community, and the ages of

the persons dying are of course entered on the burial registers, but

it is by no means so easy to number a fluctuating population, and to

register the ages of each individual, so as to get at the number of

risks at each age, upon which the casualties by death have occurred.

The great difference observable in the rates of decrement in the

different tables of Europe seems to confirm the doubt, as to the cor-

rectness of this material of the calculations upon which they are

based : and the results of the London bills of mortality, as given in

Dr. Young's article in the Philosophical Transactions, compared with

Dr. Price's Table framed from the same bills, afford a further confir-

mation of the doubts entertained, in respect to the accuracy of any we

yet possess. The only tables known to be constructed from perfect

data, are those of the Equitable Life Insurance Office, but these are

confined to lives of ages exceeding twenty years*. 'It will be seen that

the London table of the Philosophical Transactions comes nearest to

those framed upon the Orphan School registers as far as the age of

six years, and after that age Dr. Price's table framed from the same

* The total number of Equitable lives between 10 and 20 is less than 1500

which is quite insufficient for an average upon those ages.
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materials. The decrement in India is, as might be expected from the

climate, greater from birth than in London, but the favourable years

are the same, viz. from nine to fourteen, and there will be observed, with

due allowance for insalubrity, and for not perhaps the most favourable

rearing in a large school like our Orphan Asylum, that there is a ge-

neral correspondence in the results up to the age of six. After that age

the London decrement, in the first table given, is unaccountably small

compared with ours, as well as when compared with that of Dr. Price,

and is less than in many other European tables. I have seen in a

recent publication the following statement of the mortality of the

children brought up in the Blue Coat, or Christ Church School in

London.

Lives. Deaths per ann.

From 1814 to 1818 5130 51

1818 to 1823 5193 44

1824 to 1828 5412 40

1829 to 1833 5670 36

From this it would seem that the deaths in the early period were

about one per cent, per annum, but are reduced to two-thirds per cent,

in later years. Assuming the lives comprehended in the statement

to be from seven years old to fifteen, we have from the girls' table of

the Orphan School for the same ages the following result

:

Lives. Annual Deaths.

10,121 151 or

one and a half (1.49) per cent, which is a double mortality for our

Calcutta institution, as compared with that of the London school, at

the most favourable period.

The general bills of mortality for London, as given in the Philosophi-

cal Transactions, show for the same age an average rate of decrement

of 0.70 per cent.*, which would lead to the conclusion, that for those

ages the table is not perfect : for it is not possible to conceive, that the

general population of a city like London, including the half-starved

ragged children of the pennyless poor, are subject to fewer casualties

by death, than the well-fed and well-clothed inmates of this richly

endowed institution.

Dr. Price in his table calculated from the London bills of morta-

lity, gives a ratio of deaths for this period of life uniformly exceeding

one per cent, being in the aggregate, upon 102,190 risks, 1280

deaths, or one and a quarter per cent, per annum, which is borne out

* Lives, 5,22,172— Deaths, 3704.
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by the results of the Blue Coat school, and corresponds more nearly

with the ratio deduced from our girls' table. Dr. Price's rate how-

ever for the first three years of life, and especially for the first year, is

so much higher than that of any other table, as to make it probable,

that he has adopted a different method of computing the early deaths.

Perhaps also he has included the children still-born amongst the

deaths of the age 0, whereas our table of course excludes these, and

for the most part the additional risks of the first month after birth.

September, 1838.

VII

—

Sketch of the Temple to Durga at Badeswur, fyc. extracted

from Lieut. Kittoe's Journal.

Before reaching the small town of Badeswur situated just beyond

the Mulakai nullah, there is at its debouchure an isolated hill with

a modern temple to Ma hadeva on the top of it, built by a Mahratta

lady ; at the foot of this hill, on the southern face under some large

tamarind trees, is a very curious and ancient temple to Durga ; it is in

the same style with that of Kundhurpur, and likewise unfinished ; the

plinth is buried in the sand ; it is very small, about 6 feet wide, 9 long,

and 14 high. The accompanying drawing represents the elevation on

the south side, and will serve to illustrate this peculiar style, the large

temples only differing in proportion, and in the increased number of

compartments, but not in ornament ; the idols are destroyed. Vide

PL XL.
The small town of Badeswur is certainly the neatest and most pic-

turesque place I have seen ; there is one long street which is very broad,

having a row of small gardens up the centre of it with trellis work

coverings, over which beans and other creeping esculents and flowering

plants are trained, forming one continued bower ; at intervals there are

fantastic vases made of pottery in which the tulsi plant is cherished

:

some of these are very tastefully constructed. There are also several

wells with terraces round them ; the houses are all elevated on plinths

with narrow ledges projecting beyond the walls ; the thatches also pro-

ject considerably so as to admit of the rain falling clear of all ; these

ledges serve for the people to sit on in the fine weather. There is a

mart here for grain, iron, cotton, cloths, silk dhotis, ironmongery, &c.

which are both manufactured and brought from the neighbouring places ;

the unwrought iron comes from Ungool ; there is a ferry here and a

direct road to Nyahgurh and Berhampur in the Madras Presidency.
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The hill of Badeswur is a quarter of a mile beyond the town, at the

foot of it, and on the east side are several small temples of antiquity,

but destroyed by modern innovations : there is also a fine stone well.

I observed several idols executed in a very superior style in chlo-

rite ; amongst them was a figure of Budh erect, with the different Bud-

dhas in the sitting posture encircling him, similar to that dug up at

Sarndth by Lieutenant Cunningham ; it was besmeared with sendoor

and ghee, the same as the other idols. I endeavoured to persuade a

brahman, that he was guilty of heresy in thus worshipping Budh ; he

assured me that it was not Budh, but Maha'deva. So much for the

knowledge of the people of Orissa, for I have remarked the same

wherever I have been.

We descended at this place into the bed of the river ; then after

rounding the hill and passing the mouth of a large nullah called the

Kdldgiriy we re-ascended the bank and entered another extensive plain

which continued uninterrupted till half a mile beyond where our camp

was pitched at Puddumbutte : it also extends for several miles south of

the river.

The hill of Badeswur has a volcanic appearance and consists of a

brick-red marl and masses of gravel, breccia, and decomposed granite.

It is about 300 feet high and rises abruptly from the river, on the

opposite side of which (to it) is another rock forming an island having

an equally curious appearance ; there is a temple on it also, for all such

singular places are looked upon as the abodes of some " thakoor" or

form of the deity, and resorted to accordingly.

VIII.—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening the 10th October, 1838.

H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Vice President, in the chair.

Lieut. J. Duncan, and Dr. Helfer, proposed at the last meeting, were

unanimously elected members of the Society.

James Middleton, Esq. of the Hindu College, proposed by the Secre-

tary, seconded by the Vice President.

Oriental Publications.

Read a letter from the Secretary of the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, acknowledging the receipt of the Arabic works published

by the Society.

Read the following correspondence relative to the interchange of works

of Oriental Literature with the Egyptian Government :
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To J. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

Sir,

I am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor General to transmit to

you, for submission to the Asiatic Society, the accompanying copies of papers
relating to the interchange of works of Oriental Literature between India and
Egypt, proposed by Guetani Buy, a Spanish gentleman at the head of the Medi-
cal establishment at the latter place : and to convey the wish of His Lordship,

that the Asiatic Society will be pleased to favor him with their opinion on the

points indicated in my letter of the 18th instant, with a view to acknowledge in

some measure, the handsome overture made by Guetani Bey. In the meantime,
Major Felix has been requested to forward to your address the books, per list

No. 1, which have been already received from Egypt, and are in his possession,

excepting the " Biography of celebrated Philosophers by Abdulla Bin Hoo-
sen" which is herewith sent, advising you of the date and name of the vessel on
which the books may be forwarded to Calcutta.

I have, &c.

Simla, \ W. H. Macnaghten,
20th Aug. 1838. j Secy, to the Govt, of India with the Govr. Gent.

To the Secretary to the Govt, of India in the General Department with the

Governor General.

Sir,

I beg leave to state, that while at Lahore on my recent Mission, I received

two letters from Major Felix, private Secretary to the Governor of Bombay,
dated June the 8th and July the 5th, the first forwarding a letter to my address

dated Cairo, the 16th of April, from Col. De Hezeta, who returned from India

to Europe vi& Egypt last cold season, and from Guetani Bey, a Spanish gentle-

man at the head of the Medical Establishment in Egypt, dated Alexandria, the

11th of May,
2. I have annexed extracts from Major Felix's letters and from that of Col.

De Hezeta, together with a copy of Guetani Bey's communication, and of the

two lists which he lias furnished of European works translated into Arabic. No. 1 r

is a list of the books actually sent to India by the Bey, and No. 2, is a list of

the books translated, which the Bey expresses his willingness to send should a

desire be expressed to have them.

3. The Governor General will observe, that my learned correspondent ex-

presses his conviction that the Governments of Bombay and Calcutta, animated

by the same desire of being useful, have published similar translations in differ-

ent Oriental languages, and that an interchange of these works between India

and Egypt would prove of the greatest utility, as well to the people who are under
the beneficent rule of Great Britain, as to those who obey " the regenerator,

Mahomed All"
4. I am apprehensive, that, as regards translations on this side of India, we

shall be able to make but a very poor return to Egypt for the valuable collection

transmitted by Guetani Bey. I would venture to suggest, that the Govern-
ment of Bombay be requested to furnish a list of all works which have there

been translated into the Oriental languages, and that I be authorized to forward

a copy of this correspondence to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta,

with a request, that that learned body be solicited to furnish their opinion, as to

the most appropriate mode of acknowledging the handsome overture of Guetani
Bey, and as to whether it would be advisable, with reference to our inability to

make a suitable return, to request a further supply of works according to the list

No. 2. It occurs to me as being possible, that the Society may deem it proper

to lay out a portion of the funds, which the Honorable the Court of Directors

have recently placed at their disposal for the encouragement of Oriental Litera-

ture, in the purchase of some of the works published in Egypt, and thereby in

Rome degree to aid the useful labors which are there being prosecuted.

5. I would further suggest, that I may be authorized to request Major Felix
to forward to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, the works which
have been already received in Bombay from Egypt.
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6*. One specimen of these works being the " Biography of celebrated Philo-

sophers by Abdulla Bin HooeEN," has been sent to me by Major Felix. It

is submitted herewith for the inspection of His Lordship. I have looked into

ttiio work here and there, and the style appears to me to be extremely perspicu-

ous and good.

I have, &c.
Simla, \ (Signed) W. H. Macnaghten.

18th Aug. 1838. J

A Monsieur Le Chevalier, W. H. Macnaghten,
Secretaire du Gouvernement du departement de Calcutta.

Monsieur,

Graces aux heureuxe'venemens politiques qui ont decide" depuis quelque lustres

des destinies des nations, la civilization Europ^enne a p£n£tr£e en orient et con-
tinue a y faire tous les jours de rapides et douces coaquetes sous l'influence de
la propre convention dictee par l'exemple de nos moeurs, et les principes de
notre impartiale justice.

La connaissance des ouvrages sci^ntifiques les plus remarquables, issues des

plumes des savans d'occident est sans nul doute le moyen le plus propre pour
parvenir a un complet result at.

L'lllustre et renomine" Me'he'met Aly Pacha intimement persuade" de cette

verity en a fait traduire plusieurs en langue Arabe et continue sans relache cette

oeuvre de philantropie.

Je n'ignore pas que les gouvernemens eclair£s de Bombay et de Calcutta

animus du rapine esprit civilisateur ont fait publier des semblables traductions en
diverses langues orientales.

Mon digne compatriote Mr. le Colonel de Hezeta, dont vous trouverez ci

joint une lettre d'introduction m'aaussi parle" a son passage par ce pays dont la

mauiere la plus favorable, des efforts du gouvernement Anglais pour d^raciner

l'ignorance qui depuis tant de siecles a abruti les habitants de 1 'In.de. Nous
avons pense" qu'un ^change de ces ouvrages pourrait 6tre de la plus grande
utility pour les peuples qui ont le bonheur de se trouver sous la bienfaisante

dominatiou de la Grande Bretagne, aussi bien que pour ceux qui obeissent a

Mehemet Aly le r£gene>ateur. Jai communique" cette idee" au Viceroi qui en a
aprecie toute la valeur et les biens qui en pourront r^sulter. En consequence
jai l'honneur d'envoyer un exemplaire de tous les ouvrages scientifiques imprimis
au Caire en langue Arabe par ordre de S. A. al'usage des ^tabissemens d'instruc-

tion, que je vous prie d'agr£er comme t^moignage de mon estime et consi-

deration.

Nous avons envoye encore d'autres ouvrages traduits doutje joins ici la n6te

S'ils peuveut vous 6tre agreables je ma ferai un vrai plaisir de vous les adesser

d£s que j'en serai inform e\

Agreed M. le Secretaire l'hommage de ma consideration la plus distinguee

Le premier Medecin Chirurgien de S. A. A. V. Roi d'Egxjpte, 8fc. 8{c.

Alexandrie, le 11 Mai, 1838. (Signed) Gaetani Bey.

List of Arabic books.

A Treatise on military discipline.

A work on medical science, by Mahomed Hurrowee.
Ditto on mineralogy, by Refuah Budwee.
Treatise on Geometry, by Mahomed Boyumee.
Ditto on anatomy, by Mahomed Hurrowee, and Sheik Mahom-

ed RUSHEEDEE.
Ditto on Surgery, by Mahomed Hurrowee.
Ditto Medicines, ditto.

Art of Judging of diseases, by ditto.

Treatise on the preparation of Ointments, by Moostufa Husson.
Signs by which Domestic animals may be judged of, by ditto.

Treatise on the cure of horses, by ditto.

M

2 Copies.
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2 Copies. Geographia, or work on geography, by Refuah Budwee.
2 ,, Elements of Philosophy, by Mahomed Hurrawee.
1 ,, Biography of celebrated philosophers, by Abdulla bin Hoosein.
2 M Treatise on the use and advantages of the several members of the

body, by Mahomed Hurrawee.
2 ,, Explanation of uncommon terms ; by Refuah Budwee,

Outrages traduits in Arabe et imprimes.

1. Anatomie g£ne>ale humaine. 9. Pharmacie, id.

2. Anatomie descriptive, id. 10. Traits de l'exterieur du Cheval.

3. Traite de chirurgie. 11. Trait& de Mineralogie.

4. Physiologic 12. Geographie.

5. Pattrologie interne humaine. 13: Vie des Philosophes.

6. Hygiene. 14. Geometrie descriptive.

7. Traite
-

de Pharmacie. 15. L'Ecole du soldac et de Pelotor,

8. Anatomie Veterinaire.

Ouvrages traduits en Arabe et sous presse.

16. Physique. 18. Histoir du moyeu-age.
17. Abrege" de l'histoir Ancienne. 19. Traite* de bandages et appareils.

Ouvrages traduits et a imprimer.

20. Traite
1

de Botanique. de la Geographie de Malte Brun (le tra-

21. Chimie d'Orfila. duction de cette ouvrage se continue.)

22. Traite* de Chimie. 41. Guide du Jnge militaire,

23. Traite" des accouchemens. 42. Traitd de Mythologie.
24. Manuel de l'accouchemens. 43. Progres de la Civilization en
25. Physiologie de hagoas. Europ e.

26. Pharmacie pratique. 44. Traite d' Agriculture.

27. Pharmacie v£g£tale. 45. De la culture du murier par
28. Chimie pharmaceutique. Julien

29. Geographic physique. 46. Manuel des Sapeurs.

30. Geographie el^mentaire. 47. Traite de Geometrie Militaire.

31. Traits des Poisons par Orfila. 48. Table des Logarithmes.

32. Geometric 49. Vade mecum des medecins Ve-
33. Arithmetique. te>inaires.

34. Algebre. 50. Formulaire Veterinaire.

35. Traits de m^canique. 51. lieglement sur le service medical
36. Histoire Moderne. Veterinaire.

37. Logique de Dumarsais. 52. Pathologie interne Veterinaire.

38. Histoire de Charles XII. 53. Pathologie externe Veteriuaire.

39. Elemens et principes du droit 54. Mature medicale Veterinaire.

naturel. 55. Anatomie ge^iale Veterinaire.

40. Les quatres premiers volumes 56. Traite des Articulations.

Ouvrages traduits en turcet imprimes.

57. R^glemens sur les services interi- 64. Traite.

eur d 1' infanterie. 65. L'Art de la guerre.

58. Ordonnances sur les exercises et 66. Geometrie de Legendre.
manoeuvres d' Iufauterie. 67. Cainpagne de Napoleon en Italie.

59. id. id. id. de Cavalerie. 68. Histoir de Napoleon ecrite par
60. id. id. id. d' Artillerie. lui-m erne a Sainte Heiene.

61. Reglemens sur la fabrication et 69. Logique de Dumarsais.
des Armes. 70. Histoire d' Alexandre le grand

62. Services des officiers. (sons presse.)

6'A. Reglement sur le service en Campagne.
Je prie, Mr. Le Secretaire, d'envoyer une copie de cette Note a Calcutta.

(Signed) Gaetani Bev.
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Extracts of letters from Major Felix and Col. J. De Hezeta.
From Major O. Felix, dated 8th June, 1838.

"I enclose a letter which came under cover to me from a Spanish gentleman
who is now the head of Medical establishment in Egypt. He has also sent a

great many books printed in Cairo, which are translations from European au-

thors into Arabic ; but, as I think it probable that you will desire them to be
sent to Calcutta, I shall not forward the box till I hear from you.

" Of course the Bey explains his motives for opening this correspondence, but

I am assured by Col. De Hezeta that he is a man of talent and consideration.

"

From Major. O. Felix, dated 5th July, 1838.

11 1 enclose two lists which GaetaniBey " Le premier medecin chirurgien de

S. A. A. V. Roid' Egypte," as he styles himself, has requested me to forward

to you.
" No. 1, is a list of the books he has sent, and No. 2, a list of all that have

been translated into Arabic at Cairo, and any, or all of which he will be happy
to be allowed to present to you.

" I have packed the books named in list No. 1, and shall keep them till I

hear from you."

From Col. De Hezeta, dated Cairo, 16th of April, 1838.

11 You will readily excuse that I intrude on your valuable time, when you will

see that my letter has for its object the promotion of education in India, by

means of elementary and didactic works well translated in the vernacular lan-

guages. Travelling in this country I had the good fortune to meet my country-

men Gaetani Bey and Clot Bey, the first, the favorite and personal physician

to his Highness the Pasha, and the second the chief inspector of hospitals, and
both the creators of a medical college not only of males, but also of females for

the obstetric art. They have had the merit of overcoming by dint of persever-

ance and energy, and even at the risk of their lives, all the prejudices of the

Moslem, and to see them dissect, and some have already performed on living

subjects delicate cases of lithotomy. No sooner I heard of the great number
of translations which they have caused to be made into Arabic of medical works
which are already printed, I saw the great advantages which might result to

India and Egypt from a mutual interchange of such works. My wishes have

been met with alacrity on the part of these high-minded and learned indivi-

duals, and the consequence is the public letter which will accompany this.

I have no doubt that Lord Auckland and yourself will sympathize with him
in philanthropy.

" What would your Education or School Committee have said if they had wit-

nessed as I did four days ago a polytechnical school, which deserves completely

its name and in which every branch of mathematical science is taught without

the help of any European language ?

" This, I acknowledge, is carrying the thing too far, for we ourselves can-

not be thoroughly learned without the assistance of the classical languages. But
I prefer even this, to making a distantly foreign language the vehicle of all ele-

mentary learning."

Mr. Sutherland, Secretary, Committee P. Instruction, informed the

Society that the essays intended to compete for Mr. Mum's prize must

be delivered in by the 15th March, 1839.

Library.

The following books were presented to the Asiatic Society :

The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for the

years 1835-6-7

—

from the Royal Society.

The list of the members of the Royal Society for the 30th November, 1837.

5 m 2
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Proceedings of the Royal Society, Nos. from 18 to 31, in the years 1834—1838.
Abstracts of the papers printed in the Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society of London, from 1830 to 1837 inclusive, vols. 3. 1830 to 1837.
Address of his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, K. G. &c. &c. the

President, read at the anniversary meeting of the Royal Society, on Thursday,
November 30, 1837.

Address to Her Majesty referred to in the address of H. R. H. the President
of the Royal Society.

Defence of the resolution for omitting Mr. Pannizzi's Bibliographical notes
from the Catalogue of the Royal Society. •

The Sixth Report of the British Association for the advancement of science,

vol. 5

—

presented by the Council.

Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the State of New York

—

by the Regents to James Prinsep, and by him to the Society.

A Catechism in the Tai or Shyan language, by Nathan Brown, Esq. printed
at Sadiya—by Captain Jenkins.
Tarjamah Kitab ul Filasafat, an Arabic work, printed at the Government

Press of Mahomed Alt, at Cairo. [See correspondence above ]

Meteorological Register for August 1838— by the Surveyor General.

Meteorological Registers from Mauritius in continuation of the series before
sent— by M. Julien Desjardins.
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia, •' Statesmen," vol. 5th.—from the Book-

sellers.

Two Arabic books, printed, entitled " Destur-ul-Qorat," and " Fatawa
Ekhtiyar"

—

presented by Maulavi Za'hur All
The Gardens and the Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated, 2 vols,

purchased at 16 rs. on recommendation of the Museum Committee.

Literary and Antiquities.

A despatch from the Acting Secretary at Bombay forwarded, through

the Government of India, Lieut. Postans' journal of his visits to Girnar.

The facsimiles of the inscriptions are stated to be on their way—when we

shall be able to revise the translations andplace the whole upon sure foundations.

Extract of a private letter from Professor Lassen, dated Bonn, 12th

February, 1838, (which however only reached Calcutta on the 16th Sep-

tember) was read by the Secretary, announcing his discovery of the

Bactrian language being closely allied to, if not identical with, the Pali,

and propounding a new alphabet, in almost exact accordance with that

adopted in the July No. of the Journal.

We venture to extract the passage alluded to :

—

" To the very curious fact, that those inscriptions are in Pali (or perhaps

Prakrit), let me present you with the analogous one, that the legends of the

Bactrian coins, at least in my opinion, are also in Prakrit. But here I must ask

your pardon for some alterations I make in your alphabet of that character.

The letter ^ or ^ cannot, I think, be a, because this vowel is not expressed

by any sign in other places, where it ought to be written. I propose to read it

55? or.;. Then I find, that \ may every where be read ^- or h. The legend on

the coin of Amyntos (Asiatic Journal, v. p. 720) I read thus: Maharaja jayavato

amito. This dialect omits n before t and d, as the names prove
;
jayavatfi is

therefore the Prakrit gflfer^f, Sanskrit s^en^f, the victorious. The word for

avlicriTos is apalihatd, the Prakrit of the Sanskrit ^gsjfFnfrT:, the unrepulsed.

The coin of Ayos (vol. IV. plate XXII. No. 1.) I read : Maharajo rajadirajd

mahatd Ay6. You have yourself observed, that +| di, is the correct reading.

Mahatd is again for TFf^'^'f, the great. The name of Menander would in Prakrit

dropther(in vavZpov), and this western dialect besides the n before d. 1
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therefore suppose, that the penultimate letter is in fact another d, and that the

spelling is minado. This d recurs in the title for just ; which may be damikd,

or *rrfa%T v. -Sff^T in Prakrit.

" The uncurtailed form of k is, if I may be allowed to go on with my conjec-

tures, >), and not the figure, you have adopted from the coins of Eucratides. I

appeal to those of Antialkides and to the titles, in which *"h is immediately be-

fore the final 6. The term for saviour, I am not so certain of ; it may be tatar6,

that is the Prakrit ffTcTKl or perhaps ^t^t^T for tne Sanskrit "^7<n, tne

rescuer. The native word for brother of the king puzzles me very much, and
I am as yet quite at a loss. The curious coin of Agathocleia presents another

difficulty. &<-6rpoTTos is really a Greek word found in late writers, as Hkliouorus,
as for instance as epithet to ^r\Kos ' a zeal which emulates the gods.' It is

generis communis and the genitive of the feminine like the masculine : there-

fore I propose reading ©EOTPOnOT, if I am not mistaken, the omicron is still

visible. Do not, I pray, take this correction unkindly, we have at Bonn no
Bactrian coins, but plenty of Greek dictionaries. The reverse cannot have

the name of the queen, on account of the termination in p, 6 and I believe

you are quite right, when you suppose the epithets to be (great) king and
saviour. The name might by my alphabet be read Mikonido, in fact Mvfxwvidris

may be a Greek word, though I cannot prove its real existence as a name.
" It will please you to hear, that your conjecture on Tca<rapio<TTov has also been

proposed by a German translator of Strabo, Mr. Groskurd, who, however, has

not had the happy thought of comparing the name with Surashtra. Some
manuscripts leave out the recr entirely, and this I should prefer reading ttjvtc

~2,api6sov Ka\ovfi4vt]V na\ r\]v ^lytpT&os {SaciXeiav. My conjecture Trigerte is

hardly tenable ; it must be some country on the coast. Ptolemy's Syrastrene is

the peninsula of Guzerate, and the kingdom of Sigertis (^Jpf *n Sanskrit ?)

must be placed near Baroda. Ptolemy has a town, Siripala on the Nerbudda,
where it is joined by the Mophis or Myhes, at least according to his information.

Here at all events we' must seek for Sigertis."

A letter from Professor Schlegel of the same place, acknowledged the

receipt of the 2nd and 3rd vols, of the Mahabharata, and of the Journal.

He hopes shortly to present a return in kind. The following extract

alludes to a discussion which occupies the learned of Europe at present :

" J'ignore si le Journal Parisien, la Revue des deux Mondes, vous parvient

a Calcutta. Dans cette supposition les deux autres pieces n' auraient besoin

d'aucune explication ulte>ieure. Dans le second cahier du mois d'Aoiit '67 se

trouve un m^moire de M. Letronne, inscrit : Sur V origine Grecque des

Zodiaqnes pretendus Egyptiens, M. Letronne occupe le premier rang parmi les

Hellenistes et les antiquaires de la France actuelle
;
j'entretiens avec lui des

relations fort amicales. 11 a cru par erreur que j'adheVais a son hypothese ; ce qui

m'a force" dYntamer cette discussion. Les assertions de M. Letronne vont

plus loin que le titre de son M6moire n'indique : il veut que les douze constel-

lations du zodiaque, partout oil elles se trouvent, auraient 6t6 emprunt^s aux
Grecs, J 'abandonne les Egyptiens a leur sort : je pense qu 'ils se tireront

d'affaire. Mais quant aux Indiens, je proteste. Dans les quatre distiques

Sanskrits de ma fac^n* vous trouverez une indication l^gere de mes principaux

argumens, dont j'ai d^veloppe une partie seulement dans le journal orientaliste

de M. Ewald. I' examinerai ensuite la nomenclature Indienne et vraiment
ancienne dans son rapport avec les zodiaques sculpts. Je n'en connais que
deux qui ayent 6t£ graves : 1' un dans les Transactions Philosophiques, de la

Soc. Royale des Sciences pour Pan 1772 (repe'te' par Bailly), 1' autre dans les

m^moires de la Soc. Asiat. de Londres, vol. III. pi. 1. M. Letronne les

rejette comme modernes. Cela n'est peut-6tre pas bien sur, au moins a l'egard

de celui du Cap Comorin : mais soit ! je le veux bien. C'£st un argument en
ma faveur.

* We have not space to insert the Sanskrit verses.

—

Ed.
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" Votre illustre Societe accordait autrefois a ses associe's Europeens le droit

de lui adresser des questions, et d'indiquer des sujets de nouvelles recherches.

Permettez-moi d'user de ce privilege. Je desirerais diriger 1' attention de vos
savans compatriotes qui sejournent dans diverses parties de l'Inde vers les

zodiaques seulptes qui peuvent se trouver dans les ruines des anciens temples,

soit Brahmaniques, Bouddhistes, ou Jaina. Je pense que des dessins exacts ser-

viraient a £claircir P histoire de 1' astronomic
" Voici une autre question. Les astronomes Indiens d'aujourd'hui connaissent

ils encore une constellation de 1' hemisphere austral, au-dela, du tropique du
Capricorne, appelee Tlicancou, et figuree comme un homme pr^cipite d'en

haut ? Cela se rapporte a un passage tr£s remarquable du R&mayana."

Captain T. S. Burt, Engineers, announced the discovery of two more

ancient pillars near Ghazipur. One at Zamineah (already well known,

and not having any inscription), the other at Pallddpur, half buried in the

ground, but from which by digging under it, he contrived to take oif

the inscription it contains—a single line in the Asoka character of the

Girnar rock. No. 3 of the table in plates 13, 14.

Statistics.

Lieut. H, Siddons presented a statistical table for the zilla of Chitta-

gong, founded on the revenue survey now conducting under him.

Mr. H. T. Prinsep presented a paper on the rate of mortality from

birth to 20 years, calculated from the records of the Lower Orphan School.

The voluminous calculations and tables which had to be prepared before

obtaining the results embodied in the paper itself, were presented for de-

posit in the Society's Library.

[This paper is printed in the present nu»ber.]

Physical.

Read a letter from Secretary Political Department enclosing one from

Capt. Burnes, dated 17th September, making over to the Society the whole

of the drawings of natural history collected during the mission under his

command.

The drawings of animals are 15 in number including mammalia, birds,

fishes, and snakes ; they are beautifully executed and highly coloured.

The following letter from Government on the subject of Dr. Helfer's

collection was read :

To James Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,

1 am directed by his honor the President in Council, to transmit to you the
enclosed copy of a letter from Dr. Helper, and to request the opinion of
the Society, whether the completeness of the collection brought by that gen-
tleman from the Tenasserim Provinces, will be affected by acceding to his re-

quest to be permitted to select such duplicates as are not required by Govern-
ment ; also, to solicit the advice and assistance of the Society in the separation
of the articles that may be spared.

I have, &c.
(Signed) H. T. Prinsep,

Fort William, \2th September 1838. Secretary to Government of India.

To H. T. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Government of India and Bengal.
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you, that I have arranged and classified the orni-
thological part of my collections brought from the Tenasserim Provinces, and
deposited them at the Asiatic Society's rooms.
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Placing tbem at the disposal of Government I beg to select those specimens
which are considered desirable, returning me such duplicates which are not want-
ed, agreeable to the permission expressed in the 13th para, of my instructions.

*' In conclusion, with reference to Dr. Helper's request, that he may be per-

mitted to make private collections for himself, I am directed to inform you,
that in his Lordship's judgment, all the specimens which he may acquire, ought
to be placed in the first instance, and without reserve, at the disposal of Govern-
ment. But there can be no objection to his making duplicate or more collec-

tions, and such articles as it may not be considered indispensable to retain,

will be freely returned to him."
I have, &c.

(Signed) J. W. Helfer.

The Secretary explained that the Museum Committee had held a meet-
ing- to consider what to recommend to the Society on the question sub-

mitted by Government, and their opinion was, as the collection was so ex-
tensive, (containing 6 or 8 of each species) that it should be divided into

three parts, the principal one for the Hon ble Court's Museum, the second
for the Society's, and the remainder for Dr. Helfer himself, who was
satisfied with this division.

The Society confirmed the arrangement which was directed to be com-
municated to Government.

Dr. Helfer read his notice "On the natural history of the Tenasserim
Provinces," as agreed at the last meeting.

The thanks of the Society were expressed by the Vice President for his

interesting communication.
Lieut. Hutton wrote from Simla in continuation of his last report:

that he was ordered on duty which might delay the completion of his

account of the trip to Spitu

Museum.

The skins of various birds (30 in number) brought forward at a previ-

ous meeting and forming a small part of Capt. Pemberton's interesting

ornithological collection from Bhootan, since stuffed and mounted in the

museum, are now offered to the notice of the Society. Of these the follow-

ing only have at present been identified.—

G. Evans, Curator.

1. Alcedo Guttatus, (Gould's Cent.) Spotted Kingfisher.

2. Cinclosoma Leucolophum, (Gould's Cent.) Laughing Crow, Lath.
male and female.

3. Cinclosoma Erythrocephala, (Gould's Cent.) Rufous-headed Thrush,
male and female.

4. Garrulus Bispecularis, (Gould's Cent.) Almorah Jay, (Gray.)
5. Garrulus Striatus, (Gould's Cent.) Striped Jay, male and female.

6. Corvus Graculus. (Linn.) Red-legged Crow, male and female.

7. Corvus ? unidentified, male and female.

8. Phoenicornis Princeps, (Gould's Cent.) Caterpillar Catcher, male.

9. Phoenicornis Miniatu, (Swain.) Caterpillar Catcher, male and
female.

10. Phoenicornis Peregrina, (Gould's Cent.) Caterpillar Catcher, male.

11. Nucifnigra Hemispila, (Gould's Cent.) Nut-cracker, male and
female.

12. Bucco Grandis, (Gould's Cent.)

Barhut.
13. Enicurus Maculatus, (Gould's Cent.) Spotted Wagtail, male and

female.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 82.—October, 1838.

I.

—

Report of a visit made to the supposed Coal Field at Bidjeegurh

(VijayagadhaJ. By Mr. George Osborne, Sub. Dep. Opium

Agent, Benares division.

The existence of coal fields in the perguna of Bidjeegurh, has from

time to time been reported, by an individual of the name of Hyland,

who, from self-interested motives, long refused to disclose the locality,

but at length announced by letter to Capt. Stewart, Fort Adjutant,

at Chunar, his willingness to disclose the site of the mine, to any

person that Government might be pleased to appoint for that purpose.

3. On the occasion of the visit of the Right Honorable the Gover-

nor General to Chunar, in November last, his Lordship was pleased to

honor me with his commands to proceed to the Bidjeegurh pergunas,

to examine and report upon the nature and extent of Mr. Hyland's

discoveries.

4. In obedience to these instructions, I accordingly left Chunar on

Monday morning the 27th of November last, and arrived at Bidjeegurh

on the 1st of December.

5. In the 3rd para, of the letter to which reference has been al-

ready made, Mr. Hyland states : " The place from which my speci-

mens are supplied, is situated about 8 miles southeast of Bidjeegurh

fort, and about half a mile east from an unfrequented pass called Umlah

Ghat : it is there found in a stratum 3 feet thick, &c."

6. In his depositions before Mr. Woodcock, dated 23rd August,

1837, (vide page 33,) he further states : " I discovered good coal 3J
miles southeast of the village of Kodie in the jungle, and I brought away

5 N
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a handful : the vein of coal was 3 feet thick, 1 foot and \ from the sur-

face, and running horizontally."

7. Accordingly, my first attention was directed to this locality, to

which Mr. Hyland undertook to conduct me. On the 2nd Decem-

ber, therefore, in company with him I descended the Umlah Ghat. On
the 3rd Mr. Hyland pointed out two spots, where, he then stated to

me " he had been informed, that coal had been excavated, on some

former occasion, but that he himself had never obtained ocular de-

monstration of its presence."

8. At the first of these two places, unpromising as it appeared, I com-

menced excavations, at a spot laid down from observed bearings. In the

accompanying sketch it is marked f, and lies at the foot of a perpendicu-

lar precipice, over which in the rains a torrent is precipitated, and which

in the course of time, has worn away the rock, so as fully to develop

the stratification. At the base of this fall, is seen a vein of what I con-

sider to be hard flinty shale, which I find to possess a specific gravity

of from 2.33 to 2.547, and of which a brief examination is given below.

9. The width of this fall is about 100 feet, and its height about 80,

of which 60 feet, or perhaps more, from the top, are strata of sand-

stone ; then comes the vein of shale, running in nearly a horizontal di-

rection southeast by south, and varying in thickness from 12 to 14 feet :

the exposed surface appears to be a hard shale or flinty slate. I penetrat-

ed, for 8 or 10 feet below the mass, at right angles to its direction or

strike, and arrived at a hard sandstone. I then sunk a vertical shaft

but was stopped by a similar rock, about 3 feet below the surface. The

opening of a small cave presenting itself on the left extremity, I had it

enlarged, hoping by this means to penetrate to the rear of the vein,

the cave was not more than 18 inches in height, and appeared to run

nearly horizontally. I was in hopes that the north side of the cave

would have afforded encouraging indications, but was disappointed,

meeting only with the same indurated slate-stone.

10. About 1000 or 1200 yards southeast of this spot, appears another

bed of shale, or rather perhaps another portion of the same bed, at the

base of the rock forming the bank of the adjoining nullah at G ; a

similar vein is also developed at h.

11. The nullah at g runs through the formation, which appears

at intervals on the abrupt face of the banks of the nullah on either

side. About g the formation is exposed for about 14 feet in perpen-

dicular height ; it is composed of thin alternate undulating strata of a

flinty slate and a species of indurated clay of about half an inch to 2

inches in thickness ; it is harder as it approaches the bottom of the
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nullah, where it seems to pass into a hard bluish-black sandstone ; it is

there exceedingly hard, requiring- several smart blows with the hammer

before a fracture can be effected. The formation about the bed of the

nullah is singular ; it is composed of a quartzoze rock, or a saccharoid

quartz, in distiuct granular concretions, emerging at angles varying

from 13^° to 35°, but dipping south upon the northern side of the

nullah, and dipping north, from the other side, at angles varying from

31^° to 461°.

12. The bed of the nullah is composed of rolled boulders of flinty

slate, passing into a very hard sandstone. The strata of shale are near-

ly horizontal, gently undulating, and as they disappear from one bank

©f the nullah, they reappear at no great distance upon the opposite

side, thus alternately appearing and disappearing throughout the whole

length of the nullah. The same general formation holds good, wherever

I have here examined. The vein appears as if crushed by the vast

super-imposed weight of sandstone, which here towers up to about 6 or

700 feet.

13. The inclined strata of quartzoze rock, as shewn above, hi

many cases, run obliquely across the bed of the nullah, presenting a

semi-cylindrical appearance, and almost appear as if constructed for a

centering, on which a tunnel was to be supported : the strata are con-

centric, and from three to six inches in thickness,—the formation is

hard, heavy, bluish- black, mixed with shades of red, and appears to be

the connecting link between sandstone and flinty slate.

14. All the specimens of shale obtained here, were anxiously

assayed by the blow-pipe ; they are easily heated to redness, but do not

appear to contain any combustible matter in their composition ; with

alkalies, they fuse into a slightly green glass, denoting the presence of

siliceous matter, or oxide of iron.

15. Mr. Hyland next directed my attention to a spot marked a

in the sketch.

16. On commencing my examination here, I first proceeded to the

point b, an absolute precipice, of about 120 feet in depth by about 150

to 200 feet in breadth : over this in the rainy season, a torrent of some

magnitude is precipitated. The nullahs h f and g are themselves

mountain-torrents ; they all however meet at b, and after a heavy and

continued shower, must fall with grand effect into the chasm below.

17. At this season of,the year (December) the channel was nearly

drv ; the stratification was consequently fully developed. Below the fall

rs a stratum of hard shaly matter, exactly resembling that at f. This

5 n 2
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vein, also, is nearly horizontal, and to be penetrated only by great labour.

Blasting- might be had recourse to, but for the tottering and overhang-

ing masses above. This operation however, would require much more

time than was at my command.

18. The bed of the nullah is composed of enormous masses, pre-

cipitated in the course of ages, from the summits of the eminences on

each side of the nullah. Some of the blocks contain possibly 1000 cubic

feet or more, the interstices are filled with boulders to an unknown

depth. The ridge b, a, c, runs southwest by west, the highest point

being at c ; the strata are nearly horizontal, and dip to the northwest,

at an angle varying from 8° to 13° ; the point c 1 estimate at 400

feet above the bed of the nullah, of which 60 or 70 feet from the

top is an absolute precipice ; thence to the nullah the slope is at an

angle of about 5°, and covered with jungle of the most dense descrip-

tion. The width of the ridge from c to d probably exceeds 800

yards. I followed the course of the nullah to f, where 1 found lime-

stone dipping southwest at an angle of 14° 20', and returned to camp

by a difficult pass at d, through the thickest grass and bamboo jungle

I ever beheld. A tiger sprung on one of my attendants near this

spot, but the man was rescued.

19. I next commenced a close examination of the point a, which,

however unlike the description, is the spot to which Mr. Hyland

alludes in his deposition (page 37, Quest. 15) where, he savs, when

asked what obstacles he met with, they were " Large stones and earth

which appeared to cover the spot. I did not dig and therefore cannot tell

what quantity, as I did not see the size of the stones clearly." The

first glance, was sufficient to convince me that no human agency

had deposited the massive rocks, in the position I found them ; added

to which bamboos, and varieties of forest trees, the growth of years, had

firmly rooted themselves in the soil. A colony of wild bees had also

established themselves immediately above the spot ; their dislodgement

proved troublesome and caused some delay.

20. On the 6th December, I ascended to the precipitous crag,

about 150 feet or more above the bed of the nullah, and commenced

a careful examination of this spot. I here found shale in veins of

about a foot in thickness, alternating with sandstone. I penetrated

some little way into the veins, but from their hardness and position,

made but small progress ; the exposed part of the strata presenting the

same vertical plane, it was necessary to undermine the shale by remov-

ing the stratum immediately below, and this, being a very hard sand-

stone, was a matter of some difficulty.
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21. In this vicinity, I observed two or three small exudations of

petroleum. This was so far encouraging, for Professor Jameson observes,

" it generally flows from rocks of the coal formation, and usually

from the immediate vicinity of beds of coal, &c." The surfaces of

projecting rocks below the springs are slightly coated with it, where,

from long exposure to the sun, it has become completely hard, but

without losing its characteristic smell.

22. On the 7th December, I continued the excavations on the face

of the rock ; dug down deeper and laid bare the original formation.

The whole of the space within the dotted line from a to b was now

laid bare, exhibiting only alternate strata of sandstone and shale. Into

one vein marked b, I penetrated as far as the workmen could well

act ; the roof of this vein was formed of a singular conglomerate of from

three to six inches in thickness : c is a vein of slate, which might

answer for roofing slate, as some of the lamina I broke out, were

nearly two feet in length.

23. Small plates of talc were separated from between the lamina

of slate, and some few on being split presented an appearance, as if

they had been covered with a coarse gold leaf.

24. The space from a to b is what Mr. Hyland imagines has been

artificially closed, and that it covered the entrance to a coal mine ; I

had in consequence, every particle of soil (which in my opinion is the

gradual accumulation of vegetable decomposition, mixed with earthy

particles fallen from the summit), removed to a depth of ten feet or

more, until I was stopped by the original sandstone rock at d.

25. I consider it to be a mere waste of time and money, to dig

deeper in that direction, and I am strengthened in this opinion from

examination of the formation about the fall. At b, between three and

400 yards north of the present excavations, and about 150 feet

below there exists nothing but hard flinty slate alternating with sand-

stone.

26. The veins of slate were traced along the surface of the rock

for about 100, or even 150 feet, without the slightest difference in

the general formation : several masses of a tubaceous limestone were

excavated, containing imbedded fragments of slate, and (apparently

J

traces of bones. I also found the bones of a human being, about 3

feet below the surface, but judging from their appearance they had lain

there for a century.

27. The above described excavations were made, entirely upon the

statements of Mr. Hyland ; he has failed in pointing out a spot, even

answering to the description given at pages 30 and 33 of his deposition.
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It is not possible to precipitate a mass of rock from the summit, so as

to remain on the spot marked a, at page 11; the ledge there is barely

broad enough for two men to pass abreast—in many places not for one

man to find sure footing.

28. I have now carefully examined the locality pointed out by Mr.

Hyland: (vide sketch.) The strata from a to b may be called a

longitudinal section, laid bare to the fall at b ; it runs, doubtless under-

ground to i ; is exposed on alternate sides of the nullah to g, runs

underground to f, where a transverse section is exposed : an oblique

section is again seen at n. An imaginary horizontal section of these

parts, I estimate at about 600, or perhaps 700 feet below the summit

of the circumjacent crags, l and m, &e.

29. At k, page 4, is seen the mine of Kusis, (crude sulphate of

iron,) containing about 39 per cent, of the dry salt : (vide analysis, page

41.) The vein follows the curve at the bottom of the precipice, about

200 feet from the summit. I had not sufficient leisure to examine the

extent of the mine, but from general description, I learn the mineral may-

be obtained in almost any quantity. It appears in the state of a fine

white efflorescence, commingled with the slaty matter of the matrix.

30. Mr. Hyland having thus failed in pointing out a deposit of

coal, or even the existence of the mineral, I did not consider myself

justified in remaining longer, especially, as one out of my three weeks

had thus expired, and so very unprofitably. I therefore left on the

9th December, ascended the narrow and difficult pass at M, impracti-

cable for beasts of burden, and reached Bidjeegurh in the evening.

Mr. Hyland however determined to remain behind at the late scene of

operations, with the view of regaining the entrance of some sup-

posed hidden mine. Mr. H. has distinctly acknowledged to me, that

he does not know whence the specimens of coal he exhibited were

obtained ; he merely supposed them to have been dug out from the spot

lately examined by me : there I have determined, it does not exist : he

has moreover confessed to me, on two several occasions, and in direct

opposition to the 4th para, of his letter at page 31, that he had never

seen coal excavated from the Ghaggir nudee.

31. On Monday the 11th December, I marked out a spot in the

Samdha nullah, below the, now deserted, fortress of Bidjeegurh, erected

a bund, drained the enclosure and proceeded to denude a portion of

the bank, and expose the formation of " bituminous marie slate," which

I find abounds in all parts of the valley of the Ghaggir and Samdha,

and of which, my present locality was selected as a fair example of the

whole.
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32. I here prosecuted my researches until the evening of the 15th.

I penetrated to some depth below the bed of the nullah, and came to

what I am inclined to consider a primitive rock, without meeting with

the slightest indication of coal. The following sketch shews the result

of my labours. The dotted line a, b, is the outline of the face of the

nullah ; the strong line a c E, is the sectional line of the part removed,

exposing the strata as they occur.

33. The rock which I found protruding at b, was so excessively

hard, that fragments were with great difficulty excavated ; the tools

from the Chunar magazine were broken ; the common native imple-

ments were fractured at once ; the rock exhibits numerous threads of

iron, a specimen marked, I have the honor to forward. By analysis

I find it contains about 35 per cent, of iron (vide page 44) ; the want,

however of a platinum crucible, alone, prevented my attempting a more

decisive analysis.

34. The recent fracture of the massive slate had a greenish-black

appearance ; it was slaty, splintering with a glistening lustre ; when the

slate was drier, it was more of an Indigo-black. The upper surface of

the strata at c, was perfectly smooth, the line of separation between

that and the bituminous marie slate beautifully distinct : the strata

run northwest, dipping in that direction at 1° 40'.

35. I had not leisure to ascertain the depth to which this interest-

ing formation descended : the large metalliferous mass before mentioned

was enclosed, or enveloped, in the strata, the form very irregular, and

the cavities formed by its protuberancies were filled up with smaller

slaty fragments, some in a pulverized state, united into a tolerably

compact mass by water—which arose almost faster than it could be

baled out.

36. The bituminous marie slate, super-imposed upon the massive

slate, follows the same order of formation ; the divisions of the strata

are not at right angles with the plane of the horizon, but recline at

an angle of 20^°
; they are separable with the greatest ease, and with

care might be taken up in layers ; they all dip to the northwest at an

angle of 2^° : these seams are crossed by others at an angle of 37-J .

37. This bituminous marie slate is to be seen, cropping out from

the banks, in a very great number of places along the Samdha and

Ghaggir nullahs, but not a vestige of coal. My own observations,

therefore, coupled with the corroborative statements of many residents

of this neighbourhood, lead me to the conclusion, that coal has never

yet been found in the bed of the Ghaggir, or of its tributary rivulets.

I, however, began to trace the channel towards its confluence with the
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Soane, and the annexed is a general section of the hills of my then

locality ; the heights are merely estimated, not having an opportunity

of measuring them ; the scenery of the back-ground is also sketched in,

shewing the position of the fortress of Bidjeegurh.

38. At a is a section of the Ghaggir ; there it is deep, its waters

being stopped by a solid bund of masonry, on which is erected a hand-

some bridge of ten arches, now in good repair. By a Hindee inscrip-

tion it appears to have been constructed in 1829 Sumbut, (1771 A. D.)

by Bulwunt Singh Deo, The Ghaggir, in its course to b, is precipi-

tated over two falls, the last of which is of some magnitude ; the point b

is at the junction of the Savndha and Ghaggir nullahs, where the strata

of sandstone and shale, are confusedly and violently contorted.

39. On Monday the 18th December, I reached the Soane by a

pass, known as the Ek Poway Ghat. On the route I passed over

an extensive formation of what, from its geological position, I consider

to be mountain limestone. It is of various colors and the lighter

description, will, as I have already ascertained, answer for the purposes

of lithography*.

40. Other varieties become black on exposure to the atmosphere,

the specimen, marked D, appears capable of receiving a good polish

;

in this case, it will answer all the purposes—in fact, it is a black marble.

I had not leisure to ascertain the extent of this interesting formation
;

from native report however it is by no means limited ; its general dip

is north, and northwest, and it is well developed in the bed and banks of

the nullah near Marhoundeh.

41. About a mile south of this village it is covered by soil, or only

occasionally seen ; it is seen again on the banks of the Soane, and there

reposing, upon Greywacke : this formation I traced for 3 miles along

the banks of the river, east of my encampment near the confluence of

the Ghaggir with the Soane.

42. On the right bank of this river, I also found limestone in

regular strata protruding from the banks, and whilst examining this

formation, I accidentally picked up a single specimen of a bituminous

coal.

43. Not to enter into a minute detail of my labours, it will, I trust,

suffice, to say, that for four days, I narrowly scrutinized the banks of the

Soane, the bed and banks of the JRehr nullah for about 3 miles, the

Eijul for about 10 miles, and the Nowah nudee, for about 3 miles %

from the last three, I did not obtain a single specimen of coal, whilst

from the bed of the Soane I collected about 30 or 40 specimens of

* See specimen C.
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various sizes, the aggregate weight of which did not exceed one pound:

this I considered as conclusive evidence of the specimens having been

washed down, only by the waters of the Soane.

44. Nearly a month had now elapsed : I was in consequence, reluc-

tantly compelled to return to Chunar, with the intention of applying4o

the Senates opium agent, for extension of leave for another fortnight,

in order to prosecute the clue I had just obtained. Before however

leaving this part of the country, I caused to be notified to all classes

of inhabitants the object of my search, offering at the same time a re-

ward of Rs. 200 to any individual who would engage to point out a

coal deposit in the perguna, and had the satisfaction of seeing them

readily interest themselves in the search. I then returned to Chunar

on Friday the 29th December, 1837.

45. As already stated in the 7th para, of my letter, I readily ob-

tained an extension of leave for a fortnight, and arrived at the Soane,

as stated in the 8th and 9 paragraphs, on the 29th January, 1838.

46. I commenced a minute search along the bed of the Soane, and

also upon its banks, from the former I collected a number of small

specimens of coal, all however, much to my mortification bearing evi-

dent traces of having been washed from a considerable distance. I

continued to progress westerly, and passed over a second formation of

black mountain limestone, dipping westerly. This I traced for some

distance up the Chutwar nullah, without meeting any encouraging

indication : on the contrary, I found the primitive clay slate protruding

on the highest parts of the adjacent hills : in other parts I found it

alternating with limestone.

47. The nature of my search had by this time become familiar

with the natives of the country ; the offer of a pecuniary reward had the

effect of inducing them to exert themselves in the search : they all

agreed in the opinion, that the specimens I had obtained were washed

from a deposit, situated near the source of the Soane ; this would bring

the locality in about the same parallel of latitude with the coal fields of

Palamow and Sirguja, as described by Captains Franklin and Sage,

in the " Gleanings of Science'" for July 1830—consequently, I pre-

sume that, were the fact of a coal deposit established in that locality,

the same causes that have prevented the Palamow mines from being

worked, would also operate here, and on account of its distance

from the Ganges at Chunar and Mirzapore, in a still greater degree,

so as utterly to preclude all idea of the same being brought to advan-

tageous account.

5o
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48. The specimens of coal, which I collected during my last search,

amount in the aggregate to about 16 pounds ; they were found lying

on the sands of the Sonne, between Silpee and Burdee, a distance of

more than 30 miles ; the fragments vary in weight, from a few grains to

pieces of three or four ounces, and they all present the appearance of

having been washed from a distance : those marked E, were collected

in my last examination.

49. My time having now once more expired, I was most reluc-

tantly compelled to relinquish all further inquiry ; before, however,

returning to Chunar, I dispatched by a sure conveyance, copies of the

offer of reward to Burdee, and the principal villages in that direction

on the Soane ; and if a coal formation does exist in any part of the

country thus lately examined, I feel assured that it will not be long

before its discovery is reported to the authorities at Mirzapore.

50. In conclusion, I beg leave to apologize for all defects which

on perusal may be found in the preceding report : the attempts at geo-

logical inferences, are given with the utmost possible deference. In

this branch of science I have had but little experience—in fact it is

with much hesitation I have ventured at all on the subject. On
second thoughts, however, I deemed it best, even at the risk of error,

to give the facts just as they were impressed on my mind, and in so

doing I trust I may not have materially erred. My important opium

duties have left me but little leisure, even supposing I possessed the

ability—to prepare an elaborate report : the foregoing is consequently

written in great haste, and hence I more readily venture to hope, that

all imperfections may meet with the most indulgent consideration.

II.

—

Report on ten specimens of Coalfrom Captain Burses.

Although on a general inspection of the specimens contained in

Captain Burnes's despatch, some disappointment is felt at not finding

any, which may be at once pronounced to be ordinary working coal,

such as occurs in abundance in England, and is obtained in Burdwan,

Assam, and other parts of India, still there is enough among them to

encourage hopes, of finding coal in profitable beds in the vicinity of

the Indus, when more carefully explored.

Four of the specimens are in fact of the very purest form of mineral

coal,—that in which all vegetable appearance is lost, and a semi-crys-

talline homogeneous structure supervenes, the result apparently of

fusion under heavy pressure and confinement.
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This jet, or pitch coal, were it found in sufficient quantities, would

not only answer well as a fuel, but would be superior to all other

coals for the particular object of getting- up steam, on account of the

large proportion of inflammable gas it disengages under combustion.

Of this description are Nos. 1, 2 and 3 from the neighbourhood of

Kalabayh, and No. 10 from the northwest of Vera Ismael Khan.

Captain Burnes says that the former " was found in abundance"

—

and that the latter " should it prove a good coal, will be invaluable,

—

being in the neighbourhood of the Indus, and in a country where the

poverty of the people will make them rejoice to discover any means of

improving their condition."

Of the excellence of the coal there can be no doubt ; there is I

fear less certainty of its abundance. It occurs in very thin seams,

which will not pay for the working if they lie in a hard rock, but if

seams even of a few feet thickness are met with, Captain Burnes's

anticipations will be amply fulfilled. The pitch coal of Mergui which

closely assimilates in chemical composition with the Indus jet, is stated

by Dr. Helfer to lie in a bed six feet thick, whereas the other is

barely an inch thick, and the veins, and natural cleavages, are every

where filled up with calcareous spar.

No. 5, the bituminous shale of Cokat, was examined by me in 1833;

it is not at all adapted for burning in steamers, though, from the quan-

tity of gaseous matter expelled, it might be turned to account, in

default of better fuel, on shore. The same remark will apply with

more force to No. 7, a bituminous limestone, in which the slaty struc-

ture is not perceptible.

The existence of large rocky formations, so strongly impregnated

with naphtha and bitumen, is indeed evidence of the proximity of coal

beds, from which, by the action of volcanic heat, we may suppose the

volatile matter to be forced into the porous superincumbent strata. In

Assam, where so many beds of rich lignite and pitch coal, not differing

in composition from the jet of Kcdabagh, have been lately found, springs

of naphtha are common, and were known long previous to the dis-

covery of the coal.

To a similar origin may be traced the bituminous exudations from

rocks in the Punjab and Cabul, of which we have examples in

No. 6 and No. 8. The former of these may be called a bituminous

brine, for it contains a large proportion of common salt, attributable

doubtless to the rock-salt deposits of the same range of hills.

Another bituminous exudation from near Ghazni, given to me by

5o2
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Shekh Kera'mat Ali, and called mumia, was found by Mr. Pid-

dington to contain nitrous salts, sulphur, and bitumen.

Of a similar nature may be the combustible No. 8, from the north

of Cabul, but I have as yet only examined it as a combustible.

I now proceed to the detailed examination of each specimen, adding,

for convenience, the remarks of Captain Burnes, as to their locality.

I have also placed at the foot of the list the muster lately received

from Captain Wade, Political Agent at Loodiana. I have deposited

a small fragment of each kind, in sealed bottles, in the Asiatic Society's

museum, for preservation.

J. Prinsep, Assay Master.

Specimen I.
—" From Shahandara near Kalabagh, about 15 miles

from the Indus found in abundance half way up a hill two miles north

of the village."

A fine jet or pitch coal : of a glossy velvet black color ; does not

soil ; may be cut and worked ; fracture conchoidal and vitreous :—has a

slight asphaltic smell. The fragments coated with an earthy matter

easily washed off. Specific gravity 1.166 ; burns with rich flame and

copious scintillations. Composition as a fuel

—

Volatile matter, 50.9

Carbon or coke, 47.5

Earthy residue, 1.6

100.0

Specimen 2.—" From another locality of the Shahandara deposit,

at the base of the hill among sandstone."

This is precisely the same jet as above described, but many of the

small fragments have the sandy matrix adhering, hence on an average

specimen uncleaned the result was : specific gravity 1 .454.

Composition—Volatile matter, 34.3

Carbon, 18.7

Earthy matter, 47.0

100.0

Specimen 3.—" Coal of Kalabagh, found three miles south of

Shakandara, and nearer Kalabagh, in a fissure of the rock, to be seen

in three different places off the high road."—B.

This is more of a coal (or rather lignite) than either of the pre-

ceding. It shews the woody fibre, and the alternation of glistening
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bituminous, with dull carbonaceous seams. It burns with much scin-

tillation, and poor flame:—specific gravity 1.470 to 1.556 ?

Composition—Volatile matter, 42.8

(of which water 7.6)

Carbon, 47.6

Earthy residue, ferruginous, 9.6

100.0

Specimen 4.—" Coal of Mukud. The locality of this specimen is

not well authenticated. The three preceding were dug out, but this

was brought in, as was said, from Mukud."

Highly vitreous jet, of a more resplendent velvet gloss than the

foregoing. Seam of carbonate of lime adhering to one corner : burns

with richer flame, and slight sparkling:— water given off on sandbath

only 2.7 per cent.:—specific gravity 1.122, being the lightest of the

series, and approaching closely to pure asphaltum, but it does not fuse,

when heated, before ignition, nor is it readily, if at all, soluble in

naphtha, even when boiling.

Composition—Volatile matter, 63.6

Carbon, 32.8

Earthy matter, ferruginous, 3,6

100.0

Specimen 5.—" Kohdt coal, similar to that sent down in 1833;

locality Lachee, Kurpa, Jutta and Ismael Khyl"—B.

Dull earthy bituminous shale, burns with good flame, and leaves

slaty ash. Specific gravity 1.619. The specimen analyzed in 1833

(see Journ. As. Soc. vol. II.) had a somewhat higher weight, 1,670.

I place the two results side by side,

1833 Specimen. 8838 Specimen.

Volatile matter, 37.0 3.04

Carbon, 6.2 14.9

Earthy matter, 56.8 54.7

100.0 100.0

Specimen 6.— " Coal of Soorkh-ab, 15 miles S. S. E. of the city of

Kabul, near Moosye. It is called ' Khur by the learned : there are

two kinds as may be seen by the specimens. There are copper mines

near it."—B.
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This is a curious substance—a saline earth resembling wacken in

appearance, strongly impregnated with bitumen, or mineral oil ; of a

strong smell, saline taste, and deliquescent from the salt it contains

—whence probably its name of < khur fkshara salt). It has a spe-

cific gravity 1.851—and burns with a good flame.

Composition (in the dry way)

—

Volatile matter, 27.3

Carbon, 16.9

Earthy matter, partly calcareous, and salt, 55.8

100.0

(I have not yet analyzed this as to its saline contents.)

Specimen 7.—" Coal from Nour, 10 miles north of the ancient city

of Ghazni. The specific gravity is higher than that of all the

foregoing."—B.

This is a bituminous limestone, smelling of naphtha wlien rubbed or

freshly broken—leaves a mark on paper, and burns with a poor flame,

when well heated. Specific gravity 2.056. Analysed in the ordinaray

manner it gives off-—

Volatile matter, 12.9

Carbon, 32.2

Earthy matter chiefly cal-

careous, 54.9

100.0

As, in driving off the volatile matter, or incinerating the carbona-

ceous, it is evident that some, if not all, of the carbonic acid would be

disengaged from the lime, I repeated the trial, but with results nearly

the same. The earthy residue 54.9 digested in weak nitric acid, left

but 1.5 undissolved : the 53.4—(or in the second experiment 50.5) of

lime, would require 41.0 or 39.0 of carbonic acid for its neutralization,

or more than the carbon and bitumen together ! We can only suppose

therefore, that the presence of the bitumen had prevented the absorp-

tion of carbonic acid, or supplied its place—a fact it will be worth

while to ascertain, when I can get another, and a larger specimen.

Specimen 8.—" From Nujrow to the north of Kabul. This is a

combustible, but not coal, though it may be found to indicate it."—B.

This substance resembles No. 6 in some respects, but it is softer,

has a more disagreeable smell, and does not appear to contain salt ; it is

adhesive, yields to the nail, of dull earthy brown color, specific

gravity 2 031 ; it burns with a clear flame not very bright.
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Composition—Volatile matter, 26.1

Carbon, 10.5

Earthy matter, principally

silicious, 63.4

100.0

A further supply of this curious matter for a more rigid examination,

and information as to, manner in which it occurs, would be desirable.

Specimen 9.—" Coal of Jamoo in the Paujdb : this was brought to

me from Umritsir, and if it proves good, the locality of it, as being close

to the Chendb, will be nearly as valuable, as if found on the Indus."—B.

The specimen of this coal is so minute, that I can hardly put confi-

dence in the trial made on it in my laboratory. It would appear to

be a real anthracite, having the metallic lustre, and marking paper

something like graphite ; texture fibrous ; smooth : burns with a trifling

flame. Specific gravity 1.650.

Composition—Volatile matter, 8.8

Carbon, 57.2

Ferruginous earth, 34.0

100.0

This coal would be quite unfit for steam purposes, but if there be beds

of anthracite on the Chendb, this material may be turned to very good

account in the smelting of iron, now that the application of the hot

blast has been introduced. It seems that one part of the anthracite

coal of Wales produces four times the effect of the best coal

formerly used.

Specimen 10.—(Forwarded 8th March.)

" The locality of this deposit is between Tak and Kaneegorum,

northwest of Dera Ismael Khan in the country of the Masood

Waziris. It is found one and a half coss east of the small village of

Luagarkhyl under the Mulik Buda. The seam has been laid bare

by a water-course, and may be traced up hill, it is said, for 100 guj

(112 yards)-—dividing, as it ascends, into two parts, and having stones

impregnated with iron on both sides. The exposed part of the vein

is narrow."—B.

This is the most promising of all the specimens :—in quality it

agrees with Nos. 1, 2 and 3, being a rich jet, or pitch coal. The

division of the fragments, is generally rhomboidal, and a thin coating

of crystalline veins, which pervade the crevices, conceals the splendour
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of the polish, hut it is developed by a little acid, or washing. Some frag-

ments have a flat striated structure like lignite ; these are less bright

in color, and heavier ; they burn with copious flame, and some

emission of sparks. The water given out on the sandheat, is 3.5 in

the first and 5.4 in the second sort.

Specific gravity No. 1, of No. 2

1.227 1.481

Composition—Volatile matter, 49.1 48.6

Carbon, 48.5 45.3

Earthy matter, ferruginous,.. 2.4 6.1

100.0 100.0

Specimen 11.—Stated in the letter accompanying it to have been

« found in the Mandi hills north of the Sutlej, by Captain Wade, Poli-

tical Agent at Loodiana"

The tin box, on arrival, was found to contain fragments of coal, and

some large nodules of iron pyrites, the hardness of which had shatter-

ed most of the coal to atoms on its way down. Some pieces, however,

were picked out, which had a very promising appearance, more resem-

bling the Burdwan coal than any of the above. Some pieces, how-

ever, were attached to black silicified, or fossil, wood, which at first

sight might be mistaken for excellent coal. It had a sulphurous smell

from the pyrites, and from the analysis I fear it is much adulterated

with this mineral. From its aqueous contents, 7.8 per cent., it scin-

tillates a good deal in burning, and the flame is peculiarly coloured

from the presence of metals.

The specific gravity is 1.580 and the composition of a selected piece.

Volatile matter, 48.1

Carbon, 39.3

Ferruginous residue from the

pyrites ? 12.6

100.0

More information will be desirable regarding this Sutlej coal, which

promises to be a valuable addition to our now extended catalogue of

Indian coal deposits : but its locality at Mandi, is too far from the

limits of navigation, to allow of its being brought practically into use.

J. Prinsep, Assay Master,
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III.—Note on the Animal productions of the Tenasserim Provinces ;

read at the meeting of the 10th October, 1838. By J. W. Helfer,
Esq. M. D.

Eighteen months have elapsed, since I last had the honor to ad-

dress personally the Society. Since that time, I have wandered over

many hundreds of miles, never trodden by Europeans, in countries left

to the unbounded operations of nature, in a latitude, which produces all

that is created, and, of the vegetable world, mostly in perfection and

exuberance, and in tracts, where, in the recesses of the interior wilds,

many productions await yet the ardour of naturalists, to bring them

forth to everlasting knowledge.

Having to-day the honor to submit the ornithological part of my
collections to the Society's inspection, I avail myself of the opportu-

nity, to take a cursory view of the animal productions of the Tenasserim

Provinces ; and as man occupies the highest rank in that series, I

may be allowed to begin with the different races inhabiting these regions

—speaking of man however, only as a naturalist, who describes the

habits and manners of the human species, and considering the varieties

of it in the different nations and tribes, and the striking peculiarities

that are found, with reference to the geographical distribution of each.

The inhabitants may be subdivided into the Burmese, the Siamese,

and the Kareans. All three belong, generally speaking, to the Mongo-

lian race, but are so changed, and specifically distinguished, that they

form separate races.

The Siamese approach nearest to the Chinese, possessing a flat

forehead, a small nose, prominent cheek-bones, black hair, very

thin beards, small oblique eyes, thick lips, and a colour more or less

yellow. The Burmese are half Malays half Chinese ; the Kareans half

Malays half Caucasian, indeed the features of the latter approach so

much the Caucasian form, that many of them have even aquiline noses,

a high forehead, and the European facial angle. Consequently the idea,

latterly followed up by the American Baptist Missionaries with great

zeal, sometimes with ridiculous obstinacy, namely, that they are the

true lost tribes of the Jews, merits, as far as regards their physiogno-

my at least, an excuse.

The Kareans are in civilisation the lowest of the inhabitants, and

exhibit an anomaly, which is perhaps no where else found. They are

an agricultural people without any fixed habitations, but migrating

every second or third year ; and so great is their innate love of the

5 p
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primitive forests, that they hate their own industry, are disgusted

with cleared land, pity men who are surrounded by smiling and well

dressed cultivation, can seldom be induced to visit towns on the sea coast,

and return invariably from thence, as soon as possible, to their secluded

mountain valleys, leading the life of hermits, content with the almost

spontaneously growing productions of nature, despising the possession

of money, because not desirous to exchange their own productions, and,

in consequence, not desirous to add to what we call comforts.

The Kareans seem to be the aborigines of the country, or the remains

of a once numerous people, which has been again reduced to slavery

by subsequent conquerors. They are scattered over a great extent of

the country, from the 23rd degree of latitude to the 11th, and though

conquered many centuries ago, have preserved their language and

their peculiarities; for they never have mixed with foreigners, but

avoid as much as possible all contact with them, prohibiting even

connexions with distant tribes of their own, but intermarrying in their

own families, so much so, that matrimonial alliances between brother

and sister, or father and daughter, are not uncommon to this day. And
this may be the reason that they are a subdued, timid, effeminate,

diminishing race ; so low in the scale of nations, that they have no

written language, no historical, but only religious and poetical tradi-

tions, not even the presentiment of a future state ; but live, without

erecting their head to their Creator, without aspiring to a continuation

of their existence.

The second race is the Siamese.

This nation were the former conquerors of the Tenasserim Provinces,

but were driven out of the country by Alompra in the middle of last

century. They are the deadly enemies of the Burmese, formerly

living with them in constant feuds, but, since the British occupation,

the constantly nourished animosities have ceased, and they have

begun to settle in the British territories, and to live peaceably with the

Burmese. They are an enterprising industrious race, and possess a

great deal of the ingenuity and shrewdness, so peculiar to the Chinese

and their descendants.

Their physical development is not stinted, but they are muscu-

lar, hardy, and persevering, and are therefore the huntsmen, and

the only people who have a knowledge of the vast wilds between Zim-
may and Mergui, going after elephants, rhinoceros, gold-dust and

precious stones. They have much of the enterprising spirit of the

undaunted adventurer, and are the most capable of improvement.

They are darker than the Burmese, and approach more than the
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latter to that prototype, established by Gmelin under the denomination

of Homo-fuscus.

The Burmese, the third race, and the lords of the land and soil before

they were deprived of it, are, comparing their faults and good qualities

impartially, an amiable well-behaved race ; naturally indolent, self-con-

ceited, and for centuries stationary, but sufficiently civilised to throw off

the imputation of being barbarians.

I adhere to the opinion, (consistent with the Mosaic tradition,) that

the human species descended from one pair originally ; that, in the

course of ages, certain distant portions of the globe were first peopled,

and that from these, as from many distinct nuclei, mankind dispersed

excentrically.

So I think, and history seems to confirm the hypothesis, that from

Java, Sumatra, or Borneo, issued the Malayan race ; that the Mon-

gols peopling China descended from the high lands of Kobi, and that

the Indians, originally bred in the Caucasus and its continuations,

extended from west to east : and I continue to say, that these three

original races, meeting in their courses from south, north and west,

in that part of the globe, now called Indo- China, gave birth to the

nations now inhabiting these regions—that therefore the Burmese

are a comparatively recent variety of the human species, the result

of Malayan, Chinese and Hindu mixture.

It is here the place to mention that problematical race, which is

reported to live in the recesses of the mountain ranges, which, as a

spur or a continuation of the great Himdlaya Alps, run towards the

peninsula of Malacca.

I had never the opportunity to ascertain, if this reported race, of the

existence of which all the inhabitants in the interior seem to be

aware, is one of the numerous varieties of the human species, or be-

longs to the Quadrumana.

If we consider, that close by, on the Andamans, there exists a variety

of the human species, which justly may be regarded as the lowest in the

scale of intellectual beings ; and when we are told, that in the south of

the peninsula at Queda, lives a similar race of beings, belonging to the

Ethiopical type, not much superior in intellect to some of the apes, we

might be warranted in concluding, that remains of such a race may

yet be found in those vast mountainous tracts, which never have been

penetrated by Europeans.

However, the collected, and generally pretty well agreeing, descrip-

tions of the natives cover an extent of five degrees : let me indulge

in the conjecture, that these pretended human beings are nothing else

5 p 2
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than the gigantic orang-outang of Sumatra, or a closely allied species,

which has hitherto successfully escaped European detection, and still

enjoys the daily diminishing privilege in natural history—to be un-

known. In fact since the gigantic animal, whose remains ornament only

this museum, was by chance discovered, all vestige of its existence disap-

peared for many years, until recently Major Gregory brought two

skulls of the same species from Sumatra, which clearly demonstrate,

that the tales, hitherto believed fabulous, of large human skulls with

tiger-teeth, have not been altogether unfounded, not as the relics of a

rational being, but as the uniting link between man and beast.

Coming now to the Mammalia, we find this part of Asia participat-

ing in the variety of species, which distinguishes one side of that con-

tinent, and in the magnitude of those on the other side. It exhibits

nevertheless the distinguishing particulars, which separate all Asia

from New Holland, and from the islands of the Pacific Ocean.

In general it may be observed, that the Tenasserim Provinces form

a combining line between Hindostan, Indo-China, and the Malayan

countries, possessing species peculiar to each of the three divisions,

with this distinction, that the number of species in common with Bengal

and other parts of Hindostan, is comparatively smaller ; that province

Amherst, and Ye possess many species, peculiar to the countries east

of the Burhampootur, and even several of JBootan and Nepdl, and

that the southern provinces embrace many species, which have been

hitherto exclusively found onlj in the Malayan Archipelago.

The Quadrumana being every where found within narrower limits,

do not present a great variety ; some of the species are strictly limit-

ed to certain districts.

The Simia syndactyla has been found in the southern parts, and can

be enumerated as an exception to the general rule ; for this animal

covers a wide range of congenial country, from Java and Sumatra,

to the 1 5th degree of north latitude.

A Hytobates, though the most common species in the interior, howl-

ing most pitiably in the solitary forests, seems to have hitherto

escaped the observation of naturalists.

The Symenopithecus Maurus is a very wild inhabitant of the

loftiest trees, and considered the best food by the Kareans, by whom it

is shot with poisoned arrows.

The Cercopithecus Cynosurus inhabits chiefly the banks of rivers,

and the mangrove forests, being chiefly fond of shellfish.

Another species of Cercopithecus belongs to the rarest of this genus,

and is found chiefly in the northern parts, upon isolated limestone rocks.
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The Cheiroptera present a great variety ; and several, I imagine, not

yet described species are to be met with, chiefly of the genus

Nyctinomus, Phyllostomus and Pteropus. Amongst the rarer species

Vespertilio Temminckii and Pteropus Javanicus must be enumerated.

The Carnivora present a great number of species. To maintain the

equilibrium in nature, it is also necessary, that where so many species

are procreated unmolested by man, the number of rapacious animals

must increase.

Of the Plantigrade the Ursus Malayanus seems to occupy all

the mountain parts, as high up as the 13th degree of latitude.

It must be observed that the genus Canis has, so far as I know, no

representative in the countries, tra.ns-Burhampootur ; this genus, which

possesses in Hindostan several interesting and particular species, seems

to become obsolete, even the common jackal does not prosper in Indo-

China, and not one specimen is to be found in Tenasserim. Yet there

are several species of Viverra, and one Herpestes.

In the same ratio as the number of species of Canis diminishes,

the number of the species of the genus Felts increases.

The royal tiger is to be found in great numbers, and is very strong

and large ; however, its nature is very different from what it is in

Bengal ; for scarcely an example is known of its attacking men

during the day time, and the carelessness, and even contempt, with

which the natives treat this formidable animal, is truly astonishing.

At Tavoy the black tiger, the Felis Nelao, is not uncommon, and a

specimen was caught last year, but unfortunately on its transport to

Maulmain, it broke through the bamboo cage, and escaped.

I pass quickly over the Marsupialia, and the greatest part of the

Podentia in this cursory sketch ; the genus Sciurus presents a con-

siderable number of species, and of Pteromys, I found a large, and

probably undescribed species.

Of the Edentata, the little Bradypus has been caught, and so also

the Manis Crassicaudata,

Coming to the Pachydermata, I can not omit to mention the number

of elephants, which wander in herds of 10 to 30, through the un-

inhabited tracts, having the wide extent of primitive forests, from the

bay of Bengal to the Chinese seas, open to their constant peregri-

nations, descending during the monsoon into the plains, and returning

into the mountains during the hot weather.

The hog is very common, and the Sus Barbyrussa not very rare.

The rhinoceros is a common animal throughout the provinces, and

perhaps more numerous than the elephant, though its less gregarious
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manners, and its wilder character, do not admit an easy approach to

it.

The Tenasserim Provinces seem to be a congenial place for this

genus, for I dare to pronounce almost positively, that the three known

Asiatic species, occur within their range. The Rhinoceros Jndicus

being found in the nothern parts of the provinces, in that high range

bordering on Zimmay called " the elephant tail mountain ;" the R.

Sondaicus of Baron Cuvier, on the contrary, occupies the southern-

most parts ; while the JR. hicornis Sumatrensis, or the double-

horned species, is to be found throughout the extent of the territories

from the 17° to 10° of latitude.

In character the R. Sondaicus seems to be the mildest, and can be

easily domesticated ; the powerful Indian rhinoceros is the shyest, and

the double-horned the wildest.

I have had the opportunity to ascertain positively the existence of the

Tapirus Malayanus within the British boundaries, in latitude 1 lo 37'

in province Mergui, though I have not been so fortunate as to obtain a

specimen of it. It is well known to the natives who call it the great pig.

Finally coming to the Ruminantia, as may be expected, the number

of Cervidce is considerable.

Rusa Hippelaphus, Elaphus Wallichii, Cuv. C. Aristotelis, C. Axis,

and C. Muntjac, besides two other species have been seen ; but there

is as yet no antelope known.

Of the ox kind, the Buhalus, Arnee and Domesticus are both in

a wild state ; and of the Bisons, the great Gaurus rather rare, but

Bison Guodus very common : besides another small kind of cow, called

by the Burmese Fhain, of which I saw only foot prints, but never

the living animal ; it remains therefore undecided, to what species it

must be referred.

Of birds I have made a collection of 250 species, and 600 specimens,

which I herewith place at the disposal of Government, presenting it

to-day to the inspection of the Society, and I only regret that econo-

mical reasons compelled me to have the birds prepared by the rude

hands of common Burmah coolies, previously, a short time instructed by

me ; and many, otherwise greatly valuable specimens, are therefore

more or less defective.

The species inhabiting the provinces are highly interesting to obser-

vers of the geographical distribution of the feathered tribe : for they,

more than the Mammalia, of which the species occupy wider geogra-

phical ranges, prove the intimate connexion and resemblance of the

lower portions of the provinces with the Malayan archipelago.
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More than 60 species found in the southern hemisphere are in-

digenous, and amongst these is a considerable number of those first

described by Raffles and Horsfield in their accounts of Suma-

tra and Java.

Amongst these are to be enumerated Falco Limetus, H. St. Pagr-

darum, Tem. Stria Castaroptera, H. Muscisapa Banyamas and Hi-

rundinacea, Jora Scapularis, Edolius, Puella Crypsirena, Temma

Vick, Brachyptorix niontan, H. Prinia familiaris, Dacelo pulchella

Eurylaimus, Javanensis, Eurylaimus tunatus, Gould. Cuculus Xan-

thorhynchusy Parra superciliosa, &c.

I shall confine the rest of my ornithological observations to very few

remarks.

The Accipitres are numerous, but as they mostly frequent the gloomy

forests, and scarcely accessible cliffs of the mountains, the species are

seldom visible, except when soaring high in the heavens, or gliding

swiftly over the tops of the lofty trees ; many therefore have escaped my
observation The number oiFalconidce I collected is 10 ; of Strigidce

five.

The Passeres furnish of course that variety, which is to be expected

from the great number of species in this order.

The Hirundinacea contain the H. esculenta, &c, the nests of which

exported into China yield a considerable revenue annually to govern-

ment.

The family of Sylviadce contains a considerable number of Taredes ;

seven species of Pastor or Acridoiheres
y
eight Muscicupdice and several

Oriolina.

The family of Fringillidce boasts of seven species of Loxia,

The Corvidce possess the beautiful Cypsinina Temmia Velis.

It is remarkable that the common crow of Calcutta, the Corv.

Doricus never occurs in the provinces, its place is supplied by the

Corvus Carona, which is equally numerous and impudent.

The Certhia possesses a variety of Cinnyris and Nectarinia yielding

in splendid plumage, and diminutive size, little to the American

Trochili. The beautiful Dicaum inver forms a connecting link with

the Meropida, which are the glory of the east in richness of plumage,

and four species of Merops rival in colors the species of Java and New
Holland.

Halcyon and Alcedo of the nine species that exist, amongst which the

Halcyon Gurial, an Indian species, takes the lead in size and noise.

The family of Buceros contains four representatives, amongst
which the small Buceros Maluburicus of Lath, is the most common.
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The Indian Homrai is equally an inhabitant of Tenasserim, besides

two or three beautiful species, which I do not find any where described.

Of the order Scansores, the Picus, or wood-peckers are numerous

and beautiful, and I found nine different species. Picus Bengalensis

showing the affinity with India, and the closely allied Picus Tiga of

Hors-field with Java.

The Cuculidce are numerous. Of Phoenicophwus, there are three

species of small Cerulis ; the Centrophus Castaropterus is one of

the commonest inhabitants near human abode.

The genus Bucco contains five species, of which two appear to be new.

The Psittacida have five representatives, amongst which the small

Fortrams preporsitis is the great destroyer of duria blossoms.

The next order are the Gallinance.

The family of Columbidce possess, as far as I am aware, seven species,

of which four belong to the genus Vinago.

The splendid Geophilus Nicobarensis is an ornament of the Islands

constituting the Mergui archipelago.

The Tetraonidce possess few representatives, the whole country being

an uninterrupted forest, and these animals liking bare rocky grounds,

pasturage fields, and meadows. Only one species of Perdrix> and two

species of Coturnix have been observed by me.

The Phasianidte possess the Ph. Gallus, or the father of our domes-

tic fowl, in great abundance in the jungles ; and the breed, amongst the

natives, is commonly kept up by supplies of eggs from the forests.

Of the Pavonida, the Indian peacock is in great abundance in the

interior near mountain torrents.

The Grallte.—Of the Charadriadce, three species of Charadri

amongst which, the Indian Ch. ventralis ! of Genl. Hardwicke, and

the Gloriola or En talis of Leach.

The family of Ardeadce, possesses many representatives. The Ciconia

Argala, or the common Calcutta adjutant, is never seen on that coast,

and the existence of a substitute in the C. capillata of Temminck, or

the adjutant without pouch, reminds us again, that the provinces ap-

proach more to Java than to Hindostan.

The genera Grus and Ardea, possess 1 1 species of which the Ardea

Malaucersis of Gmelin is the most common.

The family of Fringellidce have a due number of species, Numenius,

Scolopax, Totanus, Rhynchus, Limosa, Tringa and Hemantopus are

found, and have their residence chiefly near the mouths of the numer-

ous rivers, descending from the mountains, as far as they are exposed

to the influence of the tides.
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Of the Uallidce I can only enumerate the Parra Superciliosa, and

two species of Ortesgometra.

Finally ending with the Palmiperte, we have one species of Pelicanus

so widely spread over the east, and four species of Carbo, which have

taken up their residence upon the great rivers.

To render the enumeration complete, I have only to mention four

species of Sterna, and of the Anatince, the Anser Girra of India, the

Mareca Awsuree and another unknown species.

Having thus completed the enumeration of observed animals I have

only to add, as may well be imagined, that the occupation of the pro-

vinces by the British, has opened a wide field to the naturalist and phi-

losopher. What I have done has been only to remove the upper veil,

which densely covers this much promising land ; but the result of my
limited researches will, I trust, demonstrate that success and a rich

harvest must await every one who investigates the country with leisure,

con gusto et amove, confining himself to certain definite branches ; and

I will only add that I shall be most happy to submit to the Society

further additions and more information, which, I hope, I shall be able

to gather in future.

IV.—On a new species of Pheasant from Tibet. By B. H. Hodg-
son, Esq,

The zoological region comprising Tibet, with the lofty mountains

which bound it towards India and China, is chiefly distinguished in

the bird department, by the number of its pheasants, (Phasianidce,)

hardly any two of which agree in form and external organisation.

This rich variety of structure, whilst it mocks all past attempts at

systematic arrangement, seems to indicate, that we yet possess, in this

family, but the fragment of the complete circle, (termed Phasianidce

by Vigors and Pavonidce by Swainson,) though the riches of recent

discovery, may induce us to hope, that the deficient forms are not

extinct, but only unknown.

Be that as it may, there is at least no doubt, that in the present state

of the scientific classification of this family of the Rasores, an insulated

observer cannot well hope to class newly discovered species satisfac-

torily; and I shall therefore at once proceed to the summary descrip-

tion of what I believe to be such, without any present attempt to

decide, whether my bird be an aberrant species, or a new type in the

family.

5 Q
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Phasianida, vel Pavonidee.

Genus—new? Crossoptilon*, nob. Type Phasianus Crossoptilon,

nob. Hab, Tibet.

I possess but one specimen of this large and striking bird. It is a

mature male, and was brought recently to Cathmandu by the Nipalese

envoy to Pekin, who has just returned here. The length, from the

tip of the bill to the tip of the tail, is from 38 to 40 inches, of which

the bill is 1 s and the tail 19 to 20 inches.

A closed wing measures 12^ inches ; the tarsus 4J, and the central

toe 2^. The bill has the same length, whether taken from the gape or

from the front, and is three-eighths of an inch shorter than the head,

the latter being two inches complete. The bill is very strong, with the

general characters of that of Lophophorus, the tomial edge of the

upper mandible being even more scarped, and furnished with a small

tooth-like festoon. Its base is nude. The head and throat are clad in

feathers and simple. But the entire cheeks, from nostril to occiput,

are void of plumes, being occupied by the typical red and papillated

skin of the pheasant tribe, and in all that extent of development, which

more especially characterises the Indian Kdliches ( LeucomelanusJ,

and the painted and Antherstiun species of China. Like the true

pheasant ( Colchicus

)

, our bird has no crest of any kind, though the

feathers occupying the top of the head are of a peculiar kind, being

short, velvety, thickset, erect, with their slightly discomposed and

square points recurved a little to the front.

The wings have no peculiarity. They are short, stiff, bowed and

rounded, as usual the sixth feather being the longest. The very

ample tail is most remarkable for the breadth of the plumes. Its

length is moderate, nor is there any of the extra elongation and nar-

rowing of the central feathers, which characterise the tropical pheasants.

There are 18 caudal plumes regularly and considerably gradated

throughout, and the general form of the tail is broadly convex, without

any symptom of the Galline compression and curve. The legs and feet

are well adapted for rapid movement on the ground, and have a form

and proportion, very similar to those of Leucomelanus•, and Satyrus.

The tarsi are nude, and biscaled before and behind: but the hinder

scales are smaller than the fore ones. The sides of the tarsi are

papillo-reticulate. The spur is sharp and curved. The lateral toes

are equal; the central long ; and the hind short and raised, as usual.

The nails are long and possess but little curve. It remains only to

notice the plumage of the bird, which constitutes indeed its most

* Kpoa<ros a fringe ; tttlKov a feather.
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remarkable feature. The plumage, then, upon the whole body is very

ample, but not at all pointed, unglossed and wholly dishevelled, so as

to remind one of the Struthious family. This peculiarity has suggest-

ed the name I have applied to the bird—a name which, for the

present, may be considered specific, but liable to promotion to generic

or subgeneric rank, if the form be proved to be typical, and not merely

aberrant.

At present I incline to consider it in the former light, and to assign

the type a place between Phasianus and Euplocomus, vel Nycthe-

merus—a type which, by the bye, I characterised 1 1 years ago in the

Oriental Quarterly, under the style of Gallophasis, assigning the

Kdlich of Kir kpatrick's Nepal as the icon. The oblique compres-

sion and curve of the tail constitute the principal character of that type,

( Gallophasis, vel Euplocomus, J and as it is a character sure to be

lost in the dry skin, I am not entirely certain, that our present subject

may not possess it in the living state. If so, this bird will be a

Gallophasis, vel Euplocomus—but if not, a neighbouring type allied

to the true pheasant by the absence of crest, and distinguished amongst

all its congeners by its ample fringe-like plumage, the dishevelled

quality of which is communicated even to the central tail feathers, the

very broad and equal webs of which are quite separated, and curve

outwards towards the sides, besides being adorned by a fine gloss.

The general color of our bird is bluish hoary, paler, and tinted

yellow on the lower surface : crown of the head black and velvety

:

great alar and caudal plumes dusky or black, more or less glossed with

changeable blue, especially the tail feathers : legs and cheek-piece,

intense sanguine : bill dull ochreous red ; iris brown.

Nepal, September, 1838.

V.

—

Notes of a journey to Girndr in the Province of Kattywdr,for

the purpose ofcopying the ancient inscriptions upon the rock near

that place.—Undertaken by order of the Bombay Government.

May lO^/i, 1838.—Landed at the small port of Verawul on the wes-

tern coast, and nearly at the southern extremity of Kattywdr. This

place is only 40 miles from Junogarh, and in the immediate vicinity of

the ancient city of Pattan, and of the celebrated Somndth. Owing to the

lateness of the season, and the imperative necessity which existed for my
proceeding to the scene of my labours with the least possible delay, my
time was not at my own disposal ; still I lost none in paying even a

5 Q 2
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hurried visit to these interesting places. Old Pattern is built upon a

projection of the main land, forming the southern point of the small

port and bay of Verawul. The road from the latter to the ancient city,

lies immediately on the shore of this bay, and for a distance of about a

mile from the walls, on the western side, passes through an extensive

Muhammadan burying ground: amongst the tombs are some rich and

picturesque ruins. The surrounding country, known as the Soi*uth

division of Kattywar, subject to the nawab of Junagarh, is exceeding-

ly rich, thickly wooded, and in high cultivation. The walls of Pattan,

in the form of an irregular square, enclose a space somewhat less than

two miles in circumference*, with two gates and numerous square

towers. The western front is washed by the sea ; a ditch encompasses

the other three sides. These fortifications, which are high and com-

posed of uncemented square stones, are of unusual solidity, and the

old city, with its massive walls and double gates, must formerly have

been a place of considerable strength. The population of Pattan is at

present completely Muhammadan, and the place is under the manage-

ment of an Arab jemadar, a deputy of H. H. the nawab of Junugurh,

To the kindness of Syud Abuoollah, 1 am indebted for a most hospi-

table reception, and for every assistance which he could render, or I

could require. It is evident that the Muhammadan conquerors of Pattan,

in rebuilding the place, and substituting a population of their own creed

for that of the Hindus, have at the same time laboured to eradicate

all traces of the religion of the latter from this city, but the visitor

cannot fail to observe the essentially Hindu character of the whole

place. The mosques, which are very numerous, appear to have been

erected from the ruins of the Hindu temples, whilst the houses, in the

ornaments, sculptures, &c, bear about them evidence of their material

having frequently been derived from similar sources. The style of

building in the gates and walls, the latter adorned at every corner with

sculptures of Hindu divinities, proclaim at once to whom Pattan was

originally indebted for the magnificence, still traceable through all the

innovations of its conquerors. This city, as connected with the Som-

ndth temple, and the invasion of saraustra by Mahmu'd, is one of con-

siderable interest ; and, as the former capital of an extensive country,

deserves some inquiry into its early history, but of it, or its rulers, the

Persian historians-j- do not, that I can learn, give any account.

Quitting these subjects, however, I must proceed to describe the

renowned iSomndth temple, the monument of Mahmu'd's intolerance,

and one of the most interesting relics in the Saraustra peninsular.

* One mile 6 furlongs, 36 square and 2 round towers ; walls 9 feet thick.
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This celebrated shrine occupies an elevated site in the south-western

corner of the city, overlooking the sea, and close to the walls. In its

present mutilated state, I find it very difficult to convey any very dis-

tinct or correct idea of the Somndth ; for although its original design

and gorgeous style of architecture, may still be traced in the complete

ruin it presents, its general effect is likely to be better understood

from an effect of the pencil, than the pen. (See Plates, Nos. XL VI,

andXLVII.)
This temple consists of one large hall in an oblong form, from one

end of which proceeds a small square chamber or sanctum. The centre

of the hall is occupied by a noble dome, over an octagon of eight arches.

The remainder of the roof terraced, and supported by numerous pillars.

There are three entrances ; the sides of the building face to the

cardinal points, and the principal entrance is on the eastern side. These

doorways are unusually high and wide, in the Egyptian style, decreas-

ing towards the top ; they add much to the effect of the building.

Internally the whole presents a scene of complete destruction, the pave-

ment is every where covered with heaps of stones, and rubbish, the

facings of the walls, capitols of the pillars, in short, every portion pos-

sessing any thing approaching to ornament, having been removed or

defaced by the " destroyer*." On a pillar, beyond the centre arch, and

leading to the sanctum, is an inscription, which, anxious as I was to learn

any thing connected with the temple, much excited my curiosity. On
translation however, it proved to be merely a record of a certain sildt,

or mason, who visited the place some 300 years since. I learnt to my
inexpressible regret, that an ancient tablet, whose unoccupied niche

was pointed out to me, had been removed from the Somndth some few

years since, by a European visitor. I need hardly quote Col. Tod's

remark on this mistaken, and I fear too frequent, practice ; but if what

he says be applicable to the mere architectural ornaments of a building,

how much more so to engraven records, similar to that which is here

wanting.

Externally, the whole of the building is most elaborately carved and

ornamented, with figures single, and in groups of various dimensions
;

many of these appear to have been of some size, but so laboriously was
the work of mutilation carried on here, that of the larger figures scarce-

ly a trunk has been left, whilst few, even of the most minute, remain

uninjured. The front entrance is ornamented with a portico, and sur-

rounded by two slender minarets, ornaments so much in the Muham-
madan style, that I doubt if they belonged to the original buildingf

.

* So Mahmu'd entitled himself. See Ferishtah.
f 1 think it not at all improbable, that these minarets, the dome, and arches ia
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The two side entrances, which are at some height from the ground, were

gained by flights of steps : of these latter the remains only are to be

traced. The whole space, for a considerable distance around the temple,

is occupied by portions of pillars, stones, and fragments of the original

building. Such is a brief sketch of the present appearance of the

renowned Somndth, which notwithstanding Mahmu'd's intolerant spoli-

ation, must still prove an object of great interest to the lover of Indian

antiquities*. I must not omit to mention, as a proof of the wonderful

solidity of this structure, that within a few years its roof was used as a

battery for some heavy pieces of ordnance, with which the neighbouring

port of Verawul, was defended from the pirates who formerly infested

this coast.

Without pretending to an accurate knowledge of the peculiar fea-

tures, distinguishing the Buddhistical and Jain from Hindu sanctuaries,

my impression, founded simply upon observation, is, that the Somndth

was originally a Buddhist templef, afterwards appropriated to the

worship of Siva ; and probably thus found by Mahmu'd, at the period

of its capture. In confirmation of the Linga having at some period

received adoration here, I observed two Nandis outside amongst the

ruins : but in its style of architecture and ornament, (particularly the

male and female figures,) it is in vain to look for any Hindu features,

whilst in all points it agrees most accurately with the Buddhistical ;

As Dr. Wilson has visited the Somndth, his learning and research in

these matters will enable him, if necessary, to judge of the correctness

or otherwise of the above remark, which I make with all deference.

The modern Somndth, erected by the famous Ahlya Bhae, is in the

immediate vicinity of the ancient one, but I had not time to inspect it,

as my good friend the jemadar had promised to shew me some

curiosities outside the city. On passing through the gate to the east-

ward, my attention was directed to a stone tablet, about two feet square,

in the wall to the right. It contained a closely written inscription in

the Deva Nagri character, and in the Sanskrit language ; leaving

my pandit to copy this;};, I proceeded on my way.

the interior of the building, may have been added to it after its capture. In the pre-

sent appearance of the Somndth, it differs widely from Ferishtah's description, and

these peculiar features, are completely Muhammadan. As Bin Cassim when he

conquered Sindh, is said to have turned the temples of the idolaters, into places of

prayer for the true believers ; so the conqueror of Pattan may have shewn his detes-

tation of the idolatry of the Somndth, by attempting to obliterate all traces of the

original character of the building.

* Dimensions of the Somndth temple. Extreme length inside not including the

small chamber or sanctum, 96 feet ; extreme width, 68 feet : extreme height, 283 feet.

•f The Somndth is known to the Jains under the title of Chandar Prabus.

X This has been forwarded to Calcutta for interpretation.
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The neighbourhood of Pattern is esteemed especially sacred by

Hindus, as the scene of Krishna's death and apotheosis. After the

erection of the great temple at Dwarka> it is related that he came to this

part of the Saraustra, where, according to the fable, he lost his life from

the arrow of his brother Vali. A small river, known to Hindu devo-

tees as the Raunakshi, empties itself into the sea, at the distance of

about a mile to the eastward of Pattan. At a particular spot on this

river, sacred as that of Krishna's death, are a ghat and a few

temples. Pilgrims after a visit to Dwarka^ come to this stream,

where they bathe, and shave the hair from the head and face, in

token of mourning. They then proceed to Prachee where are some

temples (about eight miles up this river) : a visit to these concludes

a pilgrimage to Dwarkanath. In the neighbourhood of the ghat

above mentioned, and interspersed through a space of three or four

hundred yards in extent, are some excavations, which have all the

appearance of Buddhist viharas. They consist of a long low and

narrow entrance, from which a short flight of steps descends to a

small apartment; from this proceeds a gallery leading to another

chamber ; a succession of three or four chambers and galleries closes

the excavation. There are several of these caves, differing little from

each other, except that in one or two the galleries continually descend,

instead of being on the same level ; the last chamber is consequently

at a great depth from the entrance. They are all so low and narrow, as

to be traversed only in a stooping posture, and in none could I discover

the slightest trace of either ornament or idol. The attendant Brah-

mans at the ghat appear to attach some sanctity to these excavations,

and have kept many of them in good repair, with a facing of chunam.

Confirmatory of my opinion, that these were originally viharas, belong-

ing to some Buddhist establishment in the vicinity, I was fortunate

enough to discover near one of them a figure of Bu'dh. The face and

arms are destroyed, but the sitting posture, crossed legs, and remains of

pendants from the ears upon the shoulder, at once decide its character.

I subjoin a sketch of this statue*. It is small, the figure, together with

a pedestal on which it is sitting, being only four feet high. The pedes-

tal is ornamented with female figures, and the figure itself is support-

ed by a slender pillar, which is broken off just above the head. The

whole is framed from one block of a hard description of red stone. There

are in the disfigured appearance of this statue, undoubted marks of its

antiquity. I questioned the Brahmans on the spot, concerning it and

* The sketch so exactly corresponds with other statues of Budh, that it has not

been deemed necessary to have it engraved.
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the viharas, but they were quite at a loss to account for either ; my
aversion on principle to remove such relics, alone prevented me from
making a prize of this, which unless I have overrated its value, would

doubtless form an interesting- addition to one of our museums. Still,

neglected and unknown where it now is, its presence may prove of great

use to some future, and more capable, inquirer into the antiquities of

this part of India, which has been designated by Colonel Tod, as " the

cradle of Jain and Buddhist worship." After visiting all the viharas,

and a very pretty though modern Jain temple in their vicinity, I re-

turned to Pattern, where the remainder of the day was occupied in

taking hurried sketches of the Somndth. I made every inquiry of the

few Brahmans to be found in the scanty Hindu population of Pattern,

for traditions, &c. respecting the temple or city, but I learnt that the

only one, whose chopras could furnish me with any information on the

subject, was absent. For coins I sought in vain, my good friend the

jemadar, however, having promised to forward me all that the city can

furnish, as well as to procure me some traditions*, I took leave of him
with many acknowledgments of the attention he had shown me. I

regretted exceedingly, that time did not admit of my making a longer

stay at Pattern, as well as of my proceeding to the ruins of Mundore,

Prachee, and other interesting places in the neighbourhood. I doubt

not they would have well repaid me the trouble of a visit.

May 1 6th.~—Reached Junagarh. The whole country passed through

from Verawal to the capital, is not only the richest, and most produc-

tive in Kattywar, but may vie in fertility wTith any part of Gvzerat.

A black soil is watered by numerous streams, whence irrigation is easily

carried on, the water being sufficiently near the surface to admit of its

being raised by the Persian wheel. This division of the province, con-

sequently suffers comparatively little from the droughts, which too fre-

quently cause devastation and famine in other parts of Kattywar ; from

the continued and abundant supply of water, from these rivulets, the want

of rain is not so severely felt as elsewhere. The crops are chiefly sugar-

cane, wheat, and jowaree, the mango tree flourishes in great luxuriance,

and the fruit is excellent. Indeed a stranger would form a most erro-

neous opinion of the whole province, were he to judge of it in passing

through the territories of H. H. the nawab of Junagarh : for the arid

and extensive plains, which form the leading features of the Kattywar

country, are strikingly contrasted with this highly favored division,

abounding in hill and dale, wood and water. From the indolence of its

ruler however, this fair possession is sadly mismanaged.

* These I received whilst at Junagarh and forwarded to Mr. PRINSEP, who will

be able to determiue their claims to notice.
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The approach to Junagarh from the southwest is very picturesque,

the road for some miles passing- through rich topes of mango, tama-

rind, and other trees : near the city are some gardens in high cultivation.

The range, known as the Junagarh hills, appears from this direction to

run nearly north and west, occupying an extreme extent of about twelve

miles. The hills are all of granite formation, but richly clothed with

jungle, extending to some miles around their base. The highest point

is the summit of the Girndr, situated in the rear of the principal range,

to which it is connected by two shoulders or spurs, running westerly,

and southerly, from about halfway up the summit. A large opening in

nearly the centre of the front range, forms a beautiful valley and road

to the sacred mount, which, with its bold granite bluffs, and tapering

peaks half hidden in mist and clouds, is a noble feature in the

landscape.

The city of Junagarh is situated at the entrance of the valley just

mentioned, with its low walls nearly hidden by the jungle around ; the

only conspicuous object is the old Rajput citadel, or as it is called from

its elevated situation, the Uparkot, a very fine piece of fortification,

situated within, and on the eastern side of the modern city. The

straggling walls of Junagarh, occupy an immense area, not more than

half of which is inhabited ; the whole of the eastern portion, is an un-

occupied space. The population may be estimated at about 20,000, the

majority Hindu ; the streets are narrow and dirty, houses badly built,

with nothing about the place approaching to that bustle, and air of pros-

perity, which might reasonably be looked for in the capital of a rich terri-

tory. Situated in the centre of one of the bazars, is the nawab's palace,

an insignificant building ; indeed, with the exception of a few mosques

and tombs, none of the modern buildings deserve notice. A very con-

venient havdee has been appropriated by H. H. the nawab, for the

accommodation of officers visiting Junagarh. I was thus fortunate in

escaping the inconvenience incidental to tents, at a season of the year,

when any unnecessary exposure to the intense heat at this place, would

perhaps have defeated my object. I had also reason to congratulate

myself on meeting Captain Lang at Junagarh. Through his exertions,

the inscriptions at Girnar were first copied, and to the kind assistance

which he on all occasions rendered me, whilst occupied in my work, I

feel mainly indebted for any success with which my own exertions have

been attended.

Immediately on my arrival, I accompanied Captain Lang to look a^

the inscriptions. The celebrated rock, on which they are engraved, is

distant about half a mile to the eastward of the city, a few yards to the

5 R
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right of the Girndr road. It is one of a group of several large granite

blocks, and appears to have been chosen for its peculiar form, which

approaches to that of a flattened cone. The inscriptions occupy three

sides of the rock, that to the eastward being the most ancient ; whilst

those on the western and northern faces, are in a more modern charac-

ter. The ancient characters, recording the edicts of Asoka, are deeply

cut, and, except where a portion of the stone has been removed by vio-

lence, are very perfect. The same remark will also apply to that on the

upper western side, but the large inscription on the northern face next to

the road, is greatly defaced. The rock here has been much weather-

worn, and the characters appear to have been originally faintly cut. A
substantial causeway commences immediately opposite the rock, and cros-

sing the ravine at the bottom of the valley, with a neat bridge, terminates

near some Hindu temples, and a small but sacred reservoir, called the

Damodar Kiind*. This improvement on the high road to Girndr, is

the gift of one of the wealthiest of the Soondajee family, and is a noble

work. The large portion of the rock, removed from the eastern face,

has evidently been the effect of blasting, the materials being in all pro-

bability appropriated to the pavement of the causeway.

The survey of my work concluded, preparations were made without

loss of time for commencing the copies and facsimiles. Without detail-

ing the result of each day's proceedings whilst occupied in the work, I

subjoin a somewhat more detailed account of the inscriptions them-

selves, with the methods pursued to ensure the necessary correctness

in their transcription. The most interesting character is the ancient

one, recording the edicts of king Asoka, and situated as before men-

tioned, on the eastern face : the letters are each li inches, uniform in

size, and very clearly and deeply cut. (No. 4.) This inscription con-

sists of two grand divisions, the edicts being again sub-divided by a

longitudinal line between each edict ; one line from the summit of the

rock to about midway down its face, forms the two great divisions.

The space occupied by this inscription is 9 square yardsf . Pursuing

Capt. Lang's as my first plan, the letters were carefully filled up with

a red pigment, (vermilion and oil,) every attention being paid to the

inflections, and other minute though important points. A thin and

perfectly transparent cloth, was then tightly glued over the whole of one

division, and the letters as seen plainly through the cloth, traced upon it

in black : in this way all the edicts were transcribed, and the cloth being

* Distance of this causeway 700 yards.

f The rock on the eastern side which is the highest, is 12 feet in perpendicular

height, and 74 feet in circumference at the base.
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removed, the copy was carefully revised letter by letter with the origi-

nal. The very smooth and convex surface of the rock on this face,

was highly favorable to this method, but it is tedious, and occupied in

the old character alone, 1 days of incessant labour. In the next place

a correct copy was taken by hand : this proved very useful, as tending to

the discovery of any errors, when compared with the copy on the cloth.

Thirdly and lastly, the plan, so highly recommended by M. Jacquet,

was resorted to, which, when the surface of the rock will admit of it,

and the characters are pretty deeply cut and distinct, is unquestionably

the most rapid and satisfactory of all the methods yet brought to my
notice. The edicts by this method were taken off separately on paper

:

and, although my first trial, I have reason to think that the facsimiles

themselves will show that the result was satisfactory. The inscription

on the western side, begins at the summit of the rock, where it is sepa-

rated only by a small space from the first edict in the old character,

and occupies a space of about fifty-six square feet. The shape of the

rock is here very irregular, but the character is carved through all the

undulations, and in one place several lines are continued over a sharp

angle. From the very centre of this inscription, the surface of the rock,

in one or two formidable pieces, has been removed, thereby occasioning

some very serious hiatuses ; but the lines appear to be individually

terminal, and the letters generally clear and well carved. With this

character, I pursued only the plan of filling in, and tracing upon cloth,

afterwards carefully revising the work, so as to enable me to be satisfied

with its correctness. The last inscription on the northern side, is the

most faulty of the three ; the letters appear originally to have been very

faintly cut, are small, and not uniform in size. The surface of the rock

is very irregular, with large fissures, the whole much weather-worn, and

mutilated. (No. 5.) No pains were spared to transcribe it on the cloth,

and I can only trust, that it will be found as perfect, as under circumstan-

ces it could be made. M. Jacquet's plan could not have been applied

with any advantage to either of these two inscriptions, in the first owing

to the undulatory form of the rock, and in the second from the faint-

ness of the character ; copies by hand would have occupied immense

time in this peculiar character ; and the very imperfect state of the

northern inscription, would have differed in nothing from the cloth. Some

few large and curious tablets occupy the front of a small piece of rock,

near the eastern face of the larger one ; there are no other ancient

inscriptions at the foot of Gimar, or in the neighbourhood of Junagarh.

I need not observe, that it became an object of primary interest with

Captain Lang and myself, to find some clue to the discovery of the

5 &2
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missing portion of the rock on the eastern side, as the highly impor-

tant 18th edict, containing the names of Ptolemy, &c, had principally-

suffered from the mutilation. All our inquiries tended to the conclu-

sion, that the rock had been blasted to furnish materials for the neigh-

bouring causeway : to remove any sufficiently extensive part of the

pavement of this, would have been attended with an expense, which I

did not feel myself authorized in incurring without authority, but the

whole of the soil at the base of the rock, particularly on the eastern

side, was turned up to a considerable distance, and as deep as could be

gone. In this way numerous small fragments of the original rock were

found, confirming our surmises, as to the purpose to which the other

portions had been applied* : from these fragments only two had the old,

and one a portion of a letter in the modern character upon them.

For any further information respecting this noted rock and monu-

ment of antiquity, I must refer to my plans, and rough sketches which

accompany these notes ; but I cannot help expressing, at the termination

of my work upon it, how much I owe to the politeness of H. H. the

nawab, whose hospitality and kindness, during my stay at Junagarh,

were unbounded; by his direction, an awning was spread over the stone,

and an Arab guard was furnished me ; in short that assistance was af-

forded, without which, it is doubtful if I could have proceeded.

Within the walls of Junagarh, the Uparkot and some excavations

at its base, are the only objects of any interest. The old citadel is

built upon an elevation of the limestone, which appears to cap over the

granite at the base of the hills ; and on which the city of Junagarh is

situated. This is quarried in all directions in the eastern, or unoc-

cupied part of the city, and is so soft as to be easily cut with a hatchet.

It hardens however on exposure, and is invariably used as a building

material. The Uparkdt is a noble specimen of eastern fortification,

its walls being unusually high, with immense bastions. The materials for

these have been taken from a wide and deep ditch, which has been scarp-

ed all round it. There is only one gateway and narrow entrance from

the westward, guarded by a few sebundees of the nawab, who, as a

matter of form, still keeps the keys of this stronghold. With the

exception of a very handsome musjid, which occupies the highest

part of the interior, the whole is a mass of ruins, overgrown with

a thick jungle of the custard-apple tree: the musjid has suffered much

* We are indebted to H. H. the present nawab of Junagarh, for the preservation

of the inscriptions from total destruction, as he interfered to prevent the further

mutilation of the stone. The popular belief in the spot is, that the unknown charac-

ters refer to immense treasures, buried in the neighbourhood of, or under the rock.
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from the earthquake of A. D. 1819, but is still a very magnificent build-

ing ; its roof affords some fine views : the most splendid is that of the

" Mighty Girnar" as seen through the opening in the hills, with the

causeway and bridge crossing the ravine in the foreground. In the rear

of the musjid is a very curious piece of ordnance, with an Arabic in-

scription ; its material appears to be a composition something like bell-

metal ; its length is 17^ feet ; circumference at the breech 5 feet, this

latter quite flat ; bore capable of carrying a 121b. ball. The following is

a translation of the inscription on this gun : " Sultan Suleeman Bin

Suleem Khan ordered the manufacture of this gun, in the year of the

H. 937, to the intent, that it should be employed in the destruction of

the infidels of Hind. Maker of the gun, Mahomed Bin Humzal of

Misar" In another part of the fort is a piece of the same description

as the above ; but smaller in size. There are also some curious speci-

mens of iron guns : so rude is their construction, that firing them

must have been attended with no little danger to the artillery men :

they are evidently first efforts in the art of casting. The greatest

curiosities in the fort however are two wells, or more correctly, to

designate them according to their construction, a bouree, and a well or

kooa : the dimensions of these places which I subjoin, will shew the

immense scale on which they are constructed*. The well is square,

and lined with masonry for a few feet from the top. An excavation

has been made at the distance of about one third of its depth, where is a

bathing place and entrance to a gallery, which descends by steps to the

bottom, the light being admitted by large square holes or windows open-

ing into the well. The softness of the stone offers every facility for such

a work, and I observed that the strata here dip at an angle of about

30°, with a strike to the north. Owing to the great elevation of the

interior of the Uparkot, water could not be found but at an immense
depth. The bouree is nearly circular, and occupies the whole of a large

bastion to the eastward. Its interior is lined with solid masonry, and

the descent is by a fine flight of steps ; these, with a portion of the walls,

and the whole of the entrance to the west, are all the remains now
traceable of the Rajput possessors of this place, the last of whom, raja

Mundaltk, descended from a line of princes, who it is stated ruled

here for 19 centuries, gave up the fort and his throne to Mahmud
Bigarraha, H. 877, A. D. 1472f. I was fortunate in discovering a

* Depth of well, ]S0 feet, 37 feet square. Ditto of Bouree, 96 ditto. Circum-
ference ditto, 74 ditto. Length of descent to ditto, 240 ditto.

f For a detailed account of the capture of this place, conversion of the raja to the

Muhammadau religion, &c, see the Mirati hkandari ; the following extract from
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tablet in the wall, in the interior of the fort, which contains an edict by

this raja Mundalik, dated S. 1507, A. D. 1451. It reminded me
much of the noted ones by king Asoka, since it contains an order that

every 11th day shall be considered sacred, coupled with injunctions

against the destruction of animal life.

The excavations, of which there are several at the base of the Uparkot,

are made in the face of the same soft stone, and consist in some of

three or four low apartments ; in others there are as many as six, with

a large or principal one in the centre. These apartments are small, 'flat-

roofed, and supported by square pillars without ornament ; the en-

trances to many are through small and low door-ways, but the greater

number are quite open. These places are said by some to have been

the haunts of a tribe of robbers called Kaphrias, and it is a cu-

rious coincidence, that on inquiry respecting some similar excavations

in a sandstone hill, which I observed near Lukput at the western

extremity of Cutch, I was told exactly the same story. In the neigh-

bourhood of Buddhist records, any thing approaching to a vihara,

becomes of great interest ; but I fear the very soft nature of the stone

from which these are excavated, will not allow of their being considered

of any great antiquity. I may however be mistaken in this, and per-

haps my sketches of one or two of these caves* may assist in

determining, how far they are worthy of being considered ancient. In

one was the following inscription, " Shaikh Ali, the servant of the

servant of God ; took up his abode in this place, in the year H. 940."

I procured some few coins at Junagarh ; one belonging to the

Saraushtra dynasties ; the others, the small, and generally illegible, cop-

that work, which I procured at Junagarh, is a description of the Girnar and Uparkot

;

this latter is the ancient Junagarh^ the modern city was styled Mustafabad ; but the

whole is now only known by the ancient title.
—"The Girnar on three sides is en-

compassed by hills, those on the northern side are the nearest, those to the south

the most distant. The extent of these hills from N. to S. is 12 kos, the whole

covered with thick jungle, in which are many caverns inhabited by birds and beasts,

and a race of infidels called Khants : these castes when pursued by troops flee to the

fastnesses of the jungle. There are numerous extraordinary trees growing here

whose names are unknown, but besides these are many fruit trees, as the jambu,

tamarind, mango, kirnee, and awleh. From the foot of the hill of Girndr towards

the west, at the distance of three or four bow shots, is a rocky eminence, on which

is built the fort of Junagarh, whose walls are very strong ; there are two wells and

two bouries : the former are known by the names of Sri and Chiri, The king of

this place was raja Mundalik, mentioned in Indian histories, whose family ruled

here for 19 centuries. '

* The sketches sent by Lt. Postans appear to establish his theory, that the caves

were heretofore viharas of a Buddhist monastical establishment : but they exhibit

nothing curious or unusual, being similar in every respect to those found at Dhauli

in Kutak, and the number of other plates of this article compels us to omit them.
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per pice, known in Cutch, where they are very common, as the Gudha

kfl pysa ; the fable connected with them is evidently as common in Kat-

tywar, as in the former place, and with many other points of tradi-

tionary similitude, may I think be admitted in proof of the connection

between the Rajput tribes of both provinces.

All my researches tending to the conviction, that, beyond what I have

detailed, Junagarh could boast of no antiquities within its walls, any

further description of it as a modern Muhammadan city, would be

superfluous. I shall therefore proceed to the summit of Girnar,

the distance of which from the city gates, is calculated by the natives

at seven kos (about 10 miles)*. The road from the noted rock to the

Damudar Kund, and temples before mentioned, is over the causeway, on

the edge of the nullah, or mountain torrent, which is crossed by a very

neat and substantial bridge. This nullah runs directly west from the

foot of the Girnar, to the eastern gate of Junagarh, where it branches

off, following the walls of the city in a northerly direction. To within

a short distance of the city, its bed is a succession of immense

masses of granite, over which I was told, a torrent, fed by smaller

streams from the hills, rushes with great impetuosity during the rainy

season. There is no other nullah or river at the foot of the Girnar,

in this direction.

A few days previous to my quitting Junagarh, I received, amongst

other interesting papers from Mr. Prinsep, one which referred to the

inscription on the eastern side of the rock, in which mention is made

M of the Paleshini river, with a bridge at the foot of the hill of Girina-

gar, thrice destroyed by inundations, and repaired with wood and stone,

400 cubits long and 75 wide, &c." To have discovered the slightest

remains of this bridge, would have been highly gratifying, and I spared

no exertion to that end. That the water- course, or large nullah

which I have described, is the Paleshini " river" alluded to, I feel con-

vinced, from the fact of its being the only channel for the mountain

torrents in this direction. Whilst its " inundations" which thrice

destroyed the former bridge, agree with the present violence of these tor-

rents. The title of " river" thus given to a large nullah, not more than

50 yards in width at its greatest extent, must be considered as an allow-

able exaggeration, probably to enhance the magnitude of the work of

throwing a bridge across it. Again, the present must always have

been the high road, as it is the only accessible one to Girnar on the

* Two kos from the city gate to the foot of the mountain, and thence five kos

to the summit; this latter it will be seen from the measurement given, is an

absurd exaggeration.
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western side. Of this the position of the rock with its inscriptions, in-

tended as they must have heen, to attract attention in the vicinity of

a great thoroughfare, is sufficient proof ; and hence the former necessity,

as now, of a bridge, to enable travellers to Girnar to cross the ravine,

or " Paleshini river." In the absence of even the slightest remains,

(so far as I could trace,) of the ancient bridge, the only difficulty

in determining its site, is to be found in the measurement given

(400 cubits long) ; but I think that even this difficulty may be explain-

ed away, without departing far from local evidence. A bridge to have

been of any use on the road to Girnar, could only have been erected

on, or near the site of the present one, as it is the narrowest part of

the valley, and must have stretched the whole breadth of the ravine
;

which must be crossed at this precise spot. The greatest distance between

the two hills is here only 120 feet, whilst the length of the bridge,

according to the measurement in the inscription, calculating the cubit

at 19 inches, would be 633 feet—a difference too great to allow of

the standard of the cubit in those days being altered to adapt itself

to it. But the word " bridge" has, I doubt not, in the inscription,

been applied not only to the masonry, &c, spanning the ravine, but also

to some portion of the causeway or approach to the same. This I

think more than probable, for although the present causeway, actu-

ally crosses the nullah in a bridge at one spot only, yet for its whole

length, it is necessarily so immediately on the edge of the ravine, and

indeed in some places may be said so much to overhang it that the

word " bridge" would probably be applied by the natives, to a greater

portion, than that actually connecting the opposite banks of the ravine, at

the single point where such connection could be of any use to travel-

lers to Girnar. Unless the " Paleshini Nuddee" is to be looked for in

another direction altogether, there is no other way than the above, of

accounting for the dimensions of the bridge ; but as there happens to

be only this approach to Girnar from the westward, and as its position

is immediately at the foot of the hill—coupled with the position of the

rock and inscriptions—there can be no doubt that it is the place referred

to. The only remaining pathway to Girnar through the jungle from

the southward, has no river, torrent, or corresponding feature about it*.

* This is an accessible but unfrequented pathway, considered dangerous by tho

natives, from the fear of wild beasts, (lions abound in these hills,) and tbe Khants ;

this tribe of freebooters still infest the jungles around Junagarh, as described by the

author of the Mirat i Iskandari. Even the high and well frequented road from the

westward, is not considered safe from these depredators, and nil the visitors to

Girnar who can afford it, hire Arab and Mekrani guards to escort them to the

temples. Captain Lang and myself were fired on by a party of these outlaws in

passing through the jungle on the eastern side, and at the foot of the Girnar.
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I could trace nothing approaching " Paleshini" in the names by which

the ravine is at present known ; these are the Sirsihee, Tribenee, and

Sonarekha,—this . latter, having some allusion to gold being found in

its bed, is curious.

Although I failed to discover the slightest trace of the ancient bridge,

the remains of an old causeway are to be seen near the present one,

crossing the bed of the ravine in a diagonal direction. It is only

traceable for a few yards, but appears to have been connected with

some former extensive work of the kind, as it is again to be seen for a

short extent beyond the modern causeway towards Junagarh. From the

Damodar Kund and temples the Girndr road winds through thick

jungle, the ascent commencing at the foot of the western spur or

shoulder*. Here it is necessary to quit the horse, and take to a rude,

but very convenient conveyance for the purpose ; consisting of a small

square seat, suspended from two short poles and carried by four men.

After a winding and rugged ascent of about a mile, the shoulder termi-

nates at the foot of the scarp, where is a small dharamsdla and

halting-place. Up to this point, the Girndr is connected with the

lower range, and its sides, together with the gorges and the valleys

of the hills beneath, are richly clothed with a most luxuriant jungle,

diversified only with the black rocks, which occasionally appear through

the trees and vegetation. But for the rest of the ascent, the sacred

mount rises an immense, bare, and isolated granite rock, presenting all

the gigantic masses peculiar to that formation. The whole face of the

rock is quite black, with occasional white streaks, probably of felspar.

The sides to the north and south are nearly perpendicular scarps ; on

the extreme point of the northern side is an immense pillar or boulder,

which seems as it were poised on its pinnacle, requiring only a slight

force to dislodge it. This pillar is sometimes the scene of self-

sacrifice, and is hence called the Beiru Jhap or leap of deathf. The

noted Jain temples occupy a small ledge or table land surmounting

the scarp, and the wall of a kind of fort, which is erected round them,

is immediately on the edge of the rock. As seen from below, their

apparently very diminutive size has a curious effect. From the dha-

* The whole distance from the commencement of the ascent to the summit of

the Girndr, I found to be 4691 yards, or two miles, five furlongs, and 71 yards.

Its perpendicular height above the level of the sea, is said to be 2500 feet ; but

this, I had not the means of determining.

f The belief appears to be, that the victim will secure to himself the rank of

raja in the next stage of his existence. The immense number of eagles which

sail round this pillar and the scarp, add much to its apparent height. A poor

wretch had sacrificed himself only a few days before our arrival.
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ramsdla just mentioned, to the temples, the ascent winds up the face

of the rock, every trifling ledge or irregularity in the surface of which

has been most ingeniously turned to account, in the formation of a

pathway generally about five feet wide, with steps of masonry : these

latter are said to have been the gift of a rich mahajun from Boondee in

Rajputdna. This part of the journey is calculated to try the nerves of the

traveller, bordering, as the pathway does, upon a perpendicular descent

of many hundred feet: a false step might be fatal ; and it is quite extra-

ordinary to observe the ease and alacrity, with which the bearers turn

the sharp corners and difficult passages in this narrow and dangerous

ascent. In descending, they carry the dooley at a rapid pace ; but

constant practice has made the road so familiar to these poor people,

that their dexterity banishes all idea of danger. To attempt any de-

scription in detail of the lavish richness in the style and architecture of

the Gimdr temples, would be beyond my limits. Commanding, as

the sect does by whom they are erected and kept up, much of the

wealth of India, they have evidently spared none, to make these

monuments of their superstition of surpassing magnificence. The

walls of the fort, to which I have alluded, occupy the whole ledge sur-

mounting the scarp, and within it are eight temples, a dharamsdla,

and two tanks*. Of the former, the largest and most gorgeous, though

by no means the most ancient, is sacred to Neemnath, whilst the

others are erected in honor of the favourite saint Parisnathji'. The

figures of the saints, which are very numerous, are generally small, but

there is one colossal image of Rikhabdeo-j-. There are many

inscriptions on various parts of the temples, recording the repairs and

additions made to them from time to time by the mahajuns. The

original material in all is granite, but the expense of vs orking it being

too great, the repairs^ are now carried on with the stone brought

from below, and quarried in the eastern part of the city of Junagarh.

There are three ancient temples, whose peculiar form, with something ap-

proaching to a Dahgop occupying the whole space in their centre, would

lead to the conclusion that they are of Buddhist origin. The dates

* The largest of these was the gift of king Kumar Pal, 8th of the Choluk

Wunkshi tribe who ruled at Anhilwarrah Pattan.

f Height from the gadee, on which this figure is sitting, to the top of the head

13 feet ; length of foot 3 feet. Material, granite coated with chunam.

i Many of these temples have been much mutilated, and one which is now re-

building, was completely thrown down by Allah cd deen, styled Khoonie (or the

bloody), who is said to have ravaged Guzerat like Mahmu'd of old. The time

of this Muharamadan conqueror is obscure, but at Gimdr they say about 200 years

ago. I think the temples at Abu suffered from the same person.
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of these, with copies of inscriptions upon them, as well as the traditions

respecting Gimdr, and the other noted Jain sanctuaries at Sitrunjih

or Pallitana, have been promised me by ajattee, whom I had the good

fortune to meet at Junagarh*, and will, when procured, form the subject

of a separate paper. The temples at Gimdr are under the care of

Charuns, who spare no trouble to shew strangers all the curiosities of

the place. The month Phahgun (February and March) is the period

of the great annual jatlrah at Gimdr, when crowds of mahajuns from

all parts of western and central India assemble to visit these shrinesf

.

From the temples, to the summit of the mount, the ascent is gradual

and easy, the steps being continued the whole way. A thin layer of

soil upon the surface of the rock, affords sufficient nourishment to the

korumder bush and wild fig ; the former grows with great luxuriance^.

Several small and detached temples occupy sites to the right and left

of the pathway ; but the only spot of any note, before reaching the sum-

mit, is the Ghai Mukh, a spring of beautifully clear water, which issues,

as the name implies, from the mouth of the sacred animal : some small

shrines are built near it, and it is believed to possess the property of

* There is a small establishment of these men at Junagarh belonging to the

Gimdr temples, and from the chapras much curious and interesting matter is often

to be gained ; they are the only annalists in this part of India, and it is evident from

the perfect coincidence in names and dates, that those Muhammadan historians who
have written on Guzerat, were indebted to the Jain priests and their books (gene-

rally in the Basha), for all the information they possess respecting Anhilwarra

Pattern and similar places. Their annals extend as far back as Pattiliputta, and

Chandagutto, Bindusaro, and Asoko are familiar names ; but here, their chronology

fails them, and beyond the mere names and order of succession they can give no

information. In connection with Asoka's name, I was happy to have it in my
power to make my friend the jattee (Hasti Wijjah) some return for the assistance

he afforded me whilst at Gimdr, by enlightening him on the subject of the charac-

ter on the noted rock, which he confessed had long excited his curiosity. I also gave

him one of Mr. Prinsep's Sanskrit alphabets ; with the assistance of this, and his

knowledge of the language, he will be enabled to decipher the edicts of a king, whose

name figures in his chapras.

f Although this is the periodical jattrah, Gimtr is always well attended, parti-

cularly by jogies, who take it on their return from Dwarka. The liberal Sudawurts

which are established here, act as no little incentive to these people, and every na-

tural cave or shelter afforded by the rocks in various parts of the summit, is occu-

pied by one or more of the Sunyasi tribe. They come well provided with Sanks

from Sankudar (island of Bate near Dwarka) and at sun-set the whole hill is made

to resound to their shrill sounds.

X The soil and climate of the Gimdr and neighbouring hills, appear particularly

congenial to the growth of the mango. On the eastern side of the former, two

extensive ledges in the side of the mount, are entirely occupied by thickets of this

tree, and are known as the Sasha Wun, 1000, and Lacka Wun, 100,000—referring

to the number of trees in each. The former is said to have been the scene of a

tupusya by Neemna'th, who was also attended by 1000 devotees.
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purifying from sin. The highest point of the Girn&r* is occupied by an

ancient temple to Mata, or, as it is styled, Ambavee Mata; originally

Jain, but at present used by the Hindus, and the only one they possess

upon the Girn&r. From this temple towards the south, the road and

steps lead to a slight descent, from which a view is obtained of two

extraordinary-shaped forks, or peaks of bare granite, which rise from

considerable and detached bases to an immense height, gradually re-

ceding to points at their summits ; they are separated from the Girn&r

by a deep ravine, and the farthest and loftiest is surmounted by a small

building, and known as the Guru Dutatri. As seen from this side,

these pinnacles appear perfectly inaccessible ; but the Guru Dutatri is

gained by a continuation of the steps, and pilgrims from all parts of

India traverse this dangerous and often fatal pathway, dailyf

.

Without enumerating the many small shrines and sacred spots

on the summit of the Girn&r, it will be sufficient to observe, that the

whole of this extraordinary mount, is invested with peculiar sanctity,

the origin of which would seem to be of high antiquity. That the

present system of worship is a graft of the ancient Buddhist faith

which obtained here, there can be no doubt. The Edicts of Pyadasi

testify abundantly that the hill of " Girinagar" and its neighbourhood,

was originally a stronghold of the monotheists, whose form of worship

has now degenerated into the modern system of Jainism.

The neighbourhood of Junagarh has also its share of Muhammadan
sanctity. A shrine called the Dutar, sacred to the memory of a noted

saint, (Jumal Sha'h,) crowns the summit of a hill to the southward,

and is as highly venerated as any in Guzerat. This spot is also said to

have been the scene of some extraordinary austerities performed by

this peer, who lived about 100 years ago. The stories connected

with Jumal Shah are vague and contradictory ; by some he is said to

have been buried at Junagarh ; by others Tattah in Sindh, is said to

claim the honor of his remains. But the veneration paid to his me-

mory is extraordinary. At the foot of the hill various lepers and other

persons afflicted with loathsome diseases, have taken up their residence,

and occupy themselves in calling upon the saint's name to release

them from their afflictions, and restore them to their families ; and I

have seen the Cutch boatmen make their offerings to this shrine, as they

pass in view of the Junagarh hills along the western coast of Rat-

tywar.

* The greatest breadth of the table land at the summit of the Girn&r is only

15 yards.

f One man lost his life, by falling from the steps leading to this pinnacle,

•whilst we were on the Girn&r.
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Note on Somndth.

History has given to the idol and temple of Somndth a celebrity that

none other of the places of Hindu worship can boast. The romantic-

account of its destruction given by Ferishta, is the circumstance by

which to this day Mahmud Ghaznavi's career of victory and blood-

shed is most remembered—so much so that even Mill has condescend-

ed to borrow from that historian, the picturesque story of the image

yielding to successive blows of- the warrior king's battle-axe, till his

zeal was repaid by the bursting of the idol's belly, and the discovery

of the largest and most valuable jewels concealed within its cavity.

The Rozut oos-sufa, a history of higher antiquity* and better autho-

rity than Ferishta, gives an account of Mahmud's expedition, which

corresponds in the main particulars with that of Ferishta, but omits

this breaking of the image ; nevertheless, as Ferishta says the pieces

were to be seen in his day at Ghaznavi, there can be no doubt the

image was broken, and carried away as a trophy of the conquest.

The account of the idol and temple given by Ferishta is evidently

borrowed from the Rozut oos-sufa, of which the citation of Sheikh

Fureed ood deen's couplet in explanation of the name Somndth, is un-

deniable evidence. As this work may not be in every body's hands, it

may be useful to insert an extract rendered into English, for comparison

with the account of the same events which will be found in the

first volume of Colonel Briggs's Ferishta. The place beseiged by

Mahmud Ghaznavi must have been the city of Pdtan, the situa-

tion of which on the sea side, as described by Lieut. Postans, exactly

corresponds with the description in both histories, though the name of

the town was lost in the greater celebrity of the idol and its temple.

" Somndth is the name for an idol which, according to the Hindus,

was lord of all idols. But Sheikh Fureed ood deen Utar, the poet,

says, Somndth is the name of a place, and Lat the name of the idol, for

he has the following couplet

:

" Historians however agree that Somndth was an idol in a temple

situated on the sea side, which idol the Hindus worshipped, especially at

times of eclipse. More than a lakh of people used to come to it on nights

when the moon was under eclipse : and they believed too, that the

souls of the deceased came to Somndth, on first leaving the bodies

they had occupied, and were there assigned to fresh bodies. They

also believed that the sea worshipped Somndth, and the rise and fall

* The Rozut oos-sufa was compiled by order of Ameer Ulee Sheer, between

the Hijira years 900 and 902, A D. 1444 and 1496.
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of the tides was considered to be proof of this. From the most distant

parts of India pilgrims used to come to worship at this shrine:

10,000 villages were assigned for its support, and there were so many-

jewels belonging to it, as no king had ever one-tenth part of in his

treasury. Two thousand Brahmins served the idol, and a golden

chain of 200 muns supported a bell-plate, which being struck at

stated times called the people to worship ; 300 shavers, 500 dancing-

girls, and 300 musicians were on the idol's establishment, and received

support from the endowment and from the gifts of pilgrims. The Ganges

is a river to the east of Dehlee near Kanouj, which the Hindus be-

lieve to flow from heaven, and into which they throw the ashes of the

burned dead, conceiving that by so doing the sins of their lives are

washed away. Brahmins, drowning themselves in this stream, believe

that they secure eternal beatitude. Distant as the river is from

Somndth, still there were pilgrims employed in continually bringing its

water thither, so that the idol might be regularly washed with it.

" In Hejira 416 Mahmud Ghaznavi invaded India and destroyed

all the idols ; whereupon the Hindus said, that the idol Somndth had

in its anger caused their destruction, otherwise the destroyer would

have perished. Mahmud hearing of this, resolved to proceed against

Somndth itself, thinking that, when that most sacred image should be

destroyed, the Hindus would more readily turn to Islam.

"On the 10th Shaban 416, (12th Oct. 1025,) the king moved

with 30,000 mounted warriors, lightly equipped, to Multan, where he

arrived in the middle of Ramzan, (Nov. 1025.) There, finding that

between him and Somndth lay a wide desert, without water or forage, he

assigned to each trooper two camels, and besides loaded 20,000 camels

with supplies and water. Having thus passed the desert, he came upon

a country full of strong forts, (Ajmeer,) the holders of which mostly

submitted ; whereupon the king ordered the men to be put to death,

and the women and children to be made captives, and he destroyed

all the idols. Thence advancing, he came to Bhuwara (in Ferishta

Nihurwala), which was deserted by its chief and garrison, and Mah-

mud establishing a depot there, continued his march, destroying all the

idols and temples as before, till he came to the neighbourhood of

Somndth, in the month of Zeekdad, (January, 1026.) There he found

a strong fort on the sea side, so situated that the waves washed to the

top of the battlements. The Hindus crowded the ramparts, expecting to

see the Moosulman army destroyed by the idol god for its presumption.

The next day the army approached the walls, and commenced the

assault with such vigour, as the Hindus had never before seen. The
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walls were soon cleared by the archers, and ladders being planted, the

warriors mounted with the cry of ' Allah Akbar.' The Hindus

thereupon turned on the assailants and fought desperately, some fight-

ing, while others went to the idol, and, prostrating themselves, prayed

for victory. After fighting all day, the besiegers retired to their camp ;

but next morning they renewed the assault, and cutting off the heads

of all who opposed them, penetrated to the temple of Somndth. There

the Hindus alternately prostrating themselves and renewing the battle,

maintained themselves till night. Many of them were slain, and many

attempted by embarking in vessels to effect their escape by sea ; but

Mahmud, embarking part of his army, pursued them, and made great

slaughter amongst the fugitives, thus completing his victory. The

temple of Somndth was supported by fifty-six pillars ornamented with

rubies, emeralds, and other precious stones ; each of these pillars bore

the name of a different king of India as its embellisher. Fifty thousand

infidels, and more, were slain round this temple, which was vast in

dimensions, &c. &c." The history then proceeds with the arrangements

after the conquest.

Lieutenant Postans, in his very interesting account of the present

condition of this temple, seems to be of opinion, that he saw it as it was

left by Mahmud Ghaznavi after his conquest in 416 Hejira or

1025-26 A. D. This, however, is not the case. Although the great

image was broken and carried away, and perhaps all the carved images

about the temple were industriously decollated or otherwise mutilated,

still as Mahmud left a Hindu prince of sacred character, called in

the Persian histories Dabishleen, probably Devee Singh, as his

vicegerent at Somndth, it is most probable that the temple was promptly,

if not effectually, restored, for the sake of the revenue to be derived

from its pilgrim tax. The poet Sadi, who lived 200 years after

Mahmud, gives in his Bostan an amusing tale of his own adventures

at Somndth ; it commences,

" I saw an idol of ivory at Somndth, jewelled like the idol Mundt
in the days of superstition and ignorance," &c. The story is illustrative

of the state of the temple, and of manners, and may therefore be told

with advantage. Sadi, wondering at the folly of live people paying

their adoration to a material without sense or motion, ventures to express

his sentiments to an attendant priest, with whom he has some acquain-

tance. The priest turns upon him in rage, and excites a commotion,

which endangers Sadi's life y whereupon he throws himself upon the
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mercy of the chief priest, stating that, although he had ventured to

express a doubt, it was merely because he desired conviction. The

priest tells him he is a man of sense and judgment, and shall be con-

vinced that this idol is superior to all others, and deserving of adoration.

If he will abide in worship all night, he promises him to see the idol

raise its arm in the morning in adoration. Sadi consents, and gives an

amusing account of the inconvenience he experienced from the pressure

of the unwashed, unsavory crowd. Just before sunrise, the image, at

the sounding of a bell, raises its arm, to the delight of the worshipping

thousands. Sadi assures the chief priest of his perfect convicton, flat-

ters him and obtains his intimacy, till, finding an opportunity when the

temple is empty, he gets behind the image, and there discovers a servitor

concealed, with the rope in his hand for raising the idol's arm. The man

runs, and Sadi follows, trips him up and throws him into a well

:

then, to make quite sure, he drops heavy stones upon him, feeling

that his own life would assuredly be sacrificed, if his discovery were

known, and quaintly remarking <j^j>J^ ^^ rA^ *<~V* i'
^ " ^eaa

*

men tell no more tales." He then hurries away from Somndth, and

returns to "Persia through Hindustan, by a route of great danger

and difficulty, the troubles of which he says he shall remember to his

dying day.

Such is the story, and it shows the temple to have been restored, as

a place of Hindu worship, after its destruction by Mahmud, and to

have remained as such, with something like its former renown, for

200 years after that conquest. It is evident, however, from its present

appearance, that it has since yielded to other spoilers, and has even been

converted at one time into a musjid. The minarets on each side of the

principal entrance, are evidently Muhammadan, and the interior arches

observable in the sketch No. LI. are also no part of the original Hin-

du fabric ; but must have been erected at a much later date, to support

the magnificent roof described by Lieut. Postans, in lieu of the fifty-

six pillars adorned by fifty-six rajas, which were stripped, if not broken,

by the destroyer of the 11th century.

The pundits say, that there is nothing in the vedas, puranas and

other brahmanical text-books to illustrate the origin and history of the

Somndth temple. Its situation on the shore of the Indian ocean, and the

corresponding temple of the sun in Katak, known as the Black Pagoda,

and situated on a like promontory washed by the waves of the eastern

sea in the Bay of Bengal, will not fail to strike the reader. And Aso-

ka's selection of rocks on the high road to each, for the promulgation

of his edicts, would seem to indicate, that both enjoyed in his day a cor-
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responding celebrity ; and that, through the resort of pilgrims, the ap-

proaches to them afforded the surest means of causing his doctrines

and injunctions to be universally known.

In this number, we confine our observations to the Somndth temple.

The more valuable relics of Girndr must be reserved for more careful

examination. Lieut. Postans' report and sketches of the rocks, and.

of the valley of Junagarh, will shew precisely the site and outward

appearance of the natural tablets, upon which the edicts of Asoka.

have been so carefully and so durably engraved. With that we must

at present be satisfied. The examination of the facsimiles, and their

comparison with the previous readings and printed version of this extra-

ordinary inscription, will be the work of time : and unfortunately the

drawings and facsimiles of Lieut. Postans reached Calcutta the very

day after the discoverer of the key for decyphering this ancient charac-

ter had taken his departure, in a state of health that prevented his giving

close attention to any of his favorite pursuits. He had prepared every

thing before his sickness, for the final comparison which was to be

made on their expected arrival. He had already corrected the version,

printed in preceding Numbers of this Journal so as to have completed,

almost to his perfect satisfaction, the entire restoration and decypher-

ing of this valuable relic of 20 centuries. It remained only to refer

to the facsimiles for a few doubtful letters and passages ; this la-

bour, which to him would have been the work, only of a few hours, will

impose upon any other who undertakes it, the task of mastering the

character and language of the inscription, and of remaking the colla-

tions ab initio. The facsimiles are in the museum of the Asiatic So-

ciety, and the learned and the curious are invited to their examination.

Since the above note was written Mr. Kittoe, who has kindly

lithographed the sketches of Somndth for the Journal, has favored us

with the following note on its architecture.

Note by Mr. Kittoe on the Architecture of the temple of Somndth,

as exhibited in plates XL. and XLI.

Much pains do not appear to have been bestowed by the " Faithful"

(who converted the temple of Somndth into a musjid), to obliterate

what still remained of its idolatrous features. The minarets and

domes of the exterior, and the vousoir arches of the interior supporting

them, seem to be the only parts of Moorish origin ; the pillars now
occupying the interior of the fabric, and supporting the flat portions of

the roof, most probably originally adorned the porches, or " Subhas" and

colonnades, which, even in the present day, characterise some of the

temples of Orissa and lower down the coast.

5 t
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That part of the fabric, represented in plate L. as covered by domes

and flat roofing, is most probably the multangular base of a once

gigantic conical tower, like those of Kanaruc, Jugunnath, Bhobanes-

wur, and of many others in different parts of the continent of India.

That shape was common to all Brahminical edifices, and is still

adhered to in the present day.

The most curious feature is the perfectly Egyptian doorway, built

within the original sculptured lintels apparent in the plate ; this was

probably constructed when the temple was restored, after its destruction

by Mahmud Ghaznavi.

Plate LI. seems to represent the interior of an octagonal apartment

beneath the principal dome, which appears to have been originally sup-

ported on eight pillars and architraves taken from different parts of the

temple ; these being subsequently found too weak to support its weight,

arches appear to have been turned and built in beneath : the remainder

of the roof, which seems to be supported by pillars of various shapes with

brackets and plain architraves, the style of which is precisely the same

as of those in the old mosques at Jounpur, likewise constructed with

the fragments of demolished temples. Many of the pillars there are

elaborately sculptured ; others again are perfectly plain, as represent-

ed in the plate before us for Somnaih ; but the original pillars of

Mahmud Ghaznavi's time may have been cased with gilt copper

and jewels, for Colonel Mackenzie in his papers, describes several

columns thus adorned in the Carnatic.

The admixture of Moorish and Hindu sculpture and architecture,

resulting from this practice of converting temples into mosques in the

manner above described, gave rise to a style, which might well be termed

" Indo-musjidy," for the proportions are as three of the former to one

of the latter.

VI.

—

Population and Mortality in Calcutta.

We are indebted to the same anonymous contributor, who furnished

Capt. Herbert with the statement of protestant deaths, published in the

Gleanings, vol. III. p. 88, for the enlarged table which we now present,

and which, although it must necessarily be uncertain as a foundation for

estimating the mortality of different classes, still, until we have a regu-

lar municipal record of the inhabitants of all conditions, classed by age,

these results may be looked upon as a tolerable approximation to the truth.

We will leave the compiler to make his own remarks on the Mortality

table. The second table, or that of the population, appears to have been

taken through the thanahs ; and if the Khdneh shumdri system be re-

peated every five years or so, we should think that the results compared

would afford a good average.
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Statement of the average rate of Mortality per cent, among the different classes

ofinhabitants in Calcutta per census and Table of mortality.

Denominations.

English,..

Eurasians,.

Portuguese,
French,

Western Muhamraadans,
Bengal Muhammadans, .

.

Moguls,
Arabs,

Western Hindus,
Bengal Hindus,
Mugs
Low Castes,

Armenians,
Native Christians,

Chinese,
Jews,
Parsees,
Madrassees,

No. of

Inhabi-
tants.

3138
4746

3181
160

13,677
45,067

527
351

17,333
120,313

683
19,084

Total.

Average
mortality

p. annum.

'884

3341

59,622

157418
636
49
362
307
40
55

277

417

1607

9558
25|
3§

Average
mortality
percent.

3$pr. ct,

12*

n

6t3

64

in 28

in 8

1 in 36

1 in 16
1 in 25
1 in 14

The great difference in mortality between the Hindus* and Musul-
mans is striking, while the difference to be observed between the Por-
tuguese, as compared with the English and the Eurasians, is equally so.

Here is much room for speculation, and it cannot be said that as yet

we have as good means of getting correct information upon this subject

as they possess in Europe : nevertheless, we may approach as near as

we can to the point we wish to ascertain, and we may hope to improve

in such statistical records.

The Portuguese, among whom so great a mortality is shewn, are a

suffering race very subject to the catalogue of complaints enumerated

in these papers ; while the English and Eurasians are far more prosper-

ous in life, and enjoy comforts and happiness in a very high degree,

as compared with the former section of society. The mortality of the

English and Eurasians 3J per cent, per annum, while that of the Portu-

guese being 12^ per cent, is very great. In 1830 I ascertained, and

published, in the Gleanings of Science the burials in Calcutta of Protes-

tant Christians from the year 1820. To shew at that time, that

although the European population must have greatly increased, yet, that

the deaths and burials had not encreased, and now that the same
population is acknowledged to have increased very materially indeed,

yet we see upon referring to the first column of one of the tables, giving

the Protestant burials, for the last 20 years, no increase of deaths.

The years 1833-4, the two years following the sea inundations, shew the

greatest mortality of late years ; while among the native population

those two years, shew an extraordinary mortality. The two last years

shew in respect of both European and Native population that healthiness

* The difference of Mortality amongst the Muhammadans and Hindus may be ac-
counted for by the circumstance that the Hindus of Calcutta consisting of families

include a much larger proportion of Infant life. The same circumstance will ex-

plain the great difference between the average Mortality amongst the Portuguese
and the Europeans of Calcutta.—-Ed.
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is restored. The mortality among the other columns of society, the

Catholic, Greek, Armenian, Hindu Armenian, and Native Christian,

are for the last 20 years, and I believe them to be nearly correct. The
Chinese and the Jews keep no account of their burials ; I of course could

not include them, and they form a minute portion of the population of

this city.
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VII.

—

Report on the Weights, Measures, and Coins of Cabul and

Bukhara. By Nowrozjee Furdoonjee. Forwarded by Captain

Burnes to Government, and transferred to the Asiatic Society.

Now that, happily for the interests of British and Indian commerce,

a more intimate and extensive intercourse is about to commence with

countries adjoining to India, the following humble attempt to simplify

and accurately describe the weights, measures, and coins of Cabul and

Bukhara will not, it is hoped, be thought without use ; the more so,

since the subject has been hitherto left untouched by European mer-

chants and travellers, though a knowledge of it is indispensable to the

scientific and commercial world.

Of Cabul Weights.

General commercial or gross weight.

6 Nukhods = 1 Shahee.

4 Shahee = 1 Miscal.

20 Miscals = 1 Khoord, or Seer i Tabrez.

4 Khoord = 1 Pow or Powee.

4 Powee = 1 Charuk.

4 Charuk* = 1 Seer.

*2-| Charuck or)

40 Khoord}
=1 MuniTabree*.

8 Seer = 1 Munkhanee.

10 Munkhanee = 1 Khurwar.

6 Munkhanee =1 Camel load. \ Not being of a fixed

4 Ditto ditto = 1 Mule or poney load, r proportion these are

3 Ditto ditto =1 Ass load. ) given on an average.

There are two different muns in use at Cabul, viz. :

—

1st. The Mun i Tabreez, which is equal to 2J charuks of this

country, or = 9 lbs. 10 oz. 160 grs. troy.

2nd. Mun i Khanee which is equal to eight seers of this country,

or = 126 lbs. 2 oz. 320 grs. troy.

The maund of India is unknown, and the mun of Tabreez is evidently

that introduced from Persia, where it is universal.

The seer is also of three varieties and denominations, viz. 1st.

One seer i cabul, which is equal in weight to 504,888 Bombay rupees

or tolas, being found by actual experiment to contain 90,880 grs.,

or = 15 lbs. 9 oz. 160 grs. troy. In like manner I found the miscal

to weigh exactly 71 grains. The latter being the unit of the ponde-
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rary system of Afghanistan and Tartary, I have preferred it for my
standard by which all the other weights are ascertained with the utmost

precision. There are 1280 miscals in a Cabul seer.

2nd. Seer i Tabreez, which is only the 16th part of a charuk or

20 miscals ~ 2 ounces and 460 grains troy.

3rd. Seer i Hindustan, or that introduced from India.

4th. Chooraika are foreign measures, and not much used.

I. The commercial weights of Cabul as compared with British and

Indian weights.

Cabul weights & Value in British Value in Indian wei srhts.

their denomina- avoirdupois weight. Bombay and Guzerat.
tions.

lbs. oz. grains. mds. seer tola masha ruttee dhan.

1 Nukhoad, 2.958 1 2 315
1 Shahee, 17.750 1 1 1.891

1 Miscal, 71.000 4 5 3.466
1 Khoord or seer,

Tabreez, 3 107.187 7 10 5 1.320

1 Pow or Powee, 12 428.748 1 3 6 5 1,280

1 Charuk, 3 3 402.062 4 14 2 5 1.120

1 Seer, 12 15 295.312 18 10 5 480
1 MunKhanee,... 103 13 175.000 3 24 7 1 3.840

1 Khurwar, ...| 1038 6 0.000 36 2 14 11 1 2.400

Besides giving the equivalent of the native weights in British Avoir-

dupois weight I have, in the above and other succeeding tables, endea-

voured to draw a comparison with the Indian weights, particularly those

of Bombay and Guzerat, which might if required, be easily converted

into Bengal weights by the following relation.

Bombay and Guzerat. Bengal. British.

3 Maunds, = 1 Mun or Stand-) , ,, « n .

ardMaund, }
= 34 lbs. av. or j cwt.

2857 Seers, = 1 Seer of 80 tolas, = 2057 lbs.

The tola =180 grains is uniform in all the presidencies.

Goldsmith's or Jeweller s weight.

4 Pa =1 Nukhoad.

6 Nukhoads = 1 Shahee.

4 Shahee = 1 Miscal.

* This is used chiefly by Hindu grocers in Calul in purchasing Indian Com-

modities.
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II. Jeweller's weight compared with Indian & English Troy weights.

Cabul weights. Indian weights. English Troy weights.

1 Pa,

1 Nukhoad,
1 Shahee,
1 Miscal

Mashas. ruttees. dhans.

1.578

1 2.315
1 1 1.891

4 5 3.466

grains.

0.739

2.958
17.715

71.000

Measures.

Cloth Measure.

Khoord = 1

Gheerahs == 1

Charuks = 1

Pow = 1

Gheerah.

Charuk.

Guz.

Charuk i guz.

111= Cloth measure compared with English and Indian measures,

Cabul measures. Indian guz. English inches.

1 Khoord,
1 Geerah,
1 Pow,
1 Charuk i guz,

1 Guzi Shah,

Guz. Tussoos.

0.562

2.250
2.250
9.000

lj or 36

0.632
2.531

2.531

10.125

40.500

This guz is called guz i shah because it was introduced by Ahmed
Shah. It is used for measuring all sorts of cloths, goods, &c, and

is also employed by tailors in their use. It is equal to
1J guz of

Bombay and Guzerat, and measures 40J inches English.

Carpenter s or Timber Measure.

4 Mooeebur (hair's breadth) = 1 Rujja.

4 Rujja = 1 Payen.

4 Payen = 1 Teereea.

3 Teereea = 1

6 Tussoo

4 Charuk

Tussoo.

= 1 Charuk.

= 1 Guz i maimar

This guz is used by carpenters, bricklayers, and masons, and for

timber measuring.
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IV. Timber measures of Cabul compared.

895

Cabul Measures. Indian Measure. English Inches.

1 Mooeebur,
1 Rujja,

1 Payeen,
1 Teereea,
1 Tussoo,

1 Charuk,
1 Guz i Maimar,

Bhay Guz Tussoos.

0.019

0.076

0.305

O 0.407

H 1.222

7.333

1 5.333

0.021

0.085

0.343
0.458

1.375

8.250

33.000

There are only two kinds of guz in Cabul, viz the guz i shah,

and maimaree, the former, as already stated, measuring 401 inches, and

the latter 83 inches English.

Measures of Capacity.

These are tire same as the weights, there being no separate kind

of measures for liquids nor for coin.

Land Measure.

This includes both linear and square measure.

3 Kudums = 1 Biswa.

20 Biswas or 60 paces = 1 Jureeb — also 20 Guz i Shah.

66 Jureebs* = 1 Kroh or Kos.

12 Kos = 1 Royal Munzil or day's journey.

These measures are uncertain, not being fixed to any permanent

standard : they vary in many parts, cannot be precisely ascertained,

and must not therefore be depended upon. However, the following

comparison may give some idea, and convey a pretty good conjecture

as to their extent

:

= 3J or 4 feet.1 Biswa

1 Kudum =-= 1£ or 1^ to ditto,

1 Jureeb = 70 or 80 feet.

1 Kroh or Kos = 2 miles*.

1 Munzil = 24 miles.

Taking 14 or 13 inches for one kudum, three of which are said to be

* The assumption of two miles for the kos gives 66 jureebs of 80 feet, but this is

too much for the ordinary kos.—Ed.

5 u
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equal to one guz i shah, the jureeb is about 60 or 70 feet square, or, if

measured by the guz i shah, it comes to 67 feet, and as a last resonrce :

taking a medium of all thes results, we have one jureeh = 70 feet

square.

Coins.

8 Kourees
4 Kusseera

2 Ghuz

=== 1

= 1

Kusseera.
"J

Pysa, (pookhta.) > Copper.

Ditto. J

5 Pysa
2 Shahee
2 Sunwar

= 1

= 1

Shahee. 1 Formerl silver but
Sunwar. > .

.*

Abassee./
n0WlmaSmary-

3 Abassee or 12 shahee = 1 Rupee.—Silver.

7 Rupees

6 Rupees
15 to 18 Rupees

= 1

= 1

= 1

Tilla.

Boodkee or ducat. 1 r u
TT , e , > Gold corns.
Ushurieeormohur. J

20 Rupees = 1 Tooman, (an imaginary money

like the Kory of Bombay.)

The rupees and pice are either kham or kucha, or pookhta, i. e. puk«

ka, and where the former is not specified, the latter is always to be

understood. Their rates are as under.

6 Pookhta rupees

6 Pysa khawm

72 Ditto

= 1\ Kham rupees.

= 1 Shahee, or

= 1 Rupee.

The Tooman i khawm is worth 18\ rupees.

In the time of Shah Shooja and Zuman Shah, there were six piee

pookhta current in a shahee, or 72 pice in a rupee, but they have been

lessened to 60 in a rupee by the present Ameer. The rupees have also

been reduced in weight by the present ruler, for Shah Zumanee rupees

now bring 14 shahees in the bazar. At present there is no silver

coin of lower denomination than a rupee ; but in the time of the late

monarchs of Afghanistan, the abassee, shahee and sunwars were of

silver. They are not coined any more.

V. A general Table of Cabul, Indian and English Monies and

Exchange, showing the produce of the former country's currency in

Company's rupees at the present rate of exchange, i. e. 117 Cabul ru-

pees for 100 of the E. I. Company: and in pounds and shillings ster-

ling, at the commercial par of exchange, viz. 1 shilling 11.51 pence per

1 Bombay rupee, or 195 shillings per 100 Bhay Rs.
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Value in Indian Weight
Cabul Cur- Metal. Rate per currency Com- Value in! 3ritish in

rency. Rupee. pany's. Cu rrency. grains.

Rs. As. Pies. £ s. d.

1 Kouree, Shell, 1920 .083 .010

1 Kuseera, .. Copper, 240 .671 .083 35

1 Ghaz, Ditto, 120 1.342 .166 70

1 Pysa, Ditto, 60 2.685 .333 142

1 Shahee, Silver, 12 1 1.425 1.666 15

1 Sunwar, Ditto, 6 2 2.850 3.333 30

1 Abbasee, .

.

Ditto, 3 4 5.700 6.666 60
1 Rupee, Ditto, 1 13 8.102 1 8.000 147

1 Tilla, (7 Rs.) Gold, 14285 5 15 8.717 11 9.097 71

1 Boodkee, Ditto, per 0-0 Rs.

(6 Rs.) .. 16,666 Rs. 5 2 .615 9 0.048 525

117 Cabul Rs.
100 Ditto,

100 9 IS

85 7 6.226 8 6 8.880

The old Heratee and Shah Zumanee rupees (out of currency now)

coined at Herat and Cabul respectively in the years 1214, 1216, and

1217 A. H. weigh each 2^ miscals or 178^ grains, being only two

grains less in weight than the present Bombay and Madras rupees of one

tola. They contain five grains of alloy. The present Cabul rupee

weighs 147 grs. and contains the same quantity of alloy though it is

less in weight than the former.

Of Bukhara Weights.

Tola.

Pow.

Neemcha.

Charuk.

Dooneemsur.

Poot or Pood, (Russian.)

Mun of Bukhara.

This is the general commercial weight of Toorkistan or Tartary.

The pood is a Russian weight used at Bukhara in purchasing Russian

commodities. The tola obtains currency in Bulkh, • Khulum and

Kunduz, where it is employed in weighing tea, wax, silk, and grocery.

In Bukhara, grains, flour and such other bulky articles are weighed by

the mun—meat, butter, milk, &c. by the charuk ; while sugar, fruit,

ghee, &c, &c, are weighed by the neemcha.

VI. Table of the weights of Bukhara compared with those of Ca-

bul, England and India.

4J Miscals 1

20 Tolas = 1

2 Pow = 1

4 Neemcha = I

4 Charuks = 1

2 Doneemseer = 1

16 Ditto — 1

English Avoirdu-
Bukhara. Cabul. pois weight. Indian.

lbs. oz. drs. Mun seer tola masba ruttee.
1 Mun, 21§ Seers, 278 12 12 24 24 11 1.440
1 Doneemseer, 1| ditto, 17 6 12 31 15 6 5.590
1 Neemcha, .. 5 Khoordor or

100 miscal 1 1 6| 1 27 2 5.349
1 Charuk, .. 5 Pow, 4 5 11 7 24 10 5.397
1 Pood, 3£ Seers 34 13 8 1 23 3 1 3 180
1 Tola, 4£ Miscals, 6905 18 2.424
1 Pow, 2| Khoord, 8 11,375 27 7 2.674

5 u2
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Measures.

Cloth Measure.

4 Pow = 1 Charuk = 7 Ditto.

4 Charuk = 1 Alcheen = 28 Inches.

2 Alcheen = 1 Kolach = 56 Ditto.

By the kolach, chintz, kurbas, and other cloths are measured.

Alcheen is a Russian measure.

The

Land Measure.

At Bukhara, in lieu of the jureefi, another measure called the tuntab>

70 paces square, is used in measuring lands, and for long distances the

sung or measure of three coss, or six miles, is employed in use.

Co INS.

Money Tables.

] 1 Poole Seeah = 1 Meere.

45 Do. or 4 Meeree == 1 Tunga.

21 Tungas == 1 Tilla.

1 7 Tungas = 1 Boodkee or Ducat.

3 Soum (roubles) = 1 Tilla.

VIL Table of the relative value of Bukhara, Cabul, English and

Indian monies at the commercial par• of exchange.

Bukhara. Metal. Weight Cabul. English. Indian currency.
iu grains

Rs. Shahees P. £ s. d. Rs. As. Pie.

1 Pooli Seeah, Brass, 22 .144 1.248

1 Meeree, Silver, 11 1 1.588 1 1.729

1 Tun^a, Ditto, 48 4 6.355 4 9.918

1 Boodka*
ducat, Gold, 525 6 9 .048 5 2 .615

1 Tilla*, Ditto, 71 7 11 9.097 5 15 8.717

1 Soora*
,

Silver, 426 2 4 4 6.848 1 15 9.904

3 Yamoo*, .. Ditto, 4 lbs. 4

drs. and
8 grs.

195 16 5 J. 920 166 10 8.000

In Kunduz, Bulk, Khooloom, &c. the currency is exactly as above

stated, with the exception of an additional coin, the rupee (Mahomed'

shaeej, which also obtains currency there. It is larger than the

Cabul rupee and exactly of the size of old Heratee rupee, weighing

on an average 180 grains, or one tola of India. One hundred Koon-

doozee (Mahomedshahee) rupees are equal to 118 or 120 Cabul

* For further particulars regarding these coins consult my paper on the Russian

articles brought to Cabul.
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rupees. They may therefore be stated to be at par with the Com-

pany's and with Nanukshah.ee rupees. In the same places a kind of

brass coin of a very inferior value, called poochhuk, is also current

;

four of which are equal to a pooli seeah. No rupees are current in

Bukhara.

Of Peshawur.

To the weights, measures and coins of Cahul and Bukhara those

of Peshawur may also be added, as that district formed lately part of

the Cabul dominions, from which it is at present dismembered by

the Sikhs. Besides being situated near the Indus, Peshawur is con-

sidered a great mart of commerce.

Weights.

The weights of Cabul current here during the monarchy have now

fallen into disuse, and those of Lahore have been substituted in their

room by the conquerers. The seer which weighs 102 rupees Nanuk-

shahee, of 2
J-

miscals, each is equivalent to 2 lbs. 9 oz. and 6.147

drams avoirdupois. The other denominations are :-—

lbs. oz. drs.

1 Munkhanee = 40 Seers =109 1 13 English.

16 Chitah == 1 Seer =29 6147

96 Tolas = 1 Ditto = Ditto.

6 Tolas = 1 Chitah =02 9384

Jeweller s Weight,

The jewellers here use the same weight as in Cabul, such as the

miscal, nakhod, Sec. which are the same in value.

Goldsmith's Weight.

The goldsmiths employ the following in weighing gold, silver,

coins, &c. &c.

8 Ruttees = 1 Masha

12 Mashas = 1 Tola.

This is purely Indian weight and recently introduced from Lahore.

The tolas, ruttees, &c. are nearly of the same value as those of India.

Cloth Measures.

The guj i shahi of 40 inches and Peshawuree guz of 32 inches were

current formerly for measuring all sorts of cloths, but they have been

recently supplanted by the guz i akali of the Sikhs. It is equal to

37 inches English and subdivided into 16 geerahs.
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Coins.

The currency of Peshawur was formerly the same as that of Cabul

;

but since the conquest of it by the Sikhs, the money system has under-

gone a great change and become more intricate on account of the

introduction of foreign coins, such as the Nanukshahee: Nou Nihal-

Sunghee and other rupees. The present money system is described

as under.

Money 1"able.

4 Kourees == 1 Gunda.

8 Ditto or 2 Gundas = 1 Adhee.

2 Adhees == 1 Dumree.

2 Dumrees = 1 Adhela.

4 Ditto or 2 Adhelas = 1 Pysa.

4 Pysa === 1 Shahee of commerce.

3 Pysa = 1 Anna ditto.

16 Anas or 84 Pysas = l Rupee Peshawuree chuL

nee of commerce.

The different kinds of rupees current in Peshawur, with their

weights and relative values, are as follows :

—

1st. Nanukshahee rupee produces in Peshawur 24 Peshawurree

annas and weighs 170-172 grains.

2nd. Nou Nihal- Singhee rupee, ditto 18 annas, weight 124-130 grs.

3rd. Huri-Singhee rupee, ditto 15 annas, weight 170 grs.

4th. Peshawuree chulnee or of commerce, ditto 16 annas.

5th. Cabul rupees, or of commerce, ditto 21 annas, ditto 147 grs.

The Nanukshahee rupees are at par with the kuldar or Company's

rupees.

113 Cabul rupees are equal in currency at Peshawur to 100 Nanuk-
shahee rupees.

122 Peshawuree rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

133 Nou Nihal-Singhee rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

160 Huri-Singhee rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

Lahore, 10th July, 1838.
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VIII.

—

Ancient Inscriptions.

I.—The first inscription of which we are about to give an abstract

translation, has been obtained and communicated by Raja Dharma Ven-

rata Aswa Rao, who has been for some time in Calcutta, to urge on

the supreme government of India his claim to the gadi of the raj of Palun*

cha> or Kunimumnuft, which through some recent arrangements of the

Nizam's government has been assigned to a rival claimant. The inscrip-

tion is stated to be engraved on a slab about six or seven feet high, which

is to be found close to the temple of Rudradeva at Warangal, the

modern name for the ancient capital of the Telingana rajas, called in

this inscription Arunakunda-pura, or patana* The inscription, that is

its commencement and close, excluding the Sanskrit slokas, is in an

old dialect of mixed Telugu and Oorya. It is valuable as containing

the genealogy of raja Rudradeva, and as showing that the previous

dynasty established at Warangal, was overcome, and displaced by his

father called Proli raja. The inscription gives an authentic date

also for the reign of Rudradeva in Telingana, viz. 1054 Saka, cor-

responding with 1132 A, D., and shows this to be the raja, called in

the temple annals of Jagannath,Ciivnan g, orCHORGUNGA,whois said to

have overrun Katak, coming from the Carnatic, and to have founded or

established the Gunga-va?isa dynasty, in the very year of this inscription,

viz. 1054 Saka. Raja Rudradeva is mentioned as a benefactor of

Jagannath, and Katak is included in the boundaries which are assigned

to his dominions at that period. These are described in the inscription,

as extending as far as the sea to the east ; the Sree Saila ? mountains to

the south ; as far in another direction, which must be west, as Bdka-

taha ; while to the north, his rule extended as far as the Malyavanta,

now perhaps the Malyagiri, mountain, west of Baleswar.

The inscription commences thus :

" The raja Rudradeva, who obtained the five high titles, and was

sovereign of Arunakunda-pura, king of kings, and lord of all things,

virtuous, and fortunate, of the Kalcali race, established the three

Devatas, Rudreshwara, (after his own name,) JBasudeva, and Suriya-

deva, in Arunakunda-patana, his capital city, for the continuation and

spread of his dominion, in the year of Saka 1054, and in the year

Chitrabhanu of the Vrihaspati Chakar or 60 years cycle of Jupiter on

the 13th of Magh, a fortunate Sunday."

Then follow three slokas, the first in praise of Hari, the second of

Ganesha, the third a prayer to Saraswati. The 4th sloka commences

the genealogy of Rudra Nareshwara as given by Achintendra
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vara son of Sri Rameshwara Dikshita of the Bharadwaja
race.

The 5th sloka mentions raja Tribhuvana, a great warrior, to be the

first ancestor : he was of the Kdkalya race.

The 6th names Mala Deva as chief of the Kdkalya rajas, and a

zealous worshipper of Shiva, but does not mention what relationship

he bore Tribhubana, it is presumed he was the son.

The 7th sloka names Proli raja as the son of Mala Deva, a

successful and illustrious king. The four following slokas allude to

some of his principal achievements. First that he reduced Govind

raja, king of Tailapa ? gave back his kingdom to the king of Erha* ;

conquered and branded the founder of Nddha ? in Mantra-kutnagar,

and because the Erha raja declined to join in the expedition, expelled

him afterwards from his raj.

(Sloka 12.) " What shall I say of the victorious Proli raja, through

whom the ruler of Arunakunda ( VarangalJ with its many districts

was first awed into imbecility, till, taking this raja into his service, he

was soon after expelled from his wide dominions."

Sloka 13 describes the chief ranee of Proli raja, by name

Mupama Devi the mother of Rudradeva, whose praises follow in

sloka 14.

Sloka 15 mentions Rudra's victory over Doma, a chief whose

power lay in cavalry, and 16, his checking the raja Merha ? and

plundering the Pola ? country.

17 to 21, describe the ascendancy gained by Bhima raja (half brother

of Rudradeva), consequently upon the death of the Gokurna raja, the

Chorhddaya raja, and the king of Tailapa ; that, inflated with these suc-

cesses, he ventured to defy Rudradeva, who thereupon made pre-

paration to meet him, (sloka 22.)

Slokas 23 and 24 describe the awe inspired by these preparations ; 25,

the burning of the town of Vardhamdnaf .

26 The raja Bhima flies in terror with his family.

27. Is pursued by Rudradeva and the town of Chorhadoya burnt.

28. A large tank excavated there.

29 and 30. In praise of Rudradeva's prowess.

* The pundits say this is not Orissa which always in the old dialects is written

Oordha Des.

f This name might lead to the supposition that raja Rudradkva had advanced
as far north as Burdwan, hut Choradaya is said to he Tanjore, which shows that the

dominions of Bhima raja lay to the south : the Vindhya mountains are indeed men-
tioned as the northern boundary of this raja's dominions.
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31. The raja Bhima, whose territories lay between Kanchi ( Con-

jeveramj, and the Vindhya mountains, sues for protection.

3'2. Praise to Rudra, who adorned and populated Jagannath.

The succeeding ten slokas are continuations of this praise in a very

florid style.

43. Mentions Arunahunda (Varangal) as raja Rudra's capital,

and for three slokas the praises of that city are given ; then follow two

slokas in praise of the king's horses, and last comes the following de-

scription of his kingdom, in the old mixed Telugu and Oorya dialect.

" His kingdom is bounded on the east by the salt sea, on the south

by the Sree-Saila (mountains). His royal Lakshmi extends as far as

Bdkataka ; and on the north she reaches the mountain Malyawanta"

" This king endowed this place named Madichetapa Nildma Khetaka,

that it might long remain undestroyed, for the worship of Maheswar>

Ravi Souri (Vishnu), in evidence of his royal duty to the gods."

^VO^TOTO^nC^SIT xr^^^TT^^XffcTf^cT^ftcfft^^ fawns

f^T^WTCTW W^renre *FIRlf spa \«18 ^TT^ffefr^WT^

^c^et^: *rra^ \^in?Tp ^tk ij^nf ct^?t ^^*:^ ^rfare?^

^ ^KX% ^ II \ II ^tVW fl*W ^^tW3flfl#C^cT

qn^rc^r ii ^ ii nrfa ^^Etffci^cffa ^nr^oscjcfifsr

W II ^, U W^T^T ^J*lfW xrpr^S'. 5frclftpErwrafe: ^-ct*^
5 x
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inm w%t? ii ^i ii ^Tf^fN^w^Fsfacrw tft^T ^r

ft^T^ ^ififa H%T ft*W: || ^ U era TO^T*T ^ *T?(T*T

II ^ II W?K^iT^^^ft^^cTJ^^lfe^T^cTX{W^^

?R^TiW far ^W fa3i*P i ^WT^ $tr^frr^^ficr: *P55[T

W^WI.'WT KTO^Nr J7T^fe?rftTOTO 2^3: II ^£ ||

•srnn^wfthp ii ^\ ti w mfa ^t^t wtottoWt

Tj^nret ^ri^r: u ^ ii ^rwftmcr TrarsrPro:: tt^ts^^t^

mPfe* ii ^ ii *wTwr«n Prc^^irc^ ^^ra^: j&$\
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31. The.raja Bhima, whose territories lay between Kanchi (Con-
jeveramj, and the Vindhya mountains, sues for protection.

3'2. Praise to Rudra, who adorned and populated Jagannaih.

The succeeding ten slokas are continuations of this praise in a very

florid style.

43. Mentions Arunakunda ( Varangal) as raja Rudra's capital,

and for three slokas the praises of that city are given ; then follow two

slokas in praise of the king's horses, and last comes the following de-

scription of his kingdom, in the old mixed Telugu and Oorya dialect.

" His kingdom is bounded on the east by the salt sea, on the south

by the Sree-Saila (mountains). His royal Lakshmi extends as far a»

Bdkataka ; and on the north she reaches the mountain Malyawanta."

" This king endowed this place named MadicKetapa Nildma Khetaka,

that it might long remain undestroyed, for the worship of Maheswar*
Ravi Souri (Vishnu), in evidence of his royal duty to the gods."

wct^t:m^s \V*^ ^re h^t^ cr^r??:^^ *r*r ^ffare^

1 : R ^ « W^ra ^fw TTft^B* ^Tcifipnwre: ^sffcl^*:

5 x
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snm spsnr 11 *u ii ^^Tf^ft^mvr^n^fticrw vftm ^r

Prsre ^^ *r?t f^^sr. a ^ h era TO^r«r xr ismw

^ ^raf cT^r ^nnhrf^w crsnnr^iir^ ^ftQ^^^^ct

II R^ II ^^?T^^5l^q^ft^^^^Tfe^W^^Xi^T^^

inTOjr^wfthn ii ^\ u ^ mfa ^t^*: wraraT^irfsirT

jpsrnret *n?nc.
ii ^ ii

^Tmcftwcr ttw^Prtc: xt^t^^t^

nrfifcp ii ^ ii
srarmrwrr fMnR^hnf ^^i^r:^

pfcTT^IT^T 5fr^5CT*pC&raror *&&$-$ %W || *8
||
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^^TfnsTO^reftp 11
§wmraiTcniiTT<rfa *rirrcTfirsj ^^

wTtrcift *rfcrrwrrainfa thrift ^^T^ftr "sr^^f^fir c*r

^(^"^T^Tft *HT TftcT- fWTO5$*r ^T^r ^n:: ^ra^i: "sir

7n*?1^ra*flT fair 1 ^T^^f h^^^^ttct ^rc^rf^rrcftr

*• >\ v»

*** -^

^T^^TTT ^Tqfagiff^fWTCT^rsniSP II 88 II *HT f^Nrtf
ŝi

f^TsfcrTW ^1^:t: iT^PtT WZ$T *3Tfrp *T* <TT: | ^oarw^cT

^i^ft^TC^TWrft^f^cT TT^^T^W^TW || 8*. || 5^7?%
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grace, by bringing angry women to love him through the force of his

bowing and sweet words," &c. &c, " announces to all possessors of estates

in their own right, and to all managers of the royal lands, and to the vil-

lage proprietors—Be it known to all of you," (a conveyancer of the pre-

sent day would write " Now know ye,") that we (the said raja Prasanga

Raja Datta) in the full moon of Kartik, out of respect for those who

are versed in the four Vedas, and consecrated with (holy) water,

have presented to A. B. (the names are not legible) inhabitants of

Girisha pudraka in the district of Angkureswara, and to B. C. the

village named Sirisha padrakanlash, for worship of the five Jagnas,

Bali, Cham, Baiswadeva, and Agnihotra, and for increase of the virtue

and fame of our father, our mother, and ourself ; that the said village with

all the rich produce it affords, may be enjoyed by the said grantees,

their sons, grandsons and posterity, as long as the sun, and moon, and

the ocean, and the earth shall endure.

" After this, let future rajas of our race, or of any other race, that

may desire to secure to themselves the eternal fame, beautiful as the

moon-beam, which attaches to donors of lands, reflect that life and wealth

are fickle as waves of the sea urged by a strong wind ; while fame, earned

by good deeds is durable without limit ; and so let them respect this

grant, and confirm the grantees in possession. He only, whose mind is

blackened by the darkness of ignorance, will resume it, or be pleased at

seeing others molest its possessors—reckless of the guilt of the five

deadly sins, and of other heinous crimes, as described at length in the

Veda Byasa.

" He who grants lands, lives 60,000 years in heaven ; but he who

confiscates or resumes, or allows others to do so, is doomed to hell for

a like period.

" The resumers of grants become as black serpents that dwell in holes

in the Vindhya forest. The earth has been enjoyed by many kings, as

the Sagara raja and others, and each in his turn has ruled as a despot

lord of all. But what generous man will take again the grants made by

rajas who have gone before him, and whose gifts are like wreaths of

flowers once used, spreading the fragrance of a good name, and of the

reputation for wealth and virtue*.

" By the order of the raja's own mouth this grant has been written

by Rewa, a servant well tried in peace and in war, in the full moon of

Kartika of the Sambat year (of Vikramaditya) 380."

* The correspondence of the terms in which this grant closes, with the latter

part of the grant obtained by Mr. R. Jenkins in Chattisgarh, as given in

vol. XV. of the Asiatic Researches, will not fail to strike the reader. The cha-

racter of that grant seems to be of higher antiquity than was then assigned to it

by Dr. Wilson.
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^ufar* ircreft frit nft w£t TTwrfvrarafafa t^ tows

Prelaw ^^rsref ^ ^wifxr -%tzwzr*t fre^^*:mi 11 ^ 11

T<srm*nfij *r?r iffa: fw^wgtir ^rwv ^to *m^i; trt

^ft^ti^R II 8\ ii xn^roft^TfisrctftT *mi: mTTTOr

faawff cTT K^Tft^TT^Tf^rjT II 8^ || ^f<OTT *T^%cT*TCra

f^f^T^n^IT: ^tTT: !**!% TTztl ^fa: OT?n: | ^saT^^T^cT
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grace, by bringing angry women to love him through the force of his

bowing and sweet words," &c. &c., " announces to all possessors of estates

in their own right, and to all managers of the royal lands, and to the vil-

lage proprietors—Be it known to all of you," (a conveyancer of the pre-

sent day would write " Now know ye,") that wre (the said raja Prasanga

Raja Datta) in the full moon of Kartik, out of respect for those who

are versed in the four Vedas, and consecrated with (holy) water,

have presented to A. B. (the names are not legible) inhabitants of

Giruha padraka in the district of Angkureswara, and to B. C. the

village named Sirisha padrakanlash, for worship of the five Jagnas,

Bali, Cham, JBaisivadeva, and Agnihotra, and for increase of the virtue

and fame of our father, our mother, and ourself ; that the said village with

all the rich produce it affords, may be enjoyed by the said grantees,

their sons, grandsons and posterity, as long as the sun, and moon, and

the ocean, and the earth shall endure.

" After this, let future rajas of our race, or of any other race, that

may desire to secure to themselves the eternal fame, beautiful as the

moon-beam, which attaches to donors of lands, reflect that life and wealth

are fickle as waves of the sea urged by a strong wind ; while fame, earned

by good deeds is durable without limit ; and so let them respect this

grant, and confirm the grantees in possession. He only, whose mind is

blackened by the darkness of ignorance, will resume it, or be pleased at

seeing others molest its possessors—reckless of the guilt of the five

deadly sins, and of other heinous crimes, as described at length in the

Veda Byasa.

" He who grants lands, lives 60,000 years in heaven ; but he who

confiscates or resumes, or allows others to do so, is doomed to hell for

a like period.

" The resumcrs of grants become as black serpents that dwell in holes

in the Vindhya forest. The earth has been enjoyed by many kings, as

the Sagara raja and others, and each in his turn has ruled as a despot

lord of all. But what generous man will take again the grants made by

rajas who have gone before him, and whose gifts are like wreaths of

flowers once used, spreading the fragrance of a good name, and of the

reputation for wealth and virtue*.

" By the order of the raja's own mouth this grant has been written

by Rewa, a servant well tried in peace and in war, in the full moon of

Kartika of the Sambat year (of Vikramaditya) 380."

* The correspondence of the terms in which this grant closes, with the latter

part of the grant obtained by Mr. R. Jenkins in Chattisgarh, as given in

vol. XV. of the Asiatic Researches, will not fail to strike the reader. The cha-

racter of that grant seems to be of higher antiquity than was then assigned to it

by Dr. Wilson.
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1 ^f% TTfcs irHc{f%ft^^^^3!r^^FfTI^^Tf^cI^^^ft

iTfT^TT: .ufaf^*ffWTO i^f^cf?r^^T

^ C\ ^

9 ^rc^j

cfSTT *T%^h ^ ^T*TT^"*TcRT I
*T<3i^ra

5 Y
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22 ^tarr«F^inft*iT ^re^T^i^re^^^ijre ^f^r

23 ^^lft[^TT^cTcf^Tfxr^r^T^Tf%f^WcT^ *4WT ^t^T
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3

38 ^Tr^TfiT wf3roTf*r fiprciw *rf? ^xm ^pnnrairrtt

^WT^TIT TOT ^^Tf^re"JTT^T3^ SJ*T

5 y 2
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41 f^iftr ^^4^Tf^^7fT^ftww^^^^r^Tft^i^r«D^^Tr"5

45 ftp Ttfwrcfrc ^^t^TT^f^f^^fH^^^^fTtr^^^^:

46 TTt^^JT<[TtlRHT^^f ^T^m^cf^lf^fH^fTCIc^ ?ftiPTT-

*PtJT ^ cTp5ta *TC3f TOtf || ft^T^^^nrr^

49 ^T ^mfiTO^ cH3 cr?TO«i II ^T^ ^tTTOt TO T?W

50 fwf*r ^t ^rr^r ^rrap xr^Kftifcr II ^renonm *fN

Note.—The marginal numbers mark the lines of the copper plates. We owe Dr.
Burns an apology for not transferring his copy, which is perfect, to a lithographed
plate. In the following number we propose to give another of these grants in ita
original shape, that the character may bear its own testimony to their antiquity

;but time, and the number of other plates has prevented the doing so with this
specimen.
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IX.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the \4>th November, 1838.

The Hon'ble Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Before proceeding to the general business of the meeting, the President

rose and stated, that he held in his hand a letter from the Secretary,

Mr. James Prinsep, the substance of which must be a source of deep

regret to every member of the Society, for every one must feel the loss

the Society had suffered in the departure of its Secretary, Mr. James

Prinsep. He assured the meeting, however, and he spoke on the autho-

rity of a conversation he had with Mr. Prinsep, before his departure,

that this gentleman's absence from India would be but for a short period,

and that on his return he would be ready to take the same interest, and to

display the same zeal and anxiety, which had so honorably distinguished

his discharge of the important duties he had undertaken in connexion with

the Society. The President said, that the objects of the Society, had un-

der Mr. Prinsep's able superintendance, been prosecuted with a vigour,

which had added largely to its credit and reputation ; and that the results

produced in every department of science and literature, for which the Socie-

ty was indebted chiefly to its Secretary^activity and varied powers, had

sustained its character in a manner, rivalling the periods when it de-

rived renown from the labours of a Jones, a Colebrooke, and a Wilson.

The President took occasion to add, that, in the time of Mr. James

Prinsep, and on his proposition, the name of the Society had been associ-

ated with a monthly periodical, established by the late Captain Herbert,
originally under the name of the Gleanings in Science. The work was

afterwards extended and ably conducted by Mr. Prinsep himself; and at

his suggestion it was resolved in 1831. that so long as this periodical should

be conducted by a Secretary of the Society, it should bear the title of

" Journal of the Asiatic Society ;" under that name, it had been since con-

tinued by Mr. Prinsep with very distinguished success to the present day.

The Society had no property in the Journal, and no right to prevent

Mr. Prinsep from separating it again from the Society, and conducting it

on his own account ; but he had no such intention. He (Sir E. Ryan)
had ascertained that Mr. Jas. Prinsep had made arrangements for its

being continued to the end of the present year from materials in hand ;

and after that, he meant that his series should be closed ; but he had no
objection to the Society's continuing the periodical by the same name
under other management as a concern quite independent.

Now he (the President) believed, that all the members of the Society

would regret exceedingly that a periodical so established, and which had ac-

quired such credit and consideration, should be discontinued. He trusted
that it would be resumed by Mr. J. Prinsep himself, when he returned
to India ; but in the mean time he should submit to the meeting the
propriety of taking into consideration the possibility of making some
arrangemen to carry it on during Mr. Prinsep's absence.
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Having premised thus much, the President stated, that he should read

to the meeting Mr. James Prinsep's letter, placing the situation of Secre-

tary at their disposal : but as he had no doubt it would be the unanimous

feeling of the meeting to desire to retain Mr. Prinsep in official con-

nexion with the Society, he should not consider this letter as an absolute

resignation, but should propose a resolution, and submit arrangements

founded upon it, which would enable Mr. Prinsep to resume the office on

his return to India.

The President then read the following letter

:

To the HorCble Sir Edward Ryan, Kt., President of the Asiatic Society.

Hon'ble Sir,
Being compelled by ill-health to proceed to sea and eventually to Europe, I have

taken my passage on board the Herefordshire, with the intention of being absent
from the country for two, or perhaps three years. I am thus under the necessity of
placing at the disposal of the Society the situation of its Secretary, which I have
filled for five years.

It is with great reluctance and regret that I thus separate myself from a body, with
whom I have been associated in labours of much interest and utility, whose favor
has encouraged my zeal, and through whose credit and reputation in the world, I

have obtained the means of making generally known my own humble efforts in the
cause of science, and my not unsuccessful endeavours to explore the antiquities of the
country, to whose service we are devoted.

But the disability of sickness is an accident, to which we are all liable, and from
which there is no resource, but in temporary departure to a better climate. I am
thus compelled to leave my incomplete labours to be perfected by others ; and to
relinquish the place I have held iirahe Society, that provision may be made for its

competent discharge under the failure of my own power of longer rendering useful
service.

I have the honor to be, &c.
1st November, 1838. (Signed) James Prinsep.

Proposed by the President, seconded by Mr. Curnin, and unanimously

resolved,—That the resignation of Mr. James Prinsep be not accepted

;

but the Society hope that he will return to resume the situation of Secre-

tary, which he had filled so much to the credit of the Society for a period

of five years.

Resolved,—That the President communicate to Mr. James Prinsep the

desire of the Society, that he shall not consider himself as having vacated

the situation of Secretary to the Society; and express the hope, that on his

return to India he will resume the situation of Secretary.

That, during the absence of the Secretary, a temporary arrangement

be made for conducting the Secretary's duties, the same to cease upon his

return and resumption of the office.

That, during the temporary absence of Mr. James Prinsep, the Rev.
Mr. Malan, Dr. O'Shaughnessy and Babu Ramcomul Sen be requested

to act as joint Secretaries of the Asiatic Society.

That, for the purpose of carrying on the financial affairs of the Society,

a committee be appointed, consisting of the President, the Secretaries, and
Mr. W. P. Grant.

That the Secretaries of the Society be requested to report, whether at

the expiration of the current year they are willing to carry on a new series

of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, and submit to the next meeting a plan

for that purpose.

Mr. James Middleton, proposed at the last meeting, was balloted for

and duly elected a member of the Society.
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Read a letter from Lieut. J. Duncan, acknowledging his election as an

ordinary member of the Society.

Ditto from Monsieur Jaubert, President of the Geographical Society

of Paris, acknowledging his election as an honorary member.

Library.

Read a letter from J. Bell, Esq., Secretary to the Agricultural and

Horticultural Society, forwarding, for presentation on behalf of the Society,

three pamphlets, Nos. 1, % and 3 on Cochineal.

The following books were presented :

Notes on the Agricultural and Rural Economy of the Valley of Nipal, by Dr.

A. Campbell of Nipal—by the Author, through the Hon'ble Col. W. Morison.
Barometrical and Thermometiical Observations

—

ditto by ditto.

Hourly observations during the last summer at ditto—% ditto.

Memoires sur Quelques Coquilles Fluviatiles at terrestres D'Amerique per

Stefano Moricard, Ceretrail des Memoires de la Society de Physique et d'Histoire"

Naturelle de Geneve, 1833-34—by the Author.

The Oriental Christian Spectator, October, 1838—by Bev. J. Wilson Bensley,
Madras Journal of Science, No. 20—by the Madras Literary Society.

The following from the Booksellers :

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia (Biography), Eminent Foreign Statesmen, vol. 5.

Ditto ditto (History), Greece, vol. 5.

Torrens's Translation of the book entitled The One Thousand Nights and One

Night, vol. I., five copies—subscribed by the Society.

Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, forwarding copy of a Re-

port on the Weights, Measures, and Coins of Cdbul and Bukhara, compiled

by Nowrojee Furdoonjee.

[Note.—This Report is printed in the present number of the Journal.]

Lieut. G. C. Hellerigs, presenting his translation of certain chapters of

the Akhlaqi Jallilee, from the Persian into Hindi and English.

Read a letter from Mr. W. T. Lewis, dated Penang, 12th Sept. 1838,

forwarding a piece of the metal of which the bell at Malacca is composed,

and stated, from what he had learnt from the artists, that the metal in

question was supposed to contain a large portion of gold.

Drawings of the Siamese Emperor were presented by Mr. J. Low.

Three copper coins of Ceylon were presented by Mr. Layard.

Physical.

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, forwarding a list of the

ornithological specimens collected by Dr. Helfer during his sojourn in the

Tenasserim Provinces.

A letter from Capt. G. T. Graham, offering to take charge of such

specimens of natural history as the Society may desire to send to his

Highness the Pasha of Egypt.

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Society be presented to Capt. Graham
for his kind offer, and that he be informed that the Society has nothing

at present worthy of being presented to his Highness the Pasha.
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An examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 4. By the

Horible George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

An Analysis of the Dipawanso.

The design of my last article was to prove, that the chronological

authenticity of the Buddhistical records was intentionally deranged or

destroyed at the period of Sakya's advent. In entering now upon the

examination of that portion of the Pali annals, which professes to

contain the genealogy of the royal dynasties of India, from the last

regeneration of the world to the manifestation of Gotamo I have to

adduce in my own case another instance, to be added to the many already

on record, of the erroneous and exaggerated estimates, into which

orientalists may be betrayed in their researches, when they rely on the

information furnished by Indian pandits, without personally analizing

the authorities, from which that information is alleged to be obtained.

I should, however, be doing the Buddhist priesthood of the present day

in Ceylon very great injustice, if I did not at the same time avow, that

the too favorable expectations in which I have indulged, as to the

continuity, after having fully convinced myself of the chronological

extravagancies, of the Pali genealogical annals anterior to the sixth

century before the birth of Christ, have in no degree been produced by

wilful misrepresentations on their part. It has been already noticed*

by me elsewhere, that the study of the Pali language is confined,

among the natives of Ceylon, almost entirely to the most learned among

the priesthood, and is prosecuted solely for the purpose of acquiring a

higher order of qualification, for their sacerdotal functions, than those

priests possess, who can consult only the vernacular versions of their

* Introduction to the Mah&wanso.

5 z
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scriptures. Their attention, therefore, is principally devoted to the

examination of the doctrinal and religious questions contained in their

sacred books ; and that study is moreover conducted in a spirit of im-

plicit faith and religious reverence, which effectually excludes searching

scrutiny, and is almost equally unfavorable to impartial criticism. The

tone of confidence with which my native coadjutors sought in the

Pitakattayan for the several ' resolves' or ' predictions' of Buddho
which are alluded to in a former paper*, and the frankness of the

surprise they evinced, when they found that none of those ' resolves'

were contained in the Pitakattayan, and only some of them in the

Atthakathd, preclude the possibility of my entertaining any suspicion

of wilful deception being practised. Confiding in their account of the

historical merits of Buddhaghoso's commentaries, which appeared to

me to be corroborated by the frequency of the reference made in

the Tikd of the Mahdivanso to those Atthaktlhu, for details not

afforded in the Tikd, I had impressed myself with the persuasion, that

the Atthakathd thus referred to were Buddhaghos's Pali commen-

taries. Great, as may be readily imagined, was our mutual disappoint-

ment, when after a diligent search, persevered in by the priests, with a

zeal proportioned to the interest they took in the inquiry, we were

compelled to admit the conviction that Buddiiaghoso in translating

the Sihala (Singhalese) Atthakathd into Pali, did not preserve the

Indian genealogies in a connected and continuous form. He is found

to have extracted only such detached parts of them, as were useful for

the illustration of those passages of the Pitakattayan, on which, in the

course of his compilation, he might be commenting. He himself says

in his Atthakathd on the Dighanikdyo\, " for the purpose of illustrat-

ing this commentary, availing myself of the Atthakathd, which was

in the first instance authenticated by the five hundred Arahantd at

the first convocation, as well as subsequently at the succeeding

convocations, and which were thereafter brought (from Mdgadha)

to Sihala by the sanctified Mahindo, and for the benefit of the inha-

bitants of Sihala were transposed into the Sihala language, from

thence I translated the Sihala version into the delightful (classical)

language, according to the rules of that (the Pali) language, which

is free from all imperfections ; omitting only thefrequent repetition of

the same explanations, but at the same time, without rejecting

the tenets of the theros resident at the Mahawiharo (at

AnuradhapuraJ , who were like unto luminaries to the generation of

* Journal for September, J 837.

f Vide Journal of July, 1837.
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theros and the most accomplished discriminators (of the true doc-

trines)." All, therefore, of these genealogies, excluded from his Attha-

kathd, which are now found only in the Tika of the Mahdwanso, or

in the Dipawanso, as well as much more perhaps, illustrative of the

ancient history of India, which the compilers of these two Ceylonese

historical works did not consider worth preserving-, Buddhaghoso
must have rejected from his commentaries, to which he gave almost

exclusively the character of a religious work.

My Buddhist coadjutors are consequently now reluctantly brought

to admit, that the Mahdwanso, with its Tika, and Dipawanso are the

only Pali records extant in Ceylon, which profess to contain the Indian

genealogies from the creation to the advent of Sakya ; and that even

those records do not furnish the genealogies in a continuous form.

And, now that my mind is divested of the bias which had been created

by their previous representations, and which led me to attach great

importance to the historical portions of Buddhaghoso's Atthakathd

I cannot but take blame to myself for having even for a time allowed

that impression to be made on me. The author of the Mahdwanso*,

in his Tikd, declares more than once that he compiles his work from the

Sihala Mahdicanso and Atthakathd of the Mahdwihdro, and from the

Sihala Atthakathd of the Uttarawihdro fraternities, as well as from

the Mahdwanso of the Uttarawihdro priests. The last mentioned of

these works alone, as far as I am able to form an opinion at present,

was composed in the Pali language, at the time Mahanamo compiled

his Mahdwanso. I am induced to entertain this opinion from the

circumstance, that Mahana'mo's quotations from that work alone are in

the metrical form, whereas all the translated quotations made by Pali

authors from Sihala authorities are invariably, as might have been

expected, rendered in prose. One of these quotations consists of the

identical two verses with which the Dipawanso opens, and at the close

of the Tikd a reference is made to the Dipawanso for explanation of

the violation of the Mahawih6.ro consecration, in the reign of Maha-
seno. For these reasons, and as that work bears also the title of the

" Mahdwanso " or " the great genealogy," my Buddhist coadjutors

concur with me in thinking, that the Dipawanso now extant is the Pali

Mahdwanso of the Uttarawihdro fraternity. In fact the titles of

Dipa and Mahd, are indiscriminately given to both these histories.

To prevent, however, their being confounded with each other, I shall

continue to reserve the title of Mahd for Mahanamo's work, and that

* Pages xxxi. xxxii. xlii. xliii. of the Introduction to the Mahdwanso,

5 z 2
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of Dipa for the prior compilation, the author of which has not yet been

ascertained.

It has been shown in the introduction to the Mahdwanso, that its

author Maha'na'mo compiled his history in the reign of his nephew

Dhatasino the monarch of Ceylon who reigned between A. D. 459 and

477, from the materials above described, a part of which was the ver-

sion of the Atthakathd brought by Mahindo from India in 307

before Christ, and translated by him into the Sihala language. This

fact, coupled with many other circumstances inadvertently disclosed in

the histories of the convocations, go far to prove that the Pitakat-

tayan and Atthaknthd were actually reduced to writing from the

commencement of the Buddhistical era, and that the concealment of

their record till the reign of the Ceylonese ruler Wattagamini, be-

tween B. C. 104 and 76, was a part of the esoteric scheme of that

creed, had recourse to in order to keep up the imposture as to the

priesthood being endowed with the gift of inspiration. The cessation

of the concealment of these scriptures at that particular period, though

attributed to the subsidence of the spirit of inspiration, in all probabi-

lity, proceeded from the public disorders* consequent upon the Cholian

invasion, which led to the expulsion of that king and the priesthood

from Anurddhapura by a foreign enemy, and to their fugitive exist-

ence in the wilderness of the island during a period of nearly 15 years.

The Dipaivanso from its being quoted by the author of the Mahd-

wanso, is unquestionably a prior work ; but as its narrative extends to

the reign of Maha'seno in A. D. 302, its priority cannot exceed 150

years. In the Journal of December last, I have mentioned the circum-

stances under which I obtained possession of a Pali copy of the Dipa-

wanso, in a very imperfect state, written in the Burmese character.

As this work and the Mahdwanso, with its Tikd, are the best Pali

records I possess of the Indian genealogies, I shall proceed to make
extracts from such parts of the Dipawanso as may throw light on this

subject ; adding a note in those cases, in which the Tikd is either fuller

than, or at variance from, the Dipawanso. I shall not attempt to tabu-

larize these dynasties, as the lists of kings is avowedly and manifestly

incomplete, and as no continuous chronological results could be safely

deduced from any table formed from such mystified data. It will be

observed that the names of even the three rajas, during whose reigns

the three Buddha who preceded Go'tamo were manifested in this kappo,

are omitted in these lists. And yet there are detached notices of those

kings, as well as of other Indian rajas, both in the text and commen-

taries of the Buddhistical scriptures, which are in themselves well

* Vide Mahdwanso, Chap. 33.
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worthy of consideration, and to which 1 shall advert in future contri-

butions.

The author of the Dipawanso has certainly spared no pains in his

endeavours to make the links of the Theraparampard chain complete,

and consistent with chronology. He, however, only gives the succes-

sion of preceptors, who were the guardians of the Wineyo section of the

Pitakattayan, commencing with Upali, whose death is placed in the

sixth year of the reign of Udayo ; while the incongruities I have dwelt

upon in the paper No. 2, have reference to Sabhakami, who though a

cotemporary disciple of Buddho, has been represented to have presided

at the second convocation, a century after Sakya's death ; when

he must, from the date of his upasampadd ordination, have been at

least 140 years old. But even this succession of the Wineyan line of

preceptors, the chronological particulars of which are pretended to be

given with so much precision in the following extracts, will not stand

the test of scrutiny by a person conversant with the rules that govern

the Buddhistical church. It is an inviolable law of that code, established

by Buddho himself at an early period of his mission, and adhered to

to this day—to which rule there are only two well known exceptions—
that no person, whether a noviciate priest called Sdmanero, or an

ascetic layman, however learned or pious he may be, can be ordained

an upasampadd before he has completed his twentieth year. The two

exceptions alluded to are the instances of Sumano and Sopako who

were ordained upasampadd at seven years of age.

It will be seen that this line of preceptors, extending from the date

of Buddho's death to the third convocation, a term of 236 years,

is made to consist of five successions. Upali the cotemporary of

Buddho, is stated to have been 60 years old in the eighth year of the

reign of Ajatasattu, which is the 16th year A. B. He is represent-

ed to have survived Buddho thirty years, and to have died in the

6th of Udayo's reign in A. B. 30. It is not however, mentioned how

many years he had been an upasampadd, and all these dates work out

therefore without disclosing any discrepancy.

Dasako is represented to be his pupil and immediate successor,

and he is stated to be 45 years old in the 10th of Nagasoko's reign,

which falls to A. B. 58. He was born, therefore, A. B. 13, and his

preceptor Upali died A. B. 30. Supposing his ordination had been

put off to the last year of Upa'li's life, he could not have been

more than 17, when made an upasampadd. So far from being quali-

fied to be the custos of the Wineyo, he wanted three years of the age

to make him admissable for ordination. But we are further told, that
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he died at the age of 64 in the eighth of Susunago's reign, which

falls to A. B. 80 : having then been an upasampadd 50 years, he must

necessarily have been ordained at 14 years of age. But there is mani-

festly some trifling error somewhere ; for, by the latter dates he must

have been born not A. B. 13, but A. B. 16.

So'nako was Dasako's successor: he was 40 in the 10th year of

Kalasoko's reign, which was A. B. 100 ; he was born therefore

in 60, and he is stated to have died at the age of 66 in the sixth of

the reign of the Nandos, which falls to A, B. 124. He was therefore

only 20 years old when his preceptor died : but it is specifically stated

that he had been a learned upasampadd 44 years when he died ; and

consequently So'nako also could only have been 16 years when ordained.

Siggawo and Chandawo or Chandawajji were the co-disciples

and successors of So'nako. Siggawo was 64 years old in the second

of Chandagutto's* reign A. B. 164, and he died aged 76 in the 14th

of that reign 4.. B. 176. He was born therefore A. B. 100, and yet

we are told, that it was in this very year, the 10th of the reign of

Kalaso'ko, they were ordained upasampadd, by So'nako. There is

a manifest error, therefore, in the term of five years assigned for Sig-

gawo's upasampaddship. As his ordaining preceptor So'nako died

A. B. 124, he must have been at that time only 24 years old, and at his

own death an upasampadd of 76 years' standing,—a term co-equal with

his natural life. In various parts of the Atthakatha, and in the

fifth chapter of the Mahdivanso likewise it is stated that they were

" adult priests" at the time the second convocation was held ; and

indeed it is specifically stated in page 30, that Siggawo was 18 years

old when he was first presented to So'nako. The pretended prophecy,

delivered to him and Chandawajji at the close of that convocation,

would consequently be nullified at once, if their birth be not dated

anterior to A. B. 100: manifestly, therefore, these dates also are an

imposition.

Lastly, Moggaliputtatisso was their disciple ; he was ordained in

the second of Chandagutto A. B. 164, and he was 66 in the sixth

of Dhammaso'ko A. B. 220 ; he was born, therefore, in A. B. 154, and

could only have been 14 years old at the death of Siggawo, when he

became the chief of the Wineyo preceptors. He is stated to have died in

the 26th of Dhammaso'ko, A. B. 240, aged 80. This gives A. B. 160

instead of A B. 154 for his birth, being a discrepancy of six years.

* I assign in these remarks 24 years to the reign of Chandagutto, which will

bring Asoko's accession to A. B. 214, and his inauguration, four years afterwards,

to A. B. 218.
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On pointing out to my pandits, that, even in this elaborate adjustment

of the succession of preceptors, the number of lives given is found

to be insufficient to fill up a term of 236 years, without bringing the

several preceptors into office before they had attained the prescribed

age, they at once decided, that the author of the Dipawanso has put

forth an erroneous statement, and that the whole ought to be rejected

as unfounded. How the discrepancies are to be rectified they do not

suggest, beyond hazarding a conjecture, that each preceptor, like

Sabhakami, must have lived to a more advanced age; and that each

succeeding preceptor consequently had attained a maturer standing at

the period of his succession.

It is time, however, that I should proceed to extracts from the

Dipawanso.
The Third Bhdnawdro of the Dipawanso.

" Omitting the rajas who existed in former*
a
kapp<i, I will in the fullest manner

narrate (the history of) the rajas of the present creation. I shall perspicuously set

forth the regions in which they existed, their name and lineage, the term of their

existence, and the manner in which they governed : whatever that narrative may

be, attend ye thereto.

" The first individual who was inaugurated a raja, the protector of the land, was

named Maha'sammato ; he was superlatively endowed with personal beauty ; that

Khattiyo exercised the functions of sovereignty.

*' Ro'jo was his son, Wararo'jo, the monarch Kalya'no ; Warakalya'no,
Upo'satho/, Manda'to* the seventh in succession, a supreme ruler of the four

dipdf, endowed with great wealth; Charo, the raja Upacharo, and Che'tiyo

abounding in riches; Muchalo; Maha'muchalo, Muchalindo, Sa'garo ;

Sa'GARADe'wo, Bha'rato, Bha'gi'ratho the Khattiyo ; Ruchi', Maha'ruchi,

Pata'po, Maha'pata'po, Panado, Maha'pana'do, the Khattiyo Sudassano,
Maha'sudassano, and in like manner two of the name of Ne'ru ; and AchchimaJ,

(were successively the sons of each preceding ruler.) The term of existence of these

twenty-eight rajas was an Asankheyydn ; and the capitals in which these monarchs,

whose existence extended to an Asankheyyun, reigned, were Kus&wdti, Rajagahan

and MethiU:*

(Here follows the rule by which an Asankheyydn is to be computed.)

" The descendants of Achchima' were one hundred ; and they ruled supreme in

their capital called Sakuldj. The last of these was the Khattiyo Arindamo ;

* In the Mahdwanso, I have been misled by the plural Mandatd, and reckoned

two kings of that name. I see by the Tikd the name should be in the singular

Manddto. The twenty-eight rajas who lived for an Asankheyydn include therefore

Maha'sammato.
t Jambudipo, Uttarukuru, Aparagdydnan and Pubbawideho.

X This name also has been erroneously omitted by me in the Mahdwanso.

Achchimd was there read Pachchima. The Tikd, however, shows that the Dipa-

wanso is correct.

§ In the Tikd, it is further stated: "The eldest son of Achchima' was the

monarch Wattapa'ra'sa'ni, though his name be not preserved, quitting Mitheld in

the same manner that the Qkkbka family quitting Bbrdnasi founded Kapilawathu in a
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his descendants, fifty-six monarchs in number, reigned supreme in their capital

Ayujjhapurd.

" The last of these was Duppasaho, a wealthy monarch; his descendants were
sixty rulers, who reigned supreme in their capital Bdrdnasi.

44 The last of these was Ajitajano ; his descendants eighty-four thousand in

number ruled supreme in their capital Kapilanagaran.

11 The last of these was Brahmadatto, greatly endowed with riches ; his descen-

dants were thirty-six rajas in number, who reigned supreme in their capital

Hatthipura.
44 The last of these was the raja Kambalawasabho ; his descendants were

thirty-two monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Ekachakkhu.

" The last of these was the illustrious Purindade'wo ; his descendants were

twenty-eight monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Wajirdpura.

** The last of these was the raja Sodhano ; his descendants were twenty monarchs

and they reigned supreme in their capital Madhurd.

"The last of these was the raja Dhammagutto, powerful in his armies ; his

descendants were eighteen monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital

Aritthapura.

" The last of these was the raja Narindasitthi*' ; his descendants were

seventeen kings, who reigned supreme in their capital Indapattapura.

" The last of these was Brahmede'wo2 raja ; his descendants were sixteen

monarchs, who reigned in their capital Ekachakkhu.
44 The last of these was the monarch Baladatto3

; his descendants were fourteen

rulers, who reigned supreme in their capital Kdsambinagaran.

" The last of these was celebrated under the title of Bhaddade'wo4
; his descen-

dants were nine kings, who reigned in their capital Kannakochchhanagaran.
44 The last of these was the celebrated Naradewo; his descendants were seven

monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Rdjdnanagaran.
* 4 The last of these was the raja Mahindo ; his descendants were twelve kings,

who reigned supreme in their capital Champdkanagaran.
44 The last of these was the monarch Na'gade'wo ; his descendants were twenty-

five rulers, who reigned supreme in their celebrated capital Mithila.
44 The last of these was Buddhadatto5

, a raja powerful by his armies, his descen-

dants were twenty-five monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Rdjagahan.
44 The last of these was Dipankaro ; his descendants were twelve rajas, who

reigned supreme in their capital TahkasiU.
44 The last of these was the raja Talisakaro, his descendants were twelve rulers,

who reigned supreme in their capital Kusindra.
44 The last of these was the raja Purindo ; his descendants were nine kings, who

reigned supreme in Tdmaliti.
44 The last of these was the worthy monarch Sa'garade'wo, whose son Makha'-

DE'wof was px-e-eminent for his deeds of charity ; his descendants were eighty-four

thousand monarchs, who reigned supreme at Mithild.

subsequent age, established himself at Kasdwati, raised the Chhata there, and there

his dynasty flourished. His lineal successors in that empire were in number ninety-

nine, the last of whom was A kindam, and they all ruled there under the designa-

tion of the Achchimd dynasty." I should infer from this passage that the capital

called Sakula in the Dipawanso should be Kusdwati.
* In the Tikd there are the following variations of appellation from the Dipawanso :

1. Brahmasiwo. 2. Brahmadatto. 3. Baladewo. 4. Haithidewo. 5. Samud-
dhadatto.

t The Tikd observes in reference to the Mahdwanso, that according to the
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tl The last of these was Ne'mi, a monarch who received offerings from the Diwd and

was a Chakkawatti (powerful sovereign), whose dominions were bounded by the

ocean : the son of Ne'mi was Kala'kajanako* ; his son was Samankuro : and

Lis son was Aso'ko ; and his descendants were eighty-four thousand rulers who

reigned supreme in their capital B&r&nusi.

11 The last of these was the raja Wijayo, a wealthy monarch : his son was Wui-
TASENo who was endowed with great personal splendor. Dhammase'no, Na'ga-
sl'no, Samatho, Disampati, Rainu, Kuso ; JMaiia'kuso, Nawaratho, Dasaratho,

Ra'mO,BiLA'RATHO,ChiTTADASSI, AtTHADASSI, SuJa'tO, OKKA'KOfjOKKA'KAMUKHO',

Nipuro, Chandima', Chandamukiio, Sirira ja, Sanjayo, the monarch Wessan-

taro, Jalo, Sihawa'hano and Sihassaro. These were enterprising monarchs,

who upheld the pre-eminence of their dynasty ; and his (Sihassaro's) descendants

were eighty-two thousand, who (all) reigned supreme in their capital Kapilawatthu.

" The last of these was Jayase'no ; his son was Se'hahanu who was endowed

with great personal splendor. Unto the said Se'hahanu there were five sons.

Those five brothers were Suddho'dano, Dh'oto'dano, Sukko'dano, Ghatito-
dano and Amitoda no. All these rajas were distinguished as OdanoJ. Siddat-
tho, the saviour of the world, was the son of Suddho'dano ; and after the

birth of his illustrious son Rahulo, finally reliquished (worldly grandeur) for the

purpose of attaining Buddhohood.

" The whole of these monarchs, who were of great wealth and power, were in

number one lakh, four nahutani§ and three hundred. Such is the number of

monarchs of the dynasty from which the Bodhisatto (Buddho elect) is sprung.
" Perishable|| things are most assuredly transitory, it being their predestiny that

after being produced they should perish ; they, accordingly, being produced, pass

away. To arrest this (eternity of regeneration and destruction, by the attainment

of nibbdnan) is indeed to be blessed."

The conclusion of the Mahdrdjaioanso.

11 The raja Suddho'dano, the son of Se'hahanu was a monarch who reigned

in the city called Kapila ; and the raja Bha'tiyo was then the monarch who
reigned at Rdjagahdn, a city situated in the centre of five^[ mountains. These two

rulers of men, Suddho'dano and Bha'tiyo, the descendants (of royal dynasties)

from the commencement of the kappo, were intimately attached to each other.

** {By Bimbisa'ro the sou of Bha'tiyo) these five wishes were conceived in the

eighth year of his age. ' Should my royal parent invest me with sovereignty :

Aithakathd Makha'dewo is reckoned among the eighty-five thousand successors of

Sagaradewo, whereas that number should be exclusive of him.

* Here also the Tikd notices in reference to the Mahdwanso that the eighty-

five thousand are to be reckoned exclusive of Samankuro and Asoko.

t Vide Mahdwanso Introduction, p. xxxv. for the establishment of the Sdkyan

dynasty of Okkdkamukho.

X This word literally signifies " boiled rice :" no reason is assigned for adopting

the designation.

$ In this sense nnahutan is 10,000, making therefere 140,300 monarchs. Accord-

ing to the Tikd there were 252,539 rajas from Maha'sammato to Okkako, the

Jkswaku of the Hindus.

[I
This is a passage of the Pitakattayin as propounded by Sa'KYA.

^T The names of these mountains are Isigiii, Wibhdro, in which is situated the

Satlapanni cave in which the first convocation was held; Wepntto ; Pandawo
aud Gejjhakato, the mountain where Buddho dwelt last in the neighbourhood of

Rajagakdn.

6 A
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should a supreme of men (Buddho) be born in my dominions : should a Tatha'gato
select me for the first person to whom he presented himself : should he administer

to me the heavenly dhammo ; and should I comprehend that supreme dhammo—
these will be blessings vouchsafed to me.' Such were the five wishes conceived

by Bimbisa'ro.

" Accordingly, on the demise of his father, he was inaugurated in the fifteenth

year of his age : within his dominions the supreme of the world was born :

Tatha'gato repaired to him as the first person to whom he presented himself : pro-

pounded the heavenly dhammo : and the monarch comprehended it.

" Maha'we'ro was not less than thirty-five years old, and the monarch Bimbi-

SA'ro, was in the thirtieth year of his age. Go'tamo therefore was five years

senior to Bimbisa'ro. That monarch reigned fifty-two years, thirty-seven of

which he passed contemporaneously with Buddho.

" Aja'tasattu (his son) reigned thirty-two years : in the eighth year of his

inauguration, the supreme Buddho attained nibbdnan. From the time that the omni-

scient Buddho, the most revered of the woi-ld and the supreme of men attained

Buddhohood, this monarch reigned twenty -four years."

The conclusion of the third Bhdnaw&ro.

Note.—A Bhdnaivdro ought to contain 250 gatha. This section is

only equal to 87, and some of the verses are incomplete. I can how-

ever detect no want of continuity in the narrative.

The fourth Bhdnawdro commences with an account of the first con-

vocation, which is already described in No. 1, of this analysis. This

chapter then proceeds with a chronological narrative of the history of

India, specifying also the contemporaneous dates of the reigns of the

monarchs of Ceylon, and of the death of those inspired Therci, who are

considered to have constituted the connecting links of the chain called

the Therdparampara or generation of preceptors.

The following are the most important passages of this section :

11 The sixteenth year after the nibbanan of the saviour of the world was the

twenty-fourth of Aja'tasattu, and the sixteenth of Wijayo (the raja of Lankd).

The learned Upa'li was then sixty years old. Da'sako entered into the upasam-

padd order in the fraternity of Upa'li. Whatever may be the extent of the doctrines

of the most revered Buddho which had been promulgated by that vanquisher as the

nine integral portions of his dispensation, the whole thereof Upa'li taught. The

said Upa'li thus taught the same, having learnt, in the most perfect manner, the

whole of the nine portions of his doctrine, which have been auricularly perpetuated,

from Buddho himself. Buddho has declared of Upa'li in the midst of the congre-

gated priesthood, ' Upa'u being the first in the knowledge of wineyo, is the chief

in my religion.' He who had thus been selected and approved in the midst of the

assembled priesthood, and who had a numerous fraternity, taught the three Pitako

to a fraternity of a thousand bikkhus, of whom Da'sako was the chief desciple : he

taught them (especially) to Da'sako and to five hundred Therd, who had overcome

the domiuion of sin, were of immaculate purity and morals, and versed in the wdda

(history of the schisms). The thero Upa'li who had a great fraternity continued

to teach the ivineyo for full thirty years after the nibbanan of the supreme Buddho.
The said Upa'li taught the whole of the eighty-four thousand component parts

of the doctrines of the divine teacher to the learned Da'sako.
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" Da'sako having: learned the whole of the Pitako in the fraternity of Upa'li,

and held the office of Upajjh&yo (conferer of the sacerdotal ordination of upasam-

padd) propounded the same. The chief of the great fraternity (Upa'li) having

deposited (tapehoana) the whole wineyo in the charge of the learned Da'sako, died.

The monarch Udayo reigned sixteen years. It was in the sixth year of his reign

that the thero Upa'li demised.

" A certain trader named So'nako who had come from the Kdsi country, and was
proud of his high descent, entered the sacerdotal order in the religion of the divine

teacher (Buddho) at the Weluwano* wiharo in the mountain-girt city (Rajagahan).

Da'sako, the chief of the confraternity, sojourned in the mountain-girt city, the

capital of the Mugadha nation, thirty-seven years, and initiated S6nako into the

sacerdotal order. The learned Da'sako was forty-five years old, in the tenth year

of the reign of the raja Na'gada'so, and twentieth of the reign of the raja Pandu
(of Lanka).

"The thero So'nako became a.n upasampadd in the fraternity of the thero Da'sako
and the thero Da'sako taught So'nako the nine component parts of the faith ; and
having learned the same from the preceptor who ordained him, he also taught the

same. The thero Da'sako having invested Sonako thero, who wus the senior

pupil in his fraternity, with the office of chief over the zoineyo, died in the sixty-

fourth year of his age.

" At the expiration of ten years and half a month of the reign of the raja Ka'la'-
soko, the thero named Sonako was forty years old, and he had then been a thero

learned in the doctrines for fourteen years ; and at the period of the expiration of

ten years and six months, the thero Sonako, who was the chief of a great fraternity,

conferred the upasampadd ordination on Siggawo and Chandawo.
" At that period a century had expired from the time that Bhagawa' had attained

nibbandn, and certain (bikkhus) of Wesdli native of Wajji set forth these ten (new)

tenets of descipline."

Here follows an account of the schism, and of the second convoca-

tion held in consequence, in the tenth year of the reign of Kalasoko,

with which the fourth Bhdnawdro concludes, the particulars of which

are given in the paper, No. 2, and in the Mahdwanso. The fifth com-

mences with recapitulating the principal particulars of the first and

second convocations and the schisms, and then proceeds

:

" In the second year of the reign of Chundagutto, when Siggawo was sixty-four

years old, which was the fifty-eighth year of the reign of Panduka'bhayo, the

r&ja (of Lanka) Moggaliputto was ordained an upasampadd in the fraternity of

Siggawo ; and the said Moggaliputtatisso, having acquired the knowledge of

the wineyo in the fraternity of Chandawajji, was released from the sins insepa-

rable from liability to future regeneration. Both Siggawo and Chandawajji
taught the whole of the Pitako, which embraces both (the wineyo, discipline, and
dhammo, doctrine), to the pre-eminently endowed Moggaliputto. Siggawo of

profound wisdom died at the age of seventy-six, having constituted the pre-eminently

endowed Moggaliputto the chief of the wineyo. Chandagutto reigned twenty-

four years. In the fourteenth year of his reign Siggawo died.

" In the sixth year of the reign of Dhamma'soko, Moggaliputto was sixty-six

years old. Mahindo was then ordained an upasampadd in his fraternity, and

acquired a knowledge of the Pitako.

*' Upa'li attained his seventy-fourth,Da'sako his sixty-fourth,the thero So'nako

* This word signifies the bamboo grove.

6 A 2
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his sixty-sixth, Siggawo his seventy- sixth, and Moggaliputto his eightieth

year. The following are the periods that all of these theros were upasampadd, of

whom at all times the learned Upa'li was recognized as the first chief, viz. ;

Da'sako was an upasampadd fifty, Sonako, forty-four, Siggawo five*, and

Moggaliputto, sixty-eight years.

" Udayo reigned sixteen years, and in the sixth year of Udayo's reign, Upa'li

died.

" Susana'go, the opulent monarch, reigned ten years, in the eighth year of

Susana'go's reign, Da'sako died.

" Atf the demise of Susana'go he had ten hrothers, who collectively reigned

twenty-two years, in great celebrity. In the sixth year of their reign S6nako died.

" Chandagutto reigned twenty-four years, and in the fourteenth year of his

reign Siggawo died.

" The celebrated Dhamma's6ko the son of Bindasa'ro reigned thirty-seven

years. In the twenty-sixth year of his reign, Moggaliputto died, having caused

religion to be glorified, and having completed the full measure of human existence.

" The learned Upa'li, the chief of a great fraternity died at the age of seventy-

four, having appointed his learned disciple Da'sako to the office of chief wineyo.

" Da'sako, died at the age of sixty.four, having appointed his senior learned

disciple So'nako to the office of chief of the wineyo.

" So'nako, who was endowed with the six abinnd, died at the age of sixty-six,

having appointed his arahat son (disciple) Siggawo to the office of chief of wineyo.

" Siggawo who was endowed with the six abinnd, died at the age of seventy-six,

having appointed his son (disciple) Moggaliputto to the office of chief of wineyo.

" Moggaliputtatisso died at the age of eighty, having appointed his disciple

Mahindo to the office of chief of ivineyo.

The conclusion of the fifth Bhdnawdro.

ie PiyadassanoJ was inaugurated in the two hundred and eighteenth year after

the death of the supreme Buddho. At the installation of Piyadassano preterna-

tural manifestations took place."

(For these manifestations I must refer to the Mahawanso.)
«« That royal youth, who was the grandson of Chandagutto and the son of

BindusA'ro was at that time the (haramolino) ruler of Vjjeni.

" In the course of an official circuit he visited Wessanagurdn ; where lived a damsel,

the daughter of a Sitthi, who became celebrated under the name of Dewi. By his

connection with her, an illustrious son was born. (The said son) Mahindo and

(his daughter) Sangamitta' formed the resolution to enter the order of priesthood.

Both these individuals having been thus ordained, overcame subjection to regene-

ration. As6ko was then reigning in the illustrious Pataiiputto. In the third year

of his inauguration he became a convert to the religion of the supreme Buddho.

(If it be asked) what the duration of the term is, from the date of the parinibbdnan

of the supreme Buddho to the date of the birth of Mahindo, who was descended

from the Moriyan dynasty, (the answer is) two hundred and five years. In that

year Mahindo the son of Asoko was born. In Mahindo's tenth year, his

father put his own brothers to death ; and he past four years in reducing Jambudipo

to order. Having put to death his hundred brothers, and reduced the dynasty to one

* This is evidently a mistake.

f The reign of Ka'la'soko is omitted, who was the father of the Nandos who are

here designated the brothers of Susana'go.

J Having erroneously written this name " Piyadasino" in a former paper,

Vol. VI. p. 1056, you have been led to suppose it wa6 the genitive case of Fiyaddsi.
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(family), they (the people) inaugurated him in the fourteenth year of Mahindo's
age. Asoko, who was endowed with great personal superiority and good fortune,

and was destined to rule the world, was inaugurated under miraculous manifesta-

tions. They installed Piyadassano on his completing his twentieth year*."

The account of the interview with Nigrodho, the expulsion of the

brahman sects, and the construction of the wiharos is then given, to

the close of the sixth Bhdnawdro.

The seventh Bhdnawdro begins with the account of Mahindo and

Sangamitta being admitted into the order of the priesthood, (the

former was at once ordained upasampadd, being of the acre of

twenty ; but the latter remained a samaneri for two years, being only

eighteen,) in the sixth year of Aso'ko's inauguration. These particu-

lars will be found in the Mahdwanso.
" Asokadhammo was fifty-four years old at the time of his inauguration, and at

the time of Asokadhammo being inaugurated, Moggaliputtatisso whs sixty-

six. Mahindo entered into the order of priesthood in the fraternity of Mogoali-
PUTTATisso. Maha'de'wo performed the ceremony of admission, and Mojjhanto,
the ceremony of the vpasampada ordination. These were the three preceptors who
qualified Mahindo for the priesthood. The said preceptor Moggaliputtatisso
taught Mahindo, who illuminated (Lanka) dipo, the whole of the Pita/co, both as
regards its import and its doctrine. In the tenth year of Mahindo's (ordination)

having acquired a perfect knowledge of the whole creed, he became the head of

a fraternity, and (pachariyo) asubpreceptor (under Moggali). The said Mahindo
having thus acquired a knowledge of the perfectly profound and well arranged
(Pitahattayan), containing the two doctrinal portions (the icineyo and the

alhidhammo) and the sultako (the parables) as well as the history of the schisms of
the preceptors, became a perpetuater of the same. Moggaliputtatisso thus per-
fected Mahindo the son of As6ko, in the knowledge of the three wejja and the four
putisambhidd, and (thereby) Moggaliputtatisso permanently established in his
disciple Mahindo, the whole of the Piiakattaydn which had been thus handed down
to him.

" Nigu6dho was admitted into the priesthood in the third year of As6ko's reign

his brother (Tisso) in the fourth, and in the sixth his son Mahindo. Tis9o and
Sumittako, the two theros who were descended from theKunti, and were endowed
with supernatural powers, died in the eighth year of the reign of As6ko. From
these two princes having entered the order of priesthood, and from (the manner in

which) these two theros died, multitudes of the khattiya and brahman castes pro-

claimed themselves to he devotees in this creed, and great benefits and honors

resulted to the religion of the vanquisher ; and the heretics, who had been influential

schismatics, lost all their ascendancy. The pandarangd, thejatild, niganthd, chetakd
and other sects for seven years continued, however, to perform the updsathaia
separate fraternities. The sanctified, pious, and virtuous ministers (of Buddho)
would not attend those uposatha meetings. At this conjuncture, it was the two
hundred and thirty-sixth year (of the Buddhistical era)."

The Dipawanso then gives the account of the tfiird convocation
and of the dispersion of the missionaries for the promulgation of Bud-

* This is evidently a clerical error, his son Mahindo being then fourteen years

old. It was subsequently mentioned that Asukodhammo was forty-five years old at

his inauguration.
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dhism through the adjacent kingdoms of Asia, viz. Gandhdro, Mahiso>

Aparantako, Mahardtthdn, Yono, Hiwawanto, Suwannabhilmi and

Lankddipo.

The ninth Bhdnawdro commences with the history of Ceylon, and

it is singular that the origin of the Sihala race is here divested of the

fabulous character given to it in the Mahdwanso to the extent formerly

suggested by me. If the popular legend of the lion (siho) had not

been previously known, the account in the Dipawanso would have

been rendered, by any unprejudiced translator, into English without

naming the fabulous monster, literally thus :

» This island Lanka acquired the name of Sihala from Siho*. Listen to this narra-

tive of mine, being the account of the origin of this island and this dynasty. The

daughter of a king of Wango, having formed a connection with a certain Siho, who

found his livelihood in a wilderness, gave birth to two children. These two children

named Si'HABa ;hu and Se'wali were of prepossessing appearance. The mother

was named Susima', and the father was called Siho, and at the termination of

sixteen years, secretly quitting that wilderness, he (Si'haba'hu) founded a city,

to which capital he gave the name of Sihapura. In that Lala kingdom, the son

of Si'Ho becoming a powerful monarch, reigned supreme in his capital Sihapura."

This Bhdnaivdro proceeds with the account of Wijayo landing in

Ceylon, and the establishment of his dynasty, omitting however, entirely,

Wijayo's marriage with Kuwe'ni, and narrates the reigns of the ensu-

ing kings to De'wananpiyatisso, assigning to them reigns of the same

duration, as that given to them in the Mahdwanso. We then find the

synchronisms in the chronologies of India and Ceylon, which are quot-

ed in the introduction to the Mahdwanso from the Atthahathd in the

Wineyo.

I do not notice any matter in the Dipawanso, not found in the

Mahdivanso, till I come to the eighteenth Bhdnawdro. The theripa-

rampard, or succession of preceptresses is there given, taken from the

Atthakathd on the Wineyo in the following words :

" She who was renowned under the appellation of Pajdpati, and was of the

Gotamo family, endowed with six abinnd and with supernatural gifts, the younger

sister, born of the same mother, of Maha'ma'ya' (the mother of Buddho) : and

who, with the same affection as Maya herself nourished Bhagawa' at her breast,

was established in the highest office (among priestesses).

* '* Pachchantan," I have translated, " foreign" in the Mahdwanso, as the word

is compounded of " pati" and " antan." It would be better rendered as " situated

on the confines."

Wanawdsi is here omitted, probably by an error of transcription.

This passage is important Mdtacha Susimdndma, pitdcha Sihasawhayo. If M Siho''

was intended for a "lion," li Sawhayo" which signifies "named" or " called"

would not be used.
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" The following are the priestesses who (in succession) acquired a perfect know-
ledge of the wineyo, viz. : Khe'ma' Uppalawanna', two of each name, and Pata'-

cha'ri, Dhammadikna', Sobhita', Isida'sika', Wisa'kha', As6ka\ Sapala',
Sanghada'si, gifted with wisdom, Nanda' and Dhammapa'la', celebrated for

her knowledge of Wineyo.

" The theri Sanghamitta', Uttara', who was gifted with wisdom, He'mapa'sa,
Dassala', Aggamitta', Dasika', Pheggupabbata', Matta', Salala', Dhamma-
Da'SIYA—these juvenile priestesses came hither from Jambudipo, and propounded the

Winayapitako in the capital designated Anuradhapura—they propounded not onlv the

five divisions of the wineyo, but also the seven Pakarandni.

" The females who were ordained upasampadd by them in this island were Soma,

devoted to Dhammo, Goridi'pi', Dhammada'siyi, Dhammapa'la' versed in the

wineyo, Mahila conversant in the dhutawddd, So'bhana, Dhammata, Passanaga-
missa', also versed in the wineyo, and Sa'ta ka'li profound in the theri contro-

versy, and Uttara'.
" Under the instructions of A'bhayo* celebrated for his illustrious descent, the

aforesaid priestesses as well as SuMANA'f renowned for the doctrinal knowledge

among her sisterhood, a maintainer of the Dhiitangd, a vanquisher of the passions,

of great purity of mind, devoted to dhammo and wineyo, and Uttara' endowed with

wisdom, together with their thirty thousand priestesses, were the first priestesses

who propounded at Anuradhapura, the wineyo, the five Nikdye (of the Suttapitako)

and the Suttapakarant of the Abhidhammo.
" Maha'la equally illustrious for her knowledge of the dhammo and for her

piety, was the daughter of the monarch Ka'kawanno Girika'li, profoundly versed

by rote, was the daughter of his Poorohito (the almoner of Ka'kawanno')
;

Ka'lada'si and Sabbapa'pika' were the daughters of Gutto. These priestesses,

who always maintained the orthodox texts, and of perfect purity of mind, were

versed in the dhammo and wineyo, and having returned from the Rohana division

maintained by the illustrious ruler of men AbhayoJ, propounded the Wineyo,

at Anuradhapura.^

The remainder of this passage is so confused as not to admit of a

continuous translation.

In the twentieth Bhdnawdro is specified the reducing the scriptures

to record, in precisely the same two verses as in the Mahdivanso ; and

in the twenty-second it is mentioned that Wasabho the raja of Ceylon

between A. D. 66 and 110, brought water into the town of Anura-

dhapura through a tunnel " ummaggo" and with this Bhanawdro,

the Dipaivanso terminates at the close of the reign of Maha'se'no.

* Abhayo, the brother of De'wananpiyatisso.

f Vide Index of the Mahdwanso for this name.

* Vide Index for Gdmini Abhayo, the name of Dutthaga'mini before he

recovered the kingdom.
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II.

—

Report on the Copper mines of Kumaon. By Capt. H. Drum-
mond, 3rd, B. L. C.

Many of our readers will be aware, that Capt. Drummond of the

3rd Light Cavalry, brought with him to this country when he returned

about two years ago from furlough, a practical miner from Cornwall,

and that, upon his application, the sanction of Government was given

to the employment of this person, under Capt. Drummond's superin-

tendence, in the examination of the capabilities of the mines of copper

in Kumaon, with a view to the introduction eventually of a better

method of working them. These mines were reported upon at length

by Capt. Herbert ten years ago, hut as the observations of a prac-

tical workman upon their present condition, and upon the methods of

extracting the ore which are in use, cannot be without interest, the

Government has permitted the following report by Capt. Drummond
of his proceedings to be printed in these pages.

Mines of copper in the eastern districts of Kumaon.

Of the mines of copper situated in the eastern division of this pro-

vince only two are now worked, one at Eye in the pergunnah of Gun*

gowly, the other at Sheera in Barrabeesy, the rest, namely, Belar,

Shore, Goorung, and Chincacolee, have all fallen in, and been abandoned,

and are consequently inaccessible at the present moment.

The mines of Rye and of Sheera have been worked nearly to the

extent available, that is to say, available so far as native mining (or

rather burrowing) can accomplish ; not that the resources of these mines

are by any means exhausted, but only that part, which being near the

surface, can be obtained without the aid of skill and capital.

From the length of time that these mines have been worked, the

appearance of the ground about them could not be expected to be very

different from the condition in which it was found, but their poor state

at present is no argument, w7hy they should not become very profitable

when prosecuted to a greater depth.

In other countries it seldom happens, I believe, that mines of copper

are found to be productive near the surface, and in Cornwall few of

them ever yield a return till a considerable depth underneath is

reached, as much as 30 or 40 fathoms. And the greater part of this

distance consists generally of little else than the mere ferruginous

substance, termed gossan, which covers the ore, whilst scarcely any of

the latter can be discerned. By analogy therefore the same may be

expected here, and this is so far confirmed by the native miners, as

well as by the present and former lessees of the mines, who assert
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that the quantity of ore increases considerably in the downward direc-

tion. In no instance have I yet learned of a mine having- been given

up on account of deficiency of copper ore : all concur in the belief

that there is no want of ore, but a great want of the means for extract-

ing it.

Rye mine—Pergunah of Gungowlee,

This mine is opened on the eastern side of a hill of moderate eleva-

tion. The rock formation is composed of dolomite and talc. The

dolomite* occurs compact, slaty and crystalline, and might frequently

be mistaken for common primary limestone, but its feeble effervescence

in acids readily distinguishes it as a magnesian carbonate of lime. The

talc occurs in beds, both indurated and slaty (the soapy killas of Corn-

wall) ; and it is in these beds that the ores of copper are found in nume-

rous strings, having every appearance of being leaders, as they are

called, to solid ore, and maintaining a distinct course, which I shall

accordingly denominate lode, agreeably to the term used in mining.

The strike, or direction, of the strata, is nearly W. N. W. and

E. S. E, dipping at an angle of about 45g
to the N. N. E.

The present entrance is by an adit or passage, which serves as a

drain. The adit is driven on the course of one of these lodes, which

continues west about 10 fathoms, when it falls in with another lode,

that alters its direction to 15°, and afterwards to 30° north, inclining

nearly 50° to the east of north. At the time I penetrated to the working

part of the mine, it was then about 58 fathoms from the entrance. The

lode had been taken away from underneath, as deep as the miners could

manage to excavate, and its place filled up with rubbish. Above also

they had taken it away as high as it was found to be productive ; and,

when I saw them at work, they were then extending their operations in

the same westerly direction, the lode being about two feet wide, and

containing good yellow copper ore, but with a large proportion of its

talcous matrix, 20 per cent, only being metalliferous.

The passage varies from two to four feet in height, and from two to

two and a half in width ; the superincumbent hard dolomitic rock not

allowing the labourers to make it higher, without having recourse to

blasting, with which they are totally unacquainted. A short distance

above the entrance is an old adit, which has been carried on the course

of the same lode, and is now kept open for the purpose of ventilation.

* Dolomite is not a rock producing copper in England, but it is known in other

countries to contain ores of this metal and of iron. The rich mines of Cuba are said'

to be in it.

6 B
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The yellow sulphuret of copper, or copper pyrites, in its perfectly

pure state yields about 30 per cent, of metallic copper ; and though not a

rich ore, is the most important of any from its abundance, and from being

generally more to be depended on for continuance than the richer

varieties*. In England, more copper is obtained from it than from all the

other ores together ; and, should this mine be prosecuted to a greater

depth, I have no doubt, that the strings of ore above mentioned, will

be found to lead eventually to solid ore, when data as to the actual

capabilities of the mine may with certainty be obtained.

In the event of an experimental mine being established here, a new

adit, 80 fathoms in length, will require to be brought in lower down

the hill, so as to reach the present mine 10 fathoms below the entrance,

and drain the whole of it, along with a considerable quantity of new

ground, which the natives report to be very rich, but say they cannot

work it on account of the accumulation of water.

About a couple of hundred yards to the north, and in the same hill,

is another deposit of copper. This is laid open to the surface during

the rainy season, and allowed to fall together again, as soon as the

water, employed by the natives to carry off the talcous mud from the ore

ceases to be plentiful. An awkward attempt had been made by the

present teekadar (lessee of the mine), to mine this with timber, but(

without success ; and it was at the time I visited the spot abandoned,

and the works lying full of water. To have an effective mine here, it

will be necessary to sink a perpendicular shaft of 12 fathoms, and to

bring in an adit about 50 fathoms in length, so as to come under the

works above described about eight fathoms, and lay open a space of

ground, also believed to contain a considerable quantity of ore.

Sheera mine—tergunah of Barrabeery.

The mine of Sheera is situated on the northern side of a hill, some-

what higher than the one at Rye, and is entered by an adit, which is

driven south in the course of an evidently non-metallic vein, (no traces

of copper being found in it :) and this the natives must have made use of,

to assist them in penetrating the dolomite rock, which, with beds of talc,

constitutes here likewise the formation where in the ores of copper are

discovered. Nearly 33 fathoms from the entrance, the adit strikes

a copper lode, on which a level passage is driven, that continues west-

ward, its course being about 10° south of west, and dip northerly from

45 to 50°. Scarcely any thing could be seen of this lode, which has

been all taken away, and its place supplied with timber, until I arrived

at the end of the level, (18 fathoms in length,) where it seems to inter-

* Extensive beds of copper pyrites occur in the mining districts of Sweden.
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sect another lode, running in a northwest and southeasterly direction,

which is poor at this particular locality. The former lode resembles the

ore at Rye, but the ore is harder and more contaminated with iron

pyrites.

The adit is also continued south from the strike of this lode a few feet,

when it enters a confused mass of timbering and stones, having the

appearance as if ore had been excavated in every direction ; it then runs

15° west of south, and is about 10 fathoms in length. At the end of

this passage, a pit is sunk (said to be 35 feet deep) on a lode

running 5° north of west. When I penetrated to the spot, it was half

full of water, which six men were constantly employed in lifting up

in small buckets, to prevent the flooding of the working part of the

mine, with which there is a communication, as is evident from the

currents of water and air that come from that quarter.

The teekadar reports the lode at the bottom of the pit to be very

rich, but complains of deficiency of hands to work it. Should the passage

of the mine be enlarged, men of a different caste from the miners might

be employed to draw off the water, and the whole of the miners set to

work at the ores. There is no want of ventilation, as the air is constant-

ly circulating from the works to the pit, and from thence to the strike

of the first lode, not far from which are two holes brought down from

an old adit, formerly the drainage of the mine. The appearance of this

mine warrants the repairing and enlarging of the adit, which is the first

thing to be done : more satisfactory data will then be obtained as to the

character and number of the lodes, than can be hoped for in its present

wretched state : the bringing in of a new adit may then be taken into

consideration.

I shall now offer a few practical observations by my mining assistant,

contrasting the modes of working here with what he has been accustomed

to witness in Cornwall.

1. " The mode of excavation.—This is performed with a very indif-

ferent kind of pick-axe ; the handle being made of a piece of wood with a

knob at one end, into which a piece of hard iron is thrust and sharpened

at the point. This, with a miserable iron hammer, wedge and crowbar^

constitutes all the apparatus that the native miner has to depend upon.

It is plain that with such tools no hard rocks can be penetrated,

nor can the softer ones be worked with much facility ; and to this fact

may be attributed the universal smallness of the passages throughout the

mines ; as the native miner can have his passage no larger, than the

rock which encloses the ore and its matrix will admit of.

"I would, therefore suggest that proper pickaxes and steel gads

6 b 2
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(wedges) be substituted instead of the inefficient tools in use, and when

blasting may be required the necessary materials should be provided.

On the other hand, where timber may be requisite, sawn wood should

be used to render the passages permanent and secure, in place of the

branches of trees now employed for that purpose ; and I judge from

experience, that a man accustomed to work under these improved cir-

cumstances will excavate and extend a large and commodious passage

in a less time by one-third, than that occupied for the same distance

in excavating the miserable holes under the native mode of working.

2. * The conveying the ores and refuse from the mine.—This is

performed by boys, who pick up the stuff with their hands, and put it

into skins, which they drag along the floor to the entrance of the mine.

In place of this method, wheel-barrows and shovels should be used,

when the passages are enlarged ; and a boy might then easily discharge

four times as much as he can at present.

3. " The pulverizing of the ores.—'This is performed by women ;

a large hard stone being placed on the ground on which they lay the

ores ; they then either with a stone, or hammer, more frequently the

former, proceed to pulverize them and to pick out the impurities : in

this manner a woman may manage from one to two maunds per day,

according to the hardness of the ores. In Cornwall, a woman will pul-

verize from 10 to 15 hundredweight per day, according, as in the

former case, to the nature of the ores. The method in practice there

is, first to dispense with the picking :—secondly, to have the ores

elevated, so as to enable the individual to stand while working, and

to have a plate of iron about a foot square and two inches thick on

which the ores are broken with a broad flat hammer : the impurities are

then finally separated by a peculiar mode of dressing the ores with a

sieve, by which a boy gets through with from one and a half to two

tons per day. The ores are conveyed to the women, and from them to

the boys by a man who attends for that purpose.

4. " The washing and cleansing of the poorer ores from slime and

other impurities.—This also is performed by women, who carry the

stuff from the entrance of the mine to a stream in baskets, where they

contrive, by dabbling with their hands, to wash off the mud and finer

particles of earth. They then proceed to pick out all the pieces of ore

they can get hold of; or in the case of what may be submitted to the

water in a comminuted state, they work this against the stream, so as

to gather it clean at the head of a small pit by handfulls ; but, from the

bad construction of the pits, it is with difficulty that this is performed.

After picking up any larger pieces of ore, which may have gone back
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with the stream, they scoop out the refuse with their hands, and then

proceed with another charge. In Cornwall, one woman provided with a

wheel-barrow and shovel for the conveying and washing of the ores,

and a boy with a sieve for dressing them, as formerly mentioned, would

accomplish an equal task to that of ten women on the system described.

5. " The drainage of the mine.-—In the first place, this is managed

in a proper manner by an adit. But whenever any attempt is made to

go below it, as is the case in most, if not all the mines, the water is then

raised in wooden buckets handed from one man to another, until they

reach the adit into which they are emptied. In this manner six,

ten or even more men may be employed, whilst only an inferior num-

ber can be spared for excavating the ores. At the Sheera mine, for

instance, six men are constantly engaged in lifting up the water, and

there are only two at the ores : the water raised by these six men, could

be effected with a hand-pump by one man : but, in order to keep the

pump constantly going, two men might be required, and the remaining

four added to the number of those who are excavating.

Lastly.—" To obtain sawn wood for rendering the passages perma-

nent and secure, the art of sawing, which is entirely unknown to the

people here, ought to be introduced."

—

The foregoing remarks having reference simply to the rude and

inefficient mode of work now actually in practice in this province, the

rectifying of them will form the first stage of improvement. No
allusion has hitherto been made, to the vast results from machinery,

which in England may be witnessed in almost every mine ; nor have

the important processes of reducing the ore to the metallic state, been

yet adverted to, though these are on a parallel with what has been

said on the subject of extraction*. However, from the statements

which have been made, it may be seen, that notwithstanding the

mountaineer receives but a very slight remuneration for his labor,

yet considering the extravagant manner in which that labor is ex-

pended, an exorbitant rate is paid for the really serviceable work

performed. Thus it is not so much the grinding avarice of the

teekadar, that oppresses the miner, as the system upon which he

works, that cannot admit of his being much better paid. To relieve

this class of people, therefore, and raise their condition, it is much to be

desired, that a new management should be adopted ; while, on the other

hand, were the mines equal to the very best in Cornwall, no great pro-

fit could ever accrue from them, worked as they are at present.

* The charcoal smelting furnaces of Sweden appear to me to be the best

suited for these mountains.
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The almost inaccessible state of these mines, and the great difficulty of

making any observations at all in such places, as well as the interruption

alluded to heretofore, namely, the illness of my assistant whom I

was obliged to bring back to cantonments in a very precarious state of

health, have prevented me from making this report so full as I should

have wished. It appeared to me desirable to take, in the first instance,

merely a rapid glance at the whole of the copper mines throughout the

province, before the setting in of the rains, (when they become inac-

cessible,) with the view of determining the most eligible locality for

bringing the question of their productiveness to the test of experiment.

The mines of the western purgunahs, which, by all accounts, are the

richest, I have not yet had an opportunity of examining ; but though my
plans have been frustrated in that respect, I can nevertheless recom-

mend a trial of one of those I have already visited ; to wit, the Rye

mine. It is unfavorably situated for a new adit ; but from the appear-

ance of the ground, and the probability of cutting new lodes underneath

by traverses from the one now worked, the superior quality of the ore,

together with what information I have been able to gather from the

natives, as to the character of the lode at a greater depth, I consider it

in every way the best suited for an experiment, an estimate of the pro>

bable expense of which is herewith annexed*. Should the government

deem it expedient to authorize the work being commenced, my mining

assistant, Mr. Wilkin, is fully competent to carry on the detail; and

Lieut. Glasford, executive engineer of Kumaon, has offered his

services to superintend, as far as his other duties in the province will

permit, and to further the undertaking by every means in his power.

I shall now conclude with a summary of the different points of

inquiry, upon which I should wish to ground my next report of the

mines of copper in this province.

Some account of the rocks, considered in an economical point of

view.

The ores seem to be of the usual varieties, and need merely to be speci-

fied. Assays from selected specimens hardly give a correct estimate of

producef

.

The important thing to be noticed is, the quantity that may be ob-

tained. This will depend principally on the width of the lodes, and

* It is estimated by Capt. D., that the cost of the proposed new* adit at Rye

will be above 2400 rupees.

t The working ore I have hitherto seen has been copper pyrites, grey copper

ore, and the green carbonate I have met with, but in too inconsiderable quantity

to deserve notice.
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how far that width is occupied by solid ore, or how much it is intermix-

ed with spar, talc and other matters*. Also, on the continuity of

branches of ore to a reasonable extent, or, on the other hand, on their

being short and occurring at considerable intervals.

Again, the character of the lodes will have to be described,—whether

beds conforming with the stratification of the country, or veins travers-

ing the same.—Whether numerous, parallel to each other, or crossing.

—What their direction usually is by the compass.—Whether vertical,

or at what angle they deviate from being vertical.—Whether they are

rich at particular places, as where veins intersect each other.—What

is the character of the mineral matter, filling the lode where ore is de-

ficient.—Whether this character is different, when near the surface, or

when observed at greater depths.—What proportion of the lode appears

to be metalliferous, and what barren.

Facilitiesfor working.

Many considerations come under this head— character and habits

of the natives—rate of payment for labor—state of roads and means

of transport—supply of timber and other articles required—means of

drainage, such as levels for obtaining adits—falls of water for machi-

nery—streams whether constant and sufficient. As no mining opera-

tions upon an extended scale can be carried on without a command of

cheap and good iron, I shall next advert to the mines and manufacture

of this metal, and point out the peculiar advantages possessed by these

mountains, over other parts of India, for improvements in that valuable

branch of the natural resources of the country.

September, 1838.

III.— Observations on six new species of Cyprinidte, with an outline

of a new classification of the family\ By J. McClelland, Esq.-,

Bengal Medical Establishment.

It is almost unnecessary to refer to the following passage which

is inserted under the head of European correspondence, page 110,

volume I. of this Journal, but it is so apposite to my subject that I

must be excused for quoting it as it stands. " I spent some time in

Paris this summer and saw a good deal of M. Cuvier. I used the

freedom of mentioning your name to him and your desire of taking

* In the western pergunahs, Captain Herbert, in his geological report

particularises grey, purple, and vitrious copper ore.
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advantage of your position to forward the interests of science. I asked

him if there was any particular object in natural history which I might

suggest to you as a desideratum which could be supplied from India.

He immediately replied emphatically ' ah certainement, les poissons

d'eau douce ;' he added that some gentleman in Calcutta had already

sent him a good many of those of the lower rivers and parts of the

country, but that they had no account of those of the higher parts."

Buchanan states, that while engaged in the provinces remote from

the sea he met with few species he had not before seen, but previous to

his departure for Europe, on returning to the vicinity of the large

estuaries he daily met with unknown species. In the large rivers above

the influence of the tides he therefore supposed that not more than one

species in five escaped his attention, while of those of the estuaries he

had not described above one half. These last have recently engaged

the attention of Dr. Cantor, who during the season of 1836-7 accom-

panied the surveying expedition under Capt. Lloyd as medical officer,

while I have been engaged in the former since my journey to Assam

in 1835.

The results prove the accuracy of Buchanan's remarks, for while

most of those obtained by Dr. Cantor in the Sunderbuns have

proved to be new, not more than one in five of the fresh water species

inhabiting the large rivers in the interior, escaped the observation of

Buchanan; but when we trace those rivers upwards from the com-

mencement of the rapids into the mountains, the number of unknown

forms augments in proportion to those that have been described, so that

we may reverse the ratio given by Buchanan, and consider not more

than one in five as having hitherto been made known, thus correspond-

ing with Cuvier's notion ' that we have no accounts of those of higher

parts.' Still, if Cuvier had been acquainted with the extent of Bu-

chanan's labours on the subject, he would have seen that the whole of

that author's Garrue are Alpine forms. This peculiar group which I

have incorporated with the genus Gonorhynchus is fully described in the

Gangetic fishes, but the drawings having been retained with the author's

extensive collections of papers in every department of natural history

at the library of the botanic garden, no figures of them were given

to the public by Buchanan, and unfortunately Cuvier and other

icthyologists only adopted such of his species as were figured in the

work referred to.

CYPRINIDiE.
One dorsal fin, stomach without ceecal appendages, branchial mem-

brane with few rays,
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I. Sub-fam. F2EONOM12E, J. M.

Herbivorous.

Mouth slightly cleft, either horizontal or directed downwards ; the

stomach is a lengthened tube continuous with a long intestinal canal

;

colours plain, branchial rays three.

1. Gen. Cirrhinus, Lower jaw composed of two short limbs loosely

attached in front where, instead of a prominent apex there is a depres-

sion ; no spinous rays in the dorsal, lips soft, fleshy, and furnished with

cirri.

Sub-gen. Labeo, Cuv. Cirri small or wanting.

2. Gen. Barbus. Lower jaw composed of two lengthened limbs

united in front, so as to form a smooth narrow apex. Dorsal fin pre-

ceded by a strong bony spine, lips hard, four cirri, intermaxillaries

protractile.

Sub-gen. Oreinus, J. M. Mouth vertical, lower jaw shorter than

the upper, snout muscular and projecting, suborbital* plates concealed.

3. Gen. Cyprinus prop. Body elevated, lower jaw short and round-

ed in front, lips hard, thick, and without cirri ; dorsal long.

4. Gen. Gobio. Dorsal placed over the ventrals and like the anal

short, and without spines. Lowerjaw shorter than the upper, and either

round or square in front ; lips thin and hard,

5. Gen. Gonorhynchus. Mouth situated under the head which is

long and covered with thick integuments. Body long and sub-cylindri-

cal, snout often perforated by numerous mucous pores. Dorsal and

anal short, opposite, and without spines.

II. Sub-fam. SARCOBORIN^, J. M.
Carnivorous.

Mouth directed upwards, widely cleft and horizontal, with a bony pro-

minence more or less distinct on the symphysis of the lower jaw,

serving as a prehensile tooth. Colors bright, disposed in spots and

streaks, or displaying a uniformly bright lustre. The stomach is a

lengthened sack ending in a short abdominal canal. Branchial rays

three. |

1. Gen. Systomus, J. M. Intermaxillaries protractile; dorsal and

anal short, the former opposite to the ventrals. Body elevated and

marked by two or more distinct dark spots. Diffuse bright spots either

on the fins or opercula, prominence on the jaw obscure ; scales large.

2. Gen. Abramis? Cuv. Body short and elevated, a short dorsal

is placed opposite to the ventrals, anal long. Intestine of the only

Indian species short as the body.

3. Gen. Perilampus, J. M. Head small, obliquely elevated above

6c
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the axis of the body. Dorsal opposite the anal which is the longer fin ;

apices of the jaws raised to a line with the dorsum which is straight,

while the body below is much arched. Sides often streaked with bright

colors, particularly blue, abdominal tube small, and little longer than

the body.

4. Gen. Leuciscus. Dorsal small, opposite the ventrals, mouth and

head horizontal and placed in the axis of the body, scales and opercula

covered with a silvery pigment.

5. Gen. Opsarius, J. M. Mouth widely cleft ; body slender and

usually marked with transverse green bars or spots. Dorsal small,

without spines and placed behind the middle ; anal long. Intestinal

canal very short and extending straight from the stomach to the vent.

III. Sub-fam. APALOPTERINiE, J. M.
Body elongated ; sub-cylindric, and enveloped in mucous ; all the

fin rays soft ; intestines short. Branchial rays vary from two to six.

1. Gen. P.ecilian.e, Schn.

Sub-gen. Aplocheilus, J. M. Head flat, with the eyes placed on its

edges, and the mouth broad and directed upwards, with a single row of

minute teeth placed along the edges of the jaws ; caudal entire.

2. Gen. Platycara, J. M. Head flat, with the eyes placed on its

upper surface, fins thick and opaque. Pectorals large, anal small, caudal

bifid, mouth without teeth and directed downwards. Stomach and in-

testine form a continuous fleshy tube little longer than the body.

3. Gen. Psilorhynchus, J. JVI. Muzzle elongated and flattened,

eyes placed far back on the edges of the head, mouth small and suctorial,

without cirri, opercula small, caudal bifid, dorsal opposite to the

ventrals.

Cobitis, Linn.

Head and body elongated and little compressed or elevated, the

snout is long, directed obliquely downwards, and projecting slightly in

front of the mouth, which is surrounded with short muscular filaments.

4. Gen. Cobitis propria, J. M. Caudal entire, large, and orna-

mented with bars or spots
;

prevailing colour various shades of brown

disposed in more or less dense nebulae.

5. Gen. Schislura, J. M. Caudal bilobate, prevailing colors green,

usually disposed in zones and cross-bars.

It would be unnecessary here to offer any remark on the foregoing

outline of the arrangement to which I have resorted in this family, with

the view of introducing our Indian species to such groups as might har.

monise with those of the Regne animal. This task however easy it

may seem was one that could only be attempted after long study in
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India, since Cuvier himself in referring such of Buchanan's species as

are figured in the Gangetic fishes to his groups, generally misplaces

them even according to his own principles, for want of sufficient infor-

mation regarding their forms, to say nothing of habits and structure

;

and there can be no doubt that if Cuvjer had been possessed of suffi-

cient knowledge of our Indian species he would have subdivided the

family and characterised its groups nearly as I have done.

In collecting materials I have hitherto been chiefly indebted to

Mr. Griffith. I have now however to acknowledge my obliga-

tion to Dr. MacLoed, Inspector General of H. M. hospitals, whose

collection consists of six different kinds caught promiscuously in the

streams at Simla, and these form as many species not before known,

thus promising an unprecedented accession of undescribed forms in this

quarter, as well as along the whole line of the Himalaya, when a

more diligent search has been made for them : and it is this circum-

stance that induces me to publish these species at once, rather

than keep them back for the more copious details of the family now in

course of publication. To those who are desirous of contributing to this

interesting branch of natural history, which has been hitherto so much

neglected, or I should rather say, suppressed in India, I may remark

that specimens are always more satisfactory than drawings, however

carefully executed ; that larger fishes may be skinned and prepared

with arsenical soap as easily if not more so than any other animals

and that the smaller kinds, provided not more than half a dozen be put

in a quart bottle of good bazar spirits, will keep during a journey in the

cold season from the most distant parts of India. Should specimens

exceed the size of the finger, their skins may be thrown into spirits in

which state the chance of their arriving safe will be more secure ; notes

regarding their habits and the parts removed will render such speci-

mens of still higher value.

Fam. CYPRINID^E, Cuv.

Sub-fam. PiEONOMINiE, J. M. Gen. Barbus.

Species, Barbus Chielynoides*, J. M. PI. LVI. f. 2. As. Res. XIX.

PI. LVII. f. 5.

Length of the head to that of the body as one to two and a half,

intermaxillaries protractile, lips round, smooth, and thick with four cirri.

Branchial rays large, and ascend behind as high as the base of the

pectorals ; the suborbitar bones are concealed beneath thick integu-

ments. The body contracts suddenly in depth under the base of the

dorsal and over that of the anal fin, 33 scales in length along the lateral

* From XcAvmSTjy, that has thick lips.
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line, each marked with a black spot at the apex, and nine in an oblique

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The fin rays are D.

10, the three first spinous, united and smooth, P. 16 small, V. 9 larger

than the rays of the pectorals, A. 7, C. 18.

The stomach and intestine form a small continuous canal equal to

about thrice the length of the body.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simlaf.

The blunt form of the head and general sculpture of the body, the

size and markings of the scales afford a resemblance to Cyp. chedra,

Buch. (Leucis-brachialus.)

Sub-gen. OREINUS*, J. M.

The following species of this sub-genus which Dr. MacLoed
obtained at Simla, corresponds in its general characters with JBarbus

guttatus, J. M. As. Res. XIX. PI. XXXIX. f. 1. before obtained

by Mr. Griffith at Panuka in Butan, but they differ from each other

in specific characters. There can be no question about the propriety

of separating them from the true Barbels, now that a second species has

been found in a similarly elevated position, 1000 miles from the

locality of the first. Their spotted bodies, minute scales, fleshy snout,

by means of which the actions of the mouth are entirely performed,

mark them as different from the ordinary Barbels, while their compa-

ratively short intestinal canal and serrated dorsal spine, remove them

still further from Gonorhynchus.

Species, Oreinus maculatus, J. M. PI. LVI. f. 3. Length of the

head to that of the body as one to three and a half ; body marked with

shapeless spots dispersed irregularly on the back. The three first rays

of the dorsal are spinous, and the third serrated behind. The fin rays

are, D. 11: P. 18: V. 10 : A. 5 : C. 19.

Intestinal canal capacious, and forms one continuous tube with the

stomach altogether about four lengths of the body, containing a copious

green matter probably vegetable.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simlaf, where it attains six or eight

inches in length.

The anal fin of the Butan species contains ten rays, while that of

the Simla species contains but five. The spots on the first are round

and distributed over every part of the body and fins, but Mr. Griffith

observes, that they disappear on large individuals or become faint.

* From Oreinos, pertaining to mountains,

t Found by Dr. MacLoed.
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II. Sub-fam. SARCOBORIN^E, J. M.
3. Gen. Perilampus, J. M.

Species, P. elingulalus, J. M. PI. LVI. f. 1.

Head and fore part of the body deep, humeral plates slightly exposed

behind the opercula, snout round and terminates abruptly in front of

the eyes ; about 46 scales along the lateral line, eleven in an oblique

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The prominence on

the apex of the lower jaw very minute, colors plain, a minute black

dot at the apex of each scale. The fin rays are, D. 9 : P. 13 : V. 9 :

A. 10: C. 19.

The stomach and intestine together form a tube about the length of

the body.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla*—length two inches.

The only remarkable thing about this species is, that the tongue which

is usually much developed and rugous in the other Perilamps appears to

be almost wanting in this species, which may lead us to infer that it

differs in habit from the Perilamps of the Plains which are all insecti-

vorous.

III. Sub-fam. APALOPTERI1SLE, J. M.

2. Gen. Platycara, J. M. (Balitora, Gray.)

Species, P. nasuta, J. M. PI. LV. f. 2, a. b.

Snout abruptly depressed between the eyes with a large pit between

the nostrils, body strong and sub-cylindric, about 34 scales along the

lateral line and eight in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals

to the dorsum. The fin rays are, D. 10 : P. 16 : V. 9 : A. 6 : C. 15.

Habitat, Kasya mountains!—length six inches.

This species differs essentially from either of those figured in Hard-
wicke's Illustrations, vide As. Res. XIX. PI. XLIX. fs. 1,2 ; a species

corresponding, I suspect, with Balitora maculata, Gray, was found by

Mr. Griffith in Butan ; from that specimen, which unfortunately was

much injured when it arrived in Calcutta, I have only collected a few

particulars regarding the abdominal viscera in addition to the informa*

tion regarding its habits obtained by Mr. Griffith.

V. Gen. Schistura, J. M.
Species, S. montana, J. M. PI. LV. f. 1.

Depth of the body to its length as about one to eight, six cirri and a

single suborbitar spine under each eye, a black streak at the base of

the caudal, and about twelve broad streaks crossing the body ; with one

row of black dots crossing the dorsal rays, and a faint row crossing

* Found by Dr. MacLoed. f Found by Mr. Griffith.
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those of the caudal. Pectorals and ventrals long and lanceolate. The

fin rays are D. 8 : P. 10 : V. 8 : A. 6 : C. 18.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla*. Length two and half inches.

Species, S. rupecula, J. M. PI. LV. f. 3, a. b.

About fourteen broad bars on either side, and three across the caudal

and dorsal ; without suborbitar spines, six cirri, four in front, and one at

each corner of the mouth. The third ray from the upper and lower

margins of the caudal a little longer than the outer ones. Lower sur-

face of the body and head nearly flat, pectorals and ventrals lanceolate.

The fin rays are D. 8 : P. 10: V. 8 : A. 7 : C. 16.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla\. Length two inches.

The air vessels of Schiturce I have found in a bilobate case, rather

perhaps cartilaginous than bony, placed over the entrauce to the oesopha-

gus : a magnified figure of this case is given, As. Res. XIX. PL LV.

f. 4, while the natatory bladder of the true loaches, Cobitis propria, is

contained in an oval bony case of only one lobe or cell (fig. 5, loc. cit.)

also placed over the entrance of the oesophagus, where from its promi-

nence as well as the minute spines with which its surface is covered it

may probably perform some function connected with deglutition.

IV.

—

Report upon the Coal beds of Assam. (Submitted to Govern-

ment by the Committee appointed to investigate the Coal and Iron

resources of the Bengal Presidency, as a supplement to their first

printed report.)

Capt. Vetch in a letter to the commissioner of Assam, dated 25th

November, 1837, mentions having found detached specimens of various

kinds of coal in the Jellundee Betseeree, and Booroolee rivers that fall

into the Bramapulra from the Butan mountains between the 92° and

93° degrees of east longitude: at various distances from 14 to 20

miles from their confluence with the main river, and not far from the

foot of the mountains.

The situations in which these specimens were found by Capt. Vetch
are marked by the letters A, B, C, on the annexed sketch-map of the

coal districts in Assam,

The great number of more advantageous situations in which coal

has been found in Assam renders the question as to the quality and

precise situations of the beds respectively from whence Capt. Vetch's

specimens were obtained, a matter of secondary importance, but a proof

so unquestionable of the existence of coal at different points for an extent

* Found by Dr. MacLoed. f Found by Dr. MacLoed.
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of at least forty miles along the foot of the Butan mountains, con-

nected with the fact of its having been discovered in a similar way by

the late Mr. Scott on the banks of the Teesta river at the foot of the

Sikim mountains, three degrees less to the eastward, tends to encourage

the hope of finding coal in the lower ranges of the same chain, in

some situation in which it may be available for useful purposes.

Regarding Captain Vetch's specimens, Captain Jenkins observes :

" These discoveries of coal on the north bank of the Bramaputra, and

over a tract of country 50 miles in length, appear to me to add greatly

to the importance of previous discoveries of coal on the south banks of

the river, for I conceive it may be presumed that we have by no means

obtained a knowledge of the full extent of the coal beds in Assam, and

that it is not improbable, that they are co-extensive on both sides of the

valley, and will be found nearly throughout its whole extent."

To understand the value of the other two more useful discoveries of

coal that have been made in Assam, subsequently to the publication of

the last reports of the committee, it is necessary to examine the value

in a practical point of view, of what has been previously made known

on the subject.

Captain Henderson refers to six places at which coal had been

found, indicating the existence of an extended line of coal districts from

Gowahatti to Bramakund. However probable this may be, we have

as yet done little to develope the fact, so as render it practically useful

;

and in all inquiries of this kind, it is no less important to point out

where information is defective, than it is to bring forward successful

results.

If we suppose an extensive series of coal districts to exist in Assam,

corresponding with the numbers marked on the sketch-map already

adverted to, the more western beds from their vicinity to Bengal are

entitled to our first consideration.

As to No. 6, however, the most western of all, and supposed to be

situated on the Kopili river, within sixty miles of Gowahatti, we. can

find no information ; so that the existence of coal at this very desirable

point rests merely on a specimen having been found in the sands of the

stream by Mr. Hudson.

Of the next coal, No. 5, we have a very clear and distinct account, as

far as it goes, in a letter from Ensign Bkodie to Captain Jenkins,

dated 17th May, 1837, which we can do no better than give at length.

Ensign Brodie observes—" With reference to your letter of 23rd March,

I have the honor to forward you a sketch from Mr. Hudson, showing

the spots where coal has been fonnd within this division ( Nowgong) ;
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they are three in number, but the only bed of coal the site of which

is known, is that on the Joomoona, a little above the falls. I went to

this myself during the last cold weather, and raised about 8 or 10

maunds, specimens of which I sent to you at the time. What I got

did not appear to be of a very fine quality, having apparently a good

deal of earthy matter mixed with it, but it is more than probable that

if the vein were worked further, excellent coal would be found. The

thickness of the strata is about 2J feet. I laid the surface bare for some

ten or twelve yards, but how far the vein extends beyond this I am

unable to say. I believe no difficulty would be found in working the coal,

if it ever should become an object of importance to do so. The popula-

tion is certainly scanty, but then it is composed of a class of people,

Mikeers and Kacharees, who can be taught, and will willingly put their

hands to any thing that will afford them a moderate remuneration for

their labour.

* The bed is situated at the foot of a small hill on the east side of a

little nullah, which runs from the north into the Joomoona, about half a

mile or three quarters of a mile above the falls of the latter, the distance

of the coal from the Joomoona itself not being more than 80 or 100

yards. This river is at all times navigable to the falls by canoes, and

two or three of these lashed together can take down a considerable

cargo. The river is deep again above the falls, so that it is only for about

800 or 400 yards over these, that porters would be required ; a boat

from Gowahatti would, on an average, reach the falls in 20 days, and

return in 10 ; but this would vary with the season.

" Pieces of coal of good quality have been picked up by myself in

the bed of the Nambua, a small stream running into the Dhunseree

from west, but we have no information as to the position of the

beds."

The locality of these last fragments is marked No. 4 in the

annexed sketch-map, and beyond the specimens picked up by Ensign

Brodie, we have no further evidence of the existence of coal at the

place in question. Here then is the sum of all we know regarding coal

in lower Assam : the particular part of the province in which, if found

in sufficient quantity and of good quality, it would most favour-

ably compete with the coals of Bengal in the Calcutta market. It

is desirable therefore that the indications of coal in this quarter should

be thoroughly investigated. Captain Jenkins, impressed with the

importance of this, has made repeated efforts to have the district

examined, and when the scientific mission was in Assam, he directed Dr.

Wallich, to detach one of the members of the mission for this pur-
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pose, which was accordingly done, and eight days were allowed for the

duty ; but this period being too short, even to reach Lower Assam

from the place at which the order was given, it is needless to say the

investigation was not undertaken.

The next coal noticed in the sketch map, No. 3, is that which has

been longest known, a large quantity of superior coal having been

raised from this bed by Mr. Bruce in 1828*.

It is situated on the Suffry, an impracticable tributary of the Disung,

but at what distance from the latter does not appear in the account given

of the place by Mr. Bruce, who lost several boatsf in his attempt to

reach the site of the coal. There is a small range of hills which offers

some impediment, (but Mr. Bruce states that it might be overcome by

widening the pass,) and by the formation of a road for hackeries. Inferior

coals were observed by Mr. Bruce, crossing the bed of the stream in

different situations, so that, if these last beds should be found to afford

good coal, the difficulties would be considerably less in reaching it there

than in the higher situation ; but in so remote a part of Assam as this,

perhaps no coal would be worth working, unless it occurred under more

favorable circumstances for transmission, than characterise any of the

Suffry beds.

The Namroop coal, No. 2, in the annexed map, first observed by

Lieut. Bigge and Mr. Griffith, though like the last, of first rate

quality, and the Bruma-kund coal, No. 1, found by Captain Wilcox,

are probably beyond the reach of being profitably worked and introduced

to the navigable part of the Bramaputra ; so that of the six localities

in which coal had been found in Assam, at the time the preceding

reports of the Committee were written, one situation only (SuffryJ was

known, from whence coal might be obtained, and that with some diffi-

culty, for local consumption in the province, at a cheaper rate than

it could be supplied from Bengal.

Having thus stated what had been done up to the period at which

our last reports were published, we are the better prepared to show the

value of what has since been done in Assam. Coal has been found by

Captain Jenkins himself at Boorhath on the banks of the Disung,

the main river to which the Suffry coal had to be carried over so many
difficulties. By this discovery therefore all these are at once obviated.

Another cpal bed has been found by Captain Hannay near Jypoor,

about twelve miles northeast of Boorhath, and within three miles of

* A sample of it was tried at the mint, and found to be equal to Cherra

Punji coal.

t Probably canoes.
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the Bovee Diking, also an excellent river. Full details regarding each

of these discoveries, having been published in the proceedings of the

Asiatic Society for February last*, it is unnecessary to enter into them

here further than concerns the extent of the beds and the quality of

the coal.

At Boorhath, beds occur in two situations, first close to the channel

of the Disung, at the commencement of a rising ground about a mile

from the village of Boorhath. This bed is described by Captain

Jenkins as visible for about a hundred yards in length, and eight feet

in thickness, above the water and gravel of the stream.

The second bed is about a quarter of a mile distant from the Disung,

at an elevation of about 50 or 60 feet, and exposed to the extent of

200 yards in length in the bank of a little water-course. It was not

visible in continuous masses, being concealed here and there by rubbish

fallen from above, but it cropped out, says Captain Jenkins, at inter-

vals, and always seemed to bear a thickness of several feet. The coal

in both these beds appeared to Captain Jenkins to be of first rate

quality, and nothing could well be more favorable than the position for

working, nor for the transport of the coal as far as the waters of the

Disung admit, but this stream is barely navigable for laden canoes of

small size in the dry weather, although in the rains it has a depth

sufficient for large boats, and its stream is no where impetuousf.

The situation of this coal is about 50 miles from the confluence of

the Disung with the Bramaputra, so that laden boats might descend

during the rains with ease from the coal beds to the great river in

three days, and return in six. The point at which the Disung joins

the Bramaputra is about 180 miles above Gowahuttee.

The Jypoor beds are described in a letter from Captain Hannay
to the commissioner of Assam, under date 1st February, 1838J : Cap-

* Journ. 1838, pp. 169 to 368. f Journ. 183S,p. 169.

J Journ. 1838, p. 363. In a subsequent letter to Major White, dated 15th

September last, Captain Hannay gives the following particulars regarding the

manner in which the coal occurs, and how he raised it:—"The vein which I

excavated is situated one and a half mile in a southeasterly direction from Jypoor.

It lies close to the right bauk of a small nulla, which winds its way into the plains

and has its rise in the small hills which run along the foot of the Naga mountains.

The bank is not steep, and for a distance of from three to four hundred yards it is

tolerably straight, rising gradually from 80 to 100 feet in height from the spot

where the vein is first visible : for a distance of 30 yards the direction is about 205°,

•when it turns to 190°, and is visible further than it has been excavated by me. Pro-

ceeding onwards, however, in a direction of about 160°, and at a distance of two

furlongs, you pass over a bed of greyish coloured soft shaly sandstone, strongly

impregnated with petroleum, and a little further on there are several springs of thii

mineral oil issuing out from the description of sandstone abovementioned, and ia
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tain HannAy states in this letter, that since his arrival at Jypoor he

discovered several beds of workable coal, and having been directed to for-

ward a few hundred maunds upon which to calculate for trial, had already-

commenced clearing a large vein about two miles distant. " As I wished

the open spaces the surface of the ground is covered with clay-shale and coal, well

trodden down by herds of deer and elephants. A little farther on in the same

direction, you come upon another rivulet, running west, and intersecting a vein of

coal which is probably a continuation of the one worked by me, and it is here

visible in a mass of eleven feet in height and as many in breadth. My observations

on this vein did not extend farther than this, but on proceeding down the nulla,

and also in the southerly direction about six furlongs distant, there are several

veins of coal trending in a direction of 335°, the line of dip being 280o , and at an

angle of 45°, thus dipping directly into the centre of the hillocks. J could not work

on what (in miner's phrase) is termed the face of the mine, without being- at consi-

derable expense in removing such a mass of upper soil, for which I had not a suf-

ficient number of the requisite implements, and I was consequently obliged to work

directly down upon the vein, and from this circumstance, added to the tender nature

of some portion of the coal, there was unavoidably a good deal of waste. The

annexed sketch will perhaps shew more distinctly the situation of the vein and its

accompanying strata. The method I adopted in digging was as follows. Having

cleared away the surface soil, I ascertained the exact stratification of the sandstone,

and having dug in the direction of the partings to the depth of J6 inches or two feet,

I cut with axes to the same depth across the vein, and the blocks thus turned

out, I raised by means of wedges, levers, &c. the best way I could. As might have

been expected, I did not find the coal of an equally good quality throughout, at

least with regard to hardness and compactness of texture, that which was uppermost
being much impregnated with ochery earth, whilst under this lay the hardest and

finest specimens, the blocks breaking off large, and the fracture exhibiting that

beautiful iridescence said to be common in Newcastle slaty coal. Below the last-

mentioned description, and as far as I dug down into the vein, which might have been

about sixfeet, the coal was of a softer nature, intermixed however with many lines of

hard, thus exhibiting the variety of fracture found in coal, the trapezoidal, and rhom-

boidal mixed in the harder with cubical fragments, and the whole exhibiting what is

called by miners "bright heads," having the white shaly concretions and rusty

scale visible in every fracture. The structure of the whole vein is cubical, but

the outer layer of coal to the left is somewhat different from the rest, the texture

of it being the same throughout, and its fracture being exactly similar to that

of a slice of wood cut from the stem of a tree, and then broken in a contrary

direction. It is not so thick as the other layers, and, there is no intervening shale

between it and the tough clay which lies upon it. This layer is also much impreg-

nated with mineral tar, which has an aromatic odour, and in several of the masses of

coal belonging to it I found a rich yellow-coloured fine clay, having the appearance

oforpiment. It will be observed by the accompanying sketch, that I had no hard

or rocky substance to encounter, which is a great advantage, both with regard

to expense and facility in working ; I only worked the coal to the extent of 15 yards

in the length of the space, and six feet in depth, and although I found a good deal of

ponderous slaty substance, much impregnated with pyrites, on which pick-axes

struck fire, still I did not come upon rock ; and to all appearance the vein of coal

may extend many yards farther down. The breadth of the vein, including the part-

ings, is about 9 feet, and the loss in digging must have been about one-third of the

whole quantity excavated. On examining the beds of two small water-courses which

6d2
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to collect the coal at as little expense as possible," Captain Hannay
observes, " I selected the vein nearest to Jypoor, and before I came

to this determination, I employed myself in exploring the neighbourhood
;

and have been very successful in finding coal and iron in great plenty."

As the sample, consisting of 224 maunds, has not been found of so good

a quality as the Assam coal that had been previously sent down to

Calcutta from the Suffry beds, we have annexed in the preceding note

the whole of the details given by Captain Hannay of his operations.

It would perhaps have been better, on such an occasion, if samples of

different kinds had been transmitted, rather than a selection of that

which from its hardness seemed to be the best ; indeed it may be

doubted if hardness in coal denotes a superiority, and if the circum-

stance, noted by Captain Hannay, of the bed becoming somewhat softer

the deeper the excavation was carried, be not a very favorable sign.

We are not however to expect that a first sample, from the outcrop we

may say, of a single bed in a new and extensive coal field, should be of

a first rate quality. The only fault of the sample of this coal selected by

Captain Hannay is, that it contains a considerable quantity of sulphur,

which, from trials made at the mint, appears to render it unfit for anneal-

ing silver, and that 40 maunds are only equivalent to 32 maunds, of the

variety of Burdwan coal in use at the mint at the time, for getting up

steam. Captain Forbes is, however, of opinion, that this sample of Assam

coal would be found nearly as good as Burdwan^ when burned in the

comparatively small furnaces of the boilers of steam-vessels.

As far as the Assam coals generally have been tried, their qualities

have been found to be so good, that we may regard the small cargo

transmitted to Calcutta by Captain Hannay, as chiefly valuable in

showing the facility with which the article may be raised and transported.

Captain Jenkins, in enclosing the bill of expenses incurred in raising

and transmitting a boatload of Jypoor coal to Calcutta, observes

:

" I need not point out to the Committee, that this attempt to work the

coal beds in the neighbourhood of Jypoor has been made under very

unfavorable circumstances ; the greater part of the last dry season had

passed away before Captain Hannay was able to commence operations ;

pass over the vein of coal, and which come from the summit of the hillocks, I found

several beds of sandstone of the description called by the miners whitepost ; it is

soft, and easily broken, and was intermixed with large masses of iron ore, and

soft red sandstone, and there were also two small veins of coal, which although

several feet higher than the larger vein evidently appeared to belong to the same bed,

having the same dip and bearing. In the beds of these water- courses, and also

throughout this low hilly tract, there are found large pieces of petrified wood, round

pieces of white quartz and worn fragments of mica slate, having quite the appearance

of a salt mine."
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indeed the rains had commenced prior to any coal being brought

from the mine ; but notwithstanding this drawback Captain Hannay
succeeded in raising 1050 maunds of coal, and conveying to the mouth

of the Boree Diking upwards of 800 maunds, the whole expense on

which amounted to 96 rupees 5 anas 6 pie : so that the coal has been

brought down to the confluence of the Boree Diking with the Brama-
putra at something less than 2 anas a maund*."

Boorkath and Jypoor > the places at which the coal beds just noticed

are situated, are laid down in the annexed sketch-map between No. 3

and No. 2 ; the advantages of the former beds over the latter in regard

to situation may also be seen on this map, the Jypoor river joining

the Bramaputra 18 miles higher in Assam than the river on which

the Boorkatk coal would have to be carried. Besides this, the Jypoor

coal is situated from
1
J to 3 miles from water-carriage, while boats

may approach at Boorkath to the mines. Nevertheless, these differ-

ences are so slight, that a preference to one or other locality must

depend on its comparative healthiness, on the quality of the coal, and

on the general capabilities of the place.

Of the healthiness of Assam generally people now begin to form

very favourable notions compared with Bengal ; and Boorkath and

Jypoor are said to be situated in one of the finest quarters of the

province. In the present state of things, perhaps, the Boorkath and

Jypoor coals are only to be regarded as the elements of local improve-

ment ; the intercourse between Upper Assam and other parts of India

must assume a better footing, before its coals could be supplied to

Calcutta at a cheaper rate than Bengal coals, but whether the former

might not compete with the Bardwan coal in the supply of the depots

on the Ganges, unless the present prices of the latter can be consider-

ably reduced, and whether it would not be advisable, considering the

local improvement to which such an arrangement would give rise, to

adopt measures for supplying the Gangetic steamers from this quarter,

even though no direct saving were at first to be expected, may deserve

consideration. Such a question, it is not perhaps the business of the

Committee to examine into ; still it is one of so much importance, and so

intimately connected with the practical results of its proceedings, that

we may be pardoned for alluding to it in detail.

* In concluding this letter Captain Jenkins observes,

—

** It gives me much
pleasure to bring to the notice of Government through the Committee, the

zealous manner in which Captain Hannay, at considerable risk and trouble, has

co-operated with me, not only in this instance, but in every other, where an attempt

has been made to develope the resources of the eastern districts of Assam."
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The rates at which the following stations are supplied under the pre-

sent contracts, which will expire on the 26th of July next, are as follows :

Cutvva, Rs. 55 SperlOOmds. Colgong, ... 70 per 100 mds.

Berhampoor,... 56 ditto. Rajmehal, ... 67 ditto.

Kulna, 54 ditto. Mongeer, ... 74 ditto.

Commercolly, 64 ditto. Danapoor,... 80 ditto.

Surdah, 70 ditto.

Average, Rs. 67-7-6, or 654 rupees 1 1 anas per 1000 maunds*. But as

the Bhagirutty and Sunduvbun courses are only used alternately by the

regular steamers, the quantity of coal consumed annually at the four first

depots, can only be equivalent to the quantity consumed at two of the

others, the true average price of the coal consumed will therefore be

Rs. 67-13-2, per 100, or 678 rupees 13 anas 8 pie per 1000 maunds.

Considering the proximity of the two first depots, Cutwa and Berham-

poor, to the Adji and Rajmehal coals, and the Kulna and Commercolly

depots to Sylhet, the most economical arrangements, that could be made

for their supply, would certainly be with persons connected with the

mines in each of those districts, who might be requested either to furnish

tenders, or to make such other arrangements, by way of experiment, as

might seem most sufficient, for securing so small a supply as that re-

quired on the Bhagarutty and Sunderbun linesf

.

* Note by Captain Johnston. These charges include the landing, storing and

delivering the coal from the depots to the steamers, and all loss by defalcation

or other causes. The contractors are not paid for the quantity of coal they dispatch,

but only for that which they deliver, free from dust and small coal, on board the

steam-vessels.

t Mr. Lewin of Cherra Poonji offers to deliver coal into boats at five per cent,

on the cost of doing so, and Mr. George Loch, collector of Sylhet, who communi-

cated Mr. Lewin' s offer to the committee, proposes himself to find boats for the

transmission of the coal to any dep6t at which it may be required, and thinks the

service which this would confer on the district would induce any collector at Sylhet,

should he be removed, to do the same. See on this point the report annexed to this

article.

Regarding the Adji coals Mr. Erskine observes in a letter, dated 6th November,

1838, to the coal committee : " It would be impossible to say how much coal might

be got down to Cutwa during an average season, and it would be equally rash to

give a tender for the supply of a stated quantity, or to depend on such a contract,

till the navigation of the Adji had been put to the test of experiment." In another

part of the same letter Mr. Erskine remarks that, " Government could not depend

on a larger supply than 10,000 maunds in one season, till the navigation of the Adji

had been tried," and then states that " if 40 rupees per 100 maunds could be offered

for the Sheergurh" (which is the best Adji) " coal, a much larger supply might be

brought to Cutwa than that abovementioned, by employing carts to bring down the

coal to the lower Adji ghats during the dry season, making the carriage from theuce

in boats less precarious." Mr. Erskine adds, that he should be happy himself to
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This would leave the higher stations to be supplied on a separate

contract from Bardwan, or any other source from which it might be

done cheapest. The average charge for coal at the five depots from

Surdah to Danapoor is at present 72 rupees 3 anas per 100, or

721 rupees 14 anas per 1000 maunds.

The entire consumption for the past year has been about 91,000

maunds, on the whole line from Calcutta to Allahabad, but should the

number of steamers be increased, the expenditure of coal must also

increase in the same proportion, and the supply would in such case

become, in every sense, an object of more importance.

Boats of any draught would have a favourable current throughout

the year from Disung Mookh on the Bramaputra to Surdah, with the

exception, during the dry season, of about 80 miles from Jafirgunj to

Surdah, they would thus be enabled to reach Surdah, one of the

depots for coal, in about one month, or say, six weeks from the date of

leaving the Disung river. Returning unladen for fresh cargoes, they

would be about two months, thus making three trips in the year with

the greatest ease, inclusive of the time required for taking in and

discharging cargo.

The following are the rates at which boats are hired by the commis-

sariat for the conveyance of public stores, and, though higher perhaps

than those which merchants pay, maybe taken as established charges, st

which any extent of tonnage may be had. The boats required for this

duty should each carry at least 1000 maunds*.

Hire of boat, at three rupees per 100-maunds burden, per

mensem, Rs. 30

1 mangy, at 5 rupees per mensem, 5

15 boatmen, at 4 rupees each, 60

95

undertake the delivery of coals at Cutwa for a year, by way of trial, should no one

else offer to do it on more favourable terms. The Rajmehal coal discovered by Mr.
Pontet, will, that gentleman thinks, cost at Berhampoor about six anas per maund

;

but further particulars require to be known regarding it, before any reliance could be

placed on receiving supplies from this bed.

* Note by Captain Johnston.
•' I believe this is for the measurement of the boat ; a boat of 1000 maunds will

not carry mora than 6 or 700 maunds weight." The weight which boats may carry

depends a good deal on rivers and seasons. In March and October it might be

necessary to load bouts lightly, but at other periods coal boats from Assam might be

laden if necessary to within six inches of the water, having such fine rivers to

navigate; but if a 1000-maund boat be too small, a 1400-maund boat might be

employed instead, with the same number of men, which would make a trifling differ-

ence in expense, but would give a great advantage in the results.
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or 1,140 rupees per annum, to which must be added insurance, which

to Goivahutta is 3^ per cent, and there is nothing in the navigation of

the Bramaputra for 200 miles above Gowahutta to increase the risk be-

yond that of an equal distance on the Ganges ; insurance would therefore

be on three trips 52 rupees eight anas, which added to the annual cost of

the boat and men, gives 1 192 rupees eight anas. To this sum must also

be rddtd the original cost of raising and conveying the coal from the pits

to the Bramaputra, this according to Captain Hannay's experiment is

two anas per maund, which for 3000 maunds would be 375 rupees, mak-

ing in all for 3000 maunds of coal delivered on any part of the Ganges,

from which three trips might be annually made to Assam, 1537 rupees

8 anas, or 512 rupees 8 anas per 1000 maunds, being 209 rupees 6

anas less than the rate at which the depots from Surdah to Danapoor

are now supplied*.

* Major Henderson remarks, that the calculation here entered into does not

provide for incidental expenses, including clashies' establishments, wastage, landing

charges, custody, all which would somewhat increase the expense, though not very

considerably : Captain Johnston therefore makes it out as follows :

Boat hire of 3000 maunds of coal, as per above statement, Rs. 1140

Cost of 3000 maunds of coal, at two anas per maund, 375

Insurance, at three per cent., 45

Loss on coal by two removals and twelve months storing, 300 maunds.

Landing charge on 3000 maunds, 22 8

Reloading and delivering 2700 maunds, at one rupee per 100 maunds, 27

Sirkar and peons' wages for twelve months, seven and five rupees, 144 6

Ground rent and expense of shed, at six rupees per mensem, 72

Total cost of 2700 maunds of coal delivered to steam boat, .. 1825 8

or ten anas nine pie per maund nearly. This calculation, which certainly omits no-

thiug that could be necessary, while other things are probably overrated, still leaves

an ad vimtage of one ana three pie per maund, in favor of the rate at which Assam

coal might be supplied to the station, from Surdah to Danapoor, compared with that

now paid by the government for Bardwan coal for those stations.

The loss on coal by moving it from place to place varies according to the nature

of the coal and the number of removals ; the latter cause would be at its minimum

in the Assam coal, as the same boat that would take it up in Assam, could deliver it

at the tie^dt for which it might be intended, and where it is not necessary it should

remain a year in store. A sirdar and peon moreover would not be necessary for every

2700 maunds of coal, but for all at the depot, which might be 20,000 maunds ; the

boatmen would be responsible for the coal on board their own boat, and, being mea-

sured out and into the boat, there would be no room for cheating. It is also too much
to charge the entire expense of a shed to 2700 maunds, when the same shed would

answer for all the coal required at the depot. Both statements however show that

the Jypoor and Boorhath coals might be introduced to the higher stations on the

Ganges with considerable advantage ; and if free passage to emigrants were offered in

the return boats, with the prospect of employment, the present paucity of labourers

in Assam would soon be remedied.
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Perhaps the most important results from opening coal mines in

Assam for the supply of Gangetic steamers, until more convenient

sources should become better known than at present, would consist in

the assurance of an unlimited and steady supply at all seasons, and the

widening of the field for competition, while the attention of natives being

directed to a new and promising branch of trade, the measure would

contribute largely to the local improvement of the province.

To the above account of the coal fields of Assam it may be useful to

add some further information collected by the committee in respect to

the coal of Cherrapoonjee and other parts of the hills north of Sylhet,

and likewise respecting the coal field on the Koela nulla near the Soan,

river in Behar. The information in respect to the former mines is hi

the shape of replies obtained from Mr. G. Loch, the deputy collector

of Sylhet, to queries addressed to him by the committee for the purpose

of ascertaining the possibility of turning the coal of that district to

account in steam navigation : and similar queries were addressed to the

Engineer of the steam service, Mr. Tytler, at Danapur, in order to

ascertain the same points in respect to the Soan and Koela coal field.

The queries and the replies are given as they were received.

I. Sylhet coal, G. Loch, Esq. B. C. S* Deputy Collector,

Sylhet.

1st. " How many situations are there in your neighbourhood at

which good coal is known to be raised, and what is the distance of the

mines from the nearest navigable rivers ?"

1st. There are three, Cherrapoonjee, Sirareem, and Lour. The

coal of the last mentioned place is inferior to the Bardwan, but the

vein is close to a small river navigable for dingees during the rains.

Cherra is eleven miles from JPandua, to which place boats of 500

maunds can proceed during the rains ; but it is necessary to bring the

coal from Terriah-ghat at the foot of the hills to Pandua in dingees, a

distance of four miles. The Sirareem vein has never been worked,

and is farther in the interior of the hills, four or five miles from

Cherra.

2nd. "What are the situations at which depots might be most

conveniently established ? for what period would these depots respec-

6 E
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lively be accessible for ordinary boats of a certain size ? would any

particular boat be desirable and what is the probable expense per

maund of delivering the coal at the nearest depot accessible to large

boats?"

2nd. Chattuk, on the river Soorma near the mouth of the small

river which runs past Pandua, is best situated for a depot, and is

approachable at all times of the year by the common country boats of

500 maunds, which it will be best to employ for conveying the coal.

The price of coal is likely to vary at Cherra from 20 to 22 rupees per

100 maunds ; and as it will be safer to calculate upon the higher price

the following will be the average cost of delivering at Chattuk.

100,000 maunds ofcoalat22 rupees per 100 maunds, Co.'s Rs. 22,000

A salary, of three per cent, on the price, to the contractor or

agent at Cherra, 600

Expense of building a dep6t for the coal, 200

Conveying coal from Soorma-ghat to Chattuk, at two rupees

per 100 maunds, 2000

24,800

Thus the rate of delivery at Chattuk would be three anas eleven pie or

four anas per maund. I annex a statement showing the expense of

conveying, and the price of delivering the coal, at the several stations

mentioned in your letter.

3rd. " Are any parties now working the coal mines in your vicinity,

and what is your opinion as to the best mode of proposing for tenders,

or otherwise providing for the future supply of coal for river steamers

from mines in your neighbourhood, and what your opinion generally

as to the best way of bringing such coal into use after July next, when

the present contracts will expire ?"

3rd. The Kasyas are the sole workers of the Cherra vein. That

of Lour was worked for a short time by Mr. G. Inglis of Chattuk ;

but the coal being inferior could not compete with the Bardwan in the

market, and he gave up the attempt. No contracts can be made with

the Kasyas for a continued supply of coal, for without some one to look

after them, and to see their engagements fulfilled, they would never have

the coal at the foot of the hills, in sufficient time. Each supply ought to

be bargained for on the spot, and I would recommend, as mentioned in

my letter to you of August last, that an officer be appointed to contract

with the Kasyas for the necessary supplies, and that he should receive
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as a salary, either three per cent, on the price of the coal, or what will

be better fifty rupees per mensem. His business would be to see that

the coal was brought to the foot of the hills, and to report when the

required quantity was ready for despatch. The detail of the business

can easily be settled by us, should this arrangement meet your commit-

tee's approbation, and the sanction of government. That some such

arrangement is necessary is obvious, for it would be impossible for me
to leave my station and present duties, to go to Cherra to make con-

tracts, whenever a new supply of coal was required, which could not

even then be procured without constant supervision. I was assisted by

the kindness of a friend at Cherra when I made the last successful

experiment, and I wrote to a gentleman settled at Cherra on my return

from Calcutta, begging to know whether he would agree to the following

terms. To purchase the required supplies of coal, and to receive a

percentage on the price or fifty rupees a month. To find the purchase

money himself, and not to require repayment till the whole supply had

been delivered at the foot of the hills, leaving the coal to be forwarded

to its various destinations by the collector of Sylhet, or any other officer

who might be authorized, for his own health would not permit him to

come down to the plains. He stated in reply his inability to find the

purchase money, but he is willing to take upon himself the task of for-

warding the coal, and as he has been resident some time in the hills, he

is likely to get it as cheap as any one else. The great object is to have

some one to look after the Kasyas ; the money might be supplied from

the Sylhet treasury, and as long as I remain in the district, I shall be

happy to use my best endeavours in forwarding the coal to any place,

and assisting the views of the committee.

It will now be a difficult thing, and attended with greater expense to

have the coal ready at the different stations, particularly at those above

Mongir and Danapur, by next July. Allahabad is about two and a

half or three months' journey from this, and it will take some time in

getting the coal to the foot of the hills ;—there is now but little water

in the small river that runs by Terriah-ghat, and the coal would have

to be carried in canoes to Pandua and thence to Chattuk. These

canoes are cut out of a single tree, and not capable of carrying more than

twenty or thirty maunds ; without money I can do nothing, and unless

I have orders to draw on the collector of Sylhet for the necessary sum

immediately, another month may be lost. I will, however, make the

attempt, and accompanying is a statement showing what would be the

probable expense.

6 s2
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The stations lower down the river than Colgong and Rajmehal can

be supplied in time, when the rains commence in April next, if the coal

is now brought down.

4th, " Your opinion is also solicited as to the most convenient locality

for establishing a general depot for the supply of the following stations

from coal mines in your vicinity, with a view to facility and economy

in procuring boats. Cutwa, Berhampur, Kulna, Commercolly, Sar-

dah, Colgong, Rajmehal, Mongir, Danapur, Ghazipur, Mirzapur,

Allahabad"

4th, If a depot is to be established on the Ganges, the committee

will be the best judges of its locality. It would be convenient to have

one at some central station, or where boats might be easily procured, to

which coals from Chattuk might be sent according to the annual demand.

The cost of carrying coal from Sylhet will then be fixed, and the

price of delivery will not vary very much, depending of course on the

rate at which it can be procured at Cherra, which at present varies from

twenty to twenty-two rupees per 100 maunds. But it will be necessary

to consider whether the cost of carriage from the central depot to the

various stations will not increase the price of the coal more than if sent

direct from Sylhet ; of this I am no judge, not knowing what is the

expense of water-carriage on the Ganges. From the accompanying state-

ments the committee will be able to decide, which is the cheapest me-

thod of forwarding the coal, and if I have not allowed sufficient time for

a journey to and from the various stations, calculating from Calcutta,

the error can easily be remedied by allowing another month's boat-

hire.
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II. Soan and Koela coal field. W. B. Tytler, Superintending

Steam Engineer at Danapur.

] st. " How many situations are there in your vicinity, at which good

coal might be raised, and what the distance of the mines from the

nearest navigable rivers ?"

1st. The coal with which I am acquainted is situated on the Soan

river, between Rahtas Gurh and Paldmow, and might be advantageously

raised near Surdra on the Amanath river ; another good situation will

also be found at Hatar, where the coal is of a very fine bituminous qua-

lity, equal to any I have examined in this country.

2nd. " What are the situations at which depots might be most con-

veniently established ? for what period will these deopts be respectively

accessible for ordinary boats of a certain size ? whether is any peculiar

form of boat desirable or necessary, and what is the probable expense

per maund of delivering the coal at the nearest depot accessible to large

boats ?"

2nd. I would propose Seebpur as a general depot, situated at the

junction of the Soan with the Ganges, near Danapur ; it will be found

a central and convenient spot, accessible to large boats at all seasons of

the year. I would also propose to establish another depot at Ghane-

ghat, where large boats would be obstructed from passing up the Soan

during the months of October, November, December, January, February,

March, April, May, and June.

From Ghane-ghat downwards to Seebpur, boats of about 500

maunds might ply throughout the year, but above that point smaller

size boats would be desirable, owing to the shallowness of the river. In

my opinion square punts or lighters, similar to those employed on the

Thames for conveying coal, would be of great use, as the quantity of

coals they would convey would be greater than that of any other craft

known in this country. The expense I estimate the coal at after it has

been laid down at Seebpur, would be six to eight anas per maund.

3rd. " Whether any parties are now engaged in working coal mines

in your neighbourhood ? and what is your opinion as to the best mode of

proposing for tenders, or otherwise rendering the coal in your vicinity

available for river steamers ?"

3rd. I am not aware of any of the mines having been as yet opened

by any other person than Captain Sage, the executive officer of Dana'

pur, who some years ago brought from 12 to 1600 maunds to this station

for brick burning, &c. &c, and he speaks very highly of the quality.

I am of opinion that any mode of inviting public competition for a
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supply of coals from mines not yet in operation, would not be found to

answer so well, as by the government giving in the first instance a

grant of land wherever the mines are situated, and by afterwards making

advances on a private contract, to the parties holding the grant, for a

permanent supply of the coal to the depots, where it would be desirable

to lay it down for the use of the river steamers.

4th. " The committee would feel much obliged by your answering

these questions at your early convenience, and favouring them with

your opinions generally as to the best and most economical way of

introducing any coal with which you may be acquainted in the neigh-

bourhood of Danapur"
4th. In the first instance we have to take into consideration all the

obstacles to the undertaking in view ; in the second, the best means

of overcoming such obstacles, should they exist. As to the practicability

of procuring coal from the beds in the Palamow district, I have never

entertained any doubt ; but whether we may be able to produce the

article of the quality and in the quantity required, we are not certain :

although the whole mass of information, to which I have access, would

tend to confirm the opinion, that the mines will not only be productive,

but will require but little excavating of soil, and clearing, in raising the

coal to the surface.

Until operations have commenced, and have been continued for some

time, it would be rash to dwell too much on such a doubtful subject as

mining is well known to be, but as to the natural advantages, and facility

of communication either by land or water, we can speak with more cer-

tainty : a few most important points must be kept in view to ensure

success. First, the quality of the coal on the surface cannot always be

allowed to point out the best spot to open ; and second, an elevated

point of the beds must be sought for the obvious advantage of running

off waste water ; third, a spot as near the deepest navigable river as

possible, will be an important consideration ; and, lastly, a spot com-

bining as many of these advantages, together with a thick stratum of

coal to work on, where a mine is opened, will also require to be

attended to.

As to the navigation of the Soan river, I do not apprehend any

great difficulty, except in very dry seasons ; and to obviate this a great

quantity of coals ought always to be kept in store at the general depot.

We should require to use boats of a size proportionate to the depth of

the water found in the rivers, and to be regulated in all the arrange-

ments, as economy may dictate from time to time.
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V.

—

Ancient Inscriptions.

Dr. A. Burns' Kaira Tamba-patra, No. 1

.

When we gave, in the past month, a translation of No. 4, of the

Tamba-patras, of which transcripts and facsimiles were obtained

from Dr. A. Burns of Kaira, we were not aware that one of the

same precise description had previously been communicated by Mr.

Secretary Wathen, and was printed with an exact copy of the plate in

the number of this Journal for September, 1835. We were led to

refer to that article by finding in the oldest of Dr. Burns' grants,

that marked No. 1, by him, the name of Siladitya, and other princes

of the Valabhi race from Senapati Bhatarka downwards.

Our present grant confirms the order of the reigns given by Mr.

Wathen from his Tamba-patras, and affords additional dates and cir-

cumstances, of high interest to those who occupy themselves with such

studies. Mr. Wathen's order of the Valabhi or Balhara dynasty is

as follows :

5 *§ 5 s§< a - < s u

1 1 Bhatarka Senapati. 8 4 Siladitya, I.

2 Dhara Sena. 9 5 Chara Griha, or Ish-

wara Guha.

3 Drona Sinha. 10 6 Sridhara Sena, II.

4 Dharuva Sena, I. 11 7 Dharuva Sena, II.

5 Dhara Pattah. 12 8 Sridhara Sena, III.

6 2 Guha or Griha Sena. 9 Dharuva Sena, III.

7 3 Sridhara Sena, I. 13 Siladitya, II.

Of these rajas, the four following Bhatarka are omitted in the

present grant, it being simply stated that from Bhatarka, the founder

of the family, was sprung Guha Sena or Griha Sena, the former is

our reading. From this prince however we have the genealogy com-

plete, and with the simple introduction of Dharuva Sena, III, our

ninth in order, and the author of this grant, the series corresponds with

that of Mr. Wathen in every particular. The genealogical tree which

our present grant enables us to frame from Guha or Griha Sena

will stand as follows :
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1 Bhatarka.
Sl

o- ^
o> o
99
o 3

3
0- &*
» o
P- a

Guha or Griha Sena

whose other name was

Gandharba Raja.

3 Sridhara Sena,

4 Siladitya or

*Kramaditya.
5 Ishwara Guha,

called by Mr. Wathbn
Chara Griha.

9 Dharuva Sena III.

or Dharmaditya. 6 Sridhara Sena II. 7 Dharuva Sena II.

8 Sridhara Sena III.

Now the first thing to be observed is, that the grant translated by-

Mr. Wathen purports to be by Sridhara Sena ; that we now present

is by Dharuva Sena, the sixth in succession after him; of course

therefore Mr. Wathen's is the most ancient; but though there were

six successions to the gadi, these must have been of less than the

ordinary duration, for the minister who prepared the grant in Sridhara
Sena's reign was Skanna Bhatta ; whereas the minister who pre-

pared the present grant is named as Madana Hila, son of Skanna
Bhatta ; thirty or forty years will therefore be the probable interval

occupied by the reigns of all the princes, named as having intervened

between Sridhara Sena the first, and Dharuva Sena the third.

Another important fact results from the date of our present grant,

which is clearly 365 Sumbut, and which must be the Sumbut of Vikra-

maditya ; corresponding with A. D. 309; but Mr. Wathen assigns to

Sridhara Sena, Dharuva Sena's grandfather, the date A. D. 328 or

384 Sumbut. He has been led to this conclusion by supposing the words

Jj
fYT3> which he reads " Sumbut" with the figure " 9," to have reference

to the Valabhi sera, ascertained by Col. Todd to have commenced in

* Perhaps Vxkrama'ditya but the Vi is wanting in the transcripts.
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A. D. 319. But there is no word whatsoever in the grant to warrant a

reference of this Sumbut to that sera, and it seems much more natural to

suppose the Sumbut, or year, to be either the Sumbut of Vikramaditya

with the figures eifaced, or merely to have reference to the year of Sri-

dhara Sena's accession. If the figure which follows the word Sumbut

be indeed a 9, (it is not very plain) there is nothing to prevent the year

of the reign of that sovereign being indicated thereby, as has been

usual with many rajas, and as was practised even by raja Kishen Chund

of Nudea within the last sixty years. Assuming therefore thirty years

for the interval of the son's succeeding Skanna Bhatta as minister,

the proper date of Mr. Wathen's Tamba-patra, will be 279 A. D. and

that of Sridhara Sena's accession 270 A. D. The date upon Dr. A.

Burns' grant, examined from the facsimiles taken oft
7
in printing ink,

is clear, so as to admit of no doubt of the figures, or of its being the

Sumbut of Vikrama'ditya that is referred to*.

The translation of this Tamba-patra is given entire, and nearly

literal, from a transcript made by Mr. James Prinsep, the pandit

Kamalakanta, aided by the Sanskrit College student Sarodaprosad,

having rendered it for us into English.

The character of the original exactly corresponds with that of Mr*

Wathen's grant, of which a facsimile has been already published, so

that we are saved the necessity of having a separate plate prepared

to exhibit it.

* Since the above was sent to press, a letter has reached Calcutta from Mr.
Wathen at the Cape of Good Hope, dated 16th October last, which, after

expressing great interest in the discoveries made from the Asoka inscriptions,

concludes as follows :
" My impression was, before 1 left India, that I mistook

the Sumbut in the Gujrat Inscriptions, and that it is that of Vikrama'ditya."
This siogularly confirms the conclusion we had come to, from comparison of

the date in this No. 1. grant of Dr. Burns ; and would seem to show that the

year of the grant of Sridhara Sena, translated by Mr. Wathen, was in his

opinion erased, and that the imperfect figures in the plate are not to be read as

the figure 9.

t The numbers indicate the lines of the copper plate.
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XTKIXfa^^? HWnifHfrj^r iT^T^f5##^ *W^IJcT^Wi
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Abstract translation ofNo. 1. of Dr. A. Burns' Tamba-patras.

Glory. From Bhatarka, the best of rulers, magnanimous as the sun,

victorious, of good disposition, who obtained his power by the excellence

of his intelligence, by gratifying and elevating his friends in spirit, and by

obtaining all men's good opinion through donations and courtesy, who

by his power maintained men in respect, and through the fidelity of his

servants preserved his dominions in prosperity, and laid his enemies

prostrate, sprung Guha Sena, who obtained absolution from sin by

bowing submissively to his father's feet, and who was called Gandharba

Raja, because of his consideration for other men, as shown by his regula-

tion of prices, by his anxiety to protect his people and friends, and

by his sacrificing high state interests to secure the safety of those who

took refuge with him, who obtained popularity by giving to the poor

more than they asked. None excelled him in the science of Gan-

dharba. Enriched by the jewels his enemies presented in tribute, of a

voice pleasant as that of Cupid and the moon, lenient in the exaction of

state dues, a teacher of morals, in all observances never failing, great

and powerful, as manifested by the motions of his elephants, his wisdom

and sound judgment are appreciated by men of social feelings. The son

of Guha Sena, Sridhara Sena, likewise absolved himself from sin

by submission to his father, as if he had washed in the Ganges water.

The warriors of the universe were astonished at his strength and skill,

and by his power he secured the prosperity of his kingdom. Like his an-

cestors, he was a protector of learned and eminent persons, and a subduer

of the evil-doers and corruptors of virtue. In him only did Lukhsmi
and Sara swa ti (wealth and knowledge) unite. For he was alike a

subduer of lakhs of enemies, and abounding with wealth, and the

possessor of all acquired endowments, which sought refuge with him,

like the thousands who prostrated themselves before him for their live-

lihood.

The son of Sridhara Sena, Sri Siladitya, worshipped likewise

his father's feet, and prospered. The four quarters of the world were

adorned with his fame, won by merits, all delighting, all astonishing. He
gave courage and confidence to his army, by acquiring for it the lustre of

a reputation founded on many victories. Though possessing an intellect

capable of understanding and arranging the good and bad sciences, and
famed in the world for his intelligence, yet was he not fastidious ; and
though attentive to the wants of others, still always cheerful and con-

tented. He was an example of the Satya yoga rajas in his conduct,

and enjoyed happiness without any sacrifice of virtue. His second

name was Krama'ditya, (perhaps Vikramaditya.)
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Sri Siladitya was succeeded as raja by his younger brother

*Ishwara Guha, who was dutiful and obedient, and therefore loved by

his elder brother, who was honourable like Upendra. It was the study

and the delight of IshwaraGuha to obey his elder brother's commands,

and to make his own power and wealth conducive to his happiness. His

footstool was bright with the jewels taken from the crowns of hostile

rajas brought to subjection. Yet was he never reproachful of others.

Those who opposed him in their pride were reduced to helplessness.

The vices of the Kali yoga were forgotten through his virtues and

talents. His magnanimity made him tender of the faults of others, and

his heroism was apparent to all, so that the Lukhshmi of the sovereigns

he subdued and destroyed with the weapons of his wrath, took him by

the hand. Great was his wealth, and unity characterised none of his

qualities or attributes.

The son of Ishwara Guha was Sridhara Sena who overcame

and silenced all the learned men of his age. He had the conviction

of his foes' mortification and envy, because of his own power, wealth

generosity and magnanimity. With the gravity of deep learning, acquir-

ed by mastery of the sixty-four Vidyas, and by acquaintance with the

manners of many nations, he united cheerfulness and mildness, and by

nature he was gifted with humility. By the power of his bow he subdued

the pride of his enemies—his bow victorious in many battles. The

rajas, overcome by his skill in weapons, delighted in their subjection to

him. Dharuva Sena, the younger brother of Sridhara Sena, was

obedient to him, and prospered in wealth and honor, and rivalled the

kings of antiquity in his conduct : many affairs of great difficulty were

completed by him, and the friends he trusted and employed on great

occasions, were enriched by him. He was as a sanctified hero, devoting

himself to human actions ; such was his attention to the minutest studies.

Like Swayambhu (Menu) he was endowed with all attributes—pati-

ent in learning every branch of the sixty-four Vidyas. The resource of

all for counsel—beautiful as the spotless moon, and resplendent in power

as the ever-rising sun, darkness was dispelled from around him. He was

versed in the arts of peace and war—a deviser of schemes adapted to all

purposes and occasions, having been taught by the learned the two great

aims—to do good to the world, and to promote the exaltation of his king-

dom. Though powerful, he was compassionate and learned, and avoided

sin, and was firm in friendship with those who submitted, but prompt

to repress his enemies before their prosperity gained head, thereby

establishing over all people the ascendancy of a superior mind.

* This is the raja called Chara Griha by Mr. Wathkn.
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The second son of Dharuva Sena was Sridhara Sena, very learned,

a king of kings, excelling in wealth ; whose forehead, worn and reddened

by the frequency of his obeisance to his father's lily feet, looked as if

adorned with the crescent of the young moon. His ears were orna-

mented with pearls like moons, and his body was cleansed with ablution

from the waters of munificence, according to the precepts of the Vedas

which he never forgot. He gave delight to all, as a water-lily spreads

its fragrance, by abstaining from the resumption of grants. His bow

was drawn for the good of the universe, and he excelled in archery.

The leaders of his enemies' armies, immediately on his mounting his

war elephants, yielded submission to his orders.

The beautiful kingdom of Valabhadra came next to Dharuva Sena,

son of Siladitya, who was brother of Suidhara's grandfather, as a

prize-wreath conferred by public opinion, and was to him an ensign

of fame. He was the master of many armies, beautiful in person,

sincere and young, and with his hair resplendent with gems, casting

radiance over his courtiers, like the flower mandara. His fame, bright

as the full moon, delighted the hearts of all, and his lily feet were

placed on white marble. He promoted the fortunes of his friends, was

sincere in heart, and good to all. His face was like the autumn moon,

and his hair like the streaks in an emerald. His enemies were

bumbled, and the kings opposed to him found their territory invaded,

and were indebted to his bounty for the moderation of the tribute he de-

manded ; by the fragrance of his breath the air which others breathe was

perfumed ; from his ears precious stones of various colours were pen-

dent, like jewelled ornaments upon the volumes of sacred learning. On
his breast he wore a jewel, like the sprouting shoot of his youth wa-

tered by the sanctity of his munificent donations. His elder brother

was Ishwara Guha, whose person was embraced by Lukshmi for

the promotion of his good fortune, who excelled all rajas in conduct

and in fame, who with the wand of his power destroyed the serpent of

his enemies' pride, and gained over the Lukshmi of other kings who

admired him, who restrained crime, and adorned the earth with the

lofty ensigns of his power, and settled the customs of the four great

castes. His lily feet are adorned with the crown jewels of prostrate

chiefs, subdued by love rather than by force. A refuge to all in battle,

brave, and in all things virtuous, performing all the duties of royalty,

and amongst them the liberal distribution of gifts to brahmans, and to

the temples of the gods, from the wealth in his possession, which is to

them a source of great delight. The earth was enlightened with the

fame he gained by his munificence to gods and brahmans of the Ka-
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linga families, who were deprived of their Dharmadwajja (flag of virtue)

which was white as pure pearls, and the people of the three regions shed

tears of joy. The other name of Dharuva Sena was Dharmaditya ?

a name given to him only for his virtue.

The said prince* (Dharuva Sena) inheritor of his father's fortunes,

whose dalliance is with fame as with a wife, and whose crown jewel is like

the crest of a peacock, who adorns the royal Lukshmi as a lion adorns

the forests on the mountain side, and scatters his enemies as the rainy

season dissolves clay; whose friends' countenances expand for joy like

water-lilies, while the flags of his enemies are dispersed like clouds

;

powerful, diligent, of spirit like the rising sun, the destroyer of his

enemies, son of Siladitya, the elder brother of Ishwara Guha, who

enlightens the earth with his fame like a moonbeam, and who, smearing

his body with sandal-wood dust, is beautiful like the Vindhya cloud-capped

mountain, proclaims to all : Be it known to all of you, that for his father's

and mother's virtue's sake, he, the said son of Siladitya, has presented

to the brahman Ladhulla, son of the brahman Sanda, a religious

student, venerable, acquainted with the four Vedas, who lives in the

villages situated near the hill fountains, the fertile field called Varunam

Bilika Vakkara Kadciraka, situated near another field, and on the

road, southwest of the village named Dya Palli, having had the same

measured by Hipidaka with a measuring rope. The field is divided

into six portions.

(Here follows a minute description of the boundaries, which need not

be given.)

The above land, with its tanks and hillock s,being of the measure of half

a kshetra, is to be enjoyed in full property as a perpetual inheritance by

the said Ladhulla, his sons and posterity for ever, so long as the sun,

the moon, the earth, the rivers, and the mountains shall endure. It is

productive land and capable of rearing valuable grain.

Let not the hands of the king's servants touch it, nor let any one

claim it on the part of the gods and brahmans by whom it was hereto-

fore possessed.

" To give land," &c. &c, (here follows the usual quotation in favor

of donors and in execration of resumers of grants.)

This grant is executed by order of Dharuva Sena, son of the

king Siladitya, by his faithful servant for peace or war, keeper of his

* The word for prince in the original is Sailaditya, which I am assured is a

legitimate patronymic from Siladitya. It is evident that Dharuva, the sou

of Siladitya, is meant from the closing sentence of the grant.
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treasury, Madana Hila, son of Skanna Bhatta, in the year Sum-

but 365 (A. D. 309) on the first day of the light half of the month

of Bysakh.

On the seal, Sri' Bhatarka under a bull, as in Mr. Wathen's

grant, for which see vol. IV. page 475.

VI.

—

Information regarding Illanoon Pirates. By Captain Blake,

H. M. S. Lame.

In the course of the past year, Capt. Stanley, H. M. S. Wolf with

the Diana steamer in company, fell in with a fleet of pirates in the act

of attacking some Chinese trading vessels, and having rescued these,

the steamer followed, and by its rapid pursuit and well-directed fire

captured and destroyed several of the pirates. The prisoners taken

on this occasion were carried to Singapore for trial, and the Malays

were convicted and executed, the facts being such as to prove that the

fleet attacked had committed more than one act of piracy, before

the British vessels fell in with it. But amongst the prisoners were

some Illanoons, and it appearing that many of these pirate vessels were

of that nation, the Recorder who tried the case would not pass sentence of

death upon them, owing to some doubts which arose, as to whether they

might not be acting under commission from the Sooltan of Sooloo,

or from some other recognised prince of that part of the Archipelago.

Very little information was procurable as to the political character and

circumstances of these Illanoons. But they were not wholly unknown,

for in the year 1822 it was this same class of pirates who attacked the

Sect/lower, and Mr. Fullebton, then governor of P. W. Island, was

disposed to have sent an expedition for their chastisement, but was

restrained by the government of Bengal. There is also an imperfect

mention of this race in Mr. Moor's recent compilation of notices re-

garding the Indian Archipelago, which contains the intelligence col-

lected by Mr. Hunt regarding the Sooloo Islands in 1814 : but the

information procurable was altogether so defective, that it was deter-

mined to take the occasion of any one of H. M. vessels of war pro-

ceeding to the vicinity, to ascertain further particulars regarding

them. Captain Blake, ofH. M. S. Lame, found the opportunity

of making the desired inquiries, and the following report from

that officer is the result. It has been communicated by His

Excellency the Naval Commander-in-Chief to the Governor General,

and by His Lordship's orders is made available for publication in

this journal.
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To Sir Frederick L. Maitland, K. C. B.

Rear Admiral and Commander-in-Chief.
Sir,

In compliance with your memorandum of this day's date, to " report

to you any information I may have been able to obtain during my stay

at Manilla, respecting the state of piracy in the Sooloo Sea" I beg

to inform you, that on the arrival at Manilla, about two days before my
departure, of some Singapore papers, containing the particulars that

transpired at the trial of the " Illanoon" pirates at Singapore, lately

captured by Her Majesty's sloop Wolfand the Honorable Company's

steamer Diana off Tringana, I sought an interview with Don Jose

Arconi a post captain in the Spanish royal navy, and Don Villa-

stcenzis his assistant, two officers who have been employed for some

years in watching and suppressing piracy amongst the southern group

of the Philippine Islands and Sooloo Sea, and I may observe that the

former officer, while I was at Manilla, received his promotion from

Spain for his exertions on this service.

It appeared from their statements, that the " Illanos," as they call them,

are a distinct race of people, inhabiting the line of coast comprised within

the bight of the bay of that name in the island of Mindanao, the shore of

which is there one continued line of mangroves and swamp, and which soon

communicates with an immensely extensive inland lake. This lake they

consider as their stronghold and their home, and these people are

termed by the Spaniards " Los Illanos de la Laguna." Here they

build and repair their prahus, which they convey to and from the sea by

means of ways or platforms constructed of bamboo and ratan and placed

on the unsolid surface of the mangrove roots and branches, over which

their prahus are hauled to and fro. On this lake too they have their

wives or females in the prahus, in which they live, and in short, here

they carry on all intercourse with each other as an insulated and dis-

tinct community. Born and bred in a life of piracy, they look on it merely

as a means of living, and not as a criminal occupation. For this reason

they meet with nothing that escapes their attack in the shape of native

vessels of those seas ; but I was especially assured, and all accounts seem

to confirm it, that they are quick and intelligent in the extreme, in dis-

criminating and instantly avoiding a canvas sail, or any vessel of Euro-

pean appearance ; and so dexterous are they, that they in a moment

lower mast and sail, and are hauled in among the mangrove shores with

which the innumerable islands thereabouts abound; and though the

Manilla government maintains a constant establishment at different points

of Mindanao, especially at Samboongan, it is but rarely that their
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falucas, or (gun-boat launches) succeed in capturing any of the " Illa-

nos." Two of them however were surprised and secured in the early-

part of this year, and their crews amounting together to about sixty

were in prison at Manilla. As they were not captured in any act of

piracy they are merely kept as prisoners, but what their ultimate des-

tination may be I know not.

The distance to which the " Illanos" extend their cruizes is shewn from

the late capture off Tringana : but I was much surprised, when pointing

this out on the chart to the Spanish officers abovementioned, at their

assuring me, that they had no doubt the pirates made their round south

of Borneo to the coast of Statu ; that there is a pirate tribe on the north

end of Borneo, daring and atrocious as themselves, between whom and

the " Illanos" exists, and always has existed, a most deadly and unex-

tinguishable enmity, and that the latter will never pass by the northern

route. If these two tribes of depredators do meet, a most sanguinary

conflict ensues, and I was assured, that either of them will even quit

their plunder to attack the other, and thus prefer the gratification of

feelings of hatred and hostility. The object from which the " Illanos"

derive their principal booty in their cruizes, is the captives they make

and sell on all parts of the eastern and southern coasts of Borneo, and

in the Macassar straits. To this they principally direct their attention,

after they have supplied themselves with a sufficient number to pull at

the oar and do the other work of their prahus.

They seldom cumber themselves with any thing from the cargo of a

capture, save gold dust or other valuable goods.

Though other descriptions of pirates infest those seas, the " Illanos"

are always known from the peculiar construction and dexterous manage-

ment of their prahus. A drawing of one of them was shewn to me,

which minutely corresponded with the description given of the one cap-

tured off Tringana.

It has been supposed that these " Illanos" are subject to and act

under the directions of the raja of Sooloo, but I was most positively

assured by the Spanish officers mentioned above, as also by His Excel-

lency Don Andres Garcia Camber, governor of Manilla, that such

is not the case. Captain Don Jose Arconi has had some communica-

tion with the raja of Sooloo, and is acquainted with his situation, his

means and his habits. He assured me that the raja had neither means,

power, nor influence over these " Illanos ;" that they are a race purely

piratical, of a distinct community of wild ranging predatory habits,

dependent on no one, and acknowledging no external authority. It is

true they frequent the island of Sooloo as they please, quite unmolested,
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and without hindrance, as well as the other innumerable islands and

mangrove banks (called by us the Sooloo islands), supposed to be sub-

ject to the raja's sovereignty. One of these, called " Bang een ghee"

eastward of Sooloo, is a principal resort for them, as it affords conveni-

ence and facility for their piratical pursuits. It is principally mangrove

growing upon coral banks, and is well calculated for protection and

secure concealment.

I was informed by Don Jose Arconi, that he had witnessed at one

time nearly two hundred " Illano" prahus, great and small, off this is-

land, and on attempting to chase them with his " Falucas," they out-

stripped all pursuit, and disappeared in the most extraordinary manner,

dousing masts and sails, and taking refuge among the mangroves.

He compared these haunts to extensive nests, or banks of rats, where

they can fly from one refuge to another, and which no means, we Euro-

peans here possess, could ever succeed in annihilating.

The island of Baselan, I was also informed, is a common resort of

the " Illanos," and some of its inhabitants are pirates from their birth,

and it is not unusual for them to identify themselves with the " Illanos."

Although the whole Sooloo group is subject to visits from them from

time to time during their cruizes, they are in the habit of resorting to

no other fixed points except " Baselan" and " Bang een ghee" the

first of which is an island of very considerable size. They generally

obtain their supplies of ammunition, &c. by trafficking with places of

their acquaintance, which are in communication with the various small

Dutch settlements on the coast of Borneo and the islands.

The boldness and audacity of the " Illanos" cannot well be exagge-

rated. They have been known to enter the bay of Manilla, passing the

signal station on the island of Corregidor, where two gun-boats are

generally stationed, and to capture boats or small vessels within the bay.

This I believe was proved on the late trial by two boys, who were

captured by them in a boat off Cavite, about eight miles from the city

of Manilla. From the " Lagttna" which they inhabit in Mindanao,

they have been known not unfrequently to push a passage in their pra-

hus out to the northward by a small river which runs from the lake into

the sea at " Cay -gain" where there is a Spanish settlement, a fort,

and always a company of soldiers, whose random fire from musketry,

after they have got clear, they have ridiculed by loud shouts and

wild yells of defiance. If they have reason to suspect that a par-

ticular look-out is kept for them when on their passage to seaward

by the Spanish falucas stationed at Sarnhoangan and its neighbourhood,

their quickness and penetration are incredible. They will move their
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prahus with caution along the edge of the mangrove banks by

night, even for ever so short a distance, and haul them into an

impenetrable concealment ere the dawn of day, and at last gain their

object by persevering in their progress night after night, while look-

outs are kept constantly on the edge of the mangrove banks unseen

during the day.

The Spanish officers confessed to me, that their attempts to capture

them were almost uniformly foiled by their quickness, cunning and

sagacity ; and strange as it may seem, these extraordinary marauders,

acknowledged foes to all they meet, through the advantage of locality,

their own adroitness, the peculiar construction of their prahus, and

other natural circumstances so favorable to their lawless pursuits,

maintain in spite of every thing a constant intercourse with their home

the Laguna, almost without interruption.

It may not be irrelevant here to mention, that a treaty (so called)

was concluded between the raja of Sooloo and the late acting governor

of Manilla, Salazar, about two or three years since ; this treaty

is however proverbially ridiculed at Manilla, as having been made with

an individual ignorant of the faith or meaning of a treaty, a mere

cypher, nominally a raja, but possessing no control over his subjects

who regard not his authority and yield him no allegiance. This may

tend to confirm the assurances made me, that the raja of Sooloo pos-

sesses not a shadow of power or influence over the community of the

<; Illano" pirates.

The foregoing details are recited from memory, but are the true

substance of information I gathered, during a long verbal communi-

cation, over charts, with the two very intelligent Spanish naval officers

before mentioned : and though they may not throw much additional

light on the information already abroad on the subject of piracy in the

Sooloo sea, they certainly tend to confirm, or explain some remarkable

points of the evidence, that transpired during the late trial of the

" Illano" pirates at Singapore,

I have, &c.

(Signed) J. J. Blake,

Her Majesty's Sloop Lame, \ Commander.

Toong-koo Bay, 13th Aug. 1838. J
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VIL—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society,

Wednesday Evening, the 5th Decehber, 1838.

Present.

The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Calcutta, V. P. in the Chair.

Messrs. H. T. Prinsep, Ewart, Hare, Col. D. McLeod, Captain Pem-
berton, Major Gregory, Lieut. Montriou, Dr. Evans, Dr. McClel-
land, Dr. Spry, visitor, and Dr. W. B. O'Shaughnessy, Officiating

Secretary.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed. The
Secretary rose to return thanks to the Society for the honor conferred on
him hy his nomination as one of their Secretaries during the absence of

Mr. James Prinsep. He also informed the meeting, that pursuant to the
arrangement made with Mr. Malan for conducting the duties in the
Oriental Department, they would carry on a new series of the Journal of
the Asiatic Society, after the current year.

Dr. Goodeve and Mr. R. O'Shaughnessy were proposed by the Secre-

tary, seconded by Capt. Pemberton.
Read a letter from Professor Ottoman Frank of Munick, acknowledg-

ing his election as an honorary member.
Read the following extract of a letter from Major Troyer to the ad-

dress of Mr. James Prinsep.

" Paris 31 Rue de la Madeleine, 15 July, 1838.
" My dear Prinsep,
" I had the pleasure of writing to you a month ago in an3wer to the most valuable

account which you gave me of what has been done by you with respect to the copying
of the Vedas for the French, and communicated to Mr. Salvandy, the minister of
Public Instruction. In answer to it, he ordered that an annual sum of 1500 francs
be sent to you, (James Prinsep,) until the completion of the whole work, that
is until the whole mass of Vedas be copied. You will undoubtedly receive an
epistle from him on the subject. This will be the continuation of a great trouble

to you, but I have the pleasure of assuring you that the service which you render by
it to all those who take an interest in Sanskrit literature and in Indian antiquities

will be duly appreciated. Be pleased to correspond upon the matter as hitherto
with roe, and I will not fail to be your faithful reporter to the French minister of
Public Instruction. I am forwarding to you with this a letter from Burnouf,
who will, among many other things, tell you, that the decoration of the legion of

honor is to be offered to Mr. Hodgson of Nepaul, as an acknowledgment of the
trouble which he took in procuring and sending to Paris important Sanskrit manu-
scripts belonging to Buddhism, which religion appears to grow every day in extent
and antiquity. You will be very sorry to hear of Jacquet's death, at the age of
twenty-eight years. You will be able to judge yourself what hopes have been buried
with that learned and uncommonly active young man.
" Burnouf is beginning to print the Bhagavat purana with a French translation.

You will, before the arrival of this letter, have received a large chest of books sent
you by Mr. Cassin, Agent to the Asiatic Society of Paris. I can but recommend
you once more to send your Journal, and every oriental work to be sold, directly to

Paris, addressed to Mr. Cassin, Agent de la Societe" Asiatique de Paris, Rue de
Casanni, No. 12. The sale will be effected better than it can be in any other way,
for it is not easy to a great number of persons on the continent who may wish to

buy oriental works, to procure them from London, whilst they may easily get them
from, or in, Paris."

(Signed) A. Troyer.

6 u
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Read extracts of a letter from M. Garcin de Tassy, dated Marseilles,

11th September, 1838, acknowledging receipt of catalogue of Arabic,

Persian and Oordoo works belonging to the Asiatic Society. M. de

Tassy's letter gave cover to a prospectus of his work on Hindustani lite-

rature. The prospectus with a list of subscribers is printed in the number

of the Journal of the Society for November.

Read extracts of letters from M. E. Burnouf, Secretary, Asiatic Society

of Paris, in acknowledgment of several numbers of the Journal of the

Asiatic Society.

Read an application from Herambanath Thakoor, applying for an

increase of his salary.

Resolved, that the application be referred to the Committee of Finance

to settle the amount.

On the suggestion of the President, seconded by the Secretary, Mr. W.
Grant was proposed a member of the Statistical Committee.

In pursuance of a letter addressed to the Society by Mr. Secretary

Macnaghten, read on the 10th October last, regarding the interchange

of publications with his Highness the Pasha of Egypt, the Secretary ap-

prized the meeting that he had forwarded a set of all the Arabic publica-

tions printed by the Society to his Highness the Pasha of Egypt, and like-

wise certain Arabic books selected by Mr. Prinsep and purchased by

Government for the use of the institutions established by his Highness.

Library.

The following books were presented.

On the primary forces of electricity, by Richard Laming, M. R. S.— by the

Author.
Proceedings of the Geological Society, Vol. II. No. 56—by the Society.

Notice surdes Vetements avee des Inscriptions Arabes, Parsanes et Hindustani,
par M. Garcin de Tassy—by the Author.

Meteorological Registers for September and October, 1838—by the Surveyor
General.
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia—History of England, Vol. 8—from the booksellers.

The officiating Secretary laid before the meeting a printed list of the

Members of the Society, prepared by Mr. James Prinsep.

Resolved, that the copies be distributed among the Members.

Read a letter from the Right Rev. John Lewis, Bishop of Isauropolis

and Vicar Apostolic of Bengal, forwarding a copy of his publication of the

Cochin-Chinese and Latin and Anamitan Dictionary, and requesting the

Society to apply to Government for 100 copies of the Anamitan part of

the work, besides the 100 copies already offered by the Author.

Resolved, that an application be made to Government for the purchase

of the additional copies, as requested by the Bishop of Isauropolis.

Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from Captain F. Dashwood, Assistant Secretary to the

Military Board, intimating that the principal commissary of ordnance has

been requested to send the Buddhist stone pillar, on its arrival from Delhi,
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to the Society, being a present announced at the meeting held on the 7th

February last, from the Maha Rajah Hindu Raw.
Read a letter from H. T. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Government

of India, forwarding copies of the Inscription and a tin roll of the remaining

facsimiles of Girnar.

Read extracts of letters from M. Eugene Burnouf, Secretary to the

Royal Asiatic Society of Paris, to Mr. James Prinsep, dated Paris 15th

May, 1838. M. Burnoup notifies the despatch of copies of his commentaries

on the Gaina, and of the first and second parts of his Memoirs sur les in-

scriptions cunecformes. The price of the Gaina is 65 frs ; of the inscrip-

tions 20 frs. M. Burnouf then writes—

" I have just seen in your Journal the proposal to publish lithographs of the caves
of Western India ; I beg to be added to the list of subscribers for a work of such
high interest, and one which ought to be imitated in all parts of India. It is scarce-
ly comprehensible that the ancient monuments of a country so entirely subject to
your government should have been so much neglected. Daniell's views are im-
measureably too dear, and are not sufficiently comprehensive.

" I have seen your (charmant travail) on the famous Pali inscription. The fact
is of the highest importance, and you have acquitted yourself so as to deserve the
utmost honour. Doubtless some difficulties still remain, of which I th-ink the most
serious is the name of the king of Ceylon. But other inscriptions will probably
annihilate this difficulty

; you are now in the high road of discovery and we have
every thing to hope from your persevering and prosperous efforts. We are far
from making such swift and brilliant progress. We want monuments and have
philology alone to study. Still even in this there is room for discovery in all that
concerns religion, philosophy and literature—although even such must yield in
striking interest to historical disclosures. The task of commentary and interpreta-
tion of the ancient texts is tedious and dry, but it must be persevered in. We must
be supported by the hope, that these ancient words and forgotten forms may be
found again on monuments and coins, and thus lead to the understanding of these
valuable remnants of a venerable antiquity.

11 The Mahabharat still prospers. I induce ' tout le monde' to purchase copies, by
affirming positively (which I believe to be true) that in 10 years this fine monument
of antiquity will not be procurable. The truly remarkable sale of this work is a
certain unequivocal indication to your Society of the duties it has to discharge, and
which are expected from it by the learned of Europe—doubtless you will not find

purchasers for every Vade mecura and every work in Sanskrit, Arabic, Hindi, and
Bengali which your translators may convert from the English; but I assure you that

you will dispose of the Mahabharat, however voluminous it may prove, and that you
would ere this have exhausted the Vedas and Puranas, if you, or rather the former
Committee, had undertaken them instead of the Mitakchara and similar short trea-

tises on law, which will very soon find no readers in Europe. But in the great pro-
ductions of ancient thought—in the vast monuments of Indian genius, in such there

is immense interest. Despite of the progress of industrialism, (I mean no offence

to Mr. Trevelyan,) Europe will read the Mahabharat, the Vedas and Puranas,
unless your scheme of lithographing these works should fail to be carried into effect.

Lithograph the Veda and you will gain immortal glory. If this enterprise, like the

former, requires you to make some advances of funds, you may be convinced they
will very soon be covered and more than that. Look to the Mahabharat ! Instead

of 100 copies, lithograph twice that number. If you cannot do so for the Vedas,
which I would bitterly regret, let us at all events have the Ramayana, the 18 pura-
nas, the codes of Narada Vrihasputi, Vishnu, Saukhas Lekola, Shalashada, Yadma
Valkya, with good commentaries on the great metaphysical treatises of Vrimansa,
Sankya, Vedanta Nyayoan, the rituals and the Upanichada, &c. &c."

Extract of a letter from M. Burnouf, dated 12th July, 1838.

" M. Jacquet died the day before yesterday of a disease of the chest. He was
but 28 years of age. This is a real loss : he was a highly informed, most sagacious

man, well skilled in Sanskrita and Chinese. His illness scarcely abated his zeal.

He was writing in fact half an hour before his death.

6 h 2
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" We expect impatiently the arrival of the 3rd volume of the Mahahharat. which, as

I see with great pain, occasions you some pecuniary loss. We are taking every

possible step to sell the work ; in general there is a considerable demand for Sanskrit

publications, provided they are ancient and complete. Still this demand is not

equal to that for the Romances of Lord Byron, and I fear no one will make a fortune

by Sanskrit impressions. But it would be painful to think that the little success of

the Mahabharat should prevent your publishing other works, such as the Puranas,

&c. &c. Send a prospectus with terms. We will obtain some subscribers, and

when the work is completed, additional copies will doubtless be disposed of."

(Signed) Eugene Burnouf.

Museum.

Read a letter from Mr. T. Church, stating that the bows and arrows

presented in his name by Mr. J. P. Grant at a meeting of the Society

held on the 1st August, were not from Penang, but from natives of the

great Andaman.

Read a letter from Lieut. M. Kittoe, requesting to know the salary

of the person employed by the Society to go with him in his survey of

the Raepur road in the forests of Orissa, for the purpose of preparing

specimens of Natural History for the Museum, and also applying for an

advance of his salary for one month, which was paid by order of the Pre-

sident. The advance was sanctioned by the meeting.

Dr. O'Shaughnessy stated that the specimen Malacca bell, presented by

Mr. Lewis at the last meeting, contained neither gold nor silver and was

composed of tin and copper in the ordinary proportions of bell-metal.

Extract of a letter from C. B. Greenlaw, Esq. to the same, with

remarks on the subject by Mr. McClelland.
" Referring to the article at page 65 of the Asiatic Journal for January last, I

some time since noticed to Mr. Jas. Prinsep the existence within the volcanic belt
in the map of what is called the swatch of no ground, which, by the late survey
of the sea face of the Soonderbuns, which includes the northern part of the swatch,
would appear to be in the form of a deep crater ; and it would be interesting if its

margin could be traced throughout its course, which I will ask Capt. Lloyd to do if

he can. The purport, however, of my now writing is to send you a piece of rock just
taken from the bottom of the H. C. barque Amherst, which, on her late passage from
Khouk Phyoo, struck on the Terribles, and brought away this piece. These rocks, the
Terribles, are also within the belt marked in the map, and to my inexperienced judg-
ment the rock seems to be of a peculiar character.

** With regard to the swatch, it would seem from a subsequent note to the one
alluded to by Mr. Greenlaw (Prinsep's Journal, 1838, p. 369), that Capt. Lloyd
has reason to suppose it is open to seaward. It is needless to say that any addition-
al information that can be obtained regarding so peculiar a phenomenon in the geology
of the coast, must possess the very highest degree of interest in a scientific point of
view, and perhaps the best method of proceeding as occasions offer, would be to take
soundings in different lines, so as to show the form of the basin and the inclinations
of its sides.

11 The specimen of rock from the Terribles is a sea green and rather soft sandstone,
corresponding in appearance with a very common formation that skirts the base of
some of the great mountain ranges fn India ; its surface is harder than its internal
parts and of a brown color, deeply perforated by boring molluscs, and corroded by the
action of the sea. One part of the mass has somewhat of a nodular or concretionary
character, as if it had once been broken and reunited, but this may, probably be the
effect of corrosion. Viewed under a magnifier, it is seen to be chiefly composed of
angular granules of quartz, connected with greenish and black rounded particles,
the whole being a little coarser than the deposits now forming at the head of the
bay much nearer land. It is unquestionable therefore, that the Terribles are sedi-
mentary deposits, that must have taken place at greater depths than the reef now
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occupies. It is also certain, that unless there be some counteracting forces engaged,
the action of the waves together with that of the boring shell-fishes (Litkodomi and
a kind of Teredo) the danger of these rocks must he gradually diminishing. Hence
the importance in a scientific point of view of the accurate surveys of this coast now
in progress ; for had such been made 100 years ago for instance, we should now be
able to learn the relative changes that may have since taken place between the levels

of the land and sea. No one knows any thing of the molluscs of the Bay of Bengal

:

we cannot therefore tell what animal it is that has perforated the fragmeut of rock
thus accidentally brought away from the Terribles in the manner described, and
which must aid the operations of the waves materially in breaking down this

dangerous reef. I may take this opportunity of pointing out the identity of the
perforations in the submerged reef with those that have been formed under similar
circumstances in the sandstone of Cherra Ponji, and which may be seen in several
specimens of the latter rock now in the museum. To illustrate this subject still

farther, I may submit to the Society a sample of the work of a Teredo which rapidly
devours trunks of trees aud all woods that are cast on the shores of the Bay.

44 This last specimen 1 received from Dr. Cantor, the only naturalist who has
paid the slightest attention, that I am aware of, to the molluscs of the Bay ; the
perforations in the wood are identical with those of the lithophagus teredo on the
rock, though neither animal has yet been described, but we may perhaps consider
the former to be the Teredo navalis or the T. Clava. Several similar animals are
however known to inhabit the seas within the tropics ; but the fistulana that perforate

rocks, though in a geological point of view the most important of all, are not, I

believe, known but by their perforations."

Extract of a letter, dated 7th November, 1838, from Captain G. C.

Armstrong to Mr. McClelland, accompanying a box of minerals which

are presented to the Society.

•* This station is in 22° 36' N., and 86° 40' E., nearly surrounded by hills, at
distances varying from 5 to 25 miles off. The soil in the cantonment, and to some
distance is clay (from the decomposition of felspar), mixed with small fragments of
quartz containing both iron and red oxide of manganese in large quantities ; the
surface is covered with a little vegetable mould.
" The hills west 5 miles off are formed of large boulders of greenstone and

quartz ; to the south granite, greenstone, clinkstone, and small portions of white
marble ; to the north mica slate in very large quantities, imbedded with schorl

in aggregate crystals. In the Roro river aud its vicinity, slate, limestone, jasper,

quartz rock, and rock crystal are found." Capt. Armstrong thinks there are also

indications of coal in this part of Singboom. Coal, I may remark, has recently been
observed by Dr. Dunbar of the same corps on the way from Ramgur to Hazaree-
baugh, but it is probably that which was before observed by Mr. Drummond of the
latter place."

Read the subjoined Report by the Curator on several objects of natural

history recently added to the Society's collection.

Skeleton of the long-lipped bear, Ursus labiatus, (Blainville.) Bradypus
ursinus, (Shaw,) presented by the Curator, under whose supervision it has been pre-
pared and artificially articulated for the museum.
Of the now several admitted subdivisions of the genus ursus, the present

individual ranks as one, and forms a perfectly distinct species from any of the
present known varieties; its geographical range being confined exclusively to

continental India—at least we are warranted in so limitiug its distribution, no
accounts having as yet verified the existence of this animal in any of the tropical

forests of the Indian archipelago, or in fact in any other parts of the globe—until

future discoveries prove the contrary, it may therefore with propriety be regarded as
one of the natural zoological productions peculiar to India proper ; and were not the
specific name ' labiatus' so well applied as a systematic denomination in illustrat-

ing one of its most prominent distinguishing features, the employment of the topical

name ' Indicus' would, in my humble opinion, be much more appropriate than on
the many ordinary occasions where it is given.

Although our animal may probably differ from those of cold climates in some
minor points, it nevertheless possesses all the generic characters of the typical

bears, and is the nondescript animal, and again the ursine sloth of early zoological

writers.
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This being the only skeleton of any kind of bear at present in the Society's col-
lection, I am unable to make any comparative remarks, or trace out the specific
peculiarities, if any exist, with regard to its ossipic structure. The bones on the
whole are strong and powerful ; and though not yet arrived at maturity, as shewn
by the still unconnected state of the epiphisses, they indicate by the full display
of the large eminences and depressions for the origin and insertion of massive
muscular levers, that the fabric belongs to an ungainly and thickset animal. Inde-
pendent however of its clumsy appearance, the general contour exhibits a fine

adjustment oi its several parts to the well known peculiarities and habits of the
living animal, while the structure and organization of the foot marks it as a type
of the plantigrade order—in this respect differing—and offering a fine contrast to
the more agile feline carnivora—which are again the types or representatives of the
more perfect digitigrades, the toes only touching in the latter, while in the bears
the whole heel rests perpetually upon the surface of the ground.
The dentary system is perfect in all its parts ; the jaws containing six incisors

above and below, the absence of which in the generality of crania which are trans-
mitted to Europe, and which generally fall out at an early period of life, must have
led to the error of associating the animal with the Edentates or Sloths. The series

of well-defined tubercular molars, together with the anatomical structure of the
stomach and alimentary canal, would seem better fitted for vegetable than animal
matter, though I have no doubt this animal occasionally eats the latter ; it is well
known however, that bulbous roots, sugar-cane, and white ants, are the natural and
principal food of this our Indian variety of bear.

It is to be regretted that the animal was received in a too advanced state of de-

composition to admit of a very critical examination of its internal organization,
much less of allowing the digestive apparatus to be preserved as specimens of com-
parative anatomy.

Antelope ? Gazelle.

Presented by the late Mr. Bell, with the following short note, descriptive of its

habits while in his possession.
" This (I suppose the real Gazelle) was as tame as a dog, jumping upon every

one at table. We have had it as a domestic pet about a month, but could never
hit upon its proper food. Grain it was indifferent about, and would hardly toueh
any thing but dates, dressed vegetables and roses, all which had a tendency to give

it a bowel complaint : nevertheless it was recovering fast, when it unfortunately got
into an enclosure where some large antelopes were kept, and was found bleeding
about the abdomen. I fear it must have received some severe hurt from their horns.
I now send it dead."—October 29th.

At present I have not been able to identify this delicate and graceful little

animal with any of the recognized species of the group to which it evidently
belongs.
The specimen is a young female, characterized by rudimentary horns, want of the

usual development of the suborbitar sinuses peculiar to the deer tribe, having
tnfts of hair below the knees and on the pasterns, possessing inguinal pores, two
mammae, besides the other distinguishing marks on the face, ears and flanks,

peculiar to the gazelline group ; but on comparing these most prominent features

with those assigned to the several species included under the gazelles in Griffith's
translation of the Regne animal, it does not strictly accord in all of its specific or

even in some of its subordinate characters with any one there described. I have
consequently left it for future scrutiny rather than hazard an incorrect name.
As it is not known from what exact locality it was obtained, and the generic

characters being less prominently set forth in the females of most animals than in

the other sex, it must be reserved till we are fortunate enough to procure the male
animal ere its place in systematic arrangement can be accurately determined. Its

death appears to have been occasioned by swallowing a long piece of woollen yarn, as

a large coil of this material was found in the cavity of the stomach, and which must
have offered a mechanical resistance to any food passing on through the natural
passages.
Stomach and caecum of the above animal—the former showing the usual com-

plicated digestive apparatus peculiar to the Ruminantia.
Aquila Chryseetos. The ring-tailed Eagle (variety)

;
presented by the curator and

mounted in the museum.
This magnificent bird was shot by a native shikaree at Tarduh, a village in the

vicinity of the salt-water lake. It is a large and powerful raptorial bird, possessing

all the distinguishing and characteristic traits ascribed to the true eagles ; and
though evidently an old bird, it becomes a highly interesting object for comparisoa
with a young living bird, apparently of the same species, in the Society's compound,,.
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and which with another bird, since escaped, was presented by Mr. Homfray, of
Calcutta, who reared them from nestlings.

Noctua Cuculoides, The cuckoo-owl, figured and described in Gould's elaborate
century of the Himalayan birds.

Phcenicura leucocephala. The white-headed Phcenicura, male and female.
Charadruis pluvialis. The Golden Plover, male and female.

Chloropsis Malabar icus. Malabar Chloropsis, (Jardine and Sblby's Illustrations)

—differing in some slight particulars (probably merely sexual) from the Cyanopterus
of Ntpal, a specimen of which was sent by Mr. Hodgson to the Society's musuem,
and again from a living variety now in the possession of the Curator, the habitat of
which is Monghir.

Cinnyris Gouldice. Gould's Sun-bird.
This beautiful little bird, which unfortunately is not a very good specimen, is

named after the accomplished artist Mrs. Gould, by whom the century is delineated,
and is the only one of the kind in the Society's cabinet. It formed a part of Cap-
tain Pemberton's collection of birds from Boolan.

Fuliyula Rnfina. The Crested black pochard, male and female.

Replacing an inferior specimen of the male bird, already in the Society's museum.
Mareca Pdecilorhynchus. The Spotted-billed Wigeon male.
Mareca ? Wigeon. Unidentified for want of the male.
Fuligula Caryophyllacea. The Pink-necked duck. Replacing a bad specimen in

the cabinet.

Fulica Atra. Common Coot, male and female.

Macroramphus ? long beak.

Although only one species (the M. Grisens) of this genus appears to be known,
neither the plumage of our present specimen or the one already occupying a place

in the Society's museum and ticketed Grisens, and which are both alike, agree with
its desciiption. I therefore withhold the trivial name, until I am fully satisfied

of its identity with Grisens, or find it to be what I suspect it is—a totally unde-
scribed bird.

Charadrius Arenaria. Sanderling, male and female. Corresponding with speci-
mens from China.

Tringa ? Sand-piper, male and female.

Recurvirostra Avocetta. Common Avocet.
A young bird of the first year procured from the Calcutta bazar, where they are

occasionally brought with wild fowl.

Columba Gouldice. China-tippeted Pigeon.

Bacelo ? Kingfisher.

Apparently an undescribed bird, brought by Dr. Helfer from the Tenasserim
provinces, and found in woods in the interior perched upon high trees. The ground
color of the bird is deep ferruginous, marked with broad transverse black bands.
Bill and feet scarlet.

Bucia Nipalensis. Nipal Bucia, male.
Falco Ccerulescens. Corulescent Hawk, from the Tenasserim provinces ; only

one met with near Tavoy. It is very bold and pursues small birds. The natives
assured Dr. Helfer that it is equally distributed throughout the country.

Dicrurus Malabaricus. Malabar Shrike.

Cymberhynchus ? Broad Bill,

from the Tenasserim provinces, and gregative in the forests near Tavoy.
Sciurus Macrourus. Large -tailed Squirrel.
Paradoxurus—Indicus.

Cranium of the Ovis Aries—or Patna variety presented by the Curator.

The officiating Secretary presented the Report and documents of the

Statistical Committee, and stated that the President of the Society was of

opinion that it would be inexpedient to publish these papers in the

separate form recommended by the Committee.

After some discussion, in which Dr. Spry and Mr. Ewart advocated

publication in a separate form, the question was referred to the Committee

of Papers.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 84.—December, 1838.

I.

—

An Examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 5. By the

Hon. George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

Having in the papers No. 3, and No. 4, given the lineage, as well

as the account of the birth, of Gotamo Buddho, as contained in these

Buddhistical records, I now send you an analysis of the Parinibbdna-

suttan, which is the history of his final extinction, or death. It is

the third Suttan of the Mahdwaggo in the Dfghanikdyo of the Sutta-

piiako. It consists of six Bhanawdva ; and commences with the

words " the following was heard by myself," being the introductory

expression used by A'nando at the first convocation, in propound-

ing each of the Suttdni of the Suttapitaho in that assembly.

This Suttan is perhaps the most interesting section in the Pita/cat-

tayan. The fame of Sakya had, at the period of his death, been to a

certain extent established ; and the creed of that wonderful impostor

had been then recognized in the central regions, at least, of India. It

is justifiable therefore to infer, that a considerable portion of the inci-

dents recorded, as far as they could be produced by human imposture,

practised among a superstitious and credulous Asiatic population,

actually took place. Whereas at the period of his birth, and even up

to the time of his secession from a secular and domestic existence, the

circle must have been restricted almost to his own family, within

which alone the delusion of his predicted Buddhohood could have been

fostered, and its pretended realization been recognized. No external

co-operation, therefore, of a deluded populace could have been enlisted

on an extended scale, till a more advanced stage of his pilgrimage.

The account of the birth of Buddho given in the paper No. 3, must

consequently, as regards its narrative of the superstitious enthusiasm

6 i
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then prevalent, partake more largely of a fictitious character, than this

narrative of his death does. I have given a literal translation of the

most interesting passages, and a continuous precis of the rest of the

Suttan, adding a note from Buddha ghoso's Atlhakathd, wherever it

afforded the means of throwing additional light on the narrative of

the text.

This is, I fear, my last contribution to your Journal. In a few days

I leave Randy for Colombo. The duties of my new office, and my
separation from the Buddhist pandits, and their libraries at this place,

will prevent, for some time at least, the further prosecution of this

examination.

Kandy, October 18, 1838.

The Mahdparinibbdna Suttan. The first Bhdnuioaro.

The following was heard by myself. At a certain period, while Bhagawa' was

dwelling at the Gijjhakdto mountain, near Rdjagahan, the Mdgadha raja, Aja'ta-

sattu, a descendant of the Wedehi line, was meditating the subjugation of Wajji

(confederation)*.

Thereupon the said Mdgadha monarch Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the

Wedehi princes, sent for the brahman Wassaka'ro, who was the prime minister

of Mdgadha, and said : I must utterly annihilate these Wajjians, who are thus

great (by their union among themselves), and powerful (by the efficiency of their

martial institutions) : I will destroy these Wajjians: I will utterly exterminate

these Wajjians. Brahman, come hither. Wherever Bhagawa' may be, thither

proceed ; and having found him, bow down with lowly reverence at the feet of

Bhagawa', on my behalf, and inquire whether, free from ailment and disquietude,

he is in the enjoyment of his energies and health. Moreover thus address him.

Lord ! the Mdgadha raja Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the Wedehi line, has

commanded me saying ; bow down in lowly reverence at the feet of Bhagawa',

and inquire whether, free from ailment and disquietude, he is in the enjoyment of

his energies and health. Lord ! the said Mdgadha raja Aja'tasattu, the descen-

dant of the Wedehi line, in his anxiety to subjugate the Wajjians, has vowed,—

I

must annihilate these Wajjians, who are thus great and powerful. I will destroy

these Wajjians : I will utterly extirpate these Wajjians. Whatever Bhagawa'
may vouchsafe to reply, carefully retaining the same in thy mind, impart it to me :

the Tathagatha never spake an untruth.

The brahman Wassakaro, the prime minister of Magadha, having attentively

listened to the Mdgadha raja Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the Wedehi line,

replied : Be it so, lord ! and preparing superb conveyances, and mounting a magni-

ficent vehicle, surrounded by these superb conveyances, he departed from Hdjaga-

hdn.

Wheresoever the Gijjhak&to mountain might be, thither he proceeded. Having

gone in his vehicle as far as he should go in a vehicle, then descending from his

conveyance, he approached the place where Bhagawa' was. Having approached

him ; he made his salutation to Bhagawa'. The prescribed salutations having

been made ; and having carefully called to his recollection all that he ought to

have borne in mind, he seated himself on one side of him.

* These rajas or rulers were of the Lichchhawi dynasty ; the capital of whose

dominions called Wajji, was Wesdli (Allahabad). The union of the Wajjian states

is stated to have consisted of a confederation of chiefs, or princes.
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The brahman Wassakaro, the prime minister of Mdgadha, who had thus seated

himself aside, addressed Bhagawa 1

as follows : Lord, Gotamo, the Mdgadha

raja Aja'tasattu of Wedehi descent, bows down reverentially at the feet of the

Lord Gotamo, and inquires whether, free from ailment and disquietude, he is in

the enjoyment of his energies and health. The Mdgadha raja, Aja'tasattu of

Wedthian descent, in his desire to subjugate the Wajji rulers, has thus vowed : I will

annihilate these great and powerful Wajjians : I will destroy these Wajjians. On this

occasion, the venerable A'nando was standing behind Bhagawa', fanning him.

Then Bhagawa' thus inquired of the revered Anando'. Hast thou heard,

A'nando, that the Wajjians are frequently holding meetings, and that they are

assembling in great numbers ? Yes, Lord, I have heard that the Wajjians are

frequently holding meetings, and that they are constantly assembling in great

numbers. A'nando, as long as these frequent risings, and constant assemblings

are kept up among the Wajjians, their schemes will be advanced. They will not

be checked.

Hast thou heard A'nando, that the Wajjians are meeting in concert, and rising

in concert, and that they are in conceit making the requisite preparation ? Lord!

I have heard, &c* A'nando as long as the Wajjians are rising in concert, are hold-

ing meetings in concert, and are making their requisite preparations in concert,

so long will the objects they have in view be advanced. They will not be checked.

A'nando hast thou heard that the Wajjians are refraining from adopting that

which had no (previous) existence ; that they are abstaining from abolishing that

which had been (formerly) established ; and that they are adhering to the Wujjian

institutions which were anciently constituted, upholding them ? Lord! I have heard,

&c. A'nando as long as the Wajjians shall abstain from adopting that which did

not previously exist ; from abolishing that which had been established, and shal*

adhere to whatever Wajjian institutions may have been anciently constituted,

upholding them, the schemes of the Wajjians, A'nando, must advance, and cannot

retrograde.

Hast thou heard A'nando that whatever number there may be among the

Wajjiansf of Wajjian elders, these Wajjians support, respect, reverence and obey

them, conforming to what they hear from them ? Lord! I have heard, &c. A'nando,
as long as these Wajjians shall support, respect, reverence, obey and conform to

what they hear from the elders among the Wajjians, the projects of the Wajjians

must advance, and cannot be disappointed.

* Every answer is an affirmative repetition of the question,

•f*
On this point, the Atthahathd contains this note.

In aforetime, the Wajjian rulers, on a person being brought and presented to

them, thus charged " this is a malefactor" without at once deciding " he is a

malefactor, dispose of him accordingly.'' They surrender him to the Winichchhiya-

mah&malld (chief judicial officers). Having examined him, if they conceive

" this man is not a culprit," they release him. If they decide, " this is a male-

factor" without awarding any penalty, they transfer him to the Wuhdrikct (learned

in the customs or laws). They also having investigated the matter, discharge him,

if he be innocent ; but if he be guilty, there are certain officers called Suttadharj,*

(maintainers of the suttan) to whom they transfer him. They also inquire into the

matter and discharge him, if he be innocent; but if guilty, they transfer him to the

Atthakulakdf. They also having observed the same procedure, transfer him to the

* Vide Journal of 1837. f->r a definition of the word Suttan.

t Literally " the eight castes or tribes." I can obtain no satisfactory explanation of the nature
of th e office held by these functionaries. It is inferred to be, a judicial institution composed of
Judges from all the eight castes.

6 1 2
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Hast thou heard, A'nando, that the Wajjians do not submit to have their wives
and damsels of respectable families forcibly taken (by their rulers) ? Lord ! I have
heard, &c. A'nando ! as long as the Wajjians shall not submit to have their wives
and damsels of respectable families forcibly taken (by their rulers), the designs of
the Wajjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

A'nando! hast thou heard that the Wajjians, whatever the number may be of

the Wajjian chetiyani* belonging to the Wajjian (rulers), whether situated within

or without (the city), they maintain, respect, reverence and make offerings to them
and that they keep up without diminution the ancient offerings, the ancient obser-

vances, and the ancient sacrifices righteously made ? Lord ! I have heard, &c.
A'nando, as long as the Wajjians, &c.

A'nando hast thou heard that to the Arahantd of the Wajjians, protection

security, and safety are most righteously provided, in order that the Arahantd who
have absented themselves from their country might return ; and in order that those

who have returned to their country, may conveniently dwell there. Lord ! I have
heard, &c. A'nando as long as the Wajjians, &c.

Thereupon Bhagawa' thus addressed the brahman Wassakaro, the prime minis-

ter of Mdghada: Brahman, at the time when I was dwelling at the Sdrandado Chetiyo,

in Wes6U, I propounded these seven imperishable precepts unto the Wajjians resi-

dent there. Brahman, as long as these seven imperishable precepts shall be main-
tained, and the Wajjians shall be observant of these seven imperishable precepts,

the projects of the Wajjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

Onbeing thus addressed, Wassakaro, the brahman prime minister, replied : Lord
G6tam6, if the projects of the Wajjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry by their

observance of any one of these imperishable precepts, who can define the measure

of their success, when they are observant of all the seven imperishable precepts.

Lord Gutamu, consequently it only remains for the M6gadha monarch, AjVtasat-
tu, the descendant of the Wedehidn line, either to propitiate by tributes, or to

dissolve the compact which unites (these Wajji rulers), without engaging in war.

Lord Gotamo, as we have important and iudispensible duties to perform, we must
therefore depart. Brahman, consult thy own convenience in that respect.

Thereupon Wassakaro, the brahman prime minister of Mdgadha, greatly de-

lighted at the discourse of Bhagawa', and receiving his blessing, rising from his

seat, departedf.

Sendpati (chief minister), he again to the Upardjd (sub-king) ; the Uparjjd to the

raja. 'Ihe raja, inquiring into the matter, if he be innocent, releases him, but if

he be guilty, he causes the Pawenipatthakdn (book of precedents or usages) to be

propounded. There it is written, to him by whom such a crime is committed,

such a punishment is awarded. The raja having measured the culprit's offence by

that standard, pronounces a suitable sentence.

* The Atihakathd explains that chetiyani are not Buddhistical shrines but Yak-

khaithanani (edifices, belonging to the Yakkha or demon worship) ; and yet the reli-

gion of Buddho had been established in Wajji at this period.

•f*
The Atihakathd gives the following particulars of the proceedings adopted by

Aja'tasattu, on the return of Wassaka'ro to Rajdgahan, which is omitted in

the Suttdn.

Wassaka'ro returned to the raja ; and the monarch inquired— AcMriyo, what says

Bhagawa ? He, repeating the declaration of the ascetic Gotamo, said : By no

other means will the Wajjians be overcome but by propitiating with tribute, or dis-

solving the subsisting union. The raja replied : by propitiating with tributes our

elephants and horses will be diminished ; we must get the better of them by breaking
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Immediately after the departure ofWassakaro the brahman prime minister ofM&-
gadha, Bhagawa', thus addressed the revered A'nando :

—

A'nando, depart ; what-

ever the number of bhikkhus may be who are maintained for the welfare of Rdjaga-

up their union: what shall we do ? Maharaja, in that case, raise some discussion

in reference to the Wajjians in the midst of your counsellors. Thereupon I shall

observe to you: Maharaja, what do you want with them ? Let them occupy them-

selves with the agricultural and commercial affairs of their own (realm). Having
offered this remonstrance I shall quit (the council). Thereupon you should say:

what does this brahman mean by interdicting our discussion regarding the Wajjians.

In the forenoon of that day I shall send off some tribute to the Wajjians. Contriv-

ing to intercept that, and bringing a charge against me, without either binding or

flogging me, completely cut off all my hair. As T am the person by whom the ram-
parts and ditches of thy capital were formed, and as I know the strong and weak,
the high and low parts (of thy fortifications), I will tell (the Wajjians) that I am
able to remove any obstacle you can raise. On your hearing that this scheme (has

been adopted by them) : say, let them come. All this the raja acted up to.

The Wajjians hearing of his (Wassaka'ro's) departure (for Wesdli) some decided

thus: if the brahman come, he should not be permitted to cross the river. Others

again observed : he (Aja'tasattu) has so treated him, because he advocated our

cause. That being the case, they said (to the guards who went to stop him) : fel-

lows let him come. He proceeded on, and being asked by the Wajjians for what

misconduct he had been so treated, he explained what had been preconcerted. After

observing it was most unjust that he should be so severely punished for so slight an

offence they inquired : what office hadst thou there ? He replied : I was there

judicial minister. They rejoined : let the same office be filled by thee here. He
most ably administered justice : and the youths of the ( WaJJi) rulers attended him,

to acquire their accomplishments.

He who had thus acquired the reputation of a virtuous character, on a certain day

taking aside one of the Lichchhawi rulers (mysteriously) asked: do people plough a

field ? Yes, they do. By coupling a pair of bullocks together ? Yes, by coupling a

pair of bullocks together. Another (of the Lichchhawi rulers) having inquired :

what is it the Achariyo has mysteriously been saying ? and on its being explained to

him, incredulous, he remarked : he will not confide the truth to me ; and quarrelled

with that person. The brahman, upon another occasion taking another Lichchhawi

aside significantly asked : with what curry did you eat (your rice) ? and said no more.

Another having been told what was said; also incredulous, similarly quarrelled with

that person. The brahman upon a subsequent occasion, taking another Lichchhawi

aside, asked him in a whisper—art thou a mere beggar? He inquired: who has

said so? and the brahman replied : that Lichchhawi. Again upon another occasion,

taking another aside he inquired : Art thou a coward ? and on being asked who
said so? he mentioned the name of some other Lichchhawi. Thus by telling to

one person that which no other person had ever said, in the course of three years,

he so completely disunited these rulers, one from another, that no two of them

would walk the same road together.

When matters had been brought into this state, he caused the tocsin to be sound-

ed as usual. The Lichchhawi rulers disregarded the call saying : let the rich and

the valiant assemble : (we are the beggars and coioards.) The brahman seut a

mission to his raja, saying : this is the proper time, let him come quickly. The raja,

on hearing this announcement, assembled his forces by the beat of drums, and set

out. The Wesdlians on receiving intimation thereof, beat the tocsin, proclaiming

:

let us not allow the raja to cross the river. Ou hearing this call also, they refused
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han assemble them all at the Upatthdna* hall. The revered A'nando having
replied: Be it so, lord ; and received this command of Bhagawa', whatever the

number of bhikkhus might be who were maintained for the spiritual welfare of Rdja-
gahan, having assembled them all in the Upatthdnan hall, wherever Bhagawa'
might be, thither he returned.

Having approached and bowed down to Bhagawa' he stationed himself on one
side of him. The revered A'nando, who had thus placed himself on one side, thus

explained himself to Bhagawa': Lord! the priesthood are assembled: Lord Bha-
gawa', thou knowest whether this be the fitting time. Thereupon, Bhagawa',
arising from his seat, wheresoever the Upatthdna hall might be, thither he re-

paired. Having arrived there, he seated himself on the throne prepared for him.

The enthroned Bhagawa' thus addressed the bhikkhus ; Bhikkhus, I will pro-

pound unto you the seven imperishable precepts : listen and unreservedly incline

your minds thereto : I will now address you. The said bhikkhus replied, saying :

Be it so Lord. Bhagawa' then thus spoke.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests meet frequently (for religious observances) ; and

assemble in great numbers, the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot be

defeated.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall hold these meetiugs, simultaneously, rise

from them, simultaneously and unanimously discharge their sacerdotal duties,

the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot fail.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall abstain from establishing that which has

not been prescribed; from abrogating that which has been established ; and shall,

accepting the precepts (of Buddhism) as they are laid down, inculcate and maintain

these, the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot be defeated.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall support, reverence, respect and obey those

bhikkhus who are the elders of the priesthood, of great experience, venerable by

their ordination, fathers of their fraternity, and chiefs of the sacerdotal body ; and

shall learn from them that which ought to be acquired, the designs of the priests

must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests overcome the desires which engender the wish

for regeneration in another existence, the designs of the priests must prosper,

and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests delight to dwell in wildernesses (removed from

the distractions of laical connection) the designs of the priesthood must prosper,

and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall keep their minds embued with pious as-

pirations, saying to themselves : may pious conforming teachers who have not

already presented themselves yet appear ; and may those pious conforming teachers

who have already come dwell in peace among us, the designs of the priests must

prosper and cannot fail.

Bhikkhus, as long as these seven imperishable precepts shall be maintained

among the priesthood ; and as long as the observance of these seven imperishable

precepts shall continue manifested, the designs of the priesthood must prosper, and

cannot fail.

to assemble, saying : let the valiant rulers go. Again the tocsin sounded, and pro-

clamation was made : let us not allow them to enter the city : let us defend ourselves

with closed gates. Not one answered the call. (Aja'tasattu) entering by the

wide open gates, and having subjected them all to great calamities, returned.

* Upatthdnan is the hall or apartment in which Buddho has been accommodated

in any wibaro. The hall here spoken of is an edifice at the Gitihakiito mountain*

where Buddho was then dwelling. Gijjhakuto is one of the hills that environ

Rdrjagahan ; the other four are Isigili, Webluiro, Wepullo, and Pandawo.
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In the same form of words Bhagawa' proceeds to propound a second
series of seven imperishable precepts, which are in substance

1. As long as the priests, neither unduly longing for, nor addicted

to, gratifications (in themselves allowable), shall abstain from excessive

indulgence in them.

2. As long as the priests neither longing for, nor addicted to,

idle talk, shall abstain from unprofitable gossip.

3. As long as the priests neither wishing for, or addicted to, an
indolent (sleepy) existence, shall avoid an unprofitable life.

4. As long as the priests neither wishing, nor striving to avoid,

meeting together in congregations, shall not evade meeting together

in congregations.

5. As long as the priests neither wishing nor seeking to associate

with evil-doers, shall shun the society of sinners.

6. As long as the priests neither desirous of, nor addicted to,

forming the intimacy of sinners, shall abstain from becoming the

friends of sinners.

7. As long as the priests do not relinquish the pursuit of the

sanctification, (of arahathood,) discouraged from their having met some

trifling impediment, the designs of the bhikkhus, &c.

The third series of the seven imperishable precepts are: As long

as the priests shall be endowed with faith ; shall be influenced by a

sense of shame ; shall have no abhorrence of sin ; shall be profoundly

versed (in the tenets of their religion) ; shall be of unwearied per-

severance ; shall be of retentive memories ; and shall be endowed

with wisdom, the designs of the priests, &c.

The fourth series comprehend the seven Eojjhangd, or acquirements

of doctrinal knowledge.

The fifth series consist of the seven Sannd, or recognitions.

The sixth and seventh series of precepts are of a mixed character,

and could not be intelligibly defined without entering into an exten-

sive detail inadmissible in this analysis.

The Suttan then proceeds :

14 Bhagawa', continuing to dwell there, at the Gijjhakulo mountain at Rd-

jagahan propounded largely to the priesthood, in a similar manner, his discourses

on dhammo— explaining such is sildn—such is samddhi—such is panna—by acquiring

silan, the gift of samtidhi is realized, the fruit whereof is great : by acquiring sa-

tnddhi, the gift of panna is realized, the fruit whereof is great : by acquiring panna

the mind is completely rescued from the influence of sinful passions—which be

these—the passions of sinful desires ; the passion for life (by transmigration) ; the

passion for heresy (arising out of instabiliby of faith), and the passions engendered

by ignorance.
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** Thereafter Bhagawa' having dwelt at Rdjagahan as long as it was agreeable to

him, he said to the beloved A'nando : A'nando, let us depart; wherever A'mbat-

thikd*, may be, thither let us proceed. The venerable A'nando replied unto Bha-
gawa', saying: Lord, be it so. Thereupon Bhagawa' accompanied by a great

concourse of bhikkhus proceeded to A'mbatthikd."

Buddho there discourses on the same topics, and then repairs simi-

larly attended to Ndlandd-f, where he sojourns in the Pdivdriko garden.

There Sariputto, one of his two chief disciples, (Moggallano
being the other chief disciple,) observes to Buddho, that there had not

existed, did not then exist, and would not ever appear hereafter, any

one equal to, or greater than, Bhagawa'. To which observation,

Sa'kya replies at great length, attributing Sariputto's ignorance

on this subject to his powers of inspiration being more limited than

his own ; and tells him that supreme Buddha had existed before

him, and would be manifested also in after ages. There also Bhagawa'
propounds, as at other places, the doctrines of his faith.

From Ndlandd Buddho repairs to Patiligdmo with the same retinue,

and dwells at the Awasathdgdrdn\ which is duly fitted up for him by

the Gahdpati (the principal inhabitants of the place), to whom he

explains the principles of sildn and the fruits derived by its obser-

vance. At that period two great ministers of the king of Mdgadha,

Sunidho and Wassakaro were building a (Nagaran) citadel in

the village Pdtali, for the purpose of checking the Wajjians. Bud-

dho there predicts that the village Pdtali is destined to become

a great city ; announcing also that it is destined to suffer under the

calamity of fire, of water and of treachery§. On hearing this prediction

the two Mdgadha ministers wait on Buddho to invite him to a

repast at their residence. He accepts the invitation, The gate (of

the city in progress of construction), and the ferry of the Ganges

* The Atthakathd explains that this is a royal garden situated near Rdjagahan,

so called from an excellent (amba) mango-tree which stood at its gate.

"T Is stated to be distant from Rdjagahan, one ydjano, (about 16 miles.)

X It would appear by the Atthakathd that P&lali was an inferior town, or as

the term implies, a mere village at this time ; and it is stated that the inhabitants

of this village suffered great hardships and extortions, by being turned out of their

houses, for a fortnight and a month at a time, to accommodate the officers and

messengers who were continually passing and repassing between Wesdli and Rdja-

gahan. To avoid these oppressions the inhabitants built this A'wdsathdgdrdn or

rest-house in the middle of the town, for the accommodation of travellers.

§ The Atthakathd explains that a part of the town is to be destroyed by fire

;

that a part is to be swept away by the river ; and a part by treachery and perfidy. A
very comprehensive prophecy, the realization of some part of which was scarcely

avoidable. Buddhists, however, point with exultatiou to the partial destruction ®f

ancient Palebothra by the river.
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he passes, obtain the name of the Gotamo gate and Gotamo ferry.

The Ganges is overflowed at the time ; and he and his disciples pass

by miraculous means.

The Second Bhdnawdro.

From Pdtiligdmo Bhagawa' attended by A'nando, and the same

retinue of priests then repairs to Kotigdmo*, where he explains the

nature of the A'riyasachchdni or the four sublime truths, as well as

the nature ofsilan, samddhi and panna. Buddho from thence repairs

to Nadikogdmo-f , where, on being interrogated by A'nando as to the

fate of certain sanctified and pious persons who had died in N&dikogd-

mo, he reveals what their condition will be subsequent to their death,

and propounds his sermon entitled the Dhammaddso or the Dhammo
reflector, which is illustrative of his miraculous vision, on which all

passing events are inevitably and invariably reflected, as on a looking-

From Nadikdgdmo, Bhagawa' proceeds to Westili ; and takes up

his residence in the Ambapdli% garden. He there preaches on the

four Satipatthdnd, of which the bhikkhus are to be observant. The

Suttdn then gives the following account of the interview that took

place between Buddho and the courtesan to whom this garden

belonged.

"The courtesan Ambapa'li having heard that Bhagawa' had arrived in Wesdli
t

and was sojourning in her garden Ambap&lhvano, equipping a superb vehicle for

herself, and magnificent conveyances (for her suite), setting out from Wes&U, pro-

ceeded to the garden, using these conveyances as far as they could be used ; and the

rest of the way, descending from the vehicle, she proceeded on foot, and waited on

Bhagawa'— Having approached and bowed down to him, she took her seat on one

side of him. Bhagawa' addressed the courtesan Ambapa'li, who was thus seated

by his side, a discourse on dhammo. He confirmed her faith, comforted her, and

made her steadfastly confide (therein). She who had been thus confirmed in her

faith, comforted, and made steadfastly to confide (therein) addressed Bhagawa'
saying; Lord Bhagawa', vouchsafe to accept the repast I shall prepare for thee,

as well as thy disciples, to-morrow. Bhagawa', by his silence, consented to

accept the same. The courtesan Ambapa'li thereby understanding that the invita-

tion was accepted by Buddho—rising from her seat, bowing down to him, and per-

forming the padakkhindn (walking respectfully round him) thrice, departed."

* Its position is not described. Koti signifies end. As the end of the raja Maha-
pana'do's palace was situated in that village, thence it is stated to have derived

the appellation of Kotigdmo.

f So called from a marsh near which the village was situated.

1 This pleasure garden belonged to a female of high rank named Ambapa'li, one

of the accomplished courtesans of Wtsili—a class of persons of great influence at that

period from their wealth and mental accomplishments. There appears also to have

been an office conferred by the rulers of Wajji on a female, designated the nagarasd*

bhini-ihdnantardn, which literally signifies " the chiefship of the beauties of the

town." Vide Mah&ivanso, p. XXXVI.

6 K
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On her return to the town she meets the rulers of Wis&U, repairing

to Ambapuliwano, gorgeously apparelled, and in superb equipages.

Her suite compel them to make way for her, and she declines acced-

ing to their entreaty to resign to them the honor of entertaining

Buddho the next day; and Bhagawa' himself, though solicited by

these chiefs, adheres to his promise made to the courtesan. He
attends accordingly, and he and his disciples are served with her own

hands by the courtesan. After the repast, she takes her seat again

on one side of him ; and implores of him to accept the Ambapdli

garden as an offering made to him and his disciples. The offering is

accepted ; and he preaches another sermon at her house.

From Ambftpdliwano Bhagawa' repairs to Belugdmaho%
i and

there calling his disciples together he tells them that as the season of

Wassof was at hand, they should disperse around Wesali, according to

the invitations they may have received from the resident priests, who

were friendly to them ; and that he himself would keep his Wasso at

Belugiimako. The Suttan proceeds

—

" Unto Bhagawa', who was holding his Wassotheve, asevere illness was engender-

ed, producing agonies indicative of approaching death. He however, retained his

mental faculties and his self-possession, without giving way to the disease.

Bhagawa' then thus thought : It is unworthy of me that such as I should pass

into Parinibbdndn without having assembled those who have assisted me, and with-

out addressing myself to the priesthood : it is indispensible that I should submit

to this trial with fortitude, maintaining my professions in regard to the transitory

matters of this life."

From this sickness Buddho partially recovers, and is able to sit up

in his pulpit. The rest of this Bhdnawdro is occupied by a dialogue

between Bhagawa' and A'nando, expressive on the part of the

priesthood, of their expectation that they may receive further instruc-

tion, and on the part of Sa'kya, of the assurance that he would not,

like earthly teachers, withhold any thing ; announcing at the same

time, that at his advanced age of seventy, with the infirmities he was

labouring under, his career was drawing to a close.

The third Bhdnawdro.

Subsequently, on a certain morning, Bhagawa makes a pilgrimage

in search of alms through Wesali, and after his morning repast

attended by A'nando, repairs for his noon-day rest to the Chepald%

* A village situated near Wte&li, so called from a tree of that name.

+ The rainy season from July to November, during which the Buddhist priests

are enjoined to abstain from pilgrimage, and devote themselves to stationary religi-

ous observances. The Wasso here described is the one of 544 before Christ. Bud-
dho died the following year B. C. 543 in the month of WesUhho, (April-May.)

X It is not explaiued whether all these chetiyjni are situated in the Wesali, or at

different places.
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efiitiyo. Buddho there expatiates on the perfections of that chftiyo,

as well as the Wesdli, the Udeni, the Gdtamd, the Sattambako, the

Bahupatto and the Sdrandado chetiydni ; and explains that it is

in the power of any Buddho, by his four (idhi) miraculous attrU

butes, to prolong his existence even for a kappo, if, while sojourning

at any of these places he is duly entreated thereto. Ma'ro (Death)
imperceptibly exerts his influence, and prevents A'nando from com-

prehending this exposition made by Bhagawa, though repeated twice.

A'nando then retires to the foot of a tree, disconcerted, and seats

himself there.

Before A'nando had proceeded to any great distance, the impious

.Maro approaches Bhagawa ', and having approached him and station-

ed himself on one side of him, thus addressed him : Lord Bhagawa 7

,

vouchsafe to' realise thy Pavinibbandn now. Sugato, this is the

appointed time for thy Parinibbdndn. It has been declared so by

thee, Lord Bhagawa', on a former occasion*, &c.

Bhagawa' replies that his death is at hand; and that his Parinib-

bdndn will take place inf three months. He then announces his

resignation of all connection with this transitory state of existence, to

prepare for his death, by chaunting this hymn. " Having voluntarily

overcome his desire for this life, the Muni has vouchsafed to relin-

quish all that is transitory, connected either with his human or divine

essence, casting his existence from him, like unto a victorious combatant

who divests himself of his armour."

On his uttering this announcement, the earth quakes, miracles are

manifested, and the music of the heavens ring ; whereby A'nando,

who was still at the foot of the tree, being roused, hastens to Bhaga*

wa\ He inquires from him the cause and the import of an earth-

quake ; Buddho and explains that " The great earth rests on water, the

water is sustained by the wind, and the wind is supported by the air

(or atmosphere) ; and when a storm prevails a natural earthquake is

produced—this is the first cause ; and the effect a great quaking of the

whole earth. The second series of causes proceeds from the miraculous

powers possessed by inspired persons ; the third cause is the death of a

Buddho elect in the Tdwatinsa heavens, to be regenerated in the

* The former declaration was made by Budcho at the close of the probational

meditation of seven weeks when he attained Buddhohood at the Bo tree ; on which

occasion also Death urged him to close his career there. He then said he would not

resign his mission till his disciples had been fully qualified for their duties ; and

his dhammo had been perfectly established.

f About the middle of January, B. C. 543, two months after the termination

of Wasso.

6 k 2
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life in which Buddhohood is attained ; the fourth cause is the birth of

a Buddho ; the fifth cause is the attainment of Buddhohood ; the sixth

cause is the proclamation of the supremacy of his faith ; the seventh

cause is a Tathagato's renunciation of his connection with this transi-

tory existence ; and the eighth cause is his final Nibbdnan : in the

instance of each cause, the effect is the same, viz. : a quaking of the

great earth."

Buddho then explains that there are eight classes of beings ; the

Kottiyo, Brdhmano, Gahdpati, Sumano, Chatumahdrdjikd, those of

Tdwatinsa, those of Ma'ro (death) and of Brahmo; and he relates

how a Buddho is generated and fulfils his destiny in each.

He next explains the nature of the eight Abhibhayatandni> and of the

eight Wimolckhd ; and informs A'nando of the interview he had

had formerly with Ma'ro, as well as on that day. The Suttan proceeds

in these words.
11 On this explanation being afforded, the venerable A'nando thus addressed

Bhagawa' : Lord Bhagawa/ vouchsafe to live a kappo : for the welfare of mul-

titudes, for the happiness of multitudes, out of compassion for the world, and for

the welfare and happiness of the dewd as well as men : O Sugato, live for a

kappo.
** Enough A'nando, importune not Tatha'gato. A'nando, the time is now past

for making this entreaty of Tatha'gato. A'nando, however made the same

entreaty a second and a third time ;
(and Buddho said) A'nando, dost thou believe

in the Buddhohood of Tatha'gato.
41 Yes, lord.

11 Then, A'nando, why dost thou now even to a third time afflict Tatha'gato
with unavailing importunity ?

*' Lord, from thyself have I heard, and by thyself have I been taught, saying :

A'nando, to whomsoever is fully vouchsafed the sanctification of the four Idhipadi

should he desire it, he may live a kappo, or any part of a kappb; and unto Tatha'-
gato also is vouchsafed those four Idhipada.

11 Dost thou, A'nando, believe therein ?

" Yes, lord.

u Then, A'nando, in that case, the neglect and the fault is thine—for it occurred

not to thee, when that revelation was made by Tatha'gato, in the most solemn

and public manner (at the Chepala chetiyo), to comprehend the same, and to implore

of Tatha'gato, saying : Bhagawa', vouchsafe to live for a kappo, for the welfare

of multitudes, for the happiness of the dewd as well as men : O, Sagato, live for a

kappo. What dost thou now, A'nando, still importune Tatha'gato ? Tatha'-
gato has rejected thy prayer twice: could he grant it on the third application ?

In this matter, A'nando, most assuredly, both the neglect and the fault is thine."

Buddho then reminds A'nando of the various places, all which he

names, where he had made this revelation to him before, and finally

tells him that having announced that he is to die in three months that

destiny cannot be altered. They next repair to the Kutdgara edifice,

and Buddho delivers a solemn charge to the priesthood, which he con-

cludes with these words

:
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" Bhikkhus, I am now addressing you (for the last time) : transitory things are

perishable, without procrastination, qualify yourselves (for nibb&nan). At no distant

period unto Tatha'gato parinibbanan will be vouchsafed. Within three months

from this day, by death Tatha'gato will realize nibbdnan.

' *' Thus spoke Bhagawa', and having so delivered himself, the divine teacher of

happy advent again spoke saying: My age has attained the fullest maturity: the

remnant of my existence is short : I shall depart, separating (myself) from you, and

having earned the salvation of my own (attd) soul. Bhikkhus, unremittingly em-

buing your minds with faith, lead the life of the righteous ; and keeping your

thoughts under entire subjection, carefully watch over the aspirations of your

minds. Whoever steadfastly adheres to the tenets of this dhammo, escaping the

eternity of transmigration, will achieve the extinction of misery."

Ihefourth Bhan&wdro.

The next morning Buddho enters the city of Wesdli, robed, and

carrying his begging dish in his hand ; and having made his afternoon

meal, he surveys with an elephant* look Wesdli for the last time, and

departs attended as before to Bhandugdmo. There Bhagawa assembles

the priesthood, and explains to them the nature of silan, samddhi,

pannct and uimutti. He then similarly preaches at Ambagdmo, and

Jambugdmo.

Bhagawa next repairs to Bhdganagaran, delivers to the priesthood

at the A'NAndo chetiyo, his discourses called the Padesa Suttdni, in

which he inculcates on his audience, that they are neither to be opini-

onated, nor hasty in the adoption of the opinions of other priests : if

any new doctrine is set forth, they are to examine it dispassionately, by

reference to his own wineyo and sutto. If it accord with them, they

are to adopt it ; if it differs from them, they are to reject it.

He then visits Pdwd, tarrying in the Ambawano or mango grove,

belonging to a goldsmith called Chundo who waits on Buddho, and in-

vites him, as the Wesdli courtesan had done, to a repast the next day at

his house in the city of Pdwd. On reaching the goldsmith's house

Buddho thus addressed him : Chundo, if any pork is to be dressed by

thee, with it only serve me : serve to the priests from any other food or

provision thou mayest have prepared. Chundo having replied : Lord,

be it so: Bhagawa again calls him, and says, Chundo, if any of the

pork prepared by thee should be left, bury it in a hole—for Chundo,

I see not any one in this universe, though inhabited by dewos, maros

and brahmos, with their hosts of ascetics, brahmans, dewos and men,

excepting Tathagato, who would digest it, if he ate the same.

Chundo accordingly buries the remnants of the pork.

* Buddha and Chakkawatti rajas are peculiarly formed in the neck, which is

said to consist of a single bone. They are obliged therefore to turn round like an

elephant, to look at any object not immediately before them.
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Bhagawa then preaches to his host ; and having gratified, edified

and comforted him, he departs. He was soon after afflicted with a

severe attack of dysentery, the expected and predestined result of eating

pork,—which under this conviction he interdicted being given to any one

else. He then decides on hastening to Kusinara, the city in which he

is destined to realize his nibbdnan. On his journey, feeling faint, he

desires A'nando to prepare a seat for him off the main road, under the

shade of a tree ; and seated there he commands his disciple to bring

him some water to quench his thirst. A'nando entreats of him to pro-

ceed a little further up the Kukutthdna river, as at that spot " the

stream had been disturbed by the passage of five hundred carts." Bud*

dho however three times repeats his commands to A'nando to bring

him that water. He obeys at last, which leads to a miracle being

performed, whereby the muddy water is rendered perfectly clear. The

owner of these carts is one Pukkuso, a member of the Mullawo, royal

race, and an ascetic of the fraternity of Aldrahdldmo, who was then

on his road from Kusinara to Pdwd ; and he was following his train.

He hears of Buddho being in the neighbourhood, and waits on him ;

and a discussion ensues between them, of the relative merits of Ala ro-

kalamo and of Buddho, at the conclusion of which, Pukkuso bestows

two ( Singiwannawatthdni) cloths of golden hue, one on Bhagawa' and

the other on A'nando. The latter spreads his accepted offering also

on the person of Bhagawa, whose body " shines like a bright -flame

free from smoke or ashes." On the miracle being noticed by A'na ndo,

Buddho explains that such is always the case with a Tathagato on

the day he attains Buddhohood, and on that on which he realizes nib*

bdnan—and he adds : A'nando, in the last division of this night, at

Kusinara in the grove of sdla trees belonging to the Malla princes,

the parinibbdnm of Tathagato will be realized, (while reposing)

between two of those sala trees. Let us depart, A'nando, and repair to

the Kukutthd river. The venerable A'nando replied: Lord, be it so.

Thereupon Bhagawa, with a great concourse of bhikkhus repairs

to the Kukutthd river, and descending to the stream and having bathed

and drank there, and then landing on the opposite bank, he proceeds to

a mango grove (on the bank of the river). There he enjoins A'nando

to relieve Chundo, the goldsmith, from all apprehension of his death

having been occasioned by the repast he had provided for Buddho,

informing him of the rewards he had realized by that act of charity and

faith.
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Thefifth Bhdnawdro.

Bhagawa then repairs to the Uppawattana* grove of sdla trees, on

the further bank of Hirannaivattiyd river, near the city of Kusinard,

accompanied by his disciples ; and in his debilitated state he desires

A'nando to prepare his bed for him between the sella trees, placing

his head to the north ; on which he lays himself down on his left side.

The grove was then in flowers to the ends of its stems, though not the

blossoming season. These flowers descended spontaneosuly on his

head, the host of dewos made the air ring with the music of the hea-

vens, and showered down flowers, sandal, and other incense on him.

Bhagawa, noticing these preternatural recognizances of his Buddho-

hood, impresses on A'nando that the stedfast observance of his

dhammo is an equally acceptable recognizance of him.

He then desires his disciple, Upawano, who was standing in front of

him fanning him, to retire. This injunction leads to A'nando's asking

why he sends him away ; and he replies that the dewata of the ten thou-

sand worlds are then hovering in the air, and lamenting his approaching

death, and that he ought not to be partially screened from their sight.

A'nando then announces, that the bhikkhus are pouring in from all

quarters to witness his nibbdnan; and Bhagawa remarks, that not only

those who come to witness the birth, the attainment of Buddhohood,

the promulgation of the supremacy of the faith, and the nibbdnan of a.

Buddho, but even those who pray at the shrines that will be raised to

him, will be born in heaven.

A'nando then inquires how priests should comport themselves in

their sacerdotal intercourse with women ; and how his disciples should

dispose of his corporeal remains after death. He replies as to the

former : A'nando, do not look at them. Having looked at them,

lord, what should be done then ? Do not speak to them, A'nando.

Having spoken to them, what should be done then ? A'nando keep

thyself collected. As to his corporeal remains, he replies, that rajas

and grandees of the land will attend to his funeral obsequies ; and that

his disciples need not afflict themselves in that respect. He states also

* Buddha gho'so in his Atthakathd notices that the road from the hank of the

Hirannawattiya river to the grove of sdla trees resembles that from the hank of

the Kalambo river at Anurddhapura through the gates of the Rajamatu wiharo to

the Tktipdrdmo ; and that the Uppawattdna grove was to Kusinard what the Thupd'

rdmo was to Anurddhapura. He also mentions that so debilitated had Buddho be-

come from his attack of illness, brought on by the repast he had partaken from

Chundo, that he was obliged to rest twenty-five times, on the journey from Pdwd

to Kusinard although the distance was only three gawutani, (about 12 English

miles.)
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that his cremation will be conducted with the same honors as that of a

Chakkaivatti raja, which he thus describes : they wind a new cloth

round the corpse ; having wound it with a new cloth, they enclose it in

a layer of floss cotton ; having encased it in a layer of floss cotton, they

bind that with another new cloth. Having in this manner enclosed a

Chakkawatti raja's corpse, in five hundred double layers (of cotton and

cloth) and deposited it in a metal* oil-chaldron, and covered it with an-

other similar vessel, and having formed a funeral pile with every de-

scription of fragrant combustibles, they consume the body of a Chakka-

watti raja; and for a Chakkawatti raja they build the thupo at a spot

where four principal roads meet. It is in this manner, A'nando, they

treat the corpse of a Chakkawatti raja. Whatever the form observed

in regard to the corpse of a Chakkawatti raja may be, it is proper,

A'nando, that the same form should be observed in regard to the

corpse of Tathagato.

Bhagawa' next dwells on the merits that are acquired by building

thupd over relics of Tathdgatd, Pache-Buddha, Sdwakd and Chak-

kawatti rajas. A nando then retires into the wiharo, to weep in pri-

vate at the approaching death of Buddho, who sends for him, comforts

him by the approbation of his past conduct, and the assurance that he

will shortly attain arahathood. He then assembles the bhikkhus, and

expatiates on the merits of A'nando, especially pointing out his four

miraculous gifts, which are the attributes of a Chakkaivatti raja. A'nan-

do thereupon thus implores of Buddho ; Lord, let not Bhagawa' rea-

lize his parinibbdnan in this inferior town, which is an insignificant

and a branchf town : there are, lord, other chief cities which be these

—

Champa, Rajagahdn, S&watthi, Sdketdn, Kosatnbi and Bdrdnasi.

Let Bhagawa' realize his parinibbdnan there. There are numer-

ous illustrious tribes of Khattiya, Brdhamana and Gahdpati there.

They are greatly devoted to Tatha'gato—they will duly celebrate

his funeral rites. Not so, A'nando—make no such proposition : and

Buddho proceeds to reveal that Kusindrd was once celebrated under

the denomination of Kusdwatti, then the capital of Mahasicdassano

raja, and to describe its grandeur at that period. He enjoins A'nando

to enter Kusindid, and announce to the Malta princes, that in the last

watch of that night Tatha'gato is to realize his nibbdndn ; and to

invite them to attend. A'nando obeys this command, accompanied

by an attendant. He finds the principal inhabitants assembled at the

Sanihagdrd said (hall of assembly) on some other business ; and the

* The Aithakatha requires this word to he rendered gold,

f Literally rendered for " Sakhanagarako.''
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announcement of his mission leads to universal lamentation, and the

people run through the town with dishevelled hair, and hands folded

over their heads. The Kusindrians attend in such numbers on

Buddho, that finding they cannot individually pay reverence to him,

A'nando divides them according to their tribes, and each tribe bows

down at once, with their hands raised over their heads ; A'nando calling

out at the time of their adoration—Lord, such a tribe with their sons,

daughters and followers are bowing down at the feet of Bhagawa' with

uplifted hands. To these adorations Buddho makes no reply; and

during the first division of the night A'nando completes the presentation

of the Malla tribes of Kusindrd, by thus collectively presenting them in

tribes. One Subhaddo is then admitted into the presence of Buddho,

for the purpose of having a doubt solved. This discussion terminates

in Subhaddo being ordained, and ultimately becoming an arahat. He
is the last disciple ordained by Go'tamo.

The sixth Bhanaw&ro,

Bhagawa' then thus addressed the beloved A'nando : A'nando, can there be,

©r has there been any precept of mine, not imparted unto thee by Sattha' (the

divine teacher) ? No, Sattha' there can have been none. If there be none such,

A'nando, be it understood that whatever dhammo or windyo may have been pro-

pounded or established by me for thee, the same, after my demise, is to stand in

the stead of the divine teacher unto thee. A'nando, although the bhikkhus are now
in the habit of addressing each other (indiscriminately) with the appellation dwuso,

after my death this practice must no longer prevail among you. By a senior bhikkhu,

a junior bhikkhu ought to be addressed by the appellation dwuso* preceded either

by his family or personal name. By a junior bhikkhu an elder bhikkhu ought to

be addressed bhante (lord), or dyasma (venerable). Let no well-disposed priesthood

reject any of my precepts, whether they be trivial or important. A'nando, after

my death, let the brahmadando penalty be awarded to the bhikkhu Chhunno.
Lord, what is the Brahmadando ? A'nando whatever any bhikkhu may have

desired, that Chhunno has been advocating : it is not proper that he should be

spoken to, exhorted by, or communed with, by the bhikkhus.

Bhagawa' then thus addressed the bhikkhus : Bhikkhus, should there ever unto

any one bhikkhu be any doubt or incomprehensibility as regards either Buddho,

Dhammo, Sangho, Maggof, or Patipadd, inquire (at once) : do not reproach your-

selves hereafter saying, although Sattha' was personally present to us, we lost the

opportunity of making our inquiry personally of him. On being thus addressed the

bhikkhus remained silent. Bhagawa' similarly exhorted them a second and a third

time ; and the bhikkhus still remained silent.

Bhagawa' again exhorted them saying : Bhikkhus, if it be out of profound

reverence for the Sattha' that ye abstain from inquiring directly from him ;

—

* Thi3 term implies perfect equality, and as in the order of ordination one bhik-

khu must be senior to another, an appellation implying equality applied by a junior

to a senior Upasatnpadd is disrespectful and irreverend.

f Maggo is the road that leads to nibbdnbn, And patipadd is the life of iighteou9-

ness that ought to be observed on that road.

6 L
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bhikkhus, let one confiding priest make the inquiry through another in whom he

confides. Even on being thus conjured the bhikkhus remained silent.

Thereupon the venerable A'nando thus addressed Bhagawa': Lord, this is

miraculous : Lord, this is wonderful : I place implicit confidence in this congregation

of bhikkhus : not even unto one bhikkhu is there any doubt or incomprehensibility

in regard either to Buddho, Dhammo, Sangho, Maggo or Patipadd. A'nando, it is

thy faith that impels thee to make this declaratio n : the omniscience of Tatha'gatq

is in the same manner conscious, that not even unto one bhikkhu is there any doubt

or incomprehensibility in regard to Buddho, Dhammo, Sangho, Maggo or Patipadd.

A'nando, among these five hundred bhikkhus, even the last one, has attained the

Sot&panno,—the grace that rescues him from hell, and the sanctification that realizes

arahathood.

Bhagawa' then addressed the bhikkhus saying: Bhikkhus, I am exhorting you

(for the last time) , transitory things are perishable : without procrastination qualify

yourselves (for uibb^nan). These were the last words of Tatha'gato.

Bhagawa' then became absorbed in the first Jhdndn-samdpati ; passing from the

first Jhdndn he became absorbed in the second Jhdndn ; passing from the second

Jhdndn, he became absorbed in the third Jhdndn ; passing from the third Jhdndn, he

became absorbed in the fourth Jhdndn ; passing from the fourth Jhdndn, he became

absorbed in the dkdsandnchdyatdndn ; passing from the dkdsdnanchdyutdnan, he be-

came absorbed in the winndnanchdyatdnan ; passing from the winndnanchdyatdnan, he

became absorbed in the akinchdnndyatanan ; passing from the akinchdnndyatdnan, he

became absorbed in the newasanndnasanndyatanan, and passing from the newasanndna~

sanndyatanan, he became absorbed in the sannawtdayitanirodhan.

The venerable A'nando then thus inquired of the venerable A'nurudho : Lord,

has Bhagawa 7 expired ? No, dicuso A'nando, Bhagawa" has not expired ; he is

absorbed in the voedayitanirodhan.

From this wedayitanirodhan, Buddho step by step descends again to

the firstjhdnan, and again rises to the fourth jhdnan . In the transi-

tion between the fourth and fifth jhdnan, Bhagawa expired.

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the great earth quaking, produced a terror that made the hair stand on end ; and the

music of the gods rang in the air. On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the

instant of his realization thereof, Brahma" Sahanpati sang this gdthd: All living

creatures shall relinquish their existence in this world, and in like manner, in this

world the divine teacher, the incomparable, the being of felicitous advent and of

power, the supreme Buddho, also dies.

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

Sakko the monarch of the dewos sang this gdthd: Things that are subject to repro-

duction and death being transitory are most assuredly perishable—having been pro-

duced they perish: it is a blessing to arrive at their extinction, (by the attainment

ofparinibbdndn.)

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the venerable Anurudho sang these gdthd : He no longer indicates inspiration and
respiration as when living ; the immaculate Muni, whose aim was nibbdnan, has

expired. He endured the agony of death in the full possession of his mental faculties :

those mental faculties expired like the extinction of a lamp.

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the venerable A'nando sang this gdthd: When the all-perfect supreme Buddho
expired, then there was a great terror—then the hair stood on end.
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On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, of those bhikkhus who had not yet realized

arahathood, some wept aloud, with uplifted arms—some sank (on the earth) as if

they had been felled—and others reeled about, exclaiming : too soon has Bhagawa'
expired—too soon has Sugat6 expired—too soon has the chakku (eye) closed on

the world. But those bhikkhus who had attained arahathood, collectedly and com-
posedly submitted themselves, saying : transitory things are perishable—how can

we in this world obtain it (permanency).

The venerable Anurudho then addressed the bhikkhus : A'wuso, enough—grieve

not—bewail not—Why, has it not been emphatically declared by Bhagawa' himself

saying : even amidst every community of happy and contented persons, various
destructive and changeable issues come to pass. A'wuso, how can we in this world
obtain it (permanency). It is not by merely saying of any thing born or otherwise

produced, which from its perishable nature, is transitory—" most assuredly it

perishes not,"—that it will come to pass. A'wuso, the dewatd are reproaching us

(for our lamentations). (The bhikkhus inquired), Lord, does the venerable Anu-
rudho discern the dewatd? Yes, A'wuso A'nando, the dewatd &ve looking down
on earth from the skies : with dishevelled hair they are weeping ; and with uplifted

arms they are bewailing—they are falling as if felled, and reeling about, they are

exclaiming : too soon has Bhagawa' expired—too soon has Suoato expired—too

soon has the Eye closed on this world.

The Suttan repeats in regard to the dewatd, what has been said of

the bhikkhus, as to a portion having- attained arahathood, and others

not having acquired that sanctification ; and describes the different

manner in which each bore the loss of Buddho.

The remainder of that night the venerable Anurudho and the venerable

A'nando passed in discoursing on dhammo. Then (at the dawn of day) the vene-

rable Anurudho thus addressed the venerable A'nando : A 'wuso A'nando, de-

part : entering Kusindrd, warn the Kusindrian Malla tribes, saying : descendants of

Wdsetiho, Bhagawa' has realized nibbdndn. Know ye that this is the time for the

performance of your (allotted) part. The venerable A'nando, replying: Yes,

lord. Pursuant to that direction, early in the morning, arraying himself, and tak-

ing his robes and begging-dish with him, attended by a "second person, he entered

Kusindrd. At that moment the Kusindridn Malla tribes were gathered together

in their assembly hall, in consequence of this very circumstance. Wherever that

assembly hall of the Kusindrian Malla tribes might be, thither the venerable A'nan-
do proceeded ; and thus addressed the Kusindrian Mallians : Descendants of Wdset-

tho, Bhagawa' has achieved parinibbdndn. Know ye that this is the time for the

performance of your (allotted) part.

On hearing this announcement of the venerable A'nando, the Mallians, the

Mallian youths, the Mallian damsels, and Mallian wives—afflicted, disconsolate, and

oppressed with grief,—some wept with dishevelled hair, some bewailed with up-

lifted arms—some dropt as if felled, and others reeled to and fro, exclaiming : Too

soon has Bhagawa' died : too soon has Sugato died : too soon has the Eye closed

on the world.

Thereupon the Kusindrian Mallians issued this command to their men : collect

then in Kusindra garlands of flowers, and procure every description of musical in-

strument. Accordingly the Kusindrian Mallians, taking with them garlands of

flowers, every description of musical instrument, and five hundred pairs of cloths—

wherever the Upawattano said grove of the Mallians might be, there they approached

the corpse of Bhagawa'. Having approached the corpse of Bhagawa'—with dan-

6l2
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cing and vocal and instrumental music, and with odoriferous garlands,—performing

the prescribed offices, and rendering (every mark of) reverence, respect and submis-

sion, they employed themselves that day in suspending cloth-draperies, and erecting

tented pavilions.

This thought then occurred to the Kusindrian Mallians :—The time is altogether

insufficient to burn the corpse of Bhagawa' to-day : we will perform the cremation

of Bhagawa' to-morrow. The Kusindrian Mallians, with dancing, and vocal and

instrumental music, and odoriferous flowers performed the prescribed offices to the

Corpse of Bhagawa', reverently, respectfully and submissively ; suspending cloth

draperies and erecting tented pavilions, and in this manner they passed the second

day also. They in like manner occupied themselves, the third, the fourth, the fifth

and the sixth day.

Then on the seventh day this thought occurred to the Kusindrian Mallians :—Hav-

ing, unto the corpse of Bhagawa',—with dancing and vocal and instrumental music,

and with sweet-scented flowers,—performed the prescribed offices, with reverence,

respect and submission ; taking it out of the southern gate to the southward of the

city,—and by the suburb (keeping to) the outside to the southward of the city, we
will perform the cremation of the body of Bhagawa'.

Instantly eight Mallian chieftains, bathing from head (to foot), and clothing

themselves in new raiment, said, we will bear the corpse of Bhagawa'. They, how-

ever, failed in their effort to lift it. The Kusinarian Mallians then thus inquired of

the venerable Anurudho : Lord Anurubho, whence, aad from what cause, is

it that these eight Mallian chieftains, who, purified from head (to foot), and clad in

new raiment, said: we will bear the corpse of Bhagawa'—have found themselves

unequal to the effort of raising it ?— Wdsetthians, your intentions and the intentions

of the dewatd are different. What, then, lord, is the intention of the dticatd ?

Wdsetthians, your intention is this : we will carry the corpse of Bhagawa' with

dancing, and vocal and instrumental music, and decorated with sweet-scented gar-

lands, performing every requisite office reverently, respectfully, and submissively,

through the southern gate to the southward of the city, and through the outskirts,

keeping to the suburb on the southward of the town, will perform the cremation

of Bhagawa'. But Wdsetthians , the intention of the dtwatd is this : we, with celes-

tial dance as well as heavenly vocal and instrumental music, decorated with odori-

ferous garlands, carrying the body of Bhagawa'—performing every prescribed office

thereto, reverently, respectfully and submissively—through the northern gate to the

northward of the city, and entering the town by the northern gate, and by the central

gate, conveying it into the middle of the city, and departing out of the eastern gate

to the eastward of the town, there, in the coronation hall, {Makuiabandhandn) of

the Mallians, we will perform the cremation of the body of Bhagawa'. Lord,

whatever be the intention of the dewatd, be it acceded to.

Instantly, every place in Kusindrd which was a receptacle of dirt, filth and rubbish

became covered knee-deep, with the celestial flower manddrd—and the dewata as well

as the Kusindrian Mallians, carrying the corpse of Bhagawa', with celestial and

human dance, as well as vocal and instrumental music, and with odoriferous garlands,

performing every requisite office, with reverence, respect and submission ; and con-

veying it through the northern gate to the northward of the city, and entering

through the middle gate to the centre of the town*, and departing through the

* The Atthakathd notices that while the corpse was in the city, the princess Mal-

laka', the widow of Bandhulo, the late Mallian commander-in-chief, invested the

corpse with her late husband's official insignia called mahdlatd, which jewels had

remained unused from the time of his death.
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eastern gate to the eastward of the town, deposited the corpse of Bhagawa' there

in the coronation hall of the Mallians.

The Kusinarian Mallians then thus inquired of the venerable A'nando : How,
lord A'nando, should we dispose of the corpse of Bhagawa' ? Wasetthians, it is

proper that it should be treated in the same manner that the corpse of a Chakkaioatti

raja is treated. And in what manner, lord A'nando, should the corpse of a

Chakkawatti raja be treated ?

A'nando here repeats the explanation that he himself had received

from Buddho.

Thereupon the Kusinarian Mallians gave this order to their people : Fellows, collect

for us Mallians some floss cotton ; and then the Kusinarian Mallians wound the corpse

of Bhagawa' with a new cloth ; having wound it with a new cloth, they covered

it with a layer of floss cotton ; having covered it with a layer of floss cotton, they

again wound it with a new cloth ; and in this manner having wound the body of

Bhagawa' with the five hundred pairs of cloths (which they had brought), and

deposited it in a metal oil-vessel, covering it with another metal oil-vessel, they

placed the body of BhaGaWa' on the funeral pile.

At that time the venerable Kassapo was on his road from P&wd to Kusindrd,

attended by a great priestly retinue, consisting of five hundred bhikkhus : and while

the said venerable Maha'kassapo was seated at the foot of a tree, having digressed

from the road, a certain individual, who was on his way from Kusindrd to Pdwd, passed,

having in his possession some manddrd flowers. The venerable Maha'kassapo
observed him as he was journeying on, at a distance ; and having recognized him, he

thus accosted him : A'wuso, art thou acquainted with our Sattha' ? Yes, A'wuso,

I was acquainted with him : the said ascetic Go'tamo' died seven days' ago, and it

is from that spot that these manddrd flowers were obtained by me. Thereupon

among the bhikkhus who were there (with Maha'kassapo), some who had not attain-

ed the sanctification of arahathood, wept with uplifted arms,—some dropt as if felled,

and others reeled about saying : Too soon has Bhagawa' died : too soon has Suga-

To died—too soon has the Eye been closed on the world. But the bhikkhus who

had attained arahathood, collectedly and composedly submitted themselves, saying:

Transitory things are perishable : how can we in this world obtain it (permanency).

In that congregation, there was at that time one Subhaddho*, who had been

ordained in his old age. The said Subhaddho who had been ordained in his dotage,

thus addressed those bhikkhus : A'wuso, enough ! weep not ; bewail not ; we are

happily rid of that ascetic, (under whom) we were kept in subjection (by being told),

this is permissible unto you—that is not permissible unto you—now, whatever we

may desire, that we can do ; and that which we do not desire, that we can leave

undone.

Thereupon the venerable Maha'kassapo thus addressed the bhikkhus: Enough

A'wuso, weep not, bewail not ; why ! has it not been emphatically declared by Bha-

gawa' himself, saying : even amidst every community of happy and contented per-

sons, various destructive and changeable issues come to pass ? A'wuso, how can

we in this world realize it (permanency). It is not merely by saying of any thing

that is born or otherwise produced, which by its perishable nature is transitory,

most assuredly it perishes not,—that it will come to pass.

At this instant (at Kusindrd) four Mallian chieftains, having purified themselves

from head (to foot), and clothed themselves in new raiment, said :—We will apply

* His history is given at some length, in different portions of the Aiihakathd—he

had been a barber in the village A'tumd*
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the torch to the funeral pile* of Bhagawa'—but were not able to ignite it. There-

upon the Kusindrd Mallians thus inquired of the venerable Anurudho : Lord

Anurudho, whence, and from what cause, is it, that these four Mallian chieftains

who are purified from head (to foot), and arrayed in new garments, and who have

said : we will set fire to the funeral pile of Bhagawa', have not been able to ignite

it? Because, Wasetthians, the intention of the dewatd is different. Lord, what then

is the wish of the dewatd ? Wdsellhians, the venerable Maha'kassapo, attended by

a great sacerdotal retinue, consisting of five hundred bhikkhus, is now on his way

from Pdivd to Kusindrd, and as long as Maha'kassapo shall not have bowed down,

with uplifted hands, at the feet of Bhagawa', so long will the funeral pile of

Bhagawa/ resist ignition. Lord, whatever be the design of the dewatd, be it com-

plied with.

Thereafter, wherever the coronation hall of the Mallians might be in Kusindrd,

thither the venerable Maha'kassapo repaired to the funeral pile of Bhagawa'. On
arriving there, so adjusting his robes as to leave one shoulder bare, and with clasped

hands having performed the padakkhindn, perambulation, three times, round the pile,

he opened (the pile) at the feet ; and reverentially bowed down his head at the feet of

Bhagawa'. The aforesaid five hundred priests, also, adjusting their robes so as

to leave one shoulder bare, and with clasped hands, having performed Wig padakkhi-

ndn, perambulation, thrice round the pile, likewise, reverentially bowed down at the

feet of Bhagawa'. While tbe venerable Maha'kassapo and these five hundred

bhikkbus were in the act of bowing down in adoration, the funeral pile of Bhagawa'
spontaneously ignited.

It thus came to pass in regard to the corpse of the Bhagawa' who was consum-

ed by fire : neither his surface skin, nor his under skin, nor his flesh, nor his nerves,

nor his muscles deposited any ashes or soot ; none (of those parts) of his corpse

remained (unconsumed). In the same manner that neither butter nor oil, which is

consumed by fire, leaves either ashes or soot—so it came to pass in regard to the

corpse of the Bhagawa' who was consumed—neither his surface skin, nor his under

skin, nor his flesh, nor his nerves nor his muscles left any residuary ashes or soot:

none (of those substances) of his corporeal remains was left unconsumed. All the

cloths, composing the five hundred pairs of cloths, were consumed. At the instant

that the internal and external parts of the corpse of Bhagawa' were absorbed,

streams of water pouring down from the skies, caused (the flames of) Bhagawa ''s

funeral pile to be extinguished : the flame was thus extinguished by the down pour

on the top of the funeral pile of Bhagawa'. The Kusindran Mallians also helped

to extinguish the funeral pile by sprinkling every kind of scented water.

The Kusindran Mallians then forming a trelice work with lances, and fencing the

place round with their bows (transferred) the remains of Bhagawa' to the assem-
bly hallf (within the town) ; and for seven days, with dancing and vocal and instru-

mental music, and with garlands of fragrant flowers, rendered every mark of respect,

reverence, devotion and submission.

The Mdgadha raja Aja'tasattu, the Wedehian descendant, heard that Bha-
gawa/ had attained parinibbdndn at Kusindrd; thereupon the said Mdgadha
monarch Aja'tasattu, the Wtdehian, sent an embassy unto the Kusinarian Malli-

ans, with this message : Bhagawa' was a kattiyo ; and I am also a kattiyo. I

am likewise worthy of possessing a portion of the corporeal remains of Bhaga-

* This funeral pile was composed of sandal-wood, and was 120 cubits high.

f The Atthakathd gives a detailed account of the procession which transferred

the bones of Buddho, still contained in the metal vessel in which he was burnt,

from the coronation hall to the house of assembly.
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WA>. I will also erect a thupo over the remains of Bhagawa', and celebrate

a festival.

The Lichchhawi of Wesdli> as being also of the kattiyo race : the

Sakya dynasty of Kapilawatthupura, as the relations of Buddho ;

the Balayo of Allakappd, as of the kattiyo tribe ; the kattiya dynasty

of Rdmagdmo, as of the kattiyo tribe ; the brahmans of Wc'tthadipo,

as being of the brahman tribe ; the Mallians of Pdwd, as being of the

kattiyo tribe ;—all lay claim to a portion of the relics of Bhagawa' in

precisely the same terms as the message sent by Aja'tasattu.

On being thus addressed, the Maflians of Kusindrd thus replied to the assembly

of emissaries : Bhacav/a' died within our territory : we will not give you any

portion of his corporeal relics. On this answer being delivered*, the brahman

Dono thus spoke to the assembly of emissaries : Beloved, listen to this one obser-

vation 1 am about to address to you : Our Buddho was of a most pacific character

:

it is improper to raise a contest at the moment of the coiporeal dissolution of so

excellent a being. Beloved, let all of us, willingly, cordially and unanimously,

divide the relics into eight portions : many nations are converted unto the Eye

(Buddho)— let thupd therefore be extensively built in different regions. They an-

swered : Well, brahman, do then thyself carefully divide the relics of Bhagawa'
into eight equal portions. Replying ; be it so, beloved ;—the brahman Dono accord-

ing to the request of that assembly, carefully dividing the relics of Bhagawa' into

eight equal portions, thus addressed that concourse of emissaries : My friends, give

me this kumbhdn, (the vessel with which the relics were measured,) and I will erect

a thiipo to that kumbh&nf : and they gave that kumbhdn to the brahman Dono,

The Mdrians of Pipphaliwano heard that Bhagawa' had died at Kusin&rd ; and

thereupon the Mdrians of Pipphaliwano sent an embassy to the Mallians of Kusindrd

saying : Bhagawa' was a kattiyo ; we are kattiya, and are also worthy of a portion

of the corporeal relics of Bhagawa' : we will erect a thupo over the relics of Bha-
gawa', and celebrate a festival. They answered : there is no portion of the relics

of Bhagawa' left : the relics of Bhagawa' have been divided: take from hence the

charcoal of the funeral pile ; and they accordingly did take away charcoal.

The Mdgadha monarch Aja'tasattu, the Widehian, built a thupo at Rdjagahan

over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The WSsdlian Lichchhawi

built a thupo at Wtsdli over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The

Sakyans resident at Kapilawatthu erected a thupo at Kapilawatthu over the relics of

Bhagawa' and celebrated a festival. The A'llakappa Balayans built a thupo at

Allakappo over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The Rdmaga-
mian Kdsaliyans built a thupo at Rdmagdmo over the corporeal relics of Bhagawa',
and celebrated afestival. The Wetthadipian brahmans built a thiipo at Wetthadipo

over the corporeal relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The Pdweyan
Mallians built a thupo at Pdiob over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festi-

val. The Kusindrian Mallians built a thupo at Kusindrd over the corporeal relics of

* The uninjured bones were the following ; the four canine teeth—the two collar

bones— the frontal bone, with a long hair growing on it, which gave to that relic

the appellation of the renhisa or hair relic. The rest of the bones were partially

injured by the fire. The smallest atoms were reduced to the size of mustard seed
;

the middling atoms were of the size of half a grain of rice ; and the larger atoms were

of the size of half a grain of mugga seed.

t A measure containing 4 alhakdn.
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Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The brahman Dond built a th&po for the
kumbhdn; and the Pipphalawarian Morians built a thUpo at Pipphalawano- over the
charcoal, and celebrated a festival. Thus there were eight thupo over the corporeal
relics ; a ninth over the kumbh&n, and a tenth over the charcoal. This is the origin
of this matter, (the erection of thupos.)

The relics of the Eye (Buddho) consist of eight dondni ; seven ddndni are objects

of worship in Jambudipo, and one ddndn of the relics of the supreme personage, the

Naga rajas worship in Ramagdmo. One tooth is the object of worship among the

dewos: one is worshipped in the capital of Gandhdrd : another in the kingdom of the

Kdlingd* monarchs ; the other the Ndga monarchs worship. It is by his providential

interposition that this all-bountiful earth is regulated by the rulers on earth.

Thus unto the relics of Chakkhu (the eye), by those by whom protection ought

to be afforded, protection has been fully rendered : and as they (the relics) have

received offerings as well from the dewos, ndgas and kings, as from the great among
mankind—bow down therefore unto them with clasped hands ;—for the Buddha
do not appear even within the term of a hundred happd (of each other).

The termination of the Mahdparinibbdna-Suttan.

The Atthakathd explains, that before the close of Aja'tasattu's

reign, who survived Buddho twenty years, by the advice and instru-

mentality of Mahakassapo, all these relics, excepting the portion

enshrined at Ramagdmo, were brought to Rdjagahan for their better

protection ; where they were all enshrined in a great thilpo on the

southeast quarter of that city. In the reign of Piyada'os, surnamed

Dhammasoka, these relics were again dispersed all over Jambudipo.

The relics left at Rdmagdmo were predestined for Tambopanni, and

they were accordingly transfered to Ceylon in the reign of De'wanan-

piyatisso.—Vide the Mahdwanso.

II.—On the spontaneous heating of Brine. By G. A. Prinsep, Esq.

My experiments on the spontaneous heating of brine, which formed

an article in the Journal of March last (page 207), have been fol-

lowed up with a copious series of observations, of which the results

will be found in the statements annexed. The present series com-

mences for the most part from the time when (or soon after) the brine

was first let into the reservoirs at my salt-works, and embraces, with

two or three exceptions, the entire progress of the heating until its partial

or complete subsidence. It is therefore remarkable, as the places of

trial were also more numerous and the circumstances more various than

before, that the maximum temperature observed is 21° Ft. less than in

the experiments already brought to notice, and 26° less in the same

place, being in the brine at Narainpore 142° at the pump, and 137° by

the probe in November 1837, and only 116° at the pump and 111° by

* This is the tooth subsequently transferred to Ceylon.
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the probe in 1838 ; although the reservoir in question was filled under

very similar circumstances both years, and with brine of nearly full

saturation to the depth of eight feet, the superstratum of eight feet (in

all sixteen feet) being however, when first filled up, much nearer satura-

tion in 1837 than in 1838. But to this difference I attach less im-

portance than to the more rapid extraction of the strong brine from

below in June, July, and August, 1838, than in the corresponding

months of 1837, when a large proportion of the strong brine remained

in the reservoir till the end of the year. It is nevertheless remarkable

that the maximum temperature in this reservoir, which so far exceeded

that of any other in 1837, was in 1838 even less than the maximum at

the bottom of a small reservoir (No. 2) at Ballya Ghat, containing

only a small portion of strong brine not exceeding two-thirds saturation.

Altogether twelve deposits of brine at the several salt works have

been subjected to trial, and, contrary to what might have been expected,

the greatest heat (121°) has been found in the smallest mass ; namely,

in a small pool of bittern and salt drainings with superincumbent rain

water in a hole dug for a well at Ballya Ghat : and this high tempera-

ture continued, rather increasing than otherwise, from the beginning of

November to the middle of January, when the water was taken out. In

all these deposits the brine remained the whole time undisturbed,

except in No. 2 of the Ballya Ghat series, (till after the 22nd June,) and

Nos. 4 and 5 of the Narainpore series, whence it was pumped out to

supply the salt-boilers, the two latter from June to the 23rd September

inclusive, and afterwards No. 5 during all November, and No. 4 from

the beginning of December. In every one of them some heating may be

discovered ; for I now think the temperatures of 91° and 929
in the lower

strata of No. 3 of the Bhaota series may be regarded as at least 2° or

3° higher than would have been found in an equal mass of fresh water

at the same date. But it would seem that the heating scarcely begins

to shew itself till the saltness of the water exceeds that of the ocean

(S. G. 1028). It would also appear that the heating is most rapid

where the greatest differences exist in the saltness of contiguous strata

of water ; and that it is both accelerated and more quickly terminated

by agitation. This will easily be perceived on comparing No. 2 of the

Narainpore series with No. 1 and 2 of Bhaota, and Nos. I and 4 of

Ballya Ghat ; the very large diameter and smaller depth of the first

causing the contents of that reservoir to be more affected by the wind

than those of the other places named. Nevertheless, even in that large

reservoir the lower strata, as far as four feet from the bottom, appear

6 M
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to have undergone no change at all, with respect to the degree of saltness,

in seven months from June to January, when, (allowing for an error in

the hydrometer which will presently be noticed,) the S. G. was found to

be the same as when the water was let in at the end of May and begin-

ning of June.

The tables I now exhibit shew the specific gravities as well as th«

temperatures in all cases in which the hydrometer was used, and may

be thought unnecessarily voluminous on that account. But as the object

is to give opportunity to investigate the cause of the heating, I have

thought it advisable to suppress nothing ; the S. G. columns, though

some of them apparently mere repetitions, being to a certain extent a

test of the manner in which the probe was charged. Nor have I omitted

those trials which turned out unsatisfactory from the probe having been

drawn up too soon, or in which error occurred, taking care however to

insert a note thereof. The disparity in the number of joints of the

probe filled at different trials, in the same depth of water, was owing to

greater or less inclination of the instrument.

The probe used in these experiments, instead of the machine before

described which was rather inconvenient to handle, was a thick bamboo

with a hole cut across at the top of every joint, large enough to admit

a small thermometer to try the temperature, and a small hole plugged

at the bottom of every joint to draw off the water for trial by the hy-

drometer. By covering the large holes with soft paper and letting the

bamboo remain in the water till the air bubbles (after the bursting of

the paper) had ceased to rise, I have procured water of the different

strata corresponding with the numbers of the joints, without mixture ;

but this method occupied so much time that I did not think it worth

while to be so particular as to the degrees of saltness, which conse-

quently in the lower numbers will be found registered somewhat below

their actual condition, the reduction being in proportion to the depth

and specific gravity of the weaker brine near the surface. Each set of

salt works was furnished with one of these probes. The Ballya
Ghat probe was a bamboo with joints of nearly equal length through-

out, averaging sixteen inches each. The joints of the Bhaota and

Narainpore probes were more unequal, their several lengths being as

follows respectively, measured from the bottom upwards.
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3 feet.

3f

Naminpore.

>. 1 11 inches.

2 11

3 11*
4 12
5 12*
6 13

7 14

8 15

9 15$
10 15$
11 15

12 15
13 15

14 15$
15 16
16 15$
17 14
18 13$
19 12$
20 13

20$ feet. 23 feet.

But great exactness in the specific gravity register during the whole

period would have been impossible from the discovery of an error

of .009 in the weight of the instrument on the 9th October, whioh

quantity it had lost by constant use since the 17th May : the subse-

quent observations were corrected accordingly, and care was afterwards

taken to compare the hydrometers at short intervals.

It remains for me to notice, that none of the masses of brine tested

by the probe in the present series of observations, were under cover

;

that a fetid smell is usually given out by the brine when pumped up

after it lias been long in the reservoirs, and that the surface of the wa-

ter in the long reservoir, No. 3, at Ballya Ghat was observed in

February and March last, (being then in perfect repose and the depth

of water being about 2 feet, the remnant of the supply let in before the

rains of 1837,) to assume successively the colors of blue, green, brick-

dust red and crimson, but returned to the ordinary appearance of water

in a month or six weeks after these changes commenced. The surface

of the brine in Ballya Ghat reservoir No. 1, the depth of which had

been then reduced by Soonies to about five feet, was observed a about

a week ago to be of a bluish lead colour which did not shew itself

before the soonying commenced, and it gives out a strong fetid smell

which also was not perceptible before.

Calcutta, 28th January, 1839.

6 m2
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1838.] The Mergui Coast-line and Islands, 1027

Pump Register.
Ballya Ghat. Brine Reservoir, No. 2.

T. 107 S. G. 1164]
„H0 „ 1170 I from the bottom.
„ 110 „ 1107 J

Narainpore. Brine Reservoir, No. 4.

10 May, N- W. pump T. Ill S. G. 1171 from 6 inches below the surface.
„ ,, S. W. ,, „ 112 from 1 foot ditto.

Total depth of water about 3 feet—surface T. 98 S. G. 1133.

16 June
17 „
22 „

15

»> »,

20 „
22 „
4 June,

7

26 „ „
16 July, „
24 „ „
4 Aug. „

11 Sept. S. E.
9 Dec. S. W,

18 ,, ,,

31 ., „
15 Jan. ,,

21 „ „

N. W. pump T,

S. W.

N. E.
N. W.
N. E.

102
116
114
108
102
102
103
104
105

105

108
113
114
110
111
113
114

S. G
fixed as before.

depth of water 6 feet ; sur-

face T. 92 S. G. 1153.

4 June,
» », »»

26 „ „
4 July, ,,

24 „ S. W.
4 Aug. „

11 Sept. ,,

5 Nov. N. W.
11 „ „
16 „ „

Narainpore

E. pump T. 101 S. G
„ „ 105 „
„ „ 101 „
»» ,, 102 ,,

„ „ 103 „

1104

„ 1170

„ 1170 J

„ 1180 ditto

„ 1196

„ 1193

,
1193

„ 1199

, 1165

, 1198 from 12 feet below surface

, 1148 sunk a foot lower.

, 1142.

, 1161J
, 1152

, H49
f

, 1125
1117J

Brine Reservoir, No. 5

120H

from near the bottom.

104

105

109
108
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1200
1158
1118
11281
1126/

1187J
1121]
1107 !

1101 J

from near the bottom.

sunk a foot lower, so as almost to

touch the bottom.

about 6 inches from bottom.

III.—A short notice of the Coast-line, Rivers and Islands adjacent,

forming a portion of the Mergui Province, from a late survey.

By Captain R. Lloyd.

The outer islands lying off this coast, with part of the main land,

were laid down by Captain D. Ross of the Indian Navy, from observa-

tions made between the years 1827 and 1830, and the result of the

present survey has been to fill up the inner portion of it, to delineate

the coast-line (with the exception of a very small and unimportant part)

between the latitudes of 9° 50' N. and 12° 40' N., and to make a

sketch of the Tenasserim river, or " Tenanthari myif from its en-

trance up to the old town of that name.

Within these limits, the general features of the country are much the

same as in the province of Arracan, being mountainous in the interior,
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of irregular outline, and consisting of several ranges, clothed to their

summits with large forest trees ; the greatest elevation reached may be

taken at about 3500 feet.

Between the southern limit and i 1° 40' N. the high land approaches

in some parts very near to the sea, but from that latitude to the nor-

thern limit, it is fronted by a low delta of mangrove country, varying

in breadth from 5 to 15 miles. Through this several small rivers

have their course, and communicate with each other by creeks forming

an inland navigation for boats ; the outer portion of this country from

being so low, and tide-washed, is unfit for purposes of cultivation, in

its present state, and it is only in the inner part, where there begins

to be a susceptible rise in the level towards the high land, that there

are a few cultivated spots.

Within this delta or Sunderbund there are several small elevated

ridges and isolated hammocks, covered with large trees growing upon

a soil covering a rocky basis, and which at some remote period, appear

to have been separate islands forming a portion of the archipelago, but

are now united to each other by the accumulation of deposit brought

down by the different streams from the higher grounds, and which seems

to be gradually encroaching seaward. In this manner an island called

" Sellore" has evidently become connected with the main by a narrow

neck of land covered with mangroves and having two or three creeks

intersecting it, and another one " Kesserain" appears to be approach-

in°- that state. These islands being large, and sheltering the inner

waters, the tides set round both ends and meet in the middle, facilitat-

ing the deposit of sediment, and assisting this operation of nature.

Of the small streams above alluded to, the Tenasserim or " Tenan-

thari river" is the only one of any consequence, one branch of which

discharges its waters at Mergui, and forms the harbour of that place,

while the other disembogues about seven miles further to the southward

:

these two branches unite nine miles above Mergui, opposite a small

village called Tedawon ; here the features of the country begin to

change from a low mangrove land to one of moderate elevation, and

the river opens out into a lake of small extent, apparently the original

mouth of it, in which are situated two or three small islands, and on

either side are several hill pagodas and small villages which have a

very pretty effect. At one of these " Mounglaw" on the left bank, there

are extensive plains for rice cultivation, and beyond this, the country

becomes mountainous to the very edge of the river, with a considerable

narrowing of its bed : here and there however, there are spots of level

ground which are occupied by small villages, whose occupants cultivate

grain and other produce, little exceeding what is required for their own
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consumption. Four miles above Mounglaw on the right bank, a small

branch or creek runs off to the northward, which after receiving the

waters of several other streams, gradually enlarges itself until it falls

into the sea three miles to the northward of Mergui, and forms the

land on which that town is situated into an island. About nine miles

further up on the left bank is a similar but rather larger offshoot the

Thuhwa, which falls into the sea in 12° 10' N. Beyond this at the

distance of about 14 miles is the old town of Tenasserim. It is situated

where the river divides into two branches, the great and little Tenasserim,

opposite to the point of confluence, and on the left bank of the latter.

The river is 115 yards wide abreast of the town, and the depth of it in

the latter end of May was three fathoms at low water in the centre of

the stream : the rise and fall of tide at the springs was six feet, and it

was high water at about three hours, the velocity of the stream was very

weak, not exceeding one mile per hour. The natives describe the

water as being fresh all the year round, and the surface of the river as

being bodily raised about nine feet during the period of the freshes, (or

from July to September.) The bed of the river is very variable and

irregular both in tenacity and depth, and there are several shallows,

and rocky patches ; the high land too coming down in many places

close upon its banks, renders it difficult to navigate ; but small vessels,

such as the river sloops of Calcutta, by waiting for the tide to drop up

with, and to cross the different shallows, may be taken to Tenasserim,

should Dr. Helfer's coal discovery render it necessary at any future

period.

The position of Tenasserim has been very inaccurately placed in all

our old maps, and its distance by the course of the river from Mergui

is very much exaggerated ; this may have been caused partly from the

position assigned to the latter being that of two islands of the same

name in latitude 12° 12' N. instead of the correct position of the town

itself. During my visit to Tenasserim, the sun was too vertical to

obtain a meridian altitude by artificial horizon, and the night was so

cloudy and unfavorable that I failed in obtaining the latitude by a star.

Captain Macleod however, whom I have reason to consider a good

observer, made it in 12° 6' N. and using that latitude I made the lon-

gitude by chronometer 35 miles east of Mergui, or in 99° 3' east,

and by a sketch of the river it is 40 nautic or 46 statute miles from

the entrance.

Whatever may have been its former extent and importance, it i3

now a very insignificant place, and I should think does not contain

more than 100 houses and 4 or 500 inhabitants : nor does it bear much
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appearance of former consequence, there being only two or three small

pagodas, and the remains of an old brick outwork running along the

brow of a hill on the south side of the town. It produces but little for

export, but the Shans bring a quantity of elephants' tusks and rhino-

ceros* horns for sale, and occasionally rubies and other precious stones

may be procured but of inferior value ; there is also said to be a con-

cealed trade in gold dust, which with other traffic is in the hands of the

Burmese and Chinese. During my visit here, the head-man of the

town was absent, and I could gain but little information.

The other rivers within this delta, and communicating with each

other, are small, and unfit for the general purposes of navigation, and

not being of any importance as leading to villages, it will be sufficient

merely to enumerate them. They are the " Wayaung taung myit," the
li Thuhwa,'' the " Nayaza myit," " Megyaung yethonk myit" " Ka~

po myit," Kyauk phyu myit and the Kopha nein myit, (" myit" means

river.)—The opening to the last named is spacious, and receives the

waters of Linya river or creek, which leads to a village of the same

name, situated by native accounts about 30 miles up. There is

here said to be an extensive country capable of being brought under

cultivation, sufficient for the support of a much larger population, than

the few Shans who inhabit it. I regretted much that I could not visit this

place, as a correct delineation of its position might show it to be very

near the coal fields of Dr. Helfer which are in lat. 11° 53' N. and

long. 99° 30' E. : and this leads me to doubt whether the locality in

question, is in the British or Siam territory : for Cin point of the charts

on the gulf of -Seam side, is in lat. 12° 10' N. and long. 100° 10' E., or

only about 35 miles in a direct line from the coal site, whilst from the

town of Cin situated in a more southerly direction, where the gulf of

Siam is represented as having a deep course to the westward, it is only

23 miles.

The entrance to Linya river is in lat. 11° 40' N. and long. 98° 50'

E., and off the opening leading to it and to the " Ko-pha nein myit"

there is a spacious place for anchorage, to which vessels could have no

difficulty in proceeding, and which I have called Whale Bay, from

the circumstance of its being resorted to by numerous whales, and

it is the only part of the coast where I have seen them.

To the southward of Whale Bay, the features of the coast begin to

assume a different character ; the shore is high and rocky close to the

sea, with only occasional patches of mangrove in the vicinity of, or at

the entrances of small rivers ; here also the inland navigation ceases,

for none of these streams so far as I could learn, have any conimuni--
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cation with each other, and the boats proceeding to the southward

go outside.

Inlat. 11° 28' N. there is rather a large opening in appearance called

" Ye-ngan Wa" which is said to reach a long way into the interior ; it

however suddenly contracts its breadth, and does not lead to any village.

On a headland in lat, 1 1° 23' N. stands " Chadon" or " Sading"

the only village which is situated on the sea coast ; it is of recent

origin, having been established by the exertions of Mr. Commissioner

Maingy, five or six years ago. This gentleman induced a Malay of some

consequence with his followers to settle here, in hopes that it might serve

to increase the population of the country, and bring it more extensively

under cultivation. How far the good intentions of Mr. Maingy have

been realized is very questionable, for the Malays are far from being an

industrious or agricultural people, and the head-man of the village,

" Datoo Juan," from his former mode of living was very unlikely to

be the instrument of much good. The site which the old chief has

selected for his village is ill chosen for agricultural pursuits, there being

but little land in its immediate vicinity that could be brought under

cultivation without much labor and expense, and the only advantage it

seems to possess is a commanding and overlooking position towards the

sea : it is however well adapted for fishing, by which the people princi-

pally subsist. It is true, there is the appearance of much exertion

having been made at the first settling of the place, by felling large

trees, and clearing away the ground, but the attempt has been given

up as hopeless or distasteful, and all is growing into jungle again,

except where the village itself is situated, which contains only about

50 houses and 200 inhabitants. " Datoo Juan" is a carpenter

by trade, and has built two or three boats of about 50 tons each,

which he has finished in a very good style : they are ostensibly for the

purpose of cruising amongst the islands, part of which he farms from

government, for the purpose of collecting edible birds-nests, bich de

mer, &c. and for taking the produce to Penang and other markets :

but that he may have other objects in building these fine boats, is not

unlikely, and that he still continues to have some turn for his old preda-

tory habits, when time and opportunity may offer, I am rather inclined

to suspect, and therefore during my employment in his neighbourhood I

made a point of cultivating a good understanding with him, by making

a few presents, which policy had its advantages, for the old man was

always friendly, and ready in supplying me with such stock as his vil-

lage afforded, and on one occasion in particular I should have been put

to much inconvenience, had it not been for a timely supply I received

from him.
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Four miles to the southward of Sading is the entrance to Bokpur
creek leading to a village of the same name about seven or eight miles

up. Here there is an extensive field for cultivation, and the soil is

apparently rich, but the population (chiefly Shans), is extremely scanty,

and is scattered over some extent of country in little villages,^ which

together with those about Linya, may be estimated to contain about

one thousand inhabitants. The people describe Bokpur* as having been

thickly populated at one time, and the country very extensively culti-

vated, and the appearance in its vicinity rather corroborates this :

it is much to be regretted that there is not a more industrious and

extensive population located here.

I attempted to ascend a high hill overlooking Bokpur accompa-

nied by 20 or 30 Shans to cut a path, in order to obtain an extensive

view of the coast and islands, for the purpose of fixing its geographical

position more correctly, but it came on to rain in such torrents that I

was obliged to give it up. The mouth of Bokpur creek is dry at low

water for some distance seaward, and two or three miles from the en-

trance it divides into two branches, that to the southward leads to the

village, off which it dwindles to a stream only 10 yards wide, with

sufficient water for very small boats only. To the southward of Bokpur

creek about 10 miles is a very extensive group of small rocky islands,

most of which I have laid down, but what may be considered the coast

line within them, I was unable for want of time to complete. The survey

however is incomplete for a very small and unimportant space, about four

or five miles only, where the high land approaches so very near the sea,

that the streams, if any, only deserve the name of creeks. Proceeding on

to the southward, and between the parallels of 10° 20' and 10° 30' N. are

two small rivers which by information I obtained afterwards, are called

" Chenanghan" and " Champoon ;" the latter or southern one appeared

the largest, but this part of the coast having but few islands off it, and

being much exposed to the sea during the S. W. monsoon, I was pre-

vented doing more than fixing their entrances pretty correctly by means

of angles as I passed. The latter stream is, I imagine, the Sarannah
river of the old charts, up which I rather think there is a village called

" Champoon" where tin is produced. If so it may deserve inquiry

whether there is here any communication with the river and place of

the same name on the gulf of Siam side. There is no decided ter-

mination of the principal range of mountains, running along the

Isthmus, into a low land, so as to favor such a conclusion, but when

it is considered how deceptive the appearances of a country are when

viewed from a distance it is impossible to say, until actual examination

* In the map this place h written Boping or Bokpaling.
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of the locality takes place, that, like the Tenasserim river, wind-

ing their course round the base of hills and through a mountainous

country, some of these streams may not so approximate to each

other, as to make communication with the gulf of Siam side, easier

and shorter in this part than in any other. The last and only

river which I have to notice is situated opposite the island of

St. Matthews, and which I consider to be the Sa-kopah or Pak-
Chan forming the southern limit of our territory. Its entrance is

in lat. 9° 58' N. and, from the anchorage inside St. Matthews, it is

completely hid from view by a group of small islands in shore. The

extensive flat lying off the coast here, led me however to believe that

there was a large opening in its vicinity, and I proceeded to examine

the locality in the vessel's boat, when after crossing the flat and round-

ing the group of islands spoken of, I was gratified by coming suddenly

upon the entrance to the river, which is a nobld stream having 8 or 10

feet depth of water in it, and being about one and a half miles wide, for

seven or eight miles up, beyond which I had not the means of conti-

nuing my examination. The direction of the river thus far was about

N. N. E. or nearly parallel with the coast, and its course lay between

two ranges of hills of 5 or 600 feet elevation. I am however rather

disposed to think that the entrance to it will be found to be intricate

;

but further and minute examination may prove the contrary. That

this river must be the one forming our boundary appears to me evident,

as there is no other answering the description : but unfortunately I

had no person on board who was acquainted with the locality, nor had I

any interpreter, having been disappointed in both, by not being able

to bring on a small tender and pilot I had engaged to accompany me,

owing to the violence of the weather. Under these circumstances, even

if it had come particularly within the object of my inquiry, it would

not have been prudent, in a small open boat, to have continued my
examination of the river up to the Siamese frontier town, which is said

to be a place of some consequence, situated 30 or 40 miles up, nor

could I have done so, in all probability, without incurring great risk of

giving offence to the authorities by my intentions being misunderstood.

I did hope to gain some satisfactory information from boats, but al-

though we saw several, they viewed us with great suspicion, and evaded

every attempt we made to communicate with them. Taking it for

granted that this is the river forming the boundary between the British

and Siamese territory, it is much further to the southward than the

position generally assigned to it, and will account for the island and

harbour of St* Matthews being considered as within our dominion.
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The innumerable islands fronting this coast, and extending to the

distance of 70 miles from it, exhibit a great variety of picturesque and

wild scenery, the large ones rising in successive ranges of hills thickly

wooded to their tops, with trees of a rich and varied foliage, present a

most imposing and pleasing effect, whilst the small rocky ones, or

birds' nest islands, with their rugged inaccessible sides, and irregular

fantastic outlines, form a most remarkable yet not disagreeable contrast

;

the beauty of the whole being very much heightened during the rains by

the numerous cascades and waterfalls that are interspersed amongst them.

Of the large islands forming a portion of the archipelago, those of

St. Matthews and King's Island, situated near the two extremes, and

remarkable for possessing excellent harbours, have been noticed by Cap-

tain Ross, and their locality is described by him : both these islands are

mountainous, and of considerable elevation, being nearly 3000 feet

high, but rising with a quick ascent from the sea, they present but

little surface fit for cultivation.

Of the other large islands, those which have come more particularly

within my observation, and which seem deserving of any notice, are

Sellore, Domel, Kesseraing, and Sullivans Island, the Lampee of

the Burmese.

The two first are much the same in general character and feature,

as King's Island and St. Matthews, but not so elevated, and inside

both of these islands there is good anchorage for vessels, the one

under Sellore would be very convenient for communicating with Mergui

from the southward, or with Tenasserim by the Thuh-wa. This I have

taken the liberty of calling " Auckland" bay. Sellore is about fifteen

miles long by two to four in breadth and extends from latitude 1 1° 52'

to 12 ?! N.

Domel is situated more to the westward, between the parallels of

11° 25' and 11° 50' N. and is twenty-five miles long by four broad ; and

on the eastern side of three moderate-sized islands extending from the

north end of it, there is another safe anchorage {Morrison bay) which

might be resorted to if necessary, though not quite so convenient for

communicating with Mergui. " Kesseraing' and " Lampee" both merit

minute examination, which I was not enabled to give them. Off the latter,

there is said to be a pearl bank, and the former is spoken of by the Bur-

mese in high terms of praise, for the fertility of its soil : they have a tradi-

tion amongst them, of its having once been thickly populated, and it is

said that there is still to be seen in the interior the ruins of an old town.

I had no opportunity of ascertaining the truth of this, and although the

face of the island does not corroborate the assertion, there appears sa
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far a probability of this island being superior to tbe others, that the

general features of it although mountainous in parts, are more undulating

and diversified in outline, and evidently present a greater proportion

of moderately elevated and level land than the others. Lampee is

eighteen miles long by seven or eight broad and extends from lat. 1 1° 31'

to 1 1° 49' N.. and inside of its south end is " Whale Bay" before spoken

of ; there is however no ingress or egress by the north end of the island,

except to very small vessels, there being an extensive shallow flat be-

tween it and the main, caused by the meeting of the tides.

" Lampee" has also a very fine anchorage on its eastern side, so easy

of access that the Lady William Bentinck surveying vessel suc-

ceeded in entering and obtaining shelter after dark, and there lay

in perfect security during the continuance of some stormy weather

which she was caught in amongst the outer Islands in the month of

August. This island is of a curiously curved shape the pearl bank being

situated somewhere on the south or concave side of it ; the average

breadth of the island is about twro miles, the length thirty miles, and it is

situated between the parallels of 10° 40' and 11° 0' N. : but the chart

itself, will best exhibit the extent and limits of this and the other islands

both in latitude and longitude.

With the exception of one or two settlements near to Mergui, where

a few people have established themselves for the purpose of cultivating

gardens, and rearing mangosteens, dorians and other fruits, and for

fishing, there are no settled inhabitants on any of the islands ; but there

are roving tribes who pass from one island to another, living partly in

their boats, and in temporary sheds, which they erect with a few sticks

and leaves, on the little sandy beaches interspersed amongst the islands.

They appear unacquainted with the art of cultivation, and subsist chiefly

upon shellfish, turtle, and other productions indigenous to the islands,

and the tortoise or rather " turtle shell," bich de mer, and other

articles which they collect, they dispose of to the best advantage, and

in barter, for a little rice and coarse cloth on their visits to Mergui and

other places.

They are to be found chiefly amongst the outer islands during the

fine season, and on the setting in of the rains and fine weather, they

return to the inner ones, and for the right to frequent and live upon

the islands, I believe they pay a small tax to government, of one rupee

per head annually. The term chillone is generally applied to them,

but I have understood that there are three or four divisions or families

of them, known under different names, according to the part of the

archipelago, they confine themselves to : they are a harmless race, badly
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clothed, miserable in appearance, and do not, I imagine, amount to

more than a thousand persons altogether : they are found to be ex-

tremely shy of strangers, and avoided us on all occasions.

Having been employed at a season unfavorable for making inquiry, or

gaining much information, and with little leisure left me from the more

immediate duties of the survey, for making any observations as to the

resources of the islands, their formation, natural productions, &c.

I can only point them out as appearing to possess a fine field for inter-

esting inquiry in the different departments of science. To the geolo-

gist in particular there is ample scope for research, and I have reason

to think, from specimens of rock that were collected containing rich

iron ore, that they will be found to be rich in mineral productions.

The same may be said of their botanical productions ; the face of the

larger and moderately-sized islands, having a very rich and variegated

foliage, and being covered with flowering shrubs and trees of large

dimension to the water's edge, some of them may be found to be new

and valuable.

In the department of natural history are to be found on the large

islands (by native accounts), most of the wild animals common to the

main land ; viz. the tiger, elephant, rhinoceros, wild cow, deer, &c.

The tiger is represented to be unusually large and fierce, when com-

pared with those on the continent, and Resseraing is said to be much

infested by them. The " Shan" huntsmen visit this and the other

large islands for the purpose of shooting elephants, which they are

very expert in tracking ; and they have been so successful in their

excursions to Kesseraing, that I was told by a respectable native with

great gravity, that there was now only one solitary elephant of gigan-

tic size existing on the island, and of such consummate cunning that

it had evaded every attempt to capture it.

Of the birds there are several varieties of pigeons peculiar to the

islands ; also gulls, cranes, (" Tucans" of a large and beautiful plumage,)

and various other description of the feathered tribe.

Some of the small rocky islands are much resorted to by a small

white gull. One of these islands I found covered with their eggs laid on

the hollows of the rock, and the birds sitting upon them : they showed

great alarm by their noise and hovering over head, and although I did

not unnecessarily disturb them, I found (on a subsequent visit I had

occasion to make, to correct a set of angles), that they had deserted

the island and their eggs !

The fish are of great variety and very plentiful amongst the inner

islands, and on the flats fronting the main, the fishermen have fish weirs
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and other contrivances which they erect, and these they visit annually

during the fine season, for the purpose of catching- fish and drying

them on the different small islands.

Beautiful varieties of mollusca and polypus also much abound amongst

the outer islands.

Mergui, or properly speaking—" Myut Myo"—the principal town of

the Mergui province, is too well known to require any notice from me

;

one of the objects of my survey, however, having been to ascertain the

approach to it from the southward, I may as well state that it is inac-

cessible to large vessels, owing to an extensive flat, in many parts dry at

low water, which the Chinese junks and other native craft have to cross

over at high water. We found the greatest rise and fall of tide never

to amount to so much as 18 feet, although it has been stated at 21 feet,

and it is high water on full and change days here, and throughout the

limits of the survey, between ten and eleven o'clock.

The climate at Mergui and amongst the islands seems to be very

good, and although much rain fell on this coast during the months of

June, July and August, there was a proportion of fine weather, (not-

withstanding the generally received opinion to the contrary,) equal to

what is experienced in India during the same season. The dorians and

mangosteen fruits, held in so much estimation by the natives, particularly

the former, which during the season are sent in great quantities to Ava

for the use of the Burman king, do not grow to the northward of Tavoy ;

and the mangosteen will scarcely thrive to the northward of Mergui,

Indeed in soil and climate, there appears to be so much affinity between

it and Penang, where these fruits are in great perfection, and where

nutmeg spices and coffee are produced, that it is very probable the

latter might be introduced and cultivated with success at Mergui, and

on many of the islands.

I regret that I have been able to give to this sketch little more

than nautical or geographical interest ; and in conclusion will merely

point out what seems to me an object of interesting inquiry to geogra-

phers, I mean the exact delineation of the coast-line on the gulf of

Siam side, between the parallels of 8° and 12° N. so as to exhibit

the breadth of the isthmus within these limits, and also to ascertain

how far the different streams on either side approach each other.

With intelligent officers from the Indian navy employed in the small

government vessels on the Tenasserim Provinces, and in the steamer

and other vessels under the Penang government, such a measure would

have the double effect of protecting the trade and performing the usual

duties expected of these vessels, and also of occasionally, when oppor-
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tunities offered, adding to our stock of geographical knowledge. It would

further possess the advantage of extending and keeping up a most

desirable local knowledge, not without benefit to government, amongst

the officers of a corps capable of rendering important service to the state,

if its sphere of usefulness were extended for general employment in India

instead of being confined to a subordinate presidency, which is like

having the British navy under the Irish government.

IV.

—

On the genus Hexaprotodon of Dr. Falconer and Captain

Cautley. By J. McClelland, Assist. Surgeon, Bengal Service.

Dr. MacLoed, physician general, on return to Calcutta from his

tour of inspection, brought with him a small collection of the fossil

bones of mammalia from the Pinjore valley, with the intention of

forwarding them to England; prior to doing this they were oblig-

ingly submitted to my inspection, but for this circumstance and the

desire of Dr. MacLoed that I should point out whatever might appear

most deserving of notice, I should not offer, on this occasion at least,

any remarks on a subject, of which there are already so many successful

and experienced cultivators in India.

Hexaprotodon is the name given by Dr. Falconer and Captain

Cautley to an unknown group nearly allied to the genus Hippopota-

mus, tmd with which we are only acquainted from the observations of those

gentlemen on fragments of skeletons which they discovered in the Siivalik

beds. Dr. MacLoed's collection contained a very characteristic frag-

ment of one of these animals, which at once attracted my notice, and with-

out being acquainted at that time with the excellent memoir of the gen-

tlemen alluded to, though it is printed but not yet published in the 1st part,

XlXth volume of the Asiatic Researches, 1 pursued an inquiry into the

group as far as the materials in Dr. MacLoed's collection, as well as

that of Col. Colvin in the Society's museum, enabled me to go. After

this I had the gratification of finding the results to which I was led

corresponded nearly, and I may say perfectly in all essential particulars,

with the previous report of Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley
already alluded to. On some points however I feel justified in forming

bolder conclusions especially regarding the affinities of the group, and the

number of species that belonged to it. With regard to the first part of

the subject it is necessary to refer to the Hippopotamus, one of those

genera whose remains are extensively dispersed throughout the superfi-

cial strata of the earth, though the habitat of the only existing species
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is confined to South Africa, but the remains of others are found in

Italy, France and England ; so that its race may be said to have

become almost extinct, and perhaps in the course of a few ages the

existing species may like the Dodo, be numbered amongst those

animals that have disappeared from the earth in modern times.

Even since the time of the Greeks it appears to have become more

restricted in its distribution, as it is referred to in their writings as an

inhabitant of southern Egypt, where it is now unknown. The very

idea of an animal of colossal bulk, capable of concealing itself by day

beneath water which it quits only at night in search of pasture, is so

contrary to the ordinary character of beings of the present world, and so

opposite to the general economy of the living things that surround us,

while it accords with the traces of the times that have passed, that we

might infer from this circumstance alone, that the condition of the earth

is now less suited to such gigantic amphibia than formerly, even if more

direct evidence of this fact were wanting.

The remains of the Hexaprotodons brought to light by Dr. Falconer

and Captain Cautley afford the characters of types still more aquatic,

and which from certain peculiarities of structure would appear to have

been hardly capable of extending further on land than the sandy or

muddy confines of their own element. Before entering on the peculi-

arities from which this conclusion is derived, I shall briefly refer to

what naturalists say of the habits of the existing hippopotamus.

The body is described as massive, without fur, the belly nearly

touching he ground, and the head of enormous size, terminated by a

strong thick muzzle, at the corners of which in the lower jaw two power-

ful canine teeth are placed, curved upwards with cutting edges often

formed behind by the detrition of corresponding teeth in the upper

jaw. Between these in front, there are four conical incisors in the lower

jaw, extending obliquely upwards and forward ; the two innermost of

these are long and nearly as strong as the caiine teeth, but the two

outer incisors are shorter and every way less dt veloped. The lower jaw

is massive and strong, but much deeper under the molars than below

the incisors at the chin, the whole economy of these parts being admi-

rably adapted for cutting and tearing roots, and other fixed objects of a

similar nature, on which it is said to subsist.

This description applies not only to the existing species, but also to the

three fossil species discovered by Cuvier, who gives the characters of

the genus as follows : " Incisors i, canines {\ ~\, cheek teeth
J; £ = 40 \*

but in the Hexaprotodons of Falconer and Cautley the incisors are

six below, and six above, a distinction of itself perfectly sufficient to
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establish the sub-genus as a new group, of which, they describe two

species. In these animals the incisors are not only different in number

from those of Hippopotami, but are also more uniformly develop-

ed, and are prolonged almost straight forward in the long axis

of the head, the general proportions of which, though considerably

less than those of the existing hippopotamus, are proportionably more

massive and ponderous, while the incisors on the contrary are

more slender, so much so as to preclude the supposition that they

could have been used either for digging up roots, or as an arma-

ture in committing those violent depredations on dry land ascribed to

the hippopotamus. It is therefore probable, as has been observed, that

their habits were more aquatic. What proportion the head bore to the

body we have as yet no means of knowing, the vertebrae and bones of

the extremities not being yet determined, but we may still attain a far-

ther insight into the characters of the Hexaprotodons by comparing such

fragments of their jaws as have been found with the corresponding

parts of the existing hippopotamus, and we find by this means that

although the length of the jaws from the alveolus of the incisors to the

last molar is, 9-| inches in the latter, and from 11^ to 13 inches in

several specimens of the former, yet that the thickness or depth of the

lower jaw at the symphysis is only four inches in the existing hippo-

potamus, while this measurement amounts to 5-| inches in some of the

hexaprotodons. In the first the breadth of the jaw at the narrowest

part behind the canine teeth is five inches, and in one of the latter

species, six ; thus indicating a weight and massiveness in the head of the

hexaprotodon which if attended with corresponding proportions in other

parts of the frame must have belonged to an animal almost too unwieldy

for locomotion on dry land, the hippopotamus itself from the shortness

of its limbs being barely capable of such a mode of progression. The

ponderous character of the jaws of the Hexaprotodons also implies a

proportionably powerful muscular system ; and when we contrast such a

condition with the slender size of the incisors which are extended forward

like a grate of comparatively long delicate bars, we can conceive no other

object of such a structure than that of raking the Fuel and Confervoid

plants either from the surface of water or from sands or soft muddy

banks of rivers or lakes. Whether such will eventually prove to have

been the case or not, will depend on the success that may attend the

researches of zoologists in identifying other parts of the skeletons of

this interesting group, in addition to those fragments that have already

been identified by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley. At present

we can only be guided by the facts that are laid before us, and perhaps
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another argument may be adduced in support of the above view of the

habits of these animals from the cheek teeth being extended at shorter

and more regular intervals along the sides of the jaws to the canines, a

structure which we may suppose to be more essential to the use of a

soft food. As a share of Colonel Colvim's extensive collections, com-

prising I believe many specimens of these animals, has been presented

to the museum of the University of Edinburgh, we may expect the

subject to receive the attention which it deserves, but at present we

must I think, regard the type as more aquatic than that of the hippopo-

tamus.

Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley conceive that the genus Hip-

popotamus of LiNNiEUS was confined to Africa and Europe, and that its

place has been supplied in India by the Hexaprotodons : in this they are

probably correct, but there is one specimen (fig. 3.) in Col. Colvtn's

collection which though very imperfect appears to render the ques-

tion at least somewhat doubtful ; the two inner incisors being indicated

by the remains of their fangs, and a single small outer incisor oc-

cupying the centre of the space between the large incisor on the left,

and the canine tooth, with a proper space on the opposite side, in which

however, all trace of a corresponding tooth is obliterated. A careful

examination of all the specimens in the museum, would also lead us to

suppose that there must have existed in India more species of the new

group than the two which Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley have

described, and I should be disposed to think the specimens alluded

to tend to countenance the probability that four species existed,

although our materials are hardly to be considered satisfactory on this

point : from the importance of the subject it is desirable that the

contents of every museum, so far as they are capable of bearing upon

the question, should be known, so that the contents of one collection

might illustrate those in another. I will therefore attempt to describe the

separate specimens which I have examined. To show how far these

fragments differ among themselves as well as from the corresponding

parts of the existing hippopotamus (fig. 1.) and the principal species

of the same fossil found in Tuscany (tig. 2.) the upper view of the

lower jaws of those species are given for comparison.

Fig. 3. is the front portion of an imperfect lower jaw in Colonel

Colvin's collection ; it has one large incisor on either side of the mesial

line, with a small one in the intermediate space on the left side as in

the hippopotamus, so that a third could not have existed on that side ;

but all trace of a corresponding incisor between the canine on the

right side, and the inner incisor is obliterated, though the proper space

for one remains. This appears to be the H, dissimilis, Falc. Caut.
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Fig. 4 is the corresponding part of a specimen in Mr. Daw's collec-

tion*. It is the Hexaprotodon Sivulensis, Falc. Caut., and appears

to be the specimen figured by Durand, t. 4, f. 2.5, As. Res. vol. xix.

The breadth of the muzzle at the insertion of the incisors is ten

inches, and of the jaw behind those teeth four inches, and the depth of

jaw is five inches, and the length from the front to the last molar eleven

inches. The four first cheek teeth are conical, single and prominent

;

the last molar is also composed of four prominent points but little

worn, indicative of the youth of the individual, but still the other cha-

racters of the specimen are so well marked as to leave little doubt of

its characterising a distinct species remarkable for the narrowness of

the jaw behind the muzzle.

The incisors remain projecting nearly horizontally in front to the

extent of two inches, where they were broken (As. Res. t. 4, f. 2)

and may from this circumstance be presumed to have extended a consi-

derable distance farther in front than represented. They are all of the

same size, nearly cylindric, and about J of an inch or rather less in

diameter ; the enamel of the canine teeth is striated as in the hippo-

potamus and the posterior edge worn by detrition.

Fig. 5 is the lower jaw of a specimen in Colonel Colvin's collection,

it is more complete than any of the others, but on the left side the cheek

teeth are removed to their sockets, as well as the canine teeth and

incisors. The height of this jaw is barely five inches and the breadth

of the muzzle ten and a half, the narrowest part of the jaw behind the

canine teeth five and a half, and the length from the front of the jaw to

the last molar is fourteen inches. The first cheek tooth alone seems to

present a single crown, the three next are double, and as the teeth are

perfect on the left side of an upper jaw in the same collection, which

seems to have belonged to an aged individual of the same species, we

can have no doubt as to the number of teeth proper to the group. In

this species there are seven cheek teeth, the second and third placed

in pairs. This appears to be the species indicated by Durand, As.

Res. xix. p. 57, t. 4, f. 4.

Fig. 6 is the corresponding portion of the lower jaw of a specimen in

Dr. MacLoed's collection ; it differs from the preceding species in the

breadth of the jaw which measures over the alveolus of the incisors

eleven and a half inches, and at the narrowest part behind the

canine teeth, six inches ; except in breadth behind the incisors (fig. 4)

corresponds nearly with this specimen, but the difference of breadth is

so remarkable that we must, I think, regard the two as having belonged

to separate species.

* The scale on which the figures are represented is one-fifth of natural size.
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On the right side the anterior cheek tooth is broken in the socket,

and the second tooth in the row presents two distinct crowns situated

close together, but in the left side in this specimen as well as in a frag-

ment of what is probably a corresponding species in the Asiatic Society,

the second cheek tooth presents a single large compressed crown ; the

three next teeth are placed close together, and are perfectly distinct from

each other, but from the manner in which dentition appears to take place

in these animals two points of the same tooth may be more or less dis-

tant from each other, so that a corresponding tooth in different individuals

may occasionally appear double or single according to circumstances,

but allowing the utmost latitude to variations of this kind, still we must

regard the specimen in question from its breadth to characterise a dis-

tinct species ; more especially as we find the following fragment in the

Asiatic Society's museum to corroborate all the essential peculiarities of

this species.

Fig. 6 b. The fragment of a gigantic individual*, which presents

a depth of six inches at the chin, with a breadth of more than

twelve inches, and corresponds with Dr. MacLoed's specimen

fig. 6, so forcibly as not to be mistaken in the most minute

particular as having belonged to a larger individual of the same

species ; the second and third cheek teeth in this are still remaining

on the right side as well as the sockets and alveolus of the incisors and

canines. The importance of this specimen (of which I have given two

figures 6 b. and 6 c. the latter being the under side), consists in its

suggesting that a difference in the same species gives rise in these,

as in other animals, to no difference in form, and consequently

that a difference of form in the fragments of several species is to be

regarded as a specific distinction. Before I became acquainted with this

fact, and compared the specimens to which I am indebted for a know-

ledge of it, I was disposed to think the following specimen probably

belonged to a young Hex. Sivalensis.

Fig. 7 is the corresponding portion of the lower jaw of a small

specimen only seven and a half inches across the muzzle, and three and

a half inches in depth. The narrowest part of the jaw behind the

* On a shelf in the north-western corner of the museum, along with the cer-

vical vertebrae, teeth, and other fragments of elephants and mastodons and nu-

merous broken tusks of hippopotami without labels, or any indications of the

place in which they were found, or who the donors were, so that we are left to

infer that they came from the Siwali/c beds, though in the same side of the

apartment there are collections from Ava also without labels ; these have

been destroyed by insects, which seem to have recently taken advantage of the

neglected state of this department of our museum.

6 Q
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canine teeth is four inches in breadth, the whole being- comparatively

flat and broad : the reverse of what belongs to the species of which I

supposed it might have been a young individual. The specimen is

however too imperfect to show any peculiarities of dentition, the sockets

of some of the teeth only remaining, and the left angle of the jaw being

broken so as to give the muzzle an unequal appearance.

It is not consistent perhaps with the most approved method of study-

ing nature, to lay very great stress on the peculiarities of any one organ

in different animals ; but it is rare that more than a fragment of some

portion of the skeleton of fossil vertebrata is afforded for observation.

The development of horns, and even of some parts of the frontal bone,

as of the superciliary arches of the orbits, is liable to sexual and indi-

vidual peculiarities*, but I am aware of no such objections to the full-

est reliance on the lower jaw as a safe criterion for specific variations
;

for this purpose I have made considerable use of it in the arrangement

of fishes, and there is no reason why it might not be equally useful as a

criterion of species in other classes.

The two species described by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley

differ essentially in this, that the jaw of H. Sivalensis is broad at the

muzzle, and contracted more than the existing species over the penul-

timate false molar (Asiatic Researches, XIX. 47.) while that of H.

Dissimilis is very narrow at the symphysis, where a greater number

than four incisors does not appear to have existed. Hence fig. 4 in

the annexed plate, and figs. 1, 2, plate IV. Asiatic Researches, XIX.

represent H. Sivalensis, while the imperfect fragment in Colonel Col-

vin's collection fig. 3, in the annexed plate, is a characteristic frag-

ment of H. Dissimilis of Falconer and Cautley.

But still we have fig. 4, pi. IV. (As. Res. XIX.) of Durand, which

corresponds with a very perfect lower jaw in Colonel Colvin's col-

lection, from which my fig. 5, on the annexed plate was taken, and

regarding which Mr. Durand justly observes (Op. Cit. pp. 57) r " It

presents a marked difference in the shape of the incisors which are

more elliptical than in the preceding varieties. The exterior incisors

have a section not observable in any other specimen ; and are rela-

tively to the four centre incisors set lower than analogous incisors of

other varieties—may not this" he continues " be considered a distinct

species ?" I am led to the conclusion after an examination of Colonel

Colvin's specimens and all others in our museum that it is, and pro-

* In one of Major Hay's beads of the hippopotamus the arches of the orbits

ascend two inches above the most prominent part of the intervening nasal pro-

cess, and in the other only one inch.
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pose to name it Hex. anisiperus, from atiisos unequal and peras a line,

refering to the irregular form of the incisors in this, compared with

the other hexaprotodons.

I am also led to the conclusion as already stated, that Dr. Mac-
Loed's specimen fig. 6 affords a third species agreeing with H. Siva-

lensis in having a broad muzzle and the incisors in a straight line, but

differing from that species in the molar teeth being nearly parallel on

either side of the jaw, or less contracted behind the canine teeth, and the

general form of the jaw thicker and broader than any other member of

the group, and hence it may be named Ilexap. megagnathus, from

megas large and gnathos the jaw.

In addition to these the small specimen fig. 7 must, I think, be

regarded as afourth species, distinguished by its broad shallow muz-

zle, and though much contracted behind the incisors like H. Sivalensis,

still differing from that species in the flattened form of the jaw, on

which account it may be named Hexap. platyvhynchus, from platus

flat, and rhynchus the snout.

In the only upper jaw of hexaprotodon in Colonel Colvin's

collection in the Asiatic Society's museum ; the cheek teeth on

the left side are all nearly perfect, and so much worn as to indicate

the advanced age of the individual to which it belonged. The

incisors are removed but their sockets are as distinctly marked on

both sides as could be wished. From the form of the muzzle it would

appear that the upper incisors were directed more abruptly downwards

than in the hippopotamus, they must consequently have been very

short as their growth would necessarily be interrupted by the lower

incisors ; they are also of rather smaller diameter than the latter, but

of equal size among themselves, and appear to have been intended for

grasping such substances as were collected on the lower range of teeth,

and with the assistance of the lips and tongue for drawing a soft

aliment into the mouth, rather than for tearing like the hippopo-

tamus. This jaw appears to have belonged to the same species

as fig. 5, but to an individual a little larger.

It is unnecessary to say that the intermixture of terrestrial and

aquatic forms entombed in the Siwalik hills, renders it impossible to

derive any conclusion as to the habits of an animal towards land or water

from its remains having been found in such a situation. The small col-

lection of Dr. MacLoed comprises, in addition to the fragments of the

jaws Of a Hexaprotodon, the upper jaw of a P'alee other turn, the frontal

bone and horns of a Bos, various fragments of elephants and the

scales or armour of a gigantic Garial nearly allied to Lacerta gange-

6 q 2
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comparatively slender scales remaining uninjured, though projecting

from the edges of the mass beyond the enveloping deposit of carbonate

of lime. Exact information of the circumstances under which fossils are

found, though a subject of the highest importance, very rarely receives

from collectors much attention, but as it is evident from these remarks

that beneath the spot on which the scales of the Garial were sealed,

that is, the spot on which they were found, its skeleton might be expect-

ed to lie, the locality may deserve further investigation.

V.

—

Coins and relics from Bactria,

It has been already announced in the pages of this Journal, that the

extensive collections of coins and other relics made by Mr. Masson,

by Sir Alexander Burnes, and Dr. Lord, were on their way to

Calcutta, and were likely to fall shortly under the examination of

the Editor. He felt it as a great compliment that was paid to

his efforts to restore the lost portions of Indian and Bactrian history

by means of the coins and inscriptions, still extant in the language

and with the superscriptions and dates of the rajas of those times,

that collectors in all parts of India were in the habit of submitting to

his inspection whatever they lighted upon as unusual, and sought his

reading and interpretation of the legends, emblems and inscriptions

which baffled the learning and ingenuity of the pandits and antiquaries

of the vicinity. As a consequence of the happy discoveries made by

him in this line, coins and transcripts of inscriptions came in from all

quarters, from Assam and Ava to Bokhara and Sindh, and from

Ceylon northward to Nipal. The possession of the rich store of mate-

rials thus accumulated gave facilities of comparison and collation

which were doubtless a main cause of his success : but the study

and exertions required for the satisfaction of these numerous refer-

ences to his individual skill, although entered upon with a zeal partici-

pated only by those who have achieved much, and feel that there is

yet more within their reach which ought to be the result of their own
discoveries, were too severe for the climate of India, and the Editor's

robust constitution sunk at last under the incessant labour and close

attention given to these favorite studies at the very moment when

the richest collections of inscriptions, coins, and relics, that had ever

been got together in India, were actually on their way to Calcutta as

materials for maturing the results he had achieved. The collections of

Mr. Masson were forwarded from Bombay in the John Adam which

reached Calcutta only in the course of the past December. There are
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of these coins from four to six thousand, besides the contents of several

topes, and casts of figures of Budh, with various other remains of the

period antecedent to the Muhammadan invasion of Bactria and

Afghanistan. The whole of this collection was by order of govern-

ment laid upon the table of the Asiatic Society at the meeting of

January 1839, but the members present felt that in the absence of

their late Secretary, and likewise of Captain Cunningham, Mr. V.

Tregear, and Colonel Stacey, there were no persons in Calcutta

to whom the examination, arrangement, and report upon the coins

and relics could be committed with confidence. They came therefore

to the unanimous resolution to recommend their being forwarded with-

out delay to England, where the Honorable Court would have the

opportunity of submitting them to the inspection of the late Secretary

of the Asiatic Society, jointly with Dr. Wilson the librarian at the

East India House, and so the ends of science and of antiquarian

research would be most effectually answered.

The care of this magnificent collection, which is large enough to

supply all the museums in Europe, has been kindly undertaken by Mr.

Cracroft, a very zealous member of the Asiatic Society, and there is

ground for hoping that under his superintendence a catalogue may yet

be made before he takes his final departure for England. The articles

have come round in bags without any separate lists, and in one bag

there are about two thousand copper coins.

But independently of Mr. Masson's collection, another numbered

by thousands has been brought to Calcutta by Dr. McLeod the In-

spector General of hospitals to H. M.'s forces in India. This consists

partly of coins of all metals, but there are also several seals and gems

of different stones cut with a great variety of emblems and devices.

All these are the property of Sir A. Burnes, and have arrived for

deposit and custody as well as for inspection ; they are therefore still

available for the curious, and will continue so until Sir A. Burnes
shall send instructions as to their disposal. We cannot ourselves under-

take the particular examination of these relics so as to give the detailed

description they deserve. A selection from the coins had however

previously been made at Simla, and those deemed most curious being

forwarded by the dawk arrived fortunately before the departure of our

Editor. Amongst them is that most curious coin of Dr. Lord with

the head of Eucratides on one side, and of both his parents on the

other, a drawing of which was exhibited in plate No. XXVII. of this

volume. From the other selected coins thus transmitted a plate was

prepared by the Editor, which was intended to be illustrative of an article
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he designed giving in our last October number. The plate remains,

and we attach it to this article, that the curious who have followed

our Editor to the length of his past researches may see the objects

which he deemed worthy of fresh illustration in the field of Indo-Bac-

trian numismatology. If the Herefordshire, the ship in which he took

passage, had touched at Madras, or had put into Mauritius, or had met
a vessel at sea, we might have hoped for the comments promised on
this, as on other two plates which we also intend to give and shall

separately refer to. But the time approaches when the issue of the

last number of our series will be expected, and we can no longer defer

the publication, under the doubtful expectation of receiving the expected

paper from the Cape of Good Hops. Of the coins and gems there-

fore in Sir Alexander Burnes's collection we can at present make
no use, but we hold them in deposit for the examination of others and
to wait his further instructions. We must be content at present to give

the plate referred to, which it will be seen is numbered XXXII. together

with such brief reading of the names, as a Tyro of Indian numismatics

might be expected with the aid of the alphabets to supply. The plate

is of Indo-Bactrian coins of date antecedent to the introduction of Gre-

cian art, with the Grecian alphabet, into the mints of that country.

The legends are in the ancient No. 1. character of the then universal

Pali language, with Bactrian characters in some instances on the

obverse or intermixed. The names and emblems on these coins are

well worth the study of the learned.

Along with Sir A. Burnes's coins Dr. McLeod brought to Calcutta

a very singular relic obtained by Dr. Lord at Badakhshdn, and which

is we believe destined for the British museum. The relic in question is

an ancient patera of silver, embossed in the interior in very high relief,

and representing, with all the usual adjuncts of classic mythology, the

procession of Bacchus. The god himself sits in a car drawn by two

harnessed females with a drinking cup in his hand. A fat infant Sile-

nus stands in front, and there is a female figure kneeling on the after

corner of the car, which from its disproportionate size we imagine to

be the carved elbow of the seat on which the god reclines. There are

also two winged cupids in attendance, one flying with a wand in his

hand to which a fellet is attached, the other end of which is held by the

infant Silenus ; and the other on the foreground behind the wheel

of the car, as if employed in pushing it on. The car is followed by a

dancing Hercules distinguishable by the club and lion skin. The heads

of this figure and of the Bacchus are both wanting, owing probably

to their having been of gold or thought so, while the rest of the patera
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being only of silver gilt, has escaped similar violation. The gilding

however is mostly worn away from long use, and in one part the side of

the cup is actually worn through. Independently of the circumstance

of the main figure being represented with a cup in hand, its identity with

the Grecian Bacchus, is proved by the vines circumpendent, and by the

figure of a tiger standing prominently out in the fore ground and drink-

ing out of a wine jar.

This very singular relic being destined to leave the country, we have

thought it necessary, besides giving in these pages a plate made from

an accurate drawing with a scale, to have a cast prepared from it in tin,

so that in case the original should be lost in transmission to Europe,

the facsimile may remain to give a complete idea of its form and exe-

cution. The cast is of course not equally sharp in its lines with the

chased original, but connoisseurs will know how to make exact allowance

for that difference.

This patera is the property of Dr. Lord, who is also the fortunate

owner of the double-headed coin of Eucratides, the original appa-

rently from which the plate of a similar coin is given in Dr. Vincent's

Periplus; but the double head is there represented as being on both sides

of the coin. With a liberality deserving of particular notice, both these

unique relics have been gratuitously appropriated by the finder, or are

intended to be so, in the manner deemed by him most conducive to the

ends of science, Dr. Lord not desiring to retain them as isolated

trophies of his own good fortune in the field of research and discovery.

I fear we must not look upon this piece of plate as affording evidence

of the state of the arts in Badakhshdn, where it was found, at any par-

ticular sera. That it is of high antiquity is quite apparent from the

condition of the metal, as well as from the design, but in the Periplus

of the Erythrean Sea published amongst Arian's works, it is distinctly

stated that apyvpea/xara, t. e. articles of silver plate, were a staple import

from the west, for exchange against the productions of India. At

Minnagarh upon the Indus, it is further stated by the author of that

treatise, that he himself presented to the raja papi/ri^a apyupw/xaroi, valua-

ble pieces of plate, in order to secure his favor, and the grant of certain

privileges of trade. There is thus reason to believe that the pa-

tera must have been brought from Greece or Asia Minor, and either

presented in like manner, or sold to some sovereign of Bactria, by a

merchant desiring similar privileges of trade in that country. That

it has been in use for centuries is evident from the worn condition

it now presents \ but for how many it was in use, and for how many it

lay treasured in royal or other repositories, is more than may now
be conjectured.
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A drawing of this patera was made at Simla by no common hand

several months ago, and it arrived and was exhibited at the Meeting of

the Asiatic Society, but somehow disappeared, so as to preclude an

earlier description of this relic being laid before the public. We have

now the original before us, and have examined it closely, to see if there

were any inscription, stamp or emblem, which might afford some clue to

the date and locality of the manufacture, but are compelled to be con-

tent with a mere description of its outward appearance, being unable to

hazard a conjecture as to either.

Indo-Bactrian Coins.

Specification of coins in Plate XXXII. Vol. VII.

No. 1. Obv. Armed figure standing with a club or spear : no inscrip-

tion. Rev. Elephant with rider : Bactrian inscription Rajasa, rest

not decypherable.

No. 2. Obv. Woman and deer, with inscription not legible : (5 em-

blem. Rev. Tree and mountain, with £, and £ emblems.

No. 3. Obv. Man and bull, same emblem as No 2, and Maha'rajasa

Mahabhatasa in old Pali clearly legible, but the name to the left

baffles us. Rev. Same device and emblems as No. 2, and Mahara'jasa

clearly legible in Bactrian at the bottom.

No. 4. Obv. Same device as No. 2, and same emblem, Rajna Ra-

jasa Maghadatasa in old Pali. Rev. Same device and emblems

as No. 2, Maharajasa in Bactrian: the rest not legible.

No. 5. A larger coin, the same device on both sides as No. 3 ; Ob-

verse defaced; Rev. Maharajasa in Bactrian characters.

No. 6. Obv. Bull and
*f

emblem, no letters. Rev. Same emblems

as Nos. 2, 3, and 4, with addition of a wheel : very peculiar.

No. 7. Obv. Deer and man, with emblems 3C and [fj: Rajna Ku-
nandasa in old Pali, Rev. Same as Nos. 2, 3, 4, &c.

No. 8. Obv. Deer and woman: Maharajasa in Pali. Rev. Same
as No. 2, no inscription.

No. 9. Obv. Deer and man, Kunandasya in Pali. Rev. Same as

No. 2.

No. 10. Same precisely, Pali inscription Nandasa the last letter

being an initial A'
y\

.

Buddhist Satrap Coins,

No. 11. Obv. Horse caparisoned. Rev. Rajasa, in Bactrian, with

various marks.

No. 12. Obv. Horse. Rev. Standing figure with bow: inscription

-in Pali, Sarba tapasa patamapasa, Thamasp ?

6 R
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No. 18. The same indistinct.

No. 14. Obverse the same worn. Rev. Inscription in lines, Tama-
pasa legible in Pali.

No. 15. Nothing distinct.

No. 16. Obv. Horse's tail and hind quarter. Rev. Figure standing

Laga'mapasa in Pali.

Nos. 17, 18, 19. Obv. Bull. Rev. Standing figure with inscription

Rajnapadasa : centre one in Bactrian.

No. 20. Obv. Standing figure, Pali inscription, Paghugapasa.
Rev. Figure : no inscription.

No. 21. Nothing made out.

No. 22. Obv. Figure in speaking attitude. Rajna Raghuna'm.
Nos. 23, 24, and 25, not decyphered.

N. B. These latter are classified as of the Satrap group, first be-

cause of the title Raja or Maharaja not being found in any of them ;

secondly, because of the names having so evidently an ancient Persian

aspect, and lastly, because of the horse emblem, which probably had its

origin in the circumstances which attended the accession of Gushtasp,

Darius Hystaspes.

VI.

—

Ancient Hindu Coins from Jyonpur and Oojein,

Besides the coins of Bactria and Kabul, which formed the subject of

the preceding article, and which carry back the numismatic records

of that country to times anterior to the Grecian invasion, when it

formed a province of the dominions of the great king of Persia, and

even before that, when governed by its own, or by an Indian maharaja,

there have been found simultaneously in distant parts of India, other

similar records of the same periods. Mr. Vincent Tregear has been

so fortunate as to obtain, in the vicinity of Jyonpur, several coins of the

early period of the Devas and Dattas, with legends, plainly legible, in

the oldest form of Pali character, and likewise more than one Purusha

Datta, which it requires no great stretch of credulity to identify as

the coin of the great Porus himself, the antagonist of Alexander.

These coins were transmitted to our Editor for more complete il-

lustration, with a brief notice by Mr. Tregear, whose readings have

much aided us in framing the annexed descriptive list. From the

number thus transmitted a selection was made for the annexed plate,

which was not ready when our Editor left Calcutta. We think it due

however to our readers to insert the plate in the last number of this

series of his journal, for the same reason, that we in the preceding
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article gave the plate of Indo-Bactrian coins, and with the same im-

perfect notice of the legends and emblems.

Ancient Hindu Coins, Square. Plate, No. LX.

No. 1. Copper coin, Obv. Bull and mountain with double cross, as

in Indo-Bactrian coins, but with one tier less, thus /&> instead of

at top plainly legible in ancient Pali Dhanade'vasa. Rev. Warrior

figure standing in centre : no inscription.

No. 2. Obv. Same bull device and inscription, but instead of the

two-tier mountain an emblem thus 3, quasi, garden and tree. Rev.

Same as No. 1.

No 3. Obv. Sitting elephant, trunk curled inward, inscription ac-

cording to Tregeab, also Dhunadevasa, but we read Chatudevasa
or Chatradevasa. Rev. Indistinct.

No. 4. Copper. Obv. Bull turned leftward ; inscription in ancient Pali

Va'sudevasa. Rev. Curious circular device, snake at bottom, tree and

garden to right, and left ~§_ : no inscription.

No. 5. Copper. Obv. Device, perhaps a fire-altar, but very peculiar.

Inscription in Pali Dhanade'vasa. Rev. Peculiar, indescribable.

No. 6. Copper. Obv. Elephant passing to left. Inscription Pali, as

in No. 3. Rev. Sitting figure in circle : no inscription traceable.

No. 7. Copper, Obv. Bull passing leftward : no inscription. Rev.

A circle, somewhat similar to No. 5 : nothing clear.

No. 9. Copper, broken. Obv. Device not distinguishable ; inscrip-

tion, first letter effaced, Danasa the concluding letters clear. Rev.

Tree and garden with !£•

No. 10. Inscription of a coin clearly legible Pa'papagho.

No. 11. Ditto apparently Kaneva'sa
No. 12. Ditto Raja Dhanade'vasa.
Nos. 13 and 14. End of inscription, Navasa.

Hindu Round Coins.

No. 8. Bull looking to right. Rev. Large letters at bottom Ne'vasa ;

emblems indistinct.

No. 15. Obv. PURUSHA DATASA in old Pali, round a stand-

ing figure, with double trisula or trident to the right.

No. 16. Female figure, with four Pali letters, AAO'i, not quite legi-

ble ; emblems 4^ and v. with oO»

No. 17. Flower with old Pali letters not distinguishable.

No. 18. Standing figure with double trisul, or tree, to left, Pali

inscription round, not legible.
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No. 19. Standing figure, without inscription or emblem distinguish-

able.

No. 20. Obv. Standing figure, tree to right: Rajna Ram Datasa
in Pali. Rev. Tree only distinguishable.

No. 21. Standing figure ; inscription large in Pali characters,

Raja Rama Datasa.
No. 22. Standing figure, Rama Datasa plainly legible : star, snake,

and other emblems.

No. 28. Standing figure, with bull, trisul, and star, Raja Rama
Datasa plainly legible.

No. 24. Obv. Standing figure : bull and trisul, Raja Rama Da-
tasa. Rev. Trisul and other emblems.

No. 25. Standing figure, Rahu Rajasa.
No. 26. Standing figure, bull and snake : nothing legible.

No. 27. Broken, square, sitting bull : Vasatu Datasa.
No. 28. Obv. Bull passing to left : Suva Datasa. Rev. Not

distinguishable.

Nos. 29 and 30. Not clearly distinguishable, but of similar type

to No. 25. Inscription in No. 30, Rahu Rajasa.

Plate No. LXI. is of coins which were dug up in Oojein, and forward-

ed by Mr. Bax to Major Ousely of Sagur, by whom they were sent

to our Editor. Some of the same type and appearance in every respect

were about the same time obtained by Dr. Burns at Kaira, and will

be found represented in the same plate. There is no inscription of any

kind on any of these coins, excepting on No, 2 and No. 22, on which

the word Ujayina is plainly legible in well formed letters of the oldest

Pali character. All of them present the appearance of greater anti-

quity than can be claimed by any other coins, which have hitherto been

described. The four rings oJ° a tree and garden, and mountain seem

to be the distinguishing emblems, but as no description can equal the

representation given in the plate, we deem it quite unnecessary to

explain their appearance separately.

The coins from which the above plates have been prepared are still

in deposit with us, and we wish it to be understood that we hold them

at the disposal of the owners, who have only to indicate the manner in

which they desire to have them returned, and we shall make a point

of following their instructions in this respect.
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VII.

—

Ancient Inscriptions.

We have very little room in this number for the further prosecution

of the intention declared, of exhibiting in the pages of the Journal

transcripts of all the numerous inscriptions, of which copies and facsi-

miles have been transmitted to us. But that we may not fail altogether

to redeem the pledge thus given, we have selected some short ones.

I. Captain J. S. Burt of Engineers, now stationed at Ghdzipur,

has been so fortunate as to discover a fallen pillar at Palladpur on the

banks of the Ganges in the Zaminea perguna, round the centre of

which is a short inscription in the No. 2 character. The shaft lies on
the ground, more than half buried, about six kos south of Ghazipur.

It is described by Captain Burt as a perfect cylinder of three feet

diameter, polished and rounded for a length of twenty-seven feet, and
with a rough base of nine feet, the whole length being thirty-six feet.

Round the centre is an inscription of a single perfect si oka, to read

which completely Captain B. was compelled to cause a trench to be

dug underneath the shaft of the column. The sloka as read and ex-

plained by Kamalakanta is as follows :

Tt fkv^ fa^re ^ffl" J ^*r x*& xtt^t: *rcrcr^facT mv s

" Great, victorious, of high renown, the promoter of the virtue of

Kshatris, always like the sons of Kunti (Yudishthira, &c), pro-

tector of many kings, for the honoring of his father's memory practis-

ing many virtues, in his actions and conduct truly a fifth Lokpal
divinity."

From the manner in which the sloka ends with " Lokpal," it is sur-

mised that that must be the name of the sovereign in whose honor the

inscription was written, but there is no date or other means of identify-

ing it. The pillar is well worthy of the examination of the curious.

II. In closing this series of the journal, our acknowledgments are

due to the more than common zeal, with which Captain Burt has col-

lected, and the care with which he has made the facsimiles of a great

variety of inscriptions. One valuable one containing the names of several

new rajas was obtained by him from the vicinity of Chatarpur in

Bandelkhand, and we hoped to have been able, with the assistance of the

Rev. Mr. Malan, to have given its translation in the past month ; but

the failure of that gentleman's eyes has compelled its transfer to other

hands, and it remains to enrich the new series of the journal.
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III. Another facsimile taken by Captain Burt from a temple at

Oodeypur in February 1838, deserves also particular mention, not for its

substance, which is merely a grant of no great antiquity by a raja named

Punya Pal of Jogobatee, but because the date is given in three eras,

one of which is new. It shows the Sumbut year of Vikramaditya
1116, corresponding with 981 of Salivahana, to have fallen in the year

446 of Oodyaditya, therefore the raja Oodyaditya, from whom pro*

bably Oodypur derives its name, lived in the year 670 of Vikrama-

ditya or about 614 A. D. This raja's name is not in the chronolo-

gical tables of the Sesodee, or of any other dynasty. But the name of

Deva Ditya occurs, at about the period assigned for the sera in this

inscription, and they may be identical.

IV. The next inscription of which we shall furnish a translation, is

one often mentioned in the pages of this journal, viz. that of Bageshar

near Almora in the province of Kamaon. This inscription was copied

by Mr. Trail the late commissioner, but the copies proving defective*

facsimiles were also obtained, from which the following transcript and

translation have been made.

There are still several hiatuses, and especially towards the close, where

the date will most probably have been. Failing this means of fixing

the period when the rajas named in this inscription lived, we have no-

thing but the appearance of the stone, and the character of the writing

to indicate its probable epoch. In the present instance these are uncer-

tain criteria, for the character, though ancient and in some respects

peculiar, does not correspond sufficiently with that of other inscriptions

or coins to afford a safe chronological guide. The inscription so far

as it has been decyphered is as follows :—

snffcnrcfsnc*:^ trgrcraTT^pf^f rem*!TC^jrwrcT^nftrersr

^nftrcrsn ^w^^re §*: Ite ^ti $*jsft snrf*mfftraf?nrc

^Kt^^^mq^^^ftref *ra*:rc*rr*r uf^nrrfccw OTtfthrro
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i^ ^Sfarawircfl cr^T*jf*ra! TCTOvsT^ror^r^Br. itch

VTfT*HTO*TKT^Tfa^T^^^^^^m^TW^ cT^ xnp <Tcq-

^T-rHfT^TCcKT'sft TlT^ft ^T^T^ft cf^T^fq^: ircTOVTC

tr ?r Trf?nnf^ciT *ftr ^ti^tcr Premier: ?r^r xji^ ure^shra*

^iwTTn ftf^fcr^T^t^^frr *rap:Tcr swum*

f^fcTcr^«TH^WT^^HfWHT^K?;T^T^fi7mTr^T^: ^faf^S
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fk

**9T ^ffafte*:^: ct^t vw< ?n*T5T^nrcr^l wnt^t tot

^•if^r^?:cTC^^rT^^far<rfwifr^«T^rwT^r^^f*T<T*iT^ssRfl ^Tt

Translation by Sa'roda Prashad.

Blessing and salutation.—On the southern part of this beautiful

temple, the royal lineage is inscribed by learned persons.

Bow down at the foot of Paradeva (the great god) placed at the

gate called Ninunanuti at Pavupidadata in the village of Rdruya ;

which (foot) destroys the nets of animals

.

There was a raja named Masantana Deva who was a king of kings,

most venerable and wealthy. In his wife, the queen named Sajya-

naranevha, who knew no one but her husband, was conceived a raja

who was also a king of kings, the richest, the most respected of his time,

worthy to be trusted and prosperous ; who set apart successively pro-

visions for the worship of Parameswara (or the supreme Lord), and

caused several public roads to be constructed leading to Jayaktilabhukti,

and who provided fragrant substances, flowers, incense, lamps, and oint-

ments for Baghreswara Deva (or the god of tigers), in Ambilapa-

lika (perhaps a forest) and who was the protector in battle : who

moreover gave fragrant substances, flowers, &c, and the village named

Sarneswara Grama which his father had granted to the Vaishnavas

(or the followers of Vishnu') for worship of the above mentioned god.

Who erected buildings on the side of the public roads.

As long as the sun and moon endure so long shall these his virtuous

deeds exist.
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His son was Kharpara Deva the king of kings, respectable and

wealthy ; in his wife who was much devoted to him was

born Adhidha JA ; who was most wealthy, honorable and learned.

Of his queen Ladhdha Devi' who loved her husband dearly, wrs

born Tri'bhu'vana raja Deva who was active, rich, honorable and

intelligent. He (Tribhuvana rajaJ gave two dronas of a fruitful

field named Ndya in the village of Joyakulabhtiktika to the above

god, and also ordered the fragrant substances, &c. produced in it, to be

employed in the worship of the same god.

It is also worthy to be known, that he was an intimate friend of the

son of Kirata, (perhaps a hunter,) who gave two and a half dronas

land to the above mentioned god and to the god Gambiyapinda.
Another son of A'dhidhaja gave one drona of land to the god

Baharake, and moreover caused a grant ( Sdsanan) of two bigas of

lands to be engraved on a stone in the Samvat year 11. He also gave

one drona of land to the god Baghreswara and fourteen parcels of

land to Chandalnu'nda Devi and he established a Prapa, (i. e.

trough or place where water is distributed,) in honor of the former.

All these tracts of land have been consecrated to the god Baghre-

swara for his worship.

There was another raja named Nunva rata who was possessed of

compassion, sincerity, truth, strength, good dispositions, heroism, mag-

nanimity, intellect, politeness, and good character, of a charming per-

son, adorned with morals and with several eminent qualities, active in

conquering by the force of his bow held in hand, and born for worship-

ping the lily feet of the owner of Nandana and Amaravail, i. e. Indra,

who acquired fame by the force of his arms, through the favour of

Durjadhi (or Siva) who wears Jotdjuto (or matted hairs), on his

head, tied with the pearls of his crown resembling a crescent, and illumi-

nated with the purest water of Ganga, which confers ten million beauties,

which Jotdjuto, or head of hair, robs other radiant substances of their

lustre by its many large, clear, and beautiful jewels, and bright kesara

flowers on which play the black snakes. He (the raja) subdued all

his enemies, and his colour was like gold, his fair body was always bent

down with respect for the worship of all gods, daityas, men, and

learned persons, and his fame is sung every where, as derived from the

performance of Yagyas.

His son Istovana Deva, born from the chief of his queens

Dasu' Devi who loved him dearly, was a king of kings, rich, re-

spectable and learned. His son Lalita Su'ra Deva was born of

his wife Dhara Devi, who was much devoted to him, who was also

6 s
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a king- of kings, wealthy, respected, intelligent, and in all respects a

hero. His son Bhudeva Deva was born of his wife Laya Devi who

loved much her husband. He also was king of kings, a zealous wor-

shipper of Brahma, an enemy of Budha Sravana, a lover of truth,

rich, beautiful, learned, continually engaged in religious observances,

and a person near whom KalI (the yuga) could not approach ; whose

eyes were beautiful as blue lilies and quick, the palm of whose hands re-

sembled young twigs, whose ears were frequently troubled by the sound

of the jewels of the crowns of rajas who bowed before him, and whose

great weapon destroyed darkness, whose feet resembled the colour of

gold, who granted pensions to his favorite attendants.

He the remainder defective.

N. B.—This inscription is supposed to be about 1500 years old, but?

as before stated, the date is conjectural. There are faults of grammar

in the Sanskrit, for which the Pandit who drafted the inscription is.

answerable.

VIII.—Mr. Kittoe's tour in Orissa, continued from page 829 of
September, 1838.

On the following morning (the 16th March), I proceeded to Atturva

a large village on the banks of the Brahminee river, the greater part of

the way was through very dense jungle, with some small patches of

cultivation interspersed ; I met with only one village in which there

were many large herds of buffaloes, and other cattle ; cultivation is also

extensive. I here observed a method of tilling the land quite novel to

me ; the fields are dug with long and heavy crowbars, each clod as it is

turned up, is bruised with the bar, and thus prepared for the seed

without using a plough ; indeed the stiff nature of the soil, would not

admit of its being ploughed in the dry seasons. This practice I found to

prevail throughout the valley of the Brahminee, which tract is very

fertile.

The distance travelled this morning must have been nearly fifteen-

miles. Nothing new presented itself at Atturva, where the bed of the

river is about half a mile wide, the water at this season occupying but

an eighth of that space: being very shallow it is only navigable for

small canoes.

17th March, Camp Nadurra. This is a large village on the banks

of the river about thirteen miles from the last camp ; it may however be

much less in a direct line : my guides purposely took me by a very

difficult and circuitous route, inland from the river along the banks of

which I ought to have travelled ; such is the wiliness of the Ooreyahs,
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their object being to decoy me from the site of the rich lands which I

should otherwise have seen ; my companion Mr. B. came by the latter

route, while I was completely at the mercy of my guides, having a pal*

kee for my only conveyance. I however walked the greater part of the
way, and passed several villages, all of which appeared to possess much
cattle ; the pasture land is very rich.

The chain of low and isolated hills to my left (south) came here near-

er to the river ; the ground undulated considerably, and in many places

I met with extensive beds of shingle containing the debris of rocks, com-
mon in the more elevated mountain chains of Hingool

y Talcher and
Rehrakhol, with which is mixed much jasper, laterite and iron stone

conglomerate.

A great variety of small fish were brought, among which I observed

some species quite new to me, of a couple of which I took drawings.

In the evening I was visited by an intelligent ascetic, from whom I

learned much concerning the coal beds in Talcher and its vicinity,

particularly one called Hingolai Thakooranee ; indeed I am entirely

indebted to this individual for its discovery, no pains being spared to

mislead and deter me from going beyond Talcher.

On the 1 8th I continued my march, and was again led by a round-

about path to a small hamlet on the river side called Kumlung, a short

distance beyond the village of Mungulpur : it is on the boundary line

between Talcher and Dehennul.

The bed of the river here is about a furlong and a half wide, the

water flows under the opposite bank where there are granite rocks ; it

is still, and very deep ; I found a great abundance of coal scattered

over the sand, which removed the doubts I had hitherto entertained of

its existence in this neighbourhood.

I was informed that the navigation of the river from Talcher to as

far as Kurgparsad is considered dangerous for large boats, which are

consequently not brought higher up than that place, where the first

rocks occur ; therefore should the coal fields ever be worked, it will be

necessary to remove these rocks, which might be done without much la-

bor or expense, there being few that I should consider really dangerous.

19th, Camp Talcher, Patna. Marched this morning at an early hour
;

the distance was about five miles over an undulating country with little

jungle but much high grass. There were few villages and the cultivation

very limited. The soil appears remarkably poor with much gravel mix-

ed with it ; the sandstone rock predominates : there are however some

huge masses of granite protruding through the soil, having a very

curious appearance.
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I encamped on the banks of the river, about half a mile east of the

town and Gurh ; the latter is on a sandstone rock washed by the river,

the former is contiguous to it on the south side, extending for half a

mile or more. The Gurh is a stockade surrounded on three sides by

a deep ditch ; within is a long street reaching from the southern wicket

to the chief entrance of the raja's residence, the principal buildings of

which are of masonry. All the smaller out-houses, had been burned to

the ground, together with the granaries a few days previous to my
arrival.

The raja with his sons paid me a visit in the afternoon. I was very

agreeably surprised to find him a shrewd intelligent old man. He has

travelled over the greatest part of India, having performed pilgrimages

to Ramesseram near Ceylon, and to Budrinath in the Hymalayas. He
promised every assistance towards furthering the discovery of coal

fields. On his taking leave I presented him with a musical box with

which he was much delighted.

In the evening I returned the raja's visit ; he shewed me his Gurh

which is in a very dilapidated state, as an excuse for which he said

that there was no occasion for strongholds, while he lived under Bri-

tish protection. He dwelt much on his poverty. After taking leave of

him, his sons accompanied me to a nullah about half a mile to the

westward, and called Billaijooree, in the banks of which at about 400

yards from the river, seams of coal are apparent ; they appear to abut

on the sandstone rock, and are a very few feet below the undulating

surface, which is alternately clay and shingle. The seams vary in quality

and thickness, and are curved nearly parallel with the undulations of

the superstrata. 1 attempted to sink a shaft, but was prevented by

coming upon a hard rock of a bluish color containing mica, coal and

fossil plants. I blasted the rock, which proved twelve and a half feet

thick, beneath it was a stiff grey clay containing coarse sand and

mica.

The following day I again visited the coal beds, and lighted a large

fire, to the amusement of the natives who had never seen stones

ignited.

The next morning I proceeded to the village of Mungulprasdd

about fifteen miles west of Talcher, under which is a dry torrent called

the Sungurra, in the banks of which coal beds, averaging from five to

fifteen feet, are exposed to view alternately on either side for one or

two miles distance : there are several descriptions of coal, specimens of

all of which I brought away with me.

From this spot I retraced my steps towards the plains, leaving Tal~
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cher several miles to my left, and passing through a part of the Ungool

territory : the third day, the 24th, I reached the village of Nagunna on

banks of the Brahminee, about two miles east of Nadurra. There is a

very ancient temple here, dedicated to Nagnath : the name of the vil-

lage is a corruption of this title. There is an inscription round the lin-

gum placed within the temple which is very small. I was not permitted

to see it, and was informed that the greater part of it was obliterated.

From Nagunna I proceeded the following morning to Chundeepal, a

village surrounded with the richest cultivation, and close on the banks

of the river, on the alluvial deposits of which there is extensive

tobacco cultivation ; it supplies the markets of Cuttack, Budruck, and

Balasore.

My next march was to the large town of Kasseepur, likewise on the

banks of the river : the cultivation is equally good. Many merchants

reside here ; their trade is in timber, cotton, tobacco, oil seed, and other

products of the forests. I remained during the heat of the day at

this place, and in the evening proceeded by dawk towards Calcutta.

I arrived on the fourth day after having travelled no less than miles

from the 23rd of February to the 30th of March. I however feel am-

ply repaid for the fatigue endured, first, from having been enabled to

reinspect the Dhauli inscriptions ; and, secondly, in having been so

fortunate as to discover such extensive fields of coal, above which iron

ore is equally plentiful. It is to be hoped that the day is not far dis-

tant when these valuable minerals may be turned to good account.
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